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I99O-% ACADEMIC CALENDAR
FIRSTTERM
New Student Orientation
Registered schedules available for pickup between 9:00 a.m. and
4:00 p.m. in O'ReillyHall forfull-time students
Last day to complete registration
Classes begin at 8:00a.m.
Last day for late registration and for change of schedules and
gradingoptions
Labor Day-no classes
Last day to change third-term and second-session grades
General Faculty Meeting at3:00 p.m.
Last day to withdraw without record
ParentsWeekend
Last day to submit candidacy for graduation in December
Columbus Day-no classes except those held once weekly at
4:30 p.m. and after
Homecoming
First-year students' midterm progress grades due in Registrar's
Officeby4:00 p.m.
ParentsWeekend
All Saints Day-no classes except those held once weekly at
4:30p.m. andafter
Last day to withdraw with record of W
ParentsWeekend
Thanksgiving recess begins after last evening class
All classes resume
Last day of classes
Study day-Faculty Development Day
Examinations
Feast of Immaculate Conception 
- 
Christmas on Campus
Seniorgrades due
First term ends after final examinations
Dioloma Exercises
Grades due in Registrar's Office at9:00 a.m.
SECONDTERM
Last day to complete registration
Registered schedules available for pickup between 9:00 a.m.
and 4:00 p.m. in O'Reilly Hall for full-time students
Classes begin at 8:00 a.m.
Last day for late registration, change of grading options and
schedules
Martin Luther King Day-no classes e)cept those held once
weekly 4:30 p.m. and after
Last day to change first-term grades
Last day to withdraw without record
Last day to submit candidacy for graduation in April
Presidents' Day- no classes except those held once weekly
4:30 p.m. and after
Midterm break-no classes except those held once weekly
4:30 p.m. and after
Classes resume at 8:00 a. m.
Fri., Mar. 1
Thu., Mar.28
Thu., Mar.28
First year students'midterm progress grades due in Registrar's
Officeby4:00 p.m.
Last day to withdraw with record of W
Easter recess begins afterlast evening class
AllMonday undergraduate classes will be held on Thursday,
March 28 (8:00 a. m.-4:15 p. m. )
NO Tuesday:Ihursday classes will meet on this day'
Classes resume
General Faculty Meeting
Last day of classes
Examinations for Saturday classes
22-26 Examinations
Senior grades due
Second term ends after final examinations
Commencement
Grades due in Registrar's Office at 9:00 a.m.
Last day to change second-term grades
THIRD TERM _ FIRST SESSION
Last day to completeregistration
Classes begin at8:00 a.m.
Last day for late registration, change of grading options
AscensionThursday 
-no classesLast day to submit candidacy for graduation
Last day to withdraw without record from first-session courses
Memorial Day-no classes
Last day to change second-term grades
Last day to withdraw without record from full-third-term courses
Last day to withdraw with record ofW from first-session courses
Last day of classes
Examinations
First session ends after final examinations
Grades due in Registrar's Office at 9:00 a. m.
Last day to change first-session grades
THIRD TERM- SECOND SESSION
Last day to complete registration
Saturday classes meet
Classes begin at 8:00 a.m.
Last day for late registration, change of grading options and
schedules
Last day to submit candidacy for graduation in July
Last day to withdraw without record from second-session
courses
Independence Day 
- 
no classes
Last day to withdraw with record of Wfrom second-session and
f ull-third-term courses
Last day to change first-session grades
Senior grades due
Last day of classes
Examinations
Second session ends after final examinations
Diploma Exercises
Grades due in Registrar's Office at9:00 a.m.
Last day to change second-session grades
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FIRSTTERM
New Student Orientation
Last day to complete registration
Classes begin at 8:00 a.m.
Labor Day-no classes
Columbus Day-no classes except those held once weeklyat
4:30p.m. andafter
All Saints Day-no classes except those held once weekly at
4:30p.rn. andafter
Thankigiving recess begins after last evening class
All classes resume at8:00 a.m.
Feast of Immaculate Conception 
- 
Christmas on Campus
Last day ofclasses
Studyday
Examinations
Diploma Exercises
SECOND TERM
Last day to complete registration
Classesbegin at 8:00 a.m.
MartinLutherKingDay-no classes except those held once
weekly at 4:30 p.m. and after
Presidents'Day- no classes except those held once weekly at
4:30p.m. andafter
Mid-termbreak-noclasses except those held once weeklyat
4:30p.m. andafter
Classes resume at8:00 a.m.
Easter recess begins afterlast evening examination
Examinations
Examinations
No Saturday classes
Easter recess-no classes
Commencement
THIRD TERM-FIRST SESSION
Last day to complete registration
Saturday classes begin
Classes begin at 8:00 a.m.
Memorial Day-no classes
Feast of the Ascension 
-no classes
Last day of classes
Examinations
THIRD TERM _ SECOND SESSION
Last day to complete registration
Classes begin at 8:00a.m.
Independence Day observed- no classes
Last day of classes
Examinations
Diploma Exercises
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I The University of Dayton
Founded in 1850
The University of Dayton is a private, coeducational school founded and
directed by the Society of Mary (the Marianists), a Roman Catholic teaching
order.l It is among the nation's largest Catholic institutions of higher learning.
Aware of the cultural richness of diversity, the University numbers among its
students and faculty representatives of many faiths. For the same reason, the
University has consciously drawn its students and faculty not only from the
immediate community and the middle-western neighborhood but from across
the country and from numerous foreign countries.
The main campus is seventy-six landscaped acres on a hill overlooking the city
of Dayton, Ohio. The buildings are a pleasantly eclectic architectural mixture of
old and new, all well eguipped. The faculty, both lay and religious, are well
gualified and competent to provide their students with superb instruction and
prudent counseling. The University's policy of tempered discipline encourages
students to responsible judgment and conduct in the pursuit of academic and
professional excellence.
A lively, friendly atmosphere; reasonable tuition rates; linancial aid plans;
numerous and varied religious, cultural, and social opportunities; an early-
semester calendar allowing a number of study-recess options; intercollegiate and
intramural athletic programs for both men and women; academic options such as
honors programs, independent study, and study abroadi academic, professional,
and personal counseling; cooperative work-study plans; a placement service for
students and graduates-these exemplify the myriad aspects of the character of
the University of Dayton.
BRIEFHISTORY
In the summer of '1849, Father Leo Meyer and Brother Charles Schultz, the
ffrst Marianist missionaries to America, journeyed from Alsace to Cincinnati,
where they intended to establish a base for the order in this country. But they
arrived during an epidemic of cholera, and Bishop John Purcell of Cincinnati
soon sent Father Meyer to Dayton, to minister to the sick of Emmanuel Parish.
Here he met John Stuart, whose little daughter had died of cholera the year
before. Mr. Stuart wanted to sell his Dayton property and return with his wife
to Europe. In March L850, Father Meyer purchased Dewberry Farm from him
and renamed it Nazareth. Mr. Stuart accepted a medal of St. ]oseph and a
promise of $L2,000 at 6% interest in return for 125 acres, including vineyards,
orchards, a mansion, and various farm buildings. Meanwhile, more Marianists
had arrived, and Nazareth became the first permanent foundation of the So-
ciety of Mary in the western hemisphere.
rThe Society of Mary, founded in France in 1817 by Father William Joseph Cham-
inade, presently conducts schools throughout the United States and in Africa, Aus-
tralia, Canada, Japan, Europe, and South America. The Society operates Chaminade
College in Honolulu, Hawaii, and 5t. Mary's University in San Antonio, Texas.
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The University of Dayton had its earliest beginnings here on July L, 1850,
when St. Mary's School for Boys, a frame building that not long before had
housed farm hands, opened its door to fourteen primary students from Dayton.
In September, the classes moved to the mansion, and the first boarding students
arrived. Father Meyer was administrator, Brother Maximin Zehler was teacher,
Brother Schultz was cook, and Brother Andrew Edel was farmer-gardener.
Five years later the school burned to the ground; but within a year classes
resumed. By 1860, when Brother Zehler became president, enrollment ap-
proached one hundred. The Civil War had little direct effect on the school;
most of the students were too young to serve, St. Mary's grew; college pre-
paratory courses were started in 1861; then came a novitiate; then a normal
school. An old history refers to the period of L860-75 as "the brick-and-
mortar years." The Chapel of the Immaculate Conception was completed in
1868. In 1870, visitors marveled at new St. Mary Hall, the largest building in
the city of Dayton, and called it Zehler's Folly. The new "college department"
moved into it in LE77, (Sl. Mary's Hall is now listed in the National Register
of Historic Places.)
ln 7882, the institution was incorporated and empowered to confer collegiate
degrees under the laws of the State of Ohio. In 1883, another devastating fire
visited the campus, but this time some of the buildings were saved. The statue
of Our Lady of the Pines was erected in gratitude, and the following year St.
foseph's Hall was built, symbolizing the renewed confidence of the Dayton
Marianists. In a more famous emergency, the school was spared by water as it
had not been by fire. It survived the Great Flood of r9r3 untouched because
of its hillside location, and was able to give shelter to 6oo refugees.
St. Mary's had reorganized in 7902 into four departments-classical, scien-
tilic, academic, and preparatory. In 1905 it added the Commercial Department,
which would become the Department of Commerce and Finance in r9zr, the
Division of Business Organization in 1924, and ultimately the School of
Business Administration. Four engineering departments, appearing from 1909
to 1920, were to become the Engineering Division. In 19L5, the seminary
program was moved to Mount St. John's Novitiate (now Bergamo).
Known at various times as St. Mary's School, St. Mary's Institute, and St'
Mary's College, the school assumed its present identity in 7920, when it in-
corporated as the University of Dayton. The same year, the elementary division
was closed, the Division of Education was organized, and the University started
its tradition of evening and Saturday classes, to serve the adult members of
the surrounding community. In 7922, the College of Law opened, also with
evening classes. Other graduate programs followed, to augment the profes-
sional degree programs which distinguish the University from many of Ohio's
other independent institutions of higher learning. ln 7923, the ffrst summer
session was held, its classes, like those of the law college, oPen to women as
well as men. This decade of academic growth and innovation was as well a
time of increased emphasis on sports and physical education.
The 1930s, with the Great Depression, were in many ways a time of re-
trenchment for the University of Dayton as for most other schools. But the
Dayton Marianists had survived cholera, smallpox, and influenza, wars, fire
and flood, and (in 1924) a Ku-Klux-Klan cross-burning on the campus' In
1935, even as it turned its preparatory school functions over to Chaminade
High School and graduated what was to be its last class in law for almost
t2
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forty years, the University inaugurated a college for women, with sisters of
Notre Dame in charge of twenty-seven entering female students. Two years
later, the college for women closed; all divisions opened to women, and the
University became fully co-educational.
Enrollment had passed a thousand when World War II broke out. By 1950,
with the return of the veterans, it was more than 3,500. Graduate studies,
abandoned during the war, were reinstituted in 1960. Also in 1960, the Uni-
versity reorganized academically and administratively. The College of Arts
and Sciences was formed of what had been two separate units, and the other
divisions became the Schools of Business Administration, Education, and En-
gineering. ln'J,974, when the School of Law reopened, the University achieved
its present academic configuration. The Board of Trustees, with many members
from the lay community, replaced the Marianist governing body of the Uni-
versity, and lay faculty were recruited in increasing proportions to keep pace
with the burgeoning enrollment.
These years, too, were "brick-and-mortar years"; a series of building pro-
grams tripled the number of major campus facilities in the thirty years after
World War II. Both campus and off-campus residences-dormitories, apart-
ments, and houses-were added and improved as such €mergency accommo-
dations as surplus Army barracks and an adapted Army hospital (renamed
the West Campus) were phased out. Meanwhile the academic offerings were
expanded and enriched, as the graduate and undergraduate enrollment steadied
at over ten thousand full- and part-time students.
The University has a tradition of innovation.ln 7874 St. Mary's Institute's
new Play House (gymnasium) was the only one of its kind in Ohio, and it is
probable that the first organized basketball game in the state took place there.
A system of elective studies was inaugurated in 1909. ln 1924, the University
was the first school to be granted a charter by the National Aeronautical As-
sociation. It was one of the lirst in the nation to offer a course in biophysics
(1935). ln 1948, it pioneered in student ratings of professors, and in 7952, it
invited persons over 6o to attend its evening classes as guests. It was one of the
first educational institutions to adopt electronic data-processing equipment and
to offer degrees in computer science.
Sponsored research at the University began in 7949 with a few faculty
members and student assistants doing part-time research for industry and
government agencies. ln 1956, the University of Dayton Research Institute
was formed to consolidate the administration of the growing research activities.
Annual research volume has increased from $a,ooo in 7949 to over $30 million
at the present time.
STATEMENT OF PURPOSES
Approved by the Board of Trustees, May!4,7969.
The University of Dayton, by tradition, by legal charter, and by resolute
intent, is a church-related institution of higher learning. As such, it seeks, in an
environment of academic freedom, to foster principles and values consonant
with Catholicism and with the living traditions of the Society of Mary. Operat-
ing in a pluralistic environment, it deliberately chooses the Christian world-view
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as its distinctive orientation in carrying out what it regards as four essential
tasks: teaching, research, serving as a critic of society, and rendering public
service,
The University of Dayton has as its primary task to teach-that is, to
transmit the heritage of the past, to direct attention to the achievements of the
present, and to alert students to the changes and challenges of the future. It
regards teaching, however, as more than the mere imparting of knowledge; it
attempts to develop in its students the ability to integrate knowledge gained
from a variety of disciplines into a meaningful and viable synthesis.
The University of Dayton holds that there is harmony and unity between
rationally discovered and divinely revealed truths. Accordingly, it commits its
entire academic community to the pursuit of such truths. It provides a milieu
favorable to scholarly research in all academic disciplines, while giving priority
to studies which deal with problems of a fundamentally human and Christian
concern. It upholds the principle of responsible freedom of inguiry, offers
appropriate assistance to its scholars, and endeavors to provide the proper media
for the dissemination of their discoveries.
The University of Dayton exercises its role as critic of society by creating an
environment in which faculty and students are free to evaluate, in a scholarly
manner, the strengths and weaknesses found in human institutions. While, as an
organization, it remains politically neutral, objective, and dispassionate, it en-
courages its members to judge for themselves how these institutions are
perfoiming their proper tasks; to exPose deficiencies in their structure and
operation; to propose and actively promote improvements when these are
deemed necessary.
The University of Dayton recognizes its responsibility to support, with means
appropriate to its purposes, the legitimate goals and aspirations of the civic
community and to iooperate with other agencies in striving to attain them. It
assists in promoting the intellectual and cultural enrichment of the community;
it makes ivailable not only the resources of knowledge that it possesses, but
also the skills and technigues used in the accumulation and dissemination of
knowledge; and, above all, it strives to inspire Persons with a sens-e of commu-
nity andlo encourage men and women of vision who can and will participate
effectively in the guest for a more perfect human society'
BASIC ACADEMIC STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSITY
The University of Dayton now includes the College of Arts and Sciences and
four professionai schools, each with a dean: the School of Business Administra-
tion, the School of Education, the School of Engineering (including Engineering
Technology), and the School of Law. The deans, through their dePartmental
chairpersons, administer the undergraduate and graduate Programs. The Asso-
ciate Provost has the overall responsibility for all graduate Programs. At the
head of the academic structure of the University is the University Provost.
The University of Dayton awards the following baccalaureate, professional,
and graduate degrees:
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Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Chemical Engineering
Bachelor of Civil Engineering
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of General Studies
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science in Art Education
Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration
Bachelor of Science in Education
Bachelor of Science in Engineering
Technology
Master of Arts
Master of Business Administration
Master of Clinical Chemistry
Master of Clinical Laboratory
Technology
Master of Computer Science
Master of Humlnities in Philosophv
Master of Public Administration
Master of Science
Master of Science in Aerospace
Engineering
Master of Science in Applied
Mathematical Systems
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Master of Science in Civil Engineering
Master of Science in Education
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Master of Science in Electro-Optics
Master of Science in Engineering
Master of Science in Engineering
Management
Master of Science in Management Science
Master of Science in Materials
Engineering
Master of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Master of Science in Teaching
Educational Specialist
Juris Doctor
Doctor of Engineering
Doctor of Philosophy in Biology
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering
Doctor of Philosophv in Educational
Leadership
College of Arts and Sciences
The College of Arts and Sciences includes the following departments and
programs: American Studies, Biology, Chemistry, Communication, Computer
Information Systems, Computer Science, Criminal |ustice, Economics, English,
General Studies, Geology, History, Human Ecology, International Studies, Lan-
guages, Mathematics, Medical Technology, Military Science, Music, Philosophy,
Physical Science, Physics, Political Science, Psychology, Religious Studies, Social
Work, Sociology, and Visual Arts.
Preprofessional courses are offered in medicine, dentistry, dietetics, optom-
etry, veterinary medicine, music therapy, law, foreign service, social work, and
radio and television broadcasting. The programs leading to the Bachelor of
Science with majors in Medical Technology and Nuclear Medicine Technology
are operated in cooperation with nearby hospitals. The clinical programs are
accredited by the Committee on Allied Health Education and Accreditation of
the American Medical Association through the National Accrediting Agency for
Clinical Laboratory Sciences.
Programs leading to the Master of Arts or the Master of Science are offered
in American Studies, Biology, Chemistry, Communication, English, History, Hu-
manities, Mathematics, Pastoral Ministry, Philosophy, Physics, Political Science,
Psychology, and Theological Studies. The Department of Chemistry offers the
Master of Clinical Chemistry. The Department of Computer Science offers the
Master of Computer Science. The Department of Philosophy offers the Master
of Humanities in Philosophy. The professional degree Master of Public Ad-
ministration is also offered. The Department of Biology offers the Doctor of
Philosophv.
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School of Business Administration
The School of Business Administration offers undergraduates maiors in Ac-
counting, Economics, Finance, Management, Management Information Sys-
tems, and Marketing. On the graduate level, the School awards a Master of
Business Administration.
School of Education
The School of Education prepares teachers for the elementary and secondary
levels and for specialized ftelds such as art, music, speech, business, health and
physical education, and education of the handicapped. It conducts retr_aining
lnd post-graduate programs and offers graduate Programs leading to the de-
greeJ of Master of Sciince in Education, Master of Science in Teaching, and
Educational Specialist. These programs are designed to PrePare school admin-
istrators, school counselors, school psychologists, elementary teachers, high
school teachers, and educational research specialists for both public and private
schools nationwide.
School of Engineering
The School of Engineering includes the Departments of Chemical and Ma-
terials Engineering, Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics, Electrical
Engineering, and Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. The School offers
graduate programs leading to the degrees of Master of Science in Engileering,
Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering, Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering, Master of Science in Civil Engineering, Master of Science in
Electrical Engineering, Master of Science in Electro-Optics, Master of Science
in Engineeiing Management, Master of Science in Management Science, Master
of Science in Materials Engineering, Master of Science in Mechanical Engineer-
ing, Doctor of Engineering, and Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering.
The Engineering Technology Division of the School of Engineering includes
the Departments of Chemical Technology, Electronic Engineering Technology,
and Mechanical Engineering Technology. Engineering Technology offers four-
year bachelor's degree curricula in Bio-Engineering Technology, Chemical Proc-
ess Technology, Electronic Engineering Technology, Environmental Engineering
Technology, Industrial Engineering Technology, Mechanical Engineering Tech-
nology, and Manufacturing Engineering Technology'
Engineering service courses within the School provide course work and
programs in certain areas of concentrated study for both engineering and non-
engineering maiors,
School of Law
The University of Dayton School of Law offers the furis Doctor and threejoint degree programs: Juris Doctor-Master of Business Administration, |uris
Doctor-Master of Science in Education (Educational Administration), and luris
Doctor-Master of Arts (Philosophy).
In the design of the law program, careful consideration was given to the
demands that the legal profession places upon those who choose it. Law prac-
tice requires a high level of competence in substantive knowledge and practical
skills, and a strong sense of the ethical and other responsibilities imposed by
the many roles of a lawyer-counselor, advocate, public servant, citizen leader,
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and member of a profession. At the University of Dayton, legal education is
based upon the belief that a lawyer must be able to offer clients and the public
a combination of legal knowledge and professional skill, an affirmative aPPre-
ciation of ethical values, and an abiding awareness of personal and public re-
sponsibilities.
LIBRARIES
The University of Dayton Roesch Library houses the University Library with
its book, journal, government documents, and microform collections for both
graduate and undergraduate students. The University Library's main collections
are automated and available through an online public access catalog. Its hold-
ings number almost 935,OOO volumes and its journal titles about 5,000. The
Marian Library, other rare and special collections, and the University Ar-
chives are also part of this facility. It is open 98 hours a week, provides almost
continuous reference service, and offers online bibliographic searching. Com-
fortable study areas are convenient to the open stacks, and typewriters,
photocopiers, seminar rooms, and faculty and graduate student carrels are
available.
The Marian Library, on the seventh floor of the Roesch Library building,
houses the world's largest collection of works on the Virgin Mary. Its re-
sources in over fffty languages include 7L,ooo books and pamphlets (some 6,000
printed before 18oo), 125 periodicals, a clipping file of over 52,ooo items, and a
growing number of microforms. These works are supplemented by smaller
collections: slides, medals, postcards, postage stamPs, and illustrations of
various kinds. In addition to these materials dealing with Mariology, the
library has significant holdings in national and regional bibliographies, reference
works on the Bible, ecclesiastical and dogmatic history, church art (especially
of the Eastern Churches and Medieval Europe), and the history of the book.
The University of Dayton School of Law Library is located on the ground
floor of the Roesch Library building and is connected with the Law School
Building (Albert Emanuel Hall). Its collection contains over 150,000 volumes and
63,000 physical units of microforms. The open-stack arrangement of the Law
Library permits easy access to all materials.
The University Media Centers are in Chaminade Hall and Miriam Hall. Both
provide a range of audio-visual eguipment to classrooms as well as consultative
assistance in the effective use of instructional media and technology.
The Curriculum Materials Center, which houses the specialized collections of
the School of Education, is on the ffrst floor of Chaminade Hall. It offers a wide
selection of elementary and secondary textbooks, filmstrips, records, transPar-
encies, cassettes, charts, material kits, and teaching aids.
The University's active membership in the Online Computer Library Center
and the Southwestern Ohio Council for Higher Education has significantly
augmented the library resources available to her students. Some libraries in the
Council will lend materials directly to students from other schools; others
require interlibrary loan forms, which may be secured from one of the reference
librarians.
ACCREDITATION
The University of Dayton is offfcially accredited by the following agencies:
The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, Inc., for the programs
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in chemical, civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering and in electronic,
industrial, and mechanical engineering technology
The American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Buiiness for the baccalaureate
and Master of Business Administration programs of the school of Business
The American Bar Association for its School of Law
The Association of American Law Schools for its School of Law
The National Association of Schools of Music
The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
The North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
The State of Ohio Department of Education
The University has the approval of the following:
The American Chemical Society for its program in chemistry
The American Dietetic Association for Plan IV (Program SZ) in human ecology
The Council on Social Work Education
The National Association for Music Therapy
The League of Ohio Law Schools for its School of Law
INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP
The University holds institutional membership in the following:
The Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
The American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
The American Associati,on for Hither Education
The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
The American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers
The American Association of University Administrators
The American Association of Universitv Women
The American Council on Education
The American Home Economics Association
The American Library Association
The American Society of Criminology
The American Society for Engineering Education
The Association of American Colleges
The Association of American Law Schools
The Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities
The Association of College and University Housing Offfcers
The Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges
The Association of Independent Colleges and Universities of Ohio
The Catholic College Coordinating Council
The College Entrance Examination Board
The College and University Personnel Association
The Comparative and International Education Society
The Cooperative Education Association
The Council for Support and Advancement of Education
The Council for the Advancement of Experiential Learning
The Council of Graduate Schools
The Council on Social Work Education
The Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce
The Dayton Art Institute (sponsoring)
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The Institute of International Education
The League of Ohio Law Schools
The Midwestern Criminal Justice Association
The National Association of College and University Food Services
The National Association of College Auxiliary Services
The National Association for Foreign Student Affairs
The National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities
The National Association of Student Personnel Administrators
The National Catholic Education Association
The National Council of Catholic Bishops
The National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro Students
The National University Teleconference Network
The North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
The Ohio Academy of Science
The Ohio Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
The Ohio Association of Private Colleges for Teacher Education
The Ohio College Association
The Ohio Continuing Higher Education Association
The Society for the Advancement of Education
The Southwestern Ohio Council for Higher Education
SOUTHWESTERN OHIO COUNCIL FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Six corporations and eighteen institutions of higher learning, including the
University of Dayton, have organized the Southwestern Ohio Council for
Higher Education. The participating institutions seek to increase inter-institu-
tional cooperation, improve curricula, develop new courses and programs, share
library resources, minimize cost, and centralize selected functions, by using
computers, modern educational technology, and communication media.
Among the benefits of the Council is that regularly enrolled full-time stu-
ents at one institution, under certain conditions, may register for credit at no
additional charge in courses offered by other Council institutions in which no
instruction is available at their own institution. Also available through the
Council is the Air Force ROTC program.
RELATED UNIVERSITY SERVICES
Besides the regular day sessions, the University conducts special as well as
regular evening and summer sessions and offers short-term workshops, insti-
tutes, and conferences. All credited courses, whenever offered or in whatever
form, conform to the same standards and are governed by the same policies and
regulations prevailing during the regular day sessions.
University Continuing Education especially serves the part-time students of
the Dayton community, to make the University and its course offerings, both
credit and noncredit, more easily available to them. Similarly, an international
student advisor serves students from other countries who are enrolled at the
University.
To foster interdisciplinary efforts, the Of{ice of the Provost administers courses
designated UDI (University of Dayton Interdisciplinary) to accommodate in-
terschool offerings and experimental programs. (UDI courses are listed and
described in Chapter X, as are other special offerings.)
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The Research Institute, an integral, not a separate, component of the Univer-
sity of Dayton, provides important resources and reinforcement for all levels of
academic endeavor, as does the Office for Computing Activities. (See Chapter X.)
WVUD-FM, a radio station covering the Miami Valley area, located on campus,
is available to all University departments and programs. A unit of the Reserve
Of{icers Training Corps, also based on the campus, offers its academic program
through the Department of Military Science. (See MIL, Chapter VL)
ACADEMIC CALENDAR YEAR
The University of Dayton operates under an early semester, split third-term
calendar. The academic year begins with the lifteen-week fall term, which ends
before Christmas. The winter term, also fifteen weeks, begins in January and
ends late in April. The third, or spring-summer term, is split into two complete
sessions of six weeks each,
The advantages of such a calendar are many. Students may enroll for the
traditional fall and winter semesters and have a four-month summer vacation; or
they may add half terms or full terms to enrich their programs or speed the
completion of their graduation reguirements. (The University holds graduation
ceremonies at the end of each term,) Students who must earn their own money
can have extra time for employment in spring and summer; or they may enroll
for the third term and work during the fall or the winter term, when the employ-
ment market is not crowded with other college students.
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The Vice President for Student Development and the Student Development
staff are responsible for assisting in developing and maintaining an environment
that will support the educational goals and the Christian values of the Univer-
sity of Daylon. While students are encouraged to accept responsibility to make
deiisions, it is understood that decision making involves risks. The Student
Development staff provide individual and group counseling and supportive
reinforcement, treating all students as individuals. All members of the Student
Development staff are professional counselors.
OFFICE OF RESIDENCE LIFE
HOUSING OFFICE
One of the most challenging experiences a student can have at the University
is to live in a residence hall. Respect for the rights of other people and a willin-g-
ness to contribute to an atmosphere of cooperation and mutual respect will make
the residence hall experience successful.
Professional and graduate and undergraduate student staffs coordinate with
the Office of Residence Life and the Housing Office in administering University
residence halls and apartments. An elected hall council rePresents ,students'
opinions and initiates programs in each hall. Counseling a_nd consultation as
well as the celebratiotr oi Murr are provided in the residence halls by the
Campus Ministry.
Wirile sophombre, iunior, and senior students may arrange their own housing
either on oi off campus, first-year students are reguired to live in the University
residence system unless they are married, are twenty-one years of age or over,
or are local residents living with their families.
All new students, upon their official accePtance to the University of Dayton,
receive from the Offfce of Admissions application/contracts and instructions for
residence hall accommodations. However, any guestions about housing should
be directed to the Housing Office of the University of Dayton.
FOOD SERVICES
The University of Dayton Food Services operates three full-s,ervice dining
facilities for studints, in Kennedy Union, Marycrest Complex, and the Virginia
W. Kettering Residence Hall. Students may eat in any of these, using their meal
cards, during designated meal hours. The Kennedy Union Food- Court, Ken-
nedy Unionlood 5hops, CourtPizza Delivery, Side-Pocket Snack Bar, M-ary-
cresi Snack Bar, and Stuart Hall Snack Bar operate in the evenings and on
weekends to provide service during hours when the traditional dining rooms
are closed.
First-year students living on campus are required to purchase either live-day-
or r"lretr-d"y meal contracis. Other students may select from a wider range of
meal contratts, including declining balance accounts. First-year students may
open declining balance accounts (in addition to,the reguired five-day or seven-
day contracts) for weekend or after-hours purchases.
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UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES
The Office of University Activities sponsors and coordinates campus-wide
extracurricular and co-curricular activities to enrich and enhance academic life
and foster a spirit of community. It is the central resource for information about
activities and student organizations. The four student University Activities
program coordinators are responsible for developing educational, cultural, social,
and traditional programs on campus in conjunction with the University Activi-
ties office.
The Office of University Activities is involved in such programs as the Arts
Series, with renowned guests chiefly in music, dance, and literature; the Dis-
tinguished Speakers Series, sponsoring guest lecturers on current issues; and
shows and exhibitions in the Kennedy Union Art Gallery. The office publishes
a monthly calendar listing the varied campus events as well as the outstanding
musical, dramatic, artistic, and other events in the Dayton community.
KENNEDY MEMORIAL UNION
The Kennedy Memorial Union, centrally located on the campus, offers com-
fortable surroundings and a variety of services for the University community.
Numerous and varied cultural, educational, social, and recreational activities
are presented in the Union regularly. Among the continuing programs are the
Department of Performing and Visual Arts series of recitals and concerts by
students and faculty, regular theatrical productions, and dance ensemble con-
certs. Meeting rooms, a ballroom, and a theatre are available for use. Two
lounges provide free space for discussions, studying, and socializing. The Union
operates a games room with bowling lanes, pool tables, videogames, bicycle
rentals, and the Side Pocket, a mini-snackbar. The ground-floor food court in-
cludes a pizzeria, a bakery, and a delicatessen. A candy counter offers bulk
candy, snack items, and check cashing. Two automatic teller machines and a
travel agency are housed in the Union, as are offices for Student Government
Association, Flyer News, and Orpheus and lounges for the Commuter Club and
the American International Club.
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
During the academic year, the Student Health Center, in Gosiger Hall, is
staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a week, to provide a broad range of medical
services to students. A full-time physician is available for consultation every
weekday. The Health Center maintains a large stock of commonly used medi-
cines, dispensing these to patients by order of the physician. The Health Center
Infirmary provides facilities for bed care of students too ill to take care of them-
selves but not reguiring hospitalization, and for isolation of patients with cer-
tain communicable diseases.
All students are eligible for the student accident and sickness insurance pro-
gram. Each student receives information about the insurance program late in
the summer,
THE CAMPUS MINISTRY
Campus Ministry seeks to lead the university in fostering an active faitl
community among its members. This faith is manifested in personal and com
munal devotion to God, especially as revealed in fesus Christ; in common wor
ship; in the growing awareness of religious values and response to issues o
social justice; and in service to the community and the Church.
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In order to realize this goal, Campus Ministry, in cooperation with other
segments of the University, provides a number of services to all who are part
of the University community. It provides opportunities for prayer, for the cele-
bration of the sacrarnents, for retreat experiences, and for pastoral counseling.
It sponsors events, classes, and seminars that concern the deepening of faith,
the awareness of social justice issues, and opportunities for ministry-with
special emphasis on student-to-student ministry. It coordinates the efforts of
almost two dozen student organizations that offer opportunities for service to
the local community and beyond. Though specifically Roman Catholic, it co-
operates with and helps foster other religious groups on c:rmpus.
ATHLETICS
Many people throughout the country have come to know the University of
Dayton through the accomplishments of its intercollegiate athletic teams. Par-
ticipation in athletics is part of the educational development the University of-
fers all students. There are ten men's intercollegiate sports: football, soccer,
golf, cross country, and water polo in the fall; ice hockey, wrestling, and basket-
ball in the winter; and baseball and tennis in the spring. There are six women's
intercollegiate sports: volleyball, tennis, soccer, and cross country in the fall;
basketball in the winter; and softball in the spring. Cheerleading tryouts, open
to all students, are held each year.
Any athlete-male or female-who anticipates trying out for any varsity
sport must submit a complete physical and medical history, signed by a doctor,
before he or she can participate in any tryouts.
Welcome Stadium and the UD Arena are the focal points of intercollegiate
activity. Welcome Stadium, carpeted with Astroturf, seats L?,pOO for football
games, and the UD Arena seats 13,500 for basketball.
INTRAMURAL AND RECREATIONAL SPORTS
The University of Dayton provides a variety of intramural and recreational
sports in which all students are invited to participate. The Intramural and
Recreational Sports office is on the second floor of the Physical Activities
Center. Students are invited to stop in at any time or to call 229-2737 fot
information,
The Physical Activities Center houses both intramural competition and in-
formal recreation. Inside the PAC are a Z5-yard pool, handball, racguetball, and
squash courts, men's and women's locker rooms, a weight room, two tennis
courts, and two basketball courts surrounded by a l/9-mile track. A student
lounge overlooks both the Collins Gymnasium and the Lackner Natatorium.
The PAC is connected to the Fieldhouse, which has four additional basketball-
volleyball courts and a complete Nautilus weight room.
Students are permitted to use the University's recreational facilities whenever
they are not being used in organized programs such as classes, competitive in-
tramural events, or scheduled practice sessions by various University organiza-
tions. Schedules may be secured from the intramural office for fields, courts, and
both gymnasiums.
THE COUNSELING CENTER
The Counseling Center's main purpose is to assist students in self-develop-
ment; it offers a variety of support services. The Guidance Program, adminis-
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tered to all new students, is a series of tests to assist students in both career
and personal understanding. Additional testing services are available as needed.
Personal counseling is provided through the Center in both individual and
group formats. No problem is considered too minor to explore, and students are
encouraged to seek support concerning personal and career decisions. Since
counseling may involve rather sensitive matters, discussions between counselors
and students are considered confidential. The one-time testing and counseling
fee charged to all matriculating undergraduates covers the cost of services for
these students while they are at the University. Graduate and nonmatriculated
undergraduate students are charged on a fee-for-services basis.
ALCOHOL AND DRUG AWARENESS PROGRAM
This program provides education and information to the University com-
munity on the topic of alcohol and drug use, misuse, and abuse. One goal is
to promote responsible decision making by students. A major project is par-
ticipation in National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week during the fall of
each year.
HANDICAPPED STUDENT SERVICES
This program provides assistance and counseling for prospective and en-
rolled students with physical or learning disabilities. It assists with the identiff-
cation of special needs and the coordination of special services and related
aspects of campus adjustment. All physically disabled and learning-disabled
students requiring assistance are encouraged to contact the Director of Special
Programs.
LEARNING ASSISTANCE CENTER
The Learning Assistance Center offers three courses-Developmental Reading
and Study Skills, Developmental Mathematics, and Developmental Writing-
and other services to accommodate both the academic and personal development
of each student and to provide to all students an opportunity to enjoy their
maximum academic success. (See also DEV, Chapter X.)
Tutorial Services offers individualized tutoring, available to all UD students,
in any undergraduate course. Academic assistance on a drop-in basis is available
from the Write Place for any kind of writing project, the Math Place for mathe-
matics in any subject, and the Reading Place for further improving reading
skills. There is no charge for any of these services.
The Learning Assistance Center also maintains a Graduate Test Preparation
Library, containing manuals and other materials for students preparing to take
specialized tests necessary for acceptance into graduate programs.
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION
Each year new undergraduate students arrive a few days before the opening
of the academic year to participate in the New Student Orientation Program.
Its purpose is to familiarize the students with the campus and to assist them
in their transition to student life by providing a variety of academic and social
functions.
CAMPUS SECURITY
Campus Security is the recognized, lawful, professional police agency on all
University property. It is the objective of this departmenl to make the Univer-
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sity a comfortable, eftcient, and safe place. The University of Dayton Campus
Security is dedicated to the preservation of freedom of movement and communi-
cation with a minimum of fear of property loss or personal injury.
Campus parking facilities are limited. Commuting students will be issued
permits to park in lot E. On-campus residence hall student parking permits will
be issued on a space-available, first-come, first-served basis only to those who
can validate special need. Student residents of Campus South, the Garden
Apartments, and UD houses will be issued one parking permit for each apart-
ment or house on a first-come, first-served basis. Others will be placed on a
waiting list upon reguest. Drivers with unusual problems will be given special
consideration. Students may apply at the office of Parking Services in Gosiger
Hall for parking permits.
Those in need of emergency assistance or ambulance service should call
Campus Security.
CAREER PLACEMENT CENTER
The services of the Career Placement Center in the Jesse Philips Center,
which are available to seniors, graduate students, and alumni seeking career
positions in business, industry, and government, include the following:
1. Personal employment counseling
2. Literature describing opportunities with over 350 employers
3. A listing of current job openings
4. Direct referral of alumni employers
5. Campus interviews by representatives of business, industry, and government.
These are conducted from October through March; they are announced in a
monthly calendar which can be obtained in the Career Placement Center.
Part-time and summer employment are the responsibility of the Student
Employment Coordinator, Room 202, St. Mary's Hall. Teacher placement is
handled by the Teacher Placement Office, School of Education.
STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARDS
At the beginning of the school year, all students must secure student identi-
fication (ID) cards which they are to carry at all times and present upon the
reguest of duly authorized persons such as members of the administration,
faculty, or staff, or the Campus Security officers. Provision for obtaining the
card, complete with photograph, is made at the time of registration. Not only is
the ID card obligatory, it is necessary in order to obtain numerous University
services.
If a student withdraws from the University during the academic year, the ID
card should be returned to the Student Development Office.
THE STUDENT HANDBOOK
Each student at the University of Dayton is responsible for knowing and
observing the policies, regulations, and procedures contained in the of{icial
student handbook. This publication provides much other useful information on
such subiects as University services, student organizations, student publications,
and intercollegiate and intramural sports schedules.
Student handbooks are available at the opening of the fall term in Univer-
sity housing, the McGinnis Center, and the Kennedy Union.
III Admission
Each application for admission to the University of Dayton is considered in-
dividually. The Admission Committee reviews the academic achievement, ap-
titude, and interest of every applicant with the goal of admitting students who
possess the intellectual ability and the motivation to profit best from their at-
tendance at the University of Dayton.
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
All applications for admission must be submitted to the Director of Admis-
sion on forms supplied by the University of Dayton. Applicants are encouraged
to submit applications early in the senior year of high school.
The applicant must also present an ofticial transcript of courses and grades in
secondary school and the results of either the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) of
the College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) or the American College Test
(ACT). Any person whose native language is not English must submit an accept-
able score in the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). Exceptions to
this policy may be made for students whose education has been in schools
where English is the principal language of instruction.
Admission is based on the total information submitted by the applicant and in
his or her behalf. It is the applicant's responsibility to see that complete infor-
mation has been provided to the Director of Admission.
When submitting the completed application to the high school counselor or
principal for the inclusion of the transcript, the applicant should attach a check
or money order for $2o.oo payable to the University of Dayton. This applica-
tion fee is nonrefundable.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR ADMISSION
The applicant must have graduated from a high school accredited by a regional
accrediting agency or by a state department of education and have a total record
indicating a likelihood of success at the University of Dayton. The General
Education Development (GED) certificate is also recognized for consideration by
the Admission Committee.
The guality of the academic record is shown by the applicant's grades, stand-
ing in class, and selection of courses. Although no set pattern of courses is re-
quired for admission, a well prepared candidate will have had from 15 to 18 units
in English, social sciences, mathematics, foreign language, and laboratory
science. Those who plan to major in one of the natural sciences, mathematics,
computer science, business administration, or engineering will find a strong
mathematics background most helpful.
Additional indicators of academic aptitude are scores received on the Scho-
lastic Aptitude Test (SAT), the American College Test (ACT), and, when appli-
cable, the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL).
The Admission Committee is very interested in the applicant's personal traits
and record as a school citizen. The recommendation of the high school concern-
ing ability, motivation, and character is carefully reviewed by the Admission
Committee.
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Each applicant is encouraged to visit the campus for an interview with an
admission counselor. A visit also will provide an opportunity to see the
campus and ask guestions of the students and faculty.
ENTRANCE UNIT RECOMMENDATIONS
Numbers represent academic units (years) of recommended high school preparation.
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Business (all maiors) 4 I 1 1 7 8
Engineering (all majors) 4 1 1 1 1 I 1 6
Engineering Technology (all majors) 4 1 1 1 9
Education (all majors) 4 1 1 1 1 1 7
Biology, Chemistry, Medical
Technology, Nuclear Medicine
Technology, Pre-Dentistry,
Pre-Medicine 4 2 1 I 1 I I 1 4
American Studies, Communication,
English, Fine Arts, Foreign Languages,
History, Interior Design, Music, Music
Therapy, Philosophy, Photography,
Political Science, Psychology, Religious
Studies, Social Work, Sociology, Theatre,
Visual Communication Design,
Undeclared 4 2 1 I I I 6
Computer Science, Mathematics,
Physical Science, Physics, Exercise Science 4 2 1 1 I L 7 I 4
Criminal Justice, Economics 4 2 t 1 1 1 6
Computer Information Systems 4 2 I I L I 1 5
Geology 4 2 1 1 1 1 I 5
Human Ecology 4 ) 1 1 L I 1 5
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TRANSFER STUDENTS
Students from accredited institutions may be considered for transfer to the
University of Dayton provided they are in good standing socially and academi-
cally (at least a C average-2.0)'
Trutrrf.. students witl be considered for admission after they have followed
the regular admission procedure. They must also submit offfcial transcripts
from ill institutions pieviously attended. It is not necessary for a transfer
applicant to receive a guidance counselor's recommendation.
'i transfer student iJ considered for a degree only after the last 30 semester
hours have been taken on the University of Dayton camPus and other re-
quirements for graduation have been met. A student who transfers directly from
, t*n-y.", institution will be reguired to earn at least 54 semester hours at the
University of Dayton for any baccalaureate degree.
SAT oi ACT test resulti are required only of transfer applicants under 21
years of age.
VETERANS
All departments at the University have been aPProved by^tle State Approv-
ing Agency for Veterans'Training. The Veterans Affairs Office is located in
StIMiry's'ZO2 and will assist in processing the necessary forms for educational
benefits. Each semester the Veterans Schedule Form must be submitted and any
changes in program be reported in writing. Failure to follow this procedure may
,"r,r[ ir, cance-llation of benefits by the V.A. For the conditions for good aca-
demic standing, see "Academic standing," chapter V. If a veteran- on probation
fails to acguir!'the reguired cumulative grade-point average at the end of the
veteran's next full-time term, the benefits by the V.A. cease.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Undergraduate students who are not United States citizens or Permanent
residents"of the United States are expected to submit international student
application forms. They need to follow the general admissions procedure out-
litred ubonu and the specific procedures outlined in the Guide to Admissions for
International Studenis. The applicant whose native language is not Engli-sh
must demonstrate a score of SOb- to 525, depending upon the major ffeld, on the
Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). Exceptions 
-to thls policy may
be made fo-r students whoie education has been in schools where English is the
principal language of instruction.
- A s-tudent nt 
"bl" to demonstrate an acceptable 
TOEFL score at the time of
application may wish to apply for admission conditionally. Srryh 
-a 
student will
noimally be expected to attend one of the special intensive lnglish Programs
offered in the United States and demonstrate an adequate TOEFL score uPon
completion.
Iniernational student applicants must Present their academic credentials in
offfcial English translation. The applicant must also present certification of
Iinancial relources available to suPPort an education at the University of Dayton.
Other pertinent information may be obtained from the coordinator, Inter-
national Services.
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ADVANCED STANDING BY EXAMINATION
ADVANCED PLACEMENT (AP)
The University accepts the advanced placement program offered to secondary
schools under the auspices of the Advanced Placement Committee of the College
Entrance Examination Board.
The University will give not only advanced placement but also credit to stu-
dents enrolled in the program, if such students have taken the tests provided and
scheduled by the College Entrance Examination Board and have received favor-
able interpretation grades from the Educational Testing Service.
Students wishing to receive advanced placement under this program are to
arrange that test scores be sent to the University Office of Admission. Ad-
vanced standing with or without credit in appropriate subject areas is awarded
as follows:
For a score of s-two terms of advanced standing with credit
(In Chemistry, Physics, and Computer Science only one term of advanced
standing with credit is awarded.)
For a score of 4-one term of advanced standing with credit
For a score of 3-one term of advanced standing without credit
(In English no advanced standing is awarded.)
Scores below 3 do not entitle the applicant to either credit or advanced standing.
COLLEGE-LEVEL EXAMINATION PROGRAM (CLEP)
The University of Dayton cooperates with the College Level Examination
Program (CLEP) of the College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB). Academic
credit is available to students who achieve scores of 480 or above on any of the
four acceptable areas of the General Examinations as indicated below:
English-no credit
Mathematics-maximum of 3 semester hours of credit
Natural Sciences-maximum of 7 semester hours of credit
Social Sciences and History-maximum of 6 semester hours of credit
Humanities-maximum of 6 semester hours of credit
Academic credit is also available to students who achieve scores of 480 or
above on certain Subject Examinations. Since not all Subject Examinations are
acceptable and some Subject Examinations reguire the Free Response (essay)
Section, it is advisable to consult the University Coordinator for AP and CLEP.
PROIECT ADVANCEMENT
Through Project Advancement, certain high school juniors and seniors from
the Dayton area may attend classes at the University. The project has the three-
fold purpose of introducing these students to the college atmosphere, allowing
them to pursue subjects of their special interest beyond the levels available in
high school, and providing them a means of earning college credit that can later
be applied to degree programs.
Applicants are evaluated individually, and those found eligible are referred
to departmental chairpersons for final approval and assignment to courses
(usually at the first-year level). Interested students should call or write the
Director of Admission. Tuition costs are reduced for students enrolled in
Project Advancement.
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GENERAL POLICY
The tuition and fee charges of the University are set at the minimum permissi-
ble for financially responsible operation, and in general these charges are less
than the actual costs incurred. Gifts and grants received through the generosity
of industry, friends, and alumni help to bridge the difference between income
and costs. The trustees of the University reserve the right to change the
regulations concerning the adjustment of tuition and fees at any time the need
arises and to make whatever changes in the curricula they may deem advisable.
Payment of tuition, fees, room, and board is due at the time of final registra-
tion for the term. All checks should be made payable to the UNIVERSITY OF
DAYTON. The student's name and social security number should be shown
on the face of each check to insure proper credit.
An assessment of $25.00 will be made for payment of tuition and fees by a
bad check and cancellation of the student's registration will result until proper
payment is made of tuition, fees, and special assessment.
An assessment of $10.00 will be made for passing other bad checks in any
area at the University. This assessment is made each time a check is dishonored.
Registration for a new term, transcripts of credit, and honors of graduation
will be permitted only for students whose University records are clear.
UNDERGRADUATE TUITION AND FEES
AUGUST 1990 THROUGH IULY 1991
Fees Payable One Time
Application fee, payable once, upon application $20.00
Application Fee, international students . . . 50.00
Testing and counseling fee, payable once, at entrance 75.00
Orientation fee, payable once, first-year students only . . 75.00
Orientation fee, payable once, first-year commuter students only 60.00
Tuition Charges in Terms I and II
Full-time undergraduate student (12-17 semester hours), per term . $4,110.00
Each semester hour over limitations stated above . 230.00
Three-fourths-time undergraduate student (8-1.1 semester hours),
per term 3,080.00
Full-time student teacher (13 or more semester hours of student
teaching and courses) 4,110.00
Three-fourths-time student teacher (8-12 semester hours of student
teaching), including the supervising teacher fee . . . 3,080.00
Part-time undergraduate student (1-7 semester hours),
per semester hour .
Audit course, per semester hour
230.00
115.00
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Basic University Fee, Terms I and II
Full-time and 7.r-time student (8 or more semester hours), per term $165.00
Part-time student (1-7 semester hours), per term 20.00
Laboratory Fees, Terms I and II
Laboratory fee, per laboratory clock hour as listed in composite
(not to exceed $150.00 per term; not applicable to engineering
majors) $ 30.00
Engineering surcharge fee (incorporating laboratory charges)
full-time and :Z-time engineering and engineering
technology students, each term 255.00
Course Fees, Terms I, II and III
Special Course Fees are fully refundable through the Friday of
the first full week of the term, and nonrefundable thereafter.
Fees are Iisted with the course names and times in each term's
course composite. Following are some examples of the types
of courses for which there are special course fees.
Studio fee for certain courses in fine arts . .
Special course fees (scuba diving, skiing, etc.)
Music fees
Fees for certain courses in photography . . .
Fees for certain courses in theatre
Fees for developmental courses
Student teacher fees:
Elementary or secondary
Special ed. or special arrangements . . .
Concurrent registration
Tuition and Fees, Term III
Tuition per semester hour . $230.00
Basic University fee 20.00
Laboratory and course fees 
- 
Same as in Terms I and II except no sur-
charge for engineering; laboratory fees will be charged per clock hour.
Other Charges
Service charge for change of schedule-minimum
Late registration service charge:
Full-time students 25.00
Part-time and summer students 15.00
Credit by examination, per semester hour . 15.00
Graduation fee, undergraduate and graduate students 60.00Booksandsupplies .... variable
tanscript of credits, first copy of order 2.00
Each additional copy of same order . 1.00
Co-op student fee, per work term 65.00
$10.00-45.00
variable
30.00-150.00
50.00 & 75.00
25.00
40.00
100.00
70.00
170.00
$2.00
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FULL-TIME AND %-TIME STUDENTS
A student with an academic schedule of at least 12 semester hours is con-
sidered a full-time student. A student with an academic schedule of 8-11 semes-
ter hours (8-12 for student teachers) is considered a 3h-time student. With this
status and upon payment of the tuition and applicable fees, the student is en-
titled to the -beneliti of the various activities and student services as available.
PARI-TIME STUDENTS
A student with an academic schedule of fewer than 8 semester hours is con-
sidered a part-time student. (Consult the student Handbook for benefits, serv-
ices, and activities.)
SPECIAL STUDENTS
Special students and nonmatriculated students are subject to the various
exp-enses outlined above for full-time, 3/*time, or Part-time students'
CANCELLATION AND REFUNDS
If registration is cancelled before the first day of classes, full refunds will be
made, with the exception of housing and admission deposits.
Cancellation mustbe in writing on the proper form, the withdrawal or "drop"
form. For nonlocal students a letter to the appropriate dean may be used as
notification of cancellation. Students who do not attend classes and do not
officially complete withdrawal procedures during the cancellation period will
be responsible for the full amount of the applicable tuition and fees.
During the four-week cancellation period for the first and second terms, the
tuition a-nd housing charges will be made according to the following schedule:
During the first week of classes 20Vo
During second week of classes 4frVo
During third week of classes 50Vo
During fourth week of classes . . 75Vo
During or after fifth week of classes . . ' l00Vo
During t-he two-week cancellation period for each session of the split third
term, th6 tuition and housing charges will be made according to the following
schedule:
During first week of classes 35Vo
During second week of classes 70Vo
During or after third week of classes . . . 100Vo
Financial adjustments for tuition are based on the date the drop (withdrawal)
form is finalized in registration.
Financial adjustments for housing are based on the date of checkout from
housing, if applicable.
Special cori.se fees are fully refundable through the Friday of the first full
week of the term and not refundable thereafter.
Laboratory fees are fully refundable through the Friday of the first full week
of the term ind refundabie on the same schedule as tuition thereafter.
After classes have begun, the University fee for student activities is not
refundable. All tuition refund requests and appeals must be in writing and
directed to the attention of Nancv V. Graft, Bursar.
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RESIDENCE FACILITIES POLICY
In accordance with University policy, all first-year students are required to
live in University residence halls unless they are married, are 21 years of age
or over, or are local residents living with their families.
Each student applying for a residence hall room must complete a housing
contract card and send it along with a $50.00 security deposit to the Bursar's
Office. The housing contract covers both the fall and the winter terms of the
academic year. The $50 security deposit will become your damage/key deposit
at the beginning of the fall term. This deposit will be refunded at the end of
the academic year less any damages.
The applicant may cancel the contract before June 15 without penalty. From
June L5 until August 1, the contract may be cancelled, but the applicant forfeits
the $50.00 security deposit. After August 1, the contract may not be cancelled
by an applicant who attends the University during the fall term.
A student applying for fanuary (winter term) admission may cancel the
contract before December 1 without penalty. From December 1 until December
15 the contract may be cancelled, but the applicant forfeits the $50.00 security
deposit. After December 15 the contract may not be cancelled by an applicant
who attends the University during the winter term.
Those students dropping all courses and checking out from housing during
the first four weeks of school will be authorized refunds as stated above under
"Cancellation and Refunds."
All students living in housing facilities are required to observe University
regulations in general as well as the specific regulations of each hall, and they
will be held responsible for any damage done through their own negligence to
the structure in which they are housed. The same conditions shall also hold for
any loss or damage to the University grounds, fixtures, furnishings, or other
property provided by the University for use by the students.
Students may reside in their rooms without additional charge during Thanks-
giving and Easter vacations. All University residences are closed during the
Christmas vacation period.
ROOM AND BOARD, PER TERM, TERMS I AND II
AUGUST 1990 THROUGH APRIL 1991
Housing Facilities
Residence Halls
Marycrest Complex
Stuart Hall
FoundersHall ...
Special Single Single Double Triple
$1,210.00 . . . $1,155.00. . . $890.00 . . . $840.00L,n0.00 NA 890.00... NA
1.210.00 . . . 1.155.00 . . . 890.00 . . . NA
Campus South apartments . . 1,085.00 per occupant
Garden apartments . 1,085.00 per occupant
VirginiaW Kettering Residence Hall . . . . . . . l,020.00 per occupantResidentialProperties .....l,025.00peroccupant
Food Service
Five-day meal service (Monday-Friday-15 meals)
(Mandatory for first-year students.) :
Luncheon ticket (Monday-Friday)
$867.00
(Upperclass and commuters only.) 311.00
Any 10 meals per week. (Upperclass and commuters only.) . 788.00
Declining balance options available for ala carte dining.
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First-year students living on camPus are required to purchase five-day- meal
tickets.'Other students may purchase meal tickets, make deposits for dlclining
balance cards, or make their own daily arrangements' (The Food Court in
Kennedy Union is available on weekends.)
SPECIAL PAYMENT PLANS
For those who prefer to budget annual school costs out of monthly income,
the following methods of payment are authorized:
Credit Card: Payment for any University charges may be made by MasterCard,
Visa, and/or Discover within the credit limits for those cards.
Academic Management Seraices, Inc.: For an annual fee, the family may elect to
make monthly-payments, interest free, to cover all or part of the annual fees
over an extended leriod in equal installments. Payments are scheduled to beginin May for the aiademic year beginning in August. Itife benefit-coverage is
includ'ed at no additional cost and piyment of the unpaid balance of the budgeted
amount is guaranteed in the event of the death of the parent.
Knight Tuition Payment Plans: The Insured Tuition Payment PIan allows parents to
pre-pay school expenses without borrowing.-The parent begins payments in
May into an FDIC insured savings account that earnsrnoney market interest
rates. Payments are disbursed tb the University of Dayton in August and
Decembei. There is a one-time application fee. Insurance protection is included
at no additional cost for those *ho qualify. The Extended Repayment Plan is a
long-term loan program allowing 10 years to rePay four years-of education.
Theie is a one-time-nonrefundable application fee. Interest on this unsecured
loan is 10Vo fot the first year and at a rite 4Vz7o above the 13 week teasury bill
rate, adjusted quarterly over the last three years.
Manufacturers Hanoaer Payment PIan: Three plans are offered: The Tuition PIan
Monthly Budget PrograLn allows a family to budget educational costs out of current
income. For an annual fee, you may pay annual costs in 10 monthly payments
beginning in May. Life insurance covering the balance of the budgeted amount
is lrovided at no additional cost. The Educational Loan Prggram_9f, the Tuition
Plan allows 10 years to repay. The interest rate is fixed at15.95Vo. This is a private
Ioan, the cheiks are sent-to the parents in their name each semester. The
Educational Line of Credit Program is designed for those Parents who wish a credit
line of $5,000 to $30,000 to pay for college expenses. The interest rate is set at
4VzVo above the prime rate, adjusted quarterly.
lJnioersity ot' Dayton Det'erred Plan: The family may defer a portion of each term's
fees with interest for two months with a signed agreement.
Prioate Educational Loans: There are many organizations offering private
educational loans to parents for payment of educational expenses. The University
of Dayton Financial Aid office has application forms for the following loan
Program:
ConSern Inan Program This private loan program is based in Herndon, Virgtlia.
Students (with a-creditworthy co-signer) or parents may borrow from $1,500 to
$15,000 per year at an interesf rate set at3.6%o above the AAA Commercial Paper
Rate, adjusted monthly. Loan repayments may be spread over 15 
_years with an
interest-only option while the student is enrolled in college. Application forms
are availabli from the Financial Aid Office upon request. Return the completed
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application directly to ConSern. You will be notified when the loan has been
fpproved and forwarded to the University of Dayton. Allow six to eight weeksfor processing.
EXPENSES
The University of Dayton operates on a "split third-term calendar." Tirition
and fees for full-time students during the 1990-1991, academic year (fall and winter
terms) will total about 98,550.00 plus laboratory and/or special course fees
where applicable. Room and board on campus for this peiiod would be ap-
proximately $3,n4.00, based on double room occupancy, a five-day meal tickei,
and additional declining balance for weekends. Books and supplies will cost
approximately $175 each term. In addition, the student will need funds to satisfy
personal expenses and extra meals on the weekends.
Exp-enses for commuting students will include tuition, fees, supplies, and
miscellaneous living costs. tansportation to and from the University-as well as
lunches should be considered in the budget.
FINANCIAL AID POLICY
_ 
The University of Dayton desires to assist all qualified students who seek
financial assistance in order to continue their education. In an effort to meet
this goal, the University has established a complete and sound financial aid
program, which includes scholarships, loans, grants, tuition reductions, and
part-time employment.
The allocation of financial assistance is closely related to the student's demon-
strated financial need. Financial need is the di?ference between the expense of
attending college and the financial resources available to the student to meet
expenses. It is basic policy of every college to expect that the parents will make
a reasonable effort to assist with the student's college expenses from the family's
resources. The student is also expected to make a contribution from savings
and employment.
To assure the most equitable distribution of financial assistance, the Univer-
sity.of Dayton_uses the financial need analysis information provided by the
family on the Financial Aid Form. The Financial Aid Form riray be obtiined
from the high school counselor or from the Office of Financial Aid at the
University_of D9yto1 and is to be sent, by the family, to the College Scholarship
Service. The family's expected contribution to educational expenses i-s
determined by considering their resources and factors influencing the use of
these resources-number of dependents, current educational expenses of other
family members, unusual medical expenses, retirement needs, and other special
problems that deserve consideration.
Financial assistance from the University of Dayton must be viewed as sup-
plemental to all other resources (parents' expected contribution, percentage 6f
student's savings, student's earnings, federal, state and privat-e grants and
scholarships, etc.) to meet the expenses of attending the Universityif Dayton.
Financial aid awards are tailored to meet the student's particular eligibility for
assistance. Eligibility and interest of the applicant determine the type of assist-
ance offered.
All financial assistance, other than academic scholarships, is awarded for the
academic year. A new application and a Financial Aid Form must be submitted
each- year for a student to be considered for need-based loans, grants, or
employment.
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ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS FOR FIRS}YEAR STUDENTS
The President,s scholarship, the Dayton Area scholarship, the- Marianist
Scholarship, the Black Achieviment Scholarship, the Deans'_Awards, and the
Leadership Awards were established to recbgnize excellent high school
achievement by incoming first-year students. Applicants receive consjderation
for these schoiarships oi th" basis of (1) high-school academic performance;
(2) SAT or ACT sco-tes; (3) demonstrated service to school, community, and
ihurch; (4) evidenced leadership ability; and (5) citizenship. Each-scholarship
is renewa6le for eight consecutive undergraduate terms provided the recipient
maintains the required cumulative grade-point averaSe and 
-participates in
University-sponsoied extracurricular activities (other than social)'
Application Procedure
This procedure is to be followed in applying for these scholarships:
1. Between September 15 and December 30 ofyour senior year in high school,
request an apfhcation form from the office of Admission, University^of Payton,
Oayton, Otrio aSAOS. Complete the application and return it to the Scholarship
Office before January 15.
2. Arrange to take ihe Scholastic Aptitude Test (Mathematics and Verbal sec-
tions) or"the American College Test no later than December. Indicate that your
scores are to be sent to the University of Dayton. Scores made in earlier tests
are also acceptable if your high school sends the results.
All forms-the appiication lnd the recommendation section-should be com-
pleted as early as -pbssible, but must be available to the University of Dayton
Scholarship Committee by January 15.
Each scholarship appliiant wilf be notified by March 15 of the decisions of
the Scholarship Committee.
ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS FOR RETURNING STUDENTS
students in full-time attendance who have completed at least 12 semester
hours on campus at the University of Dayton are eligible to apply for Upper-
class Scholarships, which have been established to reward upperclass students
for outstandingicademic achievement and to recognize service to theUniversity.
Recipients are"selected on the basis of academic accomplishments, leadership,
dernonstrated service to the University, and the strength of the recommendations
of faculty and staff members. Each ybar approximately 150 students are chosen
to receive these scholarships, which are awarded for a period of one academic
year and range from $500 to $2,000.
Application Procedure
Upperclass scholarship applications are available in the office of Financial
Aid, Room 202, St. Mary's Hin, auring the period of January 15 through March
1 each year.
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The application and two recommendations must be received by March 1.
Each scholarship applicant will be notified by June 1. of the result of the upper-
class scholarship application.
OTHER SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Athletic Scholarships: The University of Dayton offers scholarships in some
men's and women's intercollegiate sports to students who have demonstrated
special athletic and academic promise. Recommendations for scholarship awards
are made to the scholarship committee by the coach who has the responsibility
for administering the particular sport. Correspondence should be directed to the
head coach of the sport in which the applicant is interested.
ROTC Scholarships: U.S. Army and Air Force scholarships can be used at The
University of Dayton. Students can compete for 4-yr.,3-yr., and 2-yr. awards.
Additional Scholarships Administered by The Uniaersity ot' Dayton: The Uni-
versity is authorized to select students as nominees for scholarships offered
by certain corporations, business firms, service groups, and friends of the
University.
APPLYING FOR NEED-BASED FINANCIAL AID
Application forms for grants, tuition reductions, loans, and employment may
be obtained from the Office of Financial Aid, University of Dayton, Dayton,
Ohio 45469. The following procedure must be completed each academic year.
Priority deadline is April 15.
1. Submit an application to the Office of Financial Aid.
2. File a Financial Aid Form with the College Scholarship Service. (Forms may
be obtained from the high school counselor or from the UD Office of Financial
Aid upon request.) Be sure to designate the University of Dayton as the recipient
of the financial analysis.
GRANTS
PeII Grants: The Pell Grant Program makes funds available to eligible students
attending post-high-school institutions. To apply, you must complete a Financial
Aid Form, and send the form to the College Scholarship Service. You may also
apply by completing a Federal Student Aid Application. (You may get these
forms from post-secondary educational institutions, high schools, Talent Search,
and Upward Bound projects.) Within four weeks, you will receive a Student
Aid Report. Submit the report to the Office of Financial Aid at the University
of Dayton, to confirm the amount of the Pell Grant you are eligible to receive.
The amount will be based on the expected family contribution, the cost of
attendance at the school, and a payment schedule issued to all approved
educational institutions by the U.S. Department of Education.
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (Federal): These federally sup-
ported, University-administered grants are provided to undergraduate students
who have financial need. Eligibility for the grant and the stipend is governed
by the rules and regulations of the United States Department of Education. The
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student must also receive assistance from certain other sources, in an amount
at least as great as the amount of the grant. The value of this grant ranges from
$200 to $2,000 per year. The completion of an application for student aid assures
the applicant of consideration for this type of assistance.
Ohio lnstructional Grants (State) are intended to assist Ohio residents to
attend institutions of higher education within the state of Ohio' Awards are
made on the basis of gross family income and not on the basis of academic per-
formance. The presently range from $540 to $3,305 for students at private
colleges and universities (such as the University of Dayton). Each recipient of
the Ohio Instructional Grant must (1) be a resident of Ohio, (2) be enrolled or
accepted for enrollment as a full-time undergraduate student in an Ohio in-
stitution of higher education, (3) be making "appropriate progress" toward an
associate or bachelor's degree, and (4) meet the financial guidelines established
by the Ohio Board of Regents. Students enrolled in courses of study leading to
degrees in theology, religion, or other fields of preparation for areligious_pro-
fession are not etijiUte. An application packet may be obtained from the high
school counselor or the Office of Financial Aid at the University of Dayton.
Tuition Remission Grants (lJnioersity): The University of Dayton offers non-
repayable grants to students with demonstrated financial need who are not re-
ceiving nonrepayable assistance from other sources. The University- assumes
that tlie student will provide self-help in the form of loans and school-year em-
ployment. The Remission Grant of nonrepayable assistance from other sources
wili cover a percentage of the demonstrated need. The maximum Remission
Grant is $4,000.
Presidentb Grant: The University has funds available which are reserved for
students in extreme or exceptional financial need. Although recipients are not
required to repay these grants, they should, when they achieve sufficient
finincial status, accept the obligation of reimbursing the University so that other
deserving students may stay in school.
Kettering Grant: Graduates of Montgomery County (Ohio) high schools in the
upper 40Vo of their graduating class who come to the University of Dayton as
frili-time entering first-year students and who demonstrate financial need may
be eligible for the Kettering Grant.
Montgomery County Grant: Graduates of Montgomery County (Ohio) high
schools who come to the University of Dayton as full-time entering first-year
students and who are not eligible for other forms of nonrepayable grants from
federal, state, or University sources may be eligible for the Montgomery
County Grant. The maximum Montgomery County Grant is l|Vo of tuition
per year and may be received for four years.
LOANS
Perkins Loans, formedy National Direct Student Loans, are available to those
applicants who have demonstrated need for assistance to Pay the actual costs
oi attending school. A student is eligible to borrow only that amount which is
needed to supplement other resources to meet exPenses. The maximum loan for
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undergraduates is $4,500 for the first two years of undergraduate work and
$9,000 total. The recipient enters the repayment cycle nine months after ceasing
to carry- at least half the normal full-time academic load. When the recipient
enters the repayment cycle, a five percent simple interest charge is included.
Recipients who teach economically, emotionally, mentally, or physically handi-
capped children may receive cancellations of the loan. Other caniellation
privileges are available.
Stffird Loans fformerly Guaranteed Student Loans) are made available to students
who demonstrate financial need. The maximum loan is $2,625 per year for the
first and sophomore years and $4,000 per year for the junior and senior years.
Repayment begins six months after the recipient ceases to be enrolled as ai least
a half-time student. The interest is deferred until this time, when a simple
interest charge of87o begins. Repayment can be spread over a ten-year period.
Parent's Loan for Undergraduate Students (PLUS) provides a source of financ-
ing to all families regardless of the family income. All parents of undergraduate
students may borrow up to $4,000 per academic year to an aggregate total of
$20,000 for each student attending an accredited college. Repayment begins
within sixty days after the disbursement of the check. During the repayment
period a variable interest rate, not to exceed ^!2Vo, is charged. In general, a lender
will allow a borrower at least five years, but not more than ten years, to repay
a loan. Minimum payments on the loan are 950 per month. The combiired
amount a parent and a student may borrow in an academic year may not exceed
the cost of attendance less any other financial aid received by the itudent.
Emergency Loans are available to students who encounter unexpected financial
problems during the year. No interest is charged on these loins, which are,
however, contingent upon sufficient funds.
TUITION REDUCTIONS
The University of Dayton awards tuition reductions to qualified, full-time
undergraduate students in good standing. No student or family is eligible to
benefit from more than one of these reducfions at the same time. The reductions
are not automatic. A student must complete an application each academic year
in the office of Financial Aid. It is preferred that the student make applicaiion
by April 30 for the following academic year.
sibling Reduction: A tuition reduction of $250 per term is available to families
who are supporting two unmarried dependents simultaneously at the University
of Dayton. The recipient and the sibling must be attending as full-time undei-
graduate students. The third member of the same family hnd each additional
member in attendance shall be eligible for a 50Vo reduction in tuition.
Employee Reductions: Unmarried dependent children and the spouses of full-
time employees, as well as the employees themselves, are eligible for tuition
reductions for undergraduate courses. Employee and spouses ofldministrative,
professional, or faculty employees are also eligible for tuition reductions for
graduate courses. Interested students should contact the office of Personnel
S9*,1!9! to complete necessary forms or to get further information regarding
eligibility.
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Senior Fellou.ts: Students 50 years of age and over are eligible to apply to Uni-
versity Continuing Education at the University of Dayton for remission of
tuition.
EMPLOYMENT
The College Work-Study Program, federally supported, provides on-campus and
off-campus work opportunities for full-time to half-time students who request
employment and demonstrate financial need for employmenttomeet edlcational
e*pinies. Such a student may work up to 20 hours pe1 we_ek during the school
teim and will receive payroil checks semi-monthly for these services. When
possible, a student will be employed by the University in a job related to his or
her educational objectives.
Institutional Employment opportunities for students who do not qgrlify for the
College Work-Study Progiim are available through the, Student Employment
Coordinator, Rooni 202, St. Mary's Hall. Any interested student should com-
plete an Application for Employment and schedule an appointment with the
Student Employment Coordinator. Interviews should be scheduled as soon as
the student knows what his or her class schedule will be for the period of
employment.
Cooperatiae Education, "the co-op system," allows students to alternate terms of
on-campus study and terms of off-campus work at jobs related to theiracademic
concentrations. Several departments af the University of Dayton participate. See
Chapter X, Cooperative Education.
ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
G.I. BiU: To be eligible for benefits under the G.I' Bill, any veteran of the Army,
Navy, Marine Coips, Air Force, or Coast Guard must have served continuously
on ictive duty foi' at least 181 days ending after january 31, 1955, and have
received an honorable discharge. A veteran whose active duty was ended by a
service-connected disability need not meet the 181-day requirement. Persons
still in the service are eligible if they have had at least two years of_a-ctive duty.
Applications may be obtiined from any Veterans Administration office or the
Veterans' Affairs Office.
lunior G.l. Billr Educational opportunities are available to children of veterans
who died or were permanently and totally disabled in or as the result of service
in the Armed Forces of the United states during specified time periods. Applica-
tion must be filed with the veterans Administration by a Parent or guardian.
The LLS. Army Education program (Proiect Ahead) is an opportunity to ac-
cumulate acad-emic credit from the University of Dayton while serving in the
U.S. Army. When the tour of dufy is over, degree requirements are completed
at the University. Anyone who meets the entrance iequirements of the Uni-
versity of Dayton and who is enlisting in or is enlisted in the U. S' Army is
eligibie. Application blanks are available in the Office of Admission.
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Vocational Rehabilitation; State vocational rehabilitation agencies arrange the
training of handicapped persons for gainful employment. Requests for informa-
tion on rehabilitation services should be directed to the State Director, Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Agency, the State Capitol.
The U.S. Army Reserae Officers Training Corps (ROTC) program is offered on
campus by the Department of Military Science. All students who complete the
basic course (first and sophomore years) may enroll in the advanced course(junior and senior years), leading to a reserve commission in the Army at the
time of graduation. During the advanced course, the student who has agreed
to accept the commission and serve two years'active duty receives $100 a month
subsistence. For further information, see MIL, Chapter VI.
Ohio National Guard Tuition Grant: The Ohio National Guard offers a tuition
grant to eligible members. This grant pays partial tuition for those members
enrolled as full-time students. The grant is limited to undergraduate studies
only. For further information and application forms contact your local Ohio
National Guard Armory.
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V Academic Regulations
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
All bachelor's degrees granted by the University of Dayton require a mini-
mum of 120 semester hours of credit with a cumulative grade point average of
at least 2.0.
Specific requirements for the various degrees are listed under the schools
granting the degrees. See Chapters VI-IX.
- One year (thirty semester hours) of residence is a minimum requirement for
any bachelor's degree.
The semester hour is the unit by which the University measures its course
work, and the number of semester hours is determined by the number of hours
a week in class and the number of weeks in the session. One semester hour is
assigned to a class which meets fifty minutes a week over the period of 
-one 
term.
Siudents enrolled in the University as candidates for degrees should not take
courses at other colleges or universities without first obtaining written permis_-
sion from their respective deans. If the permission is granted, the dean will
reguest "transient Jtafur" for such students at designated institutions, The
University reserves the right not to accePt credits for such courses when this
procedure has not been followed.
' The Bachelor of Science in Education may be awarded to holders of non-
professional degrees from the University of Dayton with the completion of a
ininimum of thiity semester hours prescribed by the School of Education beyond
the reguirements bf the nonprofesiional degree. The Bachelor of Arts or Bach-
elor of Science may be awirded to holders of professional degrees-from the
University of Dayton upon the completion of the requirements for such degrees.
Any student wishing io obtuin i second bachelor's degree may do so by
completing the requir-ements for the second degree as determined by the faculty
of the college or school in which this degree is offered'
Ordinarily a student who earned a first bachelor's degree or 
-an-associate
degree at another institution must complete six semester hours of_ philosophy
""i7o. religious studies at the University of 
Dayton. Such a student may !9
required to"complete the prescribed twelve_semester hours,of philosophy and/
or religious studies if in ihe judgment of the,dean eq_uivalent-coursework had
not bein earned as a Part of the program leading to the first degree'
All students following four-yeir programs are required to complete success-
fully the University requirements in basic skills and general education as ex-
plained below.
BASIC SKILLS REQUIREMENTS
READING AND WRITING SKILLS
The University reguirement in reading and writing skills is satislied by the
completion of Ei..tG iOt and ENG L02. Students whose verbal scores on the
sAT or ACT are sufficiently high to warrant placement in ENG 114 upon
admission to the University or whose acceptance into the University Honors
Program places them in ENc 198 satisfy the university reguirement with those
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one-semester courses. Students who are placed in ENG 114 or ENG 198 do
not receive credit for ENG 101. but are free to take elective course work in
place of the waived ffrst semester of composition. Students whose verbal scores
on the SAT or ACT do not meet placement criteria for ENG 101 must enroll
in a developmental writing course. (See DEV, Chapter X.) Students for whom
English is a second language must take a placement test administered by the
Department of English. Particulars about the lirst-year courses and testing
procedures can be obtained from the chairperson or the coordinator of compo-
sition, Department of English.
SPEAKING AND LISTENING SKILLS
The University reguirement in speaking and listening skills is satisffed by
successful completion of SPE L0L. Some entering students may possess suffi-
cient evidence of these skills to qualify for a special waiver examination for the
course. Students desiring information on eligibility for the waiver examination
should inguire in the offices of their respective deans.
MATHEMATICAL SKILLS
All students at the University of Dayton are required to demonstrate a
knowledge of basic algebraic manipulations. Many students will satisfy this
reguirement by taking the more advanced mathematics courses that their major
programs reguire. Students whose programs would not otherwise require them
to take mathematics courses can satisfy the basic skills requirement in mathe-
matics with MTH 107. The reguirement can also be satisfied by passing a com-
petency examination over the material covered in the MTH 1OZ course. Students
whose mathematical skills are weak may need some special assistance. They
should seek it at the Learning Assistance Center at the University of Dayton.
(See Chapter II; see also DEV, Chapter X.)
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
The General Education Program at the University of Dayton is an expression
of the University's commitment to students' academic, cultural, and ethical
development. Its purpose is to make students aware of the diversity of knowl-
edge and theory represented by the various disciplines as well as to prepare
them to become thinking, tolerant, humane, and productive members of iociety,
capable not only of understanding their world and the many kinds of people in
it but also of taking responsibility for their own decisions and their own lives.
There are five major parts to the general education requirements:
Historical Study-two courses-to acguaint students with the importance of
Western civilization in their lives and in society and with the role that history
has had in the development of various professions.
Physical and Life Sciences-two courses-to acguaint students with the meth-
odology of science and its applications through technology because the potential
of science and technology both to assist and to threaten society will undoubt-
edly increase in the future.
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Social Sciences 
- 
one course 
- 
to help students understand how people live
within societies, how they relate to one another as individuals, in small grouPs,
institutionally, and internationally.
Arts Study-one course-to provide students with the opportunity to develop
an appreciation of the literary, visual, or performing arts. Experience conffrms
that life is immeasureably enriched by an appreciation of the arts.
Philosophy and Religious Studies-four courses-to deepen students' knowl-
edge of Western religious and philosophical traditions, which is vital in develop-
ing personal principles and values. Religious studies and philosophy hold a
special place at the University of Dayton. As a church-related institution, the
University seeks to foster principles and values consonant with Catholicism.
Courses that have been approved by the University for general education
credit are listed below according to the parts of the general education reguire-
ments that they may serve to satisfy. These courses are marked by asterisks (*)
where their descriptions appear under Courses of Study in individual depart-
mental sections of this bulletin. See also current issues of the Undergraduate
Composite of Courses for additional approved general education courses.
It is up to each department to determine whether its majors are free to choose
from among all the approved nonrestricted courses, are to choose from among
a limited number of approved courses, or are reguired to take only specific ap-
proved courses. The University has approved some courses for certain maiors
exclusively, and those courses are therefore restricted to those maiors for general
education credit. For example, English majors may not take HST 370, Economic
History of the United States, to satisfy the Historical Study II reguirement. Stu-
dents should consult their advisors to learn which courses are permissible in
their own majors.
HISTORICAL STUDY
Students must take either two approved courses in Historical Study I or one
approved course in Historical Study I and one approved course in Historical
Study IL The restrictions on certain Historical Study II courses apply both to
the majors indicated and to secondary education majors whose principal teach-
ing fields are in those disciplines. For example, HST 340, History of Science, is
approved both for chemistry majors and for those secondary education majors
whose principal teaching field is chemistry. (Education students should see
checksheets.)
Historical Study I
HST 101 History of Western Civilization
from its Oassical Roots to
7715
HST 102 History of Western Civilization
Since 1715
Restrictions
Historical Study ll
ART 470 Nineteenth-Century Art I I
ART 471 Nineteenth-Century Art II I for ART, EAR, HEC only
ART 472 Art in the Twentieth Century J
COM 430 Development of Mass Media for COM only
EDP 275 History of Physical Education
and Sport for EDP only
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ENG 302
ENG 305
ENG 306
History of Education Since 1789
Survey of Early English
Literature
Survey of Later English
Literature
Survey of American Literature
Survey of Continental
Literature
American History to L855
American History Since 1865
Medieval Europe
Modern Europe in Decline,
LErg-r945
Europe in the Post-War Era,
1945 to the Present
History of tngiand
History of East Asia
hrsrory or 5clence )
Historical Perspectives on (
Science, Technology, (
and Society )
History of American Women
History of the American Family
American Urban History
Latin America in the Twentieth
Century
Economic History of the
United States
History of American Business
Social and Cultural History
of the United States
English Constitutional and
Legal History
U.S. Legal and Constitutional
History I
History of Science, Technology,
and the Modern Corporation
History of Civil Engineering
Music History and Literature I
History of Photography
History of Psychology
The Technological Society I
History of Theatre I
for education only
for ENG only
for ENG, PHL, REL only
for ENG only
for INS (East Asia only)
for engineering, BIO, CHM, CPS,
EDH, GEO, HEC, MTH, PHY ONIY
for FDV, WST minors; AMS, CRL
HEC,9WK only
for FDV minor, AMS, HEC, PSY, SWK
only
for CRL I{EC,SOC,SWK only
for INS (Latin America only), second-
ary education (SPN only)
for business, B.A. ECO, SWK only
for business, B.A. ECO, COM only
{or AM9, COM, CRL REL, SWK only
for pre-law only
for pre-law, CRf only
for business, engineering, BIO, CHM,
cPs, B.A. ECO, EDH, GEO, HEC,
MTH, PHY only
for engineering only
for MUE, MUS only
for PHO only
for PSY only
for engineering technology only
for THR onlv
HST 3s1
HST 352
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST 370
HsT 371
HST 376
}lST 424
HST 460
HST 466
}{ST 467
MUS 301
PHO 315
PSY 47t
sET 301
THR 415
251
252
305
314
3L5
330
340
34L
HST 3ss
HST 3s7
PHYSICAL AND LIFE SCIENCES
Students must take either one approved course in Physical and Life Sciences I
and one approved course in Physical and Life Sciences II or two approved
courses in Physical and Life Sciences II.
Physical and Life Sciences I
BIO 101 General Biology I
BIO 152 Concepts of Biology II
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PHY 201
PHY 203
PHY 206
PHY 2O7
CHM 115 College Preparatory Chemistry
CHM 123 General Chemistry
CHM 124 General Chemistry
EDD 305 Human Anatomv I
EDD 306 Human Physiololy I
GEO 109 General Geology
GEO 115 Physical Geology
PHY 108 Physical ScienceofLight
and Color
Concepts in Physics
General Physics
Modern Technical Physics
General Physics l-Mechanics
General Physics II-Electricity
and Magnetism
Physical and Life Sciences Il
299 Honors Science Seminar
7o2 General Biology II
301 Evolution
39o Physiology of Sex and Fertility
Regulation
BIO 395 Biologyand Social Issues
BIO 398 Heredity and Society
BIO 472 General Genetics
CHM 200 Chemistry and Society
CHM 496 Professional Practices Seminar
CPT 122 General Chemistry
CPT 274 General Chemistry with Case
Studies
CPT 215 The Chemical Industry-
Technology and Issues
EGR 201 Technology and Engineering
Methods
GEO 103 Principles of Geography
GEO 116 Historical Geology
GEO 208 Environmental Geology
GEO 218 Engineering Geology
PHY 105 The Physical Sciences
PHY 109 Science and Understanding
PHY 152 Concepts in Physics
PllY 2Oz General Physics
PHY 208 General Physics III-
Mechanics of Waves
PHY 25O Descriptive Astronomy
150 CulturalAnthropology
198 Honors Social Science Seminar
2O3 Principles of Microeconomics
2O4 Principles of Macroeconomics
318 Family Living
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Students must take one approved course
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for BET, EDH, EDP, MUT only
for honors program only
not for BIO, DEN, NIED
for FDV minor only
for CHM only
for EET, MCT only
not for engineering
not for BIO, CHM, GEO, PHY or
those who have taken GEO 109
or 115
in this area.
for honors progranr only
ASI
BIO
BIO
BIO
ANT
ASI
ECO
ECO
HEC
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HEC
HEC
POL
PSY
PSY
SET
50c
soc
soc
soc
SWK
ART
ART
ART
ART
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
FRN
FRN
FRN
FRN
MU5
MUS
MUS
MUS
MU5
MUS
327
34L
101
101
341
302
204
331
34t
352
101
1E1
273
274
275
798
203
204
205
350
351
353
354
J5J
356
357
358
362
360
350
36r
362
450
20L
203
302
304
306
3s7
361
105
Consumer Economics
Social Issues in Consumerism
Government and Society
Introductory Psychology
Social Psychology
The Technological Society II for engineering technology only
Modern Social Problems
Marriage and the Family
Self and Society
Community
Social Welfare and Society
ARTS STUDY
Students must take one approved course in this area.
Art Appreciation
Survey of Art I
Survey of Art II
Survey of Art III
Freshman Honors Seminar for honors program students exempted
from first-year composition
requirement only
RUS
THR
Major British Writers
Major American Writers
Major World Writers
European Literature of Antiquity
European Literature of the
Middle Ages
Literature of the Renaissance
Literature of the Enlightenment
Literature of the Romantic Age
European Literature of the
Nineteenth Century
Literature of Early Twentieth-
Century Europe
Contemporary Literature of
Europe
Shakespeare
The Tragic Dilemma for CORE only
French Literature in Translation
-The Old World Meets theNew
Survey of French Literature I
Survey of French Literature II
French Literature-The Old
World Meets the New
Music in Concert
The Sights and Sounds of Music
Music History and Literature II
American Music History
History of American Jazz
Development of American
Popular Song
Survey of Russian Literature
Introduction to Theatre
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PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Students must take four approved courses. At least one of these must be an
upperJevel (3oo-4oo) course. Advising guidelines are available from the De-
plrtment of Philosophy and the Department of Religious Studies.
) .' coRE onty
for CORE only
ASI 101 Philosophy and Religion in the
West I
A9I
PHL
REL
REL
REL
PHL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
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1.O2 Philosophy and Religion in the
West II
103 Introduction to Philosophy
140 Catholicism Today
746 Dynamics of Religion
160 Religion and Values
Practical Logic 
ri 
'* 
r*
Religions of the World I
Religions of the World II
Old Testament in Modern Study
New Testament in Modern Study
Religion and Values in Ancient
Israel
ChristianEthics 
* * ,*
Philosophy of Human Nature
Philosophy of Knowledge
Philosophy and Women
Metaphysics
Social Philosophy
Philosophy of Religion
Ethics
Business Ethics
Philosophy of Law
Medical Ethics
Engineering Ethics
Ethics and Nuclear War
Family Ethics
Information Ethics
Philosophy of Art
Philosophy and Literature
Philosophy of Music
Philosophy of Science
Science, Objectivity, and Values
Technology and Values
Special Problems-Human
Values and Pluralisnr
Honors Seminar in Philosophy
Classical Greek Philosophy
Classical Islarnic, Christian,
fewish Philosophy
Modern Philosophy
Contemporary Philosophy
Eastern Philosophy
Christian Philosophyt
Marxist Philosophy
Phenomenology
Existentialism
for CORE only
for CORE only
for honors program only
201
201
202
2r7
2L2
213
265
304
306
307
308
310
311
3L2
313
31l
315
316
377
318
3t9
320
323
32s
330
331
332
340
345
350
351
3s2
353
355
356
358
3s9
360
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PHL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
EDT
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
American Philosophy
Ancient Near Eastern Religions
Buddhism and Christianity
Iudaism
The Pentateuch
The Prophets
The Psalms and Wisdom
Literature
The Synoptic Gospels
Studies in lohn
Studies in Paul
History of Christianity I
History of Christianity Il
U.S. Protestant and lewish
Experience
U.S. Catholic Experience
The Church
Significance of lesus
The Sacraments
Christian Marriage
Search for Immortality
The Christian Tradition of
Prayer
Christian Family Values and
Television
Christian Ethics and Health
Care Issues
Christian Ethics and the
Business World
The New Religions and
Personal Transformation
Religion and Film
Religion and Literature
Religion and Art
Theology and the Social Sciences
The Inner Journey
Philosophy of Religious
Education
Lay Ministry
Special Question+-Dreams and
Religion
Special Questions-Human
Values and Pluralism
*
Philosophy of Education
Jewish Thought
Theology of Mary
Problem of God
Selected Catholic Doctrines
Peace and fustice
Theology of Sexuality
Women and Religion
Religion and 9cience
Spirituality and Religious
Education
Evolution and Religion
for CORE only
I
for education and Ett only
36t
305
306
307
31.0
311
3L2
316
317
318
323
324
327
326
340
34L
343
344
349
356
362
367
366
371
372
373
374
376
377
363
385
392
392
419
406
44L
442
447
463
466
47t
477
4E8
492
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GRADES AND SCHOLARSHIP
Final grades are submitted at the end of the term, and these are made part
of a student's permanent record in accord with the option chosen by the
student. Copies of these reports are given to the students and deans. A progress
report of every first-year student in each of the classes is submitted to the
Registrar by every instructor at the middle of each term.
Undergraduate students are permitted a selection from two alternative grading
options. The course grading options are as follows:
Option 7-A,8, C, D, F
Option 2-S/Nc-Satisfactory (A, B, C)/No Credit (D, F)
A student must take at least seventy-five per cent (75%) of the semester
hours in the degree program under option 1, subject to further restrictions set
by the college, the professional school, or the department in which he or she is
a major, and excepting special programs at the discretion of the deans. NOTE:
Studies have shown that Satisfactory/No Credit grades (option 2) on one's
academic record may be a negative factor in the evaluation of application for
transfer to some undergraduate schools, for admission to most professional
schools (law, medicine, etc.) and many graduate schools, and for employment
in some ffelds.
The official marks with their meanings and guality-point values areas follows:
A 
- 
ExcellenU for each semester hour, four guality points are allowed.
B 
- 
Good; for each semester hour, three Suality points are allowed.C 
- 
Fair; for each semester hour, two quality points are allowed.
D 
- 
Poor but passing; for each semester hour, one guality point is allowed.
F 
- 
Failed. This mark indicates poor scholastic work, or failure to report
withdrawal from a course. In such cases, reguired courses must be re-
peated, preferably at the next opportunity. A student may not take the
course a third time unless at the time of the second failure he or she has a
cumulative point average of 2.5 or higher. Under no circumstances will
any student be permitted to take a course a fourth time.
S 
- 
Satisfactory. This mark indicates credit given for a course taken under
grading option 2, C or above. The S credit shall be counted as hours only
and shall not be considered in determining a student's cumulative point
average.
NC-No Credit. This mark indicates no credit given for a course taken under
grading option 2, below C. In such cases, reguired courses must be retaken,
preferably at the next opportunity. The student may not take the course a
third time unless at the time of the second failure he or she has a cumula-
tive point average of 2.5 or higher. Under no circumstances will any stu-
dent be permitted to take a course a fourth time.
I 
- 
Incomplete. This grade indicates that the student has obtained the instruc-
tor's recommendation, subject to the chairperson's approval, to complete
some portion of the work of the term that for reasons beyond the
studenl's control was not completed before the end of the term, provided
that the rest of the work has been of satisfactory grade. An I must be
removed within thirty days from the date listed on the grade report, or it
will be changed to an F or NC (option 2) on the student's Permanent
record. The time limit may be extended under excePtional circumstances,
with the approval of the dean, if application for the extension is made
within the thirty-day period noted.
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W 
- 
Withdrawn. During the lirst three weeks of a full term (or the ffrst eight
class days of a split term) a student may withdraw from a class without
record by obtaining a drop (withdrawal) form from the Registration
Office, having it signed by the academic advisor, and processing it. Begin-
ning with the fourth week of the term and continuing through the fourth
week after mid-term (or the ninth class day of a split term and continuing
through the fourth week of the split term), a student may withdraw with
a W by the same process, except that the drop form must have the ap-
proval signature of the instructor as well as that of the advisor. For the
remainder of the term, until the last day of classes, a student may with-
draw with a W only by making a formal request to the dean, who consults
with the student's instructor before granting such a reguest. During this
period a W will be permitted only for special nonacademic reasons,
which include, but are not limited to, poor personal health, ffnancial
difficulties, family matters of health, and change in career objectives.
When a student finds it necessary to withdraw from the University, for
any reason whatsoever, it is imPortant that the dean be notifted imme-
diately. Financial adjustments, if allowed, will be made only from the
date on the withdrawal form. Total withdrawal from all classes reguires
the processing of the drop form. This reguires two signatures-those of
the Dean and the Vice President for Student Development, or of the
designated authorities for those signatures. It is the student's responsi-
bility to initiate and process all withdrawals; the faculty do not initiate
withdrawals for students except for auditors. (See X below.) In addition,
the student is urged to process the withdrawal as soon as possible after
deciding to drop a course. Students cannot assume that withdrawals are
granted automatically if they stop attending class. Any failure to process
the drop (withdrawal) form will incur a grade of F for the course or courses
involved. The F's so accumulated are always included in the cumulative
point average.
P 
- 
In Progress. This symbol is used in lieu of a grade for a course which has
not terminated at the end of a term or summer session. A grade with
corresponding credit and guality points (see grading options r and z)
will be assigned when the course has been completed.
N 
- 
No grade was reported by the instructor.
K 
- 
Credit. This mark is used only for credits accepted as transfer credit from
other institutions. No guality points are allowed. K credit is not allowed
for English courses taken at institutions in countries where the native
language is other than English.
X 
- 
Audit. This mark indicates that the student has registered to audit the
course. No credit hours or guality points are awarded for this mark. Any
course taken for audit may not be retaken for credit. If, in the opinion of
the instructor, a student has not attended and participated in a sufficient
number of classes, the instructor will assign a W.
Em-Examination. This mark indicates University of Dayton credit given to a
student on the basis either of the Advanced Placement Program of the
CEEB or of examinations taken prior to or after admission to the Univer-
sity. The reguired level of achievement on these examinations is deter-
mined by the department in which the course is taught. This credit shall be
assigned only on authorization of the dean of the school or college in
whiih the student is registered. No quality points are allowed. A student
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must be registered at the University of Dayton to obtain credit. Em credit
is limit ed to 24 semester hours (exclusive of CLEP General Examination
credits).
NO GRADE CHANGE OF ANY KIND IS PERMITTED AFTER THIRTY
DAYS FROM THE DATE LISTED ON THE GRADE REPORT.
The University reserves the right to change the grading system.
GRADE-POINT AVERAGES
The SEMESTER GRADE-POINT AVERAGE is the total number of quality
points divided by the number of semester credit hours carried by the student
under option 1.
The CUMULATIVE GRADE-POINT AVERAGE is computed from the se-
mester grade-point averages. If a course is repeated, the grade points for both
the original grade and the new grade are computed. Marks of I, K, N, P,S,W,X,
NC, and Em are disregarded in the computation of the CGPA, but a course for
which an F is received is included in the usual manner.
ACADEMIC STANDING
The student's academic standing is determined by the cumulative grade-point
average at the end of each term.
L. To be in good academic standing, a student must have a cumulative grade-
point average of (a) at least 1,.7 at the end of the first and second terms, (b) at
Ieast 1.8 at the end of the third term, (c) at least 1.9 at the end of the fourth
term, and (d) at least 2.0 at the end of the fifth and succeeding terms. For part-
time and transfer students, a block of t2 semester hours of credit is considered
one term. A cumulative grade-point average of at least 2.O is required for
graduation.
2. A cumulative grade-point average below the one required will place the
student on academic probation. The student's academic dean will notify the
student of his or her probationary status. A student on probation must follow a
restricted academic program not to exceed tS semester hours.
3. It is the responsibility of any student on probation to complete an academic
contract with the dean for the purpose of determining the nature and limitations
of the student's future activities.
4. Students whose academic performance has seriously impaired their abil-
ity to succeed academically at the University of Dayton are subject to dismissal.
A student who is subject to academic dismissal can be dismissed only by his or
her academic dean, who authorizes the dismissal and notifies the student of his
or her status. Students who are subject to dismissal include (a) those who fail
to achieve good standing at the end of a term on probation and (b) those who
have a term point average of less than a.O, regardless of cumulative grade-point
averaSe.
5. The registrar will post "Academic Dismissal" on the permanent record of
any student who is dismissed.
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DEAN'S LIST
At the conclusion of each term, in both the college and the professional
schools, any full-time student who has achieved a superior academic record
(a grade point average of 3.5 or above) for that term is named to the dean's list.
HONORS
1. To be eligible for consideration for honors graduation, students must have
completed seventy-five per cent (75o/o) of the semester hours taken at the Uni-
versity of Dayton under the standard grading option, option 1 (A, B, C, D, F).
2. To be graduated with honors, a student must have a cumulative point
average at the end of the seventh and/or eighth term at the University of 3.5
or higher, based on 4.0
3. If a student qualiffes for honors or moves into a higher category of honors
on the basis of his or her graduation cumulative grade-point average, mention
will be made at the commencement exercises, notation will be made on the
transcript and permanent record, and an appropriate honors key will be
awarded belatedly.
4. A transfer student who has fulfilled the University's minimum residence
reguirements is eligible for honors, provided that all grades received at previous
institutions and grades received at U.D. result in a cumulative grade-point av-
erage of 3.5 or higher based on 4.0 and the student has met all the other require-
ments stated in this policy. The category of honors will be determined by (a)
the combined cumulative grade-point average, if the average for U.D. courses
is higher than the combined average, or (b) the U.D. cumulative grade-point
average, if the combined cumulative grade-point average is higher than the
U.D. average. That is, transfer students will not be given honors at a level
higher than the U.D. grade average.
5. The notation of honors is made in the commencement program, on the
diploma, on the student's permanent record, and on the transcript, as follows:
Cum Laude-if the cumulative point average is between 3.5 and 3.69,
Magna Cum Laude-if the cumulative point average is between 3.7 a d 3.89;
Summa Cum Laude-if the cumulative point average is between 3.9 and 4.0.
6. Any exceptions to this procedure are the decision of the provost.
CLASS ATTENDANCE POLICY
It is desirable for students to attend all classes. Listening to the lectures of
instructors and being involved in classroom discussions should (1) provide
guidelines and goals in the course of study, thus lending direction to the study
activities of the student; (2) provide instances of the way of thinking and
methodology employed by an academic discipline in formulating and solving
problems; (3) stimulate an awareness of and interest in the course topics be-
yond the level acquired by textbook reading. Because textbook material is
generally beneath the level of the current state of knowledge, instructors ac-
guaint the student with new ideas and integrate this material into the course
topics.
Students are responsible for being aware of the proceedings and material
covered in each class period. Students must attend all announced tests and sub-
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mit assigned written work on the date set by the instructor; it is recommended
that the instructor announce such tests and assignments at least a week in ad-
vance. The action taken as a conseguence of missing a test or an assignment will
be determined by the instructor and will be based on a consideration of the
individual circumstances involved.
To assist first-year students in their transition to college responsibilities, it is
felt that a policy of compulsory attendance is necessary. Therefore, first-year
students wiU be permitted only a limited number of absences. For ffrst-year
students, the allowable number of absences in the {irst term or in the second
term will be egual to twice the meeting times a week (or four class days in any
third-term session). A student exceeding this number will be referred to the
student's dean, who will notify the Attendance Appeals Committee. Any under-
graduate student who has not accrued 30 semester hours of credit is considered
a ffrst-year student.
In addition to the first-year-student policy, faculty may institute an attend-
ance reguirement. This may be done for any course (including seminars, labora-
ories, performance courses, clinical field-based courses, and the like) provided
that tlie policy is approved by a faculty committee of the department and/or
the depaitment chair. If attendance is used as a grading comPonent, the in-
structoi is obligated to clarify his or her classroom policy regarding absences
in writing in the syllabus provided during the first full week of the semester.
Let it be noted that to insure accuracy of records, every student must be present
at class during the first week of each term.
TRANSCRIPTS
A transcript of the permanent academic record is a conffdential document to
be released in compliance with the regulations of the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act of 7974 as amended. The Registrar will issue transcripts upon
a request signed by the student. All transcripts so reguested reguire payment
in advance. See "Other Charges" in Chapter IV, Financial Information' Com-
plimentary copies will be mailed to graduates within approximately six weeks
after graduation.
STUDENT RECORDS
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 7974 (FERPA) is a federal
law which states that an educational institution must establish a written insti-
tutional policy concerning the confidentiality of student education records and
that students must be notified of this statement of policy and their rights under
the legislation. In accordance with the act, students and parents of dependent
students at the University of Dayton have the following rights:
1. The right to inspect and review educational records covered by the Act or
personally identifiable information contained therein
2. The right to challenge the contents of these records
a. The right to a formal hearing, if necessary, for a fair consideration of such a
challenge
a. The iight to place an explanatory note in the record in the event that a
challenge of contents is unsuccessful
5. The right to control, with certain exceptions, the disclosure of the contents
of the records
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6. The right to be informed of the existence and availability of the institutional
policy covering FERPA rights
7. The right to report violations of FERPA legislation to the Department of
Education.
A complete policy statement on student records in accordance with the re-
quirements of FERPA can be found in the student handbook, published by the
Office of Student Development. Copies of the policy also are available at the
following University offices: Vice President for Student Development and Dean
of Students, Provost, and Registrar.
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AWARDS
Special awards for exceptional scholastic achievement are given annually
through the generosity of donors. To be eligible for any of these awards, a
student must have a cumulative point average of at least 3'0. The awards:
Accounting:fhe Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Accounting-
donated by Jerome E. Westendorf ,'43, and Warren A' Kappeler, '41.
Accounting:fhe Award of Merit in recognition of outstanding achievement-do-
nated by the Ohio Society of Certiffed Public Accountants, Dayton Chapter.
Accounting:fhe Accounting Career Award to a student exhibiting great potential in
the accounting profession-donated by the National Association of Accountants,
Dayton Chapter,
Accounting--:fhe Department of Accounting Award to the graduating senior for out-
standing contributions to the University community and the accounting Program.
Anthropology-The Margaret Mary Emonds Huth Memorial Award of Excellence
to the Outstanding Senior in Anthropology-donated by Dr. Edward A. Huth.
Arts anil Sciences---The Dean Leonard A. Mann, 5'M., Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding Senior in the College of Arts and Sciences--donated by foseph Zusman,
oJ.
Athletics-The Reverend charles L. collins, 5.M., Award of excellence to an athlete
for outstanding citizenship-donated by loseph Zusman, '65.
Athletics-The charles R, Kendall, '29, Memorial Award of Excellence for achieve-
ment in academic and athletic effort-donated by Mrs, charles R. Kendall and friends.
Athletics-The Iohn L. Macbeth Memorial Award to the Outstanding Scholar-Athlete
in football and basketball. The recipient must have completed live or more terms and
won a varsity letter.
Biotogy:ll1s lohn E. Dlugos, Ir., Memorial Award of Excellence to the outstanding
senior majoring in biologyJonated by Mr' and Mrs' John E. Dlugos.
Biology:7112 Brother Russell A. loly, 5.M., Award of Excellence to the student who
best combines excellence in biology and genuine appreciation of nature'
Business Ailministration-The Reverend Raymond A. Roesch, S.M., Award of Ex-
cellence for outstanding academic achievement in the Master of Business Adminis-
tration Program-donated by Bank One.
Business Ailministration-The Miriam Rosenthal Award of Excellence to a graduating
senior in the School of Business Administration-donated by Dean William I. Hoben.
Business Ailministration-The Mark T. Schneider Award to a senior in the school
of Business Administration who has combined academic excellence with service to
the University and the community-donated by family and friends in his memory.
Business Eilucation-The National Business Education Association Award of Merit
in recognition for outstanding achievement.
Campus Ministry--:711e Marianist Award for Voluntary Service to a graduating
senior who has earned distinction through voluntary service to the community-
donated by the Marianists of the University of Dayton.
Campus Ministry:fl1e Brother Wottle Campus Ministry Award: "An award of ap-
preciation for service to Campus Ministry."
Chemical and Materials Engineering-The Victor Emanuel,'15, Award of Excellence
to the Outstanding Senior in Chemical Engineering-sponsored by the University of
Dayton Alumni Association since 1962.
Chemicdl anil MaterialE Engineering--:7he Robert G' Schenck Memorial Award of
Excellence to the Outstanding lunior in Chemical Engineering--donated by Stanley
L, Lopata.
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Chemistry-American Chemical Society Award.
Chemistry-American Institute of Chemists' Award,
Chemistry-T\e Brother George I. Geisler, S.M., Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Student in Chemistry-donated by foseph Poelking, '32.
Chemistry:lhe Bernard I. Katchman Memorial Scholarship to an entering ffrst-year
student majoring in chemistry.
Chemistry:The Brother John I. Lucier, 5.M., Award of Excellence to the outstandingjunior majoring in chemistry-donated by a friend.
Chemistry-The Philip Zaidain Memorial Award to a deserving sophomore majoring
in chemistry.
Cioil Engineering anil Engineering Mechanics-The George A. Barrett, '28, Award, of
Excellence to the Outstanding Junior in Civil Engineering-donated by family and
friends in his memory.
Cioil Engineering anil Engineering Mechanics-The Harry F, Finke, '02, Awaril of
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Civil Engineering-sponsored by the Uni-
versity of Dayton Alumni Association since 1962,
Communication-The Si Burick Award of Excellence for Outstanding Academic
and Cocurricular Achievement in Mass Media Arts-donated by the University of
Dayton.
Communication-The Bette Rogge Morse Award to the Outstanding Senior Woman
in Communication.
Communication- The PRSA Maureen M. Pater Award of Distinction to the Out-
standing Senior in Public Relations-donated by the Dayton-Miami Valley Chapter
of the Public Relations Society of America.
Communication-The Reverend Vincent Vasey, 5,M., Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding Senior in Speech Arts-donated by the Reverend Vincent Vasey, 5.M.
Communication-The Omar Williams Award of Excellence to an outstanding student
in broadcasting-donated by the University of Dayton.
Computer Science-The Addison-Wesley Senior Book Award for Excellence in Com-
puter Science; Computer Science-Physics; Computer Information Systems-donated
by the Addison-Wesley Publishing Company.
Computer Science-Alumni Award of Excellence in the Senior Class.
Computer Science-Computer Science Award for Outstanding Service to the De-
partment.
Computer Science-GKNI Systems Award for Innovative Programming.
Computer Science-The NCR Award of Excellence in Computer Science to an out-
standing junior majoring in computer science-donated by the NCR Foundation.
Computer Science---The NCR Award of Excellence in Computer Science to an out-
standing sophomore majoring in computer science-donated by the NCR Foundation.
Continuing Eilucation-The Nora Duffy Award to a reentry student who has over-
come significant obstacles in order to complete a college degree.
Cooperatioe Education-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Cooperative Educa-
tion Student in Business Administration-sponsored by the Mead Corporation Foun-
clation.
Cooperative Education-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Cooperative Educa.
tion Student in Computer Science-Computer Information Systems-sponsored by the
Marathon Oil Foundation.
Cooperatioe Eilucation-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Cooperative Educa-
tion Student in Engineering-sponsored by the Dayton Power and Light Company.
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Cooperatioe Eilucation-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Cooperative Educa'
tion Student in Engineering Technology-sponsored by Earl C. lselin, fr., in honor
of his father.
Criminal lustice--The Sheriff Beno Keiter Memorial Scholarship Award to the Out-
standing Criminal Iustice Iunior or Senior-donated by friends of Beno Keiter,
Debating-The Mary Elizabeth Iones Memorial Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Debater-donated by Dr. D.G. Reilly.
Economics-'I\e Dr. E. B. O'Leary Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior
Majoring in Economics-donated by Bank One.
Electrical Engineering:|he Thomas R. Armstrong, '38, Award of Excellence for the
Outstanding Electrical Engineering Achievement in memory of Brother Ulrich RaPPel,
S.M., and W. Frank Armstrong-donated by Thomas R, Armstrong, '3E.
Electrical Engineering:lhe Anthony Horvath, '22, and Elmer Steger, '22, Award, of
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Electrical Engineering-donated by Anthony
Horvath, '22, and Elmer Steger,'22.
Electrical Engineering-The Brother Louis H. Rose, S.M., '33, Award of Excellence to
the Outstanding lunior in Electrical Engineering,
Elementary Eilucation-The George A. Pf,aum, '25, Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Student in Elerrentary School Teacher Education-donated by George A.
Pflaum, Ir.
EngineeringTechnology-:fhe L. Duke Golden Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Senior in Engineering Technology-donated by the Gamma Beta Chapter of
Tau Alpha Pi Honor Society.
English-The Father Adrian J. McCarthy, S,M., Award of Excellence to a graduate
assistant for achievement in teaching lirst-year English-donated by a friend.
English-The Brother Thomas P. Price, S,M., Award of Excellence to the Outstanding
Senior in English-donated by the U.D. Mothers' Club'
English-T\e U.D. Women's Association Award for excellence in composition.
English Eilucation-The Dr. Harry E. Hand Memorial Award of Excellenc+donated
by the faculty of the Department of English and of the School of Education.
Finance-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior Majoring in Finance.
General Excellence-Thre Mary M. Shay Award of Excellence in both academic and
extracurricular activities.
History--:7hs Caroline Beauregard Award of Excellence to an Outstanding Junior
Majoring in History-donated by farnily and friends in her mernory.
History:|\s Dr. Samuel E. Flook Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior
Majoring in History-donated by Dr. Samuel E. Flook'
History-:lh1s Betty Ann Perkins Award for Excellence in Women's and Family
History-donated by her family.
History:1As Phi Alpha Theta Scholarship Key (senior members of Delta Eta Chapter
only).
History:1h" Dr. George Ruppel, S,M., Award of Excellence in Historical Research.
Human Ecology-The Elizabeth L, Schroeder Award of Excellence to an outstanding
senior in the Departrnent of Human Ecology for academic, departmental, and pro-
fessional performance.
Humanities--:fhe Rocco M. Donatelli Award to the humanities senior with the strong-
est guantitative and qualitative record in elective science courses.
lnilustrial Engineering Technology:7he Institute of Industrial Engineers Award
to the Outstanding Graduate of the Industrial Engineering Technology Program-
donated by the Dayton Chapter of the Institute of Industrial Engineers.
lnilustrial Engineeting Technology-The Institute of Industrial Engineers Award to
the Outstanding junior in Industrial Engineering Technology--donated by the Dayton
Chapter of the Institute of Industrial Engineers.
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lournalism-The Ritter Collett Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in
Journalism. This is awarded annually to the student who best demonstrates per-
sonally and in his or her writings the qualities of Mr. Collett that the University
hopes will serve as an inspiration to journalism students.
lournalism-The Brother George F. Kohles, 5.M,, Award of Excellence in Journalism-
donated by a friend.
Languages-The Brother John R. Perz, S.M,, Award of Excellence to the Outstanding
Senior in Modern Languages.
Languages-French-Brother George I, McKenzie, S,M., Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding Senior in French-donated by a friend.
Languages-Spanish-The Dr. james M. Ferrigno Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in Spanish-donated by Enrigue Romaguera and Mary A. Ferrigno.
Library+ffis Brother Frank Ruhlman, S,M., Award of Excellence for Literary
Achievement.
Management-'I'he Charles Huston Brown, '20, Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Senior in Business Administration in memory of Brother William Haebe, S.M.-
donated by C. Huston Brown,'20.
Management-The Maurice F. Krug, '55, Award of Excellence to an outstanding
senior in the Department of Management.
Management-The Reynolds and Reynolds Company Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding Woman in the Department of Management-sponsored by the Reynolds
and Reynolds Company,
Management-7lte Standard Register Company Award of Excellence to an Outstand-
ing Senior in the Department of Management-sponsored by the Standard Register
Company.
Management-The Wall Street tournal Student Achievement Award to an Outstand-
ing Senior Maioring in Management-sponsored by Dow lones & Company, Inc.
Management lnformation Systems-Scholarship Award to a graduating senior in
MIS for outstanding academic achievement,
Management lnformation Systems-Orttstanding 9tudent Award to a graduating
senior in MIS for outstanding contributions to the MIS Program.
Management Information Systems-Design Project Award to the team producing the
best Senior Year MI9 Project.
Marketing-The Marketing Award of Excellence to the graduating senior in market-
ing for outstanding academic achievement.
MarketingJlhe Marketing Career Award to the graduating student exhibiting the
greatest potential in marketing,
Marketing:fhe Marketing Service Award to the student who has earned distinction
through voluntary service to the University, the community, and the marketing
profession.
Mathematic+T\e Faculty Award of Excellence in Mathematics.
Mathematic*The Pi Mu Epsilon Award of Excellence in the Sophomore Class.
Mathematics Eilucation-Bro. Ioseph W. Stander, S.M,, Award of Excellence to a
graduating senior in the teacher certification program with a principal teaching field
in mathematics.
Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineering-The Class of '02 Award of Excellence for
Outstanding Mechanical Engineering Achievement-donated by Michael I, Gibbons,
'02, in mernory of Warner H, Kiefaber,'05.
Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineering-The Bernard F. Hollenkamp,'39, Memorial
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Mechanical Engineering-donated
by Louis A. and Mrs. Lucille Hollenkamp.
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Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineering-The Martin C. Kuntz, '12, Award of Ex-
cellence to the Outstanding funior in Mechanical Engineering-sponsored by the
University of Dayton Alumni Association since 1962,
Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineering-:fhe Brother Andrew R. Weber, S.M.,
Award of Excellence for outstanding service and achievement in mechanical engi-
neering.
Mechanical Engineering Technology:111e Dayton Chapter, Society of Manufacturing
Engineers Award of Excellence to the Outstanding First-year Student in Mechanical
Engineering Technology.
Mechanical Engineering Technology:fl1e Dayton Chapter, Society of Manufacturing
Engineers Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Mechanical Engineering
Technology.
Medical Technology-Alumni Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in
Medical Technology.
Military Science-Department of the Army Award. The Superior Cadet Award,
provided by the Department of the Army, presented to the outstanding cadet of
each academic year,
Military ScienceJhe Lieutenant Robert M. Wallace, '65, Memorial Award to the
Outstanding Junior ROTC Scholarship Cadet-donated by his family and friends.
Performing anil Visual Arts-Fine Arts Dioision-The Mary Ann Dunsky Award to
an Outstanding Senior in studio art.
Performing anilVisual Arts-Fine Arts Division--The Professor Bela Horvath Award
for Excellence in Representational Art.
Performing anil Visual Arts-Music Diaision-The Brother losePh J. Mervar, S'M.,
Award of Excellence to an outstanding student majoring in music.
Performing anil Visual Arts-Music Dittision-Mttsic Division Senior Award for
Outstanding Contribution to the University Bands.
Performing and Visual Arts-Music Dittision-Sigma Alpha lota College Honor
Award foi musicianship, scholarship, and general contributions to the College
Chapter,
Performing and Visual Arts-Music Dioision-Sigma Alpha lota Professional Music
Fraternity Award for Scholastic Achievement (seniors only).
Philosophy-The Award of Excellence to the First and Second Outstanding Seniors in
Philosophy-donated by the Reverend Charles Polichek.
Philosophy-The Richard R, Baker Award for Excellence in Graduate Studies in
Philosophy to a graduating student who has earned distinction in the study of
philosophy through commitment to philosophical inquiry, excellence in research,
and the ability to communicate philosophical ideas.
Philosophy:1he Reverend Charles C. Bloemer, 5.M., Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding funior Majoring in Philosophy-donated by a friend.
Physical anil Health Eilucation-The James M. Landis Memorial Award of Excellence
for the Outstanding Physical and Health Education Senior in 9cience Core Courses.
Physical anil Health Eilucation-The James B. LaVanche Award of Excellence to the
ouistanding scholar-athlete graduating in the Department of Physical and Health
Education-donated by the faculty and alumni of the department.
Physical anil Health Education-The Iohn L. Macbeth Memorial Award of Excellence
to ihe Outstanding Student in Physical and Health Education-donated by Mrs. Iohn
L. Macbeth.
Physics-Award of Excellence to a senior physics maior who has displayed "remark-
abli talent, exemplary industry, intense motivation, and mature comprehension of
undergraduate physics"-donated by the Department of Physics.
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Physics-The Caesar Castro Award of Excellence to a sophomore for outstanding
scholarship in the general physics lecture and laboratory seguence-donated in
memory of Caesar Castro by Mrs. C. C. Castro and the Department of Physics.
Physics-The Sigma Pi Sigma Award of Merit to a senior in recognition of out-
standing academic achievement and involvement in physics-sponsored by the De-
partment of Physics and the Sigma Pi Sigrna honor society of the Society of Physics
Students.
Political Science-Ttte Brother Albert H. Rose, S.M,, Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in Political Science-donated by foseph Ztsman,'65,
Political Science-The Eugene W. Stenger, '30, Memorial Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding lunior in Political Science-donated by Mrs. Eugene W. Stenger.
Premeilicine-The Brother Francis John Molz Memorial Award to the Outstanding
Senior in Premedicine, This is awarded annually to the student who best demonstrates
the gualiHes of unselffshness, community service, and academic achievement, Spon-
sored by Alpha Epsilon Delta.
Premeilicine-Montgomery County Medical Award to the Outstanding Senior in the
Premedical Curriculum.
Psychology-The Reverend Raymond A, Roesch, S,M,, Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding Student in Psychology-donated by the Reverend Rayrnond A. Roesch,
s.M.,'35.
Religious Stuilies-The William foseph Chaminade Award of Excellence in memory
of Mr, and Mrs. George W, Dickson, to the outstanding student in theology-
donated by the Reverend lohn Dickson, 5.M.,'36.
Religious Stuilies-The Monsignor J. Dean McFarland Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding Iunior majoring in Theological Studies.
School of Eilucation:The William A. Beitzel Award for the outstanding student in
education of the handicapped,
School of Eilucation---The Raymond and Beulah Horn Award for an outstanding
student in the education of the developmentally handicapped-donated by Dean
Ellis A. loseph.
School of Eilucation-The Daniel L. Leary Award for the outstanding research and de-
veloprnent activity by a student seeking teacher certiffcation in the School of Education.
School of Eilucdtion--The Reverend George J. Renneker, S.M., Award of Excellence
for outstanding achievement in teacher education.
Seconilary Eilucation-The Brother Louis I. Faerber, 5.M., Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding Student in Secondary School Teacher Education-donated by the Uni-
versity of Dayton Mothers'Club.
SocialWork-:T\e Ioseph Zusman,'65, Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior
in Social Work Studies-donated by foseph Zusman,'65.
Sociology--:1\e Dr. Edward A. Huth Silver Anniversary Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding Student in Sociology-donated by Joseph Zusman,'65.
Sociology-:16e Dr. Martin Luther King Memorial Award in Human Relations for
excellenie in scholarshlp, Christian leadership, and the advancement of brotherhood-
donated by Dr. Edward A. Huth.
Sociology-The Reverend Andrew L. Seebold Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Senior in Sociology.
lJnioersity Ailoancement-Award of Excellence for contribution of service to the
community.
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VI College of Arts and Science
Paul J. Morman, Dean
Richard E. Peterson, Assistant Dean
Ellen M. Murphy, O.P., Assistant Dean
Gertrude D. Shav, Assistant Dean
The College of Arts and Sciences affirms as its primary mission the imple-
mentation of the fundamental commitment of the Universitv of Davton to the
discovery, integration, dissemination, and application of truth. The College
contributes to the fulfillment of this commitment through curricular programs
in the liberal arts and sciences, which are central to the intellectual life of the
University. The College provides students instruction in communication skills,
critical thinking, social and cultural criticism, computation, scientific reasoning,
historical analysis, and religious and moral awareness. These qualities are
fundamental and essential to each student's full and integral development as a
broadly educated person. The College serves not only its own students but also
the students of the professional schools and insures that basic, as well as
applied, fields of study are available to all students.
The faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences seek to live, as well as pro-
fess, the liberal arts and to pursue teaching and research, community service,
and constructive social criticism within the framework of freedom of thought
and expression. Within the tradition of liberal education, the faculty are com-
mitted to the full and integral development of students, cognizant of the price-
less and timeless value of this tradition, and aware of the need to relate the
Iiberal arts to the realities of time, place, and students' legitimate career aspira-
tions.
The faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences, therefore, remind the stu-
dents of all the resources within their reach: faculty guidance, especially in
selecting courses and planning programs; the campus ministry; the social and
professional clubs and societies; the campus publications; the many musical,
dramatic, and art programs; and especially the opportunity for membership on
departmental and campus-wide committees where students gain experience in
working with others on projects of significance to the department or to the
College.
The College of Arts and Sciences chooses from its own traditions and con-
victions, as well as from its role as the principal service unit of the University,
a values-oriented approach to education. In all of its programs and throughout
its curriculum, the College and its faculty seek to complement excellent sub-
stantive instruction with a sense of respect for the role of each person in so-
ciety and an appreciation of the aesthetic and the spiritual life. These values
emerge not only from the College's mission as the chief proponent of the
liberal tradition at the University of Dayton, but also from its commitment to
Christian educational principles and to the Marianist spirit in education, which
is its heritage.
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MA]ORS AND MINORS
The major is deffned as a block of courses totalling at least z4 semester hours
of upper-level work in a single discipline; it is sometimes supported by a minor,
which is a block of courses totalling at least 12 semester hours of upper-level
work. Some minors are deffned speciffcally in the departmental listings.
The Bachelor of Arts is offered in the following areas:
American Studies
Chemistry
Communication
Economics
English
Fine Arts
Geology
The Bachelor of Science is offered in the following areas:
History Photography
International Studies Political Science
Interior Design Psychology
Languages Religious Studies
Mathematics Sociology
Music Theatre
Philosophy
Biology
Chemistry
Computer Information
Systems
Computer Science
Computer Science.Physics
Criminal Iustice
Geology
Human Ecology
Mathematics
Medical Technology
Nuclear Medicine
Technology
Physical Science
Music Performance (B,Mus.)
Music Therapy (B.Mus.)
Photography (B.F.A.)
Physics
Predentistry
Premedicine
Psychology
Social Work
Other programs leading to the bachelor's degree:
Fine Arts (B.F.A.)
General Studies (B.G.S.)
Music (B.Mus.)
Music Education (B.Mus.) Visual Communication Design (B.F.A.)
Established Interdisciplinary Majors
Arnerican Studies, International Studies, and Premedicine-Predentistry are
present examples of established interdisciplinary concentrations. Such programs
ire established by interdisciplinary committees and administered by the chair-
persons of the committees.
Individually Designed Interdisciplinary Majors
Students demonstrating extraordinary interest, special skills or needs, and
sound academic status may initiate individually designed maiors. Such maiors
are negotiated between the students and the chairpersons of the appropriate
departments. Long-range plans for the individually designed majors are sub-
mitted to the dean for final approval. Plans may be altered with appropriate
supporting rationale and the approval of chairpersons and dean.
FOREIGN TANGUAGE REQUIREMENT
Any student admitted to the College of Arts and Sciences must have had
two years of high school study of a single foreign language or make up the
deficii at the University. The semester hours of credit received for making up
this deficit will not count towards the total number of semester hours required
for graduation.
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL
BACHELOR OF ARTS PROGRAMS
A rninimum of 120 semester hours of approved coursework must be pre-
sented for the B.A. At least 54 semester hours must be completed at the 30O-4OO
level. For limitations on credit and restrictions on courses, consult the chair-
person and the dean. For departmental or program reguirements, consult pro-
gram schedules A1-A21 or the department chairperson or program director.
Semeeter Hours
Major Concentration (with at least 24 semester hours at 3OO-4OO level) . . aO-C
Breailth Requirement (See Distribution Table below.) . . 55-61
General Education Requirements: These courses may also be counted for
other reguirements where applicable. (See Chapter V.) . . . 30
Program anil General Electioes: These courses must be external to the
major discipline, Electives should be approved by the chairperson or
dean since some restrictions exist. . ..., 14-35
Distribution Table for Breadth Reguirement
Courses taken to fullill the breadth requirement should be external to the
major lield. Students electing courses in any department should be aware that
some introductory or background knowledge may be expected of them even
when no specilic prerequisite course is listed.
Natural Science: Four semester hours must be in an approved natural
science course (Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Physics) with an accom-
panying laboratory. 7
Mathematics: Three semester hours selected from approved courses in
the Department of Mathematics, . . 3
Social anil Behaoioral Sciences: Anthropology, Economics, Political
Science, Psychology, and Sociology. Up to O of the 12 semester hours of
social and behavioral sciences may, with the approval of the chairperson
of the major department or the director of the program, be taken in ap-
plied social and professional studies: Criminal Justice, Education, Human
Ecology, Management, Marketing, Military Science, Social Work, and
appropriate courses in ASI. 12
Humanities: American Studies, Communication, English, History, Hu-
manities Studies, Languages, Performing and Visual Arts, Philosophy,
Religious Studies, and, with approval of the chairperson of the major
department or the director of the program, appropriate courses in ASI.
At least one unit of 9 semester hours in a humanities area with at least
3 semester hours at 300-400 level (except Languages and Performing and
Visual Arts, in which a unit may be 9 semester hours at any level). The
remaining 9 semester hours of electives are to be chosen from one or
more other departments, (The basic Philosophy, Religious Studies, and
communication skills courses do not fulffll this requirement.) ......... 1E
Philosophy anil/ or Religious Stuilies
Communication Skills (ENG t0l, 1oz, SPE 10L): Each student must dem-
onstrate competence in written and oral communication before the com-
pletion of the ffrst year. This competence may be demonstrated through
coursework, proffciency examinations, or advanced standing. Inforrra-
tion on this matter should be sought in the office of the dean. 3-9
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE PROGRAMS
A minimum of 120 semester hours of approved coursework must be presented
for the B.s. For limitations on credit and restrictions on courses, consult the
chairperson and the dean. For departmental or program reguirements,.consult
program schedules 51-514 or the department chairperson or Program director,
Semester Hours
Major Concentration (with at least 24 semester hours at 3OO-400 level). aO-eO
Breailth Requirement (See Distribution Table below.) ' ' 44-50
General Eilucation Requirements: These courses may also be counted for
other requirements where applicable. (See Chapter V.) . . . 30
Program Requirements and Genercl Electioes: Electives should be ap-
proved by the chairperson or dean since some restrictions exist. ' ' ' " ' ' 10-45
Distribution Table for Breadth Requirement
Courses taken to fulfill the breadth requirement should be external to the
,r,ujo, .on."r,tration. Students electing courses in any department should. be
aware thut some introductory or bac[ground knowledge may be expected of
them even when no specific prereguisite course is listed.
N atural Science : gelected from Biology, Chemistry, Geology, and Physics
courses with accompanying laboratories. . 8
Mathematics, Computer Science: At least 3 semester hours must be in
Mathematics, the iourse(s) to be determined by placement and major
Program. ....
Social and Behattioral Sciences: Anthropology, Economics, Political
Science, Psychology, Sociology. Up to 3 of the 6 semester hours of social
and behavioral sciences may,with the approval of the chairperson of the
major department or the director of the program, be taken in applied
social and professional studies: Criminal lustice, Education, Human
Ecology, Minagement, Marketing, Military gcience, Social Work, and
approptiate courses in ASI . 6
Humanities: American Studies, Communication, English, History, Hu-
manities Studies, Languages, Performing and Visual Arts, Philosophy,
Religious Studies, and, with the approval of the chairperson of the
major department or director of the program, appropriate courses i" l9-I.(The basic Philosophy, Religious Studies, and communication skills
courses do not fulfill this reguirement.) . . 9
Phitosophy and/or Religious Studies 72
Communication Skitls (ENG 10L, 1o2, SPE 1ol): Each student must dem-
onstrate comPetence in written and oral communication before the com-
pletion of the first year. This competence may be demonstrated through
ioursework, proliciency examinations, or advanced standing. Informa-
tion on this matter should be sought in the office of the dean. ' . ' . . ' 3-9
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DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
For the bachelor's degree, it is necessary to complete all the requirements
listed in one of the programs in this chapter. A maximum of four semester hours
of general activities courses and a maximum of two semester hours of physical
education activities courses may be counted in the semester hours required for
the degree. The final 30 semester hours must be earned in residence at the
University of Dayton.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
1. It is the responsibility of the student to file his or her Candidate for Grad-
uation card in the office of the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.
2. For graduation, it is necessary that the student successfully complete an
approved program of studies in the College; that the standard grade point aver-
age be at least 2.0 in the major field, in the minor field, and in the total progr.rm.
In the Bachelor of Fine Arts and Bachelor of Music Programs, a 2.0 cumulative
grade point average is reguired in the nonprofessional courses as well as in the
professional courses,
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
The Internship Program is an educational work experience with an outside
agency, in which a full-time student registers for on-the-job work performed
without direct supervision by academic personnel. Such work can be performed
in a variety of areas; however, the general purpose of all internships is to serve
as transition between the world of study and the world of work.
Normally a departmental internship director or another designated faculty
member will make all contacts with prospective agencies for placing students
as interns. While students themselves may initiate contacts at possible sites,
all sites must be ruled acceptable by the director before an internship may begin.
In order to accomplish the general purpose of an internship, the student
must adhere to the following requirements:
' To be eligible for an internship, a student must be in good standing at the
University of Dayton and have successfully completed course work in areas
appropriate to the internship sought.
'An intern may receive no more than six semester hours of credit in any
semester for internship.
' No more than twelve semester hours of work experience credit in any kind
of internship or work experience program can be accepted toward a bacca-
laureate degree.
' The student intern will submit a daily log and a written report to the intern-
ship director at the conclusion of the internship.
Other procedures and reguirements in addition to those mandated by the
College may be imposed by departments for individual programs to meet the
speciffc nature of a given internship.
Interested students should see the internship directors in their respective
departments for further details.
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AMERICAN STUDIES (AMS)
In this interdisciplinary program, students take courses in their choice of a
do""n-fi"tar, thereby lea.ning:th" skills of integrating and coordinating and
making connections. The program, one of four hundred nationwide, is most
approp"riate for those whoie iiterests encomPass several traditional majors'
PROGRAM_AI: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MA]OR IN
AMERICAN STUDIES (AMS)I
Semester Hours
AMS 300, 301, 400
First area courses
CoursesfromGroupAorBorC..... 15
Supporting courses in the elected disciplines 9
Second area courses from one of the two remaining groups '
Third area courses from the remaining group '
Group A
ENG 305, gt72, g1g2, g2g2, 325, g27, 9292, 9912, 3322, 335, 337, 339, 3802, 451,
453, 455, 466, 4902
ART 376,472,4902
MUS 304, 306,307,344
GrouP B
HST 351, 952,355,365,37O,37!,375,376, 360, 39O, 391, 39E' 399' 417 ' 45O'
45 4, 456, 460, 46L, 466, 47 O, 47 g, 47 6, 47 7, 4gO, 4912, 4922, 493, 49 5, 1992
PHL 304, 31O, 311, g14, 317, 978, 32O, 323, 33O, 331, 3402, 367
REL 326, 327, 328, 364, 367, 371, 37 2, 37 3, 37 6, 385' 477
Grcup C
ECO 346, 347, 43O, 442, 445, 471, 485, 49O
PoL 301, 303, 310, 3L1,3L3,360,4OE,4rl' 45O' 475
PSY 334,341,351,36L,363, 443,461, 462' 471
soc a21, 32E, 333, 336, 337 , 339, 341, 343, 3SL' 352' 439
ANT 310, 315,3s3, 406,449
swK 337
Natural science
Mathematics
Social and behavioral sciences
Humanities
Philosophy and/or religious studies
Comnrunication skills
General education courses and academic electives to total at least.
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts Programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
2This course can be counted only when the material is appropriate to American
Studies. Consult program director'
9
24
9
6
7
3
72
1E
t2(,.9
120
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AMERICAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
Francis J. Henninger (English), Director, American Studies Program
AMS
Alexander (History), Arons (English), Bregenzer (Sociology and Anthropology),
Kimble (Psychology), Kunkel (Philosophy)
FACULTY
Assistant Professor : Cadegan
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
AMS 3O0. AMERICAN CULTURES: A study of American artifacts to discern how
they indicate the periods in the life of the civilization and how like artifacts can be
used to determine the stages of development of various peoples. 3 sem. hrs,
AMS 301. INTERPRETATIONS OF AMERICAN CULTURE: Critical study of var-
ious interpretations of American culture through more than a hundred years.
3 sem, hrs.
AMS 400. INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH: Study of the principles of inter-
disciplinary scholarship; what can and probably cannot be accomplished by it; suc-
cessful interdisciplinary accomplishments. Students will complete interdisciplinaryproiects. 3 sem. hrs.
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ANTHROPOLOGY (ANT)
Anthropology is the study of people at all times and places. It emphasizes
understaniiniiotal cultu.ai systemj. The Department of Sociology and An-
thropology oIf"rr . minor in anthropology. Students intending to minor in
atrthropoiogy should consult with the department chairperson to plan their se-
iection'of ."o,rrt.r, which must include ANT 150 and four courses at the 300-
400level. See also SOC.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*ANT 150. CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: Basic principles of cultural anthropol-
oty.-sutu"y olhuman adaptation to and adjustment of the environment by means of
.iit,rr", co'mparison of ways of life among peoples of the world for inferences toward;il;;;;;ailg hn^"r, behavior. Reguirelfbr inthropology minors' 3 sem' hrs'
ANT 3OO. EVOLUTION OF PEOPLE AND CULTURE: survey of human biological
and cultural evolution from prehuman ancestors to settled city-states. Consideration
;i;.;;;;;.;.y l"optet at various levels of social complexitv' 3 sem' hrs'
ANT 310. CULTURE AND PERSONALITY: Survey of studies investigating the re-
ililhd U"t*""" cultural environment and the individual. Material drawn from
both liter'ate and nonliterate societies' 3 sem'hrs'
ANT 315. LANGUAGE AND CULTURE: Introduction to the scientific study of
il"g;s;;"Ji;';i"ti;tiip to other asPects of human behavior' 3 sem' hrs'
ANT 335. URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY: Survey of the emergenc-e-of.civilization in a
""-U"i.f t"tio"t i""t"aing China, India, Mesopotamia, 
Egypt, Mexico' 
"\Ur!#irr,
ANT 3s1. CULTURES OF THE CARIBBEAN: Variety of African--and old world-
derived cultures in the Caribbean and on its borders. Sociat-scientific- topics such as
eff"ct, or mother-centered families on personality, importance of verbal behavior in
it er" cuttur"r, problems of l.Q. testing in cultures other than where the tests origi-
""iL, "."""^ic adaptations, 
political m-ovements, religious practices. 3 sem. hts,
ANT 352. CULTURES OF LATIN AMERICA: Origin and-development of ancient
civilizations including the Aztec, the Maya,-and the Inca. Survey of contemPor-ary
;;il;;;;;;i1li tp".i"r""-pr'asis on p"u'"',i lif"' 3 sem' hre'
ANT 353. NATIVE CULTURES OF NORTH AMERICA: CONSidCTAtiON Of thE OTi-
*i"r u"Jair"rsity of a-"rii"" Indian cultures north of the Rio Grande, wlth atten-
i# ili-riilii"g,i, ."it*"t adaptation. to environment, and acculturation without
;;;i-itti"": Tf,e present situaiion of the Indian in relation to the surround-ing
culture. 3 sem' hrs'
ANT 406. CULTURAL CHANGE: The process of social changes in the modern
"ilriia,-l"it"J"g ""J.otni.t of 
norms; individual and social problems arising from
;;;liilirC ;t;teis of values and norms. Prereguisite: ANT 150 or permission of
instructor' 3 sem'hrs'
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ANT 449. ANTHROPOLOGICAL FIELD WORK: Formulation and carrying out of
a research design in archaeology, physical anthropology, linguistics, or cultural an-
thropology, Prereguisite: Consent of instructor. 7-6 sem, hrs,
ANT 498. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Research problems or readings of special inter-
est investigated under the guidance of an anthropology staff member. Permission of
the chairperson.
rc"ilEleducation course. See Chapter V.
7-6 sem, hrs.
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BroLoGY (BIO)
PROGRAM-SI.: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MATOR IN
BIOLOGY (BIO)1
Semestet Hours
Biology (including at least 24 sem' hrs. at 3OO-4oo level) ' . 41
Core courses: BIO 151, 152,152L,2o1L,299,412,42o . '.. 13
Group A-Select one: BIO 314-314L, 430-430L, 452-452L' 46r-46rL ..... 4
Group B-Select one: BIO 403-403L, 4LL-47LL, 44o-44oL, 442-442L . . . . . 4
Electives: Six courses, two with accompanying laboratories, from
Groups A and B above and/or Group C (all other BIO courses)2.. ' " ' 20
Supportingsciences "' 30-31
cHM 123, L23L,724,124L,313,313L,314,314L .. ..... 15
MTH 112, 113 or 1O1, 112 (by placement) . . ' . . 6'7
PHY 2O1, 2OLL,2O2, 2O2L .. 8
Communication skills
sPE 101 3
ENG 101,102 ... 6
Select one: ENG 272, 316,370,378 ... 3
Philosophy and/or religious studies
Humanities
Arts study 3
HST 101 or 102;340 or 341 6
Elective '. '. '... 3
Social and behavioral sciences tz
General electives 6
t25-126
t2
!2
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rConsult General Reguirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter
V for General Education Reguirements.
2Non-BIO science courses may be included with approval.
CURRICULUM DESCRIPTION FOR COMBINED BACHELOR AND
MASTER OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN BIOLOGY
The B.S.-M.S. in Biology is an accelerated, highly structured Program that is
designed for students who show an early interest in, and a strong fot,
research in the biological sciences. The combined program
ln
des an under-
the biologicalgraduate liberal arts education, a broad, b-asic
iciences, the development of expertise in a biological sublield, and a thorough
introduction to research instrumentation and technigues. Graduates from the
program are prepared for either direct entry into the job market or continuation
toward the Ph.D.
An early commitment to the program and utilization of third-term sessions
during the third and fourth years allows completion of all reguired B'S. and
M.S. iourse work in five years. Normally the bachelor's degree is awarded at
the end of the first term of the fourth year. Qualifying examinations for master's
candidacy take place during the first term of the fifth year. The M.S. component
of the combi^ed progt"- riguires a research thesis. If the thesis work is under
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way during the fourth year, it can ideally be finished by the end of the fifth-year.
Thi mastei,s degree is'awarded upon the successful defense of the M.S. thesis.
Specialization rn a biological subfield is accomplished by selection of under-
graduate and graduate elective courses, choice of thesis topic, and participatio-n
in appropriatJseminars. Subfield specialization, botanical or zoological, is avail-
able in physiology, ecology and field biology, cell and development biology,
and genetiir and-microbiology. Depending upon subfield specialization, special
problems courses may be conducted at clinical and/or industrial laboratories in
the local community.
Indication of intent to enter the combined B.S.-M.S. program should be made
during the second year. Formal entry into the program occurs during the fourth
year; applications are submitted during the first term, and acceptance and
matricuiition are begun during the second term. Students accepted into the pro-
gram will be supported as follows:
Second and third terms, fourth year, partial stipend plus complete remission
of tuition and fees
First, second, and third terms, fifth year, full stipend and complete remission
of tuition and fees
Service as a laboratory teaching assistant may be required during the fourth
and fifth years.
Admissions criteria include the following:
1.. Completion of all first-, second-, and third-year courses as specifically listed
in the Bulletin description of the Combined B.S.-M'S. Program in Biology.
Course equivalents will be determined by the departmental committee on gradu-
ate admissions.
2. Total cumulative and science grade-point averages of 3.3 or higher.
3. Reference letters from three biology faculty members (one of whom will be
the applicant's graduate advisor and research director).
It is essential that potential applicants to the B.S.-M.S. Program in Biology
declare their intentions to the department chairperson as soon as possible'
FACULTY
Kenneth J. McDougall, Chairperson
Professors: Bajpai, Geiger, McDougall, Noland, Ramsey, Shay
Associate Prof essors : Burky, Chantell, Laufersweiler, Rowe, Ventullo,
Vesper, Williams
Clinical Associate Professors: Moss, Stull, Taylor
Assistant Prof essors : Breitwisch, Gifft n, Kearns
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*BIO 1o1. GENERAL BIOLOGY I: A study of the more imPortant biological Processes
and principles through analysis and synthesis, dealing primarily with the organiza-
tional aspects of living things. This course (and BIO 102) is designed for students not
following the biology core curriculum. 3 sem. hrs
BIO 101L. GENERAL BIOLOGY LABORATORY I: Course to accompany BIO 101.
One 2-hour laboratory per week stressing the investigational and experimental
approach. 7 sem, hr,
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*BIO 102. GENERAL BIOLOGY II: A continuation of BIO 101, stressing primarily
the operational aspects of living matter. Prereguisite: BIO 101. 3 sem, hrs,
BIO 102L. GENERAL BIOLOGY LABORATORY II: Course to accompany BIO 102.
One 2-hour laboratory per week. 7 sem, hr.
BIO 1O4. INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY FIELD COURSE: AN iNtrOdUCtiON tO thc
ecology, behavior, morphology, taxonomy, and life history of plants and animals.
One week on campus; three weeks in the Rocky Mountains near Denver, Colorado;
one week of travel to and from the field site. For non-biological science maiors only.
Coreguisites: GEO 104; BIO 104L or GEO 104L. Third term only. 3 sem. hrs,
BIO 104L. INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY FIELD LABORATORY: Field trip labora-
tory in the biological sciences to accompany BIO 104. GEO 104L can be substituted
for this course. Third term only. 7 sem.hr,
BIO 151. CONCEPTS OF BIOLOGY I: Study of the physico-chemical organizatiory
the regulatory mechanisms, and the energy relations of living things, Core biology
course (for majors in biology, medical technology, premedicine, etc.). 3 sem. hrs.
*BIO 152. CONCEPTS OF BIOLOGY II: Continuation of BIO 151. Homeostatic
mechanisrn. Reproduction in organisms and its relationship with genes, growth and
development, population concepts, environment, and evolution. Core biology course.
BIO 1521. BIOLOGY LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS 
" 
O,' 
'",,.JiiT^,iI.biological laboratory procedures and instrumentation through a series of experimental
exercises ernploying a wide variety of organisms. Core biology course. 7 sem. hr.
BIO 201L. BIOLOGY LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS IIr Specialized laboratory
investigations at the organization levels of cells, systems, and organisms. Emphasis
on both plant and animal studies, Sophomore-level biology core course with special
section for medical technology majors. 7 sem. hr,
mation. Primarily for sophomores; not open to seniors. I sem, hr.
*BIO 301. EVOLUTION: Survey of manifestations and examination of mechanisms
of the theory of organic evolution with primary emphasis on vertebrate animals.
Minimum prerequisite: BIO 101-102/U4. 3 sem. hrs,
BIO 30e. COMPARATM ANATOMY OF THE VERTEBRATES: Study of changes
that have occurred in the chordate body with the passage of time, and analysis of
their signiffcance, Prereguisite: Minimum of one year of introductory btology.
Blo 3oel. coMpARATIvE ANAToMv tABoRAToRy: course r" 
".."jot:';;;3O9 lecture. Dissection and study of representative vertebrate anisrals. Two 3-hour
periods per week. 2 sem. hrs
BIO 299. BIOLOGY SEMINART Introduction to biological journals and abstracting
materials, Practice in the reviewing, abstracting, and presentation of biological infor-
BIO 310. HISTOLOGY AND MICROTECHNIeUE: Fundamenrals of cell morphol-
ogy, microscopic structure of tissues and organs, and discussion of techniques in their
study. Prerequisite: BIO 101-102 or L51-152. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 310L. HISTOLOGY AND MICROTECHNIQUE LABORATORY: Fundamentals
of fixing and processing various tissues in the preparation of slides; aims at recogni-
tion of microstructure of normal tissues. I sem, hr,
BIO 314. PLANT BIOLOGY: Consideration of structure, function, reproduction,
and inheritance as applicable in the plant patterns of life, Emphasis on the vascular
plants. Minimum prereguisite: A course in biology. 3 sem. hrs.
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BIO 31{L. PLANT BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory exercises to accomPany
BIO 314, Emphasis on generalized structure and function of plants. One 3-hour
laboratory per week. - I sem. hr'
BIO 320. MARINE BIOLOGY: Introduction to the diversity of marine life including
the physical-chemical environment' Third term only. 2 sem, hrs,
BIO 320L. MARINE BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Examination of marine organisms
and processes. Laboratory work conducted on UD camPus and at off-campus leld
sitesln the South. Third term only. 2 sem' hrs.
BIO 3so. APPLIED MICROBIOLOGYT Fundamentals of applied and environmental
microbiology for environmental scientists and engineers. Introduction to rricroorgan-
isms and their role in bioenvironmental engineering and industrial Processes. For non-
biological-science majors only, Prereguisites: Introductory biology, general and or-
ganic chemistry. 3 sem' hrs'
BIO 3sol. APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY LABORATORY: An introductory labora-
tory to acquaint students with basic microbiology laboratory technigues as applied
to environmental pollution and industrial fermentations. 1 sem,hr,
BIO 380. MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY SEMINAR: Discussion to relate academic
courses and clinical laboratory sciences, Prerequisite: tunior standing. 7 sem, hr,
*BIO 390. PHYSIOLOGY OF SEX AND FERTILITY REGULATION: Introduction
to the role of hormones, glands, organs, and devices in the regulation of sexual func-
tions and fertility, No science credit for biological science majors, Prereguisite: Intro-
ductory biology, 3 sem, hrs.
rBtO 39s. BIOLOGY AND SOCIAL ISSUES: Presentation of the biological principles
needed for critical discussion and evaluation of current societal issues including food
production, biomass for energy, medicine, biotechnology, and conservation of agricul-
tural, recreational, and forest resources. No science credit for biological science majors.
Prereguisite: Introductory biology. 3 sem.hrs,
*BIO 398. HEREDITY AND SOCIETY: Survey of the fundamental principles of in-
heritance and the application of genetics to contemPorary problems of society. No
science credit for biological science majors. Prerequisite: lntroductory biology.
3 sem. hrs,
BIO 402. VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY: The morphology, physiology, ecology, and
distribution of representative vertebrate troups, Prereguisite: funior-senior standing.
3 sem. hrs,
VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany BIO
7 sem. hr.
BIO 403. PHYSIOLOGY: A physico-chemical examination of the physiological
events occurring in a living system with emphasis on mammalian systems' Prereg'
uisitesr BIO 101-102 or 151-152; CHM 313-314. 3 sem. h/8.
BIO 403L. PHYSIOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accomPany BIO 403' Syste-
matic approach to the acguisition and interpretation of information about the physiol-
ogy of living systems. 7 sem, hr,
BIO 402L.
402.
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BIO 4O7, EMBRYOLOGY: Analysis of vertebrate development with emphasis on
morphogenesis, especially organogenesis. Topics include congenital defects. Prereg-
uisites: BIO 10L-L02 or 7514j2 : 309 recommended. 3 sem, hrs.
BIO 407L. EMBRYOLOGY TABORATORY: Course to accompany BIO 4o7.
BIo 410. RADIATIoN BIoLoGy: principles concerning the nature 
"1t::::"radiation, its use in studying biological systems, and its effects on organisms. Two
hours lecture and two 2-hour laboratory periods per week, Prerequisites: Iunior-
senior standing. 4 sem. hrs.
BIO 411, GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY: Rigorous introductory course stressing the
physiology, cultivation, and classification of microbial organisms; their role in medi-
cine, agriculture, and industry. Prerequisites: BIO LO1-102 or 151-152; CHM 313-314.
3 sem.hrc.
477L. GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany
471-, Two 2-hour periods per week, 7 sem.hr,
*BIO 4r.2. GENERAL GENETICS:Study of the principles of variation and heredity
covering both Mendelian and molecular genetics. Core biology course, 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 412L. GENETICS LABORATORY: Laboratory exercises to accompany BIO 412.
May be taken concurrent with or following the lecture course. 7 sem, hr,
BIO 4L7. ENDOCRINOLOGY: Discussion of hormonal regulation of metabolism,
growth, and reproduction in the higher vertebrates. Prerequisite: BIO 4O3. 3 sem, hrs.
BIO 417L. ENDOCRINOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory dealing with the func-
tional analysis of mechanisms and the activity of the endocrine system. 7 sem. hr,
BIO 420. SEMINAR: Practice in development, presentation, and discussion of papers
dealing with biological research problems. Prerequisite: funior or senior standing.
7 sem.hr.
BIO 427, BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS: Laboratory research problems. Topics ar-
ranged with faculty advisors. Prerequisite: Chairperson's permission. 7-2 sem, hrs.
BIO 422. BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS: Library research problems. Topics arranged
with faculty advisors. Prereguisite: Chairperson's pennission. 7-2 sem, hrs.
BIO 423. ADVANCED MICROBIOLOGY: Lectures, readings, and discussions on
modern concepts in basic and applied microbiology, with emphasis on modern meth-
ods of microbial taxonomy, major groups of bacteria, microbial ecology, and indus-
trial fermentation. Prerequisite: BIO 411. 3 sem, hrs.
BIO 424. ADVANCED CELL BIOLOGY: The molecular basis for structure, function,
and energy transduction in animal and plant cells as well as the organization, func-
tion, and development of membrane and subcellular organelles, Prereguisite: BIO 440,
3 sem. hrs.
BIO 424L. ADVANCED CELL BIOLOGY TABORATORY: Isolation and chemical
characterization of cellular organelles; study of cell structure by light microscopy.
7 sem. hr.
BIO 425. PARASITOLOGY: Introduction to the morphology, life history, and
clinical significance of parasites and other symbionts. Prerequisite: BIO 1Ol-102 or151-152. 3 sem. hrs,
BIO 425L. PARASITOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany BIO 425. Rec-
ognition of common human parasites. Study of both living and preserved forms, One
3-hour period per week.
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BIO 427, IMMUNOLOGY: Discussions of antigens, antibodies, antigenicity, im-
munogenicity, and antigen-antibody reactions including hypersensitivity, immune
toleraice, and transplants. Prerequisite: CHM 420' 3 sem' hrs'
BIO 430. ECOLOGY: Interrelationship of plants, animals, and microorganisrns with
the physical-chemical environment: nutrient cycles, energy flow, ecosystems, and
factors-affecting distribution and abundance of organisms. Prereguisite: One year of
biology. - Ssem.hrs'
BIO 43OL. ECOLOGY LABORATORY: Field and laboratory exercises to accomPany
BIO 43o, May be taken concurrently with or following BIO 430. 7 sem, hr,
BIO 431. EXPERIMENTAL EMBRYOLOGY: Morphological and physiological as-
pects of development including an introduction to teratology. Prerequisite: BIO 407'
3 sem. hrs,
BIO 431L. EXPERIMENTAL EMBRYOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accom-
pany BIO aar. 7 sem. hr.
BIO 435. MICROBIAL ECOLOGY: Study of the diversity and activity of micro-
organisms and the interrelationships between microorganisms and their envifon-
ments with emphasis on aguatic ecosystems. Prerequisites: BIO 411; CHM 313-314.
3 sem, hrs,
BIO 43sL. MICROBIAL ECOLOGY LABORATORY: Examination of the methods
of isolation and enumeration of microorganisms and technigues for determining their
activities in the lield and laboratory. 7 sem, hr,
BIO 440, CELL BIOLOGY: Function, structure, composition, heredity, and growth of
cells. Analysis of cell concept in biochemical terms. Prereguisites: BIO 101-102 or
751-752; Ci{M srs-eu . 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 440L. CELL BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory exercises to accomPany
BIO 440. May be taken concurrently with or following BIO 440. 7 sem' hr'
BIO 441. PLANT PHYSIOLOGY: Current concePts concerning the physiology of
higher plants. Topics include uptake and transfer of materials, metabolism, and regu-
lation of growth and reproduction. Prerequisite: tunior or senior standing. 3 sem' hrs
BIO 442. DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY: Analysis of growth and differentiation
from standpoint of nucleo-cytoplasmic relationships, and biochemical/physiological
aspects. Topics include regeneration and metamorphosis. 3 sem. hrs,
BIO 442L. DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOCY LABORATORY: Laboratory exercises to
accompany BIO 442. May be taken concurrently with or following BIO 442. 7 sem. hr.
BIO 444. PLANT DIVERSITY: Broad survey of the major divisions of the plant
kingdom; consideration of algae, fungi, bryophytes, vascular plant groups; their
generalized life histories, ecological and physiological characteristics, evolutionary
relationships, 3 sem, hrs.
BIO 444L. PLANT DMRSITY LABORATORY: Laboratory studies of the plant
groups, including life cycles and evolutionary, physiological, and ecological adapta-
tions. One 3-hour laboratory per week. 7 sem, hr,
BIO 446. PLANT DEVELOPMENT: Study of the major organ systems of the vas-
culat plants with emphasis on the nature of their cell-types and tissue composition
and their patterns of development. 3 sem' hrs,
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BIO 446L. PLANT DEVELOPMENT AND PHYSIOLOGY LABORATORY: Labora-
tory to complement BIO 441 and BIO 446. 7 sem. hr.
BIO 4s0. COMPARATM ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY: Organized on a function-
system basis, course dealing with environment-organism interaction and with inte-
grative systems of the principal phyla of animals. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 450L, COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY LABORATORY: LAbOTATOTV
to accompany BIO 450. Must be taken concurrently with BIO 450. 7 sem, hr,
BIO 452. AQUATIC BIOLOGY: The interrelationship of organisms and stream and
lake ecosystems, including nutrient cycles, oceanic and lake current development,
chemical limnology, adaptation to the aquatic environment, and pollution ecology,
3 sem.hrs,
BIO 452L. AQUATIC BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory and field exercises
emphasizing chemical and physical limnology, evolution of aguatic ecosystems, and
pollution ecology. One laboratory or ffeld trip per week. 7 sem. hr.
BIO 461. INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY: Survey of the structure, activities, life his-
tories, and relationships of the invertebrate animals, with some emphasis on their
origin and development. Prereguisites: BIO 101-102 or 151-152, 3 sem. hrs,
BIO 461L. INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORYT Course to accompany
BIO 461. One 3-hour laboratory per week. 7 sem. hr.
BIO 462. MOLECULAR BIOLOGY: Analysis of the nature of the gene and gene
action. Particular attention to genetic regulation and to recent advances in molecular
genetics, Prereguisites: BIO 412, CHM 314. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 464. PATHOPHYSIOLOGY: The role of physiological stress in human physi-
ology and its relation to the disease process. Attention to stress assessment through
critical interpretation of clinical laboratory data. Prereguisite: funior-senior standing;
BIO 403. 3 sem, hrs,
BIO 464L. PATHOPHYSIOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany BIO 464.
BIO 466. BIOLOGY OF INFECTIOUS DIsEASE: The nature 
"r 
r^r".rt."rti;:r:;
host-parasite relationships in resistance and infection, defense mechanism (antigen-
antibody response); survey of the bacteria causing disease in humans. Prerequisites:
BIO 411. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 466L. BIOLOGY OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE LABORATORY: Laboratory ex-
periments to demonstrate immunological, serological, determinative, and medical
bacteriology, Two 2-hour laboratory periods per week, I sem, hr.
*General education course. See Chapter V.
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CHEMISTRY (CHM)
The B.A. program in chemistry provides a framework of scientiftc courses
which serve as a preparation for a number of interdisciplinary professions.
The traditional B.5. curriculum has been modified in the B.A. program, most
notably in mathematics, physics, and advanced chemistry. The program is
sufficiently flexible to afford a wide selection of courses in the humanities.
Science courses may be chosen to provide a preparation for professions such as
medicine, dentistry, optometry, veterinary medicine, biochemistry, educatiory
and law, as well as for employment in many other areas which require a back-
ground in science.
The B.S. program in chemistry is a rigorous curriculum which satisffes the
reguirements of the American Chemical Society for the training of professional
chemists. Students who choose this program of study normally have careers in
chemistry as their objective. Qualiffed students may participate in a co-operative
education program following completion of the sophomore year.
Each student in the B.S. program is reguired to conduct an original research
project, thereby gaining practical experience in library and laboratory research
and in reporting results. Satisfaction of this reguirement normally begins with
enrollment in CHM 495 and selection of a research professor and project during
the second term of the junior year. The research project, conducted during the
entire senior year, normally requires two work periods of 3 to 4 hours each a
week. The proiect culminates in the ftnal term of the senior year with enroll-
ment in CHM 498, the submission of an acceptable thesis, and the presentation
of a seminar in CHM 497. Additional research work to a maximum total of 6
semester hours may be elected provided that the work extends beyond two
semesters. Co-operative education students substitute work experience for
research.
PROGRAM-Az: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
CHEMTSTRY (CHA)I
Summary of Requirements2 Semester Hours
Chemistry 37
Reguired courses
Yearl: CHM 123,123L,124,124L ,.
Yeat2t CHM 2o1, zotL,3L3,3L3L,3r4,314L ..
Year 3: CHM 302 or 303-304
Year4: CHM 496.
Chemistry electives
Choose from the following: CHM 404, 472, 475, 4L7, 418L, 42O,
49OL, 49E, 499, 557, 552 , . , . . . . . . .10-13
(May substitute two upper-level courses from other science
departments with permission of chairperson.)
Supporting science reguirements (Complete during first two years.)
MTH 112, 713,215; or 1L8, 119
PHY 201,20rL,202,202L
Communication skills
sPE 101 ...... o-3
ENG 101-102 or elective ...,.., 3-6
6
t2
3-6
I
6-9
6
3-9
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Philosophy and/or religious studies 12
General education 12
Historical study . 6
Arts study 3
Social science 3
Additional breadth reguirements 27
Social and behavioral sciences ........ 9
Humanities 72
General electives 78-25
Reguiredforgraduation .....-12o
15ee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts progiams and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements,
2Advanced placement is permitted,
PROGRAM-S2: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
CHEMTSTRY (CHM)r
Summary of Requirementsz Semester Hours
Chemistry 4O
Required courses
Yearl: CHM 123, 123L,124, l24L ,. E
Yeat2t CHM201,IOLL,313,313L,314,314L .. 72
Year3: CHM 303,303L,304, 3O4L,3r6L,4t7,478L,495 ... 13
Year4: CHM 415, 4L5L,496,497,498 9
Chemistry electives
Choose from the following: CHM 4o4, 41,2,42o,49oL,499,
551,552 6
(May substitute one approved science course.)
Supporting science requirements (Complete during ffrst two years,)
MTH 118, 119,21E; CPS 132 15
PHY 206,207,208,213L,2L7L 11
Communication skills 3-9
sPE 101 0-3
ENG 101-102 or elective 3-6
Foreign language 6-E
Philosophy and/or religious studies 12
General education 12
Historical study . 6
Arts study 3
Social science 3
Additional breadth reguirements 6
Social and behavioral sciences 3Humanities 3
General electives 6
Reguired for graduation ...... , f20
lConsult General Reguirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter
V for General Education Requirements,
2Advanced placement is permitted.
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FACULTY
R. Gerald KeiI, Chairp er son
Distin guished S eroi ce Prof essor : Luciet
Prof essor Emerifas : Michaelis
Professors: Fox, Fratini, R, Keil, Knachel, Singer
Assistant Prcfessors : Johnson, Morrow
Instructors: Geary, P. Keil, Nelson, Schwendeman, Tabesh
COURSES OFINSTRUCTION
*CHM 115. COLLEGE PREPARATORY CHEMISTRY: A one-term course for students
desiring to enter a science or engineering Program but whose background is insufficient
for CHM L23-724, Unacceptable for credit toward chemistry reguirements in any
chemistry progr:rm. 3 sem' hrs.
CHM 11sL. COLLEGE PREPARATORY CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Course to
accompany CHM 115 or to be elected by students in CHM 200 who lack previous
chemiitry laboratory experience. One 3-hour laboratory each week. 7 sem.hr.
*CHl|y'r 1^23-1,24. GENERAL CHEMISTRY: Comprehensive treatment of the funda-
mentals of general chemistry, Prerequisite: Competence in high school chemistry or
successful completion of CHM 115. A placement examination is available for students
whose background is doubtful. CHM 123 is a prereguisite for CHM rzn'
3 sem. hrs. each
CHM 123L-124L. GENERAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Laboratory course to
complement CHM'123-124. One 3-hour laboratory session each week. CHM 123 is a
coreguisite for CHM L23L. CHM 1^24 is a corequisite for CHM 124L. 7 sem. hr. each
ICHM 2oo, CHEMISTRY AND SOCIETY: A course for nonscience maiors. The
application of chemical principles to the examination of issues such as environmental
guality, disease, hunger, synthetic materials, and law enforcement' Reguires one year
of high school chemistry or equivalent, Depending upon background and experience,
a student needing a laboratory course may enroll in either CHM L15L or CHM 123L.
7 sem, hrs.
'...:4Y3^9Yq:".:
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CHM 201. QUANTITATM ANALYSIS: Application of the principles of chemical
eguilibrium to the theory and techniques of gravimetric, volumetric, spectrophoto-
metric, and electroanalytical methods of chemical analysis. Prerequisites: CHM 124,
724L' 3 sem' hrs'
cHM 2O1L. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS LABORATORY: Course to accomPany
CHM 201 lecture. One 3-hour laboratory period each week' 7 sem'hr'
CHM 3O2. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY: Essential elements of thermodynamics, chem-
ical kinetics, equilibria, and electrochemistry for those with a primary-interest in the
life sciences. For B,A. chemistry majors and premedical, predental, and biology
majors. Prerequisite: CHM 124' 3 sem, hrs'
cHM 303-304. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY: Fundamentals of thermodynamics, chem-
ical kinetics, electrochemistry, and spectroscopy with a mathematics format. For
B.S. chemistry majors and chemical engineers. Prereguisites: cHM 201 or eguivalent,
CHM 303. Coreguisite: MTH 218. 3 sem. hrs. each
CHM 3O3L-3o4L. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Course to accompany
CHM 303-304. One 3-hour laboratory each week. Corequisite: MTH 218.
7 sem.hr. each
CHM 313-314. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY: Major topics in organic chemistry includ-
ing synthesis, mechanisms, stereochemistry, and sPectroscoPy. Reguired of all chem-
istry majors and students in the life sciences. Prerequisite: CHM 124. CHM 313 is a
prereguiiite for CHM 314. 3 sem.hrs. each
CHM 313L-314L. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Common separation,
puriffcation, and analytical techniques including chromatography and sPectroscoPy
are stressed in CHM 313L. Synthesis and characterization of organic materials
utilizing skills from the ffrst term are stressed in CHM 314L, One 3-hour laboratory
each week. Corequisites: CHM 313 and 3t4, respectively. CHM 313L is a prerequisite
for CHM 314L. 7 sem.hr. each
CHM 316L. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Emphasis on separation and
identiffcation of organic compounds, Required of all B.S. chemistry maiors. Pre-
requisites: CHM 314, 314L. 7 sem, hr.
CHM 404. SPECIAL TOPICS IN PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY: Thorough treatment of
topics such as electrochemistry, macromolecules, photochemistry, or sPectroscoPy.
Piereguisite: CHM 3oz or 303. May be repeated as topics change. 3sem,hrs.
CHM 412. INTERMEDIATE ORGANIC CHEMISTRY: Modern theory and practice
of organic chemistry. May include structure-reactivity relationships, reaction mecha-
nism, and synthetic topics not normally treated in introductory courses. Prerequisites:
CHM 302 or equivalent, CHM 313-314, and senior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
CHM 415. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY: Chemical analysis based on modern in-
strumentation. Chromatographic, electrochernical, and spectroscopic methods. Pre-
reguisites: CHM 201, 2O1L,3O2 or 304. 2 sem. hrs.
CHM 41sL. ANALYTICAL CHEMI9TRY LABORATORY: Course to accompany
CHM 4L5. Two 3-hour laboratory sessions each week. Prerequisites: CHM 201L,
302 or equivalent. 2 aem. hre.
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CHM 4tz. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY: An advanced course in modern inorganic
chemistry. Atomic structure, principles of bonding and structure, acid-base chem-
istry, periodicity, coordination compounds, nonaqueous solvents, electrochemistry,
molecular symmetry, organometallic compounds, and the chemistry of selected repre-
sentative elements. Prerequisites: CHM 124, 314. Coreguisite: CHM 302 or 304.
3 sem. hrs,
cHM 41EL. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: A laboratory course deal-
ing with the synthesis and characterization of inorganic and organometallic com-
pounds, Topics include vacuum and inert atmosphere techniques, separation and
puriffcation, spectroscopic characterization, X-ray diffraction, magnetic moment, and
conductance measurements. Prereguisites: CHM zOlL, 3'L6L. Coreguisite: C}J.M 477,
CHM 420. BIOCHEMISTRY: The fundamental aspects of the chemis ,rrt^:{;::
chemistry of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids. Enzymology, protein
purification, bioenergetics, metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids, nucleo-
tides and nucleic acids, elementary molecular biology, and control processes are de-
scribed. Suitable preparation for medical school; recommended for nonchemistry
majors. Prereguisite: CHM 314. 3 sem. hrs,
CHM 49oL. SCIENTIFIC GLASSBLOWING: The theory and practice of glass work-
ing. Under the supervision of a professional glassblower, students learn to make
several standard seals and fabricate pieces of glass apparatus, Enrollment limited.
One 3-hour laboratory each week. Prerequisite: Permission of the chairperrtli^,0r.
CHM 49s. INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH SEMINAR: Research topics presented
by visiting scientists and faculty, and the results of thesis research by senior students.
Required of all junior chemistry majors in the B.9. program. Grading option 2.
No credit
'iCHM 496. PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES SEMINAR: After discussions of the
chemical literature and information retrieval, resum6s, graduate education, and career
opportunities, students present technical talks on topics with social, ethical, or his-
torical implications. Reguired of all chemistry majors, both B,S. and B.A. I sem.hr,
CHM 497, RESEARCH SEMINAR: A series of seminars as described under CHM
495. Required of all senior chemistry majors in the B,S, program. l sem.hr.
CHM 498-499. RESEARCH AND THESIS: All students in the B.S. program (except
Co-op) are reguired to enroll for a minimum of 3 semester hours in a research course(CHM 498). Students may take additional research credits (CHM 499) if the work
extends for more than 2 semesters. Successful completion of research courses requires
the submission of a typewritten thesis and the presentation of a seminar. Prereguisite:
Permission of the chairperson, J-6 sem. hrs.
The following graduate courses are available to undergraduate students with
the permission of the chairperson of the Department of Chemistry.
CHM 551. GENERAL BIOCHEMISTRY I: Discussion of the chemistry and bio-
chemistry of carbohydrates, amino acids, proteins, and nucleic acids, including health-
science and methodologic aspects. Descriptions of enzymolog.y, protein puriffcation,
and carbohydrate metabolism related to such topics as bioenergetics, membranes, and
disease processes. Prereguisites: CHM 201, 314. 3 sem. hrs.
CHM 552. GENERAL BIOCHEMISTRY II: Discussion of selected topics in bioener-
getics, and metabolism of lipids, amino acids, porphyrins, nucleic acids, and proteins,
Current aspects of nutrition, biochemical genetics, endocrinology, regulation, and
genetic engineering addressed and related to health-science topics as time permits.
Suitable preparation for medical school. Prereguisite: CHM 551. J sem.hrs.
*General education course. See Chapter V.
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CLASSICS (CLA)
Courses in classics, taught in English, are offered by the Department of
Languages. See LNG. See also HMS.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CLA los. CLASSICAL ELEMENTS IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE: A study of
Greek and Latin elements in bioscientilic terminology to improve comprehension of
derivatives from the classical languages in both specialized writings and traditional
literature. 3 sem' hrs'
CLA 203. CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY: An introduction to the principal cycles of
Greek and Roman mythology, with emphasis on the influence of classical mythology
upon the literature and art oJ the Western world. No prerequisite. 3 sem'hrs.
CLA 2os. INTRODUCTION TO GREEK ARCHAEOLOGY: Survey of Greek ar-
chaeology from the Neolithic to the classical Age, including consideration of the
theory and technique of archaeological investigation. Emphasis on the cultures of the
Minoan Bronze Age, the Mycenaein Bronze Age, and the Classical Age. 3 sem.hrs'
cLA 3so. CLASSICAL LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION: Course to acguaint stu-
dents not majoring or minoring in classical languages with Latin and Greek authors
and literary movements. conducted in English. Repeatable when subtitle and con-
tent change. 3 sem. hrs.
E4
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COMMUNTCATTON (COM)
The course reguirements for communication majors are 36 semester hours.
Teacher certification through the Ell program is an option for communication
majors. Consult department chairperson for details.
Minors in communication must have sPE 101 and 12 semester hours of upper-
level courses selected through consultation with the department chairpeiion.
A minor in political journalism is available for political science majors. The
political io-urnalism minor consists of COM 120, JRN 206, and any four of the
following ffve courses: JRN 301,303; SPE 3Ot; COM gL4,440.
PROGRAM-A3: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
COMMUNICATIONl
i,:',*11:fil3ili :::::: :::: :::::: ::: ::: :: :::"'::::"',
Mathematics 3
Philosophy and/or religious studies .... , tz
Majorprogram.... 
.....36
General Major in Communication (COM)
SPE 1o1, COM 120, and 30 sem. hrs. of COM, SpE, and tRN courses
Broadcasting concentration (RTV)
COM rzo; SPE t01, 206,216, 3zs, 4'J.2
One of the following: SPE 314, 4to,4L4,4L6,4r9,42o,4so
Six sem. hrs. of COM courses; 6 sem. hrs. of IRN courses
Any course in COM, fRN, or SPE
Communication Management concentration (CMT)
SPE L01, 312; COM 3O8,3O9,310, 313, 330
Fifteen sem. hrs. of any COM, JRN, and SpE courses
Journalism concentration (JRN)
SPE 1o1, COM 120, aao; IRN 206,3or, 4oo
One JRN elective
Six sem. hrs. of COM courses; 6 sem. hrs. of SpE courses
Any course in COM, JRN, or SPE
Public Relations concentration (PUB)
SPE 101; COM 12o, 3o1,4o2, ass; IRN 206
Six sem. hrs. of JRN coursesi 6 sem. hrs. of SpE courses
Six sem. hrs, of any COM, JRN, and SPE courses
Two units of 12 sem. hrs. each selected from anthropology, economics,political science, psychology, sociology, management, criminaljustice, education, marketing, military science, human ecology,
social work, and ASI. (At least 6 sem. hrs. in each unit must 6i
300-400 level.) . 
.... . .. 24
Anthropology,_ economics, political science, psychology, sociology if none
of these is chosen as one of the l2-sem.-hr. units ubove . . . .:: . . 6
Two units of 9 sem. hrs. each selected from English, languages, history,philosophy, religious studies, performing and visual aits.ltn English,
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philosophy, and religious studies, at least 6 sem. hrs' must be
3O0-40O level.)
General education courses and academic electives to total at least
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts Programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
FACULTY
Don B. Morlan, Chairperson
P r of e ssor Em erit a : W olff
Professors: Morlan, J. Rang
AssociateProfessors: Blatt, Cusella, Harwood, Lain, Robinson, Skill, Thompson,
Yoder
Assistant Professors: Schiff, Taylor, Wallace, Watters, Weatherly
Instructor: Weinberg
Lecturers: Carter, M. Rang
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
COIU 120. INTRODUCTION TO MASS COMMUNICATION MEDIA: The nature
and purpose of mass communications: newsPaPers, television and radio, public
relati-ons, advertising, occupational opportunities, organizational structure of modern
newspaper, and news on television and radio. 3 sem, hrs
COM 301. PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC RELATIONS: Introduction to public rela-
tions. Familiarization with the public relations environment and Process. Ernphasis
on the practitioner's role as agent for change and adaptation. Prereguisite: IRN 206,
3 sem. hrs.
COM 303. FREE-LANCE WRITING: Steps of free-lance publication, from market
analysis to guery letters to writing and rewriting. Mostly nonfiction, magazine mar-
kets, some newspaper and nonfiction book markets. 3 sem'hrs,
COM 304, ADVERTISING: Nature and functions of advertising; preparation of
layouts, writing of copy; selection and evaluation of media. Coordination of adver-
tising with other marketing efforts. Social implications of advertising' (See MKT a21.)
3 sem. hrs.
COM 305. PROPAGANDA ANALYSIS: Use and abuse of propaganda' Editorial
persuasion. Propaganda devices and techniques, An application of the principles of
Aristotelian logic to the field of mass communication. 3 sem. hrs.
COM 3os. INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION: Study of the student's own
communication behavior through face-to-face spontaneous interaction with others.
3 sem, hrs,
COM 309. COMMUNICATION AND CONFLICT MANAGEMENT: Examination of
the functions of communication in several types of con0ict such as marital conflict,
racial conflict, and role conflict, and the methods and strategies of communication to
reduce these conflicts.
E6
3 sem. hrs.
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coM 310. CoMMUNICATION IN ORGANIZATIONS: Analysis of message initia-
tion, diffusion, and reception in organizations; study of various methodological ap-
proaches for the purpose of conducting a communication audit within an organization.
3 sem, hrs.
COM 313. SMALT GROUP COMMUNICATION: Guiding principles used by par-
ticipants and leaders in preparing and conducting small group conferences and dis-
cussionsi policy-making conferences staged. 3 sem. hrs,
COM 314. POLITICAL CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATION: Analysis of the nature
and functions of selected communication variables within political election campaigns.
3 sem, hrs,
COM 31s. LI9TENING THEORY AND APPLICATION: 9tudy of theories and
related application during comprehensive, discriminate, empathic, and appreciative
listening; emphasis on listening competently and responsibly. 3 sem. hrs,
COM 325. NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION: Survey of theory and research, and
experiential learning in nonverbal communication. Examination of the influence of
environmental factors, physical behavior, and vocal cues on human communication,
3 sem, hrs.
COM 330. INTERVIEWING FOR COMMUNICATION AND BUSINESS: Analysis
of communication in structured dyadic interaction. Emphasis on the following types
of interviews: information-gathering, employment, appraisal, and persuasive. Appli-
cation through role playing and feedback systems. 3 sem. hrs,
COM 391. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Supervised study involving directed readings,
individual research (library, field, or experimental), or projects in the specialized areas
of communication. May be repeated once. Prerequisite: Permission of department
chairperson. 3 sem, hrs,
COM 397. COMMUNICATION PRACTICUM: Contracted participation in an ap-
proved communication organization. One sem. hr. per term to a maximum of 6. (Only
3 sem. hrs. may be applied to communication major.) Grade option 2 only.
7-6 sem, hrs,
COM 398. COMMUNICATION INTERNSHIP: Communication work experience in
an approved organization. Prerequisites:24 sem. hrs. and 3.0 average in the major;
75 total sem. hrs, and z,7s cum. average; permission of department chairperson.
3 or 6 sem, hrs,
COM 402. PRACTICAL METHODS FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS: PTOCCdUTCS ANd
methods of putting the public relations process into effect. Emphasis on speciffc
writing skills and problem-solving technigues, Prereguisiter COM 301. 3 sem. hrs.
COM 404. SPECIAL TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION: Concentrated study in spe-
cific areas of speech communication. May be repeated once with change of topic.
3-6 sem, hrs,
COM 41o. FAMILY COMMUNICATIONT Study of the family from a communica-
tion perspective, considering the communication processes within the family and the
3 sem, hrs.
coM
extent to which comnunication affects and is affected by the family.
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coM 411, HEALTH COMMUNICATION: Examination of communication theory
and research as they relate to health care. Issues include reassurance, the role of the
patient, interviews, irealth organizations, the media and health, compliance, provid-ing
Lxplanations, and iealth car-e professions freguently negtected, 3 sem.hrs'
coM 420. suRvEY OF RHETORICAL THEORY: Examination of the foundations of
the ffeld of communication. Major focus on the development of rhetorical theory with
attention to rhetorical analysis and criticism' 3 sem'hrs'
*coM 430. DEVELOPMENT OF MASS MEDIA: History and analysis of the develop-
ment and interdependence of mass media, print and electronic' Emphasis on its role in
poliiical and economic progress of U.S' and attendant responsibility, 3 sem' hrs'
coM 44O. THE LAW AND NEWS MEDIA: Limitations of freedom of the press.
ih" tight of the people to know and the news media to rePort, within th_e limits of
decenc"y, fair comment, and privacy. Censorship, Off-the-record material' Libel laws,
".pvJii t restrictions. hostai regulitions' 
- 3 sem' hrs'
coM 4ss. PUBLIC RELATION9 WORKSHOP: Application of policy obiectives tojublic relations program development. gtudents plan and carry out a public relations
oro*."rlr for an'estlblished organization, working out solutions to communication
'""a'p"llr. *f"trot t p-bt"^t. irerequisite: tRN 206 or cOM 402' 3 sem' hrs'
coM 491. PUBLIC RELATIONS INTERNSHIP: Practical public relations partici-
;;i;; il"" approved organization. Prerequisites: 24 sem. hrs. and 3.o average in theiiiir; zs totaf sem. hrsl and 2.7s cttm, lve.age; permission of department chair-person. - 3or6sem'hts'
*General education course. See Chapter V.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE (CPS)
The Department of Computer Science offers three programs leading to the
Bachelor of Science: Program 53, in computer sciencei Program S3C, in com-
puter information systems; and Program S3P, in computer science-physics. The
main differences in the programs are in the mathematics and science require-
ments and in the application emphases. All of them have the same introductory
core sequence of computer science courses.
S3-Computer Science: Computer science is the study of algorithms and their
implementation in the environment of computer hardware. It includes the
study of data structures, software design, programming languages, and com-
puter elements and architecture. A student entering this program is expected
to be able to take calculus and nonremedial English. A transfer student must
ordinarily be in good standing and have a cumulative average of at least 2.5
based on a scale of l. Each student must take appropriate upper-level electives
to ensure depth in at least three of five CPS subject areas as arranged with the
advisor.
S3C-Computer lnformation Systems; This program emphasizes computer
science concepts with particular attention to systems analysis and design, com-
puter communications, and applications to business and commercial data man-
agement,
13P-Computer Science-Physics: This program emphasizes computer science
concepts with particular attention to computer software and its application to
physics.
A minor in computer science includes CPS 150, 157,250,350, and three other
courses numbered 320 or above, excluding 435 and 437. A minor in computer
information systems includes CPS 150, LSL, 242, 37O, 3!2, and two courses
numbered 320 or above, excluding 435 and 437.
PROGRAM-S3: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
CoMPUTER SCTENCE (CPS)'
Semester Hours
Computer science 45
Introductory core sequence: CPS 15O, 751,242,25O
Further core reguirements: CPS 341, 346, 35O, 387
Six additional upper-level courses
Mathematics: MTH 118, 119,278,3022,367 18
Natural science: PHY 206, zo7,27oL,21LL, and z additional courses 14
Communication skills 0-9
Humanities 9
Social and behavioral sciences 6
Philosophy and/or religious studies, including PHL 319 12
General education courses and academic electives3 to total at least l2O
15ee General Reguirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V
f or General Education Reguirements.
2CPS 353 may be substituted for MTH 302.
1A concentration or a minor in a specilic discipline is recommended.
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PROGRAM-S3C: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
CoMPUTER TNFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)I
Semester Hours
Computer science ....... 39
Introductory core sequence: CPS 15o, 751,242,zsO
Further core reguirements: CPS 31o, 312, 346, 35o
Four additional upper-level courses
Mathematics: Calculus and statistics (e.g., MTH 772,113;INlTl{367,368)... ..... 12
Natural science I
Business2 : ACC 207,208; ECO 203, 204; MGT 305; MKT 305 . . . . . 18
Communication skills ... '0-9
Humanities 9
Social and behavioral sciences 6
Philosophy and/or religious studies, including PHL 319 ........ ' 12
General education courses and academic electives to total at least, . .. . . ..120
lSee General Reguirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V
for General Education Requirements.
2,{ minor in one of the business areas mav be substituted for this block of six
courses,
PROGRAM-S3P: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
CoMPUTER SCIENCE-PHYSICS (CSP)I
Semester Hours
Computerscience '...'..39
Introductory core seguence: CPS 15O, 15L,242,25O
Further core requirements : CPS 341, 353, 346, 35o
Four additional upper-level courses
Mathematics: MTH Lts, 1L9,218,279,3o2, and one additional upper-level
course . ... .... 18
Physics : PHy 206, 2o7, 2oE, 2roL, zlLL, 274, 314, and f our additional
upper-level courses ..24-27
Comrnunication skills . ...o-9
Humanities I
Social and behavioral sciences 6
Philosophy and/or religious studies ..... l2
General education courses and academic electives to total at least. ... . ...120
15ee General Requirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements,
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FACULTY
]ack E. Kester, Chairperson
Prof essor Emeritus : I ehn
Professor: Winslow
Associate Professors: Kester, Lang, Neuendorf, Schoen
Assistant Professors: Gowda, Maruyama, Ola, Shah, Smith
Adjunct Associate Professors: ]arrett, Lokai
Adjunct Assistant Professors: Beitel, Keim
Adjunct lnstructor : Skudlarek
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CPS 107. COMPUTERS AND SOCIETY: Nontechnical introductory survey of the
history and organization of digital computers; the diverse application of computers
in govemment, business, education, and the arts; and the psychological and socio-
logical impact of the computer age. Not open to CPS, CIS, or CSP majors' 3 sem. hrs'
CPS 111. INTRODUCTION TO PERSONAL COMPUTERS: Introduction to the
use of personal computers. Emphasis on the use of the operating system, text Proc-
essors, spreadsheets, database packages, and elementary communications. 3 sem. hrs'
CPS 132. COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE:
Fundamentals of computer programming including algorithms, program structure, li-
brary routines, debugging, and program veri{ication. Calculus-based computer solu-
tions of problems from science and engineering using FORTRAN' Coreguisite: MTII
118. 3 sem. hrs,
CPS 144. INTRODUCTTON TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: Fundamentals of
computer programming including algorithms, program structure, library routines, de-
bugging, and program verilication. Computer solutions of problems from social
sciences using a suitable compiler language such as FORTRAN, PL/I, or Pascal.
-7-3 sem, hrs.
CPS 145. COBOL PROGRAMMING: Basic programming theory and practice using
the COBOL language for business-oriented problems, Not open to CPS, CIS, or
CSP majors. 7-3 sem. hrs.
CPS 146. (LIST PROCESSING) PROGRAMMING: Basic programming theory and
practice using a language suitable to list-processing applications such as LISP or
SNOBOL. 3 sem, hrs.
CPS lso. ALGORITHMS AND PROGRAMMING I: Algorithms, programs, and
computers. Algorithm development, basic programming and programming structure.
Debugging and program veriffcation. Data representation. Introduction to comPuter
system architecture. Computer solutions to numeric and non-numeric problems using
a compiler language. 4 sem. hrs.
CPS 1s1. ALGORITHMS AND PROGRAMMING II: Continuation of CPS rso.
Emphasis on program design, development and style, string processing, data structure,
segmentation, linkage, subroutines, and re-entrant routines, using a compiler lan-
guage. Prereguisite: CPS 150. 4 sem, hrs.
CPS 242. INTRODUCTION TO FILE PROCESSING: The lile processing environ-
ment, file I/O, seguential access, random access, basic data structures, and overview
of database management systems using a suitable compiler language such as COBOL.
3 sem, hrs.Prereguisite: CPS 150. Corequisite: CPS 151.
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CPS 2s0. ALGORITHMS AND PROGRAMMING III: Continuation of CPS 151.
Advanced programming topics and techniques using compiler languages and assem-
bler language. Emphasis on program structure for large programs. Computer solutions
to numeric and non-numeric problems. Prereguisite: CPS 151. 4 sem. hrs.
CPS 30E. SURVEY OF EXPERT SYSTEMS: An introduction to expert systems.
Topics include knowledge structuring, production rules, and design tools. Specific
systems are presented. Not open to CPS, CIS, or CSP majors. 3 eem, hrs,
CPS 310. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: Methodologies for producing software, software
development life cycles, top-down approach, data flow diagram, data dictionary,
mini-specifications, object analysis, event analysis, real-time systems specifications,
automated analysis tools, Prerequisite; CPS 242, 3 sem. hrs,
CPS 312. SYSTEMS DESIGN: Ideas behind structured design, tools of structured
design, coupling and cohesion of modules, transform and transaction analyses,
packaging, optimization, data structure and object-oriented design methodologies,
automated design tools. Prerequisite: CPS 310. 3 sem. hrs,
CPS 315. THE COMPUTING WORLD: Analysis of the tools and technigues of com-
puters and of their impact on society, A framework for making professional deci-
sions in the context of their social impact, Prerequisites: CPS 151, junior standing.
3 sem. hrs.
CPS 341. DISCRETE STRUCTURES: Logic and proofs, sets and counting, Boolean
algebra, graph theory, directed graphs, mathematical machines, formal languages
and grammars. Prereguisite: CPS 150, 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 343. COMPARATM LANGUAGES: Programming language constructs, or-
ganization, specification, and analysis. Prereguisite: CPS 350. 3 sem. hrs,
CPS 346. OPERATING SYSTEMS I: Semaphores, conditions, monitors, and kernels.
Concurrent programming, interrupts, memory, and process management. Design and
implementation of a simple operating systern using concurrent languages. Pre-
reguisites: CPS 250, 350. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 3s0. DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHMS: Basic concepts of data; list,
strings, arrays, trees and graphs, abstract data types, multilinked structures; symbol
tables; searching and sorting. Use of relations, functions, and graphs in data manage-
ment. Random access and representation of data structures on storage devices. Pre-
reguisite: CPS 250. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 353. NUMERICAL METHODS I: Study of the algorithms of numerical mathe-
matics with emphasis on interpolation, the solution of nonlinear equations, and linear
systems of eguations including matrix methods; analysis of errors associated with
the algorithms. Prerequisites: MTH 119; CPS 132 or 150. 3 sem.hrs.
CPS 354. NUMERICAL METHODS II: Study of the algorithms of numerical mathe-
matics with emphasis on functional approximation, numerical differentiation and inte-
gration, numerical solution of ordinary differential eguations and boundary value
problems; analysis of errors associated with the algorithurs. Prereguisite: CPS 353.
3 sem. hrs.
CPS 387. COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN Ir Design of combinatorial and sequential
logic circuits using current integrated circuit devices. Discussion of encoders, decod-
ers, registers, counters, etc. as applied to design and use of arithmetic, logic, and
storage units. Laboratory experiments with these devices, Prerequisites: CPS 250,
PHy 207,
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CPS 3ss. COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN II: Detailed analysis of a specific micro-
computer programmed in machine, assembler, and a higher-level language. Discussion
of interfacing with devices such as displays, terminals, and other comPuters. Experi-
ments with such interfacing in the laboratory. Prerequisite: CPS 387. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 411. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS: The management infor-
mation systems environment. The theory, technology, development of information
systems. Emphasis on integration of information systems for decision support and
other management information reguirements. Prereguisite: CPS 310. 3 sem, hrs.
CPS 41E. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING: A thorough examination of modern soft-
ware methodologies, of the managerial and technological skills essential to the design
and construction of high-quality software, and of the productivity and human factors
in software development. Prereguisite: CPS 312. 3 sem, hrs'
CPS 424. DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION TECHNIQUES: Design and use of
simulation models; study and use of special-purpose simulation languages such as
GPSS and GASP IV, SIMSCRIPT ILs. Applications. Prereguisite: MTH 367, CPS Lsl,
or permission, 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 430. DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: Physical and logical organiza-
tion of data files; hierarchical, network, and relational database models; the data
delinition language and the data manipulation language of a commercial database
management system; query languages, Prereguisiter CPS 242, 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 43s. MANAGEMENT OF DATABASES: Emphasis on the technology of data-
base management systems (DBMS) and the management of data in a business en-
vironment. Data resource management stressing obiectives, types of users, and mod-
els of comprehensive database systems on the market; the role and function of the
database administrator. Not open to CPS, CIS, or CSP majors or minors. Pre-
reguisiter CPS 310, 3 sem.hrs,
cP' 437. SURVEY OF DATA COMMUNICATIONS: Concepts of data commu-
nications hardware and software; analysis of network management, security, and
control; fundamentals of business network design. Not open to CPS, CIS, or CSP
rrajors or minors, Prereguisite: CPS 310, 3 sem,hrs,
CPS 444. SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING I: Analysis of compilers and their construc-
tion; programming technigues discussed in the current literature; advanced computer
applications in mathematical and nonnumeric areas. Prerequisites: CPS 346, 350.
3 sem, hrs.
cPs 44s. SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING II: A continuation of CPS 444, with em-
phasis on the application of the topics discussed. Prereguisite: CPS 444. 3 sem.hrs.
CPS 446. OPERATING SYSTEMS II: Design and implementation of a multi-user
operating system, including concurrent processes, usage of monitors and kernels,
process and device scheduling, virtual memory with paging, process synchronization
and communication, input and output spooler, file systems, reliability and protection,
interrupts, distributed system concepts, Prerequisite: CPS 346, 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 455. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS I: Error analysis, mathematical development of
functional approximation including interpolation, guadrature, numerical differentia-
tion, solution of ordinary differential equations. Prerequisites: CPS 132 or 150, MTH
3O2,319. Recommended: CPS 353. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 456. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS II: Mathematical development of the method of
least squares, minimax approximation, solution of partial differential equations, ap-
3 sem, hrs.plications. Prerequisite: CPS 455,
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CPS 460. COMPUTER GRAPHICS: Introduction to graphics devices and software
graphic primitives (points, lines, characters), two-dimensional transformations, clip-
iitrg, r,t*"y of dispiay devices and methods. Graphic input_devices, representation
of curves and surface in space. Prereguisites: CPS 350, MTH 302' 3sem'hrs'
CPS 4zO. DATA COMMUNICATION: Principles of telecommunications hardware
"nJ ,oft*"r". Analysis 
of communication protocol layers with resPect to performance,
"iroi f,""dfi"g, and control 
functions. Review of troubteshooting technigues currently
it 
-nr". 
n."t"q;isites: CPS 346, 35o. 3 sem' hrs'
cPs 472. CoMPUTER NETWORKING: Concepts and goals of computer networks
tfo."i"r"" 
"nd lotg-h",tl). Network proto-cols, analysis, design management. 
OSI
iayers, gateways. lietwoik topologiei and case studies. Prerequisites: CPS 470,
MTH 367. 3 sem' hrs'
CPS 4SO. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: Basic concePts and techniques of intelli-
ger* systems. Emphasis on representations, strategies, exPeJt systems, logic systems'
i".."*io", applications, natural languages. Prerequisite: CPS 350' 3 sem'hrs'
CPS 482. AUTOMATA THEORY: Finite automata, sequential machines, s,urvey of
formal languages, introduction to computability, recursive functions, and Turing
-..ii""t p1*lquisite: CPS 341. 3 sem' hrs'
CPS 496. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Computer science work experience in an
"ppro""a organization. 
Prerequisite: 12 sem. !t?. of upper-level cPS courses with
C'i.A, 
"f :.o;-total 9o sem' hrs. and 2j5 GPA, Permission of department advisor'f.f.i .p"J tt"i""tt *itt CPS 492 credit. 3 sem' hrs'
cPs 4g7, INTERNSHIP: computer science work experience in an approv-ed organi-
zation, Prereguisite:12 sem. hrs, of upper-level CPS courses with GPA of 3.0; total
SO r"-. hrs. ind 2.75 GPA. Permission of department advisor. Not open to students
with CPS 496 credit. - 3 sem' hrs'
CPS 498. PROBLEMS IN (NAMED AREA): Individual rea4ings and research in a
rp*f.i*"a 
"iL.. isee CpS 
iSs.) Sy arrangement. May be taken more than once for
additional credit. Prerequisitu, itetnaitsion-of the depirtment' 7-4sem'hrs'
cPs 499. (SPECIAL TOPICS): Lectures or,laboratory work in such areas as artifi-
cial intelligence, comPuter architecture, information retrieval, microprogramuring'
i"itip-gri--rng tecirnigues, numericai analysis, time-sharing topics, graphics, data
."-"i""ft"t-"r, iarallel irocessing. By arrangement. May be taken more than once.
Prerequisite: Permission of the depirturent. 7-4 sem' hrs'
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CRIMINAL IUSTICE (CRI)
Program 54, leading to the Bachelor of Science with a Major in Criminal
Iustice, offers three tracks of study. The student is to select one of the following
tracks:
t. General (CR]): This track prepares students for graduate or professional
studies or, with appropriate minors, for specialized careers in criminal justice.
2. Law Enforcement (CRL): This track prepares students for careers in law
enforcement and investigative services at the local, state, and national levels.
3. Corrections (CRC): This track prepares students for line-entry careers in the
correctional ffeld-probation and parole counseling, courmunity programs, and
other rehabilitative services.
The College of Arts and Sciences will classify students according to their
previous academic experience. Those who enter the University of Dayton as lirst-
year students, or as transfers without associate degrees, will be classifted under
Option A: Total Program. Students who transfer here with acceptable associate
degrees in specific fields similar or closely related to criminal justice will be
classiffed under Opfion B: Transfer Program.
All students transferring into the curriculum must be in good academic stand-
ing and meet entry reguirements.
The minor in criminal justice requires 15 semester hours, to include CRJ 205,
Introduction to Criminal Justice, or CRI 210, Introduction to Corrections, or
CRJ 220, Police Organization and Management, and 12 other upper-divisional
semester hours in criminal justice subjects. Any student pursuing this minor is
encouraged to consult a full-time criminal iustice faculty member for guidance.
Proftciency examinations for limited CRJ credit are available only to majors
who are in-service personnel, i.e., law-enforcement officers or probation and
parole officials. Under Option A, students are limited to only 6 semester hours
of proficiency examination credit, and under Option B, only 3 semester hours.
Such students should make their formal appeals to the director's office at the
beginning of each term in order that it can be determined whether scheduling a
proftciency examination during that term is warranted.
It is the sole responsibility of students to inform themselves of whatever
changes occur in the curriculum and to observe all the regulations, procedures,
and requirements of the University and the criminal justice program.
PROGRAM-Sa: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
CRIMINAL JUSTICE1
OPTION A: TOTAL PROGRAMT
General Track (CRI) Semester Hourg
Criminal justice . 33
cRI 205, 2rO,22O,3Os, 320 r.5
CRI electives 18
Social and behavioral sciences 27
POL 201, 30r,3o6; POL 413 or SOC 336. . . . 72
PSY 1o1;PSY34rorSOC341... 6
cRl University of Dayton VI
PSY 363 or SOC 325 ... 3
soc s27, s28 ... 6
Humanitiesr
Arts study 3
HST 102; 355 or 376 or 460. ... ' ' " " ' ' 6
Philosophy and/or religious studiesr
PHL 103;310 or 312; 974 ... 9
PHL or REL elective 3
Communication skills
ENG 101, 7O2;272or 316 or 474.... 9
sPE 101 3
Natural sciences (2 courses-lectures with laboratories)l
Quantitative studies
L2
E
9
ACC 301
cPs L44
3
3
MTH 2oz 3
General education courses and upper-divisional electives to total at least. , '... '. 122
rConsult General Requirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V
for General Education Requirements'
Law Enforcement Track (CRL) Semester Hours
Criminal justice . 30
cRJ 205, 220,905,310,315, 32O. . . . lE
CRI electives (upper-divisional) .. \2
Social and behavioral sciences 27
POL 201,301,450; POL 413 or SOC 336 or SOC 328.... 12
PSY 101,363;PSY341orSOC341... ........ 9
SOC a23, 327 ... 6
Humanitiesr 9
Arts study 3
HST 102, 460.... 6
Philosophy and/or religious studiesl 12
PHL 103,314;310 ot 312 . 9
PHL or REL elective 3
Communication skills 15
ENG 101, 102,370;272 or 3!6 ot 474 . ....... ' 72
SPE 101 3
Nafuralsciences(2courses-lectureswithlaboratories)l .....'.. 6
Quantitative studies 9
ACC ao1 3
CPS L44 .. 3
MTII 2oz 3
General education courses and upper-divisional electives to total at least. . . . '. .. 122
lConsult General Requirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V
for General Education Requirements.
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Corrections Track (CRC)
CRI
Semester Hours
Criminal lustice . 30
cRI 2os, 2to,32o,323,4r0 15
CRI electives (upper-divisional) ... 15
Social and behavioral sciences 24
POL 201,301; POL 3os or 306 or sOC 328 ... 9
PSY 101,43r;PSY341orSOC341... ........ 9
soc 323, 327 ... 6
Humanitiesl
Arts study 3
HST 102, 460 ... 6
Philosophy and/or religious studiesr t2
PHL 103,314;310 ot 312 . 9
PHL or REL elective 3
Communication skills 15
ENG 101,r02,370;272ot316or474. 72
sPE 101 3
Natural sciences (2 courses-lectures with laboratories)r . . .. . . . . E
Quantitative studies 9
ACC a01 3
CPS L44 .. 3
MTH 2O7 3
General education courses and upper-divisional electives to total at least. ....... LAZ
rConsult General Reguirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V
for General Education Reguirements.
OPTION B: TRANSFER PROGRAM
To be admitted as a major in the 5l program under Option B, a transfer student
must have received an accredited associate degree in corrections, law enforcement,
police administration, police science, or a similar field of criminal justice and must
have a 2.5 cumulative grade-point average on a 4.0 grading system. The transfer
program offers three areas of study, of which the student is to choose one and
formally register the selection with the Offfce of Admission, the Criminal Justice
Program, and the College of Arts and Sciences through the admission counselor, the
assigned academic advisor, and the assistant dean. The areas are (r.) the criminal jus-
tice generalist area, (2) the law-enforcement area, and (3) the corrections area. For
criminal justice majors who have completed the basic requirements for an accredited
two-year criminal justice degree, 66 semester hours beyond the associate degree is
suggested.
Prerequisites: The following are required for all criminal justice transfer majors
in aililition fo the baccalaureate degree reguirements if they were not included in
the candidate's associate degree program.
Semester Hours
3
3
6
3
3
3
6
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Statisticst (MTH 202)
Introduction to Criminal lustice . (CRJ 205)
Research in Criminal lustice . . . . (CnI 320) . .
rPrereguisite for MTH 207 as well as CRJ 320 is two years of high school algebra.
Students who have not had two years of high school algebra should ffrst take MTH
to7.
Transfer students must complete the following courses as part of the course of
study for criminal justice maiors here at the University of Dayton.
Any course that is specifically required of the criminal justice candidate by the
University of Dayton for the baccalaureate degree and was taken at the institution
conferring the student's associate degree should not be duplicated. Such a course is
to be waived by the student's academic advisor upon the formal request of the
student with the ffnal approval of the College of Arts and Sciences and replaced with
another course within the same division.
General Track (CRI) Semester Hours
Criminal justice . lE
(CRJ 210 is speciffcally reguired as a prerequisite for students concentrating
in the criminal justice general track in addition to the 18 semester hours in
criminal justice if it was not included in the associate degree program.)
cRJ 22o,30s ... 6
CRJ electives (upper-divisional) ... 12
Social and behavioral sciences 16
POL 301,306 ... 6
POL 413 or SOC 336 . . 3
PSY 341 or SOC 341 . . 3
PSY 363 or SOC gzs 3
soc 328 3
Humanitiesl 6
Arts study 3
HST 355 or 376 or 460 .. . 3
Philosophy and/or religious studiesl L2
PHL 103,314 ... 6
PHL 310 or 3rZ . 3
PHL or REL elective 3
Communication skills 6
ENG 272 or 316 or 474 . . . 3
sPE 101 3
Quantitative studies: CPS 144 3
General education courses and upper-divisional electives to total at least. 66
lConsult General Reguirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V
for General Education Reguirements.
Law Enforcement Track (CRL) Semester Hours
Criminal justice . t5
(CRt 220 and CRI 3O5 are specilically required as prerequisites for students
concentrating in the law enforcement track in addition to the 15 semester
hours in criminal justice if they were not included in the associate degree
program.)
cRI 310,31s ... 6
CRJ electives (upper-divisional) ... g
9E
3
3
3
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Social and behavioral sciences lE
POL 301,4s0 ... 5
POL 413 or SOC 336 or SOC 328 ... 3
PSY 341 or SOC 341 ... 3
PSY 363 3
soc 323 3
Hunranitiesl 5
Arts study 3
HST 460 3
Philosophy and/or religious studiesl 12
PHL 103, 3t4 ... 6
PHL 310 or 3r2 . 3
PHL or REL elective 3
Communication skills 9
ENG 272 or 316 or 474 ... 3
ENG 370 3
sPE 101 3
Quantitative studies: CPS 144 3
General education courses and upper-divisional electives to total at least. 66
lConsult General Requirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter
V for General Education Requirements,
C orr e ct io ns T r ack (CRC) Semester Hours
Criminal justice . 15
(CRJ 210 is specilically required as a prereguisite for students concentrating
in the criminal justice corrections track in aililition to the 15 semester hours
in criminal justice if it was not included in the associate degree program')
cRI 323,410 ... 6
CRI electives (upper-divisional) ... 9
Social and behavioral sciences 15
POL 301 3
POL 305 or POL 306 or SOC 32E . . . 3
PSY 341 or sOC 341. ... 3
PSY 431 3
soc 323 3
Humanitiesr 6
Arts study 3
HsT 460 3
Philosophy and/or religious studiesl 12
PHL 103, 314 ... 6
PHL 310 or 3r2 . 3
PHL or REL elective 3
Communication skills 9
ENG 272 or 316 or 474 ... 3
ENG 37O 3
sPE 101 3
Quantitative studies: CPS 144 3
General education courses and upper-divisional electives to total at least 66
lConsult General Requirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter
V for General Education Requirements.
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FACULTY
James A. Adamitis, Director
Associate Professors : Adamitis, Ingram
Assistant Prof essor: Haghighi
Adjunct Assistant Prof essor : Heffernan
Adjunct lnstructors: Apolito, Frapwell, Kelly, Koerner
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CRI 2os. INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL IUSTICE: Introduction to the fteld of
criminal iustice, stressing the theoretical foundations, origin, nature, methods, and
limitations of criminal justice as a college curriculum. 3 sem, hrs'
CRJ 210. INTRODUCTION TO CORRECTIONS: The administration of correctional
institutions and other detention facilities with emphasis on probation and parole
systems and the rehabilitation and treatment of the psychiatrically incarcerated.
3 sem, hrs,
CRI 220. POLICE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT: Principles and me-
chanisms for effective law enforcement management and responsive municipal police
servicei various police department structures, Program development projects, promo-
tional processes,ind managerial techniques, 3 sem'hrs.
CR, 305. CRIMINAL LAW: Principles of criminal liability, preparation of case ma-
terials, court procedures, and case disposition. 3 sem. hrs'
CRr 31o. LAW OF EVIDENCE: Comprehensive study of the rules of evidence, evalu-
ation of evidence and proof (testimonial and physical), and function of evidence
within the criminal justiie system. Prerequisite: A course in criminal law, 3 sem, hrs.
CRt 315. CRIMINAL PROCEDURE: Fundamentals of criminal procedure: arrest,
search, and seizure; interrogation, Constitutional limitations upon state and federal
rules of criurinal procedure. Prereguisite: A course in criminal law. 3 sem, hrs.
CRI 320. RESEARCH IN CRIMINAL IUSTICE: Review of the nature, language, and
processes of inquiry involving experiments, studies, surveys, and investigations' The
instrumentation, types, and structures of content analysis, questionnaires, interviews,
and structured observation, including analytic technigues, data processing resources,
and preparation of research reports. Required for all cRI majors. Prerequisite: MTH
2o7. 3 sem' hrs'
CRI 323. MANAGEMENT AND TREATMENT OF OFFENDERS: Theory and prac-
tice of conducting and writing social investigations for agencies within the admini-
stration of justice, as well as managing and treating criminal offenders in community
settings. Prerequisite: A course in Corrictions. 3 sem' hrs'
cRJ 32s. CoMMUNITY AND PUBLTC RELATIONS: Contemporary problems per-
taining to criminal justice community relations: training programs, inage develop-
ment,lnd policies for releasing information to the mass media. 3 sem' hrs'
cRJ g27. coRPoRATE SECURITY MANAGEMENT: Comprehensive 
-managerial
apiroach to developing adequate security systems; emphasis on personnel. identifica-
tion and theft-control procedures including intra-security surveys for deterring espion-
"L", r"U.t"g" and subversive 
line/staff.itiviti"t' 3 sem' hrs'
CRJ 330. ORGANIZED CRIME: Social, psychological, and legal--factors charac-
terizing criminal careersi regional, political, and linancial factors influencing organ-
ized crime, 3 sem' hrs'
cRI 333. FOUNDATIONS OF CRIMINAL HOMICIDE: Theories and concepts per-
tinent to the various classes of homicide and the effects certain heinous crimes have
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had on the regulatory aspects of the legal system. Emphasis on distinguishing charac-
teristics historically pertaining to culpable, justifiable, and excusable n.T.rt1i, 
,rr.
CRI 336. COMPARATM CRIMINAL IUSTICE SYSTEMS: Survey of .rorr-..rlt,r.ul
uniformities and diversities in law-enforcement agencies, correctional systems, and
the courts in selected countries. Prereguisite: An introductory course in 
"tt"tt:l#:tr::
CRJ 4oO. CORRECTIONAL LAW: Analysis and historical overview of tt" t"* of
criminal correction. Emphasis on the current legal rights of inmates of penal institu-
tions, parolees, probationers, and those persons upon whom sentence has not yet
been imposed. 3 sem, hrs,
CRI 401. POLITICAL VIOLENCE: Theoretical approaches to understanding violent
change in political institutions and the criminal justice system; the continuum be-
tween violence and nonviolence; revolution, revolt, terrorism, and political assassina-
tion. Emphasis on the roles of criminal justice and government agencies in meeting
political dissent. 3 sem, hrs,
&
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cRI 4os. LABOR RELATIONS IN IUSTICE ADMINISTRATION: The role of law
in collective bargaining; the activities of labor organizations; the impact certain
unions have hadin thJadministration of iustice and law enforcement. 3 sem' hrs,
cRt 4O7. coNSuMER LAW: Anatysis of crimes against the consumer; legSl sys-
tems, consumer structures, and agincies used to establish, advance, and litigate
;;;;;;.t'rights and protections. 3 sem' hrs'
cRJ 410. VICTIMOLOGY: The victimal justice process 
.as an integral part of the
criminal iustice system; analysis of the pinal couple and victimal receptivity with;;;i;;ir';" victim-offender relationships, rape, and victim compensation. 3 sem. hrs.
cRt 416. DRUG ABUSE: Physical and behavioral variables contributing to drug
J,ir" l"a narcotic addiction;' assessment of several rehabilitation programs and
medical treatment centersi emphasis on law and drug abuse cases' 3 sem' hrs'
CRI 420. COMPUTER CRIMET Study of the theoretical and practical foundaHons
of white-coltar crime in the computer arena. Types of computer crime,- methods of
""-*i$i"", federal and state laws, prevention and detection, apprehension and;;;il;;I; ;;J th" future of computei crime' Prerequisite: cPs 144' 3 sem' hre'
cRI 436. CRIME AND tUSTlcE IN THE BRITISH ISLES: Comparison of.crime and
t-he administration of justice in the British Isles and the U.5' Trends in British crim-
inal and juvenile justice. Available only during the summer
soc 436.)
session, (Same as
3 sem.hrs.
cRI 440. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Directed study and research on selected topics
J-ifg"iA*nt academic publications in law enforcement and criminal iustice. Pre-
i"guitit"t t f"rmission of instructor; an introductory CRf course' 3 sem' hrs'
cRI 447. CoNTEMPORARY ISSLJES IN JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION: Seminar
;i'd""tiiy 
"r,a 
air.,$r the conterrporary issues-in justice administration. Topics to be
assigned Ly instructor and presented foi class discussion by students. 3 sem. hrs,
cRJ 49s. INTERNSHIP IN CRIMINAL 
'USTICE 
I: Supervised experience solely in
a civilian capacity in a crirninal iustice or law-enforcement agency. Open to pre-
service criminal justice malors only; in-service students do not qualify. Students who
;;;li1;;;i;rnship crediiare noigiven a stipend, nor are they permitted to register
i;; aRi4;;r-aSg] Creait granted-only under grade option.2..Prerequisites: Sopho-
ior"-ri"tr, z.s cumulative"liade-poitit 
"u"t"gl, and permission of the 
djrector of
criminal justice. 3 sem' hrs'
cRI 496. INTERNSHIP IN CRIMINAL ,UsTIcE II: Continuat'"" .' .},,ji|;,.
CR, 4e8. COOPERATM EDUCATION IN CRIMINAL TUSTICE I: Structured
Jucational work experience for full-time pre-service criminal justice majors only'
L"ii"r a-i*f.p-""t'""a n""ncial assistance for those who qualify atd are plac-ed
through the university of oayton s offrce of cooperative Education. students who
;;;;i"l;;;;";;ative'education credit are not p"i-itt"d to re-gister for CRI 495 or
;;;. e*iit;;l"i"Jo"t' under grade,option 2. Prereguisites:.Sophomore status, 2.5
cumuiative irade-poini.u"rug"l and permission from the director of cooperative
education and the director of criminal iustice' 3 sem' hrs'
cRJ4gg.cooPERATIvEEDUCATIoNINCRIMINALIUSTICEII:Continuation
of CRI 49E' 3 sem' hts'
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ECONOMTCS (ECO)
In cooperation with the Department of Economics and Finance in the School
of Business Administration, the College of Arts and Sciences offers the degree of
Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Economics.
For a minor in economics, 18 semester hours are reguired: ECO 203-204,
346-347, and any two elective courses from economics.
For course descriptions, see ECO, Chapter VII.
PROGRAM-Aa: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
ECONOMTCS (ECS),
Semester Hours
Economics 30
ECO 203, 2o4, 346,347, and 16 sem. hrs. of upper-division electives.
Mathematics ..,, 6-9
MTTI U2, 207 reguired; MTH 113 strongly recommended.
Natural science 7
Social and behavioral science 72
Humanities ..... lE
Philosophy and/or religious studies ...,. 12
Communication skills ... 0-9
General education courses and academic electives to total at least .,.... 12O
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
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ENGLISH (ENG)
The University reguirement in English composition is satisfied by the com-
pletion of ENG loL-102, ENG 114, or ENG 198. Either ENG 114 or ENG 198
is the equivalent of ENG LO2 as a prereguisite for 200- and 3oOlevel- En_glish
courses. For placement information, see Reading and Writing Skills u-nder Basic
Skills Requirements in Chapter V. For additional details, consult the department
chairperson or the coordinator of composition.
Students maioring in English must complete at least 36 semester hours of
English courses including fiist-year compoiition, at least one 200-level litera-
tui course, and at least 24 semester hours at the 300-400 level.
Students minoring in English must complete at least .12 semester hours of
upper-divisional (300-400) courses in addition to the-composition r.eq-uirement.
'Students in B.A. programs can acquire teacher certification in English through
the E11 program. (see-EDT.) For details, consult the department chairpe-rson.
The English department awards a writing certificate to students who achieve
a 3.0 gride-poinl average in 1.8 semester hours of approved writing and
writing-relate-d .orltrer, including at least 12 semester hou_rs 
-of upper-divisional(3OO-4bO) courses, and who pass a final examination including an impromptu
essay. For details, consult the department chairperson'
PROGRAM-A5: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
ENGLISH (ENG)I
Semester Hours
English 36
First-year composition: ENG 101-102 or 114 or 198 ... 0'6
One 200-level literature course . 3
Shakespeare: ENG 362 or an equivalent seminar 3
One other major author course: ENG 405, 437, or a
seminar on a single author . 3
One genre courses ENG 317, 319,32O, 324, 329,330, or
an approved substitute 3
One literary period course: ENG 407, 47o,414, 433,438, 444,
44E,457,453,455,482, or the eguivalent 3
One advanced writing courser ENG 30E, 31o,312,376,37o,
372,376,378, ot 474 ,,. 3
ENG electives, including at least 9 sem' hrs. at 3o0-400 level.. '...... 12-18
sPE 101 3
Natural science 7
Mathematics 3
9ocial and behavioral science 12
Humanities 1E
Philosophy and/or religious studies 72
General education courses and academic electives to total at least 1'2O
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for
General Education Reguirements.
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FACULTY
James P. Farrelly, Chairperson
Sara G. Wieland, Coordinator of Composition
Professors Emeriti: McCarthy, Murphy, Palumbo
Professors: August, Bedard, Cochran, Farrelly, Henninger, Kimbrough,
K, Marre, Martin, Patrouch, Pici
Associate Professors: Arons, Cameron, Labadie, Macklin, L. Marre, Means,
Ruff, Stockum
Assistant Prof essors : Durham, Shereen, Wilhoit
Instructors : Fenno, Iohnson
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
ENG r.01. COTLEGE COMPOSITION I: Analysis of the processes of reading and
writing aimed at the development and relinement of critical thinking skills, critical
reading skills, and critical writing skills. Required departmental 
"r"*t^",t3X;_. Orr.
ENG 102. COLLEGE COMPOSITION II: Study of appropriate rhetorical structures
and styles for analytic, synthetic, and argumentative essays, Practice in developing
critical reading and writing skills with an emphasis on writing from sources. Pre-
reguisite: ENG 10L. 3 sem, hrs.
ENG L14. FRESHMAN WRITING SEMINAR: A one-semester composition course
for first-year students who show high proliciency. First term only. Open by permission
only. 3 sem, hrs,
ENG 151. LITERARY FORMS: A critical study of literary forms-fiction, drama,
and poetry-representative of various eras and cultures. May be taken concurrently
with ENG L02, Prerequisite: ENG 101 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 198. FRESHMAN HONORS SEMINAR: Study and seminar discussion of se-
lected literary masterworks and appropriate criticism thereof, with egual emphasis on
composition, Open by permission only to lirst-year students in the University Honors
Program. 3 sem. hrs.
*ENG 203. MAIOR BRITISH WRITERS: Study of four or ffve writers representative
of the principal periods in English literature. Prereguisite: ENG LO2 or equivalent.
3 sem. hrs.
*ENG 204. MAJOR AMERICAN WRITERS: Study of four or 6ve writers represen-
tative of the principal periods in American literature. Prereguisite: ENG 1O2 or
equivalent. 3 sem, hrs,
*ENG 205. MAJOR WORLD WRITERS;study (in translation) of four or five writ-
ers representative of the principal periods in world (chiefly Western) literature,
exclusive of English and American literature. Prereguisite: ENG 102 or equivalent.
I sem, hrs.
ENG 210. POETRY: Study of representative examples of a major literary genre.
Prereguisite: ENG 1O2 or eguivalent. 3 sem, hrs.
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ENG 230. TOPICS IN LITERATURE: Exploration of varying approaches to the study
of literature. Can be repeated under special circumstances. Prereguisite: ENG 102 or
eguivalent, 7-6 sem, hts.
ENG 242. SOPHOMORE HONORS: Seminar in which selected works frorn the
literature of Western civilization are studied. By invitation only. 3 sem, hrs,
ENG 272. EXPOSITORY WRITING: Further practice in writing expository themes
and documented papers. A continuation of ENG 7o2 tor students desiring more ex-
perience in writing. Prereguisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem, hrs,
ENG 2E2. INTRODUCTION TO WRITING POETRY: A beginning course in ana-
lyzing and writing poetry, Prerequisite: ENG L02 or equivalent. 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 2s4. INTRODUCTION TO WRITING FICTION: A beginning course in ana-
lyzing and writing short liction. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hts'
ENG 2s6. INTRODUCTION TO WRITING DRAMA: A beginning course in ana-
lyzing and writing short plays. Prereguisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs'
*ENG 301. SURVEY OF EARLY ENGLISH LITERATURE: Survey of English litera-
ture from the Medieval period to the end of the 18th century. Prerequisite: ENG
L02 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
*ENG 302. SURVEY OF LATER ENGLISH LITERATURE: Survey of English litera-
ture from the beginning of the Romantic period to the present. Prerequisite: ENG 102
or equivalent.
*ENG 305. SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE:
from the Colonial period to the present. Prereguisite:
3 sem. hrs,
Survey of American literature
ENG 102 or eguivalent.
3 sem, hrs.
*ENG 306. SURVEY OF CONTINENTAL LITERATURE: Survey of continental
European literature from Homer to the present, Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent,
Not open to students who have taken ENG 322. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 3os. ADVANCED WRITING OF POETRY: Intensive practice in the writing of
poems. Prereguisite: ENG 282 or permission. 3 sem, hrs.
ENG 310. ADVANCED WRITING OF FICTION: Intensive practice in the writing of
fiction. Prerequisite: ENG 2E4 or permission, 3 sem, hrs.
ENG 312. ADVANCED WRITING OF DRAMA: Intensive practice in the writing of
plays. Prerequisite: ENG 2E6 or permission. 3 sem, hrs.
ENG 316. ADVANCED COMPOSITION: Intensive practice in the writing of essays
and the study of rhetoric. Prereguisite: ENG 102 or equivalent' 3 sem' hrs,
ENG 317. CONTEMPORARY POETRY: Study of selected poems by recent writers.
Prereguisite: ENG 1O2 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 319. CONTEMPORARY FICTION: Study of selected novels and short fiction
by recent writers, Prereguisite: ENG 102 or eguivalent. 3 sem, hrs,
ENG 320. CONTEMPORARY DRAMA: Study of selected plays to illustrate major
tendencies of modem drama. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or eguivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
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ENG 322. MASTERPIECES OF WORLD LITERATURE: Intensive study of major
literary works representative of various cultures. Works are studied in translation,
although an English language work or two may be included for appropriate com-
parison. Prereguisite: ENG Lo2 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 324, THE NOVEL: A consideration of selected novels to illustrate various fic-
tional modes. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 325. SCIENCE FICTION: Survey of science fiction with detailed analysis of
selected novels and short fiction. Prereguisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 327. STUDIES IN POPUTAR FICTION: Analysis of selected artifacts of pop-
ular culture with reference to serious literature. May be repeated as topics change.
Prerequisite: ENG 1o2 or eguivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 329. SHORT STORY: Study of the techniques employed in the writing of the
short story. Analysis of various models of the short story. Prereguisite: ENG 102
or eguivalent. 3 sem. hre.
ENG 330. DEVELOPMENT OF DRAMA: Study of the historical development of
the drama from its beginnings to the 19th century. Analysis of plays from each
significant period. Prereguisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 331. STUDIES IN FILM: Analysis of selected fflms to show developments in
fflm technigue or criticisur. Prereguisite: ENG 102 or eguivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 332. STUDIES IN LITERATURE AND FILM: Studies in literary texts and the
film treatments of those texts. May be repeated as topics change. Prerequisite: ENG
102 or equivalent, 3 sem,hrs.
ENG 333. IMAGES OF WOMEN IN LITERATURE: Examination of signiffcant liter-
ary works that portray traditional images of women. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equiv-
alent. 3 sem, hrs.
ENG 33s. MODERN BLACK LITERATURE: Study of selected 20th-century black
writers. Prereguisite: ENG 1o2 or equivalent, 3 sem, hrs.
ENG 337. STUDIES IN FOLKTORE: Selected studies in American and/or world
folklore. May be repeated as topics change. Prerequisite: ENG 1O2 or eguivalent.
3 sem, hrs,
ENG 339. AMERICAN INDIAN LITERATURE: Survey of American Indian oral
narrative and literature. Prereguisite: ENG 1O2 or eguivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 348. MODERN IRISH LITERATURE: A consideration principally of the Irish
literary revival of the late 19th and early 20th centuries with appropriate background
material, Prerequisite: ENG 1o2 or equivalent, 3 sem. hrs.
IENG 3so. EUROPEAN LITERATURE OF ANTIQUITY: Study of signilicant works
from the Old Testament and Greek, Roman, English, Irish, and/or Scandinavian
writers, Prereguisite: ENG r02 or eguivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
*ENG 3s1. EUROPEAN LITERATURE OF THE MIDDLE AGES: Study of selected
literary masterpieces of Western civilization in the Middle Ages. Prerequisite: ENG
102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
'.ENG 353. LITERATURE OF THE RENAISSANCET Study of selected literary master-
pieces from England and the Continent that illustrate the culture and ideas of the
3 sem. hrs.
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*ENG 3s4. LITERATURE OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT: Study of selected English and
European literature from the Age of Reason. Prereguisite: ENG 102 or eguivalent.
3 sem. hrs,
*ENG 3ss. LITERATURE OF THE ROMANTIC AGE: Study of the Romantic Revo-
lution as illustrated in representative writings of English and European authors'
Prereouisite: ENG 1oz or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
*ENG 3s6. EUROPEAN LITERATURE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY: Study of
representative masterpieces from the literature of England and the Continent dur-ing
thl 19th century, Preieguisite: ENG 1oz or eguivalent' 3 sem.hrs'
*ENG 357. EUROPEAN LITERATURE OF THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY:
Study of signilicant English and European literature that illustrates the ideas and
culture of tlie early modern period, Prerequisite: ENG 102 or eguivalent. 3 sem' hrs.
*ENG 3sE. CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE OF EUROPE: Study of selected West-
em European literature that illustrates the ideas and culture of the present age. Pre-
reguisite: ENG 102 or eguivalent. 3 sem, hts.
*ENG 362. SHAKESPEARE: Study of selected plays and poems of Shakespeare' Pre-
reguisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 362L. SHAKESPEARE PERFORMANCE LABORATORY: Study of Shake-
spearean performances through films, video tapes, and recordings. Three hours a
week. Students in 362L must have already taken or be registered for ENG 362 or an
eguivalent Shakespeare course. 7 sem, hr.
ENG 370. REPORT WRITING: Analysis of and practice in both basic and complex
written reports, including the long formal report' Prereguisite: ENG 102 or equiva-
lent. 3 sem' hrs.
ENG 372. APPLIED WRITTEN COMMUNTCATIONS: Analysis of and practice in
written communications appropriate to business and industrial organizations, includ-
ing forms of correspondence and a job-application project but excluding formal re-
ports. P.ereguisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 376. TOPICS IN WRITING: Analysis of and practice in speciffc forms of
writing, May be repeated as forms change. Prereguisite: ENG 102 or equivalent'
7-3 sem. hrs.
ENG 37E. PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL WRITING: Practice in developing
writing skills needed in business, government, and industry' Prerequisite: ENG 102 or
eguivalent. 3 sem. hrs,
ENG 38o. STUDIES IN LITERATURE: Study of special topics or themes in litera-
ture. May be repeated as topics change, Prereguisite: ENG 102 or eguivalent.
7-6 sem. hrs.
ENG 395. TUNIOR HONORS TUTORIAL: Independent directed study on special
topics for selected students, May be repeated as topic or instructor changes. Per-
mission reguired. 3 sem. hrs,
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ENG 405. CHAUCER: Study of Chaucer's life, world, language, and literary achieve-
ment, concentrating on The Canterbury Tales (in Middle English). Prerequisite: A
200- or 300Jevel English course. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 407. MEDIEVAL ENGLISH LITERATURE: Study of the dominant types in the
Iiterature of England from the beginning to 1500. Prerequisite: A 200- or 30o-level
English course. 3 sem, hrs,
ENG 41o. EARLY RENAISSANCE LITERATURE: Survey of the literature of the
16th century from Thomas More to Sidney and Spenser. Prerequisite: A 200- or 3o0-
level English course. 3 sem. hrs,
ENG 414. LATER RENAISSANCE LITERATURE: Survey of the literature of the
early 17th century from Bacon, fonson, and Donne to Marvell, exclusive of Milton.
Prereguisite: A 200- or 300-level English course. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 431, MILTON: Study of the major and minor poems and of selected prose of
Milton, Prereguisite: A 200- or 3OGlevel English course. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 433. STUDIES IN NEO-CLASSICAL LITERATURE: Study of English litera-
ture from Dryden to fohnson. May be repeated as topics change. Prerequisite: A 200-
or 300-level English course. 3 sem, hrs.
ENG 436. ENGLISH ROMANTICISM: Study of the major poets and critics of the
Romantic Age. Prereguisite: A 2oo- or 3Oo-level English course. 3 sem. hrs,
ENG 444. STUDIES IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY ENGLISH LITERATURE: Study
of English literature in the 19th century. May be repeated as topics change. Pre-
requisite: A 200- or 3oo-level English course. 3 sem, hrs,
ENG 448. TWENTIETH-CENTURY BRITISH LITERATURE: Study of signilicant
developments in modern British literature. Prereguisite: A 2OO- or 300-level English
course, 3 sem. hrs-
ENG 451. AMERICAN ROMANTICISM: Study of significanr developments in Amer-
ican literature of the mid-tgth century. Prerequisite: A 2OO- or 300-level English
3 sem, hrs.
ENG 4s3. AMERICAN REALISM AND NATURALISM: Study of representative
writers from the post-Civil War period in American literature. Prerequisite: A 2OO- or
300-level English course. 3 sem. hrs,
ENG 4ss. TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICAN LITERATURE: Study of signilicant
developments in American literature of the 20th century. Prereguisite: A 2fiF or
3OO-level English course. 3 sem. hrs,
ENG 466. INTRODUCTION TO LINGUISTICS: Introduction to the basic concepts
and procedures of general linguistics, including language description, history, varia-
tion, theory, and acguisition. Prereguisite: A 200- or 300-level English course.
3 sem. hrs.
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ENG 470. HISTORY OF ENGLISH: Study of stages in the development of the Eng-
lish language and of influences shaping its development from the beginning to the
present. Preieguisite: A 200- or 3oO-ievel English coutse. 3 sem'hrs'
ENG 472. THE STRUCTURE oF ENGLISH: gtudy of the grammatical structure of
modern English from traditional and modern linguistic points of view. Prereguisite:
A 2oo- or aooJevel English course. 3 sem'hrs.
ENG 474. ARGUMENTATION: Studies and practice in the patterns of argumenta-
tive writing. Recommended for the pre-professional student. Prerequisite: ENG 272,
9\6, 37o, oi permission of instructor. 3 sem, hrs,
ENG 476. COMPOSITION THEORY: Study of the principal current theories of
composition, with application to the teaching and evaluating of writing. Prereguisite:
fNG sro or'permisiion of instructor' 3 sem,hrs,
ENG 4SO. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Individual investigations of special topics under
faculty direction. May be repeated under special circumstances. Prerequisites: Permis-
sion and at least fifteen semester hours of English' 7-6 sem' hrs,
ENG 482. MODERN POETRY: Concentrated, advanced study in the development of
rrodern poetry, both English and American. Prerequisite: A 200- or 3oo-level English
course. 3 sem' hts'
ENG 4s5. INTERNSHIP IN WRITING: Application of writing skills to speciffc pro-
jects of an approved organization. Practical and professional experience offered tojuniors and smiors (particularly English majors and minors) as a supplement to the
writing curriculum. Prerequisite: Permission of supervising instructor. May be,re-
peated up to six semester hours. 7-6 sem. hrs.
ENG 490. SEMINAR: Concentration on one literary figure, genre, or period for
research and analysis. May be repeated as topics change. Consult departmental book-
let for speciffc prerequisites for each section' Permission reguired. 3 sem.hrs.
ENG 495. SENIOR HONORS TUTORTAL: Independent directed study on special
topics for selected students. May be repeated as topic or instructor changes. Per-
milsion reguired. 3 sem' hts.
TE"tr"r"l education course. See Chapter V'
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FAMILY DEVELOPMENT (FDV)
-The interdisciplinary minor in family development increases understandingof the meaning and dynamics of marriage and parenthood in contemporary
society. It examines the family as a major institution affecting society and sur-
veys the individual, social, and economic problems found within families. This
background contributes to preparation for careers in areas such as social work,
psychology, education, communication, human ecology, and religious work.
The minor in family development is earned by taking 16 semester hours of
coursework, at least 12 of which must be at the 300-400 level and all of which
must be outside one's major discipline. These must be distributed as follows:
Semester Hours
Basictheorycourseinfamilydevelopment (Chooseone.) ..,.,.... 3
HEC a16 Family Living
SOC 331 Marriage and the Family
Families and society (Choose one.) . . , .. . . 3
HST 352 History of the American Family
SOC 355 Families and the Economv
Dynamics of famity life (Choose one.) .. ........ 3
COM 41O Family Communication
PHL 318 Family Ethics
REL 344 Christian Marriage
ASI 446Seminarin FamilyDevelopment (required) ....... 1
Electives(Choosetwo.) . .........6BIO 390 Physiology of Sex and Fertility Regulation
HEC 306 Family Management
HEC 325 Child Development
HEC 329 Child Development Practicum
PSY 3sr Child Psychology
PSY 355 Psychology of the Exceptional Child
462 Human Sexual Behavior
362 Christian Family Values and Television
Theology of Sexuality
Perspectives on Aging
Child Abuse
Parenting: Social Welfare Role
Death, Dying, and Suicide
Sex Roles and Societyjuvenile Delinquency
466
301
339
422
443
322
323
P5Y
REL
REL
swK
swK
5WK
SVVK
soc
soc
No more than 6 semester hours from any one department may be applied to
the minor in family development. Courses taken foi this minor may be ipplied
to other minors and to bre"9th and general education requirements. Appropriate
courses may be substituted with permission from the office of the dian of the
College of Arts and Sciences and the director of the Center for the study of
Family Develo_pment. Students wishing to be recorded as minoring in family
development should notify their chairpersons, their deans, and thJdirector of
the Center for the Study of Family Development.
FAMILY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Patricia Voydanoff ,Director, Center for the Study of Family DeoelopmentAllik (P_sychology), Deluca (Human Ecology), Herbenick (Philosophy), L.
\4"i!" (Sociology), T. Martin (Religious Studies), Moore (Social Wori<1,-Shay(College of Arts and Sciences)
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VISUAL ARTS
Fine Arts (ART)
The purpose of the programs in fine arts is to PrePare students for. life-long
caree.i in'art and for^living as fully developed persons capable of informed
and sensitive resPonses to a changing world.
Fine Arts offers five degree Programs:
Bachelor of Arts with a Maior in Fine Arts (,4.6)
Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Interior Design (4.64)
Bachelor of Fine Arts with a Major in Studio Art (A7)
Bachelor of Fine Arts with a Maior in visual Communication Design (A7A)
Bachelor of Fine Arts with Teacher Certification (A7B)
A minor in fine arts requires 21 semester hours: ART L04, 112, 273 or 274 ot
275, and 12 additional semester hours of ARI electives. Visual communication
design courses are excluded.
A"minor in visual communication design requires 24 semester hours. stu-
dents should consult with the department chairperson for specific information
concerning requirements.
See photography listing P. 183.
The Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Fine Arts offers the broadest and most
flexible of all programs of study in the Department of Visual Arts. Through this
program, ttr6 fiie arts student may combine the richness of a liberal arts
eduiation with a possible career direction in the arts. 
Semester Hours
Major program requirements
Anr-roq, nz, 206, 276, 226, 23r, 240, 253, 274, 27 5, 362 or 364
PROGRAM_A5: BACHELOR OF AKTS WITH A MAJOR IN
FINE ARIS (ART)I
PHO 101
ART electives
Communication skills: SPE 101, ENG 101-102 or 114 or 198
General education and breadth requirements
Naturalscience ......- 7
Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral sciences 72
Humanities 18
Philosophy and/or religious studies '12
General electives to total at least
44
0-9
52
720
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts Plograms and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
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PROGRAM-A6A: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
INTERIOR DESIGN (IDE)I
Semestet Hours
Majorprogramreguirements.'.. 43
ART 104, 772,276,237,274,275,297, 3O8, 47O ot 471 or 472
HEC 314, 32O, 33O, 34O, 35O, 395, 396
Communicationskills:SPE1O1,ENG101-102or114or798'., ......." o-9
General education and breadth requirements 52
Natural science 7
Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral sciences 12
Humanities 1E
Philosophy and/or religious studies 12
General electives to total at least ..... . . 120
15ee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
PROGRAM-AZ: BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS WITH A MAJOR
IN STUDIO ART (STA)1
The studio arts program provides a balance of academic discipline and sound
visual schooling. Tradltionil images, as well as the current experimental cross-
fertilization of styles, are thoroughly investigated and become the essential
basis for the future demands of a career in visual arts.
Semester Houts
Major program reguirements 77
ART 104, !!2, 206, 2O7, 216, 226, 237, 253, 27 4, 27 5, 306,
392, 495-496 '.... '.. 38
Studio concentration . 15
Studio electives .... 15
Art history 6
PHO 1o1 3
Communication skills: SPE 101, ENG 101-102 or 114 or 198 . . . . . . 0-9
General education coutses and academic electives to total at least 43
Naturalscience ....".. 7
Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral sciences ........ 9
Humanities 'tz
Philosophy and/or religious studies 12
Total . ......... 129
15ee Chapter V for General Education Requirements.
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PROGRAM-A7A: BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
vrsuAl coMMUNrcATroN DESIGN (VCD)r
The visual communication design program prepares students for the imme-
diate goal of entry into the fields of graphic and advertising design while edu-
cating them for future leadership within the profession and society. Attention
to fundamental skills and ideas combined with conceptual and visual problem
solving provides an excellent base for career growth or graduate school. Pro-
gram options include (L) graphic and advertising design and (Z) illustration
and design.
Semester Hours
Major program reguirements .. . . 79
Graphic and Adoertising Design option: ART 104, 112,206,2!6,226,
295,298, 307, 3r2, 3rE, 345, 349,395, 4t7, 41.2, 474, 41.5, 498, 499. . . . . . . 52
Illustration anil Design option: ART 104, 712,206,2O7,216,226,227,
296,298,303,3't2,317,345,349,397,398,404,498,499 52
ART electives 12
PHO 101, PHO elective 6
Art history: ART 274,275,372 9
Communication skills: SPE 101, ENG 101-102 or 114 or 198 ... ........, 0-9
General education and breadth reguirements 40
Naturalscience ....,,,. 7Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral sciences .. . . . . .. 3Humanities 9
Philosophy and/or religious studies 72Marketingorcommunication... 6
General electives to total at least ,....,.725
lSee Chapter V for General Education Requirements.
PROGRAM_AZB: BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS WITH TEACHER
CERTTFTCATTON (E11) (FAE)I
Semester Hours
Art requirements and electives 62
ART 104, 712, 206, 2O7, 2L6, 226, 23r, 240, 253 or 254, 224, 275,
340 or 341, 362 or 364 or 366, 483,495, 496, . , . 49Arthistory:273,47Oor47!or472.., ......., 6ARTelectives .,...... 10
PHO 1o1 3
Education requirements: EDT uo, 2oz,2oB,3LE, 3s1, 4Lg, AzL, 469 ,., 2g
Communication skills: ENG 1O1-1.02; SPE 101 . O-9
Natural science z
Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral sciences 3
Humanities g
Philosophy and/or religious studies g-t2
General education courses and academic electives to total at least, ),g4
lSee Chapter V for General Education Requirements.
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FACULTY
Jon W. Meyer, Chairperson, Department ot' Visual Arts
ART
Professor: Wilkinson
Asiociate Professors: Niles, Teemer
Assistant Piot'essors: Edwards, Gooch, Hitt, Richardson, Sparks, Swanson,
Wilbers, Zahner
Part-time Instructors: Anderson, Baker, Bergman, Clarke, Emery, Fuller, Grant,
Holihan, Jones, Koeller, Martino, Peterson, Rudegeair, Shank, Synder,
Stephan, Tuss, Weber, Witt
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
ART 101. FUNDAMENTALS AND MATERIALS OF ART: Course to acquaint
beginners with the principles and concepts of art and with the various kinds of
ma"terials and techniques used in artistic expression. Open to all students. Studio
fee. 2 sem. hrs.
ART 103. INTRODUCTORY DRAWING: Introduction of basic visual concePts,
various drawing media, and approaches to expedmental te_chnique. Emphasis on Per-
spective, perceptual awarenesi, and expressive freedom. Open to 
^tt "ruil.l[;*. ,rr.
ART 104. INTRODUCTORY DRAWING: Introduction of basic visual concePts,
various drawing media, and approaches to experimental technique. Emphasis on Per-
spective, perceptual awarenesi, and expressive freedom. Includes an introduction to
fgure draruing. Art majors only. Modelfee. 3 sem' hrs'
ART 111. PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN: Study of the underlying elements and princi
ples of design as they are applied to surface Patteln. color theories and their use in
ireative desi-gn. Open to alllludents. 2 sem' hrs'
ART 112. PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN: Study of the underlying elements and princi-
ples of design as they are applied to surface Patteln. Color theories and their use in
ireative design. Art majors only. 3 sem. hrs.
*ART 181. ART APPRECIATION: Course to develop a Sreater caPacity to enioy as
well as understand contemPorary art expression. Emphasis on unders,tanding the cre-
ative process and investigaiing the artisl's point of view and relationship to audience'
openio all students excepl art majors. one 3-hour session each week. Fee. 3 sem. hrs.
ART 206. FIGURE DRAWING I: Studies of the nude model, the skeleton, ana-
tomical diagrams, and drawings of the masters. Methods of-expre_ssing the human
form using"norms of proportion and distortion. Gesture study and exp_re,ssion with
a variety df media to devilop basic visual vocabulary. Prerequisite: ART 104. Model
fee. 3 sem' hrs'
ART 207. FIGURE DRAWING II: Emphasis on integrating work done in ART 206
with composition. Development of finished drawings with convincing volume and
space. Continued study oi the nude figure, introduction of clothing structure and
vblume. Prerequisite: ART 206. Model fee. 3 sem. hrs.
ART 216. DESIGN AND COLOR: The study of color based principally on Alber's
theory of color and its use in expressing and integrating various designs. Prerequisite:
ART i12 or permission of instructor. 3 sem' hrs.
ART 226. INTRODUCTORY PAINTING: Painting with oils and acrylics; intro-
duction to basic painting principles, techniques, and materials; still life, landscape,
figure, and abstraition. Prerequiiites: ART 104, 7I2,216, or permission. 3 sem. hrs.
ART 228. INTRODUCTORY WATERCOLQR: Principles and techniques of trans-
parent watercolor. Emphasis on technical mastery. Prerequisites: ART 104, t12, 21,6,
br permission 3 sem' hrs.
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ART 253. PRINTMAKING I: Introduction to the classic printmaking methods of
woodcut, intaglio, and lithography. Instruction on edition-printing techniques and
curating of prints. Prerequisites: ART t 04, 112, or permission. Studio fee, 3 sem. hrs,
iART 273. SURVEY OF ART I: Survey of Western art and signilicant historical and
cultural influences from prehistory through the medieval and Gothic periods. Open to
ART University of Dayton VI
ART 231. INTRODUCTORY SCULPTURE: Consideration of forms as a means of
developing an understanding of mass, shape, and control of medium. The use of
various materials such as plaster and clay, with emphasis on integrating the material
with the impression. Studio fee, 3 sem. hrs.
ART 240. INTRODUCTORY CERAMICS, HAND BUILDING: Introduction to basic
methods of working in clay by way of coil and slab. Emphasis on originality and
proper methods. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
all University students. Fee. 3 sem, hrs.
*ART 274. SURVEY OF ART II: Continuation of ART 223, beginning with the Renais-
sance and continuing through the Barogue and Rococo periods, Open to all University
students. Fee. 3 sem. hrs.
*ART275. SURVEY OF ART III: Survey of art history from transformations in late
l8th-century art through 20th-century contemporary art. Open to all University stu-
dents. Fee. 3 sem, hrs.
ART 295. DESIGN AND LAYOUT: Introduction to layout formats, styles, systems,
and presentation techniques. Exploration of options for effective single and sequen-
tial page design. Prerequisite: ART 216 or permission, Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
ART 296. ILLUSTRATION-MEDIA AND METHODS: Exploration of media and
techniques employed by the illustrator. Emphasis on marker techniques. Prerequisite:
ART 104, Studio fee. 2 sem. hrs,
ART 297. MARKER RENDERING: Drill and practice in the marker medium. Em-
phasis on technigue and control. Prerequisite: ART 104. Studio fee. 2 sem, hrs.
ART 29E, STUDIO SKILLS: Development of fundamental mechanical skills neces-
sary for preparing camera-ready art, keylines, and paste-ups. Emphasis on mastering
the tools and learning the terminology of the trade. Studio fee. 2sem.hrs,
ART 303. ADVANCED DRAWING: Observational and expressive drawing. Use
of accumulated knowledge from previous drawing experiences to develop individual
creativity and original style. Prereguisites: ART 206-20Z or permission. Model fee.
ART 306. INTERMEDIATE PAINTING: painting with oils.or acrylics; :t"",t"j;
study of the principles and techniques of painting, with emphasis on personal ex-
pression and experimentation. Prereguisite: ART 226 or 228 or permission. Studiofee. 3 sem. hrs.
ART 307. DRAWING FOR GRAPHIC DESIGN: Exploration of materials, proce-
dures, and drawing techniques for design presentations. Emphasis on markei ren-
dering. Prerequisite: ART 104 or permission. Studio fee. 2 sem. hrs.
ART 308. DRAWING FOR INTERIOR DESIGN: Use of markers in rendering
sketches that enable a client to visualize the designer's ideas. Prereguisite: HEC 39s.
Studio fee. 2 sem. hrs.
ART 309. INTERMEDIATE wATERcoLoR: continuing investigation of water-
color techniques, both traditional and experimental. stilt life, Iigure, landscape, and
abstraction. Prerequisite: ART 22E or permission . J sim. hrs.
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ART 312. VISUAL FORM: Investigation of the perceptual and psychological effect
of the visual elements-line, shaPe, value, volume, texture, and color-in graphic
and spatial environments. Attention to contemporary and historical stylistic con-
cerns. Prerequisite: ART 216, Studio fee. 3 sem,hrs.
ART 316. LIFE STUDIES: Studies in drawing from the live model, both nude and
clothed, for practice and refinement of technique, Variety of media permitted. Pre-
requisites: ART 104, 2O6,2O7; junior or senior status' Repeatable uP to 4 sem. hrs'
Model fee. 7 sem. hr.
ART317. AIRBRUSH TECHNIQUE: Fundamental course in the principles of air-
brush in illustration. Prerequisites: ART 112, 226,216. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
ART 31s. GRAPHIC DESIGN FOR THREE DIMENSIONS: Investigation of mate-
rials, processes, and three-dimensional aesthetic principles applicable to packaging,
product, exhibition, and environmental design. Prerequisite: ART 216 or permission.
Studio f"", 3 sem,hrs,
ART 3L9. STUDIO: A faculty-supervised time block that altows students to Pursue
work in a variety of media as designated in the course composite by area (painting,
drawing, etc.) and instructor, Prerequisites;6 sem. hrs. of course work in the area
selected or permission of the instructor. Repeatable up to 18 sem' hrs' Studio fee.
3 sem. hrs.
ART 320. COMPUTER-AIDED GRAPHIC DESIGN: An exploration of the use of
the computer as a tool for the graphic designer. Prerequisites: ART 295, 345, key-
boarding (typing) competence. 3 sem.hrs.
ART 325. FIGURE PAINTING: Painting from the model, all painting media' Tra-
ditional and contemporary approaches to the ffgure. Repeatable. Prerequisite: ART
206 or 2o7 or permission. Model fee. 3 sem' hrs.
ART 331. INTERMEDIATE CERAMICS, WHEEL THROWING: Introduction to
basic methods of working clay fu way of the wheel. Emphasis on originality and
proper methods, Prereguisite: ART 240, Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs'
ART 332. TNTERMEDIATE SCULPTURE: Introduction to the sculpture of wood,
stone, and metal, Prerequisite: ART 23L or permission. Studio fee, 3 sem.hrs.
ART 340. CREATIVE FIBER DESIGN: Investigation of soft sculpture, macrame,
stitchery, and textile printing. Experiences with fiber media and processes oriented
around perception and awareness of fiber properties. Studio fee. 2 sem' hrs'
ART 341. hTEAVING: Exploration of fabrics with emphasis on the functional aspects
of handweaving, including use of the loom. Fiber construction, basketry, stitchery,
hooking, batik, and macrame. Prerequisites: ART uL or 112. Studio tee. 2sem'hrs.
ART 343. RAKU: A 40O-year-old Japanese ceramic technique adapted for the con-
temporary potter. Study includes kiln building, glaze formulation, handbuilding
techniques. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs,
ART 345. TYPOGRAPHY: The fundamentals of typography and typographic de-
sign. Investigation of typography as a functional and expressive communication
vehicle. Prerequisite: ART 312 or permission. Studio fee. 3 sem.hrg,
ART 349. GRAPHIC PRODUCTION: Survey of the eguipment, Processes, and
preparation of art for reproduction purposes, Preparation of design ideas as camera-
ready art. Prerequisite: ART 29E. Studio fee. 2 sem. hrs,
ART 354. PRINTMAKTNG II: Introduction to silkscreen printing, covering all
methods of stencil preparation: paper, block-out, cut 6lm, and light-sensitive film.
Emphasis on edition-printing technigues and professional portfolio preparation.
3 sem. hrs.
t!7
Prereguisite: ART 253 or permission. Studio fee.
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ART 355-356. SERIGRAPHY-SILK SCREEN: Advanced silk screen production. Pre-
reguisite: ART 354. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs. each
ART 357. LITHOGRAPHY: Investigation of lithographic printing technigues. Em-
phasis on metal plate technology and production of print edition. Prerequisite: ART
253 or permission. Studio fee. 3 sem.hrs.
ART 35s. INTAGLIO PRINTING: Advanced work in intaglio printing, including
dry-point, color etching, aguatint, sugarJift, and experimental etching methods.
Prerequisite: ART 253 or permission. Studio fee. 3 sem,hrs,
ART 362. COPPER ENAMELING: Basic principles and techniques of enameling on
copper, in stencil, graffito, wet-pack painting, cloisonne, and champleve. Design and
execution of original pieces in each of these processes. Prerequisite: ART 112. Studio
fee. 3 sem, hrs.
ART 354. JEWELRY CONSTRUCTION: Basic principles of construction with spe-
cial emphasis on soldering technigues, use of tools, and the design of the piece of
work. Prereguisite: ART 112. Studio fee. 3 sem, hrs.
ART 366. IEWELRY CASTING: The complete jewelry-casting process: designing
of original pieces, making the wax models, spruing, investing, burning out, casting,
and finishing. Emphasis at the beginning of the course on learning the process and
correct procedures; later emphasis on the aesthetic and sculptural nature of the piece
of work. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
ART 367. STAINED GLA55: Introduction to the techniques of cutting glass, use
of tools, copper foil, and leaded came. Emphasis in the 6rst half of the course on
technical skills and good design in building small windows. In the latter half, more
advanced work in three-dimensional object building. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
ART 372. HISTORY OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN: Study of signifi-
cant developments, movements, and figures in visual communication from pre-
historic times to the present. Emphasis on modern period. 3 sem. hrs.
ART 376. AMERICAN PAINTING: Survey of major American artists from the colo-
nial period to World War II, with emphasis on problems of function and patronage.
Prerequisite: One survey of art course. Fee. 3 sem.hrs.
ART 377. WOMEN ARTISTS-AN HISTORICAL SURVEY: Historical survey of
women artists from the Middle Ages to the present with particular emphasis on cur-
rent revisionist literature and exhibitions, 3 sem.hrs,
ART 392. CATLIGRAPHY: Principles of lettering; study of vertical and slant script
styles. Applications in finished pieces of work. 3 sem. hrs.
ART 395. ADVERTISING DESIGN: Emphasis on print advertising, its creation
and presentation; developing concepts and creating designs that provide motivating
messages to consumers about products and services. Prereguisite: ART 
!?Z;,n*,
ART 397-398. DESIGN ILLUSTRATION I and II: Applications, 
-ethodr, problemsin various illustrative styles, media, materials, and techniques for effective visual
communication, representation, or interpretation of concepts, products, or narratives
for magazines, books, newspapers, and advertising. Prerequisites: ART 21.6,227. ART
397 is a prereguisite for ART 39E. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs. each
ART404. ADVANCED ILLUSTRATION: Maior problems in illustration. Focus on
individual development and style. Both full color and pen and ink. Prereguisite:
ART 398. Studio fee. 3 sem, hrs.
ART 4r.1. VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN I: An introduction to applica-
tions, methods, and problems in the design of messages for informational and per-
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suasive purposes. Emphasis on effective visual applications for print, retail, and
promotional advertising; collateral materials; and publication design. Prerequisites:
ART 295, 345. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
ART 412. VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN II: A continuation of ART 411
with emphasis on publication design. Prerequisite: ART 4LL or permission. Studio
fee. 3 sem, hrs.
ART 414. TRADEMARK DESIGN: Advanced study of marks, logos, and symbols
as communication tools, Emphasis on designing effective identification marks for
business or service organizations, institutions, corporations, Prerequisite: ART 345.
3 sem, hrs.
ART 415. DESIGN SYSTEMS: The study and design of identiffcation and image
programs of organizations, institutions, or corporations, Emphasis on continuity in
the application of visual communication factors. Prereguisites: ART 295, 414. Studiofee. 3 sem, hrs.
ART 436. ADVANCED PAINTING: Directed advanced studio problemsi contem-
porary issues in painting. Prerequisites: ART 306, 325, or permission, Studio fee.
3 sem. hrs.
Llg
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*ART 470. NINETEENTH-CENTURY ART I: Study of major artists and movements
in European art from Neo-Classicism in the late 18th century to the beginnings of
Realism in the middle of the 19th century, Prereguisite: One art history course or
permission. Fee. 3 sem. hrs,
*ART 471. NINETEENTH-CENTURY ART II: Study of major artists and movements
in European art from Realism at mid-century through Symbolism and Art Nouveau.
Prerequisite: One art history course or permission, Fee. 3 sem.hrs.
*ART 472. ART IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: The development of 2Oth-century
art, covering the early cubist movement, abstract expressionism, and various aspects
of other major movements to the end of World War II. Prerequisite: One survey of
art course. Fee. 3 sem, hrs.
ART 474. CONTEMPORARY TRENDS IN THE VISUAL ARTS: A course treating
only post-1950s trends in painting, sculpture, and architecture, new methods and
materials in graphics, and theories in current art criticism. Prereguisite: One survey
of art course, Fee, 3 sem. hrs.
ART 480. VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN INTERNSHIP: Practical appli-
cation of visual communication design skills. Opportunities for advanced development
and practical experience in professional working environments. Prerequisites: ART
298, junior status, Repeatable up to 12 sem. hrs, 3 sem. hrs.
ART 483. CREATIVE ART TEACHING IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
SCHOOLS: The philosophy of art education, creative teaching, use and care of tools
and equipment, class management, art therapy, curriculum planning, art media; actual
teaching experience in children's classes, Art education majors only. Studio fee.
4 sem. hrs.
ART 483W. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ART: Workshop to give the regular elemen-
tary classroom teacher new and practical ideas on the employment of art materials
and techniques in relation to seasonal interests of pupils and to Miday observances.
Studio fee. 3 sem, hrs.
ART 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: A course reserved for art students devoted to ad-
vanced individual work in the following designated art ffelds: airbrush, drawing,
enameling, graphics, art history, jewelry, lettering and calligraphy, ceramics, design,
painting, lithography, sculpture, general fine arts. Approval based on academic stand-
ing and permission of instructor or division head. Repeatable up to 15 semester
hours. Studio fee. 7-5 sem. hrs,
ART 495-496. GRADUATION PORTFOLIO: Required of all B.F.A. candidates ex-
cept those in visual communication design. The course deals with criteria, schedule,
selection of work, presentation, and exhibition in constructing a portfolio. Approval
of the portfolio is reguired for graduation. Grade option 2, 7 sera lrr.. each
ART 496. PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR: Information and study of the visual com-
munications professionr the business aspects, job-searching skills. Grade option 2.
ART 4ee. .RADUATT.N poRTFoLro rN vrsuAl coMMUMcAT;ti-#
SIGN: Criteria for and assistance with selection, preparation, and presentation of
a body of work of professional quality. Resum6 writing. Approval of the portfolio
and resume are required for graduation. Grade option 2. Studio fee. 3 sem.hrs.
*General education course. See Chapter V.
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GENERAL STUDTES (GEN)
The Bachelor of General Studies program is designed for those students who
do not wish to pursue a traditional degree program with a departmental major.
It permits great latitude in utilizing University resources for acguiring an educa-
tion that serves individual needs. Since only the basic University requirements
must be met, there are no specilic requirements. Students may plan their pro-
grams to the best advantage of their particular educational obiectives.
BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES PROGRAM (GEN)
Admission requirements for the Bachelor of General Studies are the same as
those for any other degree now offered in the College of Arts and Sciences.
Candidacy for the Bachelor of General Studies may be declared in the ftrst
year but not later than the end of the junior year. Students in good academic
standing may transfer from one program to another, provided they meet the
requirements of, and can be accommodated by, the programs into which they
wish to transfer.
The first-year student is reguired to seek approval of course elections under
the direction of the appropriate official of the College of Arts and Sciences.
Thereafter, the student will be reguired to plan an academic program satisfying
reguirements for graduation in consultation with the program director, Sister
Ellen Murphy. The usual policy on prereguisites remains in effect in this
ProSram.
The candidate must complete 120 semester hours with an overall grade point
average of 2.Oor better,including
1. University requirements (see Chapter V),
2. a minimum of 54 semester hours of courses at the 300-400 level with a grade
point average of 2.0 or better, and
3. not more than 30 semester hours of work from any one academic discipline.
tzt
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GEOLOGY (cEO)
The following program, leading to the Bachelor of Science with a Maior in
Geology, is designed to present students with the basic courses in the geological
sciences and to enable them to construct speciffc curricula to suit their particular
interests in areas of advanced study.
Any student wishing to pursue a Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Geology
should consult with the chairperson of the department.
A student wishing to choose geology as a minor concentration must take 12
semester hours in 3OO-4OO level courses, and any prereguisites.
PROGRAM_Ss: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MA]OR IN
cEoLocY (cEo),
Geology
Mathematics r18-11e2 . ... .::.:::.:::::: ::: 
i.i.',', 
. 
':
iter Hours
Chemistry t23-124 6
Physics 206-2073 6
Science electives4 16
Philosophy and/or religious studies tz
Communication skills: ENG 101-102, SPE 101 . . . O-9
Social and behavioral sciences 6
Humanities g
General education reguirements and academic electives to total at least. .. . . .. . . lZO
rSee General Reguirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education Reguirements.
2May substitute MTH 772-173 with permission of department.lMay substitute PHY 2O7-2OZ with permission of department.
4Choose from courses in chemistry, mathematics, physics, biology, geology, com-
puter science, or (with chairperson's approval) engineering.
FACULTY
Charles J. Ritter, Chairperson
Distinguished Seroice Prof essor : Springer
Professor : Ritter
Assist ant P r of essor s : Clinch, Sandy
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
rGEo 103. PRINCIPLES oF GEOGRAPHY: Analysis of the physical factors of the
earth's environment: weather, climate, land forms, oceans. 3 sem, hrs,
GEo 1.04' INTRoDUCTORY GEOLOGY FIELD couRSE: Fundamental earth
scierrce topics with emphasis on direct field experience, one week on campus, 3 weeks
in the Rocky Mountains near Denver, colorado, and one week of travel. For all non-
geology and non-biology majors, Corequisites: BIO rOl; GEO 1O4L or BIO LO4L.
Third term each year. 3 sem.hrs.
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GEO 1041. INTRODUCTORY GEOLOGY
company GEO 104. Third term each year.
*GEO 109. GENERAL GEOLOGY: Introduction to the earth as a planet, its composi-
tion, structure, and evolutionary development; a brief consideration of the life of the
past. For the nonscience maior. May be taken without laboratory. 3 sem, hrs,
GEO 109L. GENERAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO 109.
Two hours per week. 7 sem, hr.
*GEO 115. PHYSICAL GEOLOGY: Introductory course in geologic principles; the
composition and structure of the earth, its land forms, and the agencies active in
their production. Laboratory optional for nonmajors. 3 sem. hrs.
GEO llsl. PHYSICAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO t1.5.
Two hours per week, 7 sem. hr
*GEO 116. HISTORICAL GEOLOGY: A comprehensive study of earth history as in-
terpreted from the rocks of the crust, Prerequisite: GEO 109 or 115, permission of
instructor. 3 sem.hrs'
GEO 116L. HISTORICAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO
116. Two hours per week. 7 sem, hr,
GEO 201. MINERALOGY: Introduction to the study of minerals, their chemical and
physicalproperties,associationsandoccurrences.Firstterm,eachyear. 3 sem, hrs,
GEO 201L. MINERALOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO 201. Three
hours per week. First term, each year. 7 sem, hr.
GEO 204. OPTICAL MINERALOGY: Mineral determination through the use of the
petrographic microscope employing crushed grains and thin sections, Prerequisite:
GEO 201. Second term, each year, 2 sem, hrs,
GEO 204L. OPTICAL MINERALOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO
204. Four hours per week. Second term, each year. 2 sem. hrs,
*GEO 208. ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY: Study of the relationship of geologic
factors to the problerns of water supply, pollution, erosion, land use, and earth re-
sources. Laboratory optional. Second term, each year. Prerequisites: GEO 109 or 115,
permission of instructor. 3 sem, hrs,
GEO 206L. ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany
GEO 20E. Two hours per week. I sem.hr,
*GEO 218. ENGINEERING GEOLOGY: A comprehensive study of geologic principles
applicable to civil engineering practices. Second term, each year, 3 sem. hrs.
GEO 301. STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY: The origin and development of structural
features of the earth's crust; folding, faulting, volcanism, mountain building, and
metamorphism. Prereguisites: GEO 115, 1.L6,2O7,204. First term, alternate years.
3 sem. hrs.
GEO 301L. STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO
301. Two hours per week, First term, alternate years. 7 sem. hr.
GEO 302. GLACIAL GEOLOGY: The origin of mountain and continental glaciers;
their depositional features and erosive activity; history of glaciation in geologic past
with special emphasis on North Arnerican Quaternary ice advances. Prerequisites:
3 sem. hrs.
T23
GEO
FIELD LABORATORY: Course to ac-
7 sem. hr.
GEO 115, 116. Second term, alternate years.
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GEO 302L. GTACIAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany cEO 302.
Two hours per week. Second term, alternate years. 7 sem. hr.
GEO 303, FIELD GEOLOGY: Six weeks' summer study of structural and age-
relationship problems in areas containing abundant crystalline and sedimentary ex-
posures. Prereguisites: GEO 115, 116, 301. Summer. 6 sem, hrs.
GEO 307. GEOMORPHOLOGY: Detailed study of landforms and the erosional
processes that develop them. Prereguisites: GEO 715,116,301. Second term, alternateyears, 3 sem. hrs.
GEO 307L. GEOMORPHOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO 307.
Two hours per week. Second term, alternate years. 7 sem. hr.
GEO 310. STRATIGRAPHY: The interpretation of speciffc lithotypes and the syn-
thesis of the stratigraphic record. Prerequisites: GEO U6, 301., Second term, alternateyears. 3 sem, hrs,
GEO 310L. STRATIGRAPHY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO 310. Two
hours per week. Second term, alternate years. 7 sem. hr,
GEO4o1. PALEONTOLOGY: The study of ancient life. The morphology, ecology,
evolution, and stratigraphic distributions of selected invertebrates, vertebrates, and
plants. First term, alternate years. 3 sem.hrs.
GEO 4o1L. PALEONTOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO 401.
Two hours per week. First term, alternate years. 7 sem, hr,
GEO 403. SEDIMENTOLOGY: Detailed study of sediments: their sources, environ-
ments of deposition, and methods of consolidation. Emphasis on the interpretation
of ancient sediments. Prerequisites: GEO 201, 2O4, 301, First term, alternate years.
3 sem. hrs.
GEO403L. SEDIMENTOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO 403.
Two hours per week. First term, alternate years. 7 sem. hr.
GEO 404. PROBLEMS IN GEOLOGY: A consideration of special problems involving
advanced work in the laboratory and library; arranged to meet the needs of individual
students. 3 sem. hrs.
GEO 411. IGNEOUS PETROLOGY: Study of the formation of igneous rocks. Prere-
guisites: GEO 2o1, 2o4, 3o9, First term, alternate years. 3 sem, hrs,
GEO 411L. IGNEOUS PETROLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO
411. Two hours per week. First term, alternate years. 7 sem, hr.
GEO 412. INTRODUCTORY GEOCHEMISTRY: Investigation of the chemical na-
ture and development of the earth, its interior, crust, and surface materials. Quantita-
tive chemical and physical chemical studies of formation rock types, ore deposition,
and geochronology. Second term, alternate years. 3 sem. hrs.
cEO 412L. INTRODUCTORY GEOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Course to ac-
company GEO 412, Three hours per week. Second term, alternate years. 1 sem. hr.
*General education course. See Chapter V.
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HrsToRY (HST)
History critically studies the past and those key values which have shaped
society. History also provides students with a sense of perspective and with the
ability to make critical judgments. Those with a sharply honed historical con-
sciousness know that often what appears to be a simple solution to a simple
problem will not work because unexpressed historical forces and traditions lie
just beneath the surface. Those who have studied history do not believe every-
thing they read, become cautious skeptics, and learn to recognize that events
occur sequentially and that the sequence matters. Historical consciousness helps
to make the world comprehensible. To be ignorant of history is to be, in a very
fundamental way, intellectually defenseless, unable to understand the workings
either of this society or of other societies. Thus all totalitarian societies have
stringently controlled the study and writing of history. They recognize that a
free mind needs to know its past, to debate and discuss how the world came
to be as it is, in order to know what to defend and what to change and how to
resist imposed ideologies.
Students majoring in history are offered a flexible curriculum that allows
them to have a double major or one or more minors. Students are also strongly
encouraged to develop interdisciplinary areas of concentration to meet their
interests and vocational goals. Examples of areas of concentration are pre-law;
international affairs; and historical administration, preservation, and archival
management. Majors should consult the department chairperson for a depart-
mental advising brochure and further details. History majors pursue professions
in numerous fields including education, law and government, international af-
fairs, archives and museums, communications, and business.
Students in B.A. programs can acguire teacher certification in history through
the E11 program. (See EDT.) For details, consult the department chairperson.
History minors must complete 18 semester hours as follows: HST 101 or
1.02, HST 25L or 252, two upper-level courses in American history, and two
upper-level courses in non-American history,
PROGRAM-A8: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
HISTORY (HST)I
History .....:::.".'.':.:"";
HST 101,702,25t,2s2 ... 12
HST 301 3
HST seminarr HST 49O, 49L,492, or 493 . 3HSTelectives ........ 1E
These electives should be distributed fairly evenly between American
and non-American historv.
Natural science 7
5
t2
1.8
72
0-9
IE
Mathematics
Social and behavioral science
Humanities
Philosophy and/or religious studies
Comurunication skills
HST University of Dayton VI
Quantilication skills or foreign language2. 6-E
General education courses2 and academic electives to total at least. 720
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for Gen-
eral Education Requirements.
2Either 6-8 sem. hrs. in a foreign language or 6 sem. hrs. in quantitative skills
courses (e.g., computer science, statistics, or mathematics) beyond the basic skills
mathematics requirement. Where appropriate, this credit may apply to other re-
guirements as well,
FACULTY
Roberta S. Alexander, Chairperson
D istinguished S eroice Prof essor : Donatelli
Professors Emeriti: King, Maras, Mathias
Professors: Alexander, Beauregard, Eid, Palermo, Rhee, Steiner
Associate Professors : Heitmann, Schweikart, Taylor, Vines
Assistant Professors: Amin, Bannan, Flockerzie, Hitchner, Lynn, Sanders,
Smither, Vieson
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
NOTE: HST 101 or HST lo2 is a prerequisite for all other HST courses,
*HST 1.01. HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION FROM ITS CLASSICAL
ROOTS TO tzLSt Survey of Western civilization beginning with ancient civiliza-
tions and concluding with the Age of Absolutism, emphasizing the impact of
social forces, institutions, and values on the development of Western tort"!tlt^,rrr.
*HST 102. HISTORY OF WESTERN CMLIZATION SINCE 1715: Survey of Euro-
pean civilization from the Enlightenment to the present, emphasizing the impact of
social forces, institutions, and values on the development of Western t".t.jt".?. 
,rr.
*HST 251. AMERICAN HISTORY TO 1.865: Survey of the development of the
American nation from colonial times to 1865; Political trends, economic and social
foundations of American institutions, 3 sem, hrs,
*HST 252. AMERICAN HISTORY SINCE 1865: Survey of the development of the
nation after the Civil War, stressing social, economic, and political problems.
HST 301. RESEARCH SEMINAR: History methods, philosoPhy, 
"^a 
,"r1"aL,1;
historiography, the last based on the professor's field of specialization. Reguired forjunior history majors. 3 sem, hrs.
HST 302. HISTORY OF ANCIENT GREECE: Survey of Greek history and culture
from the Bronze Age to Alexander the Great. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 303. HISTORY OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC AND EMPIRE: Survey of Roman
history with emphasis on the political, social, and institutional evolution of the
Roman state and the organization and structure of the Roman Empire. 3sem.hrs.
*HST 305. MEDIEVAL EUROPE: European history from the 4th to the 15th century,
including birth of Middle Ages; development of Christianity; Byzantine, Islamic, and
Carolingian Empires; feudalism; Crusades; rise of universities; birth of national
cultures.
't26
3 sem, hrs,
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HST 307. RENAI9SANCE AND REFORMATION: The development of European
history from the L4th to the middle of the lzth century. Emphasis on the economic,
political, social, and religious aspects of the Renaissance, Protestant Revolution, and
Catholic Reformation. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 311, ERA OF ABSOLUTISM, ENLIGHTENMENT: FrOM thc IAtCr RCfOTMAIiON
to the era of the French Revolution: intellectual and cultural development; political,
economic, and social trends of the Old Regime. 3 sem, hrs.
HST 312. FRENCH REVOLUTION AND NAPOLEONIC ERA: Ideological, eco-
nomic, social, and political background of the Revolution; analysis of the revolution-
ary governments; the resulting international wars; the rise and fall of Napoleon.
HsT 313. RESTORATION, REVOLUTION, AND REACTION_'"-J"-;I,-
169O: Historical analysis of European nations and peoples emphasizing war and
revolutions of the period as well as ideological, scientific, and technological develop-
ments. 3 sem. hrs.
*HST 314. MODERN EUROPE IN DECLINE, Tlgo-r94st Historical study of the
decline and fall of European civilization from the eve of World War I to the end of
World War II, including an examination of political, economic, social, and cultural
conditions, 3 sem, hrs.
*HST 315. EUROPE IN THE POSTWAR ERA_1945 TO THE PRESENT: Historical
survey of domestic and foreign politics, economics, society, and culture in postwar
Europe (East and West) from L945 to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
HsT 3U. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON WESTERN CHRISTIANITY, lOO-
130O: Historical analysis of the interaction of Western society and culture with
Christianity from the Apostolic Era to the end of the Middle Ages. 3 sem. hrs,
HST 31E, HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON WESTERN CHRISTIANITY,l3OO TO
THE PRESENT: Historical analysis of the interaction of Western society and culture
with Christianity from the Renaissance to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
*HST 322. HISTORY OF ENGTAND: Major forces and trends in the history of
England from early medieval times to the present, including their influence on social
history and literature. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 325, HISTORY OF RUSSIA: Development of the Russian state from earliest
times to the Revolution, including Kievan society, the rise of Muscovy, and ImperialRussia. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 326. HISTORY OF THE SOVIET UNION: Historical survey of the development
of the soviet union from the roots of the Revolution in t 9o5 to the present , J sem. hrs.
HST 32E. HI9TORY OF EASTERN EUROPE: Survey of the history of the nations
lying between Germany and the soviet Union, the Baltic and Aegean Seas, stressing
medieval and early modern background as a foundation of contemporary history.
'}HST 33o. HISTORY OF EAST ASIA: Brief review of the early t irtori."j 
t;:"jj,
ment of East Asia; study of China and Japan in the 19th and ZOth centuries, empha-
sizing political, religious, cultural, and economic development. 3 sem. hrs,
HST 335. HISTORY OF AFRICA: Survey of Africa from early times to the present,
focusing on political grandeur, commercial ingenuity, intellectual ferment, and reli-
gious revolutions. 3 sem. hrs,
*Hsr 340. HIsroRY oF scIENcEr survey of the development of science from its
origins in the ancient world to the present, 3 sem. hrs.
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*HsT 341. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SO-
GIETY: Historical examination of the interaction of science, technology, and society
from the Middle Ages to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 34s. IRELAND AND AMERICA: Study of the cultural-historical background
of both Scotch-Irish and Celtic Irish immigrants to America and how that influenced
their varying reactions to the dominant Anglo-saxon Protestantism of America.
3 sem. hrs.
HST 348. UNITED STATES AND THIRD-WORLD CRISES-HISTORICAL PER-
sPECTIVES: Analysis of the history of u.5. policies and responses toward maior
crises in Africa, Aiia, Latin America, and the Middle East. 3 sem, hrs.
'+HST 35L, HISTORY OF AMERICAN WOMEN: Historical study of the changing
roles of women in American society and the struggle for social, political, economic,
legal, and educational rights from ihe rzth century to the prebent' 3 sem.hrs.
*HST 352. HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN FAMILY: Survey of the historical devel-
opment of American family life from the colonial period to the present. 3 sem. hrs,
*HST 3s5. AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY: Historical analysis of community life in
American society: the nature and development of small towns, cities, and suburbs;
communal experience, social organizations, and political culture. 3 sem. hrs.
*HST 357. LATIN AMERICA IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: Intensive examina-
tion of revolution and reaction in today's Latin America and the implications for
those who formulate U.5. foreign policy, 3 sem. hrs.
HST 36s. AMERICAN FILMS AS HISTORY: Study of the development of American
values, myths, institutions, and perspectives through the use of films as a primary
source' 3 sem' hrs'
*HST 370. ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATE9: Survey of the eco-
nomic theories and institutions peculiar to the United States with special reference to
their influence on social and political development. 3 sem. hrs,
}HST371. HISTORY OF AMERICAN BUSINESS: Historical study of the evolution
of modern capitalism from the colonial period to the present. 3 sem, hrs.
HST 37s. DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES: Foundations of
American foreign policy; the diplomacy of continental exPansron through the 19th
centuryi emphaiis on diplomatic problems since 1898. 3 sem, hrs.
*HST 376. SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES: Social
and cultural development of the American people: growth of national sPirit, imPact
of expansion, conflict over slavery, and problems of industrialization and urbaniza-
tion. 3 sem' hrs'
HST 380. HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN: Historical and descriptive
survey of the native peoples of North America, 3 sem. hrs.
HST 390. THE WESTWARD MOVEMENT: A history of the expansion of settlement
in the U.5, since 17E3: explorations, Indian relations, land policy, transPortation, types
of frontier settlements, and western influence on American ideals and institutions.
3 sem. hrs.
HST 391. AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY AND PRESERVATION: A
career-oriented course offering a theoretical background in historical preservation and
techniques used in identification, research, and recording of historic landmarks worthy
of preservation as part of the community heritage,
't28
3 sem. hrs.
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HST 3e8. HISTORY OF BLACKS IN THE UNITED STATES, LS26-reOo: Study of
the saga of black people in the U.S, from 1526 until 1900. 3sem.hrs.
HST 3ee. HISTORY OF BLACKS IN THE UNITED STATES SINCE leoo: Study of
the saga of black people in the U.5. from 1900 to the present. 3 sem, hrs,
HST 402. MAIN CURRENTS IN ANCIENT HISTORY: Aspects of the civilizations
of the ancient Near East, Greece, and Rome, emphasizing the Hebrew world view and
value system, Greek democracy, Roman political and social institutions. 3 sem, hrs.
HST 406, INTELLECTUAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE:
Close analysis of people, ideas, and principal cultural developments from the Renais-
sance into the 20th centurv, 3 sem, hrs.
HsT 408. PEACEMAKING IN THE MODERN WORLD_EUROPEAN DIPLOM-
ACY, L815 TO 1.945: study of European international relations from 1815 to L94s,
with emphasis on the great peace conferences of this period: the Congress of Vienna,
the Paris Peace Settlement, and the Yalta and Potsdam conferences. 3 sem.hrs.
HST 4r.6. EUROPEAN MILITARY HISTORy: Survey of warfare on the European
continent from classical Greece through World War II emphasizing military institu-
tions, organization, weapons, and campaigns and the role of the military in society.
3 sem. hrs.
HST 417. AMERICAN MILITARY HISTORY: Survey of American military affairs,
including military, naval, and air campaigns, from early settlement to the present.
3 sem. hrs.
HST 4L9. MODERN FRANCE: French historv from the Bourbon Restoration to the
present. Emphasis on political, socio-economic, and cultural factors. 3 sem. hrs,
HST 421,. MODERN GERMANY: Analysis of the development of the German state
from 1848 through the period of unilication, Second Empire, Weimar Republic, Third
Reich, the post-World War II Germanies, to the present. 3 sem. hrs,
HST 423. HISTORY OF LONDON: Study of the evolution of London from a small
Roman town to the world's first industrial metropolis. Particular attention to social
and environmental conditions and the life of the people. 3 sem. hrs.
*HST 424. ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL HISTORy: Study of the
origins and development of common law and parliamentary government in England
from the Saxons to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 426. TUDOR-STUART ENGLAND: Study of England from 148s to 1714: De-
velopment of the national state, royal absolutism, and the Reformation; evolution of
the constitutional guestion; diplomacy; social, economic, and cultural aspects of the
period. 3 sem, hrs,
HST 428. MODERN ENGLAND-1s15 TO PRESENT: Development of England as
an industrialized nation and as an empire; results of industrialization, urbanization,
and loss of empire due to two world wars. 3 sem, hrs.
HST 430. RUSSIAN SOCIO-ECONOMIC HISTORy: Historical srudy of the de-
velopment of the economy and of the major social groupings in Russia. 3 sem. hrs,
HST 438. THE MIDDLE EAsT, NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES:
Survey of the Ottoman Empire, Iran, Egypt, and the modern states of the Middle East,
emphasizing the development of nationalism and the area's role in international pol-
3 sem, hrs.
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HST 440. MODERN CHINA AND JAPAN: Study of the economic, political, social,
and cultural developments of modern China and fapan from the 16th century to thepresent, 3 sem. hrs,
HST 445. KOREAN AND VIETNAM WARS: Study of the two most important
wars fought by the U.S. after World War II, in the context of America's changing
global rol,e. 3 sem, hrs.
HST 450. THE FOUNDING OF AMERICA: Foundations of American nationality
and democratic growth under the British colonial system, with special attention to the
economic, political, social, and cultural life of the era. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 4s4. THE AGE OF JEFFERSON AND JACKSON: The range of historical, cul-
tural, social, and political trends traditionally associated with the presidencies of lef-
ferson and lackson; the period from the l79O's to the 1850's. 3 sem, hrs.
IIST 456. CML WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION: Remote and immediate causes of
the Civil War; problems of North and South during the wari consequences of the war;
efforts to create a new Union,1865 to 1877; problems caused by those efforts.
3 sem, hrs.
*HST 460. U.S. LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY I: From colonial be-
ginnings through Reconstruction. The first semester of a year's seqlence that
inalyzes the maior developments in American legal and constitutional thought and
institutions. Emphasis on the relationship between law and lawyers and America's
economic, social, and political development. 3 sem. hrs'
HST 46L. U.S. LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY II: From the Gilded
Age to the present. Continuation of HST 460. Prereguisite: HST 460. 3 sem.hrs.
*HST 466. HISTORY OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE MODERN COR-
PORATION: Historical study of the emergence of 2oth-century science-based indus-
try, 3 sem, hrs.
*HST 467. HISTORY OF CIVTL ENGINEERING: Historical study of the development
of civil engineering from its origins in the ancient world to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 47o. HISTORY OF THE COLD WAR: A study of the origins and evolution of
the Cold War from L9L7 to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
IJ9T 473. THE AGE OF EXCESS AND REFORM_UNITED STATES, 1E77-L92O:
Development of the U.5. as an urban-industrial nation and world Power; efforts to
maintain traditional political, social, and economic forms and values amidst rapid
change. 3 sem. hts.
IJST 476. BETWEEN THE WARS: Intensive study of chief facets of United States
history from 1919 to 794L, including Normalcy, the Depression, the evolving New
Deal, and the approach of World War II. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 477. CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN HISTORY: The immediate background
of contemporary political, social, and economic problems: impact of World War II on
the U.S., Cold War, New Frontier, Iohnson Administration, and beyond ' 3 sem. hrs.
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HST 482. THE HISTORY OF MEXICO: Mexican History since 1820. Origins of the
revolution of 1910 and its developments to the present; Mexico's struggle for de-
mocracy; diplomatic and cultural relations between Mexico and the U.5. 3 sem. hrs,
HST 484. CARIBBEAN SINCE 1801: Study of the cultural, social, economic, and
political history of the islands and the northern shore of South America in modern
times, stressing areas that have gained independence or autonomy, 3 sem hrs,
HST 490. STRATEGIES OF HISTORIANS: A seminar which investigates the vari-
ious intellectual processes by which historians have approached particular questions.
A wide sampling of the works of representative historians is supplemented by analysis
of their methodologies and philosophies of history. Prereguisite: HST major or com-
pletion of 12 sem. hrs. of historyi permission, 3 sem. hrs.
HST 491. SENIOR SEMINAR: A reading seminar concentrating on one historical
topic for detailed analysis. May be repeated as topics change. Check department for
prereguisites. Permission of chairperson required. 3 srm. hrs.
HST 492. HISTORY HONORS 9EMINAR: A reading seminar concentrating on one
historical topic for detailed analysis. May be repeated as topics change. Check depart-
ment for prereguisites. Permission of chairperson reguired. 3 sem, hrs.
HST 493. HISTORY, TIME, AND PROGRESS: Seminar examining the Western idea
of time, the concept of progress, and the nature of historical knowledge. 3 sem. hrs.
HST495, INTERNSHIP: Practical and professional experience through work with
approved organizations such as historical societies, architectural preservation boards,
and business ffrms. Prerequisite: Permission of supervising instructor , 3 sem, hrs.
HST 496. INDEPENDENT STUDY: The study of a special topic to be mutually se-
lected by the student and a history professor, Prerequisite: Permission of chairperson.
May be repeated once. 7-6 sem.hrs,
HST 497. HONORS TUTORIAL: The study of a special topic to be selected by the
instructor. Applicants will be admitted on the basis of academic record. May be re-
peated once, I-6 sem, hrs.
HST 499, TOPICS IN HISTORY: Speciffc subtitles and descriptions to be announced
in the composite and posted in the History Department office. I-6 sem, hrs.
*General education course. See Chapter V.
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HUMAN ECOLOGY (HEC)
Human ecology is the study of interrelationships within the family and
between the family and individuals and the environment. It is concerned with
achieving, maintaining, and enhancing family and individual well-being in
daily life. It is a diversified field integrating many disciplines'
The Bachelor of Science with a Maior in Human Ecology is currently awarded
in two areas: Human Ecology (General) and Human Ecology (Food and Nu-
trition).
A student wishing to choose human ecology as an area of minor concentra-
tion must take 12 semester hours of 300-400-level courses in consultation with
the chairperson of the Department of Human Ecology' The following specific
minors are available:
Human Ecology-Fashion Merchandising: HEC 314, 360,362, 404
Human Ecology-Consumer Economics: HEC azL, 337, 347, elective
Human Ecology-Child Development: HEC 31o, 378, 325, 429
Human Ecology-Food Systems: HEC 200, ZOOL, 303, 3O4, 308, 4O7
Human Ecology-Food and Nutrition: HEC 300, 300L, 303, 31o,341
HUMAN ECOLOGY (GENERAL)
Students following the General Human Ecology Program have four oPtio-ns
for concentration. Eaih student will follow the basic curriculum, which provides
an overview of the discipline, and choose one of the following:
L Fashion Merchandising
IL Consumer Science
III. Family and Child Development
(For pre-kindergarten certification, consult with the chairperson.)
IV. Interior Design
PROGRAM_S6: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
HUMAN ECOLOGY (GENERAL) (HEG)'
Semester Hours
Human ecology .... - - 39'40
HEC 103, 105, 303, 3O6 ot 321,318,32O,323,360, elective 23
Concentration reguirements
I. HEC 314,34r,362,4o4, 436 and,lor 47o . . .
(A minor in MKT is reguired.)
II. HEC 33a, 341, 362, 436 and/or 470, elective.
(Support courses in CRJ, ECO, MKT, POL, SOC are required.)
III. HEC 3rO,325,329,417, 429,436 and/or 47O ...
(Support courses in EDT, PSY, SWK are reguired.)
IV. HEC 314,330,340, 350, 395,396,470 ...
(Support courses in ART are required: 1O3, lLr, 2L6,
274, 275, 297, 30E.)
Mathematics-computer science-management information systems :
iNlT}l2O7, elective,
L32
76
L6
t6
t7
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Natural science: 2 courses-lectures with laboratoriesl 6
Social and behavioral sciences 6
Philosophy and/or religious studies tzHumanities g
Communication skills: ENG 101-102, ENG elective, SpE lOL. tz
General education courses and academic electives to total at least. . ..... rzo
.- 
t*ttrul,,9:',eral Requirements for All Bachelor of science programs and chapter Vfor General Education Reguirements.
HUMAN ECOLOGY (FOOD AND NUTRTTION)
The Bachelor of science. with a Major in Human Ecorogy (Food and Nutrition)
allows for the following three areas of concentration:
Program 57:
Program S7A:
Program S7B:
Bachelor of Science with a Major in Human Ecology(Food and Nutrition-ADA Plan IVIV) (HEA) --
Bachelor of Science with a Major in Human Ecology(Food and Nutrition-Food Systems) (HEF)
Bachelor of Science with a Major in Human Ecology(Food and Nutrition-Nutrition) (HEN)
PROGRAM_S7: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
HUMAN ECOLOGY (FOOD AND NUTRITTON_
ADA PLAN rVlV) (HEA)I
- 
Program sz: Plan IV/v of the American Dietetic Association (ADA) meetsthe standards of the ADA for entrance to a fifth year of study'in a dieteticinternship program.
Semester HoursHlaq. ecologv 
. . ... ... 36HEc 2oo, sdi, so+, 3oa, 3'r.a, 323, 3s7, 4o7, 4oz, Eoi, ab'2, 
"ii"ti;;' 
' ' ' ' '
Natural science: BIO Lst, 'Ls2,]szL, 4o3, 4r-J.L; CHM, 1,23-t24, g.Lg_3.J,4, 4zo. . . . .
Mathematics-computer science-management information systems :MTl{ 2O7, elective
ACC 301
MGT 30s, 3r4 ...
Social and behavioral sciences
Philosophy and/or religious studies
Humanities
Communication skills: ENG 101-L02, 370 ot 272 or 372, SpE tol
General education courses and academic electives to total at least.
tsee Distribution Table for All Bachelor of science programs and chapter V forGeneral Education Requirements,
30
6
3
6
9
t2
9
12
I,20
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PROGRAM_SZA: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
HUMAN ECOLOGY (FOOD AND NUTRITION-
FOOD SYSTEMS) (HEF)I
Program S7A: The food systems Program covers the commercial aspect of
food management' 
semester Hours
Human ecology ....... . 30
HEC 200, 303, 304, 30E, 318, 327,323,327,3s7, 407
Natural science: BIO 151, ]..52,!52L,411L; CHM ],23-124 16
MTH 110, r!7,207 9
ACC 2o7,2oE 6
FIN 301 .. 3
MGT 305, elective 6
MKT 305 3
Social and behavioral sciences 9
Philosophy and/or religious studies 12
Humanities 9
Communication skills: ENG 101-102, 37o or 372,5PE 10L L2
General education courses and academic electives to total at least' .. . ... 120
rsee Distribution Table for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements,
PROGRAM-S7B: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
HUMAN ECOLOGY (FOOD AND NUTRITION-
NUTRTTTON) (HEN)I
Program S7B: The nutrition program is a preparatory study of nutrition for
graduate work and research.
Semester Hours
Human ecology ..... '.. 32
HEC 20o, 303, 316, 323,327,357,4Or, 4O3,4lO, 436, 45r, 460
Natural science: BIO 151, LSz, a52L, 403, 471L; CHM 123-724, 31.3'314, 42O . . . . 30
Mathematics-computer science-management information systems :}|lTrl 2o7, elective 6
Social and behavioral sciences 6
Philosophy and/or religious studies. 12
Hunanities 9
Communication skills: ENG 101-102, 37o or 372, SPE 1o1 72
General education courses and academic electives to total at least. , , . . . , l2o
lSee Distribution Table for AII Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education Reguirements.
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FACULTY
Julia A. Palrnert, Chairperson
Pr of e ssor Emerit a : Schroeder
Asso ciat e P rof e ss or : Lefler
Assistant Professors: De Luca, Palmert, Slonaker
Part-time Instructors: Butler, Ellis, Freeman, Jefferis, Jeffries, Leakas,
Messersmith, Poirier, Seifer, Stoia, VeZolles-Pope
HEC
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
HEC L03. INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN ECOLOGY: Studv of the role and scooe
of human ecology with emphasis on professional development. 7 sem, hr,
HEC 10s. AESTHETICS OF HUMAN ECOLOGY: Study of the principles and ele-
ments of art in order to develop sensory awareness and sensitivity in response to the
environment, 3 sem. hrs,
HEC 200. INTRODUCTORY FOODS: Study of scientific principles applied to the
processing and preparation of food to maintain nutritional quality and aesthetic value,
Coreguisite: HEC 200L. 2 sem,hrs,
HEC 200L. INTRODUCTORY FOODS LABORATORY: Course to accompany HEC
200 lecture. Two 2-hour periods per week. Coreguisite: HEC 2OO. 2 sem. hrs.
HEC 2O2. INTRODUCTION TO HOSPITAL DIETETICS: To acguainr the student
interested in a career in dietetics with the profession of dietetics and the role and re-
sponsibilities of the dietitian, Primary emphasis on dietetics as practiced in hospitals.
I sem. hr.
HEC 203. ELEMENTARY NUTRITION: Course for the nonmajor interested in food
and nutrition. Emphasis on basic nutrition as it applies to the individual, Contempo-
rary issues pertaining to nutrition. 2 sem, hrs,
3 sem. hrs.
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HEC 3OO. CULTURAL ASPECTS OF FOOD: Study of the relationship among con-
sumers, their culture and society, and their food; the historical evolution of food;
socioeconomic influences on foodways. Open to the University. Corequisite: HEC3ool, 2 sem. hrs,
HEC 300L. CULTURAL ASPECTS OF FOOD LABORATORY: Course to accompany
HEC 300 lecture. One 3-hour period each week. Corequisite: HEC 300. L sem. hr.
HEC 303. NUTRITION AND HEALTH: Study of the nutrient needs of humans and
of their choices of foods as modilied by socioeconomic, cultural, and life cycle factors.
3 sem. hrs.
HEC 304. QUANTITY FOOD PRODUCTION: Study of quanrity food service sys-
tems. Coordinated working experience. Prerequisite: HEC 2OO. 3 sem.hrs.
HEC 306. FAMILY MANAGEMENT: A systems approach to the study of family
management and the use of resources (time, energy, money, and material goods) to
promote the development of home and family life from the consumer standpoint. Open
to the University. J sem.hrs.
HEc 308. INSTITUTIONAL BUYING: Application of principles for determining
needs and procuring and storing foods in quantity, Institutional equipment selection,
maintenance, and layout.
HEC University of Dayton VI
HEC 309. HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT: Study of the principles of selection, con-
struction, operation, and care of household equipment and its relation to the well
being of the family. Prereguisite: HEC 2OO or equivalent' 3 sem. hrs.
HEC 31o. CHILD NUTRITION: Nutrition as it applies to the optimal and critical
growth of children, including the relationships among the physical, mental, socio-
iconomic, and emotional factors of development. 3 sem. hrs.
HEC 314. TEXTILES: gtudy of the natural, thermoplastic, and nonthermoplastic ff-
bers, including yarns, structures, and ffnishing of fabrics for their use and care.
*HEC a18. FAMILY LIVING: study of the family as a basic unit of t""r"r;,1;'::
pose and function of marriage and the family, elements contributing to the success
or failure of a marriage, and contemporary issues facing the family' 3 sem' hrs.
HEC 320. FAMILY HOUSING: Topics include housing constraints, needs, alterna-
tives, environment, Iinance, and government involvement in housing. Open to the
University. 2-3 sem, hrs.
*HEC 321. CONSUMER ECONOMICS: The economic interrelationship of the po-
litical, business, and household systems from the consumer point of view. The use of
economic tools in identifying ways to improve the economic welfare of the consumer.
Open to the University, 3 sem' hrs.
HEC 323. DEMONSTRATION TECHNIQUES: Study of the principles and tech-
niques of lecture-demonstrations. Emphasis on student lecture-demonstrations.
2 sem. hrs,
HEC 325. CHILD DEVELOPMENT: Developmental study of stages and principles
from infancy through age eight. Observation and work in laboratory school arranged.
Open to the University. 3 sem. hrs.
HEC a27. EXPERIMENTAL FOODS: Comparative and experimental approach to
food preparation as it affects guality. Introduction to the standard experimental pro-
cedures leading to independent proiect of student's choice. Prerequisite: HEC 200.
Corequisite: }{EC 327L. 2 sem. hrs.
HEC 327L. EXPERIMENTAL FOODS LABORATORY: Course to accompany HEC
327 lecture. One 3-hour laboratory period each week. Corequisite : HEC 327 . 7 setn. hr '
l{EC 329. CHILD DEVELOPMENT PRACTICUM: Supervised experience in working
with preschool children and their parents. Case study and nursery school participation
arranged. Two hours of lecture and 3 hours of work experience each week. Prerequi-
site: HEC 325. 3 sem'hrs,
HEC 330. INTERIOR DESIGN I: Fundamentals of interior design, furniture, and
style. 3 sem, hrs'
HEC 331. MONEY MANAGEMENT: Study of the management of personal and
household financial resources and allocation of income to various consurnption activi-
ties. Open to the University. 3 sem, hrs,
HEC 340. INTERIOR DESIGN II: History of interior design, furniture, and archi-
tecture and its influence today, 3 sem, hrs,
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*HEC 341. CONSUMERS AND SOCIAL ISSUES: Various issues related to the
social aspects of consumerism analyzed within the context of business, government,
and consumers, emphasizing the interrelationships among the three sectors. Open to
the University. 3 simhrs,
HEC 350. INTERIOR DESIGN III: Practical application of interior design principles
and the business of being an interior designer. Prerequisites: HEc 330,340; ART 3os,
3 sem. hrs.
HEC 357. FOOD MICROBIOLOGy: Study of microorganisms that are related to
food-borne illnesses, food preservation, and food sanitation, Prerequisites: BIo tor-
102. Coreguisite: BIO lttl. 3 sem, hrs,
HEC 360. CLOTHING SELECTION AND CONSUMpTION: Study of clothing wfth
emphasis on social, psychological, and economic relationships. open to the univ-rsity.
3 sem. hrs,
HEC A62, TEXTILE AND APPAREL INDUSTRIES: StUdY Of dOMCStiC ANd iNtCrNA.
tional textile and apparel industries from a historical peripective; cultural and eco-
nomic influences; current issues. 3 sem. hrs.
HEC 395. BASIC DRAFTING:Study and application of basic principles and tech-
niques in visualization of objects by orthographic projection; developrnent of lettering
and drafting appropriate for interior designers. 2 sem. hri.
HEC 396. INTERIOR ENVIRONMENTS: Study and application of basic principles
and technigues of the integration of interior systems-iuch as plumbing, heating,
electricity, lighting, and acoustics for interior deiigners. 7sem.hi.
HEc 401. ADVANCED NUTRITIoN: Extension of the student's knowledge of the
science of nutrition, stressing the metabolism of food constituents and recent idvances
College of Arts and Sciences HEC
in the ffeld of nutrition. Prereguisites: HEC 303, CHM 420. 3 sem, hrs,
Prereguisites: Biochemistry, HEC a03, or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
HEC 402. NUTRITIONAL THERApy: Study of human pathophysiology and nutri-
tional modification in relation to the effective prevention and -triatmeni of disease.
HEC 403. COMMUNITY NUTRITION: Study of public health nutrition proSrams
and their services to the community. An opportunity to explore alternate mlthods of
health care delivery and preventive measures. 2 sem.hrs.
HEc 404' FASHION MERCHANDISING: study of the movement of fashion, thepromotion of fashion; advertising and display, trends in retail fashion distribution.
3 sem. hrs.
HEC 4O5. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS FOR HUMAN ECOLOGY: INSITUCIiONAIplanning and developing media, methods, and materials for teaching human ecology
subject matter. e sem. hli.
HEc 406. FAMILY MANAGEMENT PRACTICUM: Integration of managerial con-
cepts with real life situations of families and individuali with varying Iife styles,
functioning under various constraints. Prereguisite: HEC 306. ' - 3 sem,'hrs',
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HEC 407, FOOD SERVICE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT: Study of management the-
ories as applied to institutional and commercial food service operations. 3 sem, hrs,
HEC 410. NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMISTRY: Biochemical and clinical methods for
the study of nutrition; evaluation and interpretation of the data in relation to various
nutritional states. Prerequisite: CHM 420. Corequisite: HEC 410L. 7 sem.hr.
HEC 410L. NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Course to accom-
pany HEC 410 lecture. One 3-hour period each week. Coreguisite: HEC 4lO. 7 sem. hr.
}{EC 4r7. INFANT AND TODDLER PROGRAM MANAGEMENT: Study of pro-
gram design, implementation, and management that is developmentally age-appropri-
ate for children from birth to thirty months. 3 sem. hrs.
HEC 429. MANAGEMENT OF PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAMS: Thorough examination
of philosophies and program models with implication for planning, administering,
and evaluating pre-school programs. 2 sem, hrs.
HEC 430. ISSUES IN INTERIOR DESIGN: Investigation of the elements of housing
and interiors from economic, functional, and aesthetic points of view. Topics may
varv trom term to term. 7-3 sem. hrs.
HEC 436, INDEPENDENT STUDY: A course to allow students to concentrate on
major areas of study. Original investigation, independent conferences, and reports
are reguired. Prereguisite: Approval of department chairperson and instructor.
7-6 sem. hrs.
}IEC 437. MEAI MANAGEMENT: Study of the influences on food patterns result-
ing frorn the relationship between the economy and the consumer, Open to the Uni-
versity, Corequisite: }{EC 437L. 2 sem. hrs.
HEC 437L. MEAL MANAGEMENT LABORATORY: Course to accompany HEC 437
lecture. One 2-hour period each week. Corequisite: HEC 437. 7 sem. hr.
HEC 451. ADVANCED NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMISTRY: Comprehensive study of
the role of nutrients in the control of body metabolism. Prerequisites: CHM 420,
HEC 401. 
_ 
3 sem, hrs.
HEC 4ss. PHARMACOLOGY-NUTRITION IMPLICATIONS: Study of the effect
of drug therapy on the patient's body processes and nutritional status, including indi-
cations, dosage, cautions, side effects, monitoring, and drug-food interactions.
3 sem, hrs.
HEC 460. SEMINAR IN FOOD AND NUTRITION: Survey, discussion, and oral
presentation of selected topics from current food and nutrition literature. May be
taken twice. I sem. hr.
HEC 470. HUMAN ECOLOGY LABORATORY INTERNSHIP: Practical ffeld ex-
perience in the student's major area of study, Prereguisite: Permission of depart-
ment chairperson. Grade option 2. I-6 sem. hrs.
HEC 49O. TOPICS IN HUMAN ECOLOGY: Presentation and discussion of topics
in a specialized area of human ecology. Can be repeated under special circumstances.
7-6 sem. hrs.
*General education course. See Chapter V,
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HUMANITIES STUDIES (HMS)
No major or minor concentration is available. See also Classics (CLA).
INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE
Gordon A. Neufang (Languages), Committee Chairperson
K. Marre (English), Conard (Languages), Gilvary (Performing and Visual Arts),
Zembaty (Philosophy), Vines (History), Martin (Religious Studies)
COURSES OFINSTRUCTION
HMS 201. THE GREEK EXPERIENCE: The development of Greek ideas and ideals in
the literature, art, and archaeology of ancient Greece, Readings (in English translation)
in Homer, the lyric poets, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Herodotus,
Thucydides, and Plato. 3 sem. hrs.
HMS 202. OUR ROMAN HERITAGE: Study of Roman contributions to the modern
world as evidenced in the literafure, art, and archaeology of ancient Rome. Readings(in English translation) in Plautus, Lucretius, Catullus, Cicero, Vergil, Horace, Livy,
Ovid, and Seneca. 3 sem, his.
HMs 301. qvILIzATIoN: Interdisciplinary course using sir Kenneth clark's civili-
zation 6lm series as the basis for exploring western thought and culture from the
early Middle Ages to the present; readings pertinent to western civilization. Team-taught. 3 sem, hrs,
HMS 315. CHINESE CULTURE: Survey of the major elements of Chinese culture
from ancient times to the present with emphasis on philosophy, literature, and art.
Lectures, discussions, and readings are in English. J sem.hrs.
HMS 360. LATIN AMERICA THROUGH LITERATURE: Selected readings in con-
t€mporary Latin American literature (in translation) reflecting current issues. con-
ducted in English. J sem.hrs.
HMS 395. CONTEMPORARY INTELLECTUAL TRENDS, EURoPE: Multi-disci-plinary course in art, fflm, literature, music, and philosophy, concentrating on the
post-World War II period. 6 sem, hrs.
"':"-i 
., 
'
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INTERDISCPLINARY STUDIES (ASI)
The College of Arts and Sciences constantly strives to Present significant,
innovative Iearning experiences to its students. Courses and programs or activi-
ties that are interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary and therefore not offered
through the traditional department structure are possible through authorization
by the Academic Affairs Committee of the College.,
- 
All ASI credit applies toward the student's general elective reguirements, but a
student may petition the chairperson of a department to apply credit to specific
departmental reguirements.
idditio.rul information is available in the Office of the DeAm of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
COURSES OFINSTRUCTION
A5I101-102. DEVELOPMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION IN THE WEST
I, II: Survey of major issues in western philosophy and religious thought from
ancient Hebrew and Greek times to the preslnt. Parallel to the first-year history and
English courses in the CORE program. (Completion of both courses fullills the
pH1 fOa requirement.) Required of and restricted to students in the CORE program'
3 sem. hrs. each
ASI 19E. HONORS SOCIAL SCIENCE SEMINAR: Interdisciplinary study of a con-
temporary topic that has been the focus of considerable investigation b-y at least two
ro.i"l r.iln." disciplines. Reguired of and restricted to first-year students enrolled
in the University Honors Program. Prerequisite: Permission of program l':1}:irr.
ASI 201. PERSONAL VALUE DEVELOPMENT: Exploration of the conceptual
framework of value development. Application of concepts in such personal decision
making as educational and career planning, developing satisfying personal relation-
ships,-and using time productively. 2 sem' hrs'
ASI 214. DRAMATIC KINESICS IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE: COTTCCTiVC WOTK iN
foreign language sound and gesticulatory Patterns accomplished by enacting scenes
fromi plafin [h" l"trg.r"g", May be repeated in one language in successive stages of
difficulty up to 3 sem. li.s. Registration may be retroactive. Prerequisites: Basic
instruction in the language; permission of instructor' 7 sem' hr'
ASI 228. FOCUS ON WOMEN: Interdisciplinary seminar on the changing roles and
status of women. Requirement for women's studies minors. May be repeated since
topics change yearly. 7 sem' hr'
ASI Zss. HONORS SCIENCE SEMINAR: Examination of the nature of scientific
thought, research, and experimentation in one o! more of the physical and biological
scienies; the relationship between society and scientific inquiry. Required of and
restricted to sophomores in the University Honors Program. Prerequisite: Permission
of prograrn dirictor. 3 sem' hrs'
ASI 3OS. APPALACHIAN STUDIES: Appalachian l'ristory and its influence on the
presenti problems of recent events; influence of local government and federal pro-
grums ott the people; economic problems of underprivileged people and the future
of industrial development; ecology of the region; literature, art, and music; psy-
chology of social change and community development in the underdeveloped regiorrs;
healtf, and mental health; problems of the Appalachian migrant, 3 sem. hrs'
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ASI 3e8. SPECIAL TOPICS IN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Study of
political, philosophical, historical, and economic questions associated with develop-
ing countries. Topics determined by an interdisciplinary team. Required for the
minor in international development. Second term. 3 sem. hrs.
ASI 448. SEMINAR IN FAMILY DEVELOPMENT: Interdisciplinary examination of
issues relating to family relationships, changes in family life, and the social context of
family life, Reguired of family development minors. Prerequisite: 12 sem. hrs. com-
pleted in the minor. 7 sem. hr,
ASI 498-499. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent, original research thesis under the guidance of a faculty research
director. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with permission of
the program director. 6 sem.hrs.
t4l
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STUDIES (IND)
The interdisciplinary minor in international development studies provides
students of all majors with an understanding of Third World development as a
perspective from which to view their majors. It gives students the cultural, his-
toricll, and political sensitivity required for working effectively in the interest
of developing countries. Students who pursue the minor are encouraged topar-
ticipate in the immersion experience, an opportunity to do independent study in
their major disciplines in a developing country. Competence in speaking an
appropriate foreign language is expected.
The minor in international development studies consists of 15 semester hours
of courses, of which 12 semester hours are upper divisional (3oo-level or above).
These are distributed as follows:
Semester Houts
Reguired courses 6
ASI 398 Special Topics in International Development
ANT 15O Cultural Anthropology
Anthropology elective (Choose one.) .
ANT 3L0 Culture and Personality
ANT 315 Language and Culture
ANT 352 Cultures of Latin America
ANT 406 Cultural Change
History elective (Choose one.) . .
HST 348 United States and Third World Crises
HST 357 Latin America in the Twentieth Century
HST 432 North Africa in Modern Times
HST 436 South Africa in Modern Times
HST 443 Modern China
HST 482 History of Mexico
HST 4E4 The Caribbean Since 1801
Political science elective (Choose one.) ..
POL 323 Comparative Politics: Latin America
POL 324 Comparative Politics: Southern Asia
POL 325 Comparative Politics: The Middle East
POL 457 Political Change in the Third World
Other appropriate courses may be substituted with the approval of the di-
rector. Students wishing to gualify for the international development studies
minor must declare this intention to the director and their respective deans by
the mid-point of the junior year.
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STUDIES ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Philip Aaron, S.M., Director, lnternational Deoelopment Studies
Bregenzer (Sociology and Anthropology), Geiger (Biology), Karns (Political
Science), Lapitan (Political Science), Payne (Philosophy), Taylor (History)
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TNTERNATTONAL STUDIES (INS)
International studies is a multidisciplinary major designed to meet the needs
of students interested in acguiring a bioadly based interiational perspective for
eventual careers in 
_government service, international business, foieign area
studies, international law, secondary school teaching, and self-enrichme-nt. The
curriculum includes a core of reguired courses, a conientration (East Asia, Latin
America, USSR-Eastern Europe, Western Europe, global develbpment), a for-
eign language reguirement, and additional hours ol cou.se work drawn from
the multidisciplinary elective pool.
Mgiols are strongly encouraged to participate in the Interdepartmental sum-
mer study Abroad Program or the Department of Languages' summer program
or other accredited study abroad progrims.
No minor in international studies is available.
PROGRAM_Ag: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (IN5)1
Semester Hours
Reguirements for the major . 69Humanities 16
Natural science 
.. .,.... 7Mathematics g
Philosophy and/or religious studies T2
Communication skills: ENG 101, to2; SpE 101 . . . .. . .. o_9
Social and behavioral science tz
General education and academic electives to total at least .. . ... 120
rsee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and chapter V forGeneral Education Reguirernents.
The major in international studies consists of a minimum of 69 semester hours
of coursework distributed as follows:
Required courses (30 semester hours)
ECO 2o3, zo4,4so
ENG 272
GEO r.o3
Concentration (21 semester hours)
Each major must select one of the following five concentrations, which must
correspond with the foreign language chosen.
East Asia: HST 330; PoL 328 or 329; and any five of the following courses:
ECO a60; HMS srs; HST 44o, aai; PHL 3s!; POL 407; REL z}r.
Latin Americar ANT 352; ECO a60; HST 3s7,482; pOL 323, 4sz; SpN 342
USSR-Eastern Europe: HST 314, g1.s, 926, 328, 4xx; pOL 32L, 4og
Wei;ley Europe: HST 314, 315; HST 4tg, 42t,428 (choose two); HMS 395;
POL 320
Global Deo_elopmenf ; ANT 'tSO, 406, SOC 32S (choose one); ASI 398; BIO
395 ; ECO a6o ; PHL 332 ; pOL 457 ; F.EL 2OL, 2O;2, g7 6, 438, 469 (choose one)
HST 1.02
POL 2oz,2l4,4ao,Ass
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Electioes (12 semester hours)
The remaining 12 semester hours are to be chosen from the other four concen-
trations or from the following elective pool:
ANT 150,3L5,357,406
ART 472,473
BAI 301
cRI 336,436
ECO 46't
ENG 205, 306, 356, 357, 358
FIN 450
HST !o!,97]-,91,2,3'1,3, 322,325,330, 335, 348, 375,406, 408,412' 416, 420'
423, 424, 430, 438, 440, 47O, 482, 484
INS 49s
MGT 430
MKT 440,44s
PHL 317, 32O, 323, 350, 357, 352, 353, 358, 359, 360
POL 325, 327, 335, 406, 408, 437
REL L46, 20t, 2O2, 374, 406, 438, 463
soc 350,436
Any upperJevel foreign language course (Chinese, French, German, Italian,
Russian, Spanish)
With permisiion, other courses including special topics courses and independent
study
Language (6-20 semester hours)
A student majoring in international studies must complete at least_ 6 semester
hours of upperJevil foreign language instruction in one of the following lan-
guages: Cfiinese, French, German, Italian, Russian, Spanish. Foreign language
l-it"ri"t.rt" in translation courses do not fulfill this requirement. Also, these 6
semester hours may not duplicate upper-level foreign language courses taken
to fulfill the requirlment of 12 semiJter hours drawn from the elective pool.
UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM POLICY COMMITTEE
Margaret P. Karns, Director, Center f ot International Studies
Aaro=n (Strategies for Responsible Development), Bregenz,er (Sociology arrd
Anthropologyl, Chiodo (Linguages), Col6n (Economics and Finance), Kunkel
(Philosophy), Lapitan (Political Science), Patrouch (English), Ritter (Geology),
Taylor (History)
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION
INS 495. INTERNATIONAL STUDIES INTERNSHIP: Practical, supervised expe-
rience with Dayton Council on World Affairs or other approved organization dealing
with international affairs. Prerequisite: Permission of director. 3 sem. hrs.
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IOURNALISM (IRN)
Iournalism is an area of concentration in the Department of Communication.
See reguirements under COM.
A minor in political journalism is available for political science majors. The
political journalism minor consists of COM 120, JRN 206, and any four of the
following five courses: COM 314, COM 440, JRN 301., JRN 303, SPE 301.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
IRN 206. NEWSWRITING: Writing for the news media, concentrating on determin-
ing news values, developing newsgathering and newswriting techniques, and improv-
ing writing skills. Prerequisites: COM 120, typing skills. Studio fee. 3 sem, hrs.
JRN 301. PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORTING; Advanced reporting and newswriting.
Analysis and structure of stories on all government areas. Information-gathering
techniques and specialized reporting, Prereguisite: JRN 206. 3 sem. hrs.
JRN 303. INTERPRETATIVE AND FEATURE WRITING: Writing non-news ma-
terials: features, personality stories, columns, reviews, congumer information. Newjournalism. Contents and organization of feature sections. 3 sem, hrs.
JRN 400. EDITING AND COPYREADING: Newspaper copy editing, with emphasis
on language usage, editing symbols, newspaper style, headline and caption writing.
Extensive work on computerized editing system. Prerequisites: JRN 206, typing skills.
Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
IRN 404. NEWSPAPER MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS; Noneditorial operations-
problems of business, circulation, advertising, and printing departments as they affect
operations of the news department. Special emphasis on small dailies and weeklies.
3 sem, hrs,
IRN 41O. PUBLICATION
brochures, and magazines.
methods. Studio fee.
DESIGN: Layout and design of newspapers, newsletters,
Type selection, copy preparation, cost appraisal, printing
3 sem, hrs.
in specialized
3-6 sem, hrs.
JRN 420. SPECIAL TOPICS IN IOURNALISM: Concentrated study
areas of journalism. May be repeated with change of topic.
LNG
LANGUAGES (LNG)
The Department of Languages offers courses in modern languages-Chinese,
French, German, Italian, Russian, and Spanish-as well as in classical languages
-Greek and Latin. The language programs include instruction in the communi-cative skills, literature, and culture. The department also offers some literature
and culture courses taught in English (see CiA and HMS) and Dramatic Kinesics
in a Foreign Language. (See ASL)
The Department of Languages conducts one-month study programs espe-
cially for language students in Madrid, Marburg, and Paris. Language courses
may also be offered through the Interdepartmental Summer Study Abroad
Program. (See Chapter X.)
Students in B.A. programs can acguire teacher certification in languages
through the E11 program. (See EDT.) For details, consult the department chair-
Person.
Advanced placement based on high school sfudy or study in foreign countries
is regularly awarded. In general, one year of high school language study is egual
to one term of study at the University; four years of high school language study
normally prepares one for upper-level (3OO-4OO) language courses. For assist-
ance with placement, consult the department.
A language major may choose a major in a single language (French, German,
Italian, Latin, Spanish) or a composite major in two languages.
PROGRAM_AIO: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
LANGUAGES (LNG)I
Semester Hours
Languages 24
Major in a Single Language (at least 24 sem, hrs. at the 3OO-4OO level): A
major in a modern language must take 371 or 3L2, 321 or 3222, and at least
two courses, including at least one in literature, from the following:341,
342,360,361,362,387,45O, 451, 471,472, A major in Latin must take LAT
32L.
Composite Major in Languages (at least 24 sem. hrs. at the 300-400 level
distributed between two languages): Courses must include at least 3 sem.
hrs, of literature,
Communication skills O-9
Humanities
Philosophy and/or religious studies
Natural science
Mathematics
18
72
3
72Social and behavioral sciences
General education courses and academic electives to total at least tZO
15ee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
zln Italian take ITA 3L3 and 314.
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FACULTY
Andria Chiodo, Chairperson
Prcfessors : Conard, McKenzie
Associate Prof essors: Neuf ang, Romaguera
Assistant Professors: Castello-Lamas, Chiodo, Galeano, Krugh, O'Meara
Lecturers: Bredestege, E. Hatch, E. L. Hatch
CHINESE (CHI)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CHI Lo3-104. ELEMENTARY CHINESE I, II: Basic elements of the Chinese language
with emphasis on pronunciation, speaking, reading, and grammar. Language labora-
tory required, No prerequisite for CHI 1o3. 4 sem' hts. each
CHI zo1-2o2. INTERMEDIATE CHINESE I, II: Development of listening and speak-
ing skills in Chinese along with intensive study of grammar and structure. Continued
practice in reading and writing Chinese characters. Prereguisite: ,rrrt!"n;.hrs, 
each
CHI 313-314. COMMUNICATING IN CHINESE I, II: Advanced course emphasizing
reading and writing, Readings to broaden students' understanding of modern Chinese
culture. Oral practice and structural drills to improve pronunciation and master
grammatical concepts. 3 sem, hrs' each
FRENCH (FRN)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
FRN 202 or the equivalent is prerequisite for all goo-noo-level courses except FRN
350. FRN 311 or 3L2 or the eguivalent is also prerequisite for all other 300-400-level
courses except FRN 350 and FRN 370.
FRN 103-104. ELEMENTARY FRENCH I, II: Basic elements of the French language
with emphasis on audio-oral skills. Language laboratory required. No prerequisite for
FRN 103. 4 sem, hrs, each
FRN 2OL-202. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH I, II: Development of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing skills. Language laboratory required. Prerequisite: FRN 104
or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs' each
FRN 226. BASICS OF COMPUTER FRENCH: Introduction to French computer
vocabulary and expressions and to the literature and status of the information
sciences in France. Translation of articles and advertisements in the field from French
to English. 7 sem, hr.
FRN 290. FRENCH GRAMMAR AND SYNTAX: Systematic review of basic gram-
matical concepts necessary for communicating effectively in French. Extensive practice
in analyzing, producing, and explaining correct grammatical structures. Strongly
recommended for prospective teachers. 3 sem. hrs.
FRN 311-312. FRENCH CONVERSATION I, II: Intensive practice in listening to
and speaking French to develop skill. Emphasis on vocabulary development, listening
comprehension, simulation of life-like situations, and discussions on French life and
culture. May be taken in either sequence. One term is reguired for majors and minors.
3 sem. hrs. each
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FRN 321-322. FRENCH coMPosITIoN I, II: practice in composition on topicsdealing with French life and culture. Systematic vocabulary enriciment, reftnenient
of grammar, and assimilation of stylistic patterns. Emphasis on correct writing and
creativity, Initiation into the concept of style in French prose, May be takin in
either seguence. 3 sem. hrs, each
FRN 32s. INTRODUCTION To coMMERcIAL FRENCH; Introduction to French
business and the French position in international trade. Basic vocabulary of the office
and the world of trade, introduction to formal correspondence 
""0 ,r"ir".jtlli.. rrr.
FRN 326. ADVANCED COMPUTER FRENCH: Intensive practice of translationfrom English to French and French to English of professional and technical com-puter-related literature from such fields as 6usiness, iomputer science, and education.Prereguisite: FRN 226, I sem.hr.
FRN 331 ' FRENCH PHONETICS AND DIcrIoN: Formation of the sounds ofFrench, rules of pronunciation, use of phonetic transcription, practical exercises ininterpretive reading. Recommended for French majors and reguired for prospectiveteachers. 3 se-m. hrs.
FRN 341. FRENCH CULTURE AND CIVILIZATIoN: Introduction to the history
of French civilization with emphasis on the arts and life in each ma;or cuitural period.
Recommended for all French majors and minors. 3 sem. hrs.
FRN 350. FRENCH LITERATURE IN TRANSLATIoN: course to acquaint non-
majors and nonminors with major French writers and literary movements. Conductedin English. Repeatable when subtitle and content change. s sem. hrs.
FRN 360. EXPLICATION DE TEXTES: Inrroduction to method of analyzing literarytexts,,both prose and poetry. Elements of French versiffcation. R""o**L.rJ"l fo, 
"ilFrench majors and prospective teachers. 3 sem. hrs.
FRN 36L-362' SURVEY oF FRENCH LITERATURE I, II: Major texrs, trends, au-thors from the Middle Ages to the present, showing influences'and continuity. Lec-
tures, discussions, oral and written reports. Recommlnded for all French majors andprospective teachers. 3 sem. irs, each
FRN 370. sruDY ABRoAD: Intensive study in a foreign country whose everydaylanguage is French, treating the culture and civilization oi the .ourrtry. ionducted inFrench. Available only during the summer session. Repeatable when subtitle and
content change. 3 sem. hrs.
FRN 381. HIsroRY oF FRENCH GINEMA: A survey of the trends, styles, andprincipal directors in the history of French cinema. Diicussion of personal, social,
and cultural values portrayed in iilms. 3 sem. hrs.
FRN 425. ADVANCED COMMERCIAL FRENCH: Intensive study of business inFrance.. Emphasis on specialized vocabulary, style, and syntax in commercial cor-
respondence and accurate tranllation of cuirent documents related to business andpublicity. Prerequisites: FRN 321 or t22;325 or eqtrivalent. i sem. hrs,
FRN 45o. FRENCH LITERATURE: Lectures and discussion concentrating on spe-
cialized genres, periods, or authors. Repeatable when subtitle ;J ;;;;;ir;ir".'c;
FRN 491' INDEPENDENT srUDy: Independent research project r.d". th" guidance
of an instructor. Admission to proiect and number of ,emerierio".;;d;; approvar
of the chairperson. I_3 sem. hrs.
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GERMAN (GER)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
GER 202 or the equivalent is prerequisite for all upper-level German courses.
GER 1oo-101. GUTEN TAG I, II: Beginning conversational German based on a
26-hlm motion picture series. Basic vocabulary and expressions through dialogues
and drills in the language of everyday situations. Grammar instruction minimal; no
reading taught. GER L00-L01 is not a substitute for GER 103-104 and does not permit
one to enter GER 201. 2 sem. hrs, each
GER 102. INTENSIVE ELEMENTARY GERMAN: Basic elements of the German
language with emphasis on grammar, pronunciation, reading, speaking, and aural
comprehension. Offered only in a German-speaking country in connection with I9SAP
or another UD summer abroad program. No prereguisite. 3 sem, hrs.
GER 103-104. ELEMENTARY GERMAN I, II: Basic elements of German language
with emphasis on pronunciation, speaking, reading, and grammar. Language labora-
tory reguired. No prerequisite for GER 103. GER L02 or 103 is prerequisite for GER
104. 4 sem. hrs. each
GER 201. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN I: Systematic grammar review. Increased use
of the language in written exercises and classroom discussions based on readings.
Prerequisite: GER 104 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
GER 202. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN II: Continuation of GER 201.. Exposure to the
development of German civilization and culture. Reading, conversation, and composi-
tion. Prereguisite: GER 2O1 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
GER 311-312. GERMAN CONVERSATION: Intensive drill to develop communi-
cation skills: vocabulary development, pattern drills, and use of idioms in discussions
and oral reports centered on German daily life and culture. May be taken in either
seguence. 3 sem. hrs. each
GEF. 321-322. GERMAN COMPOSITION I, II: Practice in writing German on a
variety of topics. Systematic grammar review and vocabulary enrichment. Short
stories and periodicals are read and discussed to provide models, topics, and infor-
mation. May be taken in either sequence, 3 sem. hrs, each
GER 341. GERMAN CULTURE AND CIULIZATION: Introduction to German
culture and civilization with emphasis on the arts, intellectual developments, and life
in various periods of German history. Conducted in German. 3 sem, hrs.
GER 350. GERMAN LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION: Course to acguaint non-
majors and nonminors with major German writers and literary movements. Conducted
in English. Repeatable when subtitle and content change. 3 sem. hrs,
GER 361. SURVEY OF GERMAN LITERATURE I: German literature and its devel-
opment from 750 A.D. to the end of the LTth century. Study of exemplary works and
literary movements. 3 sem. hrs.
GER 362. SURVEY OF GERMAN LITERATURE II: German literature from the l6th
century to the present, Study of exemplary literary works and movements. 3 sem. hrs.
GER 370. STUDY ABROAD: Intensive study in a foreign country whose everyday
language is German, treating the culture and civilization of the country. Conducted
in German. Available only during the summer session, Repeatable when subtitle
and content change. 3 sem. hrs.
GER 450. GERMAN LITERATURE: Lectures and discussions in German in such
specialized areas as Medieval lyric, Romanticism, 20th-century novel, modern drama,
and individual authors. Repeatable when subtitle and content change. 3 sem. hrs.
GER 491. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Independent research project under the guidance
of an instructor. Admission to proiect and number of sem. hrs. reguire approval of
chairperson. r-3 sem. hrs.
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GREEK (GRK)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
GRK 103-104. ELEMENTARY GREEK I, II: Development of a foundation for read-
ing classical Greek. No prereguisite for GRK 103. 4 sem. hrs, each
GRK 201.. INTERMEDIATE GREEK: Readings from Plato, Homer, and Euripides
selected both for their literary merit and for their value in improving reading skills,
Prereguisite: GRK 104. 3 sem.hrs,
GRK 350. GREEK LITERATURE: Advanced readings in a particular author or
genre (epic, drama, history, philosophy). Repeatable when subtitle and content
change. Prereguisite: GRK 201. 3 sem, hrs.
ITALIAN (ITA)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
ITA 2oz or the eguivalent is prerequisite for all upper-level Italian courses.
ITA 103-104. ELEMENTARY ITALIAN I, II: Introduction to listening, speaking,
reading, and writing in ltalian. Dictations, pronunciation drills, grammar exercises,
structured and unstructured conversations, and reading and writing exercises. The
class is conducted primarily in ltalian. No prereguisite for ITA 103, 4 sem. hrs, each
ITA 207-202. INTERMEDIATE ITALIAN I, II: Development of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing skills. Conversation practice, oral reports, reading assignments,
composition assignments, and grammar exercises. The class is conducted in ltalian.
Prereguisite: ITA 104. 3 sem, hrs. each
ITA 313-314. COMMUNICATING IN ITALIAN I, II: Intensive practice in speak-
ing and writing Italian at an advanced level, Emphasis on building vocabulary,
learning correct idiomatic usage, increasing fluency, and improving syntax and style.
The class is conducted in ltalian. 3 sem. hrs. each
ITA 34L-342. ITALIAN CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION I, II: Survey of the
major historical and cultural events in Italy from the Middle Ages to the present.
All readings, lectures, discussions, reports, and tests are in ltalian. 3 sem. hrs, each
TTA 36I-362, SURVEY OF ITALIAN LITERATURE I, II: IIAIiAN IitCrAtUrC frOM itS
beginnings in the 13th century to the present. Principal writers and literary trends;
the technigues of literary analysis. Lectures, discussions, readings, and papers are
in Italian. 3 sem. hrs. each
ITA 491. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Independent research project under the guidance
of an instructor. Admission to project and number of sem. hrs. require approval of
chairperson. 7-3 sem, hrs.
LATIN (LAT)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
LAT 202 or the eguivalent is prereguisite for all upper-level Latin courses.
LAT 103-104. ELEMENTARY LATIN I, II: Development of a foundation for read-
ing classical Latin. No prereguisite for LAT 103.
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LAT 2o]-2o2. INTERMEDIATE LATIN I, II: Systematic review of grammar, ex-
ercises in vocabulary development, readings from Caesar, Cicero, Vergil, or Ovid.
Prereguisite: LAT 104. 3 sem.hrs. each
LAT 321. LATIN COMPOSITION AND SYNTAX: Practice in writing Latin, for
enrichment of vocabulary, refinement of grammar, and control of major Latin prose
styles. 3 sem. hrs.
LAT 350. LATIN LITERATURE: Advanced readings in a particular author or
genre (epic, drama, history, philosophy). Repeatable when subtitle and content
change. 3 sem. hrs.
LAT 491. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Independent research project under the guidance
of an instructor. Admission to project and number of semester hours require approval
of chairperson.
RUSSIAN (RUS)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
RUS 202 or the eguivalent is prereguisite for all upper-level Russian courses,
RUS 103-104. ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN I, II: Familiarization of the beginner with
the essentials of the spoken and written language, Vocabulary practice, simple sen-
tence structure, conversational drills, and reading; stress on pronunciation and hand-
writing. No prereguisite for RUS 103. 4 sem. hrs. each
RUS 2o1-2o2. INTERMEDIATE RUSSIAN I, II: Review of the essentials of grammar,
intensive conversation and comprehension exercises, reading of graded modern and
contemporary prose and poetry. Prerequisite: RUS 104 or eguivalent. 3 sem, hrs. each
RUS 31L-312. RUSSIAN CONVERSATION: Vocabulary development, pattern drills,
and the use of idioms in discussion and oral reports centered on Russian life and
culture. May be taken in either sequence. 3 sem. hrs, each
RUS 321. RUSSIAN COMPOSITION: Practice in composition on topics dealing
with Russian life and culturei personal and business letters. Short weekly assign-
ments to build vocabulary and control of idioms. 3 sem. hrs.
RUS 361. SURVEY OF RUSSIAN LITERATURE: Russian literature and its develop-
ment during the 19th and 20th centuries. Study of exemplary works and literary
movements. 3 sem. hrs,
RUS 491. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Independent study under the guidance of an
instructor. Admission to course and number of sem. hrs. require approval of chair-
person. Repeatable when content changes. Maximum total 6 sem. hrs. 7-6 sem, hrs.
SPANISH (SPN)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
SPN 202 or the eguivalent is prereguisite for all 300-4ooJevel courses except
SPN 350, SPN 3L1 or 3L2 or the eguivalent is also prerequisite for all other 300-400-
level courses except SPN 350 and SPN 370,
SPN 103-104. ELEMENTARY SPANISH I, II: Development of a foundation for un-
derstanding, speaking, reading, and writing 9panish. Language laboratory required.
No prerequisite for SPN 103. 4 sem. hrs. each
SPN 201-202. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I, II: Intensive development of the basic
principles of Spanish through writing and conversation, stressing fluency. Language
laboratory reguired. Prereguisiter SPN 104. 3 sem.hrs.each
7-3 sem hrs.
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SPN 3U-312. SPANISH CONVERSATION I, II: Development of f,uency in the
vocabulary and idioms of the spoken language through discussion of topics related
to contemporary life in the Hispanic world. May be taken in either sequence.
3 sem, hrs, each
SPN 321-322. SPANTSH COMPOSITION I, II: Practice in composition on a variety
of topics. Systematic refinement and mastery of grammar and assimilation of stylistic
patterns. Emphasis on developing facility in writing clearly and correctly in Spanish,
SPN 321 or equivalent is prereguisite for SPN 322, 3 sem. hrs. each
SPN 325. COMMERCIAL SPANISH: Introduction to commercial correspondence
as a basis for developing skills in writing Spanish business letters and other corre-
spondence, 3 sem, hrs.
SPN 341. SPANISH CULTURE AND CMLZATION: Readings and discussions on
the historical, social, political, and cultural phenomena of Spain. Conducted in
Spanish. 3 sem. hrs.
SPN 342. IBERO-AMERICAN CULTURE AND CIVIIZATION: Readings and dis-
cussions on the historical, social, political, and cultural phenomena of lbeio-America.
Conducted in Spanish. 3 sem. hrs.
sPN 3s0. HISPANIC LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION: Course to acguaint non-
majors and nonminors with major Spanish and Spanish-American writers and literary
movements. Conducted in English. Repeatable when subtitle and content change.
3 sem, hrs,
SPN 360. EXPLICACION DE TEXTOS: Introduction to the methods of analyzing
literary texts by observing and analyzing Spanish prose and poetry. Elements of
Spanish versilication. Recommended for Spanish majors and prospective teachers.
Conducted in 9panish. 3 sem. hrs.
SPN 361-362. SURVEY OF SPANISH LITERATURE I, II: Readings and analysis
of the works of major Spanish authors and discussion of the principal literary trends
in Spain from the Middle Ages to the 20th century, Lectures, discussions, and
assignments in Spanish, 3 sem. hrs, each
SPN 370. STUDY ABROAD: Intensive study in a foreign country whose everyday
language is Spanish, treating the culture and civilization of the country. Conducted
in Spanish. Available only during the summer session. Repeatable when subtitle
and content change. 3 sem. hrs,
SPN 45O. SPANISH LITERATURE: Lectures and discussions in Spanish in such
specialized areas as Medieval Spanish literature, Spanish drama of the Golden Age,
Cervantes, l9th-century 9panish novel, contemporary Spanish drama. Repeatable
when subtitle and content change. 3 sem, hrs.
SPN 451. SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATURE: Lectures and discussions in Spanishin such specialized areas as Spanish-American colonial literature, contemporary
Spanish-American novel, Spanish-American poetry, Spanish-American prose, Repeat-
able when subtitle and content change. 3 sem, hrs,
SPN 47r-472. SPANISH LITERATURE OF THE 2oTH CENTURY I, II: Study of the
principal Spanish and 9panish-American authors and works of the present century.
Lectures, discussions, and reports on assigned readings. Conducted in Spanish.
3 sem. hrs. each
SPN 491. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Independent research proiect under the guidance
of an instructor, Admission to project and number of semester hours require approval
of chairperson, I-3 sem. hrs,
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MATHEMATICS Gvrffi)
The Department of Mathematics offers programs leading to the Bachelor of
Arts with a Major in Mathematics and the Bachelor of Science with a Major in
Mathematics. The B.A. has a stronger liberal arts component, while the B.S.
has a stronger natural science component. Each program requires 39 semester
hours of mathematics with additional course work satisfying the degree re-
guirements of the College of Arts and Sciences. These programs are intended
to provide a sound background for students wishing to pursue graduate study
in a variety of scientific or professional fields and to develop the mathematical
skills necessary for students seeking employment in the scientific and business
communities,
PROGRAM-AI1: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
MATHEMATICS (MTA)I
Mathematics l::.1'.'::!."u
Basic calculus: MTH 116, 1l9,2t9 72
UpperJevel reguirements: MTH 302, 319, 367, 430 ... ........ az
Upper-level electives (Departmental approval required.) 15
Natural science ,... . '. . 7
Social and behavioral sciences 72
Humanities 18
Philosophy and/or religious studies 72
Communication skills: SPE 101; ENG 101, IOZ ,., . . . . . . 0-9
General education courses and academic electives to total at least . .. ... . 120
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for Gen-
eral Education Requirements.
PROGRAM-S8: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
MATHEMATICS (MTH)I
Mathematics ?::j'.':::."u
Basic calculus: MTH 118, LL9,2L8 72
Upper-level reguirements: MTH 302, sLs,s6L,a:o' : : : : : : : : : :........ rz
Upper-level electives (Departmental approval required.) 15
Minor:300-40olevel courses in chosen area .. 72
Natural science (Departmental approval required.) 16
Computer science 3
Social and behavioral sciences 6
Humanities 9
Philosophy and/or religious studies t2
Communication skills: SPE 101; ENG 101, Loz ... ...... G9
General education courses and academic electives to total at least .. ... 120
lConsult General Requirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter
V for General Education Requirements.
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FACULTY
Thomas E. Gantner, Chairperson
Distinguished Seroice Prof essor: Schraut
Prof essors: McCloskey, Peterson, Rice, Stander, Steinlage
Associate Professors: Back, Eloe, Gantner, Gorton, Mushenheim, Shaughnessy
Assistant Professors: Friel, Higgins, Islam, Kauflin, Mashburn
Lecturer: Saintignon
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MTH 101. PRECALCULUS MATHEMATICS: A review of topics from algebra and
trigonometry including polynomials, functions and graphs, exponential and logarith-
mic functions, trigonometric functions and identities. 4 sem, hrs,
MTH 103. MATHEMATICS AND ITS CULTURAL ASPECTS: Introduction to basic
concepts of algebra, geometry, probability and statistics. Also, depending on the needs
and interests of the class, such topics as logic, set theory, abstract mathematical sys-
tems, and intuitive topology. Prerequisite: One year of high school mathematics.
3 sem. hrs,
MTH 1o7. FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS: Sets, functions and graphs, ex-
ponents, polynomials and algebraic eguations, systems of eguations. Prerequisite: One
year of high school algebra. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 110. QUANTITATM ANALYSIS FOR BUSINESS I: Topics from mathe-
matics used in business, including systems of equations, inequalities, matrix algebra,
linear programming, logarithms. Prerequisite: MTH 107 or suflicient college prepa-
ratory mathematics, 3 sem, hrs,
MTH 111. QUANTITATM ANALYSIS FOR BUSINESS II: Continuation of MTH
1.L0, Compound interest and annuities, fundamental concepts and applications of dif-
ferential and integral calculus. Prereguisite: MTH 110 or sufticient college preparatory
mathematics. 3 sem, hrs.
MTH r.12. INTRODUCTORY CALCULUS I: Basic coordinate geometry, differentia-
tion of algebraic functions with applications to geometry, Indefinite and definite
integrals with applications to the life and physical sciences. Prerequisite: MTH 101
or equivalent. Intended for students in the life and social sciences. 3 sem.hrs.
MTH 113. INTRODUCTORY CALCULUS II: Differentiation and integration of ex-
ponential and logarithmic functions with applications to life sciences and to solution
of applied differential equations with variables separable, Differentiation and integra-
tion of trigonometric functions with applications. Use of tables of integrals. Introduc-
tion to vector algebra, vector calculus, partiel derivatives, and multiple integrals,
Prereguisite: MTH 112. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 118. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS I: Introduction to the differ-
ential and integral calculus; differentiation and integration of algebraic and trans-
cendental functions with applications to science and engineering. Prereguisite: MTH
1O1 or eguivalent. 4 sem. hrs.
MTH 1.1.9. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS II: Continuation of MTH
11E, Conic sections, technigues of integration with applications to science and engi-
neering, infinite series, indeterminate forms, Taylor's theorem. Prerequisite: MTH 11s.
4 sem.hra
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MTH 192, APPLICATIONS IN QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR BU5INE55 I:
Independent study of business applications covered in MTH L10 for students who
have already received college credit for a college algebra course, Prerequisite: Per-
mission of chairperson. 7 sem, hr.
MTH 193. APPLICATIONS IN QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR BUSINESS II:
Independent study of business applications covered in MTH 1lL for students who
have already received college credit for a calculus course, Prereguisite: Permission
of chairperson. 7 sem. hr,
MTH 204. MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS I: Concepts necessary for an understand-
ing of the structure of arithmetic and its algorithms. Prerequisites: One year of high
school algebra and one year of high school geometry. 3 sem, hrs,
MTH 205. MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS II: Recommended for students in ele-
mentary education who seek a strong background in the mathematical concepts dis-
cussed in grades 4-8. Topics include the metric system, probability and statistics, the
use of calculators, and elementary geometry, 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 2o7. STATISTICAL METHODS FOR THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES: Meas-
ures of central tendency and variability, freguency distributions, probability, the
binomial distribution, normal distribution, inferences from sample means, curve lit-
ting, correlation and regression. Prereguisite: Two years of high school algebra.
3 sem, hrs.
MTH 21s. BASIC STATISTICS FOR THE BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES: Probability,
the binomial distribution, normal distribution, conffdence intervals, tests of hypoth-
eses, proportions, Chi-sguare test, F-distribution, regression and correlation. Pre-
requisiter MTH 1L3 or consent of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 2L8. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS III: Continuation of MTH
119. Solid analytic geometry, vectors and vector functions, multivariable calculus,
partial derivatives, multiple integrals, Prereguisite: MTH 119. 4 sem, hrs,
MTH 2L9. APPLIED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS: First order eguations, linear
eguations with constant coefficients, systems of eguations, the Laplace transform,
power series solutions, numerical methods, applications. Prerequisite: MTH 21E.
Credit will not be given for both MTH 219 and MTH 319. Mathematics majors are
expected to take MTH 319. 3 sem. hrs,
MTH 301. ESSENTIALS OF MATHEMATICAL REASONING: Technigues of proof,
mathematical induction, recursion, counting methods, symbolic logic. Introduction to
algebra of sets, inffnities, and axiom systems. Open to students who will enroll in
upper-level mathematics courses. Corequisite: MTH 21S or 302. Second term each
year, 7 sem. hr,
MTH 302. LINEAR ALGEBRA AND MATRICES: Fundamental concepts of vector
spaces, determinants, linear transformations, matrices, inner product spaces and eigen-
vectors. Prerequisite: MTH 21E. Offered each term, 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 302H. HONORS LINEAR ALGEBRA AND MATRICES: Same material as
MTH 302, with additional topics for enrichment covered in one extra hour per week.
Prerequisites: MTH 218 and permission of instructor. Second term each year.
4 sem, hrs.
MTH 319. ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND LINEAR SYSTEMS:
First order eguations, theory of linear eguations and existence, unigueness of solu-
tions of initial value problems, systems of first order equations, Laplace transforms,
and power series methods. Prerequisite: MTH 3O2. Credit will not be given for both
MTH 219 and MTH 319. Mathematics majors take MTH 319. First term each year.
3 sem. hrs.
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MTH 342. SET THEORY: Elementary set theory including relations, functions, in-
dexed families, denumerable and nondenumerable sets, cardinal and ordinal arith-
metic, Zorn's Lemma, the well-ordering principle and transfinite induction. Preregui-
site: MTH 216 or permission of instructor. Second term, alternate years. 3 sem.hrs,
MTH 361. INTRODUCTION TO ABSTRACT ALGEBRA: Fundamental concepts of
groups, rings, integral domains and lields. Prereguisite: MTH 218. First and second
terms each year. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 361H. HONORS ABSTRACT ALGEBRA: Same material as MTH 361, with
additional topics for enrichment covered in one extra hour per week. Prerequisites:
MTH 218 and permission of instructor, First term each year. 4 sem. hrs.
MTH 367. STATISTICAL METHODS I: Probability distributions including binom-
ial, hypergeometric, Poisson, and normal. Estimation of population mean and standard
deviation: Conlidence intervals and tests of hypotheses using t-,Chi-square, and F-sta-
tistics. Prereguisite: MTH L13 or 218. Mathematics majors enroll in MTH 411 instead
of MTH 367. 3 sem' hrs.
MTH 368. STATISTICAL METHODS II: Distribution-free methods including rank
tests, sign tests, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Method of least squares, correlation,
linear regression, analysis of variance. Design of experiments and computer applica-
tions. Prerequisite: MTH 367. Mathematics majors enroll in MTH 412 instead of
MTH 368. 3 sem. hrs,
MTH 370. INTRODUCTION TO HIGHER GEOMETRY: Projective, afffne, and hy-
perbolic geometries using synthetic and/or analytic techniques. Prerequisite: MTH
218 or Dermission of instructor. Second term, alternate vears. 3 sem, hrs.
llfTl{ 376. NUMBER THEORYT Topics include Diophantine eguations, Chinese Re-
mainder theorem, Mobius inversion formula, quadratic residues and the Law of
Quadratic Reciprocity, Gaussian integers, and integral quaternions. Prerequisite:
MTH 218. First term, alternate years. 3 sem, hrs.
MTH 39s. DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL IDEAS: The evolution of mathe-
matical ideas and techniques from ancient times to the present with emphasis on the
Greek era. Famous men and famous problems. Chronological outline of mathematics
in each of its branches along with applications. Prerequisite: MTH L12 or MTH 1L8
or permission of instructor. First term, alternate years. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 403. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS: Introduction to the Sturm Liouvilie
problem. Fourier trigonometric aeries, Fourier integrals, Bessel functions, and Legendre
polynomials, The heat equation, wave equation, and Laplace's equation with applica-
tions. Solutions by the product method, Prerequisite: MTH 2L9 or 319. First term each
year. 3 sem, hrs,
MTH 404. APPLIED COMPLEX VARIABLES: Functions of a complex variable, con-
formal mapping, integration in the complex plane. Laurent series and residue theory.
Prerequisite: MTH 219 or 319. Mathematics maiors enroll in MTH 431 instead of
MTH 404. Second term each year. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 411. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS I: Mathematical probability, combi-
natorial methods, random variables, Bayes theorem, moments, Chebyshev's inegual-
ity, binomial, Poisson, and normal probability laws, moment-generating functions,
limit theorems. Prereguisite: MTH 21E. Second term each year. 3 sem, hrs,
MTH 412. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS II: Distribution theory, central limit
theorem, random sampling, estimation of parameters including maximum likelihood,
confidence intervals, the Neyman-Pearson lemma, tests of hypotheses, likelihood ratio
tests, sampling from a normal population. Prereguisiter MTH 4LL. First term each year.
3 sem, hrs.
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MTH 413. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS III: Statistical decision theory, par-
titioning of sums and squares, analysis of variance, regression on several independent
variables, multiple regression approach to analysis of variance, design of experiments.
Prereguisite: MTH 412. Second term each year. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 430. REAL ANALYSIS: Fundamental concepts of analysis: metric complete-
ness, uniform continuity and uniform convergence; power series and interchange of
limits. Prereguisite: MTH 302. First term each year. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 430H. HONORS REAL ANALYSIS: Same material as MTH 430, with addi-
tional topics for enrichment covered in one extra hour per week. Prerequisites: MTH
302 and permission of instructor. First term each year. 4 sem,hrs,
MTH 431. COMPLEX ANALYSIS: Introduction to complex analysis: analytic func-
tions and the Cauchy integral theory; Laurent series and the calculus of residues.
Optional topics may include applications of the residue theory. Prerec;uisite: MTH
302. Second term each year. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 431.H. HONORS COMPLEX ANALYSIS: SAME MAICTiAI AS MTH 431, With
additional topics for enrichment covered in one extra hour per week. Prereguisites:
MTH 302 and permission of instructor. Second term each year. 4 sem. hrs.
MTH 440. INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL MODELING: Introduction to
the use of mathematical techniques and results in constructing and modifying models
designed to solve problems encountered in everyday life. Computer simulation and
Iimitations thereon, dimensional analysis, scaling, and approximations at various
Ievels, Prereguisites: MTH 2L9 (or 319), MTH 302, and permission of instructor.
Second term, alternate years. 3 sem, hrs,
MTH 441. MATHEMATICS CLINIC: Student teams will be responsible for the de-
velopment and/or modification and testing of a mathematical model designed for a
particular purpose. Faculty guidance. Prerequisites: MTH 440 and permission of
chairperson. 3 sem, hrs,
MTH 44sH. SPECIAL TOPICS IN (NAMED AREA): Lectures in specialized areas
such as abstract algebra, applied mathematics, complex variables, differential forms,
functional analysis, Galois theory, game theory, general topology, normed linear
spaces, probability theory, real variables, topological groups. May be taken more
than once for additional credit. Prerequisite: Permission of chairperson.
7-3 sem. hrs.
MTH 463. APPLIED LINEAR ALGEBRA: Topics include linear programming and
its applications, game theory, Markov chains or linear codes and their error-correcting
capabilities. Prerequisite: MTH 302. First term each year. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 466. APPLIED MODERN ALGEBRA: Introduction to various algebraic con-
cepts that are applicable to computer science and related areas. Topics may include
Boolean algebra and logic circuits, algebraic structures and finite state machines,
groups and group codes, combinatorics and graph theory. Prerequisite: MTH 3O2.
Second term each year. 3 sem, hrs,
MTH 47'J.. TOPOLOGY: Introduction to topological spaces and continuous func-
tions including a study of separation and countability axioms and elementary proper-
ties of metric spaces, connected spaces, and compact spaces. Prerequisite: MTH 302
or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs,
MTH 490. READINGS IN (NAMED AREA): Individual study in specialized areas
carried out under the supervisicn of a staff member. May be taken more than once
7-3 sem, hrs.for additional credit. Prereguisite: Permission of chairperson,
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MEDTCAL TECHNOLOGY (MET)
The program leading to a Bachelor of Science with a Major in Medical Tech-
nology consists of four years of preclinical and clinical instruction at the Uni-
versity of Dayton. The program has an integrated structure (MET courses are
scheduled from the third semester through the eighth) and is University-based.
(The University holds accreditation for the program.) Laboratory rotations at
Dayton-area clinical affiliates occur during the third term of the junior year and
the second term of the senior year. In course content, the medical technology
program is basically a liberal arts major with a general emfhasis in biology and
chemistry and a specific emphasis in the clinical medical sciences. The MET
curriculum is planned to meet all the requirements of the University and of the
National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences (NAACLS). Suc-
cessful completion of the program gualifies the student to take a national exam-
ination so as to become a certified medical technologist.
Students take all of the didactic MET courses (lectures with accompanying
laboratories) at the University from the second term of the sophomore year
through the last term of the senior year. An evaluation of student academic
progress (for approval to continue in the program) is made at the end of the
second term in the sophomore year. Total GPA and grades in chemistry courses
are used as markers in this evaluation. In order that the entire program be com-
pleted within four academic years, the curriculum reguires that some clinical
and preclinical courses be taken during the third term (Iirst session) of the
sophomore year and the third term (first and second sessions) of the junior year.
The clinical laboratory rotations at hospital affiliates in the Dayton area occur
only during the third term (second session) of the junior year and the second
term of the senior year. Upon completion of the senior year, students are
granted the Bachelor of Science with a Major in Medical Technology at the
University's spring commencement exercises.
PROGRAM-Se: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (MET)'
Semester Hours
Reguired science courses . ... . ,. . 51
BIO 151, 'J.52,4Lr, 425, 466 (all with laboratories) 20
CHM 123, !24,313,314, 42o (all with laboratories)2 L9
CPS or MIS computer course . 3MTll2O7 3
PHY 201, 202 ... 6
Medical technology courses 47
MET 431, 43tL, 432,432L, 433, 433L, 434, 434L, 435,435L, 437, 437L,435, 439, 44O
Communication skills 12
sPE 101
ENG 101, 1o2; ENG elective
Philosophy and/or religious studies L2
9Hurnanities electives
3
9
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Social and behavioral sciences (including MGT 305)
Total semester hours
tCon*tt General Reguirements for All Bachelor of gcience Programs and Chapter
V for General Education Requirements.
2Begin in CHM 115 if background is insufficient for CHM 123.
FACULTY
Suzanne L. Columbus, Program Director
Clinical Prof essor : Bylsma
Assistant Prof essors : Columbus, Schieltz
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MET 431.. INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE: Study of
advanced methodology and instrumentation, which may include computer applica-
tions, data management, research data collection, and statistical analysis. 3 sem. hrs,
MET 43r.L. ADVANCED CLINICAL LABORATORY: Laboratory manipulations to
accompany MET 431, 7 sem, hr.
MET 432. CLINICAL CHEMISTRY: Human physiological chemistry with applica-
tion of analytical techniques to the examination of body fluids and tissues. 5 sem. hrs.
MET 432L. CTINICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Laboratory manipulations to
accompany MET 432, 2 sem, hrs.
MET 433. MICROBIOLOGY: Study of microorganisms found in human infection,
their isolation/identilication and prophylaxis, Included are bacteria, fungi, parasites,
and viruses. 4 sem, hrs,
MET 433L. MICROBIOLOGY TABORATORY: Laboratory manipulations to ac-
company MET 433. 2 sem. hrs.
MET 434, HEMATOLOGY: Instruction in the morphology of the blood and blood-
forrring tissues, 4 sem. hrs.
MET 434L. HEMATOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory manipulations to accom-
pany MET 434. 3 sem, hrs.
MET 435. IMMUNOLOGY: Study of the immune system, in particular antigen-anti-
body reaction in vitro, 7 sem, hr.
MET 435L. IMMUNOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory manipulations to accom-
pany MET 43s. 2 sem, hrs.
MET 432. IMMUNOHEMATOLOGY: Study of the principles of blood banking,
transplantation immunity, and autoimmunity. 7 sem, hr
MET 437L. IMMUNOHEMATOLOGY LABORATORy: Laboratory manipularions
to accompany MET 437. 2 sem. hrs.
MET 438. CLINICAL PATHOLOGY: Lecture stressing the correlation of physio-
Iogical changes in diseased states and laboratory procedures. 2 sem, hrs.
MET 439. CLINICAL PATHOLOGY SEMINAR: Current developments and special
topics. I sem. hr.
MET 440. BODY FLUIDS ANALYSIS: The study of body fluids. Pathophysiology of
the formation and nature of all the body fluids; technigues of examination for diag-
nostic information. 3 sem. hrs.
9
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ARMY ROTC
The Department of Military Science offers the Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC) program on the camPus, providing instruction in general mili-
tary subjects applicable to all branches of the Army. The purPose of the Reserve
Officers Training Corps is to develop selected college-educated men and women
for positions of responsibility as officers in the active Army, the Army Reserve,
and the Army National Guard.
The Military Science Program is designed to develop a high degree of personal
honor, self-reliance, and leadership and to provide the means of becoming better
informed on matters of national defense. The program Provides men and women
who are working toward the baccalaureate degree the opportunity to become
officers in the United States Army.
The four-year program is divided into a basic course (normally first and sec-
ond years) and an advanced course (normally third and fourth years), and it is
offered to all students for academic credit.
The basic course emphasizes practical leadership techniques and management
concepts that apply equally in both military organizations and private industry.
While in this phise of the program, students have no military obligation and are
simply takintRoTc couries, like any other college courses, for credit. Students
who ieceive iredit for the basic course and demonstrate a potential for becom-
ing effective offfcers may continue to pursue a commission by enrolling in the
advanced course,
The advanced course is designed to prepare students to be Army lieutenants
by including practical work in tactics, training, management, leadership tech-
t iqu"r, andlhe exercise of command. Advanced course students are paid $100
a month during the school year. During the summer between the- junior and
senior years, cidets attend a six-week ROTC Advanced C1*P, which allows
them to apply the leadership and technical training learned in the classroom.
While at iimp, students are paid half a second lieutenant's salary or about
$600.
The ROTC program is also available to students with three or two years re-
maining o., ca-p.tt, including graduate students. Special Programs, such as
Basic C1mp, havl been established to allow second-semester sophomores and
juniors or ieniors who will be going on to graduate school to participate in the
military science program.
There is also a special program whereby veterans and JROTC students can
receive advanced piu.e*"t t ciedit in Army ROTC. Veterans and students with
high school JROTC training, with the approval of the chairperson of the De-
pa"rtment of Military Science, may receive placement credit for part or all of the
tasic course. Each iase will be judged individually so that the best interests of
both the student and the military may be served.
Army ROTC scholarships are available to students. These scholarships cover
three- ind two-year periods and provide for tuition, books, fees, spe,cial equip-
ment, and $fOO a month for up to ten months of each school year. Scholarships,
which are highly competitive, are awarded to those who demonstrate outstand-
ing academic and leadership ability.
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FACULTY
Lt. Col. Charles R. Cassell, U.5. Army, Chairperson
MIL
Professor: Cassell
Assistant Prof essors : Kirkwood, Mundell
Instructors : Ball, Coyne
COURSES OF INSTRUCTIONI
MIL oee (UD). LEADERSHIP SKILL COURSES: Rappelling, Marksmanship (pistol
and rifle), and Physical Training. Subjects determined by student interest and in-
structor availability. Emphasis on practical experience in each skill. No credit
MIL 100 (UD). LEADERSHIP LABORATORY: Practical training in military cour-
tesy, drill and ceremony, military skills, map reading, marksmanship, ."1 
,r:L\i:,
MIL 101 (UD). LEADERSHIP I: ROTC programs and opportunities; rappelling,
leadership, communications and management skills, and pistol marksmanship. Op-
tional field trips, ffeld exercises, physical training, leadership laboratorv, an{ socill
MIL 102 (UD). LEADERSHIP II: Rifle marksmanship, fundamentals and principles
of leadership, management techniques for individual and group behavior. optionalphysical training, leadership laboratory, and social events. I iem.hr,
MIL 105 (uD). u.s. MILITARY TODAY: Roles, missions, organizational structure,
tactical employ-ment, eguipment, and future trends of the armed services. Incorporates
the background experience of resident instructors and presentations by visiting service
events, 7 sem, hr.
representatives. 7 sem, hr,
MIL 106 (UD). U.S. MILITARY IN CURRENT WORLD AFFAIRS: Seminar on the
contemporary role of the military, the role of military power, the relationship of nat-
ural resources to national power. I sem, hr.
MIL 201 (uD). MAP READING AND TAcrIcs: study of basic map reading skills,
basic milirery tactics, movement technigues, and some small unit wiapons. partici-
pation in leadership laboratory and trvo field training exercises. optional physical
training and social events. 2 iem,hrs.
MIL 202 (uD). FIRsr AID AND LEADERSHIp: Leadership consideration for
physical fftness, preventive medicine proglams, and basic lirst aid procedures. study
of the role and branches of tle Army and the role of the NCo. pariicipation in lead-
ership laboratory. Optional physical training and social events, 2 sem,hrs.
MIL 121 (SCC). Same as MIL 101 (UD).
MIL 122-123 (SCC). Combination of these
of MIL 1o2 (UD).
MIL 221 (SCC). Same as MIL 201 (UD).
0,7 sem, hr.
two courses completes all requirements
0.7 sem, hr. each
7.4 sem. hrs.
MIL 222-223 (scc). combination of these two courses completes all requirements ofMIL 202 (UD). r..4 setn. hrs. each
MIL 301 (UD). LEADERSHIP IN TACTICS AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES:
Study of military, weapons systems, land navigation-terrain association, operations
orders, and small unit tactics. Physical training, leadership laboratory, iwo field
training exercises, historical lield trip, and social events are mandatory, 2 sem. hrs.
lstudents should check with their deans for any restrictions on applying MIL
courses to their degree programs.
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MIL 3o2 (UD). COMMUNICATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE: Studv
of emplacement of communications eguipment, communication techniques used by the
Army, employment of and defense against weaPons systems, and the roles of various
branthes of the Army. Field training exercises, social events, physical training, and
leadership laboratory are mandatory' 2 sem.hrs,
lv{IL 303 (UD). LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP Ir Application of the leadership prin-
ciples and technigues taught in MIL 301 and 302, Prereguisites: MIL 301, 3o2' ot
approval of depariment chlirperson. 4 sem. hrs,
MIL 304 (UD). LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP II: Application of the leadership prin-
ciples and technigues taught in MIL 301 and 302. Prerequisites: MIL 301,302,303, or
approval of depaitment chairperson. 2sem'hrs.
MIL 4o1 (UD). LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT AND STAFF: Study of military staff
functions; how to conduct meetings, briefing, and training; how to conduct various
types of counseling; and effective and ineffective leadership techniques. Physical
training, teadership laboratory, historical lield trip, social events, and ffeld training
exercises are mandatory. 2 sem' hrs'
MIL 402 (UD). APPLIED LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT: Leadership and
management studies in professionalism, ethics, and military justice' Various types
of military correspondence and the responsibilities of an oftcer. Physical training,
leadership laboratory, Iield training exercises, and social events are mandatory'
2 sem. hrs.
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MUSIC (MUS)
Music is a unique Jorm of expression and communication. A course of study
provides for an aesthetic appreciation and an opportunity to translate musical
concepts into a valuable and practical skill. The Department of Music of the
University of Dayton provides academic coursework to foster artistic
understanding and creative thinking, practical instruction to develop musical
skills, and substantial laboratory and performance experience.
The Department of Music is a member of the National Association of Schools
of Music, which accredits its degree programs and curricula. In addition, the
music education degree program is approved by the State of Ohio and the music
therapy degree program by the National Association for Music Therapy.
The Department of Music has numerous performing ensembles open to all
students by audition: The University Chorale, chamber vocal ensembles,
University Orchestra, Wind Ensemble, Marching Band and Pep Band, Jazz
Ensembles, and chamber instrumental ensembles.
The Department of Music offers five degree programs:
A12: Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Music (MUS)
A13: Bachelor of Music with a Major in Music Theory (MTY)
or composition (MUC)
A13A: Bachelor of Music with a Maior in Performance (MUP)
A13B: Bachelor of Music with a Major in Music Therapy (MUT)
A13C: Bachelor of Music with a Maior in Music Education (MUE)
- 
A]l plggpective music students must be admitted to the University of Dayton
by the Office of Admission. In addition, all prospective students musi 1f ; fumish
the Department of Music with letters of recommendation from their high school
music teachers and/or performance teachers and (2) successfully complete the
performance audition, either in person or via tape recording. specific inf6rmation
regarding audition requirements and dates is available from the department
office.
- 
The Department of Music offers a minor in music, consisting of 22 semester
hours, including 12 semester hours of upper-division coursework. It also offers
a certificate in church music, consisting of 34 semester hours of coursework.
Further information is available from the department office.
PROGRAM_AI2: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
MUSIC (MUS)I
Semester Hours
A'Music requirements
Music theory: MUS 111-114, 277-274
Music history and literature: MUS 301-302
Conducting: MUS 240
Performance studies, including functional keyboard skills (if needed)
Ensemble
Recital attendance: MUS 200
l6
6
2
t2
^
0
2Music electives
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Comrnunication skills: SPE 101; ENG 101-102 or 114 or 198 ,.. 0-9
7Natural science
Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral gciences t2
Humanities 18
Philosophy and/or religious studies 72
General education and academic electives to total at least ' " ' ' ' 120
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for Gen-
eral Education Requirements.
PROGRAM-AI3: BACHELOR OF MUSIC WITH A MAIOR IN MUSIC
THEORY (MTY) OR COMPOSITION (MUC)'
Semestet Hours
Music reguirements . 87
Requirements for both MTY and MUC
Music theory: MUS 111-114, 217'274
Music history and literature: MUS 301-302, elective
Orchestration or arrangingr MUS 316 or 318 .
Composition : I&IUS 321-322
Conducting: MUS 240, 345 ot 346
Performance studies: MUS 399 and/or 499; 296-2992
Ensemble: MUS 491, 492, or 493
Recital attendance: MUS 200
Theory and/or courposition electives
Musicelectives,....
counrerpoint: rur rrlll;'::::l:::::::T::':.t:iY::i 4
Style and design: MUS 413-414 4
Research in music theory: MUS 418-419 4
Additional requirements for MUCa
Composition: MUS 12l-722,227'222, 421'422 8
Score reading: MUS 314 2
Advanced orchestration: MUS 416 2
Communication skills: SPE L01; ENG 10L-L02 or 114 or 198 . . . ... ' .. .. O-9
Philosophy and/or religious studies !2
Naturalscience ........ 6
Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral sciences 5
Humanities 6
General education courses and academic electives to total . '... . 136
lSee Chapter V for General Education Requirements.
2Functional Keyboard Skills or equivalent is required.
SEach theory major must submit a research paper in the senior year.
4Each composition major must present 172 recitals of original work by the senior
year.
15
9
2
4
4
72
8
0
10
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PROGRAM-AI3A: BACHELOR OF MUSIC WITH A MAJOR
IN PERFORMANCE (MUP)I
Semester Hours
Music reguirements . 87
Music theory: MUS i.t1-u4, zLt-2]4 16
Music history and literature: MUS 301-302, elective 9
Conducting and arranging: MUS 240,318 , . . 4
Performance studies2: 36
Majorareaof specialization.... .,,..,.24-32
Minorareaof specialization.... ....,,4-!2
Ensemble: MUS 491, 492, ot 493 6
Recital attendance: MUS 200 O
Music electives .... 14
Communication skills:SPE 10r; ENG 101-102 or 114 or 198 ... ........ O-9
Philosophy and/or religious studies . t2
Nafural science 6
Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral sciences 6
Humanities 6
General education courses and academic electives to total 136
15ee Chapter V for General Education Reguirements.
2Performance study in major instrument or voice must lead to a half junior solo
recital and a full senior solo recital.
PROGRAM-AI3B: BACHELOR OF MUSIC WITH A MAIOR
rN MUSrC THERAPY (MUT)r
Semester Houts
Music reguirements . E1
Music theory: MUS 111-U4, 271-214
Music history and literaturer MUS 3ot-302
Conducting and arranging: MUS 24O, 318 ,..
Performance studies on the student's principal instrument or voice
leading to not less than one-half recital: MUS 399
Vocal and instrumental methods, including accompanying instruments
of piano and guitar: MVS 296-299,292,235, g3E, gg2, and three
of the following; 237,238,239, 293 . . .
Music therapy, including core courses and practicum: MlJg 28O,285,
286, 287, 28E, 385, 386, 3E7, 388, 4E5, 486 . . .
Recreational music: MUS 282 ...
Music and dance electives ....,
Ensenble
Recital attendance: MUS 2OO . ,.
Music therapy internship2; MUS 4S9
Psychologyr 1o1, 355, 363, and elective ..,..... tz
Sociology 3
Science, including EDD 305 6
Communicationskills:SPE 1o1; ENG 1ot-1o2or114or LgE,.. ....,.,. G9
Philosophy and/or religious studies rz
L6
6
4
10
11
t9
2
c
6
0
2
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Mathernatics 3
Humanities 6
General education courses and academic electives to total ' ' ' " ' 135
lSee Chapter V for General Education Reguirements.
2This internship of six months is taken after student completes all other course re-
guirements. In order to be recommended for an internship, the student must have an
overall gradepoint averageof at least 2.00 and a grade point averageof at least 2.50
in musii music therapy, ind psychology coursework. Upon successful completion of
the internship, the graduate is eligible to take a national certilication examination
to become a Music Therapist-Board Certiffed.
PROGRAM-A1.3C: BACHELOR OF MUSIC WITH A MAIOR IN
MUSIC EDUCATION (MUE)I
Semestet Hours
Music requirements2 . "66-68
Reguirements for all specializations2
Music theory: MUS 111-114, 217-274
Functional keyboard skills: MUS 296-299
Music history and literature: MUS 301-302 .. . . '
Arranging: MUS 31E
Performance studiesl: MUS 399 (7 semesters)
Recital attendance: MUS 200 (7 semesters)
Ensemble: MUS 491 or 492 ot 493 (7 semesters) . . . .
Musicelectives......
Additional requirements for band specializationa
Music education: MUS 235' 331, 332,333,335' 336, 337,
398,339,49O,43L 22
Conducting:MuS24O,346... ..'..". 4
Additional requirements for orchestra specialization4
Music education: MUS 235, 33't', 332, 333, 335, 336' 337, 338' 339 . . ' . . . 18Conducting:MU9240,346... .....'.. 4
String minor: MUS 399 (2 semesters) 4
Additional requirements for choral specialization4
Music education: MUS 235, 237, 238, 239, 337, 332, 333' 335, 338 . .. . . . 13
Conducting:MUs240,345,.. ..'....' 4
Guitar:MU5292,392... .-....7-2
Piano or voice minor: MUS 399 (3 semesters) 6
Additional requirements for classroom specialization4
Music education: MUS 235,237,23E,239, 337,332, 333, 335,338 ' . . . . ' 13
Conducting: MUS 240 2
Guitar:MU5292,392... ...'.. l'2
Piano minor: MUS 399 (4 semesters) 8
Teacher education2: EDT 110, 2O7, zOE, 31E, 351, 479, 422, 469 ' . ' 2E
Communication skills: SPE ror; ENG 10L-102 or 1L4 or 198.... 3-9
Philosophy and/or religious studies t2
Natural science 7
History 3
Mathematics 3
L66
t6
4
5
2
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Social and behavioral sciences
MUS
J
3-6Humanities
General education courses and academic electives to total . .131=133
rSee Chapter V for General Education Requirements.
2students in the music education program are required to maintain a 2.0 cumulative
grade point average, a 2.5 cumulative average in telcher education and music course-
work, and a 2.75 cumulative average in music education and conducting coursework.
At the end of the sophomore year, students will meet with an advisory committee
consisting of music_ education faculty. Continuation in the program will depend upon
recommendation of the advisorv committee.
3Students will successfully cohplete a half recital during the senior year.
aStudents will select one of fo,rispecialty areas (band, oichestra, cho'ral, classroom).
Upon completion of the degree, candidates will receive certification from the State of
Ohio to teach vocal, instrumental, and classroom music from kindergarten through
senior high school.
CERTIFICATE IN CHURCH MUSIC (MCH)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
MUS111-112 TheoryofMusicl .... 6
MUS113-114 AuralSkillsl..... .......2MUS240 FundamentalsofConducting .......2MUS318 Fundamentals of Arranging z
MUS 345 Choral Conducting . . 2
MUS 399 Organ, Voice, or Guitar Performance Studies 8MUS450 Choral Literature for the Church 3MUS451 Hymnody and Psalmody z
MUS 459 Church Music Internship z
MUS 493 University Chorale z
REL 446 Liturgy J;J+
FACULTY
Linda J. Snyder, Chairperson
Professor: Benedum
Associate Professors: Letnanova, Magnuson, Sandness, Snyder, Zech
Assistant Professors: Baxter, Chenoweth, Dias, Garcia, Hoffman
Lecturer: Zimmerman
Part-time lnstructors: Atsalis, Baker, Brown, Compton, Gilley, Hotopp,
Howard, Y1"gq", McCutcheon, McMillan, Millat, Paul, Pepiton-e, Rodgers,Rupp, Shuffle, Suttman, Vandevander, Varella
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MUS 103. MUSIC APPRECIATION: Study of the masterpieces of music with special
reference to the listener. Open to all University students. 2 sei. hrs.
MUS 104. MUSIC LITERATURE FOR THE ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM: Study of
music literature and its direct application to elementary classroom use. 2 sem.'hrs.
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MUS 11O. FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC: For the student with no previous experi-
ence with theory of music, Notation of music, key and time signatures, fundamental
harmonic progression, and introduction to the piano keyboard. Elementary ear train-
ing and diitatLn. Open to all University students. 2 sem' hrs'
MUS 111-L12. THEORY OF MUSIC I: Basic vocabulary and grammar of music: fun-
damentals (intervals, scales, modes, keys, triads), counterpoint studies, basic diatonic
harmonic motions. Prerequisite: Placement examination' 3 sem.hrs, each
MUS 113-114. AURAL SKILLS I: Basic technique of dictation, sight singing, and
rhythmic reading. Prerequisite: Placement examination. 7 sem'hr' each
MIJS 727-722. COMPOSITION I: Supplemental explorations for majors in music
composition, to accompany work in MUS fff-ffZ. Basic notational practices and
application of traditional technigues to the creative process. Corequisite: MUS 111-
al:z. 7 sem' hr' each
MUs 191.. VOICE CLASS: Principles of good singing; development of the voice;
vocal literature. Minimum of 4 students reguired, Open to all students' 2sem,hrs'
MUS 196. GROUP PIANO I: For the student with no previous piano study. Rudi-
ments of music reading, perforrnance of simple folk and popular music, basic knowl-
edge of scales, key signaiures, and chords, open to all university students with per-
miision of instruitor' Fee' 7 sem'hr'
MUS 197. GROUP PIANO II: Further development of technigues introduced in
MUS 196. Prerequisites: MUS 196, permission of instructor. Fee. 7 sem.hr.
MUS 19S. GROUP PIANO III: Selected material appropriate to the level of ad-
vancement attained in MUS 197, Prerequisites: MUS 197, permission of instructor.
Fee. 7 sem'hr'
MUS 199. GROUP PIANO IV: gelected material appropriate to the level of ad-
vancement attained in MUS 19E. Prerequisites: MUS 19E, Permission of instructor.
Fee, 7 sem,hr.
MUS 2OO. RECITAT ATTENDANCE: All music maiors are reguired to attend pro-
fessional and student concerts and recitals, to develop critical listening exPerience
and knowledge of repertoire. No deilit
*MUS 201. MUSIC IN CONCERT: A survey of music literature, styles, and im-
portant composers, through preparation for and attendance at selected concerts on
ih" ."*p,rg ind in the community. Concert ticket fees will be required. Open to- all
Universiiy students. 3 sem. hrs.
*MUS 203. SIGHTS AND SOUNDS OF MUSIC: An introduction to music and its
literature, with emphasis on the way music has been shaped by its cultural, g-eo-
graphic, and historiial contexts. Open to all University students. 3 sem' hrs.
MUS 2LL-2r2. THEORY OF MUSIC lI: SATB partwriting, Schenkerian analysis,
chromatic procedures, decline of common Practice Period, basic twentieth-century
compositional styles. Prerequisite: MUS tt2. 3 sem.hrs' each
MUS 213-214. AURAL SKILLS II: Advanced dictation, sight singing, and rhythmic
reading. Prerequisite: MUS 114. 7 sem. hr. each
MUS 227-222. COMPOSITION II: Supplemental explorations for majors in music
composition, to accompany work in MIJS 2l]!'2r2. Style analysis and synthesis, ex-
tension of traditional techniques, and basic instrumental applications. Coreq,uisites_:
MVS 211-2l,2, 7 sem.hr. each
MUS 235. VOICE PEDAGOGY: Techniques for teaching singing' 7 sem'ht.
MrUS 2s7. BRASS INSTRUMENT LABORATORY: Introduction to the perform-
ance and pedagogical technigues for the brass instrument family. Fee. 7 sem,hr'
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MUS 23E. WOODWIND INSTRUMENT LABORATORY: Introduction to the per-
formance and pedagogical technigues for the woodwind instrument family, Fee.
I sem.hr,
MUS 239. STRING INSTRUMENT LABORATORY: Introduction to the perform-
ance and pedagogical techniques for the string instrument family, Fee. 7 sem,hr.
MUS 240. FUNDAMENTALS OF CONDUCTING: Introductory-level course dis-
cussing basic conducting techniques, musical styles, interpretation, score study and
analysis, transposition, and literature. Dual emphasis of choral and instrumental
technigues. 2 sem. hrs.
MUs 2E0. MUSIC AND MOVEMENT FOR THE HANDICAPPED: Training in the
use of music and movement for handicapped children under the supervision of AIM
(Adventures in Movement) for the Handicapped, Inc. Includes observations in the
ffeld. Prereguisite: Sophomore standing in music or related fields. 7 sem. hr.
MUS 282. RECREATIONAL MUSIC: Functional use of nonsymphonic instruments,
rhythm band instruments, musical games, and community singing, for both children
and adults. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 28s. INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC THERAPY I: History and development of
music therapy; survey of theoretical bases and current trends for the use of music in
therapy; disability areas using music therapy. Prereguisites: PSY L01, 363.2 sem. hrs.
MUS 286. INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC THERAPY II: Continuation of MUS 28s,
orientation to the profession of music therapy through lectures, readings, audiovisual
materials, and lield trips; emphasis on speciffc disability areas using music therapy.
Prereouisite: MUS 285. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 287. PRACTICUM IN MUSIC THERAPY I: Pre-internship ffeld experiences
with adult mentally ill clients. Corequisite: MUS 236. 7 sem, hr,
MUS 288. PRACTICUM IN MUSIC THERAPY II: Pre-internship field experiences
with handicapped children and/or adults. Prereguisite: MUS 260. L sem. hr.
|lolUs 292. BEGINNING GUITAR CLASS: Introduction to playing the guitar; em-
phasis on chord playing and accompaniment; application of the guitar to music
teaching. Fee. 7 sem. hr,
MUS 293. ORGAN CLASS: Introduction to the organ, including basic performance
technigues, registration, beginning literature, and hymn playing. Prerequisite: Per.
mission of instructor, demonstrable keyboard technigue. Fee. 7 sem. hr.
MUS 294. HARPSICHORD CLASS: Beginning class lessons in harpsichord per-
formance, including basic technique, stylistic considerations, and simple maintenance
and tuning of the instrument. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. Fee. I sem,hr,
MUS 296. FUNCTIONAL KEYBOARD SKILLS I: Class instruction in development
of basic performance technique, sight reading, accompanying, transposing, playing
by ear, improvising, and score reading. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. Music
majors only. Fee. 7 sem,hr,
MUS 297. FUNCTIONAL KEYBOARD SKILLS II: Further development of tech-
nigues introduced in lllus 296. Prerequisites: llIJS 296, permission of instructor.
Music majors only. Fee. 7 sem, hr,
MUS 298. FUNCTIONAL KEYBOARD SKILLS III: CONtiNUAtiON Of MIJS 297
with emphasis on inprovisation and harmonization technigues. Prereguisites: MUS
297, permission of instructor, Music majors only. Fee. 7 sem. hr.
MUS 299. FUNCTIONAT KEYBOARD SKILLS IV: CONtiNUAtiON Of MUS 298 With
emphasis on advanced chord work and modulation technigues, Prerequisites: MUS
298, permission of instructor. Music majors only, Fee. I sem,hr.
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'}MUS 30'1-302. MUSIC HISTORY AND I-ITERATURE I-II: A survey of Western
music history and literature from the Middle Ages to the present. Important com-
posers, masterworks of music literature, compositional styles. 3 sem. hrs, each
rMUS 304. HISTORY OF AMERICAN MUSIC: Survey of the American musical her-
itage emphasizing Anglo- and Afro-American folk traditions, early religious music,
country music, pioneers in piano, band and concert music, and contemporary popular
music. Open to all University students. 3 sem. hrs.
*MUS 306. HISTORY OF AMERICAN IAZZ: Survey of the literature and perform-
ance practices from 1E9O to the present. Includes blues, Dixieland, ragtime, boogie-
woogie, swing, bop, cool, funky, and current technigues. Open to all University stu-
dents. 3 sem, hrs.
*MUS 307. DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN POPULAR SONG: 9urvey of Ameri-
can popular music from the days of the colonies, the war years, the ballad opera, min-
strel, vaudeville, operetta, early film music, through Tin Pan Alley to Broadway, in-
cluding European influences. Open to all University students. 3 sem. hrs,
MUS 30E. CHAMBER MUSIC AND SYMPHONY: Formal and harmonic analysis
of chamber music. Formal analysis of symphonies of classic, romantic, and con-
temporary composers. Prereguisites: i|lVS 217-272. 2 sem.hrs,
MUS 309. THE OPERA: Survey of the development of the opera from its 17th-
centuly beginnings to the present. 2 sem.hrs.
MUS 3il.. EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY COUNTERPOINT: Study of the contra-
puntal technigue of the 18th century, particularly in the instrumental works of J.S.
Bach. Original compositions in forms of the invention and the fugue. Prereguisites:
MUS 27r-272. 2 sem, hrs.
MUS 312. SIXTEENTH-CENTURY COUNTERPOINT: Study of the medieval modes
and the vocal polyphony of the motet and the Mass, up to and including live-part
writing; original student compositions. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
2 sem, hrs.
MUS 313. ADVANCED AURAL sKILLs: Advanced training in dictation, solfege,
and aural analysis. Prereguisite: MUS 215 or permission of instructor. 2 sem.hrs,
MUS 3L4. SCORE READING: Training in reading music at the piano from open
score. Drill in transposition and reading of various clefs, leading to the realization of
full vocal and orchestral scores. Prerequisite: Permission. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 316. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORCHESTRATION: Instrumentation studies of
the four main orchestral families: woodwinds, brass, percussion, strings. Some work
in combining families. Prerequisite: N.{VS 2lZ or permission of instructor. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 31.8. FUNDAMENTALS OF ARRANGING: Arranging studies for woodwinds,
brass, percussion, strings, and choir. Individual examination of instruments; projects.
Prerequisite: MUS 2'J.2 or permission of instructor. 2 gem. hrs.
MUS 321-322. COMPOSITION III: Beginning explorations of original composition
which utilize egually the concepts of pitch, temporal elements, timbres, and dynamics.
Prerequisite: MUS 214 or permission of instructor. 2 sem, hrs. eaclt
MUS 331. VOCAL MUSIC PEDAGOGY: Pedagogical technigues for choral en-
sembles. Topics include the singing voice, the changing voice, organization, artistic
development, and rehearsal technigues. 2 sem. hrs,
MUS 332. INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC PEDAGOGY: Pedagogical techniques for band
and orchestra. Topics include the teaching of counting, the teaching of breathing and
tone production, bowings and articulations, and intonation.
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MUS 333. ORGANIZATION OF THE SCHOOL MUSIC PROGRAM: Survey of
techniques and materials necessary for successful organization of the school music
program. Topics include budgeting, scheduling, and use of audio-visual rnaterials'
2 sem. hrs,
MUS 33s. MUSIC IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES: Pedagogical techniques for
classroom music. Topics include the pedagogical methods of Orft, Kodaly, Suzuki,
and Dalcroze; lesson-plan design and implementation. 2 sem, hrs,
MUS 336. WOODWIND PEDAGOGY: Pedagogical techniques for the woodwind
instruments. Separate section for each instrument. Clarinet and flute are full-term
courses. Oboe, bassoon, and saxophone courses are 7 weeks long. Fee. lz-7 setn. hr.
MUS 337. BRASS PEDAGOGY: Pedagogical techniques for the brass instruments.
9eparate section for each instrument. Trumpet is a full-term course. Horn, trombone,
and baritone/tuba courses are 7 weeks long. Fee. 1/z-7 sem. hr,
MUS 33s. PERCUSSION PEDAGOGY: Pedagogical techniques for the percussion
instruments. Fee. 7 sem,hr.
MUS 339. STRING PEDAGOGY: Pedagogical techniques for the string instru-
ments. Separate sections for upper strings and lower strings. Each section is a
full-term course. Upper strings should be taken before lower strings. Fee. 7 sem.ht,
MUS 345. CHORAL CONDUCTING: Continuation of techniques introduced in
MUS 240, dealing specifically with techniques for choral ensembles. Prereguisite:
MUS 240. 2 sem.ln s.
MUS 346. INSTRUMENTAT CONDUCTING: Continuation of techniques intro-
duced in MUS 240, dealing specifically with technigues for band and orchestra.
Prereguisite: MUS 240. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 360. SPECIAL TOPICS IN MUSIC: Studies in specialized areas of music. May
be repeated as topics change, up to six semester hours. Prerequisite: Permission of
instructor. 7-3 sem, hrs.
MUS 385. MUSIC THERAPY PRINCIPLES: Principles and processes underlying the
applications of music in therapy, including writing goals and objectives and treatment
plans. Applications of the teachingJearning process, group dynamics, and evaluation
and assessment in music therapy, 3 sem. hrs,
MUS 386. MUSIC THERAPY METHODS AND MATERIALS: Applications of
various methods and approaches in psychotherapy, child development, and related
Iields to the practice of music therapy. Review of the clinical and research literature
pertaining to technigues and materials of music therapy. 3 sem, hrs,
MUS 367. PRACTICUM IN MUSIC THERAPY III: Pre-internship field experiences
with handicapped children and/or adults. Corequisite: MUS 385 7 sem. hr.
MUS 36E. PRACTICUM IN MUSIC THERAPY IV: Pre-internship field experiences
with handicapped children and/or adults. Corequisite: MUS 336. 7 sem. hr.
MUS 390. MUSIC ENSEMBLES: Open to all University students by audition, Re-
quired participation by music majors as specified in various degree programs.
MUS 390. MARCHING BAND: Plays at all home and some away football games.
Its sound finds roots in jazz and. rock, AII first-year students may participate in any
band unit including block, majorettes, and Flyerettes.
MUS 390, PEP BAND:
MUS 390. BRASS CHOIR: Select ensemble of Zn brass and percussion players. Music
0-7/2 sem, hr.
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MUS 390. UNMRSITY STRING9: Ensemble of 20 string players specializing in
string orchestra music.
MUS 390. CHAMBER CHOIR:
MUS 390. JAZZ ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. ]AZZ BAND:
MUS 390. IAZZ COMBOT
MUS 390, VOCALENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. STRING ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. PIANO ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390, SMALL BRA55 ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. WOODWIND ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. FLUTE ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. HORN ENSEMBLE:
MUS 39O. CTASSICAL GUITAR ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. TAZZGVITAR ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390, BAROQUE ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. HANDS IN HARMONY: A sign-singing ensemble.
piano majors. Prereguisite: Permission of instructor.
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MUS 392. ADVANCED GUITAR CLASS: Note reading in first position; advanced
chord work and introduction to chord solo playing. Prereguisite: MUS 292 or
eguivalent, Fee, 7 sem, hr.
MUS 399. PERFORMANCE STUDIES: Private instruction (one half-hour lesson per
week) in piano, voice, organ, violin, viola, cello, bass, flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon,
saxophone, trumpet-cornet, French horn, trombone, baritone, tuba, percussion, harp,
classical and pick-style guitar, jazz piano improvisation. Prereguisite: Permission of
instructor. Fee. 2 sem. hrs,
MUS 401. MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE MUSIC: The development of music
from circa 4oo to 1600, including plainchant, early polyphony, Ars Nova, and Ren-
aissance music; the relationship of music to other arts and to its historical context.
Open to all University students. 2 sem, hrs.
MUS 402. BAROQUE MUSIC: Literature and performing practices from 1600 to
1750; the relationship of music to social and cultural movements. Open to all Uni-
versity students. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 403. CLASSIC AND ROMANTIC MUSIC: Literature and performing practices
from L750 to 1900; the relationship of music to social and cultural movements. Open to
all University students. 3 sem. hrs.
MUS 404. TWENTIETH-CENTURY MUSIC: A study of 20th-century music, its
styles, and its cultural contexts, including post-romantic, impressionistic, neo-classic,
and avant-garde. Open to all University students. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 405. PIANO LITERATURE I: Comprehensive survey of literature for the piano
from the early keyboard music to the romantic period. Reguired of piano majors.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 2 sem, hrs.
MUS 406. PIANO LITERATURE II: Continuation of comprehensive survey of liter-
ature of keyboard music from the romantic period to the present day. Required of
0-7 sem.hr,
0-7 sem.hr,
0-7 sem.hr.
0-7 sem.hr.
0-7/ 2 sem. hr.
0-7/ 2 sem. hr.
0-7/2 sem.hr.
0-7/2 sem.hr.
0-7/2 sem.hr.
0-7/2 sem.hr.
0-7/2 sem.hr.
0-7/ 2 sem, hr.
o-7/ 2 sem, hr.
0-7/2sem,hr.
o-7/2 sem.hr.
0-7/2 sem.hr.
o-7/2 sem.ht.
2 sem, hrs
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MUS 41.3. STYLE AND DESIGN-ANALYSIS: Exploration of appropriate analyti-
cal technigues as applied to Western music from the Renaissance to the present.
Prerequisite: MUS 2'Lz or permission of instructor. 2 sem.hrs.
MUS 414. STYLE AND DESIGN-SYNTHESIS: Exploration and application of
various musical styles as demonstrated by original compositions patterned after se-
lected historic models. Prereguisite: MUS 413 or permission of instructor. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 416. ADVANCED ORCHESTRATION: Continuation of MUS 316. Intensive
instrumentation studies and detailed analysis of orchestral work. Prereguisite:
MUS 316. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 418-419. RESEARCH IN MUSIC THEORY: Practical experience in analysis
for music theory or composition majors. Music theory majors enroll in this course
while preparing their senior research papers. Prerequisites: Senior standing in music,
permission of instructor. 2 sem. hrs. each
MUS 42L-422. COMPOSITION IV: Advanced work in musical composition: writing
multi-movement forms of both vocal and instrumental music. Prereguisites: MUS
32L-322, permission of instructor, 2 sem. hrs. each
MUS 423. COMPOSITION FOR LARGE ENSEMBLES: Preparation and execution
of an extended work for large instrumental or vocal ensemble. All aspects of score
and part preparation, notation, orchestration, correction, rehearsal, and performance
will be considered. Prereguisite: Permission of instructor. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 424. ADVANCED NOTATIONAL TECHNIQUES: Study of special problems
in contemporary notation and calligraphy. Work will be done through analysis of
2Oth-century technigues and creative solutions to individual problems. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 42s. ELECTRONIC MUSIC COMPOSITION: Study of musical electronic
technigues, ranging from tape recorders and musique concrete through synthesizer
and computer-generated and organized sound. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor,
2 sem. hrs.
MUS 426. IMPROVISATIONAL MUSIC COMPOSITION: Discussion, study, and
performance of improvisational musical techniques, including historical overview of
classical extemporization, stream of consciousness, iazz, and aleatory and inde-
terminism. Prereguisite: Permission of instructor. 2 sem, hrs.
MUS 430. IAZZ PEDAGOGY: Methods and materials for the organization and
teaching of jazz performance classes. Topics include teaching improvisation, the
rhythm section, and repertoire for the school iazz band. Coreguisite: Participation
in the jazz program. 2 sem, hrs.
MUS 431. MARCHING bAND PEDAGOGY: Methods and materials for the organi-
zation and teaching of the high school marching band. Topics include arranging
techniques, drill design, the auxiliary units, and the marching band percussion
section. Corequisite: Participation in marching band. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 435. PIANO PEDAGOGY I: Systematic preparation for the development of
piano technique and tone; survey and study of graded teaching material of grades I
and II. Prerequisite: Four terms of piano study or the equivalent. 2 sem, hrs,
MUS 436. PIANO PEDAGOGY II: Continuation of MUS 435 through the material of
grades III and IV. Prerequisite: MUS 435 or five terms of piano study or equivalent.
2 sem. hrs.
MUSIC EDUCATION: Problem solving for the music
of topics arising from the student teaching experience.
3 sem. hrs.
MUS 440. ADVANCED INSTRUMENTAL CONDUCTING: INdiVidUAIiZCd iNStrUC-
tion dealing with advanced analysis, interpretation, aural skills, repertoire study,
and conducting. Prerequisite: MUS 346. 2 sem,hrs.
MUs 439. SEMINAR IN
teacher. Group discussion
Corequisite: EDT 422.
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MUS 4sO. CHORAL LITERATURE FOR THE CHURCH: Survey of music appro-
priate for several types of church choirs and for the liturgical seasoni examination
of the role of the choir and director in worship. Prerequisite: MUS 240. 3 sem.hrs'
MUS 45r.. HYMNODY AND PSALMODY: Survey of hymnody from medieval to
modern times and of various denominations. Survey of psalm settings, with emphasis
on those appropriate for congregational participation. 2 sem. hrs,
MUS 459. CHURCH MUSIC INTERNSHIP: Minimum of one semester's supervised
service as organist and/or choral director in an approved parish setting. Prerequisites:
Completion of half of certificate requirements; permission. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 460. SPECIAL STUDIES IN MUSIC: Studies in specialized areas of music,
including music therapy and music education. May be repeated as topics change, up
to nine semester hours. Prerequisite: Senior standing in music or permission of
instructor. 7-6 sem. hrs.
MUS 4ss. PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MUSIC I: Study of the psycho-
socio-physiological processes involved in responses to music and sound. Acoustical
properties of music and physiology of sound perception. Nature of music ability and its
measurement. Prereguisites: PSY 101, junior standing in music. 2 sem. hrs,
MUS 4s6. PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MUSIC II: Introduction to
research methods; review of literature on experimental studies. Research project.
Prerequisite: MUS 485. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 489. MUSIC THERAPY INTERNSHIP: Minimum of 6 months' supervised
clinical training through resident internship in an NAMT-approved program. This
precedes the granting of the degree, Prerequisites: Senior standing in music therapy;
PermlsSron. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 491. UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA: Performing ensemble of string, wind, brass,
and percussion players; preparing literature for orchestra and chamber orchestra.
Open to all University community members. 0-I sem. hr.
lilIJS 492. UNIVERSITY WIND ENSEMBLE: Select band that performs {inest in
wind literature. Presents regular concerts during fall and winter terms. 0-7 sem. hr.
MUS 493. UNIVERSITY CHORALE: Mixed vocal ensemble performing music from
all style periods in regular concert appearances. Open to all University students.
0-7 sem, hr,
MUS 499. PERFORMANCE STUDIES: Private instruction (l-hr. lessons weekly) in
the same subjects as MUS 399. Prereguisite: Permission of instructor. 4 sem. hrs.
MUS 560. SPECIAT STUDIES IN MUSIC: Studies in specialized areas of music.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 7-4 sem. hrs.
*General education course. See Chapter V.
MUSIC FEES: The following fees include practice privileges, This fee schedule is
subject to change by the Music Division.
Fee per term
Small group instruction in various instruments (MUS 196-199,237,238,239,292,
293,294,296-299,336,337,338,339,392).. ..$ 30.00
MUS 399 Performance Studies: One 30-minute lesson weekly .....$ E0.00
MUS 499 Performance Studies: One 60-minute lesson weeklv .....$150.00
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NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY (NMT)
The program leading to a Bachelor of Science with a Malor in Nuclear
Medicine Technology consists of three years of preclinical instruction at the
University of Dayton and a twelve-month didactic and clinical curriculum in the
Nuclear Medicine Institute (NMI) at Findlay College, Findlay, OH. The NMI
at Findlay College is accredited by the Committee on Allied Health Education
and Accreditation (CAHEA). Completion of the fourth-year program qualifies
students to take a national examination so as to become certified nuclear medi-
cine technologists (AART-American Registry of Radiologic Technology-
and/or NMTCB-Nuclear Medicine Technology Certification Board). The cur-
riculum is planned to meet the reguirements of the University of Dayton, the
NMI at Findlay College, and the National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Lab-
oratory Sciences (NAACLS). The student must complete the 99 preclinical
semester hours before entering a fourth-year program at the NML
CLINICAL YEAR
Acceptance into the fourth-year program is competitive. Students make for-
mal applications to the NMI at Findlay College in the fall term of the iunior
year. Acceptance is based on preclinical grades (minimum C * average over all
and in the sciences), recommendation letters, motivation, knowledge of the pro-
fession, and personal interviews. The fourth-year program lasts twelve months
and has two separate phases. The didactic component consists of formal lec-
tures, student laboratories, and seminars conducted at the NMI on the Findlay
College campus in Findlay, OH, from September to December. The eight-month
clinical component that follows consists of preceptorship experiences conducted
in a department of nuclear medicine at one of the hospital affiliates of the NMI(in Ohio and surrounding states). Thirty or more simester hours of nuclear
M:.
4f)1646j.
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medicine courses will be completed in the NMI (at Findlay College and at the
hospital affiliate). Upon completion of the fourth year, students are granted
the'Bachelor of 
'science 
with a Maior in Nuclear Medicine Technology at the
University's winter commencement exercises.
Tuition and fees for the entire fourth year are established by the NMI at
Findlay College. Students will pay their NMI tuition and fees through-_the
Univeisity of -Dayton. The University will charge the students the Basic Uni-
versity Fee for Terms I and IL Specific information on such matters as fourth-
year iuition and fees, too.t utd board, book costs, dress codes, and grading
policies is in the NMi information brochures and application materials and the
Findlay College bulletin.
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PROGRAM-SgC: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY (NMT)'
Preclinical Y ears Semester Hours
Reguired science courses 54
BIO 151, 152,309,403 (with laboratories) 77
CHM 123, 't24,3r3,374,2oL (with laboratories)z . 20
:MTIl^207,tr2t .. 6
CPS 144 or equivalent .. '..... 3
PHY 201, 202 (with laboratories) I
Communication skills 12
SPE Lol 3
ENG 101, 102; ENG elective 9
Philosophy and/or religious studies 72
Humanities electives 9
Socialandbehavioralsciences(mustincludeMGT305) ........ 9
Generalelective ...'.'.. 3
Preclinical semester-hour total .. gg
ClinicalYear
NMTsemesterhours at the NMI and affiliated hospitals .... '... 30
(See advisor for term-by-term course listing.)
rConsult General Requirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter
V for General Education Requirements.
2Begin in CHM 115 if background is insufficient for CHM 123.llf background is not suitable for calculus, then substitute MTH 101, Precalculus,
for MTH 112.
FACULTY
Charles |. Chantell, Unioersity Program Director
Clinical Assistant Prof essors : Bartolomeo, Markon
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
The courses taken during tLe lirst three years at the University of Dayton, listed
under Program S9C, are described under the individual departments. The senior year
is conducted at aftliated hospitals.
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NMT 430. INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY SCIENCE:
Topics include medical terminology, cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), emergency
medical procedures, medical ethG, and terminology specilic to the ffeld oJ nuclear
medicine, 7 sem' hr'
NMT 431. NUCLEAR SCINTIGRAPHY: Theoretical aspects of nuclear medicine
imaging procedures including applicable pathophysiology, technical asPe.!ts for data
".q;iriiio", and computer an"lysis of daia as well as systemic 
radionuclide therapy
procedures, 3 sem' hrs'
NMT 431L. CLINICAL NUCLEAR SCINTIGRAPHY LABORATORY: Practical ap-
plications related to NMT 431. 6 sem'hts'
NMT 432. RADIATION PHYSICS: Applicable aspects of nuclear and atomic physics
covered in theory and mathematical formulae. Theoretical topics inclu-de atomic and
nuclear structure, radioactive decay, interactions with matter, and radionuclide pro-
duction methods. Mathematical concePts are the decay equation, dose calculations,
inverse square law, shielding formuli, radioactive eguilibrium, and radiation do-
simetry. - Ssem'hrs'
NMT 433. NUCLEAR MEDICINE INSTRUMENTATION: Basic principles of both
in vitro and in vivo instrumentation. The design, operation, and guality control of
gas detectors and scintillation detectors; survey equiPment, spectrom-eters, and
itationaty imaging devices with their application to nuclear medicine. Laborat_ory
experience witli single channel analyzers and Anger cameras. 5 sem. hrs.
NMT 434. RADIATION BIOLOGY AND RADIATION PROTECTION: Topics in
radiobiology include ionization and energy transferi the molecular, cellular, tissue,
and organ response to radiation; and acute and chronic effects of radiation. Topics
in radiation protection include licensing requirements, guidelines for- radiation
protection, governing agencies, radiation signs, record keeping, personnel and area
monitoring,-radionuclide receipt, storage, and disposal, and management of clinical
radiation Jpills. 2 sem' hrs'
NMT 43s. RADIOISOTOPES IN RADIOASSAY: Topics include the basic principles
of immunology, various types of radioassays, sensitivity and specificity of procedures,
proper test protocol and procedures, pathology of various tests, and normal values.
Nonimaging laboratory studies such as venipuncture, blood volumes, red cell studies,
and gastrointestinal absorption studies. 2 sem, hrs,
NMT 435L. RADIOASSAY LABORATORY: Practical applications related to NMT
495. 3 sem. hrs.
NMT 436, RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS: Topics include tracer theory, pharma-
cological actions, localization methods, radiopharmaceutical properties, radionuclide
generators, radiopharmaceutical preparations and quality control, and transient vs.
secular equilibrium. All routinely used radiopharmaceuticals are discussed. 2 sem, hrs.
NMT 436L. RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL TABORATORY: Practical applications
related to NMT 436, 3 sem. hrs.
NMT 437. CLINICAL NUCTEAR MEDICINE: Completion of 1,400 hours of super-
vised clinical training at an affiliate hospital. Instruction and participation in the
performance of various clinical nuclear medicine procedures, patient care, adminis-
trative duties, radiopharmaceutical preparation and quality control, equipment gual-
6 sem. hrs.
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ity control, guality assurance, and radiation safety.
PVA
PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS
. 
At the University of Dayton, "performing and visual arts" are represented by
departments in music, visual arts, and communication. These departments offer
major programs in fine arts, visual communication design, interior design, art
education, music performance, music theory or composition, music thlrapy,
music education, photography, and theatre. These departments also offer-a
variety of possibilities to students interested in intra-departmental studies.
Requirements in portfolios, gallery showings, auditions, recitals, large and
small ensembles, concerts, and major and experimental productions assire the
student of professional as well as academic challenge.
See, elsewhere in this chapter, Fine Arts (ART), Music (MUS), Photography(PHO), and Theatre (THR).
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PHTLOSOPHY (PHL)
The objective of the philosophy major program is to provide st-ud-enls with the
opportunity to understand .otrt"tr,poi"ry philosophy in view of the history of
philosophy.
Minor Requirements: Beyond PHL 103, the philosophy mino-r consists of 15
semester hours of coursework, at least tZ of which must be at the 300-400 level.
Of these, at least one course must be at the 4OO level in addition to any 490
course that might be taken'
PROGRAM-A1a: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
PHILOSOPHY (PHL)I
Semester Hours
Philosophy 33
Mai or Requirements : PHL ].O3, 2O7, 431, 432, and choice of 467' 462' 463; one
additionai 400Jevel course (may be 490);15 additional sem. hrs. at the
300-400 level.
Naturalscience ."""' 7
Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral sciences 12
Humanities 18
Religious studies . 9
Foreign language or guantitative skill courses2 . ... .... 6-8
Communication skills .. ' 0-9
General education courses and electives to total at least '.. '. ... 120
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
2Either 6-8 sem. hrs. in a foreign language or 6 sem. hrs, in guantitative skills
courses (e.g., computer science, statistics, or mathematics) beyond the basic skills
mathematiis requirement. Where appropriate, this credit may apply to other re-
quirements.
FACULTY
Lawrence P. Ulrich, Chairperson
Distinguished Seroice Prof essor: Baker
Professors Emeriti: Dieska, Nersoyan, Rhodes
Prof essors : Herbenick, Kunkel, Monasterio, Tibbetts, Ulrich, Zembaty
Associate Prof essors: Johnson, Payne, Quinn, Richards, Vallicella
Assistant Professors: Bensory Butler, Fouke
Instructors: Mullins, Sweet
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
iPHL 103. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY: Introduction to philosophical re-
flection and study of some central philosophical guestions in the Western intellectual
tradition, including questions of ethics, human knowledge, and metaphysics. Readings
from major ligures in the history of philosophy such as Plato, Aristotle, Augustine,
Aquinas, Descartes, Hume, and Kant. This course is a prerequisite for all other PHL
courses except PHL zOt. 3 sem.hrs.
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*PHL 20L. PRACTICAL LOGIC: Introduction to the principles of correct reasoning;
technigues for the evaluation of arguments; common fallacies in argumentation;
applications to current issues in ethics and other areas. 3 sem. hrs.
PHL 302. SYMBOLIC LOGIC: Concentrated study of the valid forms of deductive
argument and proof in the propositional logic and in predicate logic; study of formal
systems and of logic and language. 3 sem. hrs,
*PHL 304, PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN NATURE: The nature of human beings; the
functions of consciousness, the possibility of freedom, the sources of values, and the
goals of human life. 3 sem. hrs,
*PHL 306. PHILOSOPHY OF KNOWLEDGE: Various criteria, origins, and definitions
of knowledge proposed by common sense, science, philosophy, and mysticismi gues-
tions of evidence, consistency, and validity pertaining to the problem of truth and
belief. 3 sem. hrs,
*PHL 307. PHILOSOPHY AND WOMEN: Issues and problems related to feminist
analysis of society and its ideals, such as egual opportunity, sex roles and gender,
reverse discrimination, violence, and language. 3 sem. hrs,
*PHL 308. METAPHYSICS: Issues and problems under such topics as appearance and
reality; universals; relations of mind and matter; the nature of persons and personal
identity; causality; freedom and determination. 3 sem, hrs.
*PHL 31.0. SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY: The concepts of liberty, justice, and equality as
they relate to social problems such as punishment and rehabilitation, insanity and
responsibility, privacy, population regulation, economic injustice, environmental deg-
radation, discrimination, and reverse discrimination, 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL 311. PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION: The main issues involved in religious belief
and practice, such as the relationship between reason and revelation; critical presenta-
tion of views of main writers in the lield. 3 sem. hrs,
*PHL 31.2. ETHICS: Various types of moral and ethical theory in the Western tradl
tion and major problems such as the extent of human responsibility and the conditions
for making ethical judgments. 3 sem, hrs.
'+PHL 313. BUSINESS ETHICS: Review of general ethical theory; ethical assessments
of incidents that often occur in commerce affecting employees, employers, consumers,
competitors, or the local community. 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL 3L4. PHILOSOPHY OF LAW: Major concepts of law to include the nature of
law, legal reasoning, liberty, justice, responsibility, punishment. 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL 315. MEDICAL ETHICS: Introduction to morality in general and inquiry into
the rnajor moral problems of medical practice: human life and the preservation of its
integrity. 3 sem. hrs,
*PHL 3L6. ENGINEERING ETHICS: Introduction to ethical issues in engineering by
developing theories of moral justification and codes of ethics for engineers, and by
applying these theories and codes to moral issues in engineering. 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL 3L7. ETHICS AND NUCLEAR WAR: Study in dpplied ethics focusing on
three aspects of the arms race: declassilied data on the reality of the nuclear arms
buildup; normative analysis of such themes as war, pacifism, just cause, deterrence,
and nuclear proliferation; and moral assessment of alternatives for the future.
3 sem. hrs.
*PHL 318. FAMILY ETHICST Introduction to the development of the concept of a
family in the tradition of Western philosophy and the philosophic analysis of con-
temporary ethical problems in marriage and in parenthood. 3 sem. hrs.
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*PHL 319. INFORMATION ETHICS: Examination of ethical principles, codes, cases,
incidents, and issues in the design, implementation, and use of computerized infor-
mation systems. 3 sem' hrs'
*PHL 320. PHILOSOPHY OF ART: Theories of art and criteria of evaluation de-
veloped by philosophers, artists, and critics; the relationship between art and society
and between artistic and other human values' 3 sem' hrs'
*pHL 323. PHILOSOPHY AND LITERATURE: Critical examination of philosophical
concepts in selected literary masterpieces, ancient and modern. 3 sem' hrs'
*PHL 325. PHILOSOPHY OF MUSIC: Examination of theories on the meaning of
music; experiencing music as composer, performer, and listener; aesthetic criteria;
moral-effeit of muiic. 3 sem'hrs'
*PHL 330. PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE: Study of the presuppositions and implica-
tions of scientilic inquiry from a humanistic viewpoint; explanation in science, the
relation between factl and theories, and problems of verification. 3 sem. hrs'
*PHL 331. SCIENCE, OBIECTMTY, AND VAIUES: Study of three interrelated is-
sues: the limits of scientific methodology; science as a social institution; and science
and human values. - 3 sem' hrs'
.PHL 332. TECHNOLOGY AND VALUES: Study of the social impact of technology
-scientists'responsibility; 
technological change and social change; the "technologic_al
ffx,,; democracy and the new technological elitei counter-culture critiques of tech-
nology. 3 sem. hrs,
PHL 340. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PHILOSOPHY: Examination of perennial and
contemporary problems of philosophy. May be repeated when topic varies. 3 sem. hrs.
.PHL 345. HONORS SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY: Study and seminar discussion of
selected major philosophical works and of the analysis, interPretation, and criticism
of these works. Open Ly permission only to students in the University Honors Pro-gram, 3 sem'hrs'
*pHL 350. CLASSICAL GREEK PHILOSOPHY: The Greek origins of western scien-
tiffc, philosophical, and political thought; relationships to current thought; ideas of
the pie-Socritics, Plato, lnd Aristotle in their cultural contexts. 3 sem.hrs,
'PHL 3s1. CLASSICAL ISLAMIC, CHRISTIAN,IEWISH PHILOSOPHY: Majorphilo-
sophical problems from the 4th through the 16th centuries and their importance in
shlping current beliefs and traditions in the Augustinian, Jewish, Islamic, Persian,
ThomiJt, and Oxford cultural settings; human action, conscience, freedom, and law.
3 sem, hrs.
*PHL 352. MODERN PHITOSOPHY: Development of philosophy in the 17th, lEth
and tgth centuries, with emphasis on problerns in the theory of knowledge, the
philosophy of mind, and the relation between knowledge and human action for their
impactbnlater philosophy. 3 sem. hrs-
*PHL 353. CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHY: A study of some of the major philo-
sophical movements in the 20th century including phenomenology, existentialism,
criiical theory (Frankfurt School), hermeneutics, and analytic philosophy. 3 sem. hrs.
IPHL 355. EASTERN PHILOSOPHY: Introduction to the ways of Asian wisdom,
considering Oriental philosophy as a specialized learning directed to the attainment of
enlightenment and eguanimity. comparisons with western traditions. 3 sem. hrs,
*PHL 356. CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY: Major issues such as the relation of faith to
reason, the relation of science to faith, and the problem of natural law; works by
contemporary philosophers such as Kierkegaard, Marcel, Maritain, Noonan, and
Plantinga, 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL 3s8. MARXIST PHILOSOPHY: Introduction to the thought of Karl Marx
through a study of the historical setting of the man and his writings, along with recent
interpietations of his thought. 3 sem, hrs.
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*PHL 359. PHENOMENOLOGY: The historical origin of phenomenology, its nature,
goals, and scope; impact on the social sciences, psychology, and psychiatry with em-
phasis on the thought of Husserl and his students. 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL 360. EXISTENTIALISM: Major themes in representatives of the existentialist
movement, such as human freedom, the absurdity of human existence, the primacy of
action, and the roles of speculation and the emotions. 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL 361.. AMERICAN PHILOSOPHY: Introduction to selected writings of such
classical American thinkers as Thoreau, fames, Mead, Dewey, Santayana, and White-
head. Topics include knowledge, freedom, and human values. 3 sem.hrs.
PHL 362. PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE: Theories of meaning and reference and
their philosophical signiffcance. 3 sem. hrs.
PHL 390. SUMMER NONRESIDENCE COURSE: A course designed for those
students regularly enrolled at the University of Dayton who cannot attend classes in
the third term and are in good academic standing. Topics are determined by the pro-
fessor. Prerequisite: Three sem. hrs. of philosophy. 3 sem. hrs.
PHL 431. PLATO AND ARISTOTLE: Study of some philosophical problems raised
by Plato and Aristotle and discussed in contemporary philosophy, such as justice and
responsibility; certainty and necessity; the cause-reason distinction in explanations;
or predication and being. Required of philosophy majors. 3 sem. hrs.
PHL 432. DESCARTES AND HUME: Study of some philosophical problems raised
by Descartes and Hume and discussed in contemporary philosophy, such as origin of
ideas, existence of primary and secondary gualities, relationship of mind and body,
scientific method, certainty, personal identity, causality. Reguired of philosophy
majors. 3 sem, hrs,
PHL 440. ADVANCED PROBLEMS IN PHILOSOPHY: Detailed examination of
some of the more technical problems of philosophy as well as those problems that
arise in interdisciplinary settings upon which philosophers have brought their tech-
nical skills to bear. May be repeated when topic varies. 3 sem. hrs.
PHL 4s1. SEMINAR IN INDMDUAL PHILOSOPHERS: Detailed examination of
the thought of an individual philosopher (e.g., Aquinas, Kant, Rawls, Quine) who is
of sufficient importance to warrant special study. May be repeated when topic varies.
3 sem. hrs.
PHL 461. PHILOSOPHICAL SEMINAR _ CONTEMPORARY EPISTEMOLOGY:
Study of recent philosophical work in the theory of knowledge inclusive of scepticism,
knowledge and belief, evidence and justilication, theories of perception and knowledge,
human interests and valuation. Reguired of a philosophy major unless PHL 462 or 463
is taken. 3 sem. hrs.
Pr{L 462. PHILOSOPHICAL SEMINAR-CONTEMPORARY ETHICS: Study of re-
cent philosophical work in ethics inclusive of an analysis of ethical concepts, theories
of normative ethics, theories of human action, and moral justification, Required of a
philosophy major unless PHL 461 or 463 is taken. 3 sem. hrs.
PHL 463. PHILOSOPHICAL SEMINAR _ CONTEMPORARY METAPHYSICS:
Study of recent work in metaphysics inclusive of the nature of metaphysics, causality,
free will and determinism, personal identity and the theory of mind and body. Re-
guired of a philosophy maior unless PHL 461 or 462 is taken. 3 sem. hrs
PHL 490. DIRECTED READINGS: Guided independent study primarily for philoso-
phy majors but open to students who have completed 12 sem. hrs. in philosophy.
Normally, 3 sem. hrs., but in certain cases the chairperson may approve L,2, or 4 sem.
hrs. May be repeated when topic varies. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor
and the chairperson.
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PHOTOGRAPHY (PHO)
The two programs in photography offer many approaches in preparation for
careers in ait, j-ournalism, advertiiing, illustration, science, medicine, and_ many
other ffelds which employ visual communications. Each student, in-co-nsultation
with photography faculty, selects a program leading_to either a Ba-chelor of Arts
o, 
" 
i]".h"iorbf"fit. Aits. The B.A. piogram emphasizes a traditional liberal
arts background. The B.F.A, allows for a higher concentration within photog;
raphy ani related disciplines. Electives allow students to pursue individual
interests and goals.
A student who chooses photography as a minor must complete 12 semester
hours of 300-400-level courses and any prerequisites for those courses.
PHO
PROGRAM-A1S r BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
PHOTOGRAPHY (PHO)r
Semester Hours
Photography reguirements and electives 42
PHO 101, 2OL, gO2,315, 33O, 4tO, 460, 461 . . . 24
ART 112 3
Select one: ART 103, lO4, 216, 226, 253, 254 . . ' 3
$,tffii,F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
' 
. . I i . . . . . . 
. . 
. .,:
Philosophy and/or religious studies 72
Communication skills: SPE 101; ENG L01-102 or 114 or 198 '. ' ........ 0-9
General education courses and academic electives to total at least ,,.., I'2O
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts Programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
PROGRAM-A16: BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
PHOTOGRAPHY (PTY)I
Semester Hours
Photography reguirements and electives 78
PHO 101, 20r,302,310, 315, 330, 402, 470,415,460, 46L 33Selectone:PHO320,327,322 ........ 3
ART L12, 472 .. . 6
Select one: ART to3, 104 ... 2-3
Selectone:ART216,226,253,254... ........ 3
Programelectives .....30-31
Natural science 7
Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral sciences . .. .. . .. 6
Humanities 15
Philosophy and/or religious studies , 72
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Communication skills: SPE 101; ENG 101-102 or 114or 198 . . . . . . . . . 0-9
General education courses and academic electives to total at least . . . . 130
rSee Chapter V for General Education Requirements.
FACULTY
Jon W. Meyer, Chairperson, Department ot' Visual Arts
Professor: Wilkinson
Associate Professor: Teemer
Assist ant P r ofessor : Wilbers
Part-time lnstructors: Grant, Peterson, Witt
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
PHO 101. BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY: Fundamentals of black-and-white still photog-
raphy_: camera function, exposure, film processing, and printing. Emphasis on gaining
sound technical and creative control of the medium. No previous experience required-.
Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs,
PHO 201. INTERMEDIATE PHOTOGRAPHY: Specific projects to increase technical
competence and expand visual awareness. Exposure, film processing and printing vari-
ables, basic lighting, and view camera controls. Prerequisite: PHO 101 or equivilent.
Studio fee. i sem. hrs.
PHO 240. INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL IMAGERY: Theorv and pracrice of com-
puter videographic digitizing techniques using pre-existing images fbr enhancement
andmanipulation. Nopriorknowledgeof computersisrequired. Studiofee. 3sem.hrs.
PHO 250. CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY GALLERY: First-hand experience in oper-
ating a photography gallery of sound reputation. Selecting and hanging exhibits, cor-
respondence with photographers represented, production of publicity material.
2 sem. hrs.
PHO 302. COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY I: Introduction to theorv and technioues of color
transparency, color negative, and color printing. Individual fractice in lighting, color
emulsions, filtration, and corrections. Prerequisite: PHO 201. Studio fee. 3 sim. hrs.
PHO 310. SLIDE-TAPE PRODUCTION: Use of black-and-white or color transparencies,
theory, copy techniques, masking, mounting, titling, storyboard techniques, ind sound
r_ecording and editing techniques. Students produce slide tape shows using projectors,
dissolve units, and audio equipment. Prerequisite: PHO 101 oi permission. Studio fee.
3 sem. hrs,
PHO 315. HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY The cultural, social, and aesthetic history
of photography, from the camera obscura through the 1930s; changing perception of
the medium and its development as an art form and as social documenl. Film rentil fee.
3 sem. hrs.
PHO 320. STUDIO LIGHTING: Extensive practical experience in both tungsten and
elertronic flash lighting techniques. Still-life and portrait photography. Preiequisite:
PHO 201. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
PHO 321. STILL-LIFE PHOTOGRAPHY: Tungsten and electronic flash lighting
techniques in the studio. Large and medium format cameras; primarily black and white
films. Prerequisite: PHO 201. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
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PHO 322. PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY: gtudio and outdoor portrait and fashion
technigues with natural, tungsten, and electronic flash lighting; all camera formats;
p".rotul and formal approaches. Prereguisite: PHO 201, Studio fee. 3 sem.hrs.
PHO 330. PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES: Advanced and specialized darkroom
technigues including alternative processes. Graphic arts materials and variations of
silver processes utilized to create and manipulate imagery. Prereguisite: PHO 201.
Studioiee. 3 sem. hrs.
PHO 331. ALTERNATIVE PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSES: More complex and chal-
lenging photographic processes and mixed media, Contemporary and 
-traditional
alte;nttive techniques for manipulating imagery in both two and three dimensions.
Prereguisite: PHO 330. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
PHO 350. VIEW CAMERA AND ZONE SYSTEM: Extensive experience with the
view camera, examination of refined techniques, various applications, and concepts of
large format photography, Prereguisite: PHO 201. Studio fee' 3 sem, hrs,
PHO 380. BIO-MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHY INTERNSHIP I: ThC fiTSt hAIf Of A
full year's commitment to thorough training in the work of the bio-medical photog-
rapher. Practical experience at a local hospital. See also PHO 480. Prereguisites: PHO
2}L,3OZ, g2o,41^},42o. Studio fee. 3 sem. hts.
PHO 390. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PHOTOGRAPHY: Series of assignments to
guide independent study in photography, formulated to meet individual needs of the
student. Piereguisites: PHO 201 and permission. Studio fee. 7-5 sem'hrs'
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PHO 402. COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY II: Further study of the technigues and aes-
thetics peculiar to color photography. Straightforward and manipulited printing
methods; masking, color analysis, chemical variations, and alternative proc"ri"r r.rch
as dye transfer. Prereguisite: PHO 302. Studio fee, 3 sem,hrs.
PHO 410. ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY: Students with a substantial commitment
to photography and with demonstrated technical skills work on individual projects
and participate in group critigues and discussion. Prerequisites: PHO 2O'1,, gO2, gti.
Studio fee, 3 sem. hrs.
PHO 4r.2. ADVANCED AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCTION: Techniques a.nd methods
in the production of professional guality slide and tape presentations. Advanced skill
development and theory, Prereguisite: PHO 3LO. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
PHO 41s. RECENT HISTORY OF PHOTOGRApHy: The many directions of cre-
ative, documentary, and illustrative photography from the end of World War II to the
present. Prereguisite: PHO 315. 3 sem. hrs,
PHO 420. PHOTOIOURNALISM: A variety of ways of using photography as docu-
mentation, narrative, and propaganda. Editing of work, layout, and image-text rela-
tionships. Personal photographic essay reguired. Prereguisite: PHO 201. Studio fee.
3 sem, hrs.
PHO 425. ADVANCED PHOTO IOURNALISM: Continued study of photography in
the printed news media. Assignments based on actual working situations; emphasis
on professional capabilities. Prereguisite: PHO 42O.9tudio fee. 3 sem.hrs.
PHO 430. COMMERCIAL AND ILLUSTRATM PHOTOGRAPHY: Commercial,
industrial, architectural, and illustrative photographic work both in the studio and on
location. Individual practice in solving problems associated with professional pho-
tography. Prereguisites: PHO 320 and permission. Studio fee. 3 sem, hrs.
PHO 43s. ADVANCED COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRApHy: Further development of
skills and content introduced in PHo 430. More detailed and sophisticated aspects of
photographic illustration and commercial photography. Prereguisite: PHO 430. Studio
fee. 3 sem, hrs.
Photography studio f ees-$60-$80
Film rental fees-$ls
PHO 450. PHOTOGRAPHY INTERNSHIP: Practical applications of photographic
skills. opportunities for advanced development and practical experience in profes-
sional working environments. Repeatable up to 9 sem. hrs. I-3 sem. hrs,
PHO 460-461. SENIOR SEMINAR: Each senior photography maior completes a
thesisJike body of work. Detailed individual critigues. Reguirements include participa-
tion in a group exhibition in a recognized gallery and completion of a professional-
guality portfolio. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs. each
PHO 480. BIO-MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHY INTERNSHIP II: The second half of a
full year's commitment to thorough training in the work of the bio-medical photog-
rapher. Practical experience at a local hospital. See PHO 380. Prereguisites: pHO
zOL,3O2,32O,38O, 4lO, 42O, Studio fee. 3 sem.hrs.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE (PSC)
The Physical Science Program is administered by the Department of Physics.
It providei a broad training in the physical sciences that is desirable for one who
plins to pursue a goal built on a comPosite science background',The-physical
lcience major combines adeguate physics, chemistry, geology, and mathematics
to provide a sound working knowledge of physical science. Since the Program
is iess specialized than one in a single science, it has provision fo-r adequate
course silections and sufficient electives to provide the opportunity for concen-
trated study in a discipline chosen to meet the career objectives of the individual
student.
PSC
PROGRAM-SIo: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR
IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE (PSC)1
Semester Hours
Basic physics: PHY 206, 2O7,2O8,2LOL, zL7L,2I4 . . . 13
Basic chemistry: CHM 123, I23L, 124, 124L I
Basic geology: GEO 115, ILSL,1L6,116L .. E
Basic mathematics: MTH 101, 118, 1L9,218, 2'l'9 . . . 19
Upper-level physical sciences (at least 12 sem. hrs. in physics) ..... 24
Philosophy and/or religious studies . 12
Humanities 9
Social and behavioral sciences 6
Communication skills: ENG 101, 102; SPE 101; CPS L32 ot 144 . . .. . . . . 3'12
General education courses and academic electives to total at least .. ' '. . 120
lConsult General Requirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V
for General Education Requirements.
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PHYSTCS (PHY)
The program leading to the Bachelor of Science with a Major in Physics is
designed to provide a strong yet versatile basis for a subseguent scientific career
or advanced study. Minimum reguirements for all majors are listed below, but
students planning for graduate work in physics or an allied area are advised
to select additional mathematics and physics courses. A physics major must
complete all gOO-AOO-level courses with a 2.0 minimum grade-point average.
Students in other disciplines who wish to minor in physics may take 12
semester hours of any upper-level physics courses,
PROGRAM-SII: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR
rN PHYSTCS (PHY),
Semester Hours
Physics ........ 37
Basiccourses: PHY206, 2O7,zOE,27OL,21tL,274 ... ...........13
PHY 301, 3O3, 374, 39O, 4O8, 43O, 43L, and 300-400-level electives . . . . . . .24
Mathematics: MTH 118, 119,278,2't9, 302 18
Chemistry: CHM 123, 124, and, associated laboratory 6
Philosophy and/or religious studies lZ
Humanities 9
Social and behavioral sciences 6
Communication skills: ENG 101, 102;sPE 1Or.; CPS r32or744 ........3-12
Minor (300-400-level courses) if chosen ..,..... tz
General education courses and academic electives to total at least .. .,. IZO
lConsult General Reguirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs, and Chapter
V for General Education Requirements.
FACULTY
J. Michael O'Hare, Chairperson
D istin guishe d P r of essor : Bueche
Pr of essor Emeritus : Mann
Professors: Graham, Kepes, Miner, O'Hare, Yaney
Associate Professors : Berney, Craver
Assistant P rof essors : Erdei, Kangarlu, Pedrotti
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
PHY LOo. SEMINAR: Opportunity to become acquainted with the broad spectrum of
modern science through periodic meetings with the entire department. Invited speak-
ers, films, student presentations, book reviews, and informal discussions. For all
physics and physical science majors.
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*PHY 105. PHYSICAL SCIENCE: Broad introduction to physical science' Emphasis
on concepts and scientilic thought Processes in dealing, with principles in physics;
ro^" upjti.utions to chemistry,istronomy, and meteorology.-This course includes an
integraied laboratory component. For nonscience students' Prerequisite: None'
4 sem' hrs.
*PHY 108. PHYSICAL SCIENCE OF LIGHT AND COLOR: A treatment of physical
science with emphasis on light, color, and the interaction of light with materials' For
nonscience studlnts. Prereg-uisite: None. 3 sem'hts'
PHY 1OSL. LIGHT AND COLOR LABORATORY: Laboratory experiences to accom-
pany PHY 108. 7 sem' ht'
*PHY 109. SCIENCE AND UNDERSTANDING: Directed readings, discussions, lec-
tures, and the viewing of Cosmos, a lilm series using astronomy as a unifying theme,
to gain insight into the nature of science as a human endeavor. For nonscience stu-
derits. Prereluisite: None. 3 sem' hrs'
*PHY 1s1-152. CONCEPTS IN PHYSICS: Basic background and appreciation of
physics principles and concepts using a minirnum of mathematical formalism; devel-
opment bf rkil6 and knowledge to appreciate the place of science in contemporary
society.Fornonsciencestudenls.Prerlguisite:None. 7-4sem.hrs.each
PHY 150L. PHYSICS LABORATORY: Laboratory experiences to accompany 100-
level physics lecture courses. Corequisite: A physics course. 7 sem'ht'
*PHY 20L. GENERAL PHYSICS: Topics from mechanics, thermal and mechanical
properties of matter, wave motion and sound, and electricity without the formalism
of calculus. First term each year' 3 sem' hrs'
pHY 201L, GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY: Introductory laboratory appro-
priate for students of the health sciences. Experimental scientiffc technigues and the
use of standard laboratory equipment. One two-hour period per week. First term each
y""r. iot"q.titite: PHY 201 ot 206' 7 sem' ht'
*PHy 202. GENERAL PHYSICS: Continuation of PHY 201 with a treatment of elec-
tricity and magnetism, wave motion and properties of light, atomic and nuclear phys-
ics. Prereguisile: PHY 201' Second term each year. 3 sem' hrs'
PHY 202L. GENERAT PHYSICS LABORATORY: Experimental scientiffc technigues
and the use of standard laboratory equipment. One two-hour period per week. Second
term each year. Prereguisite: PHY 201L. 7 sem' ht'
*pHy zo3. MODERN TECHNICAL PHYSICS: Introduction to selected topics in mod-
ern physics without the formalism of calculus. For engineering technolog-y students.
Prereguisites, Trigonometry, college algebra, and introductory statics and dynamics.
PHY 2031. TECHNICAL PHYSICS LABORATORY: Laboratory 
""r"t'"""::jt::
company PHY 203. 7 sem' hr'
PHY 204. INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION:
Laboratory course introducing basic physical principles and practices 
-encountered
in the operation of some electionic instrumentation used in medical technology. F-or
^eJi."li"chtology students. 
Prereguisite: None. 7 sem' hr'
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*PHY 206. GENERAL PHYSICS I-MECHANICS: Introductory course in mechanics.
Calculus concepts developed as needed, Three lectures, one recitation per week.
Corequisite: MTH 118 or 112. 3 sem. hrs.
*PHY 206H. GENERAL PHYSICS I-MECHANICS (HONORS): Introductory course
in mechanics for students with a strong background in physics. Three lectures, one
recitation per week. By invitation only. 3 sem. hrs.
*PHY 2o7. GENERAL PHYSICS II-ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM: The basic
principles of electricity and magnetism. Three lectures, one recitation per week. Pre-
reguisitesr PHY 206 or 201, MTH LLE or LL3. 3 sem.hrs.
*PHY 207H. GENERAL PHYSICS II_ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM (HON-
ORS): Basic principles of electricity and magnetism. Three lectures, one recitation
per week. By invitation only. 3 sem. hrs.
*PHY 208. GENERAL PHYSICS III-MECHANICS OF WAVES: Introduction to
wave phenomena (including sound, light, and matter waves) leading to basic concepts
in modern physics. Prereguisites: PHy 2o7, MTH 1.19; or PHY 202, MTH 113.
3 sem. hrs.
*PHY 208H. GENERAL PHYSICS III-MECHANICS OF WAVES (HONORS): In-
troduction to modern physics through a study of wave phenomena including sound,
light, and matter waves. By invitation only. 3 sem. hrs.
PHY 210L. GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY I: Introduction to laboratory meth-
ods, handling of data, and analysis of results, Experiments appropriate to the back-
ground of students with an interest in mathematical and physical sciences. Two hours
laboratory, one hour recitation per week. Coreguisite r PHY 206, 7 sem, hr.
PHY 211L. GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY II: Laboratory methods, data han-
dling, and analysis of results. Experiments appropriate to the background of students
with an interest in mathematical and physical sciences. Two hours laboratory, one
hour recitation per week. Prereguisite: PHY 210L. I sem, hr
PHy 2r4. ELECTRONICS FOR SCIENTISTS I: Introduction to electronic circuits
with a consideration of D.C. and A.C. circuit analysis, diodes, bipolar and lield-effect
transistors, and other semiconductor circuit devices. Demonstrations and bench-top
experience. Prereguisite: PHY 211L or 2O2L, or equivalent, 2 sem, hrs.
*PHY 250. DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY: Descriptive survey for students who have
had little or no previous exposure to astronomy; material from ancient times to
present, including pulsars and quasi-stellar objects. Prerequisite: None. 3-4 sem, hrs.
Pl{y 299, SPECIAL PROBLEMS: Special topical courses, laboratory, tutorial, or li-
brary work in areas of current interest. Students should consult the composite,
7-4 sem. hrs.
PHY 301. THERMAL PHYSICS: Thermodynamical descriptions of many particle
systems obtained from microscopic statistical considerations; laws of thermodynamics,
kinetic theory of dilute gases, and Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistics. Core-
guisite: MTH 219. Prerequisite: PHY 208 3 sem. hrs
PHY 303. INTERMEDIATE MECHANICS I: The fundamental concepts of mechanics:
virtual work, kinematics, special theory of relativity. Lagrange's equation and central
forces, particle dynamics. Corequisite: MTH 219. Prerequisite: PHY 208. 3 sem. hrs.
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PHY 314. ETECTRONICS FOR SCIENTISTS II: Continuation of PHY 214; thyristors
such as SCR, linear IC, digital IC, and other discrete and integrated semiconductor
circuit devices. Demonstrations and bench-top experience. Prereguisite: PHY 214.
2 sem. hrs.
PHY 321. ATOMIC AND NUCLEAR PHYSICS: Concepts and models of the struc-
ture of matter; atoms, ions, electrons and nuclei, radioactivity, interactions of radiation
with matter, particle detection, accelerators, nuclear models, nuclear reactions and
processes, and fundamental particles. Prerequisite: PHY 208 or consent of instructor.
3 sem. hrs.
PHY 390. INTRODUCTION TO QUANTUM MECHANICS: Basic postulates of
quantum mechanics with applications made to atomic physics. Prereguisites: PHY
2OE, MTH 279,302. 3 sem' hrs.
PHY 395. RESEARCH PARTICIPATION I: Individual projects conducted as part of
the physics Undergraduate Research Participation Program to encourage involvement
of students with faculty researchers. Projects must be arranged in advance with faculty
research directors. 7-6 sem,hrs'
PHY 399. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN (NAMED AREA): Special topical courses, lab-
oratory, tutorial, or library work in areas of current interest. Students should consult
the composite. 7-4 sem. hrs.
PHY 403. INTERMEDIATE MECHANICS II: Emphasis on solving physical prob-
lems; noninertial coordinate systems, rigid body motion, rotating systems, coupled
systems, introductory fluid statics and dynamics, normal coordinates, and the de-
scriptions of mechanics appropriate for the transition to wave mechanics. Prerequisite:
PHY 303. 3 sem, hrs.
PHY 404. PHYSICAL OPTICS: The electromagnetic wave theory of light, propaga-
tion of waves, reflection, refraction, dispersion, polarization, dichroism, birefringence,
superposition of waves, interference, diffraction, Fourier optics. Prerequisites: PHY
2ob,MTllztg. 3 sem.hrs.
PHY 4os. INTERMEDIATE ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM I: Electrostatics,
Coulumb's law, Gauss's law, potential, dielectric materials, electrostatic energy, solu-
tions to Laplace's and Poisson's equations, Biot-Savart law, Faraday induction law,
magnetization, and Maxwell's eguations. Prerequisites: PHY 208, MTH 219.
3 sem. hrs.
PHY 409. INTERMEDIATE ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM II: Further study of
electric and magnetic lields with emphasis on solving problems; Maxwell's equations,
propagation of electromagnetic waves, electromagnetic radiation' Prerequisite: PHY
408. 3 sem. hrs,
PHY 420. INTRODUCTION TO SOLID STATE: Classiffcation of solids, crystals and
crystal structures, survey of lattice properties, free electron theory, band theory of
solids, semi-conductors, and crystal imperfections' Prerequisites: PHY 208, MTH 219.
3 sem. hrs.
PHY 430-431-432-493. ADVANCED LABORATORY: Experimental investigations
based on principles from atomic and nuclear physics, electricity and magnetism,
modern and classical optics, mechanics, solid state, cryogenics, x-ray diffraction, sur-
face physics, or electronics. Not all experiments available every semester; consult
chairperson for details. Prereguisite: PHY 2L4. Coreguisite: An advanced course inphysits. 2 sem. hts, each
L9L
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PHY 440. QUANTUM MECHANICS II: Study
mechanics. Prereguisite: PHY 390.
University of Dayton VI
of selected principles in guantum
3 sem. hrs.
PHY 441. TOPICS IN MODERN PHYSICS: Elements of modern optics, solid state.
and other selected subjects. Consult chairperson for details. Prereguisite: PHY 390
or equivalent. 3 sem, hrs.
PHY 460. SEMINAR: Presentation of papers by undergraduate students, faculty, and
guest lecturers on topica of concern to the modern physicist. Reviews of books and
films appropriate to the group. 7 sem, hr.
PHY 495. RESEARCH PARTICIPATION II: Individual projects conducted as part
of the physics Undergraduate Research Participation program to encourage involve-
ment of students with faculty researchers. Projects must be arranged in advance with
facultv research directors. 7-6 sem. hrs.
PHY 4ee. SPECIAT PROBLEMS IN (NAMED AREA) (HONORS): Laboratory, tu-
torial, or library work in one of such selected topics as solid state physics, polymers,
atomic and nuclear physics, modern optics, theoretical physics, surface physics, or
general physics. Prerequisite: Permission of department chairperson. 7-6 sem. hrs.
fGeneral education course. See Chapter V
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POL
A major in political science reguires 36 semester hours of political science
courses.
A minor in political science includes POL 201 and four 300-400-level courses
selected by the student to strengthen academic or career objectives.
PROGRAM-AI7: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
POLTTICAL SCIENCE (POL)'
Semester IIours
Political science . . ... .. . 36
POL 201, 2o2 ot 2L4,2O7,377, 421, and,2r additional sem. hrs. including 18
sem. hrs. at the 300-400 level (Students in the pre-law concentration may
replace POL 2Oz with ACC 207-208 or ACC 301-302.)
Natural science ..,..... z
Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral sciences lz
Humanities 1g
Philosophy and/or religious studies . 72
Communicationskills:ENG101, lOz;SPE1o1 ... ...... O-9
General education courses and academic electives to total at least . . .. , . 120
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements,
MINORS AND AREA CONCENTRATIONS FOR MAIORS
A student majoring in political science may elect a minor in education under
the E11 program (see EDT) or in any related discipline within the College of
Arts and Sciences. The student must consult rvith the department administering
the discipline for the particular reguirements of a minor. Alternatively, the
student may elect one of the four multidisciplinary concentrations in pre-law,
international affairs, public administration and urban affairs, and politicaljournalism developed by the Department of Political Science. A student com-
pleting an area concentration will receive a certificate to that effect from the
department.
1, Pre-Law semester Hours
Reguired: POL 301 or 411; ENG 222,3L6, or 424 6
Choose three: ECO 204; ENG 2o3,2o4, or 2oS; PHL zor; SOC az6, 3zz . .. . g
Recommended: POL 495 3
2. International Affairs
Reguired: POL 2Oz, zt4 . .. 
. . ..,. . . 6
Choosefour:ANT15o;ECO 4so,460,46r; anyupper-levelHST .. 72
Recommended: Foreign language through 311 and study abroad
3. Public Administration and Urban Affairs
Required: POL 305, 306,360 g
Choose three; MGT 314; HST 335; SOC 32s; ENG 37o or 372;
ECO 445 or 485; POL 495 g
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4. Political Journalism
Required: POL 303, 311; IRN 206 ....
Choose three: CoM 120; sPE 301; IRN 301,303; POL 360,450 ...
FACULTY
Gerald E. Kerns, Chairperson
Prof essor Emeritus : P alyk
Professors : Kerns, Lapitan
Associate Professors: Ahern, Fogel, Karns
Assistant Professors: Bilocerkowycz, Ensalaco, Ghere, Inscho, Nelson
Adjunct Assistant Professors: Durfee, Hillman, Kappeler
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*POL 101. GOVERNMENT AND SOCIETY: Examination of the major types of
contemporary political systems and the relationship between their ideological assump-
tions and thi bperational realities. Types examined are democratic capitalist, demo-
cratic socialist, iommunist, and fascist/statist. 3 sem' hrs'
POL 201. THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM: Study of the American political
system, its attitudinal and constitutional base, its structure and processes. 3 sem' hrs.
POL 2o2. INTRODUCTION TO COMPARATM POLITICS: Analvsis of major
concepts and approaches in the study of comParative government u.O Oott,t.trr_. 
,rr,
POL 2o7. POLITICAL ANALYSI9: Introduction to the basic concepts *1rr:T1'r::
of research in political science.
pol 2r.4. INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL POLITICS: Analysis of the
dynamic forces of conflict and cooperation in world politics. 3 sem' hrs'
POL 3OO. POLITICAL ISSUES: Introductory examination of contemporary political
issues selected by the instructor; such topics as welfare, political morality, political
campaigns, institutional reform, and political economy. 3 sem' hrs'
pol 301. THE AMERICAN JUDICIAL PROCESS:Study of the judicial process as
part of the political system. Focus on the participants (police, lawyers, judges,
interest g.o.,pr, litigants, jurors) and the process (criminal, civil, and appellate Pro-
ceedingsi, 3 sem' hrs'
POL 303. STATE GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: Comparative study of the po-
litical institutions, processes, and systems of the fifty states and their effect on the
content and administration of selected public policies, Programs, and services.
POL 3os. TNTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: Basic ,,:::;:'t:':'
organization and management in executive departments of government at all levels;
questions of planning, leadership, and control. 3 sem' hrs'
POL 306. PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS: Introduction to public policy-making sys-
tems and the methodology of policy analysis; theories of policy formulation, the
policy-making process, means for measuring policy effectiveness, analysis of proposals
ior pbli.y change. 3 sem' hrs
pOL 310. PARTIES AND INTEREST GROUPS: Descriptive analysis of the nature
and interaction of parties and interest groups, and their role in the American political
sygtem. 3 sem' hrs'
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POL 31.1. PUBLIC OPINION AND POLITICAL BEHAVIOR: The formation, main-
tenance, change, and impact of public opinion in the American political system; the
role of theory and analysis of data in understanding public and political behavior.
3 sem. hrs.
POL 313. THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY: Study of the American presidency, the
development of presidential powers, and its leadership role in the political system.
3 sem. hrs.
POL 317. DEVELOPMENT OF POTITICAL THEORY: Analysis of selected theorists
and political doctrines forming the tradition of Western thought on politics. Theorists
including Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics, Augustine, Aquinas, Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke,
Rousseau, Mill, Marx, Spencer, Lenin, Gasset, and Camus presented in their his-
torical and socio-political contexts. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 320-327. COMPARATM POLITICS: Analysis of governmental institutions
and political processes of selected countries in each of the following areas:
POL 32O-Western Europe POL 326-Africa
POL 321-Soviet Union POL 327-Southern Europe
POL 323-Latin America POL 328-China
POL 324-Southern Asia POL 329-fapan
POL 32s-The Middle East
3 sem. hrs, each
POL 33s. UNITED STATES NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY: Analysis of various
political, economic, and military issues and problems relating to U.5. national se-
curity. 3 sem. hrs,
POL 360. URBAN POLITICS: Study of the nature of urban political systems in the
U.S. with emphasis on explanation of differences in their policy responses. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 40s, FISCAL OPERATIONS IN GOVERNMENT: Course for students who plan
careers in public service or not-for-profit agencies. Analytical tasks that relate to
such fiscal areas as revenue estimation, budgeting, expenditure monitoring, and
evaluation, Microcomputers may be used in instruction. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 406. INTERNATIONAL LAW AND ORGANIZATION: Study of rules gov-
erning the community of nations; their nature, sources, and development; the inter-
national agencies responsible for their development, interpretation, and administration.
3 sem. hrs.
POL 407. CHINESE FOREIGN POLICY: Analysis of the Chinese foreign policy
structures and processes as well as the development of Chinese foreign policy and
relations with the Soviet Union, the United States, and the Third World. s sem.hrs.
POL 408. AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY: Critical study of the American foreign
policy process and evaluation of the substances of American foreign policy. 3 sem.hrs.
POL 409. SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY: Examination of the U.5.5.R.'s relations
with the Communist world, the Third World, and the West and of the factors shaping
Soviet external behavior. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 410. COMPARATM FOREIGN POLICY: Comparative analysis of the foreign
policies of major states with emphasis on the process of policy development and on the
national and international determinants of policy behaviors. 3 sem. hrs,
POL 411. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: Analysis of the role of the U.5. Supreme Court
in its interpretation of the Constitution. Emphasis on the various methods of iudicial
interpretation as they affect such provisions as the commerce clause, the taxing and
spending powers, due process, the dimensions of presidential and congressional
3 sem, hrs.
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POL 41.3. THE POLITICS OF BUREAUCRACY AND REGULATION: EXAMiNAtiON
of the nature and meaning of bureaucracy in contemporary American society and the
devices for its evaluationlnd control. 3 sem' hrs'
POL 414. LEGISLATIVE POLITICS: Study of the U.S. Congress, its organization
and procedures, and its powers and influence in the political system. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 42r. SEMINAR IN POLITICAL SCIENCE: Seminar on current problems and
issues in political science, May be taken more than once when content changes. Pre-
reguisite r Permission of profeisor' 3 sem' hrs'
pol 431. INDEPENDENT STUDY AND RESEARCH: Individual reading and re-
search on selected topics under faculty direction. Recommended for seniors only. Pre-
requisite: Permissionof professor. 3 sem' hrs'
POL 437. PROBLEMS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS: Focus on selected problems
in international politics such as the causes of war, negotiation, the Middle East, and
the North-South conflict. May be repeated as the topic changes. Prerequisite: POL 274
or permission 3 sem' hrs'
pOL 450. CIVIL LIBERTIES: Analytical examination of civil liberties in the U.S. with
emphasis on the Supreme Court as arbiter in the endless conflict between the demand
for'individual liberty and the needs of constitutional authority. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 4SZ. POLITICAL VIOLENCE: Consideration of theoretical approaches to un-
derstanding violent change in political institutions; the continuum between violence
and nonvilolence; revolulion, revolt, campus dissent, and political assassination.
Emphasis on the roles of criminal iustice and government agencies in meeting dissent.
(Same as CRI 401.) 3 sem' hts'
pol 4ss. THEORY AND PRACTICE OF COMMUNISM: Analysis of the develop-
ment of communist theory and practice with emphasis on the soviet union, china,
and Yugoslavia. 3 sem' hrs'
POL 4s6. THEORY AND PRACTICE OF FASCISM: The psychological and atti-
tudinal elements of fascism; its manifestations in ltaly, Germany, spain, France, and
Austria; its relevance as a political phenomenon today. 3 sem' hrs'
poL 4s7. PoLITICAL CHANGE IN THE THIRD WORLD: Analysis of the con-
cepts of development and change within the context of Third World nations; emphasis
on the impact oi modernization on political processes and change. 3 sem. hts.
POL 47s. AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT: Ideas that have shaped the Amer-
ican political system: Puritanism, the American Revolution, Hamiltonianism, Ieffer-
sonianism, racirm, nativism, social Darwinism, the New Deal, anJ contemporary
liberalism and conservatism, 3 sem. hrs.
POL 47g. SELECTED TOPICS IN PUBLIC POLICY: Intensive examination of policy
process, outcomes, and impact in an area or areas of American public policy selected
Ly the instructor; such topics as transportation, education, welfare, national defense,
urban and community development, civil rights, and science and technology. May- be
repeated once when topic changes. 3 sem' hrs'
pol 495. INTERNSHIP: Supervised experience in government agencies and pro-
grams. Pre-law students are assigned to law firms and judicial chambers. Prerequisite:
Fermission of supervising professor. 3 sem' hts'
*General education course. See Chapter V.
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PREMEDICINE (MED)
AND PREDENTISTRY (DEN)
Students who intend to continue their education at the professional school
level (medical, dental, osteopathic) should choose undergriduate majors that
hold the greatest interest for them. The minimum academic reguirements for
admission to professional schools are met by a number of degree programs at
the University of Dayton. Students with strong interests in biology or chemistry
should enroll in Program 51. (B.S. in Biology) or Program A2 (B.A. in Chemistry)
or 52 (B.S. in Chemistry). From an academic standpoint students in these and
other science programs are as fully qualilied for admission to professional
schools as are those students who follow the formal premedicine-predentistry
curriculum. These students may utilize all the premedical counseling and ad-
visory facilities available at the University. However, in order to receive adequate
counseling, they must declare their professional school intentions to a pre-
medical-predental advisor as early as possible. (See list of advisors below.)
Program 5L2, the B.S. for premedical and predental students, is recommended
for (1) students who have no strong interest in a conventional major and (Z)
students who wish to follow an abbreviated program before entering schools of
allied health. The full four-year program meets the admission criteria (required
and recommended courses) of all approved medical and dental schools. In addi-
tion to the basic sciences, it includes courses in the humanities and the social
sciences. Students contemplating a career in medicine or dentistry should realize
that preference is given to candidates who have the most complete education, as
well as good scholastic standing. Program S12 offers a maximum choice of
science and nonscience electives. Premedical-predental students can change to
biology or (B.A.) chemistry majors during the junior year without any loss of
semester hours.
The Premedical-Predental Faculty Committee is responsible for curriculum
reguirements, program changes, course advising, general counseling, and the
preparation of recommendation letters that are required of all applicants to the
health professional schools.
A chapter of the National Premedical Honor Society, Alpha Epsilon Delta, is
established on campus. Both the Medical College Admissions Test and the Dental
Aptitude Testing Program are usually administered on campus each spring and
fall. All prospective medical, dental, and osteopathic school applicants must
take these tests, usually in the spring of the junior year. Information about these
tests may be obtained from the premedical-predental oftice.
The increasingly high admission standards for professional schools make it
imperative that the premedical and predental student give full time to study.
The undergraduate cumulative grade-point average is an important criterion in
gaining admission to a professional school. The minimum acceptable cumulative
average for most medical and dental schools is over 3.0. For this reason, the
Premedical-Predental Faculty Committee conducts a sophomore evaluation of
all students enrolled in Program 5L2. Any student whose cumulative average
after two years is below 2.8 will be advised to consider changing his or her
major.
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PROGRAM-SI2: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
PREMEDICINE (MED) OR PREDENTISTRY (DEN)I
Semester Hour:
Reguired science courses 4s
BIO 1s1, rs2,752L,201L . . I
CHM 123, 724,3L3, 31'4,2o7 (all with laboratories)2 20
CPS 144 or eguivalent .. '..... 3
MTH 112, 713, .. 6
PHY 201, 20LL,202,202L4 . 8
Electivesciencecourses .....'.. 1i
Five lecture courses chosen from BIO, CHNI, CPS, MTH, PHY. These must
be directly related to the primary field of interest. Laboratory sections must
accompany two of the courses'
Communication skills
sPE 101 3
ENG 10r., r.O2; ENG elective 9
Philosophy and/or religious studies .
Humanities electives
A modern foreign language is strongly recommended.
Social and behavioral sciences
General electives
Minimum total semester hours .
(See advisors for term-by-term course listings.)
lConsult General Requirements for all Bachelor of science Programs and Chapte
V for General Education Requirements.
2Begin in CHM 115 if background is insufficient for CHM rz3.
,Noimal sequence is MTH LL2-113. If placement requires precalculus, then sequenc
will be MTH 101-L12. well gualified students are strongly advised to elect MTI
118-119.
aWell qualilied students are strongly advised to take PIly 2O6-207-20E lectur€
with PHY 2o1-2o2 laboratories.
PREMEDICAL-PREDENTAL FACULTY COMMITTEE
Charles J. Chantell (Biology), Committee Chairperson
Giffin (Biology), Graham (Physics), Michaelis (Chemistry), Ramsey (Biology
Schraut (Mathematics), Singer (Chemistry)
'ti
a'
1.:
1r
12'
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PSYCHOLOGY (PSY)
Psychology is the scientiffc study of behavior, and as such is a diverse lield
that touches all aspects of human endeavor.
The objectives of the Department of Psychology are to provide students with
learning experiences in and out of the classroom which will increase their critical
thinking skills, facilitate their acquisition of the body of knowledge inherent in
the study of human behavior, equip them with its research methodology, and
prepare them for employment or graduate school.
The Department of Psychology offers both the Bachelor of Arts and the
Bachelor of Science. Each sfudent, in consultation with an advisor, selects a pro-
gram leading to either a Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor of Science with appropri-
ate elective credits according to individual interests and goals. The availability
of both degrees allows the student to plan a double major or a major in psy-
chology with a strong concentration of study in a related or complementary
discipline.
Each psychology major must complete PSY 7oL, 2'L6, and 277 early in his or
her academic career, The remaining reguirements are stated in the two outlines
below. Exceptions to these requirements must be approved by the chairperson.
For a minor in psychology a student must complete PSY 101 and 12 semester
hours of upper-level (300-400) courses and their prereguisites.
PROGRAM-A1s: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
PSYCHOLOGY (PSY)I
Semester Hours
Psychology requirements and electives 34
PSY101,2162,2L7 ......1.0
Select two courses from PSY 32L,322,323, 422 6
Select two courses from PSY 347, 351',361,363. 6
PSY electives . ]2-23
Naturalscience ,'.,'.,. 7
Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral sciences 72
Humanities 18
Philosophy and/or religious studies . 12
Communication skills: SPE 1o1; ENG L01-102 or 114 or 196 .., ,...... 0-9
General education courses and academic electives to total at least . . . . . . . l2o
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for Gen-
eral Education Requirements.
2May substitute MTH 2o7 or 2'Ls for PSY 216.
PROGRAM-SI.3: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
PSYCHOLOGY (PSS)'
Semester Hours
Psychology reguirements and electives 34
PSY101,2152,2r7 .......10
Select two courses from PSY 321,322,323,422 6
Select two courses from PSY 341,35L,361,363 6
PSY electives .. 12-23
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Natural sciencel ...,.,.. 24
MTH 112, 1r.34 .. 6
Humanities 9
Social and behavioral sciences 6
Philosophy and/or religious studies . 12
Communication skills : SPE 101 ; ENG 101-102 or 114 or 198 . . . ' . . . . . . . 0-9
General education courses and academic electives to total at least ' . . . . . . 120
lSee Distribution Table for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
2May substitute MTH 2o7 ot 275 for PSY 2L6.
lTwo 3-sem.-hr. natural science courses (BIO, CHM, GEO, PHY) with accompany-
ing laboratories are required. The remaining 16 sem. hrs. may be fulfilled by courses
in BIO, CHM, GEO, PHY, and CPS courses as well as by MTH courses beyond the
departmental MTH requirement.
4Mav substitute MTH 101 for MTH 112 and MTH Ll2 fot MTH 113.
FACULTY
Kenneth J. Kuntz, Chairperson
Professors: Butter, DaPolito, Kimble, Polzella
Associate Professors: Allik, Berg, Biers, Bower, Eggemeier, Fine, Katsuyama,
Korte, Kuntz
Assistant Professor: lloberson
Adjunct Faculty: Kennedy, Seifer, Mandryk
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*PSY 101. INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY: Study of human behavior including
development, motivation, emotion, personality, learning, perception; general applica-
tion of psychological principles to personal, social, and industrial problems. Students
must participate in departmental research. 3 sem, hrs.
PSY 216. ELEMENTARY STATISTICS: Basic probability and applied statistics:
measures of central tendency and dispersion, sampling, estimation, hypothesis test-
ing, tests between means, linear regression, correlation, and ANOVA. Prereguisites:
PSY L01 and MTH 107 or equivalents. 3 sem. hrs'
PSy 21.7. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: Basic concePts of scientific methods as
applied to psychological problems. Experiments to familiarize students with applica-
tion of scientific methodology to study of human psychological Processes. Required
of all psychology majors. Prerequisites: PSY L01, 216. 4 sem. hrs.
PSY 25L. HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT: Focuses on stag€s of human
development from infancy through the aging adult. Emphasis is on various theoretical
approaches and the development associated with each stage' Psychology majors may
not take for credit toward major. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem. hrs.
PSY 321. COGNITIVE PROCESSES: Information-processing approach to attention,
perception, memory, imagery, and thought. Theoretical structures including neuron
modeling of higher cognitive and experimental process. Prerequisite: PSY 101.
3 sem. hrs.
PSy 322. LEARNING: Foundations of the learning Process. Classical and instru-
mental paradigms and variants of each considered in preparation for investigations
of complex learning, Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem. hts.
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PSY 323. PSYCHOLOGY OF PERCEPTION: Introduction to major theoretical and
experimental work in perception, including visual, auditory, proprioceptive, and other
,"r,rory systems. Prereguisite: PSY 101, 3 sem' hrs'
PSY 333. PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS: survey of major tests
of intelligence, aptitude, interest, and personality presently used in clinics, schools,
p".ronn"I of{ices, and research settings. Emphasis on evaluation and comparison,
iationale of construction, ethical considerations. Prereguisites: PSY 101,216 or equiva-
lent. 3 sem' hrs'
PSY 334. INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY: Introduction to modern efforts to improve
human performance in industrial organization and society; selection and placement of
employees, morale, training, and inientives' Prerequisite: PSY 101' 3 sem' hrs'
*PSY 341. socIAL PSYCHOLOGY: Survey of major theoretical and experimental
work in the lield; attitudes, conformity, emotions, group dynamics. 3sem'hrs'
PSY 344. INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS: Social psychological research in nonver-
bal behavior, social exchange, self-disclosure, and interpersonal attraction and how
these are related to developing relationships. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem' hrs.
PSY 351 . CHILD PSYCHOLOGY: Study of psychological processes from the de-
velopmental point of view; changes in perception, cognition, emotion, and social
behavior from infancy to adolescence. Prereguisite: PSY 101. 3 sem.hrs.
PgY 352. FIELD EXPERIENCE IN CHILD PSYCHOLOGY: Practical experience with
a community agency providing instructional, recreational, or therapeutic services.
Volunteer 4-5 hours weekly. Prerequisites: PSY 101 and previous or concurrent regis-
tration in PSY 351. Grade option 2 only. 7 sem, hr'
PSY 3ss. PSYCHOLOGY OF THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD: Survey of developmental
theory and research related to childhood exceptionality, including major emotional
disorders, giftedness, retardation, and the psychological implications o-f chronic phys-
ical illness and disorders of speech, vision, and hearing. Focus on etiology, identifica-
tion, and intervention. Prereguisite: PSY L0l. 3 sem.hrs'
psY 361 . PERSONALITY: Introduction to the study of personality through theo-
retical views and clinical and experimental findings. Prereguisite: PSY I'01. 3 sem. hrs.
PSY 363. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY: Patterns of disordered behavior; social,
psychological, and physiological factors; theoretical explanations of abnormal be-
i',"r'iot, PierequisiteiPsY 1oL. 3 sem. hrs.
PSy g64. PSYCHOTHERAPY: Survey of current types of psychotherapy. Emphasis
on similarities and differences in underlying theories of behavioral change and asso-
ciated techniques. Prereguisite: PSY 1or' 3 sem' hrs
psl|l 367. BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION: Description of approaches to the modifi-
cation of behavior integrating material from learning theory, abnormal behavior, and
psychotherapy. Prerequisite: PSy 322 or eguivalent. 3 sem' hrs'
psy 36s. INTRODUCTION TO HEALTH PSYCHOLOGY: Psychosocial aspects
of health, illness, and medical care. Topics such as stress, lifestyle risk factors,
prevention, diseases of adaptation (e.g., cancer, cardiovascular), chronic pain, and
psychological interventions for psychological health. Prereguisite: PSY L0L. 3 sem. hrs.
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PSY 40s. COMPUTER APPLICATION IN PSYCHOLOGY: Review of basic com-
puting concepts and a computer language (BASIC, FORTRAN or Pascal). Use of com-
puters by psychologists in statistical analysis, in everyday work, in the study of psy-
chological principles; application of psychology to the design of computer systems.
Prereguisites: PSY 101, CPS 144 or 15oi or permission of instructor. Majors only.
3 sem. hrs,
PSY 422. PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY: Neurophysiological analysis of atten-
tion, sensation, perception, emotion, motivation, and learning. Electrophysiological
methods are discussed. Prerequisite: PSY L01. 3 sem. hrs.
PSY 423. COGNITM NEUROPSYCHOLOGY: Relationship between diseases of
the central nervous system and cognitive disorders; asphasic disorders of language
and speech; disorders of perception; disorders associated with brain damage. Pre-
requisite: PSY 101 or permission of instructor. 3 sem, hrs.
PSY 431. INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELING: Integrated approach to the theory,
techniques, skills, and values of interviewing and counseling. Practice through written
assignments, self study, classroom exercises, and role-playing, Prerequisite: PSY 101
or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs,
PSY 435. HUMAN FACTORS: Essential psychological concepts and methods to im-
prove use of human efforts and equipment. Principles governing design of eguipment
for human use. Prereguisite: PSY 101. 3 sem, hrs.
PSY 443. PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN: Survey of topics related to the psychology
of women, such as gender identity and roles, theories of female development, re-
lationships, achievement, language, health issues, spirituality, sexuality, and violence.
Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem. hrs.
PSy 444. ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: Study of the effects of the physical
and social environment on human behaviors, attitudes, and affective responses. Pre-
reguisites: PSY 101 and 341 or permission of instructor. 3 sem,hrs.
PSy 4s2. COGNITM DEVELOPMENT IN CHILDREN: Major approaches to the
study of cognitive development; attentional and mediational development in children's
learning, memory, and problem solving; Ianguage development and Piaget's theory.
Prerequisite: PSY 351 or permission of instructor. (Also PSY 57a.) 3 sem, hrs.
PSy 4s7. TELEVISION AND ITS EFFECTS ON CHILDREN: I{eadings in psychologi-
cal research on the broad effects of television on children. Emphasis on analyzing
and evaluating the research. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem. hrs.
PSY 461. CURRENT IMPLICATIONS OF DRUG DEPENDENCY: Survey of effects,
symptoms, treatment, casualties, and myths associated with drug use and abuse.
Emphasis on existing treatment methods and psychological implications of drug de-
pendency. Prerequisite: PSY tol. 3 sem. hrs.
PSY 462. HUMAN SEXUAL BEHAVIOR: Psychological factors in human sexuality
including developmental, biological, and social perspectives. Such topics as sexual
orientation, gender identity and roles, sexual relationships, sexual dysfunction, power
and violence, and commercialization. 3 sem, hrs.
*PSY 471,. HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY: The evolution of psychology from its ori-
gins in philosophy, science, clinical, and applied settings. Emphasis on integrating
these systems and schools of thought with modern psychology. Prerequisite: psy 101
or permission of instructor. (Also PSY 526.)
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PSY 490. INTERNSHIP IN PSYCHOLOGY: Supervised experience arranged on an
individual basis in appropriate settings. For psychology majors who have completed
prescribed course work only. Consult internship director for details. May be repeated
up to 6 sem. hrs. 7-3 sem, hrs.
PSY 493. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Problems of special interest investigated under
faculty direction. Area and criteria for evaluation to be specilied prior to registration.
May be repeated for up to 6 sem. hrs. Prereguisite: Permission of instructor.
7-6 sem. hrs.
PSY 494. READINGS IN PSYCHOLOGY: Directed reading in a speci{ic area of in-
terest, under faculty supervision. Topic and criteria for evaluation to be specified
prior to registration. May be repeated for up to 6 sem. hrs. Prereguisite: Permission
of instructor 7-6 sem. hrs.
Note: A total of no more than 6 sem. hrs. of PSY 49o,493 and/or 494 may be
counted toward the required 34 sem, hrs. for a psychology maior.
PSY 495. SPECIAL TOPICS IN PSYCHOLOGY: Topics of special interest to faculty
and students; intensive critical evaluation of appropriate Iiterature. Prereguisite: Per-
mission of the instructor, 7-3 sem. hrs.
*General education course. See Chapter V.
t* j*
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES (REL)
The Department of Religious Studies sees itself as a community of scholars
serving the University community and the local community by teaching, re-
search, criticism, and action. The main concern of the department is an under-
standing and elucidation of the Judaeo-Christian religious experience, as it is
exemplified in the Roman Catholic tradition. This implies not only a deep
investigation of the Roman Catholic position but also a dialogue with other
Christian denominations and with other world religions. Through its partici-
pation in the Sanders Iudaic Studies Program, the de-partment offers special
iours"s in this area. It also engages itself in interdisciplinary studies.
Students minoring in religious studies must complete 18 semestet hours in
the Department of Religious Studies. A minimum of 12 semester hours are to
be at tlie 3OO-4OO level. At least 3 semester hours are to be at the 400 level.
PROGRAM-ALe: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
RELIGIOUS STUDIES (REL)I
Semester Hours
Religious studies . 36
At least 24 sem. hrs. at 3OO-4OO level; at least 9 sem. hrs. at 4OO level. At least
one course in each of these four areas:
Biblical studies
Historical theology
9ystematic theology
Christian ethics-religion and culture
Natural science 7
Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral sciences L2
Humanities 18
Foreign language2 ...... 6-8
Philosophy 9
Communication skills . .. 0-9
General education courses and academic electives to total at least .. . .. 1'2o
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for Gen-
eral Education Requirements.
2Where appropriate, this credit may apply to the humanities breadth requirement.
FACULTY
Thomas M. Martin, Chairperson
Professors: Anderson, Barnes, Boulet, Branick, Burns, Friedland, Frost, Hater,
Heft, Kohmescher, L'Heuereux, T. Martin, Roberts
Assistant Professors: Doyle, Kozar, J. Martin, Thimmes, Zukowski
Lecturer: McGrath
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*REL 140. CATHOLICISM TODAY: General introduction
thinking on Catholic belief and practice.
REL
to current theological
3 sem. hrs.
*REL 146. DYNAMICS OF RELIGION: Introductory description and analysis of the
origins and functions of various forms of religion, including their effects on indi-
viduals and cultures. 3 sem. hrs.
*REL 160. RELIGION AND VALUES: A study of the religious experience in various
periods and various religious movements. Analysis and evaluation of the ordinary
rather than the extraordinary experience of religiousness. 3 sem. hrs.
*REL 201. RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD I: Introduction to Far Eastern religious
traditions, in particular Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, and Shintoism.
3 sem, hrs.
*REL 202. RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD II: Introduction to religions originating in
the Near East, in particular Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.
3 sem. hrs.
*REL 211. THE OLD TESTAMENT IN MODERN STUDYT Introduction to the his-
torical and prophetic literature of the Old Testament, surveyed in the light of
contemporary historical, literary, form-critical, and sociological methodologies.
3 sem. hrs.
*REL 21.2. THE NEW TESTAMENT IN MODERN STUDY: Introduction to selected
books of the New Testament, surveyed in the light of contemporary historical, literary,
form-critical, redaction-critical, and sociological methodologies. 3 sem, hrs,
*REL 213. RELIGION AND VALUES IN ANCIENT ISRAEL: Introduction to the
critical and sociological study of the Old Testament. Examination of texts and his-
torical situations that reflect values-related issues, the relationship of religious
belief and values, and the emergence of pluriform value systems within ancient
Judaism. Prerequisite: 3 semesters of Core Curriculum courses, 3 sem. hrs,
*REL 265. CHRISTIAN ETHICS: Introduction to the reflection upon Christian moral-
ity; discussion of various approaches in Christian ethics, the elements of ethical judg-
ments, and some specific ethical issues. 3 sem. hrs.
*REL 30s. ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN RELIGIONS: Examination of the mythology
and religion of the Babylonians, Egyptians, and Canaanites with special attention to
their relation to the Old Testament. 3 sem. hrs,
*REL 306. BUDDHISM AND CHRISTIANITY: Exploration of the 2,500-year-old
Buddhist tradition-the life of its founder, development of its teachings, rituals, and
meditation techniques. Survey of the spread of Buddhism to the West in the 20th
century. Parallels and contrasts with the Christian tradition. 3 sem, hrs.
*REL 307. JUDAISM: Basic introduction to fudaism: its history, its faith, its worship.
3 sem, hrs.
*REL 310. THE PENTATEUCH: Examination of the lirst five books of the Hebrew
Bible, known as the Torah or Pentateuch, emphasizing the traditions that relate
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primeval beginnings, ancestral history, the exodus, wilderness wanderings, and the
legal codes. 3 sem, hrs,
'iREL 3LL. THE PROPHETS: The prophetic texts of the Old Testament studied as
reformulations of ancient religious traditions to meet new historical situations. The
relevance of the prophets to contemporary life and thought. 3 sem. hrs,
*REL 312. THE PSALMS AND THE WISDOM LITERATURE: Critical examination
of the biblical books of Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Ecclesiastes, and Ben Sira and of
related literature within the historical context in which they arose. The contemporary
relevance of this literature. 3 sem. hrs,
*REL 316. THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS: With the Gospel of Mark as a point of de-
parture, comparison of the Markan, Matthean, and Lukan narratives for an under-
standing of the various conceptions of ]esus found in these gospels. 3 sem, hrs.
*REL 317. STUDIES IN IOHN: Historical-critical study of the Gospel of John, its
text, literary techniques, structure, and theology. The narrative world of fohn's Gospel
related to the fohannine community. 3 sem, hrs,
*REL 318. STUDIES IN PAUL: Detailed examination of the letters of Paul, stressing
the historical circumstances affecting their composition as well as the main religious
ideas of Paul that govern their content. 3 sem.hrs,
REL 319. THE BOOK OF REVELATION: Detailed critical analysis of various bibli-
cal apocalyptic texts as found in Judaism and early Christianity. Focus on the Book
of Revelation against the background of other biblical and intertestamental apoca-
lyptic texts. 3 sem. hrs.
*REL 323. HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY I (100-1100): Study of important events,
movements, ideas, and people in the development of Christianity to the year 1100,
including the formation of the Canon, early Church councils, Augustine, Gregory the
Great, Monasticism, the rise of Islam, Eucharistic and other controversies, and the
Gregorian Reform. 3 sem. hrs.
*REL 324. HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY II (L100-PRESENT): Study of important
events, movements, ideas, and people in the development of Christianity from 1100
to the present, including the separation of the Churches of the East and West, rise
of the Mendicant Orders, Scholasticism, key themes and figures of the Reformation,
Vatican I, Modernist crisis, Ecumenism, and Vatican II. 3 sem. hrs.
REL 326. PROTESTANT CHRISTIANITY: Survey of the development of Prot-
estant thought from the Reformation. 3 sem. hrs.
*REL 327. U.S. PROTESTANT AND IEWISH EXPERIENCE: The growth and de-
velopment of Protestant Christianity in the U.5. in its various expressions; its inter-
action with American culture; the Jewish experience; the Orthodox in the U.5.;
modern religious movements. 3 sem. hrs,
rREL 328. U.S. CATHOLIC EXPERIENCE: The growth and development of Catholic
Christianity in the U.S.; its interaction with America, its culture, and its people.
3 sem. hrs.
*REL 340. THE CHURCH: A biblical and theological study of the meaning of the
Church which explores the relationship between Christ and the Church, the various
models for understanding the Church, and the mission of the Church. 3 sem,hrs.
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*REL 341. SIGNIFICANCE OF IESUS: Emphasis on the identity of Jesus and on the
signilicance that his ministry, death, and resurrection have for the salvation of human-
kind. 3 sem, hrs.
*REL 343. THE SACRAMENTS: A study of the meaning of sacramentality. The sac-
raments in the context of Christ as the sacrament of the human encounter with God
and in the context of the Church as the sacrament of Christ. 3 sem. hrs,
*REL 344. CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE: Analysis of the sanctifying dignity of Christian
marriage as a sacrament and commitment to share in the divine creative plan.
3 sem. hrs.
*REL 349. SEARCH FOR IMMORTALITY: An examination of how other disciplines
regard the question of immortality and a theological evaluation of their insights.
3 sem. hrs.
*REL 3s6. THE CHRISTIAN TRADITION OF PRAYER: Study of several types and
forms of Christian prayer from various periods in Church history. The meaning of the
act of faith expressed in prayer and its relationship to belief. 3 sem. hrs.
+REL 362. CHRISTIAN FAMILY VALUES AND TELEVISION: Comparative study
of the criteria and rationale for family life in various Christian pronouncements with
present values and practices in society as reflected in and promoted by current tele-
vision programming. 3 sem, hrs
REL 364. CURRENT MORAL ISSUES: An examination of one or more issues (in-
dividual and/or social) in contemporary reflection on Christian moral life. May be
repeated when topic changes. 3 sem.hrs.
IREL 367. CHRISTIAN ETHICS AND HEALTH CARE ISSUES: Study of, and re-
flection upon, the principles of Christian ethics as these relate to the health careprofessions. 3 sem, hrs.
*REL 368. CHRISTIAN ETHICS AND THE BUSINESS WORLD: Study of, and re-
flection upon, the principles of Christian ethics as these relate to the business world.
3 sem. hrs,
*REL 371, THE NEW RELIGIONS AND PERSONAL TRANSFORMATION: Ex-
periential and holistic approach to contemporary movements that use ideas and
technigues of Eastern religions to promote personal growth and transformation.
? sem. hrs.
*REL 372, RELIGION AND FILM:Study of issues common to narrative lilms and
religious thought; the power of various film technigues, dominant models in religious
and film reflection, the similar roles imagination plays in fflm and religious thought.
) sem, hrs.
*REL 323. RELIGION AND LITERATURE: Joint study of literature and religion,
seeking the sacred in the secular, discussing the doctrines of man and of God in maior
modern writings, especially those of current collegiate interest. 3 sem. hrs.
tREL 374. RELIGION AND ART: Investigation into the relationship between religion
and art, treating Renaissance and post-Renaissance painting and sculpture as vehicles
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and manifestations of Christian apocalyptic and humanist worldviews at given times'
Basic literary sources of Christian art and effects of secularization on Christian art.
*REL 376. THEOLOGY AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES: Exploration 
"r 
ri;;ii:
in Christian theology that have paralleled the rise of the human sciences, in Particu-
lar of concepts of God, humanity, Church, sacraments, sin, and salvation in the light
of history, anthropology, psychology, and sociology. 3 sem. hrs.
REL 377. THE INNER JOURNEY IN MYTH, BIBLE, AND LITERATURE: Study of
stories of heroic figures in the Bible and in other literature as patterns of personal
and spiritual development, Throughout, efforts to relate the material to the needs
of contemporary persons. 3 sem. hre.
*REL 383. PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION: An attempt to construct a
philosophy of religious education; various contemporary theoretical models, dimen-
sions of teaching religion in a pluralistic society, the polarization generated.
,iREL 3ss. LAY MINISTRY: A critical examination of lay ministry and its i^trt:"!*u
basis, in light of Vatican II and recent trends in the world and Church. Special topics:
family ministry, ministry in the marketplace, leadership, evangelization, catechesis,
women, social justice. 3 sem. hrs.
REL 392. SPECIAL QUESTIONS: Examination of issues pertinent to religion in
either one or a series of courses, May be repeated when topic changes. 7-3 sem. hrs.
* REL 399. READINGS IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES: Directed readings in a speciffc area
of interest under the supervision of a staff member. May be taken more than once.
By permission only. 7-3 sem. hrs.
*REL 406. JEWISH THOUGHT: Historical development of Iewish thought frorn the
close of the Old Testament canon down to modern times, with emphasis on selected
movements and/or thinkers. 3 sem. hrs,
.REL 441. THEOLOGY OF MARY: Study of the place of the Mother of God in the
great truths of faith in the light of chapter eight of the Constitution on the Church.
3 sem. hrs.
iREL 442. PROBLEM OF GOD: Study of some recent contributions made by theology,
philosophy, psychology, and the humanities to the current discussion of God's exist-
ence, nature, and relationship to humanity. 3 sem, hrs.
REL 446. LITURGY: Survey of Roman Catholic liturgy, its history, theology, and
practice; study of the nature of sacrament and worship, the Church Year, the rites
of each sacrament, and the Liturgy of the Hours, 3 sem,hrs,
*REL 447. SELECTED CATHOLIC DOCTRINES: Detailed study of several important
current theological questions primarily from a Catholic systematic and historical
perspective. 3 sem, hrs,
iREL 463. PEACE AND IUSTICE: Detailed investigation of various aspects of the
relationship between peace and justice, including the dynamics of institutionalized
injustice and analysis of it from the point of view of the Church's social teaching.
Case studies. 3 sem. hrs,
*REL 466. THEOLOGY OF SEXUALITY; A study of sexuality as seen in the fudaeo-
Christian tradition with emphasis on an understanding of recent theological ap-
proaches to sexuality and a theological critigue of the findings presented by related
disciplines.
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*REL 471. WOMEN AND RELIGION: An examination of the impact of the women's
movement on Judaism, Christianity, and other major world religions. Survey of tra-
ditional religious attitudes toward women. Relevance of feminist approaches to
scripture, etlics, spirituality, and ministry in understanding contemporary global
issues. 3 sem' hrs'
*REL477. RELIGION AND SCIENCE: Survey of the ways science has affected reli-
gion on specific doctrines, methods of knowing what is true, and general worldviews;
itudy of ieligious response to these. 3 sem. hrs,
REL 4E4. PRACTICUM: Supervised in-service experience in an area of religious
education chosen by the studeni. By permission only. 3 sem. hrs.
REL 4s7. RELIGIOUS EDUCATION-THEORY AND PRACTICE: Study of theorv
and practice of religious education for those who will be teaching religion in the
school and parish. Various models and methods. Emphasis on process and religi_ous
education ai developmental. 3 sem, hrs,
rREL 488. SPIRITUALITY AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION: Exploration of impact of
liturgy and spirituality on contemporary models of religious education; study of inter-
relationship between faith experience and religious content: basic principles for de-
veloping piactical programs. 3 sem. hrs.
REL 492. SPECIAL TOPICS: Concentrated study of issues and subjects pertinent to
religion. May be repeated when topic changes. 7-3 sem.hrs,
*General education course. See Chapter V.
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socrAl woRK (swK)
Social work is the profession sanctioned by society to provide social services.
It is the professional activity of helping individuals, groups, or communities to
enhance or restore their capacity for social functioning. The profession also
engages in activities aimed at facilitating societal conditions that enhance and/
or restore social functioning. The term "social worker" applies to a graduate
of an academic social work program who is employed in the field of social
welfare (NASW: 1973).
The undergraduate social work program at the University of Dayton is fully
accredited by the Commission on Accreditation of the Council on Social Work
Education.
A minor in social work requires 1.2 semester hours of upper-level social work
courses.
PROGRAM-SIa: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
SOCIALWORK (SWK)I
Semester Hours
Social work reguirements and electives 44
swK101, 205,320,330,337,340,350, 376,377,43r,432 38
SWK electives 6
Communication skills: ENG 101-102, SPE 101 . . . 0-9
Natural science: BIO L01, 395 or 398 (with laboratories) .. E
Mathematics-computer science (See advisor.) 6
Social and behavioral sciences: POL 201; PSY 101,251; SOC elective 12
Humanities 9
Philosophy and/or religious studies 12
General education courses and electives to total at least. .. ... . . 120
iConsult General Requirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter
V for General Education Reguirements.
FACULTY
Sandra K. Moore, Director
Assistant Professors: Davis-Berman, Moore
Part-Time lnstructors : Axiotes, Nelson
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*SWK 101. SOCIAL WELFARE AND SOCIETY: Study of the emergence of social
welfare in contemporary society. Concept, structure, and functions of social welfare
with ernphasis on interrelationships among social systemsi overview of current social
welfare programs and a model for analysis of social services.
2LO
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SWK 205. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE: The knowledge,
values, and skills utilized by the social worker. Introduction to a generalist framework
of practice with emphasis on self awareness and development of the professional
relitionship and competence in interviewing and recording. An agency observational
experience is required. Prereguisite: SWK 101' 4sem'hts.
SWK 301. PERSPECTMS ON AGING: Introduction to the bio-psycho-social dy-
namics of aging in contemporary society, including related issues. Focus on social
work techniques for working with older adults. 3 sem, hts.
SWK 320. ADVANCED SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE I: A variety of social work
processes with opportunity to develop skill in choosing appropriate intervention
itrategies. Practice in implementing various models for working with client systems
(individuals, families, and grouPs) in an urban setting. Prerequisites: SWK 101,205.
3 sem'hrs.
SWK 324. CHILD WELFARE SERVICES: Scope, problems, and trends in social wel-
fare services to children. The role of the social worker in protective service, foster care,
adoption, group and institutional settings. Children's rights, permanent planning 
-for
children, 
"ttd 
.hild advocacy. 3 sem. hrs,
SWK 330. SOCIAL WELFARE AND SOCIAL WORK IN A PLURALISTIC SOCI-
ETY: Understanding of and appreciation for ethnic, racial and cultural diversity in a
pluralistic society. The commonalities and differences in families and communities
with emphasis on the urban community. Prerequisites: SWK 101, 205. 3 sem. hrs'
SWK 333. LEGAL ASPECTS OF SOCIAL WORK: Orientation to the legal system
as it affects the provision of human services and the profession; social legislation and
court decisions as they affect child welfare, public assistance, mental health, housing,
and probation and paiole services. 3 sem.hrs.
SWK 337. SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY AND SERVICES: Study of how social wel-
fare policies are developed and translated into social services. A framework for
analysis applied to speciffc social policies. The role of the social work practitioner in
analyzing and planning for social welfare. Prerequisites: SWK 101, 205' 3 sem, hrs'
SWK 339. CHILD ABUSET Comprehensive study of child abuse: its history, scope,
causal factors, indicators for detection, treatment resources and modalities, and com-
munity responsibility. 3 sem. hrs.
SWK 340. ADVANCED SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE II: Social work intervention
strategies with organizations and communities; emphasis on skills needed for prac-
tice in an urban community. Prerequisites: SWK 'to7,2o5,32o. 3 sem'hts.
SWK 3so. HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT: Theory and
concepts from the humanities and from the biological, behavioral, and social sciences
integrated into the social work systems model. Prerequisites: SWK 320,340; all
program requirements in biology, political science, psychology, and sociology. 
-3 sem. hrs.
SWK 376. SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH I: Focus on research designs that address
micro- and macro-level social problems. Each student plans and develops a research
project. Prereguisites: SWK 101, 2o5. 3 sem.hrs.
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SWK 377. SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH II: Statistical analysis of data generated
from both micro and macro research designs, Focus on use of computers in sta-
tistical analysis. Prerequisiter 9WK 3zo. 3 sem.hrs,
SWK 422. PARENTING: SOCIAL WELFARE ROLE: Comprehensive study of his-
torical and contemporary perspectives on parenting, future of parenting (assessing
trends and choices in family structure and function), cross-cultural comparisons,
policy and legal aspects of parenting, societal influences on parenting. 3 sem, hrs.
SWK 431. FIELD EXPERIENCE AND SEMINAR I: Practicum in which senior stu-
dents engage in experiential learning under professional supervision in selected
social service agencies. The seminar is concurrent, Open only to majors. Prerequisite:
SWK 350. 5 sem' hrs,
SWK 432, FIELD EXPERIENCE AND SEMINAR II: Practicum providing further
opportunity to apply social work knowledge, values, and skills. Minimum of 200
hours in selected social agency under professional supervision. The linal stage in
preparation for beginning social work practice. Open only to majors, Prerequisite:
sWK 431. 5 sem.hrs.
SWK 443. DEATH, DYING, AND SUICTDE: Study of the phenomena of death and
dying. The role and responsibility of the professional in working with the dying and
their survivors. Study of suicide in this society. Open only to third- and fourth-year
students. 3 sem, hra.
SWK 4ss. SOCIAL SERVICES IN THE HEALTH FIELD: The role of social services
in health care facilities and governmental health programs, U.5. health care policies
and programs; methods of social work intervention in medical settings. 3 sem,hrs.
SWK 465. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Individual research, study, and readings on
specific topics and/or projects of importance to social work. Under individual faculty
direction. Prereguisite: Permission of program director. 3 sem. hrs,
SWK 499. SPECIAL TOPICS: Exploration of special topics related to the field of
human services. Assessment of appropriate literature and research. May be repeated
as topics change. 7-3 sem. hrs.
rGeneral education course. See Chapter V.
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soCIolocY (soc)
Sociology is concerned with the scientific study of society. The unigue in-
sight of sociology is that people are who they are largely because of their social
experiences and interactions with others. "The sociological imagination" is the
ability to understand the relationship between the individual experience and the
broader social context. In addition to studying various asPects of social behavior,
sociology is concerned with studying the nature and causes of social problems
such as crime, marital instability, poverty, and racism. The challenge facing
sociologists is to apply their knowledge in ever more constructive ways for the
improvement of society.
Students intending to major or minor in sociology should consult with the
department chairperson to plan their programs of courses. Majors may con-
centrate their studies in the fields of human relations or community relations.
The requirements for majoring in sociology are stated in the outline below.
A minor in sociology requires 15 semester hours of courses in the discipline,
with at least 12 of those at the 3OO-400 level.
PROGRAM-A2o: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
socIoLoGY (soc)'
sociology requirements and electives :::.t.t.'::.'"";
sOC 101 or 204 or ANT 150 3
SOC 20s, 303, 308, 3O8L, 4o9t ANT 300 16
SOC electives 18
Philosophy and/or religious studies 12
Communication skills 0-9
Natural science 7
Mathematics 3
9ocial and behavioral sciences .....,., 12
Humanities lE
General education courses and academic electives to total at least. LzO
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for Gen-
eral Education Reguirements.
FACULTY
Patrick G. Donnelly, Chairperson, Department of Sociology and Anthropology
Prolessor Emeritus: E. Huth
Prof essor: M. Huth
Associate Professors: Bregenzer, Donnelly, L. Majka, T. Majka, Miller, Saxton
Assistant Prof essors: Marotto, F. Pestello, H. Pestello
Adjunct Associate P rof essor : Voydanoff
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
SOC 101. PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOIOGY: Study of social groups, social processes,
and society; the individual's relationship to society, social structure, social inequality,
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ethnic minorities, cities and hurnan populations, and social institutions such as the
family, education, religion, and government. 3 sem. hrs.
*SOC 204. MODERN SOCIAL PROBLEMS: Course to familiarize nonsociology
majors with contemporary problems in society; historical development, current status,
and analysis of problems, using modern social theories. Content may vary from section
to section. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 2os. SOCIAL RESEARCH METHODS:Study of the logic of research design,
data-gathering strategies, types of measurement, and sampling techniques. Both in-
ductive and deductive approaches. Participation in research projects. 3 sem,hrs.
SOC ao3. MODERN SOCIAL THEORY: Consideration of the works of modern
theorists and major trends in the history of social thought. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 3OS. DATA ANALYSIS: The analysis and interpretation of both quantitative
and qualitative social science data. Prerequisite:SOC 206, Coreguisite: SOC 308L.
3 sem. hrs.
SOC a08L. DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY: Training in appropriate computer
programs and computer analysis of social science data. Prerequisite: SOC 208. Co-
requisite: SOC a08. 7 sem. hr,
SOC 321. THE SOCIOLOGY OF WORK AND OCCUPATIONS: Survey of the
major features of work and occupations in industrial society. The meaning of work,
occupational choice and recruitment, occupational socialization, career patterns, and
occupational rewards. Unemployment, underemployment, sex-typing, automation and
alienation. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 322. SEX ROLES AND SOCIETY: Research findings and maior analytical ap-
proaches to study social and cultural influences on the development of personal
sexual identity and relationships between men and women, Major social issues
concerning human sexuality, 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 323. JUVENILE DELINQUENCY: The environmental and internal factors that
influence or determine delinquent behavior; roles of individual juvenile offenders,
parents/guardians, school, church, police, business community, community agencies,
and the juvenile justice and correctional system in preventing/treating delinquent
behavior. 3 sem, hrs.
SOC 325. DEVIANT BEHAVIOR: Description of various types of deviant behavior;
for example mental illness, alcoholism, drug addiction, the professional criminal.
Study of explanations for the conseguences and the role of deviant behavior in modern
society. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC a26. LAW AND SOCIETY: Study of the legal system and practices from a
sociological point of view; the historical origin and role of the law in society, issues
relating to the law as an instrument of social control and/or social change; analysis
of the legal profession. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC a27. CRIMINOLOGY: Social and cultural nature, origin, and development of
law; criminal behavior; crime control. The influence of society in the creation and
organization of legal and crime control systems. Biological, psychological, and socio-
logical factors leading to criminal behavior. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 32s. RACIAL AND ETHNIC MINORITIES: Study of the major immigrant and
racial groups in the United States and other countries. Issues and problems related to
their minority status in the dominant culture.
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*sc)c a31. MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY: Historical, cross-cultural, and current
study of social relationships during dating and courtship, interpersonal communica-
tion in marriage and family hfe, sexuality in marriage, adiustments in parenthood,
divorce and remarriage, altlrnatives to traditional marriage, and the future of mar-
riage and family life.- 3 sem' hrs'
sOC a32. SOCIOLOGY OF WOMEN: Cross-societal analysis of the position of
women, with emphasis on industrialized and developing societies. The social positions
of women and men in the family, work, politics, and the legal system, consideration
of theories of the biological, psychological, and sociological bases for the behavior
and characteristics of *i*e. in ihe context of societal institutions. 3 sem. hrs,
SOC a33. INDUSTRY AND SOCIETYT Social processes of industrialization; struc-
ture and characteristics of industrial society in the U.5.; Past, Present, and futuristic
dimensions of industrial society; impact of industrialization on labor, management,
government, family, community, and nation. 3 sem' hrs'
soc 334. RELIGION AND SOCIETY: De{initions of religion and its role in society.
Traditional and nontraditional expressions of religious life from the viewpoint of
society. Varieties of religious experience and the interrelations between religious
phenomena and other social institutions and societal behavior. 3 sem' hrs'
soc 336. oRGANIZATIONS IN MODERN SOCIETY: Analysis of the dynamics
of organizations in modern industrial society. Topics include organizational social
psychology, organizational structure and process, and organization-community
relations. 3 sem' hrs'
soc a37. PoLITICAL SOCIOLOGY: Analysis of politics and society; social origins
of political economic systems; ideology and legitimation; Political movements and
social change. 3 sem' hrs'
9OC 339. SOCIAL INEQUALITY: Study of social ineguality in society. Emphasis
on the processes that divide people into unequal groups based on wealth, status, and
power. The effects of inequality on individual life chances and life styles. 3 sem. hts.
sOC a4o. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY IN SOCIETY: Survey of the basic Principles,
concepts, theories, and methods of social psychology from the sociological ,";:1ff.";;'.
*soc a41. SELF AND SoCIETY: Theoretical and rnethodological study of micro-
sociological processes; socialization, self conceptualization, deviant behavior, mental
illness,lowei and social influence. 3 sem. hrs.
s,OC s42. COTLECTM BEHAVIOR: Study of social protest, crowds, social move-
ments, revolution, fads, fashion, public opinion Processes, Propaganda, and political
and social responses to these phenomena. 3 sem, hrs'
SOC a43. MASS COMMUNICATION IN MODERN SOCIETY: Social-psychological
analysis of the structure and processes of mass communication related to advertising,
patterns of social behavior, social change, propaganda, censorship, media control, and
iocial institutions. 3 sem. hrs.
sOC 345. SMALL GROUP DYNAMICS: Study of small group structure and pro-
cesses from a sociological point of view. Application of theoretical concePts and re-
search findings to friendship groups, work groups, and family interaction. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC A5O. NATIONAL AND WORLD POPULATION TRENDS: CAUSCS ANd CONSC-
quences of national and world population trends; impact of population change on
society; impact of social change on birth rates, death rates, migration, population
composition and distribution. 3 sem' hrs'
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SOC as1. CITIES: URBAN COMMUNITIES, PROBLEMS, AND PLANNING: Con-
cepts of community; the history of cities; the development and nature of urban-
metropolitan society; metropolitan area structure, population characteristics, and
life styles; approaches to major urban problems; models of urban planning in the
U.S. and Europe. 3 sem. hrs.
*SOC 452, COMMUNITY: Study of the interaction of groups and individuals re-
lated by common situations, problems and intentionsi creation, maintenance, eclipse,
and restoration of close social ties in urban neighborhoods, small towns, and groups
with similar interests and lifestyles. 3 sem. hrs.
SOC a55. FAMILIES AND THE ECONOMY: The relationship between families and
their socio-economic environment. Consideration of public issues including family
policy and government programs to assist families. 3 sem. hrs.
soc 357. socIoLoGIcAL PERSPECTMS OF TECHNOLOGY: Study of the re-
lation between society and technology. Issues include conceptions of society and
technology; sources, uses, and impacts of technology; professional conduct in rela-
tion to technology; and various forms of the relation between society and technology.
3 sem. hrs.
SOC 392. SELECTED TOPICS IN SOCIOLOGY: Examination of a current topic of
general interest in sociology. Majors and nonmajors may enroll. Consult composite
for topics. May be repeated once as topic changes. 3 sem. hrs
SOC 409. SENIOR SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY: Synthesis of previous coursework;
examination of the logic of social inguiry through the analysis of competing socio-
logical perspectives on a particular issue. Reguired for malors. Prerequisite: Permis-
sion of instructor. 3 sem.hrs,
soc 436. CRIME AND IUSTICE IN THE BRITISH ISLES: Comparison of crime
and the administration of justice in the British Isles and the U.5. Trends in British
criminal and juvenile justice. Available only during the summer session. (Same as
cRJ 436.) 3 sem. hrs.
SOC 437. MARX AND 9OCIOLOGY: Study of Marx's writings on topics relevant
to the social sciences. Comparison of contemporary Marxian scholarship in such
areas as social inequality, political structures, urban change, ideology and conscious-
ness, and models for the future. Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing. 3 sem,hrs.
SOC 439. SOCIAL CLASSES IN MODERN SOCIETY: Study of social classes, social
inequality, social mobility, prestige, power, and class conflict in modern industrial
societies. 3 sem. hrs,
SOC 444. INTERACTION PROCESSES: Advanced theoretical and methodological
study of basic interaction processes that make up social life, including hypnosis, social
influence (selling), negotiation, solidarity, competition, and conflict. 3 sem, hrs.
SOC 492. SPECIAL TOPICS IN SOCIOLOGY: Intensive examination of current
theoretical or methodological issues; faculty-advised research proiect or library work.
Consult composite for topics. May be repeated once as topic changes. Prereguisite:
Permission of instructor. 7-6 sem.hrs.
SOC 495. SOCIOLOGY INTERNSHIP: Supervised work experience related to course
work in sociology in appropriate government, social service, and private organiza-
tions, May be repeated to a maximum of 6 sem. hrs. Prerequisite: Permission of
chairperson. 7-6 sem. hrs.
SOC 49S. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Research or special readings on problems of
interest to the student under the guidance of sociology staff member. Prerequisite:
Permission of chairperson,
*General education course. 5ee Chapter V.
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SPE
SPEECH (SPE)
Speech courses are offered by the Department of Communication. See re-
quirements and other courses of instruction under COM.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
SPE 101. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORAL COMMUNICATION: Introductorv course
in the fundamental skills of oral communication. Development of communicative
self-confidence through interpersonal and small group process, persuasive reasoning,
listening theory and practice, and public speaking. 3 sem.hrs,
SPE 206. FUNDAMENTALS OF BROADCASTING: Lectures dealing with broad-
casting as a business and as a cultural influence; broadcast regulation, programming,
and organization of typical radio and television stations. 3 sem' hrs,
SPE 300. VOICE AND DICTION: The four phases of speech production: proper
breathing, phonation, resonance, and articulation. Emphasis on projection, quality,
and clariiy of speech. Analysis of student's voice through tape recordings. 3 sem. hrs.
SPE 301. SPEECH WRITING: Study of speech structure and composition' Critical
analysis of model speeches, in conjunction with the preparation and Presentation of
original speeches on current public questions. 3 sem. hrs.
SPE 303. RHETORIC OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTST Examination of the rhetoric of
contemporary advocates through application of the basic elements of argumentation
and persuasion. 3 sem, hrs.
SPE 310. ORAI INTERPRETATION: Oral interpretation of Poetry and Prose, com-
bining study of vocal modulations, pitch, inflection, and tone color with intellectual
rnd emotional analysis of selections. 3 sem, hrs.
iPE 311.. PUBLIC SPEAKING: Oral communication in professional situations'
Adaptation of principles of effective speaking to specific audiences and occasions.
Delivery of informational, problem-solving, and special-occasion speeches.
3 sem, hrs.
sPE 312. PERSUASION: Analysis of the motivations that lead to belief and action
of individuals and audiences. Study in the techniques of persuasion. Practical appli-
cation of theory. 3 sem.hrs.
SPE 314. SURVEY OF NEW MASS COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES: Exami-
nation of issues related to development, economics, programming, and the future of
new mass communication technologies. Prerequisite: SPE 206. 3 sem. hrs.
SPE 316. AUDIO PRODUCTION: Study of the theory and process of current audio
production practices, including the operation of basic studio equipment' Exercises in
methods of sound reproduction in the audio studio, including recording of voice,
music, and sound effects. Some writing for the aural medium. Prerequisite: SPE 206.
Studio fee, 3 sem. hrs.
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SPE 320. ADVANCED ORAL INTERPRETATION: A continuation of SPE 310. Ad-
ditional study in the technigues of group performance. Prereguisite:SPE 310.
3 sem. hrs.
SPE 329. TELEVISION PRODUCTION: Intensive practice in preparation and pro-
duction of television programs. Camera technique, floor set-ups, and direction of
crews and talent demonstrated through participation in television shows. Prerequisite:
SPE 316. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
sPE 410. BROADCAST NEWS: Study of the process and practice of news gathering,
analysis, rewriting, and editing for the broadcast media. Theoretical background and
practical application, including historical, legal, and ethical concerns for broadcast
news personnel. Prereguisite: IRN 206. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
SPE 4t2. BROADCAST COMMERCIAL COPYWRITING:Study and application of
principles of the differences between the two media as they affect commercial copy
iequirements. Prerequisite: SPE 206. 3 sem. hrs,
SPE 414. BROADCAST AND CABLE PROMOTION: 9tudy of cable comPany-initi-
ated strategies and techniques to Promote Programs, stationg, or networks as a means
of building audience or advertisers. Building positive images of cablecasting in com-
munities and markets. Prerequisite: SPE 314. 3 sem,hrs.
SPE 476. BROADCAST PROGRAMMING: Study of the programming strategies
and practices used by broadcast management for attracting television and radio
auditnces. Prerequisite: SPE 206. 3 sem. hrs'
SPE 4L8. WRITING FOR ELECTRONIC MEDIA: Study of concrete approaches to
and practice with the kinds of writing being done Professionally in all program types
on television and radio. Prerequisite: SPE 206' 3 sem. hrs.
SPE 419. BROADCASTING PERFORMANCE: Participation in a selected series of
broadcasting projects, including both radio and television performance. Prerequisites:
SPE 3L6 andeither 3]O or 329,5tudio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
SPE 420. BROADCAST SALES: Examination of the basic asPects of radio and tele-
vision sales, including agencies, station and network sales, and related problems and
careers. Prereguisite: COM 304. 3 sem. hrs,
SPE 42s. ADVANCED TELEVISION PRODUCTION AND DIRECTING: Advanced
principles and practice in television production and directing. Emphasis on the
aesthetics involved in production of a visually appealing broadcast. Communication
maiors and minors only. Prereguisites: SPE 316,32g.Studio fee. 3 sem' hrs.
SPE 4so. RADIO AND TELEVISION STATION MANAGEMENTT Study of the or-
ganization and administration of the radio and television staff and station; the man-
iger's role as applied to personnel, programming, sales, engineering, finances, and
regulations. Prerequisite: MGT 305. 3 sem, hrs.
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TEACHER CERTIFICATION
COLLEGE BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM WITH
TEACHER CERTIFICATION (E1.1.A)
Students enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences may enroll in the teacher
education program (E11A) of the School of Education without transferring to
the School of Education. The ELLA program is designed for those students in the
College of Arts and Sciences who wish to Pursue secondary-school teaching
certification and a major program of studies concurrently. Students admitted to
the program must satisfy all the reguirements for the Bachelor of Arts or Bach-
elor-of Science in the College as well as the requirements designated by the
School of Education and the State of Ohio for secondary school certification.
Teaching fields represented in the College of Arts and Sciences are Art,
Biological Science, Chemistry, Communication, Computer Science, Drama/
Theatre, Earth Science, English, General Science, History, Journalism, Language
(Latin, French, German, Spanish), Mathematics, Music, Physical S-cience, Phys-
ics, Political Science, Psychology/Sociology, Social Studies, Speech/Communi-
cation, Theology (Religious Studies).
The education courses below constitute a minor concentration in the College
degree program. They are listed in the order in which students usually take
them. For course descriptions see EDT, Chapter VIII.
EDT 110
EDT 207
EDT 208
EDT 318
EDT 351
Semester Hours
The Profession of Teaching 3
Child and Adolescent in Education 3
Teaching and Learning 3
Human Relations in Education 2
School, Self and Society 3
Methods course (fall term only) 4
EDT 469 Reading in the Content Areas . . . . . . .2'3
EDT 420 Student Teaching: 9econdary ........ 10
EDT 419 Philosophy of Education 3
Application for admission to the program is made through the Office of the
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. Applicants should normally have a
cumulative grade point average of at least 2.9 at the time of their application.
Counseling relative to the degree program is given by the student's major
department; counseling relative to certiffcation is given by the chairperson of
the Department of Teacher Education or a designated advisor.
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THEATRE (THR)
The Theatre Concentration in the Department of Communication offers a solid
academic foundation and an extensive program of theatre Productions, including
major productions in Boll Theatre and student exPerimental work in the Studio
Thi:atr-e. Its purpose is to provide opportunities and facilities for education and
training in and understanding of theatre.
Theatre majors are required to audition for roles and participate in each major
production, for which they receive credit in THR 100 or 300.
A minor in theatre requires a total of 2| semester hours: 3 each in THR 105,
100 and/or 300, 415 or 425; and 12 additional at the 200 level and above' Courses
in dance are not included.
PROGRAM_A2I: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
THEATRE OHR)1
Semester Hours
Theatre requirements and electives 38
THR 100 and/or 300, 705,205,2I0,2I7, 325 or 326,330, 340, 415 or 425,
440 or 485 or 490 . 29
THR electives 9
Natural science 7
Mathematics 3
Social and behavioral sciences 12
Humanities 18
Philosophy and/or religious studies 1'2
Communication skills: SPE 101; ENG 101-102 or 114 or 198 . . . 0-9
General education courses and academic electives to total at least . . ' . 720
rSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education Requirements.
FACULTY
Don B. Morlan, Chairperson ot' the Department of CommtLnication
Professor: Gilvarv
Asiistant Professor : SeIka
Part-time lnstructors: Anderson, Engel-Conley, Miller
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
THR 100. THEATRE LABORATORY: Credit allowance for role playing and/or play
production in major productions. Fifty hours of work minimum for one sem. hr. of
lredit. Repeatable up to 3 sem. hrs. in first and second years. Allregistration retro-
active. No advance registration. Three sem. hrs' from THR 100 or 300 required
of all maiors. - 1-3 sem' hrs.
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*THR 105. INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATRE: ANAIYSiS Of thc NATUTC Of thCAtTC,
its origin, and development from the standpoint of the play, the physical theatre, and
its place in our culture. Required of all maiors. Open to all University students'
3 sem. hrs.
THR 201. BASIC DANCE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTIST: Beginning course in
movement introducing the basic principles of dance and performance technigue. Open
to all University students, 2 sem. hrs.
THR 202. STAGE MAKEUP: The basic principles of the art and technigue of makeup
so that the student may use them in design and execution to develop and project the
character. Open to all University students. First term. Studio fee. 2 sem. hrs.
THR 2OS. THEATRE STAGECRAFT: Study and application of scene construction,
rigging, backstage organization, production analysis, and technician-designer rela-
tionship. Required of all majors. open to all university students. studio fee. First
term. 3 sem' hrs'
THR 2o7. THEATRE LIGHTING:Study and application of lighting for the stage:
instrument, controls, sources, elements of electricity, and lighting design for all types
of theatres, as well as graph representation' Studio fee. 3 sem, hrs.
THR 2L0. ACTING I: The study and practice of basic technigues in rehearsal and
performance. Emphasis on self-analysis and self-awareness. Development of basic
skills in vocal, emotional, and mental interpretation of character. Prerequisite: THR
Los or permission. Corequisite: THR 211. Required of all theatre maiors. Open to
all University students. 3 sem. hrs.
THR 211. THEATRICAL MOVEMENT I; Special attention to the physical require-
ments of acting for the stage: balance, flexibility, coordination, control, and endurance.
The study and practice of nonverbal skills in character portrayal. Corequisite: THR
210. Reguired o? all theatre majors. Open to all University students. 2sem.hrs'
THR 261. BEGINNING JAZZ DANCE: Beginning course in the theory and practice
ol jazz dance. No prerequisite. 2 sem, hrs.
THR 271. BEGINNING BALLET: Beginning course in the theory and practice of
classical ballet technique. No prereguisite. 2 sem. hrs'
THR 3oO. THEATRE LABORATORY: The third- and fourth-year level of credit
allowance for role playing and/or play production. Requirements and registration
same as for THR 100. 7-3 sem. hrs.
THR 301. INTERMEDIATE DANCE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTIST: Intermedi-
ate-level course in movement for students interested in further developing dance and
performance technique. Prereguisite: THR 201. 2 sem. hrs.
THR 303. SCENE PAINTING: Basic principles of color paint theory and materials.
Investigation of various scene-painting techniques. One three-hour class meeting
weekly. Studio fee. Prereguisite: Permission. 3 sem'hrs'
THR 323. ACTING II: Further study and practice of techniques introduced in Act-
ing I. Emphasis on interaction, ensemble, grouP Processes, and scene study. Core-
quisite: THR 324. Prerequisites : THR L05, 21.o, z]-'L or permission . 3 sem. hrs.
THR 324. THEATRICAL MOVEMENT II: Continuation of THR 211. Emphasis on
interpreting and employing body language. Corequisite: THR 323. Prerequisites: THR
lol,tlo,2il or permission. 2 sem. hrs.
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THR 32s. THEORY AND CRITICISM OF THE STAGE I: Survey of representative
plays from classical to neo-classical periods as a basis for theatrical production and
iramatic criticism. Prerequisite: THR 105. (THR 325 or 326 required of all maiors.)
3 sem. hrs,
THR 326. THEORY AND CRITICISM OF THE STAGE II: CONtiNUAtiON Of THR 325
from romantic to modern periods, Prerequisiter THR 105, (THR 325 or 326 required of
all maiors.) 3 sem' hrs'
THR 330. coNcEPTS OF SCENE DESIGN: Studies in the principles of composition
and aesthetic theory as applicable to scene design. Development of personal design
approach to plays of various styles. Reguired of all theatre majors. 3 sem. hrs.
THR 340. THE DIRECTOR IN THE THEATRE: ThC bASiC fUNCtiONS Of A diTCCtOT iN
the production of play: interpretation, composition, movement, characterization,
rhythm, design concepi, and actor training. Reguired of all theatre maiors. Prereq-
uiiites: THR 105, u:os, 2lo, lrL, 3go. 3 sem' hrs.
THR 350. THEATRE STYLES: Examination of the relationships among playwright,
audience, actor, designer, and director in the development of major theatre styles of
expression. 3 sem' hrs'
THR 36L. INTERMEDIATEIAZZ DANCE: An intermediate course in the theory
and practice of jazz dance and technigue. Prerequisite: THR 261 or equivalent.
THR 321. INTERMEDIATE BALLET: Intermediate course in the theorv ^l,t {^"i'::;
of classical ballet technigue. Prerequisite: THR 271 or equivalent. 2 sem. hrs.
THR 414. ADVANCED SCENE DESIGN: Individual development in scene design
through intensive study in plays of various styles. Detailed representation of design
ideas in rendering and models iequired, Prerequisites r THR 205, 2o7 , 33o. 3 sem. hrs,
*THR 415. HISTORY OF THE THEATRE I: History of theatre from pre-Grecian
through Elizabethan; the physical theatre as reflection of and influence on civilization.
(THR 41S or 425 requiredof a[ majors,) Open to all University students. 3 sem. hrs.
THR 424. PLAY DIRECTING: Study of the evolution of the modern director and the
direction of two one-act plays or one full-length play. Prereguisite: THR 340. Studio
fee. 3 sem' hts'
THR 425. HISTORY OF THE THEATRE II: Continuance of 41s from the Italian
Renaissance to the modem theatre. (THR 415 or 425 required of all majors.) Open to
all University students. 3 sem' hrs'
THR 440. PROBTEMS IN THEATRE PRODUCTION AND DESIGN: INdiVidUAI
research and project work of student's selection under the direct supervision of faculty.
Repeatable up to fz sem. hrs. Prereguisite: Permission' 3 sem, hrs'
THR 4E5. THEATRE SEMINAR: Concentration on one theatrical figure, genre, or
period for research and analysis. (THR 485 or 490 required of all majors,) Repeatable
irp to o sem. hrs, 3'6 sem' hrs'
THR 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN THEATRE: Individual research and report on
topic of student's choice in the field of theatre under direct supervision of faculty/
st;ff. (THR 485 or 490 reguired of all majors.) Repeatable uP to 15 sem. hrs.
3-5 sem' hrs.
*General education course' See Chapter V.
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woMEN',S STUDIES (WST)
The interdisciplinary minor in women's studies provides a timely academic
concentration appropriate to many majors and useful in many fields. As an aca-
demic pursuit, *omen's studies attemPts to compensate for the traditional omis-
sion fiom many curricula of the historical and contemporary contributions of
women. It also iooks to the future, intending to enhance the dignity, worth, and
effectiveness of all women.
The minor in women's studies consists of 13 to 15 semester hours. It must
include the interdisciplinary seminar ASI 228,Eocrrs on Women, and 12 semester
hours in upper-division courses (300-level or above). The following courses
are among those offered.
ASI 22E Focus on Women
ART 377 Women Artists
COM 404 Women in Communication
EDP 130 Self Defense for Women
EDP 54o Women in Sport (may be taken for undergraduate credit)
ENG 214 Fiction: WomenWriters
ENG 319 ContemporarYFiction:WomenWriters
ENG 324 The Novel: ContemporaryWomenNovelists
ENG 329 The ShortStory:WomenWriters
ENG 333 Images of Women in Literature
ENG 380 Studies in Literature: Modern Women Poets
ENG 3so Studies in Literature: Black Women Authors
HEC 318 Family Living
HST 351 History of American Women
HST 352 History of the American Family
MGT 440 Women in Management
PHL 307 PhilosophY and Women
PSY 443 Psychology of Women
REL 47L Women and Religion
SOC 322 Sex Roles and Society
SOC 332 Sociology of Women
In addition, independent study courses and UDI courses may be applicable.
Topics courses in various departments may be applicable if they-are readily
identifiabte as pertinent to women's studies. Students who wish to be recorded
as minoring in women's studies should notify their respective deans and the
director of women's studies.
WOMEN'S STUDIES COMMITTEE
Patricia A. Johnson (Philosophy), Director of Women's Studies
Bowen (MORES), Courtney (Library), Drees (Physical and Health Education),
Gustafson (Economics and Finance), |. Martin (Religious Studies), Mgrphy
(College of Arts and Sciences), O'Meara (Languages), Pestello (Sociology),
RoberJon (Psychology), Stockum (English), Swanson (Fine Arts), Vesper
(Biology).

VII School of Business Administration
Sam Gould, Dean
John E. Rapp, Associate Dean
Rebecca M.J. Yates, Associate Dean, Director of Graduate Program
Donald J. Hebeler, S.M., Administrative Assistant
The mission of the School of Business Administration is to provide under-
graduate students with an excellent business education in response to the needs
of contemporary society. The student is challenged to attain in appreciation for
the liberal arts, state-of-the-art competence in the business disciilines, a sensi-
tivity to moral and ethical behavior, and a desire and abilify to assume significant
leadership and decision-making roles in the business and professioial com-
munity.
The school strives to be one of the outstanding private business schools in
the midwest and one of the finest catholic businesi schools in the country. In
pursuing this goal, it promotes excellence in teaching through setting high
standards of scholarship for both students and faculty. The School operat-es
within the catholic Marianist tradition, providing education for development of
the complete pers,on: intellectual, physical, and spiritual. It expects itsitudents
to acquire a moral and ethical perspective consistent with Christian principles.It prepares its students for leadership within the business and piofessi,onal
community.
The school strives to recruit and retain an outstanding faculty and has the
expectation that its faculty will engage in excellent teaching, scholarship, and
service. Finally, the School strives to be a constructive and iesponsible servant
and critic of the community in which it operates. It encouragei its faculty and
students to become involved in projects ofcommunity servicJand to bring their
expertise to bear on community problems and issues.
ADMISSION TO THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
The minimum requirements for admission to the school of Business Adminis-
tration are the following:
1.. Graduation from an accredited high school
2.Jh" following units of college preparatory subjects:English 4 units
Mathematics (Algebra I & II, Geometry) 3 units
Nafural Science with a Laboratory 1 unit
Social Science 2 units
3. while students in the upper half of the graduating class are preferred, consid-
eration also will be given to other students whose scores bn the scholastic
Aptitude Test of the College Entrance Examination Board (sAT) or the American
College Testing Examinatiorrs (ACT) indicate they are capable of completing the
baccalaureate program of the School of Business Administration.
4. Any persox whgsg native language is not English must submit an acceptable
score in the-Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). Exceptions io thls
poliry may be made for students wh6se eduiati"on has been in sihools where
English is the principal language of instruction.
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TRANSFER STUDENTS
Candidates for admission from other accredited colleges or universities must
ordinarily be in good academic standing in the colleges or universities from
which they are transferring and must have a cumulative average of 2.5 (on a
scale of 4.0) or better. They must also meet the admission reguirements as set
by the Faculty of the School of Business Administration. Students planning to
aitend a less-year college before transferring to the School of Business Ad-
ministration are encouraged to follow an arts and sciences or pre-business
program rather than a technical terminal Program. (See also Chapter III')
RETURNING STUDENTS
A qualified student who returns to the School of Business Administration
after an absence of one calendar year or longer may be readmitted to the School
of Business Administration according to the University of Dayton reQuirements
which are applied to transfer students from other universities and colleges.
(See Chapter III.) These students will be reguired to satisfy the program reguire-
ments which are current at the time of their readmission to the School of Busi-
ness Administration. Part-time students (those who carry fewer than 12 semester
hours) who are readmitted after an absence of two or more years will be re-
quired to satisfy the program requirements which are current at the time of
readmission to the School of Business Administration.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE BACCALAUREATE DEGREE
The School of Business Administration Programs lead to the degree of Bache-
lor of Science in Business Administration upon satisfactory completion of the
following requirements :
1. The candidate must complete successfully the first- and second-year business
administration program, which is designed to give a wide and liberal education
for a broader comprehension of the fields of business administration and eco-
nomics. All students in the School of Business Administration must complete
a common block of courses known as the SBA core.
2. The candidate must earn a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.0 in
the total semester hours required for the degree and in the major,
3. Each candidate must complete at least 54 upper-level semester hours, with a
minimum of 36 semester hours in 3OO-400Jevel courses in the School of Busi
ness Administration, of which 18 semester hours or more must be in one of the
academic majors.
4. Candidates majoring in economics, finance, management, or marketing must
complete a minimum of 121 semester hours. A major in accounting reguires 124
semister hours, and a maior in management information systems reguires 127
semester hours,
S. The candidate's final 30 semester hours must be earned in residence at the
University of Dayton.
6. The candidate has the responsibility of meeting degree requirements in
business administration. Therefore, the student should be thoroughly familiar
with the course requirements and should keep a record of courses completed
and semester hours applicable to degree reguirements.
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GRADING OPTION
All students in the school of Business Administration must register under
crade option 1 for courses in any department of the school of Business Ad-
ministration. other courses that must be taken under option 1 are MTH 110.
'1,17, '1,92, 193; PHL 313; REL 368; and the 3-semest"i-ho.rr communication
requirement.
FIRST. AND SECOND-YEAR SBA PROGRAM
The program below is to be followed by students who will maior in account-
ing, economics, finance, management, or marketing. Students planning to
major in management information systems should follow the program outlined
in the section on the Department of Management Information systems and
Decision Sciences (MIS) in this chapter.
The program below contains all of the requirements for the first and second
years. There is flexibility in the seguencing of some courses-€.g., pHL 103 can
be taken during either the first or the second semester; some courses listed in
the first year can just as well be taken during the second year, and vice versa,
Consult academic advisor for sequencing options,
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
Lst Term 2nd Term
First YearMIS 103 Introduction to Computers and Information
SystemsENG 101-102 College Composition I and II1HST 101 or 102 History of Western CivilizationMTH 110-L11 Quantitative Analysis for Business I and IIzPHL 103 Introduction to PhilosophvSPE 10L Fundamentals of Oral Communicationl
Social science elective4
General education requirementl
Sophomore YearACC 2O7-2O8 Principles of Accounting I and II 3DSC 2Io-21,1 Statistics for Business I and II 3ECO 2o3-2O4 Principles of Microeconomics and Macroeconomics 3MGT 2o3 Business Law I 3
General education reguirements5 3
15
lstudents placed in ENG 114 or 198 take a nonbusiness elective the second term.2MTH 107 is recommended for students with insufficient knowledge of secondary
mathematics. This would be an additional course for those taking it, since MTH 10i
does not count towards graduation.
lStudents testing out of SPE lOL will substitute a nonbusiness elective.
_ 
4choose any course from one of the following departments: politicat science, psy-
chology, Sociology.
JSee General Education Requirements, chapter V. some general education courses
are specified in the program (e.g., PHL 103); others are to be chosen from the listing
of approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
3
3
5
3
4
L6
3
3
3
6
G
3
3
3
3
15
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UPPER-LEVEL PROGRAMS
Specialization in the School of Business Administration occurs in the junior
and senior years. Majors are available in accounting, e-conomics, finance, man-
agement, management information systems, and marketing. These Programs
are described later in this chapter.
Each major involves some number of general electives, as seen in the appro-
priate program descriptions. In choosing electives, students must bear in mind
iwo .otttiietations. Cjne is that at least three semester hours of general elec-
tives must be taken outside the School of Business Administration. The other
is that a minimum of 54 semester hours of all academic work must be at the
300-400 level.
Double majors and minors in business administration are available; reguire-
ments for minors are set forth under the descriptions for each academic unit
iiter in this chapter. Minors in some nonbusinesl programs are also available;
consult the appiopriate department for details.
MINOR IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
The minor in international business is an interdisciplinary Program in busi-
ness administration which consists of 18 semester hours. Nine of these are
chosen from business courses; the remaining nine from nonbusiness interna-
tional-related courses, chosen in consultation with the student's academic
advisor. It is recommended, but not required, that a portion of the nine se-
mester hours of nonbusiness courses be upper-level language courses'
The requirement for business courr"r-iotsists of three courses, one each
from any ihree of the following functional areas. One of these courses may- also
count toward the student's 
-iior, with the approval of the department chair-
Person,
Accounting:
ACC 412 International Accounting
Economics:
ECO 450 Comparative Economic Systems
ECO 450 Economic Development and Growth
ECO 461 International Economics
Finance:
FIN 450 International Business Finance
Management:
MGt aso Multinational Corporate Management
Marketing:
MKT 410 Multinational Marketing
MKT .145 Special Topics in International Marketing (for Study Abroad
Program)
Business Administration Interdisciplinary :
BAI 301 Practicum in International Business
INTERNSHIP
Internship is work experience offered for academic credit in each of the de-
partments in the Schoo[ of Business Administration. The intent is to provide
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practical experience in implementing the theory and skills learned in the class-
room, in work associated with the student's academic concentration. It is an
option open to all undergraduate students pursuing four-year programs once
they have fulfilled the following preconditions:
1. Students must have completed a minimum of 45 semester hours.
2. A minimum of 2.0 cumulative grade average is reguired and must be main-
tained.
3. Approval from the department chairperson of the student's major is a pre-
reguisite for participation in the program.
Positions offered to students may be either compensatory or noncompensa-
tory. The intent of the internship is to be beneficial to both the students and
the participating organizations. Students are encouraged to find positions them-
selves, and these are acceptable if the employers agree to the conditions for
participating organizations.
Credits earned in internship may be applied as general electives or associated
with the student's major, depending upon the reguirements of the individual
departments. The maximum number of semester hours that may be earned over
the full four;year degree program is twelve. Individual department requirements
differ and should be checked under the 497 course numbers in the pages which
follow.
The internship program is offered in all terms with special policy and condi
tions governing the summer session. During the first and second terms
internships are offered in the Dayton area, while during the summer session
arrangements can be made for out-of-town participation. Interested students
should see the internship coordinator for further information as soon as they
are eligible for participation.
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
The School of Business Administration participates in the University of
Dayton Cooperative Education Program, which is an optional program of full-
time, on-campus study alternating with terms of full-time, off-campus work
training. For a fuller explanation of the program please refer to Chapter X.
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ACCOUNTING (ACC)
Accounting is the study of the preparation and communication of economic
information ibout business and nonbusiness entities useful to decision makers.
Students completing the accounting program are prepared for positions in in-
dustry, publii accounting, nonprofil organizations, and government, as well
as for the CPA and other applicable professional examinations.
An accounting major musi eurtr credit in at least seven upper-level accounting
courses. Six spe-ific courses are reguired: ACC 303, 305,906,347, 407, and 420'
At least or," udditiot al accounting course is required. Students should consult
with their academic advisors about selecting accounting and other elective
courses appropriate to particular career goals. For ex-ample, a_student desiring a
career in publi. u..or.,nting would benefit from taking ACC 4o8,_Advanced
Financial Accounting, as well as ACC 430, Law for the Accounting Profession.
The program below contains all of the junior and senior requirements for an
uc.ou.riitrg major. There is flexibility in the sequencing of some courses. Con-
sult academic advisor for sequencing options.
PROGRAM-BI: BACHELOR OF
ACCOUNTING
SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
(ACC)
Dept. No. Semester Hours
ACC 303
ACC 305-306
ACC 34r
FIN 301
MGT 305
MKT 305
PHL 313
orY"'
ACC 401
ACC 420
ACC
DSC 3L6
ECO
MGT 49O
Junior Year
Managerial Accounting
Intermediate Financial Accounting
Accounting Information Systems I
Business Finance
Management and Organization
Principles of Marketing
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
Communication electivel
General education requirement2
Senior Year
Auditing Principles
Federal Income Taxation
Accounting electiveS
Production/Operations Management
Economics elective4
Strategic Management and Policy
General education requirement2
General electivest
lst Term 2nd Term
3
4 3
3
3
3
15
3
3
6
G
J
t6
4
4
c
J
3
w
rChoose one course from the following: ENG 370, 372; COM 308, 310; SPE 312'
25ee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
are specified in the program (e.g., PHL 313 or REL 368); others are to be chosen from
the listing of approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
lselect in consultation with advisor.
4Choose one of the following: ECO 346,347,441,442' 44s,46L' 471',485.
,At least 3 sem. hrs. of the general electives must be taken outside the School of
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For a minor in accounting, at least 19 semester hours are required:
ACC 207-208, Principles of Accounting (ACC 30L substitutes for ACC 202.)
ACC 305-306, Intermediate Financial Accounting
Two additional accounting courses, chosen in consultation with the department
chairperson.
FACULTY
Ronnie J. Burrows, Chairperson
Professor: Hoben
Associate Professors: Brady, Burrows, Campbell, Clark, EIey, Fioriti, Geary,
Rosenzweig, Vorherr
Assistant Professors : Gaumnitz, Phillips
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
Acc2o7. PRINCIPLES oF AccoUNTING I: Introduction to financial accounting
concepts, procedures, and terminology. The accounting framework for recording
tran-sactions and reporting to parties external to the organization. prerequisite:
sophomore standing. Acc 2o7 is a prerequisite for all other accounting courses
except ACC 301. 3 sem. hrs.
Acc 208. PRINCIPLES oF AccoUNTING II: completion of introduction to linan-
cial accounting concepts, procedures, and terminology. Reporting to managers for
planning and controlling organization activities as well as cost iccumulation. pre-
School of Business Administration ACC
Business Administration. A minimum of 54 sem. hrs. of all academic work must be
at the 300-400 level.
requisite: ACC 2O7, 3 sem, hrs,
3 sem, hrs.
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Acc 301. FINANCIAL AccoUNTING: Introduction to financial accounting con-
cepts, terminology, purposes, and-applications for the nonbusiness student, inciuding
financial staternents and financial control procedures. Not open to students in the
school of Business Administration or to those with credit in Acc 2oz. 3 sem. hrs.
ACC 302. ACCOUNTING FOR MANAGEMENT: How accounting information is
used to manage a business or nonprofit institution. Budgeting, cost aciounting, differ-
ential accounting for analysis and decision making, and institutional accounting.
Not open to accounting majors. Prerequisite: ACC 207 or 301. S sem. hi.
ACC 303. MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING: The producrion, disseminarion, and
interpretation of financial information for use within an organization. Information
for planning, decision making, and control. study of typical iost accounting systems
in various organizations. Prerequisites: ACC ZOE, junior standing. 3 sem, hrs.
ACC a0s-306. INTERMEDIATE FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: Comprehensive
treatment of financial accounting concepts, principles, and procedures uied in the
preparation and analysis of financial statements. These courses are the basis for all
1dvqrygd courses. Prereguisites: Acc 2os, junior standing. ACC 305 is a prereguisitefor ACC 306. 4 anil 3 sem. hrs.iespeitioely
Acc 34L. AccoUNTING INFORMATION sYsrEMS I: study of designs of ac-
counting systems, including their impact on management decision making and con-trol' Emphasis on (1) a systems approach to the flow of data, (2) system internal
control, and (3) computer applications in accounting. Prereguisiiei: ACC 2os, MIS
103i or permission of instructor.
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ACC 401. AUDITING PRINCIPLES: Introduction to the concepts, standards, tech-
nigues, and procedures used to evaluate the fairness of the financial i'nformation
generated by a business entity; examination and analysis of internal control and the
iuditor's reiorts. Prerequisites: ACC 303, 306,341" 4 sem'hrs'
ACC 402. ACCOUNTING FOR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS: Study of the
principles, techniques, and procedures related to financial reporting of governmental
units and other not-for-proiit entities. Prereguisite: ACC 306. 3 sem, hrs'
ACC 404. ADVANCED MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING: Studv of the more in-
volved methods and concepts of managerial cost accounting. Includes advanced topics
in cost determination and analysis, guantitative methods, behavioral aspects of man-
agement decision-making and controi systems. Prerequisites: ACC 303, 341. 3 sem. hrs,
ACC 405. INTERNAL AUDITING PRINCIPLES: Introduction to procedures and
techniques enabling a firm to exercise control over its assets; analysis of various
systems to ascertaii effectiveness. Prerequisites: ACC 303, 306. 3 sem. hrs.
ACC 4os. ADVANCED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: Study of the principles and
procedures in accounting for specialized uses in branches, business combinations,
consolidations, governm;nt and other not-for-profit entities, and multinalional com-
panies, Prerequilite: ACC 306, 3 sem. hrs.
ACC 412. INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING: Introduction to the issues and prob-
lems of international business as they relate to accounting; how various countries
perceive and deal with specific accounting problems. 3 sem'hrs'
ACC 413. ADVANCED ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS: Comprehensive study and
analysis of accounting principles and practices, using specific problems for develop-
meni of approaches to problem solving. useful in preparing for cPA and other pro-
fessional iiaminations. Prereguisite: Consent of chairperson. 3 sem' hrs'
ACC 414. SEMINAR IN ACCOUNTING: Study of current accounting issues and
recent authoritative pronouncements; panel discussions, case studies, presentations
by professional accountants, extensive access to accounting literature. Prerequisite:
ri sem. hrs, of upper-level ACC courses or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hts.
ACC 420. FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION: The conceptual framework of taxation,
with primary emphasis on discussion and evaluation of the taxation of individuals.
Introduction to taxation of corporations and partnerships. Prerequisiter ACC 208.
4 sem. hrs.
ACC 427. ADVANCED TAXATION: Study of taxation of corporations, partner-
ships, and estates and trusts. Emphasis on the impact of taxation on business entities.
Preiequisite: ACC 420. 3 sem. hrs.
ACC 430. LAW FOR THE ACCOUNTING PROFESSION: Study of major laws af-
fecting the public and private practice of accountingi contracts, property, commercial
code, bankruptcy, business organizations, legal responsibility, and govetnment regu-
lations. Credit does not apply to reguirements for ACC major' Prerequisites: MGT
203, permission of chairperson. 3 sem, hrs,
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ACC 441. ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS II: Examination of account-
ing systems with emphasis on microcomputer applications. Exposure to general ledger
packages, complex spreadsheet applications, decision suPPort systems, and data base
management applications as they apply to accounting systems. Prerequisite: ACC a41
or permission oi instructor, 3 sem. hrs,
ACC 491-492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departmental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with per-
mission of program director and chairperson. 3 sem. hrs. each
ACC 4s7. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and in
association with a participating industrial, commercial, educational, health-care, or
governmental organization, practical experience in work associated with the student's
major or minor concentration. (See internship coordinator for details.) Credit does
not apply to reguirements for ACC major. Permission of chairperson required.
3 sem. hrs.
ACC 49s. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Optional full-time work period off cam-
pus alternating with study period on campus. (See Chapter X; consult Cooperative
Education Office for details.) Credit does not apply to reguirements for ACC major.
Permission of chairperson required. 3 sem. hrs.
ACC 4gg. SPECIAL PROBLEMS (HONORS): Directed readings, independent study,
and research projects in selected fields of accounting. Periodic conferences with in-
structor. Number of sem. hrs. depends on amount of work chosen. Prerequisites:
Senior status in accounting, permission of chairperson and instructor. 7-6 sem, hrs,
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DECISION SCIENCES (DSC)
The Department of Management Information Systems and Decision Sciences
offers instruction in several guantitative and systems areas, a maior in manage-
ment information systems (see MIS), and a minor in decision sciences.
Decision sciences is the study of the development and application of guan-
titative methodologies to the functional and behavioral problems of any or-
ganization. The major areas of study include applied statistics, operations
research, and production/operations management. All business students take
three decision sciences courses as part of their core business coursework:
DSC 210, Statistics for Business I; DSC 211., Statistics for Business II; and
DSC 3L6, Production/Operations Management.
The minor in decision sciences (DSC) offers business students and other
students an opportunity to develop their skills in the quantitative methods
which support managerial decision making. The following courses are required
for a minor in decision sciences:
DSC 210, Statistics for Business I
DSC 2L0, Statistics for Business II
DSC 303, Decision Support with Microcomputers
DSC 312, Quantitative Business Analysis
Six additional semester hours of 300-400-level DSC or MIS courses. Business
students may not use the core course DSC 31.6.
FACULTY
E. |ames Dunne, Chairperson, Department of Management Inlormation
Systems and Decision Sciences
Prabuddha De, Standard Register-Sherman Distinguished Professor of MIS
Prof essors: De, Dunne, Ferratt, Vlahos, Wells
Associate Professors: Amsden, Bohlen, Rippy, Young
Assistant Professors: Agarwal, Casey, Ghosh, Sriram
Lecturer: Zalewski
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
DSC 210. STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS I: Basic concepts of statistics including
descriptive statistics, probability, probability distribution, and estimation. Prerequi-
site: lviTH 111. 3 sem. hrs.
DSC 211. STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS II: Tests of hypotheses followed by analysis
of variance, correlation, simple and multiple regression, nonparametric statistics, time
series, and survey sampling. Prerequisite: DSC 2tO. 3 sem. hrs.
DSC ao3, DECISION SUPPORT WITH MICROCOMPUTERS: Microcomputer-
based information and decision support systems emphasizing database management
system and spreadsheet applications. Database concepts, design techniques, and
spreadsheet-modeling capabilities; experience with several software packages. Pre-
requisite: MIS 103. 3 sem. hrs.
DSC a12. QUANTITATIVE BUSINESS ANALYSIS: Introduction to the principal
mathematical models used to support managerial analysis and decision making. Top-
ics include linear programming, simulation, decision theory, and queueing theory.
Prereguisite: DSC 211 or eguivalent. 3 sem, hrs.
DSC 31.3. ADVANCED BUSINESS STATISTICS: Selected topics from advanced
statistics with emphasis on business applications. Prerequisite: Dsc 211 or equivalent.
3 sem, hrs.
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DSC 316. PRODUCTION/OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT: Study of the manage-
ment of processes that produce goods and services. Emphasis on the use of quantita-
tive techniques in the analysis of production systems. Discussion of current trends
such as just-in-time, total guality, and flexible manufacturing, Prerequisite: DSC 211
or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
DSC 410. DECISION THEORY: Introduction to the analysis of decisions under
uncertainty. Topics include structuring of the decision process, Bayesian decision
theory, and multicriteria decision making. Prerequisite: DSC 211 or equivalent.
3 sem. hrs.
DSC 413. OPERATIONS RESEARCH-DETERMINISTIC MODELS: Study of quan-
titative methods and model building as aids in management decision making. Em-
phasis on deterministic methods such as linear programming, integer programming,
goal programming, and n€twork models. Prerequisite: DSC 21L or equivalent.
J Sem. nrs,
DSC 4L4. OPERATIONS RESEARCH-STOCHASTIC MODELS: Study of quan-
titative methods and model building as aids in management decision making. Empha-
sis on probabilistic methods such as decision analysis, waiting line theory, inventory
models, and simulation modeling. Prerequisite: DSC 211 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
DSC 41s. SIMULATION MODELING AND ANALYSIS: Introduction to simu-
lation to support business decision making. Emphasis on building and analyzing
models in a variety of application areas including manufacturing and service systems.
Study and use of a simulation language, Prerequisites: MIS 103, DSC 3L2. 3 sem. hrs,
DSC 420. EXPERT AND KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS: Introduction to expert
and knowledge-based systems as components of MIS; knowledge acquisition, knowl-
edge representation, and applications to business decision making. PROLOG, LISP,
and/or expert software used. Prerequisite: MIS LO3 or equivalent. DSC 312 recom-
mended. 3 sem. hrs.
DSC 430. QUALITY AND JIT IN MANUFACTURING: The concepts of just-in-time
manufacturing, total quality system, and statistical process control. Projects, tours,
and guest speakers. Prerequisite: DSC aL6, 3 sem. hrs.
DSC 497-492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion of
an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departmental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with
permission of the director of the program and the departmental chairperson.
c sem. hrs. each
DSC 494. SEMINAR IN DECISION SCIENCES: Study of selected topics or issues
in applied statistics, quantitative business analysis, and production/operations man-
agement. Topics vary from time to time. May be taken more than once if topics
change. Title will reflect topics covered in a particular offering, 3 sem, hrs,
DSC 497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and in
association with a participating industrial, commercial, educational, health-care, or
governmental organization, practical experience in work associated with the student's
minor concentration. (See internship coordinator for details.) Does not count toward
MIS major. Permission of chairperson required. L-6 sem. hrs,
DSC 499. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN DECISION SCIENCES: Research on a sub-ject within decision sciences. Normally open only to juniors and seniors who have
attained a cumulative grade-point average of 3.0 or above. Prerequisite: Permission
7-6 sem, hrs,of chairperson.
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ECONOMTCS (ECO)
The major program in economics is designed for students seeking careers as
economists in education, government, or business. The major is excellent prepa-
ration for graduate work in either economics or business administration and for
law school. The student is equipped with the tools for the systematic analysis of
the economics of the firm, the industry, the nation, and the world.
The major in economics consists of ECO 2o3-2o4; ECO 346, Intermediate
Microeconomic Analysis; ECO 347, Intermediate Macroeconomic Analysis;
and 15 semester hours of economics electives. ECO 442, Money and Banking,
is strongly recommended. Students in the College of Arts and Sciences desiring
to major in economics will follow the program for the Bachelor of Arts in
Economics. (See ECO, Chapter VI.)
The student may choose from several optional concentrations. These include
banking and investment, government economics, international economics, man-
agerial economics, and pre-law.
The program below contains all of the junior and senior reguirements for an
economics major. There is flexibility in the seguencing of some courses. Consult
academic advisor for seguencing options.
PROGRAM-B3-A: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
ECONOMTCS (ECO)
Dept. No. Coursc Semester Hours
ECO 346
ECO 347
ECO
FIN 3OT.
MGT 305
MKT 305
PHL 313
or
J
3
3
15
6
3
6
15
J
J
3
3
15
5
6
3
3
15
DSC
ECO
MGT
Iunior Year
Intermediate Microeconomic Analysis
Intermediate Macroeconomic Analvsis
Economics elective
Business Finance
Management and Organization
Principles of Marketing
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
Communication electivel
General education requirement2
General elective]
Senior Year
Production/Operations Management
Economics electives
Strategic Management and Policy
General education requirement2
General electives3
lst Term 2nd Term
J
T' y"
3t6
490
rChoose one course from the following: ENG 370, 372; COM 308,310; SPE 312.
2See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
are specified in the program (e.g., PHL 313 or REL 368); others are to be chosen from
the listing of approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
,At least 3 sem. hrs. of the general electives must be taken outside the School of
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Business Administration. A minimum of 54
at the 300-400 level.
ECO
sem, hrs. of all academic work must be
For a minor in economics, 18 semester hours are reguired:
ECO 203-204, Principles of Micro- and Macroeconomics
ECO 346-347, Intermediate Micro- and Macroeconomics Analysis
Six additional semester hours in economics.
FACULTY
Carl R. Chen, Chairperson, Department of Economics and Finance
Professors: Chen, Rapp, Weiler, Winger
Associate Professors : Beladi, Frasca, Gustafson, Hadley, Stick
Assistant Professors: Blodget, Col6n, Mohan, Stock
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*ECO 203. PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS: Examination of pricing under
conditions of perfect and imperfect competition; study of distribution of income,
principles of international trade, problems of economic development, and alternative
economic systems. 3 sem, hrs.
*ECO 204. PRINCIPLES OF MACROECONOMICS: Basic economic principles;
analysis of American economy-business organization, industrial relations, the eco-
nomic role of government, money and banking in the productive process, determina-
tion of aggregate level of national income and employment. 3 sem. hrs'
ECO 346. INTERMEDIATE MICROECONOMIC ANALYSIS: Analysis of the the-
ory of consumer behavior, production theory, eguilibrium of the firm, price determina-
tion in various market structures, distribution of income, allocation of resources, wel-
fare economics. Prerequisite: ECO 203. 3 sem. hrs.
ECO 347. INTERMEDIATE MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS: National income
accounting and the determination of the level of income and employment; clas-
sical, Keynesian, and post-Keynesian modelsi private, government, and foreign
sectors; theories of inflation and economic growth. Prerequisite: ECO 204; ECO 203
recommended. 3 sem. hrs,
ECO 430. HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT: Development of economic
thinking from Biblical times to the present; overview of mercantilism, physiocratism,
and classical, utilitarian, socialist, neoclassical, and Keynesian streams of thought.
Prereguisites: ECO 2O3, 2O4, 3 sem. hrs.
ECO 44L. ECONOMETRICS: Training in the art of making economic measure-
ments from empirical data, using regression analysis as the principal tool; use of a
computer program for determining the parameters and statistical measures of the
regression equation; interpretation of the results by statistical inference. Prereg-
uisites: Differential calculus and basic statistics or perrnission of the instructor.
3 sem. hrs.
ECO 442. MONEY AND BANKING: Principles of money and monetary systems;
commercial banking and the iole of the Federal Reserve System; monetary theory
and policy; the mechanism of international payments. Prerequisites: ECO 2o3,2O4)
3 sem, hrs.EC:O 347 recommended.
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ECO 445. PUBLIC FINANCE: The economic aspects of government ffnance at the
local, state, and especially national level; the behavioral effects of various taxes,
efficiency in spending, the changing role of the U.S. government, fiscal policy, and
intergovernmental revenue and expenditure programs; emphasis on relating analytical
tools to current developments. Prerequisites: ECO 2O3,2O4. 3 sem. hrs,
ECO 4so. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS: Analysis of the principal tools
of economic systems of the world, primarily capitalism, socialism, and communism;
survey of economic conditions of over 25 nations, especially natural resources, agri-
culture, industries, foreign trade, and currency strength. Prereguisites: ECO 2O3,2O4,
3 sem, hrs,
ECO 460. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH: Study of various dy-
namic economic theories of growth and structural change; the role of particular
factors of production and related noneccnomic variables in the development process,
primarily, though not exclusively, of Third World nations. Prerequisites: ECO 203,
204. 3 sem. hrs.
ECO 461. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS: Study of international trade and in-
ternational monetary relations, theoretical and practical aspects of flows of com-
modities and production resources, protection, balance of payments, adjustment
mechanism and policy, and international economic organizations. Prereguisites: ECO
2O3,2O4. 3 sem, hrs.
ECO 47L. LABOR ECONOMICS: Theory of labor supply and demand, human
capital theory, and the process by which wages are determined in various factor
markets; applications to topics of unemployment, unions, migration, discrimination,
and skill differentials. Prereguisites: ECO 2o3,2o4. 3 sem, hrs,
ECO 485. URBAN AND REGIONAL ECONOMICS: TTCAIMCNI Of CCrtAiN thCOrC-
tical concepts such as location theory and theories of land use and land rent; an
economic interpretation for the existence of cities; applying economic analysis to
the problems of traffic congestion, pollution, race, poverty, and urban sprawl. Stu-
dent research on a topic of interest is reguisite. Prereguisite: ECO 203; ECO 346
recommended. 3 sem. hrs.
ECO 490. ANTITRUST ECONOMICS: Analysis of industrial organization, includ-
ing the economics of pertinent antitrust laws. Prerequisite: ECO 2O3, ECO 346
recommended, 3 sem, hrs.
ECO 49r-492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departmental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with per-
mission of the director of the program and the departmental chairperson.
3 sem, hrs, each
ECO 493. BUSINESS ECONOMICS: The application of microeconomics to business
decision making. A case-oriented course exploring methods for utilizing economic
theory in practical settings involving demand, production, cost, and pricing. Pre-
requisite: ECO 346. 3 sem. hrs.
ECO 494. SEMINAR: Subject varies from time to time. May be taken more than
once if topic changes. Prerequisites to be announced 3 sem, hrs,
ECO 496. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Optional full-time work period off cam-
pus alternating with study period on campus. (See Chapter X; consult Cooperative
Education Office for details.) Permission of chairperson required.
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ECO 497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and in
association with a participating industrial, commercial, educational, health-care, or
governmental organization, practical experience in work associated with the student's
major or minor concentration. (See internship coordinator for details,) Does not
count toward economics major. Permission of chairperson required. 3 sem. hrs,
ECO 498. STUDIES IN ECONOMICS (HONORS): Directed readings and research
in selected fields of economics. The number of sem. hrs. will depend on the amount of
work chosen. The course will involve periodic discussions with faculty and other
students in the course. May be taken more than once for additional credit. Prereg-
uisite: 3.0 average in economics with a minimum of 9 sem. hrs. in economics, and
7-6 sem. hrs.
*General education course. See Chapter V.
FIN
FINANCE (FIN)
The major program in Iinance is designed for students seeking careers in
finance, banking, security analysis, or financial institutions. A major in finance
is also excellent preparation for graduate study in finance or business adminis-
tration or for law school.
The student majoring in finance will complete FIN 301, Business Financei
FIN 360, Investments; FIN 370, Financial Institutions; FIN 442, Money and
Banking; and a minimum of 9 semester hours of finance electives, 6 of which
must be at the 400 level.
The program below contains all of the junior and senior requirements for a
finance major. There is flexibility in the seguencing of some courses. Consult
academic advisor for sequencing options.
PROGRAM-83-B: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
FTNANCE (FIN)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
ECO
FIN
FIN
FIN
MGT
MKT
PHL
or
T'
301
360
370
305
305
3r.3
-
Iunior Year
Economics electivel
Business Finance
Investments
Financial Institutions
Managernent and Organization
Principles of Marketing
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
Communication elective2
General education reguirementl
General elective4
Senior Year
Production/Operations Management
Money and Banking
Finance electives5
Strategic Management and Policy
General education requirement3
General electives4
lst Term 2ndTerm
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
3
6
15
J
3
-rJ
J
3
3
-IJ
L5
DSC
FIN
FIN
MGT
316
442
490
rChoose one of the followingr ECO 346,347,441,442,445,461,471,4E5, lt
ECO 442 is selected, FIN 442 must be replaced by a 400-level elective in finance.
2Choose one course from the following: ENG 370,372; COM 308,310; SPE 312.
lSee General Education Reguirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
are specified in the program (e.g., PHL 313 or REL 36E); others are to be chosen from
the listing of approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
4At least 3 sem. hrs. of the general electives must be taken outside the School of
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Business Administration. A minimum of 54 sem. hrs. of all academic work must be
at the 300-400 level.
tThe 9 sem. hrs. of Iinance electives must include at least 6 sem. hrs. at the 400 level,
For a minor in finance, 15 semester hours are required:
FIN 301, Business Finance
FIN 360, Investments
FIN 370, Financial Institutions
FIN 442, Money and Banking
Three additional semester hours in finance
FACULTY
Carl R. Chen, Chairperson, Department of Economics and Finance
Professors: Chen, Rapp, Weiler, Winger
Associate Professors: Beladi, Frasca, Gustafson, Hadley, Stick
Assistant Professors: Blodget, Col6n, Mohan, Stock
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
FIN 200. PERSONAL FINANCE: Principles and technigues for handling personal
financial decisions: personal budgeting, obtaining credit, life and casualty insurance,
buying a home, buying an automobile, and savings and investments. For both busi-
ness and nonbusiness majors. No credit toward finance major. No Ot"r"O"tirrrk. 
Orr.
FIN 30L. BUSINESS FINANCE: Principles and techniques used by business ffrms
in managing and financing tl'.cir current and fixed assets; sources of funds within the
capital markets; determinants of the financial siructure; analytical technigues. Pre-
reguisites: ECO 203, ACC 2o7 or 301. 3 sem. hrs.
FIN 330. INSURANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT: Study of the basic concepts of
business and personal risks from the standpoint of creation, identilication, reduction,
elimination, and evaluation of risks; the use of insurance in meeting problems of risk.
3 sem, hrs.
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FIN 336. PRINCIPLES OF REAL ESTATE: Survey of real estate industry with em-
phasis on its structure, regulation, growth, needs, financing, and future. Analysis of
the methods of determining land use and evaluation of the theories of city develop-
ment. 3 sem, hrs,
FIN 360. INVESTMENTS: The principles and technigues used by the investor in
selecting securities, emphasis on the stock and bond marketsi security valuation
methods leading to the selection of individual issues; portfolio theory. Prerequisites:
FIN 301. 3 sem. hrs.
FIN 320. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS: Integrated and comprehensive analysis of
Iinancial institutions with emphasis on financial intermediaries and the influence of
government on the financial system. Prerequisite: FIN 301. 3 sem. hrs,
FIN 440. PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY ANALYSIS: Advanced
valuation theory; fundamentals of security analysis, portfolio construction, and man-
agement. Prerequisites: FIN 301, 360. 3 sem. hrs.
FIN 442. MONEY AND BANKING: Principles of money and monetary systems;
commercial banking and the role of the Federal Reserve System; monetary theory
and policy; the mechanism of international payments. Prerequisites: ECO 2O3,2O4;
ECO 347 recommended. 3 sem. hrs,
FIN 450. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS FINANCE: Introduction to problems facing
financial management of international companies, including environmental factors,
organizing, financing of international trade, investment, production, and interna-
tional accounting and control. Prerequisite: FIN 301. 3 sem. hrs.
FIN 490. ADVANCED FINANCIAL ANALYSIS: Study of current developments in
financial planning, acquisition of funds, asset management valuation; policy strategy
and technigues in financial decision making. Prerequisite: FIN 301. 3 sem. hrs.
FIN 491-492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departmental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with per-
mission of the director of the program and the departmental chairperson.
3 sem, hrs, each
FIN 496. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Optional full-time work period off campus
alternating with study period on campus. (See Chapter X; consult Cooperative
Education Office for details,) Permission of chairperson required. 3 sem. hrs.
FIN 497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and in
association with a participating industrial, commercial, educational, health-care, or
governmental organization, practical experience in work associated with the student's
major or minor concentration. (See internship coordinator for details.) Does not
count toward finance major. Permission of chairperson required. 3 sem. hrs,
FIN 498. STUDIES IN FINANCE (HONORS): Directed readings and research in
selected fields of finance. The number of sem. hrs. will depend on the amount of
work chosen. The course will involve periodic discussions with other students and
faculty in the program. May be taken more than once for additional credit. Prereq-
uisite: 3.0 average in finance with a minimum of 9 sem. hrs. in finance . 7-6 sem. hrs.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES (BAI)
BAI 199. BUSINESS SCHOLARS FORUM I: Exploration and discussion of a wide
range of business topics. Weekly sessions led by faculty members and guest pro-
fessionals in their areas of expertise, Open only to first-year Business Scholars,
7 sem. hr,
BAI 201. BUSINESS SCHOLARS FORUM II: Similar to BAI 199 with topics geared
to sophomore Business 9cholars. Open only to sophomore Business trnorlrl;^.rr,
BAI 301. PRACTICUM IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS: Study and analysis of
international business concepts: objectives and ethics; planning; decision-making;
business skills and entrepreneurial aptitudes. Comparative analysis of various cultures
and their impact on international business operation. 3 sem. hrs.
BAI 497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and in
association with a participating rndustrial, commercial, educational, health-care, or
governmental organization, practical experience in work associated with the student's
major or minor concentration, (See internship coordinator for details.) Does not
count toward major, Permission of dean required. 3-6 sem. hrs.
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MANAGEMENT (MGT)
Management is defined as the planning, organizing, directing, and controlling
of an enlerprise's operations so that objectives can be achieved economically
and effectively. Since management is the art and science of achieving goals
through people and other resources, the basic job of the management person is
to supervise people in the achievement of goals. The actual functions performed
may include anything from operations, sales, and personnel to transportation of
goods or analysis of a computer system. The management Program eguips stu-
dents to seek careers in military, religious, educational, business, or Sovern-
mental organizations. In addition, through the proper selection of electives,
students may obtain some specialization in personnel and industrial relations,
strategic management, the legal environment of business, or other fields.
The major in management consists of MGT 387, Organization Behavior;
DSC 365, Management Systems; MGT 380, Organization Theory and Design;
and nine semester hours of management electives. The wide selection of elective
courses allows students to specialize in particular aspects of management, if
they desire. With the help of an advisor, a student can choose management
elective courses to obtain a specialization in one of the following:
Management and Supervision
Industrial Relations
Personnel and Human Resources
Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Business Strategy and Policy
Business Law
Alternatively, the student may choose electives in such a way as to have a
broad-based exposure to management concepts.
The following courses are reguired for a minor in management:
MGT 305, Management and Organization
N/GT 387, Organization Behavior
MGT 380, Organization Theory and Design
Six additional semester hours of 300-40Olevel management courses other than
MGT 490. Students enrolled in the School of Business Administration may not
use core courses for the six-semester-hour reguirement.
The program below contains all of the junior and senior reguirements for a
management major. There is flexibility in the sequencing of some courses. Con-
sult academic advisor for seguencing options.
PROGRAM-B2: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
MANAGEMENT (MGT)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
DSC
ECO
FIN
MGT
MGT
244
316
30L
305
3E7
Junior Year
Production/Operations Management
Economics electivel
Business Finance
Management and Organization
Organization Behavior
lsfTerm 2nd Term
3
3
J
School of Business Administration
5t 30s
MIS 36s
MGT 380
MGT 49O
MGT
PHL 3I.3
or
T' :"
Principles of Marketing
Communication elective2
General education requirement3
General electives4
Senior Year
Management Inf ormation Systerns
Organization Theory and Design
Strategic Management and Policy
Management electives
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
General education requirementl
General electives4
MGT
3
3
3
15
3
6
3
3
15
3
15
3
3
J
J
3
G
lChoose one of the following: ECO 346, 347, 441,442,445,46L, 477,485.
2Select one course from the following: ENG 370, 372; COM 308, 310, SPE 3L2.
lSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
are specilied in the program (e.g., PHL 313 or REL 368); others are to be chosen from
the listing of approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
aAt least 3 sem. hrs. of the general electives must be taken outside the School of
Business Administration. A minimum of 54 sem. hrs. of all academic work must be
at the 300-4O0 level.
FACULTY
Eugene Gomolka, Chairperson
Professor Emeritus : Darr
Professors : Gomolka, Gould
Associate Prof essors: Lee, R. Miller, Schenk, Tewari
Assistant Prof essors: Berger, Bickford, Chittipeddi, Dehler, V. Miller
Adjunct: S. Quinn
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MGT 203. BUSINESS LAW I: Introduction to the legal system and judicial process
as they affect the business community. Development of legal reasoning in substantive
law of contracts, torts, and agency 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 304. BUSINESS LAW II: Development and application of the Uniform Com-
mercial Code as addressing legal reasoning in substantive areas of commercial paper
and sales, 3 sem. hrs
MCT 305. MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION: Analysis of the general nature
and functions of management with emphasis on planning, organizational behavior,
and individual behavior within modern organizations. Prerequisite: Junior^standing.
J Setn. nrs.
MGT 308. ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT: Basic
management and business functions of small firms which are independently owned
and operated and not dominant in their fields of operation. Prerequisite: MGT 305.
3 sem. hrs.
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MGT 314. PERSONNEL AND HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: Study of the
basic personnel management functions-employment, wage and salary administra-
tion, training and development, labor relations, health and safety, and organizational
and personnel planning-and their related policies. Prereguisite: MGT 305'
3 sem, hrs.
MGT 380. ORGANIZATION THEORY AND DESIGN: A study of the schools of
management, their theories and/or principles, and the problems and issues surround-
ing them. Prerequisites: MGT 305, senior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 3s7. ORGANIZATION BEHAVIOR: Introduction to the study of organiza-
tional behavior, which concerns the behavior of people as they interact within organ-
izations to achieve both personal and organizational goals. Prerequisite: MGT 305.
3 sem. hrs.
MGT 403. BUSINESS LAW III: Development and application of the law of property
as an institution with concurrent analysis of the legal structure of the business organi-
zation as an economic and legal entity. 3 sem, hrs.
MGT 405. NEGOTIATION FOR MANAGEMENT: Consideration and analysis of
conflict resolution and negotiation as applied to the practice of management. Pre-
requisite: MGT 305. 3 sem, hrs,
}lGT 417. INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS: Interrelationships and interaction of the
employer and the employee in the public and private sectors in conflict and accom-
modation. The structure and nature of management-union relationships and agencies
created by these relationships. Prerequisite: MGT 305. 3 sem. hrs
MGT 419. COLLECTIVE BARGAINING, MEDIATION, AND ARBITRATION:
Meaning, practices, principles, and organization of collective bargaining; techniques
of mediation and agencies for effective mediation; major economic problems involved
in the adjustment of labor disputes. Prerequisite: MGT 305. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 430. MULTINATIONAL CORPORATE MANAGEMENT: Introduction to
multinational corporation strategies, policies, and various types of environments.
3 sem. hrs.
MGT 440. WOMEN IN MANAGEMENT: Study of the problems women encounter
when entering the predominantly male business world. Discussion includes why
some bright women fail, why some do not try to compete, problems of the two-career
family, sex stereotyping, and harassment. Prerequisite: MCT 305 or eguivalent.,
J Sem, nrs,
MGT 44s. TOPICS IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: Subject varies from
time to time. May be taken more than once if topic changes. Prerequisite: MCT 314.
3 sem. hrs,
MGT 450. MANAGEMENT SEMINAR (HONORS): A course in research on a sub-
ject within the student's major. Open only to those who have attained a cumulative
grade point average of 3.0 or above in their sophomore and junior years. Prerequisites:
Senior standing; permission of chairperson. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 460. SMALL BUSINESS CONSULTING: Application of business knowledge in
resolving small business management problems. Emphasis on providing assistance and
counseling to small business by giving the stuCent an opportunity to aid in solving
problems. Various techniques and methods of management consulting. Prereguisites:
Senior standing; permission of chairperson. 3 sem. hrs
MGT 47L. MANAGEMENT AND SOCIETY: A business firm's relation with society.
Technological change, racism, poverty, ajfirmative action, urban problems, and en-
vironmental concerns. Prereguisite: MGT 305,
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MGT 476. SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT: The basics of supervisory skills as
applied to lirst-line and middle-level management positions. Prereguisite: MGT 305.
3 sem. hrs.
MGT 47s. MANAGING TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION: Analysis of issues
related to managing in a changing technological environment, including innovation
and the management of professionals. Prereguisite: MGT 305. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 479. MANAGING SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS: Introduction to service in-
dustries and the problems service managers face on a day-to-day basis. Prerequisite:
MGT 305. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 483. CURRENT ISsUEs IN MANAGEMENT: Selected topics that consider and
analyze current problems and emerging issues in the field of management and the
manager's role in addressing them. Prerequisite: MGT 305. 3 sem. hrs,
MGT 489. TOPICS IN STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT: Analysis and interpretation
of the strategic functions within organizations. Readings, cases, research. Prerequi-
sites: MGT 305, senior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 4e0. STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT AND POLICY: The concept of organi-
zational strategy and policy; the tasks and process of strategy formulation and
implementation. Case method and/or computer simulation. Prerequisites: Core SBA
courses; senior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 497-492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departmental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with per-
mission of the director of the program and the departmental chairperson.
3 sem, hrs, each
MGT 495. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Supervised study involving directed readings,
individual research (library, field, or experimental), or projects in specialized areas
of management. May be taken only once. Prerequisites: Major in MGT; senior
standing; permission of chairperson. 3 sem. hrs,
MGT 497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and in
association with a participating industrial, commercial, educational, health-care, or
governmental organization, practical experience in work associated with the student's
maior or minor concentration, (See internship coordinator for details.) Permission of
chairperson reguired. 7-3 sem. hrs,
MGT 498. COOPERATM EDUCATION: Optional full-time work period off cam-
pus alternating with study period on campus. (See Chapter X; consult Cooperative
Education Office for details.) Permission of chairperson required. 3 sem. hrs.
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS)
The Department of Management Information Systems and Decision Sciences
offers instruction in several guantitative and systems areas, a major in man-
agement information systems, and a minor in decision sciences. (See DSC.)
The major in management information systems enables the student to design
and maintain effective information systems in organizations. The curriculum
integrates the technical knowledge of computer hardware and software and the
business and organizational knowledge of the business curriculum. Heavy
emphasis is placed on developing the students' writing and speaking skills in
presenting the results of their work.
The curriculum prepares the graduate to assume any of a variety of positions
in organizations dealing with the design, development, and maintenance of in-
formation systems as well as the education and training of users of information
systems,
The curriculum consists of four major groups of courses:
7. General Education provides the student with a well rounded liberal education
and includes such courses as history, philosophy, art, science, and English.
2. Business provides the student with the business and organizational concepts
and skills to perform effectively in organizations.
3. Computer Science provides the student with the technical knowledge neces-
sary to design effective information systems. Specifically, a three-course se-
quence in systems analysis, database, and data communication is required:
CPS 3L0, 435, and 437. The prereguisites for this sequence develop program-
ming proficiency: CPS '15o, L5L, and 242.
4. Management lnformation Systems integrates the knowledge gained in the
previous courses to enable the student to perform effectively in an organization
that designs and maintains information systems. Specifically, the major consists
of MIS 375, Organizations, Decisions, and Information Systems; MIS 375L,
Business Microcomputer Laboratory ; DSC 372, Quantitative Business Analysis;
MIS 465,475, Analysis and Design Project I and II; and two upper-level elective
courses.
The program below contains all of the requirements for the major in man-
agement information systems. There is flexibility in the seguencing of some
courses-e.g., PHL 103 can be taken during either the first or the second
semester; some courses listed in the first year can just as well be taken during
the second year, and vice-versa; and some upperJevel courses can also be taken
during various terms of the junior and senior years. Consult academic advisor
for seguencing options.
PROGRAM-B5: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE VVITH A MAIOR IN
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS)
Dept. No. Semester Hours
1st Term 2nd Term
ENG
HST
First Year
101-102 College Composition I and IIt
1Ol or 102 History of Western Civilization
3
3
School of Business Administration MIS
103MIS Introduction to Computers and Information
Systems
Quantitative Analysis for Business I and IIz
Introduction to Philosophy
Fundamentals of Oral Communicationl
General education requirements4
Sophomore Year
Principles of Accounting I and Il
Algorithms and Programming I and II
Introduction to File Processing
Statistics for Business I and II
Principles of Microeconomics and Macroeconomics 3
MTH 1r.0-111
PHL 103
T trt
ACC 207-208
cPs 150-1s1
cPs 242DsC 2ro-27r
ECO 203-204
MGT 2O3
cPs 310
cPs 435DSC 3L2DsC 316MIs 37s
Mls 37sLFIN 301
MGT 3O5
MKT 305
Business Law I
Junior Year
Systems Analysis
Management of Databases
Quantitative Business Analysis
Production/Operations Management
Organizations, Decisions, and Information
Systems
Business Microcomputer Laboratory
Business Finance
Management and Organization
Principles of Marketing
Communication elective5
General education requirements4
Senior Year
Survey in Data Communications
Economics elective6
Analysis and Design Project I, Il
Strategic Management and Policy
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
Management information systems electivesT
General education requirements4
3
16
3
3
3
3
15
3
4
3
3
3
16
3
3
3
4
t6
3
4
3
3
3
6
16
3
3
L
3
3
16
3
3
3
3
cPs 437
ECO
MIS 465,475
MGT 49O
PHL 313
or
REL 366
3
6fi
3
15
lStudents placed in ENG 114 or 198 take a nonbusiness elective the second term.
2MTH 107 is recommended for students with insuflicient knowledge of secondary
mathematics. This would be an additional course for those taking it, since MTH 107
does not count towards graduation.
,students testing out of SPE 101 will take another course offered by the Depart-
ment of Communication.
45ee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
are specilied in the program (e.g., PHL 103); others are to be chosen from the listing
of approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
tSelect a course from the following: ENG 370, 372; COM 308, 310; SPE 312.
6Choose one of the following: ECO 346, 347, 441, 442, 44s, 461, 471,485.
TSelect any MIS, DSC, or CPS 3oo-4oo level courses in consultation with advisor.
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FACULTY
E. James Dunne, Chairperson, Department of Management lnformation
Systems and Decision Sciences
Prabuddha De, Standard Register-Sherman Distinguished Professor of MIS
Professors: De, Dunne, Ferratt, Vlahos, Wells
Associate Professors: Amsden, Bohlen, Rippy, Young
Assistant Professors: Agarwal, Casey, Ghosh, Sriram
Lecturer: Zalewski
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MIS 103. INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS:
The concepts of the design, development, and use of effective management infor-
mation systems in organizations. Basic computer hardware and software; use of
word processing, spreadsheets, and database management systems; use of micro-
computers, minicomputers, and mainframes. 3 sem. hrs.
MIS 303. DECISION SUPPORT WITH MICROCOMPUTERS: Microcomputer-
based information and decision support systems emphasizing database management
system and spreadsheet applications. Database concepts, design techniques, and
spreadsheet modeling capabilities; experience with several software packages. Pre-
reguisite: MIS 103. 3 sem, hre.
MIS 36s. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS: Survey of the theory and
applications of computer-based organizational information systems. Topics include
systems theory of organizations, information technology, decision support systems,
and end user computing. Prerequisite: MIS 103. 3 sem. hrs.
MIS 37s. ORGANIZATIONS, DECISIONS, AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS: First
course in a three-course seguenc€ integrating the technical and organizational aspects
of information systems. Organizations as systems, managerial decision-making proc-
esses, and the role of information technology and systems supporting management
and operations. Prereguisite: DSC zrr. 3 sem. hrs.
MIS 37sL. BUSINESS MICROCOMPUTER LABORATORY: provides thorough
working knowledge of microcomputer hardware and business software. operating
systems, spreadsheets, database management systems, and other selected pickages-.
Coreguisite: MIS 375. I sem, hr.
MIS 420. EXPERT AND KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS: Introduction to expert
and knowledge-based systems as components of MIS; knowledge acguisition, knowl-
edge representation, and applications to business decision making. Ljse of pRoLoG,
LISP, and/or expert system software. Prerequisite: MIS 103 or eguivalent. DSC alz
recommended, 3 sem. hrs.
MIs 465. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PRoIEcr I: First of two-course capstone se-
guence. 9tudy of the development of management information systems and decision
support systems using traditional and/or prototyping methodologies. Extended case
study and major student project of an existing organization's information system.
Emphasis on written and oral technical communication skills. Fall term only. pre-
reguisites: MIS 375, CPS 310. J sem, hrs,
2s0
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MIS 47s. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PROJECT II: Continuation of MIS 465. Spring
term only. Prerequisite: MIS 465. 3 sem. hrs,
}dIS 491-492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departmental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with per-
mission of the director of the program and the departmental chairperson.
3 sem, hrs. each
lli/.Is 4e4. SEMINAR IN MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS: Study of
selected technical and/or organizational issues in information systems. Topics vary
from time to time. May be taken more than once if topics change. Title will reflect
topics covered in a particular offering. 3 sem. hrs.
i|ll9 497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCET Under faculty sponsorship and in
association with a participating industrial, commercial, educational, health-care, or
governmental organization, practical experience in work associated with the student's
major concentration, (See internship coordinator for details.) Does not count toward
MIS major, Permission of chairperson reguired, 7-6 sem. hrs,
MIS 49S. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Optional full-time work period off campus
alternating with study period on campus, (See Chapter X; consult Cooperative Edu-
cation Office for details.) Permission of chairperson required. 3 sem. hrs,
MIS 499. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Research on a subject within the general area of
management information systems. Normally open only to juniors or seniors who
have attained a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 or above, Permission of chair-
person required. 7-6 sem. hrs.
MKT
MARKETING (MKT)
The marketing management concept requires a systematic approach to the
discovery and satisfaction of consumer wants as a basis for successful ad-
ministration. It has been broadened in recent years to include the development
of organizational members to their fullest potential and the achievement of
social purposes.
Although the student often enters with an interest in a single phase of mar-
keting, the emphasis in the curriculum is on the marketing concept as stated
above. Thus, any specialized activity is studied as a part of the total marketing
process which in turn must be integrated with the objectives of a business firm,
the functioning of an economic system, and the constraints of society,
The goal is to build specialization on a base made up of the general education
reguired for all students and a core of courses required of students in the School
of Business Administration.
Within the marketing specialization the purpose is as follows:
1. To develop a student of marketing who has the tools and the groundwork for
continued study after graduation. Applications of the social sciences and quan-
titative technigues are stressed. Communication skills are emphasized. Under-
standing of institutions and nomenclature is essential,
2. To develop a practitioner of marketing with interests, attitudes, and sufiicient
understanding to be potentially productive at a responsible level of decision
making with both domestic and international perspectives.
3. To provide marketing majors flexibility in course selection and to provide
some breadth of choice among marketing courses as electives for nonmarketing
majors both within and outside the School of Business Administration.
The Department of Marketing is represented through institutional or faculty
memberships in the Academy of International Business, the Academy of Mar-
keting Science, the American Academy of Advertising, the American Collegiate
Retailing Association, the American Marketing Association, the Association of
Consumer Research, the Audit Bureau of Circulation, the Direct Mail Market-
ing Association, Health Care Marketing, the Institute of Decision Sciences,
Sales and Marketing Executives International, and the Southern, Midwest, and
Southwest Marketing Associations.
The breadth and selection of courses available provide for either a broad
coverage of marketing or specialization in the form of one or more options. Thus
the student with the help of an advisor can choose any of the marketing courses
in fulfflling the 18 semeiter hours of marketing requirements and electives. The
following are among the specializations:
Marketing Management
Advertising
Retailing
Salesmanship
A major in marketing requires MKT 405, Consumer Behavior; MKT 430, Mar-
keting Research; and four additional marketing elective courses. The courses
may be used to complete one or more of the optional concentrations listed
above, or they may be selected to fulfill the program developed for the particular
student.
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PROGRAM_B : BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
MARKETING (MKT)
MKT
The program below contains all of the junior and senior reguirements for a
^"it.*i"g"r"ajor. There is flexibility in the seguencing of some courses. 
Consult
academic advisor for seguencing options.
Dept. No, Course Semester Hours
DSC 316
ECO
FIN 301
MGT 305
MKT 305
MKT 405
MKT
PHL 313
Junior Year
Production/Operations Management
Economics electivel
Business Finance
Management and Organization
Principles of Marketing
Consumer Behavior
Marketing elective2
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
General education reguirement3
General elective4
Senior Year
Strategic Management and PolicY
Marketing Research
Marketing electives2
Communication electivej
General education requirementl
General electives4
lst Term 2nd Teran
3
3
3
c
3
3
3
3
15
:'
MGT
MKT5'
36E
3
6
6
15
3
5
15
3
3
3
3
3
15
490I'
lChoose one of the following: ECO 346, 347 , 441, 442' 445, 467' 471, 465.
2Marketing courses selected in consultation with program advisor.
3See Geneial Education Requirements, Chapter V, Some general education courses
are specified in the program (e.g,, PHL 313 or REL 36E); others are to be chosen from
the listing of approved courses set forth in Chapter V'
aAt lealt g slm. hrs. of the general electives must be taken outside the School of
Business Adrninistration, A minimum of 54 sem. hrs, of all academic work must be
at the 300-400 level.
lChoose a course from the following: ENG 37o, 372; COM 308, 31o; SPE 312.
A minor in marketing requires MKT 305, Principles of Marketing, and' 72
semester hours of additional courses in a pattern chosen in consultation with
the chairperson of the Department of Marketing'
FACULTY
William S. Sekely, Chairperson
D istinguished Sentice Prof essor : Murphy
Professor Emeritus : Comer
Associate Professors: King, Lewis, Merenski, Oumlil, Sekely, Yates
Assistant Prof essors: Ahuja, Emmelhainz, Kline
AQjunct: Metzger
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MKT 305. PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING: The general principles and practices
underlying the processes of marketing. Analysis of the environmental conditions of
manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, and other marketing agencies. Prerequisite:
Junior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 310. PRINCIPLES OF SELLING: The nature of selling, explored through the
practical application of buying motives and selling technigues. Proiects and role-
playing to experience the preparation, closing, and post-purchase phases of selling.
Prerequisite: Junior standing, 3 sem, hrs,
MKT 31s. RETAIL MERCHANDISING: Survey of the development of retailing and
the impact of consumer behavior, fashion, computers, and other innovations. Struc-
tural organization, location, and layout. Merchandising operations including planning
of sales, purchases, stock control, markup, and expense control. Prerequisite: MKT305. 3. sem. hrs.
MKT 318. RETAIL ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION: Principles and
practices of promotion in retail stores with emphasis on advertising, display, and
sales promotion. Developing creative efforts, budgeting, and coordination of where,
when, what, and how to promote. Prerequisites: MKT 305, 3L5. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 341. BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS MARKETING: Concepts and analytical pro-
cedures associated with marketing to business. Business consumer and competitor
analysis, marketing information systems, marketing research, and demand forecast-
ing. Strategy development in product, promotion, distribution, and pricing with
focus on manufacturers of business products. Prerequisite: MKT 305. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 405. CONSUMER BEHAVIOR: Comprehensive study of buyer decision making
which offers insight into the buyer-seller relationship. Application of theories from
psychology and social psychology to investigate the behavior of industrial and con-
sumer buyers. Prerequisite: MKT 3O5. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 406. MARKETING CHANNELS: Study of marketing channels including struc-
ture, participants, legal environment, and interorganizational behaviors; channel de-
sign and management by manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, and franchise systems;
performance measurement. Prereguisite: MKT 305. 3 sem.hrs,
MKT 406. MARKETING LOGISTICS: Principles and practices of logistics with em-
phasis on the framework, the environment, management, and customer service. Ma-
terial management and physical distribution. Applications of logistics concepts, Pre-
reguisite: MKT 305. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 41.1. sALEs MANAGEMENT: The structure of the sales organizationi deter-
mination of sales policies: selection, training, and motivation of salespersons; estab-
lishing sales territories and guotas. Prereguisite: MKT 3OS. 3 sem, hrs,
MKT 417. RETAIL BUYING AND MERCHANDISING: Determining what and how
much to buy, market research, and model stocks, as well as the mathematic principles
involved in purchase planning, planning initial markup, terms and dating, itockturn,
inventory methods. Prereguisites: MKT 305, 315. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 420. MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS: Comprehensive study of the mar-
keting communications of an organization, regarding product, price, piomotion, and
distribution. Marketing communication viewed as a continuous pro."rs with emphasis
on its behavioral aspects. Prereguisite: MKT 305. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 42L. ADVERTISING: Nature and scope of advertising, social and economic
aspects, role of research, creative strategy, media planning and selection, coordination
with other marketing efforts. Prereguisite: MKT 3OS. 3 sem, hrs,
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MKT 430. MARKETING RESEARCH: Study of marketing information systems,
research technology, value of information, research design and execution, question-
naire design, meaiurement and scaling, multivariable data analysis, metric and non-
metric teihnigues, data interpretation, computer applications, and writing and
interpreting research reports. Frerequisites: MKT 305, DSC 210-211' 3 sem'hrs'
MKT 440. MULTINATIONAL MARKETING: Emphasis on understanding foreign
marketing environments, developing skills of foreign market analysis, designing and
developing appropriate marketing strategies for foreign markets, decision making in
multinatio.tui maik"ting. Prerequisite: MKT 305. 3 sem' hrs.
MKT 44s. SPECIAL TOPICS IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETING: Studv abroad
program. subject varies from time to time. May be taken more than once if topic
.huig"t. Preriguisite: funior standing. 3 sem' hrs'
MKT 4s1. MARKETING POLICIES AND STRATEGIES: Integration course in
marketing with emphasis on managerial decision making, Quantitative analysis for
decision iraking regarding producti, distribution systems, promotion strategies, and
pricing decisions. Prerequisites: L2 sem' hrs. of marketing including MKT 305.
3 sem. hrs.
lldKT 4gl-4g2. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and comPletion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departmental
faculty member. Restriited to students in the University Honors Program with Per-
mission of the director of the Program and the departmental chairperson.
3 sem, hrs' each
MKT 494. SPECIAL TOPICS IN MARKETING: Subject varies from time to time.
May be taken more than once if topic changes. Prereguisite: Varies with topic, 
-
3 sem, hrs.
MKT 497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and in
association with a participating industrial, commercial, educational, health-care, or
governmental organization, practical experience in work associated with the student's
major or minor concentration. (See internship coordinator for details.) Permission of
chairperson required. 7-3 sem. hrs'
MKT 49s. COOPERATM EDUCATION: Optional full-time work period off cam-
pus alternating with study period on camPus. (See ChaPter X; consult Cooperative
Lducation Office for details.) Permission of chairperson required. 3 sem. hrs'
MKT 499. PROBLEMS IN MARKETING: Study of one or more speciffc aspects of
the marketing process with emphasis on individual reading and research, Subject
matter to be determined by the instructor on the basis of interest and need of the
student. Enrollment limited, Permission of chairperson required. 3 sem. hrs,
ZDJ
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TEACHER CERTIFICATION
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION BACCALAUREATE
PROGRAM WITH TEACHER CERTIFICATION (E118)
Students matriculating in the School of Business Administration may enroll in
the teacher education program (Secondary Education Program) of the School of
Education without transferring to the School of Education. For requirements in
professional education courses and in teaching fields consult the chairperson
of the Department of Teacher Education.
Enrollment in the E11B program is subject to the admission requirements,
counseling, maintenance of a unified system of records, screening, and other
provisions standard for regular students of the School of Education working
toward the Bachelor of Science in Education. These include maintaining at least
a 2.5 average in the principal teaching field and in professional education
courses and taking the comprehensive National Teacher Examinations (NTE).
Upon acceptance into the program each student is assigned an education advisor
for counseling on certiffcation reguirements,
In order to finish in four years, students in the School of Business Adminis-
tration will need to process their applications for admission to the teacher
education program no later than the third semester of matriculation, at which
time the professional education sequence should begin. Failure to enroll on time
could necessitate going beyond the normal four years to qualify for teacher
certification and graduation. The requirements for the School of Business Ad-
ministration as well as the requirements designated by the School of Education
and the State of Ohio for secondary school certification must be completed
before any degree is granted. Students must complete 300 hours of field/
clinical experience before student teaching.
Students who have completed the proper course requirements may register for
student teaching in the eighth semester (provided their applications for student
teaching are duly processed at the beginning of the semester directly prior to
student teaching and they have passed the normal screening procedure).
Students who have completed the reguirements for teacher certification should
make application for the standard four-year Provisional Ohio Teaching Certi-
ficate through the Office of the Dean, School of Education. See also EDT,
Chapter VIII.
PROGRAM E11.B: SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHING CERTIFICATION
Dept. No, Course Semester Hours
1st Term 2nd Term
MIS
EDT
ENC
HST
MTH
PHL
5PE
103
110
r.03
101
101-L02
101 or 102
110-LL1.
First Year
Introduction to Computers and Information
9ystems
The Profession of Teachingl
College Composition I and II2
History of Western Civilization
Quantitative Analysis for Business I and II3
Introduction to Philosophy
Fundamentals of Oral Communication4
General education requirements!
3
3
3
7
76
3
3
3
3
1
;
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ACC zo7-zogDSC 2ro-zLl
ECO 203-204EDT 2q 7EDT 2O8
MC;t 
''
ECOEDT 318
EDT 351FIN 3or.
MGT 305
MKT 305PHL 313
or
yt 368
3
J
3
3
3
15
6
3
IE
3
10
3
J
3
J
J
3
18
2
3
3
3
6
t7
3
4
2
3
6
18
316
404
419
420
469
490
Sophomore Year
Principles of Accounting
Statistical Analysis for Business I and II
Principles of Microeconomics and Macroeconomics
Child and Adolescent in Education
Teaching and Learningl
Business Law I
General education reguirementst
Junior Year
Economics elective6
Human Relations in Educatiod
School, 9elf and Societyr
Business Finance
Management and Organization
Principles of Marketing
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
Reguired major field courses8
General education reguirement5
Senior Year
Production/Operations Management
Business Education in Secondary School
Philosophy of Education
Student Teaching : Secondary
Reading in the Content Areas
Strategic Management and Policy
Reguired major lield coursess
DSC
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
MGT
13
lField experience; register for EDT 100,
2Students placed in ENG 114 or 196 take a nonbusiness elective the second term.
,MTH 107 is recommended for students with insufficient knowledge of secondary
mathematics. MTH L07, however, does not count towards graduation requirements.
4Students testing out of SPE 1Ol will substitute a nonbusiness elective.)See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
are specified in the program (e.g., PHL 103); others are to be chosen from the listing
of approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
6Choose one of the following: ECO 346,342,44t, 442, 44s, 46L,427,48s.
TNot reguired for students with management major, who take MGT 3SZ.
sFor students majoring in economics, finance, management, or marketing. Students
majoring in accounting must complete a total of 24 sem. hrs. of required major ffeld
courses. The El1B program is not available to those majoring in management infor-
mation systems.
The sample program above prepares the student for certification in book-
keeping and basic business and typing. Additional certification is available with
the inclusion of a few other courses. Consult checksheets and academic advisor.
Students are encouraged to take 6 semester hours of typing to qualify for an
endorsement in typing/keyboarding; this facilitates student teaching placement
and obtaining a teaching position. Courses must be taken off campus and a tran-
script provided.
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VIII School of Education
Ellis A. Joseph, Dean
foseph Rogus, Associate Dean
Donald Frericks, Assistant Dean
In conformity with the University's purposes, the School of Education en-
deavors to foster both the development of those general capacities of the
students which flow directly from their human nature and the development of
those particular capacities which enable them to become effective practitioners
in the 6eld of professional education.
The general capacities of the students are developed through a broad and
sound general education. It acguaints them with the major areas of knowledge
and 
-provides planned opportunities for personal, social, and ethical development.The particular concern of the School is the professional preparation of
teachers for the elementary and secondary schools. Provisions for professional
competence are made through (1) comprehensive study of specialized teaching
fields, (2) thorough study of the professional foundations common to al-l
teaching, (3J spe_cialized study of the principles underlying a particular type
and level of teaching, and (a) approprilte fi;ld-based eiperiences.
students in the school of Education should appraise their commitment to
teaching according to their development in specifii knowledge, skills, attitudes,
and values:
Knowledge: students will demonstrate their knowledge of the teaching and
learning process; of human nature and of human development, particulaily in
edrrcational settings; of the means and ends of education; of the subjects ihey
wish to teach; and of the special needs of the handicapped and students of
minority groups.
Slcills; students will be able to assess pupil needs, interests, and level of
understanding; to formulate learning objectives; to select appropriate learning
content, naterials, and activities; to facilitate learning activities and provide
effective learning environments; to evaluate pupil p.-og..rr and provide for
self-evaluation by pupils; to assess their owrr teachinglompetencies and the
effect these have on pupil learning; to foster tolerance and fairness in human
relations; and to apply theory to practice in planned and supervised field
experiences. Demonstrated competencies are essential in meeting the special
needs of handicapped and minority-group pupils.
Attitudes: students will seek self-development; accept others; trust, be open to
and help others; and be enthusiastic for inguiry, expeiimentation, and discovery.
values: students will be committed to education for the betterment of others
and society; to the Judeo-Christian principles that refer to a shared common
humanity, the dignity of the person, the usi of reason, and cooperation in seek-ing the common good and social justice;, to the democratic principles; to a
humanistic approach to learning; and to the Marianist tradition in Lducation.
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DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
In this chapter are described specific four-year course reguirements for cer-
tification in kindergarten-primary, elementary, and secondary teaching, educa-
tion of the handicapped, ind special (art, foreign language, physical education,
health education) teiching. A,[l of these programs lead to the same degree-
Bachelor of science in Education (B.s. in Ed,). several endorsements and vali-
dations may also be obtained.
The depaitments have an extensive screening Process for stude-nts in the first
two yeari of the program. At the end of their sophomore year, all students are
regnired to apply foi formal admission to the certification program. At this
point their *oik ir reviewed by a faculty committee to determine the extent to
*hl.h th.it personal traits, academic work, etc. Point toward the likelihood of
their success as professional teachers.
The responsibility for rneeting the University and State requirements rests
with the siudent. The student is iautioned to study the course reguirements and
to keep accurate count of the semester hours applicable to Sraduation. Students
planning to teach in states other than Ohio should fulfill University require-
ments as well as those of the state in which they desire to teach'
Requirements for graduation and teacher certification are the following:
1. Evidence of such general scholarship and personal and moral gualities as
give promise of professional success. All students enrolled in programs leading
to Stlte of Ohio certification must verify that they are of "good moral charac-
ter." Pursuant to School of Education policy, these students must complete the
appropriate forms provided by the Office of the Dean. All students will be
notified regarding this necessary procedure.
z. Evidenci of participation in a variety of planned clinical and field experi-
ences essential to the development of the resourcefulness needed by teachers.
3. Successful completion of a minimum of 724 semester hours in approved
courses; some programs may require more than 124 semester hours.
4. An overall cumulative point average of at least 2'O (C) and a cumulative
point average of at least 2.5 for the professional education courses and for
each teaching field in which certification is sought. Courses in professional
education and in the teaching fields must be taken under grading option 1.
5. Successful completion of the following professional education seguence:
Semester Hours
A.
B.
C.
D.
Personal and Professional Development of the Teacher
Child and Adolescent in Education
Teaching and Learning
Teaching in the Elementary School or School, Self, and Society . . . .
3
c
3
3
varies
3
'10
E. Special Methodsr .
F. nfiilosophy of EducationG. Student Teaching
lEach program has one or more methods courses; see specific Programs.
With the possible exception of A, B, and C, all courses in the above sequence
must be taken at the University of Dayton. Transfer credits from other institu-
tions normally are not accepted in substitution for courses D through F, and
never accepted for student teaching.
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6. Completion of University requirements in general education and basic skills.
Students should see Chapter V and consult with their advisors.
7. A passing score on the Preprofessional Skills Test (PPST), which must be
taken no later than the second term of the sophomore year.
8. A passing score on an exit examination mandated by the State Board of
Education. Students should consult the Education Office (C-104) for dates on
which the examination will be administered.
ADVISING AND SCHEDULING
All first-year education students are assigned faculty advisors from the
departments in which they are enrolled. All students meet with these advisors
at least twice a year. Scheduling for classes is completed through the depart-
mental offices.
UNIVERSITY POLICIES
Students are reminded to refer to pertinent sections of this Bulletin and the
Student Handbook for all policies to which they are subject.
STUDENT TEACHING
Student teaching, which consists of actual classroom teaching under com-
petent supervision, involves full-day sessions for approximately one semester.
During the semester of student teaching, the student is not ordinarily permitted
to carry more than three semester hours of additional course work. These addi-
tional semester hours are scheduled outside the normal school day in order to
keep the student-teaching experience intact for the full school day. Students
should make financial arrangements such that they need not continue with
part-time employment during this semester.
The faculty of the School of Education screen each candidate who applies for
student teaching on the basis of the following factors: (1) skill in oral and writ-
ten communication, (2) quality-point average in course work (at least 2.5 for
professional education courses and for each teaching field), (3) physical and
emotional litness, (4) desirable personal and moral traits, (5) completion of the
prereguisite courses and field and clinical experiences.
Prereguisites for candidacy for student teaching are (1) official enrollment in a
teacher education program at the University, (2) prospective completion of the
minimum residence requirement of thirty semester hours inclusive of student
teaching, (3) formal application for processing by the screening committee to
whom application must be submitted a term in advance of student teaching.
(Application blanks may be secured from the department offices, C2O5 and FHa.)
The campus supervisors have direct charge of the student teaching experience.
Once a week throughout the term a student teaching seminar is held on
campus.
Once students have been approved and placed for student teaching, they may
not withdraw from the program except with the approval of the department
chairperson. A student who withdraws without this approval forfeits future
placement in student teaching.
TEACHER PLACEMENT
Students who qualify for teacher certification through the School of Edu-
cation are aided in securing teaching positions by the School's placement service
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in Chaminade Hall, Room C-21.9. Placement requires cooperation from the can-
didate in filling out the necessary papers and in submitting recommendations.
Dates for inteiviews with prospective employers arranged by the Office of
Educational Placement Services are announced in advance.
TEACHER CERTIFICATION
The School of Education programs are approved by the State Department of
Education and accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education.
Ordinarily, Ohio certificates are recognized by other states. Students are en-
couraged to check certification reguirements for states in which they are seek-
ing positions.
ln addition to preparing properly certified elementary and secondary teach-
ers, the School also enables students to qualify for kindergarten-primary cer-
tification and for special certification in art, foreign language, physical education,
health education, music, and the teaching of the handicapped in three ffelds:
specific learning disabled, developmentally handicapped, and multihandjcapped.
Endorsements and validations are available for adapted physical education,
driver education, pre-kindergarten, reading, and typing/keyboarding.
ATHLETIC TRAINING CERTIFICATION
The Department of Physical and Health Education offers two programs in
athletic training. The University of Dayton Certificate curriculum is open to
any student in the School of Education. This Program consists of 26 semester
hours of classroom work and 100 supervised internship hours. Students com-
plete 50 hours of on-campus and 50 hours of off-campus internship, all of
which are supervised by N.A.T.A.-Certified Athletic Trainers. The State Cer-
tification curiiculum enables a student to meet the State of Ohio certification
requirements upon graduation. This program is designed to give the student a
uuii"ty of cliniial experiences with team physicians, physical therapists, hos-
pitals, and high school athletic Programs. See EDP (also EDD, EDH).
INTERSCHOLASTIC COACHING CERTIFICATION
The Certification of Interscholastic Coaches program may be pursued by any
student in the School of Education. See EDP (also EDD).
BACCALAUREATE PROGRAMS
The School of Education offers and administers nine basic Programs leading
to the baccalaureate degree. (Six of these are outlined and their reguirements
and options discussed in detail later in this chapter under code-designations of
.on.r" subject matter-for example, EDT signilies Teacher Education.) These
are as follows:
PROGRAM-EI: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, grades 1-8
PROGRAM-Ez: SECONDARY EDUCATION, grades 7-12
PROGRAM-E3: PHYSICAL EDUCATION K-12
Esa : PHYSICAL (i?""SSJ:?il*11,"
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PROGRAM_E :
E4a:
PROGRAM_E6:
E6a:
E6b:
PROGRAM-E7:
PROCRAM_E8:
PROGRAM-Eg:
PROGRAM_EIO:
E10a:
E1.0b:
E10c:
PROGRAM-EIIA:
EllB:
HEALTH EDUCATION
HEALTH INFORMATION SPECIALIST
See EDH (also EDD, EDP).
SPECIAL, grades K-L2
Visual Art (EAR)
See EDT. See also ART, Chapter VL
Foreign Language (ELA)
KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY, grades K-3
(This program is available separately and in combination
with Program E1, Elementary Education. Combined pro-
grams may reguire more than four years to complete.)
EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FITNESS MANAGEMENT
See EDP (also EDD, EDH).
SPORTS MANAGEMENT
See EDP (also EDD, EDH).
EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED, grades K-12
(This program is available separately and in combina-
tion with Program EI, Elementary Education. Com-
bined programs will reguire more than four years to
complete.)
Specific Learning Disabled
Developmentally Handicapped
Multihandicapped
TEACHER CERTIFICATION for students in the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences
TEACHER CERTIFICATION for students in the School
of Business Administration
See EDT. See also EDT, Chapters VI and VII.
NOTE: All certification programs and teaching fields described in this chapter
are subject to approval by the Ohio Department of Education under the cer-
tification standards effective July 7,1987,
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
For in-service teachers, the School of Education offers six graduate programs
leading to the Master of Science in Education; these are designed to prepare
master secondary teachers, master elementary teachers, school counselors,
school psychologists, school social workers, social agency counselors, college
sfudent personnel professionals, school administrators, and educational research
specialists. For nonprofessional degree holders who are interested in becoming
certified teachers, the Department of Teacher Education offers graduate pro-
grams leading to various certifications. For in-service teachers who wish to
retrain for certification in other areas, the Department of Teacher Education
offers a variety of programs. (For details on the graduate programs reguest a
copy of the Graduate Issue of the University of Dayton Bulletin.)
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INTERDISCPLINARY STUDIES (EDI)
Information is available in the Office of the Dean of the School of Education.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
EDI 424. CURRICULUM ENRICHMENT-STUDIES ABROAD: Study of educa-
tional philosophies, policies, and programs of other countries in comparison with
those of the U.5. 3 sem.hrs.
EDI 49s. HONORS SEMINAR I: Honors student develops honors project. Pre-
requisite: Permission of director of Honors Program. 3 sem, hrs,
EDI 499. HONORS SEMINAR II: Honors student completes honors project. Pre-
reguisite: Permission of director of Honors Program. 3 sem. hrs.
EDP, EDH
PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION (EDP, EDH)
The mission of the Department of Physical and Health Education is to pre-
pare gualified students to be proficient and professional in a vocation encom-
passing the health, recreational, and physical fitness needs of both youths and
adults. The department prepares health and physical education teachers, coaches,
athletic trainers, and driver education teachers to meet the needs of the public
and private schools. It also prepares exercise science and fitness management
specialists for careers in corporation, industrial, hospital, and university willness
programs. A health specialist program is offered for students interested in work-
ing with health agencies. An interdisciplinary sports management program
p-re-pares students for professional opportunities in private sports clubi, hlalth
clubs, sports organizations and federations, and vari,ous othei aspects oi sports
and recreation. This program is available in Option I, with a general business
core, and,Option II, with a business marketing core. Under either option, the
sfudent also chooses a speciffed minor in broadcasting, coaching, journalisnr,
or recreation.
PROGRAM-E3: PHYSICAL EDUCATION (EDP) K-Lz
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
EDD r.09-1toEDH 1,I7
EDP
ENG 10r.-102HsT ro2
MTH 7O7
T 101
EDD
EDP
EDP
EDP
EDP
EDP
EDT
EDT
EDD
EDD
EDD
EDD
EDP
EDP
EDP
EDP
EDP
EDT
EDT
First Year
Personal and Professional Development
Personal and Community Health
Physical Education Activities
College Composition I and II
History of Western Civilization Since 1715
Fundamentals of Mathematics
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
General education requirementsl
Sophomore Year
Human Anatomy and Laboratory
Motor Learning
Adapted Physical Education2
Basic Movement Education
History of Physical Education and Sports
Physical Education Activities
Child and Adolescent in Education
Teaching and Learning2' 3
General education reguirementsl
Lst Term
2
3
3
J
3
2ndTerm
2
305
200
220
223
275
207
208
222
306
336
337
300
324
a
3s1
469
Iunior Year
Audio-visual Materials and Eguipment 1
Human Physiology 3
Standard First Aid and Personal Safetv
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
Methods of Teaching Physical Education 3
Elementary Physical Education
Physiology of Exercise
Physical Education Activities z
Physical education electives g
School, Self, and Society2,3 3
Reading in the Content Area 1
General education requirementr
L6
3
3
3
3
3
t7
3
3
2
3
6
w
2
1
3
3
2
3
3
w
265
_i
77
2
3
3
2
3
3
t6
EDP, EDH
EDP 405
EDP 409-409L
EDP 4L7
EDP 448
EDP 47O
Y 4Le
University of Dayton VIII
Senior Year
Tests and Measurements
Kinesiology and Laboratory
Student Teachinga
Safety and the Law in Physical Education
and Sports
Curriculum Development in Physical Education
Philosophy of Education
Electives 3
15
3
3
2
3
3
3
w
lSee General Education Reguirements, Chapter V. Some general education reguire-
ments are specilied in the program (e.g., HST 102); others are to be chosen from the
listing of approved courses. Consult advisor.
2Students should leave one half day open for field experience.
3Field experiences are arranged by the University. Register'for EDT 100.
4Students will have seminar on campus once a week.
PROGRAM-E3A: PHYSICAL EDUCATION (EDP) 7-12
Dept, No. Course Semester Hours
EDD 10e-110
EDH II7
EDP
ENG 101-102
HST LOz
MTH IO7
sPE 101
EDD
EDP
EDP
EDP
EDP
EDP
EDT
v
EDD
EDD
EDD
EDD
EDP
EDP
EDP
EDT
:'
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First Year
Personal and Professional Development
Personal and Community Health
Physical Education Activities
College Composition I and II
History of Western Civilization Since 1.715
Fundamentals of Mathematics
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
General education reguirementsl
Sophomore Year
Human Anatomy and Laboratory
Motor Learning
Adapted Physical Education2
History of Physical Education and Sports
Physical Education Activities
Physical education electives
Child and Adolescent in Education
Teaching and Learning2, 3
General education requirementsl
Iunior Year
Audio-visual Materials and Equipment
Human Physiology
Standard First Aid and Personal Safety
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
Methods of Teaching Physical Education
Physiology of Exercise
Physical Education Activities
School, Self, and Society2,3
Reading in the Content Area
General education reguirementl
General electives
7st Term
2
3
3
3
3
2nd Term
2
305
200
220
T
207
208
222
306
336
300
408
351
469
3
3
3
3
3
t?
3
2
3
3
3
w
2
I
3
3
2
6
w
3E
2
3
3
3
J
3
n
L
3
I
3
1
3
5
T?
t
School of Education EDP, EDH
Senior Year
EDP 405 Tests and Measurements 3
EDP 409-409L Kinesiology and Laboratory 3
EDP 418 Student Teachinga ).2
EDP 448 Curriculum Development in Physical Education 3
EDP 47o Safety and the Law in Physical Education
and Sports 2
EDT 41.9 Philosophy of Education 3
General education requirementl 3
General electives 3WG
rSee General Education Reguirements, Chapter V. Some general education reguire-
ments are specified in the program (e.g., HST 102); others are to be chosen from the
listing of approved courses. Consult advisor.
2Students should leave one half day open for field experience.
3Field experiences are arranged by the University. Register for EDT 100.
4Students will have seminar on camDus once a week,
PROGRAM-E8: EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FITNESS
MANAGEMENT (EES)
Dept, No. Course Semester Hours
First Year 7st Term 2nd Term
CHM 123-124 General Chemistry and Laboratory 4 4
EDH 117 Personal and Community Health 3
EDP 172 Introduction to Exercise Science 2
EDP lE1 Tumbling and Gymnastics 2
EDP 782-L83 Conditioning I and II 1. L
ENG 101-102 College Composition I and II 3 3
HST 102 History of Western Civilization Since 1715 3
General education requirementsl 3 3
sophomore Year 
76 a6
ECO 2o3 Principles of Microeconomics 3
EDD 222 Audio-Visual Materials and Equipment 1.
EDD 305 Human Anatomy and Laboratory 3
EDD 306 Human Physiology 3
EDD 336 Standard First Aid and Personal Safety 2
EDD 337 Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation 1
EDP 130 Tennis 1
EDP 130 Team Sports L
EDP 130 Aquatics 2
EDP 2OO Motor Learning Z
EDP 275 History of Physical Education and Sports 3
MTH 2O7 Statistical Methods for Behavioral Sciences 3
SPE Lo1 Fundamentals of Oral Communication 3
General education requirementsl 3 3
17 17
Junior YearACC 301 Financial Accounting
DSC 103 Introduction to Computers and Information
Processing
EDH 36L Health Consumership
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EDP, EDH
EDP 13O
EDP 2O9
EDP 22O
EDP 3OO
EDP 408-408L
MGT 203
PSY 101
Y zsr
EDH 360
EDH 373
EDP 405
EDP 409-409L
EDP 437
EDP 435
EDP 448
University of Dayton VIII
Aerobic Dance
Teaching of Aerobic Dance
Adaptive Physical Education2
Methods of Teaching Physical Education
Physiology of Exercise and Laboratory
Business Law
Introductory Psychology
Human Growth and Development
General education requirementsr
Senior Year
Addiction Education
Stress Management
Tests and Measurements in Physical Education
Kinesiology and Laboratory
Nutrition for Exercise and Sport
Exercise ECG
Safety and the Law in Physical Education
and Sports
Exercise Science Internships3
Racquetball
Report Writing
1
1
J
3
3
3
3
w
2
2
n
3
J
w
3
c
2
2
2
I
c
16
g?o
EDP
EDP
ENG
490-49r
lSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V, Some general education re-
guirements are specified in the program (e.g., HST 102); others are to be chosen
from the listing of approved courses. Consult advisor.
2Field experience required.
3Consult program director.
PROGRAM-Ee: SPORTS MANAGEMENT (ESM) OPTION I
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
7st Term 2nilTerm
EDP 111
EDP
ENG 101-102
HST ro2
MTH LO7
sPE 101
EDD
EDP
EDP
MGT
MI5
T"
268
306
275
203
103
v
First Year
Introduction to Sports Management
Physical Education Activities
English Composition I and II
History of Western Civilization Since 1715
Fundamentals of Mathematics
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Course in minor
General education reguirementsl
Sophomore Year
Human Physiology
History of Physical Education and Sports
Physical Education Activities
Business Law I
Introduction to Computers and Information
Systems
Statistical Methods for Behavioral Sciences
Courses in minor
General education reguirementsl
1
3
3
3
6
16
3
3
3
6
G
2)
3
3
3
3
G
3
3
1
3
3
3
G
School of Education EDP, EDH
ACC
coM
ECO
EDP
EDP
ENG
ENG
5'
3
3
3
3
15
t2
3
t5
3
3
2
3
3
3
w
3
2
3
3
3
n
207
304
203
43t
370
360
=
208
448
485
301
t:
ACC
EDP
Iunior Year
Financial Accounting
Advertising
Principles of Microeconomics
Nutrition for Exercise and Sport
Physical education elective
Report Writing
Sports in Literature
Management and Organization
Courses in minor
General elective
Senior Year
Accounting for Management
Safety and the Law in Physical Education
and Sports
Sports Management Internship2
Business Finance
Personnel Management
General electives
EDP
FIN
MGT
15ee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education require-
ments are specified in the program (e.g., HST 102); others are to be chosen from the
listing of approved courses. Consult advisor.
2Consult program director.
PROGRAM-Ee: SPORTS MANAGEMENT (ESM) OPTION II
Dept, No. Course
First Year
EDP 111 Introduction to 9ports Management
EDP Physical Education ActivitiesENG 101-102 English Composition I and IIHST 702 History of Western Civilization Since t7tsMTH 707 Fundamentals of MathematicsSPE 101 Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Course in minor
General education requirementsl
z
21
33
3
3
J
336
16 16
3
3
3
6
15
3
3
1
3
3
3
16
306
275
103
305
:
Sophomore Year
Human Physiology
History of Physical Education and Sports
Physical Education Activities
Introduction to Computers and Information
Systems
Principles of Marketing
Statistical Methods in Behavioral Sciences
Courses in minor
General education requirementsl
Semester Hours
7st Term 2nd Term
EDD
EDP
EDP
MIS
MKT
:'
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ACC
coM
ECO
EDP
EDP
ENG
ENG
MKT5'
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301
304
203
437
370
360
310
315
Junior Year
Financial Accounting
Advertising
Principles of Microeconomics
Nutrition for Exercise and SPort
Physical education elective
Report Writing
Sports in Literature
Salesmanship
Retail Merchandising
Courses in minor
Senior Year
Safety and the Law in Physical Education
and Sports
Sports Management InternshiP2
Consumer Behavior
Marketing elective
General electives
3
3
3
3
15
t2
3
15
3
3
2
3
3
3
w
2
3
3
6
74
EDP 485
MKT 305
MKT
EDP 448
rsee General Education Reguirements, Chapter V. Some general education require-
ments are specified in the program (e.g., HST 102); others are to be chosen from the
listing of approved courses. Consult advisor.
2Consult program director.
PROGRAM-Ea: HEALTH EDUCATION (EDH) K-L2
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
First Year
EDD 11o The Profession of Teaching
EDH 11,7 Personal and Community Health
EDH Health elective
EDP 130 Physical Education Activities
ENG r.O1-102 College Composition I and II
HST 101 or 102 History of Western Civilization
MTH lo7 Fundamentals of Mathematics
SPE L01 Fundamentals of Oral Communication
General education reguirementsr
76
Sophomore Year
Audio-visual Materials and Equipment
School Health Program
Human Anatomy and Laboratory
Human Physiology
Sex Education
Health electives
Child and Adolescent in Education
Teaching and Learning2' i
Reading in the Content Area
Historical Perspectives on Science, Technology,
and Society
General education requirementsr
7st Term 2nd Term
3
EDD
EDD
EDD
EDD
EDH
EDH
EDT
EDT
EDT
H5T
270
2
1
3
3
6
15
3
2
4
3
3
15
3
1
J
3
3
t
3
J
J
1
3
J
E
222
257
30s
306
364
207
208
469
341
School of Education EDP, EDH
EDH 309
EDH 336
EDH 337
EDH 4I2
EDH
t"t 3s1
3
1
3
2
3
3
15
3
w
4
3
3
E
)
3
3
3J
77
EDH 4O7
EDH 479
EDH 428
EDH 430
EDT 4I9
Iunior Year
School Health Instruction
Standard First Aid and Personal 9afety
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
Community Health Agencies
Health electives
School, Self, and Society2'1
General education requirementsl
Second teaching ffeld or electives
9enior Year
Current Issues in Health Education
Student Teachinf
Health Research and Evaluation
Principles of Health Education
Philosophy of Education
Second teaching ffeld or electives
lSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education require-
ments are specified in the program (e.g., EDD 305); others are to be chosen from the
listing of approved courses. Consult advisor,
2Field experiences are arranged by the University. Register for EDT 1OO section.
,Students should leave one half day open for field experience.
4Students will have seminar on campus once a week.
PROGRAM-EAA: HEALTH INFORMATION SPECIALIST (EHS)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
First Year 7st Term 2nil TermEDD 109 Personal and Professional Development 2EDH r77 Personal and Community Health 3EDP 130 Physical Education Activities 1 1EDT LL0 The Profession of Teaching zENG 101-102 College Composirion I and II 3 3HST 101 or 102 History of Western Civilization 3MTH 't07 Fundamentals of Mathematics 3SPE L01 Fundamentals of Oral Communication 3
General education requirementsl 6
15 15
Sophomore YearEDD 2Sl School Health Program 3EDD 305 Human Anatomy and Laboratory 3EDD 306 Human Physiology 3EDH Health electives Z 6HST 341 Historical Perspectives on Science, Technology,
and Society 3
Professional education courses 3 3
General education requirementsl 
_3 _!t7 15
Junior Year
School Health Instruction
9tandard First Aid and Personal Safety
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
3
1
EDH 309
EDH 336
EDH 337
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EDP, EDH
EDH
EDH
EDH
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364
412
EDH 4O7
EDH 428
EDH 430
EDH
Sex Education
Community Health Agencies
Health electives
Professional education courses
General education requirementsl
Second teaching field or electives
Senior Year
Current Issues in Health Education
Health Research and Evaluation
Principles of Health Education
Health electives
Professional education courses
General education requirementl
Second teaching ffeld or electives
2
3
J
3
1?
3
3
6
4
G
4
3
3
5i
2
3
2
J
3
4
1?
15ee General Education Reguirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
are specified in the program (e.g., EDD 305); others are to be chosen from the listing
of approved courses. Consult advisor.
UD CERTIFICATION PROGRAM IN ATHLETIC TRAINING
The certificate in Athletic Training may be pursued by any student in the
School of Education. It consists of 26 semester hours of classroom work with
L00 clock hours of supervised internship: 50 hours on campus and 50 hours with
a high school trainer.
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
EDD
EDD
EDP
EDP
EDD
EDH
EDP
EDD
EDD
EDD
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
1
)
23
305
306,
409
408
336
177
220
337
230
338
Human Anatomy
Human Physiology
Kinesiology and Laboratory .....
Physiology of Exercise and Laboratory . . ,. .
Standard First Aid and Personal Safetyt
Personal and Community Health
Adaptive Physical Education
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)t
Basic Athletic Training and Laboratoryl . . . .
Athletic Training Internship (100 clock hrs.) . .
lPrereguisites for internship hours.
STATE CERTIFICATION CURRICULUM FOR ATHLETIC TRAINING
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
EDD
EDD
EDP
EDP
EDD
EDH
EDP
272
305
306
409
408
JJO
1L7
220
HumanAnatomy ........ 3
Human Physiology 3
Kinesiology and Laboratory 3
Physiology of Exercise and Laboratory .... 3
First Aid and Personal Safety . 2
PersonalandCommunityHealth ........ 3
Adaptive Physical Education 3
EDP, EDH, EDD
EDD 337
EDD 23O
EDD 330
EDD 338
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation .. I
Basic Athletic Training 3
Advanced Athletic Training 3
Internship Hours (E00 clock hrs.) ....... 11
Elective ..... .... 3
4l
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM IN INTERSCHOLASTIC COACHING
The certificate in Interscholastic Coaching may be pursued by any student in
the School of Education.
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
EDD
EDD
EDD
EDP
EDP
EDP
EDP
EDP
EDP
3
2
1
1-3
3
230
336
337
403
404
431
: 2'4
3
2
FACULTY
Donald W. Moreffeld, Chairperson
Professors : Drees, LaVanche, Schleppi
Associate Professors : Laubach, Leonard, Siciliano
Assistant Professors : Morefield, Roberts
P art-time I nstructors : Kelly, Marshall
F i el d Exp erien c e C o or ilinat or s : Coy, Hemmelgarm
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
EDD 109. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVETOPMENT OF THE
TEACHER: A course to help the student define professional goals and assess personal
strengths and weaknesses in the light of competencies deemed essential for a physical
and/or health education teacher, 2 sem. hrs.
EDD 110. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE
TEACHER: Practicum experiences on campus and in local area schools to enable the
student to explore interests and test commitment to the teaching profession.
2 sem. hrs.
EDP 111. INTRODUCTION TO SPORTS MANAGEMENT: A course to help the
student deffne professional goals and assess personal strengths and weaknesses in
the light of competencies deemed essential for a sports management . r".rr 
r" . Orr,
EDP U2. INTRODUCTION TO EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FITNESS MANAGE.
MENT: A course to help the student define professional goals and assess personal
strengths and weaknesses in the light of competencies deemed essential for an exer-
2 sem. hrs.
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cise science and fftness management career,
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EDH 117. PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH: Survey of health science
and principles of preventive rnedicine to serve as introduction to other courses in
personal or community health and health education. Required for physical education
majors. 2-3 sem, hrs.
EDP r30. PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES: Skills and understanding basic
to an appreciation of selected activities, Open to all University students, Consult the
composite for current offerings. 7-2 sem, hrs.
EDP 181. TUMBTING AND GYMNASTICS: Preparation of physical education
teachers to instruct beginning-level gymnastics. Skills for both male and female
events useful in teaching coeducational classes. Reguired for EDP and EES majors,
2 sem, hrs,
EDP 182. CONDITIONING I: Aerobic conditioning technigues developed primarily
through running and water exercise programs. Required for EDP and EES majors.
I sem. hr.
EDP L83. CONDITIONING II: Principles and technigues for developing muscular
strength and endurance conditioning. Required for EDP and EES majors, 7 sem. hr,
EDP 200. MOTOR LEARNING: Investigation of fundamental principles of human
movement. Physical and psychological variables essential to motor learning are con-
sidered. Prerequisite for EDP 300. 2 sem. hrg.
EDP 209. TEACHING AEROBIC DANCE: The litness concept of aerobic condi-
tioning through exercise routines done to music. Basic dance steps, patterns, and
teaching tips to enable students to choreograph their own warm-up, aerobic, and
cool-down routines. 7 sem, hr.
EDP 22o. ADAPTM PHYSICAL EDUCATION: A course to prepare prospective
teachers to adapt a physical education program so all children and youth can success-
fully participate in activity programs. Study of the atypical child in order to organize
and administer a program which will meet individual needs. 3 sem. hrs,
EDD 222. AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT: Practical application
of skills in the preparation, selection, storage, and care of audio-visual materials and
equipment appropriate to health education and to physical education. 7 sem. hr.
EDP 223. BASIC MOVEMENT EDUCATION: The study of movement fundamental
to all the traditional content areas of games and sports, dance, and gymnastics, Pre-
requisite tor EDP 324. 3 sem, hrs,
EDD 230. BASIC ATHLETIC TRAINING: Application of principles and methods
involved in prevention, care, and treatment of athletic injuries. 3 sem, hrs.
EDP 245. MODERN DANCE: Basic and intermediate technigues in Modern Dance.
The study of dance as an art form. First term, every other year. Elective. 2 sem, hrs,
EDD 25L. THE SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM: The organization and administra-
tion of a school health program with emphasis on principles of health education,
health services, and healthful school living. 3 sem, hrs,
*EDP 27s. HISTORY OF PHYSICAT EDUCATION AND SPORT: A study of the
historical development of physical education and sport as it relates to signiffcant
events in the history of Western civilization. 3 sem. hrs
EDP 30o. METHODS OF TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Study of the
methods and skills essential for effective teaching in physical education. 3 sem, hrs,
EDP 301. SPORT IN AMERICA: Development of appreciation and understand-
ing of sport in society. Study of sport and related areas in the American and selected
European cultures. 2 sem, hrs,
*EDD 30s. HUMAN ANATOMY AND LABORATORY: Study of the human body
with emphasis on the interdependent relationships of structure and function. Pre-
requisite to EDP 408-409.
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*EDD 306. HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY: Study of the functions of body systems. Cell
physiology, structural contributions or limitations, concepts of biochemistry, control
of functions, physiological limits of function, and examples of pathologic develop-
ments. 3 sem. hrs.
EDH 309. SCHOOL HEALTH INSTRUCTION: A study of the instructional phase
of the school health program with emphasis on the methods of teaching health in the
elementary and secondary schools. 3 sem, hrs.
EDP 3Lo. COACHING BASKETBALL: The theory, skills, strategies, and methods
of coaching basketball. First term, each year. Elective' 2 sem. hrs,
EDP 312. COACHING FOOTBALL: The theory, skills, strategies, and methods of
coaching football. Second term, each year. Elective. 2 sem. hrs.
EDP 314. COACHING BASEBALL: The theory, skills, strategies, and methods of
coaching baseball, Elective. 7 sem. ht.
EDP 316. COACHING SOCCER: The theory, skills, strategies, and methods of
coaching soccer, First term, each year. Elective. 7 sem, hr.
EDP 317. COACHING TRACK AND FIELD: The theory, skills, strategies, and
methods of coaching track and 6eld. Elective. 7 sem. hr'
EDP 322. COACHING VOLLEYBALL: The theory, skills, strategies, and methods of
coaching volleyball. Elective. 7 sem. hr,
EDP 324. ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Basic theory, technigues and
methods for conducting a program for elementary students. Prereguisite: EDP 223.
3 sem.hrs,
EDD 330. ADVANCED ATHTETIC TRAINING: Advanced technigues of evalua-
tion, treatment, and rehabilitation of athletic injuries; basic pharmacology and thera-
peuiic modalities. 3 sem. hrs'
EDD 336. STANDARD FIRST AID AND PERSONAL SAFETY: Studv of basic
principles involving personal safety and accident prevention. Application of first aid
i<nowledge and skillJ in emergenciis. National Red Cross Instructor's certificate for
Standard-First Aid and Personil gafety may be obtained. 2 sem' hrs'
EDD 337. CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION (CPR): The American Na-
tional Red Cross course designed to certify the student both in basic CPR techniques
and in CpR instruction. - 7 sem, ht,
EDD 338. ATHLETIC TRAINING INTERNSHIP: Practical experience with the
men's and women's intercollegiate athletic teams. student is also assigned to a high
school with a certiffed athletic trainer. Students will spend 50 clock hours in each
internship experience. Prerequisites: EDD 230, 396,337' 2sem'hrs'
EDP 339, EMERGENCY MEDICAL TRAINING: Study of the basic principles and
technigues applied in medical emergencies. Opportunity for certi{ication as Emer-gencyi4edicifTrainer. - Ssem'hrs'
EDP 341, INTRODUCTION TO RECREATIONAL SERVICES: FUNdAMENTAIS Of thc
nature, scope, and significance of organized recreation services. 2 sem. hrs,
EDP g42. RECREATIONAL SPORTS PROGRAMMING: AN OVCTViCW Of thc CUT.
rent programmatic elements and techniques in recreational sports. 2 sem.hrs.
EDP 343. RECREATIONAT LEADERSHIP: The roles of recreation leaders in many
types of comrnunity organizations. Analysis of key concepts underlying successful
leadership and leadership techniques. 2 sem. hrs,
EDP 344. OUTDOOR EDUCATION-SCHOOL CAMPING: Action seminar to
familiarize teachers and recreation leaders with the curricula, teaching techniques,
2 sem, hrs,
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and skills for good outdoor education Programs.
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EDP 345. RECREATION AND SPECIAL POPULATIONS: Brief history of rehabi-
litation and recreation services. Development of skills essential for serving the rec-
reational needs of special populations: teenagers, elderly, juvenile and adult offenders,
mentally retarded, physically disabled, and sensory impaired. 2 sem. hrs.
EDP 346. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF RECREATION: 9tudy
of the theory, leadership, standards, facilities, and programs of recreation,
2 sem, hrs.
EDH 360. ADDICTION EDUCATION: Study of the causes of human compulsion
which lead to addictive behavior, survey of addictive substances, individual research
into preventive and treatment programs. 2 sem. hrs.
EDH 361. HEALTH CONSUMERSHIP: Sorting fad from fact in products and
services from the present market (fad diets, nutrition nonsense, guackery, advertising
tricks, beauty gimmicks); a survey of medical hoaxes; information on protection avail-
able to all consumers. Offered on demand. Elective, 2 sem. hrs.
EDH 362. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND ECOLOGy: A detailed study of
present environmental conditions; emphasis on improvement through individual
effort and community action. Offered on demand. Elective. 2 sem, hre.
EDH 363. EMOTIONAL HEALTH: Study of emotions, behavior, personality, social
relationships, and adjustments to change. The aim is toward increased self-under-
standing. Offered on demand. Elective. 2 sem, hrs,
EDH 364. SEX EDUCATION: A detailed study of maturation, reproduction, preg-
nancy, birth and physiological development in humans. Emphasis on the psychological
concept of sexuality in American society. 2 sem. hrs.
EDH 365. EDUCATION FOR PARENTING: Selected issues surrounding family
composition and roles, life cycles, marriage, family relationships, and parenting.
2 sem. hrs.
EDH 367. COMMUNITY HEALTH PROGRAMS: Development of those skills
necessary to perform as a community health educator in a variety of settings.
2 sem. hrs.
EDH 373. STRESS MANAGEMENT FOR THE EDUCATOR: Examination of life's
stressors, utilization of reduction technigues, and assisting others with the manage-
ment of stress. Special attention to controlling stress in the school setting. 2 sem. hrs.
EDH 374. HEALTHFUL LIFESTYLES: Study of behaviors, attitudes, and values
contributing to positive health practices. Assessment of individual lifestyle to improve
health status. 2 sem. hrs.
EDP 400. PHYSICAL EDUCATION WORKSHOPST Various workshops will be
conducted depending upon the needs of the clientele. 7-3 sem, hrs,
EDP 401. THE OLYMPIC GAMEST Study of the historical development of the
Olympic Games, especially since 1896. Cultural, political, economic, and scientiffc
considerations. 2 sem. hrs,
EDP 403. PRINCIPLES, ETHICS, AND PRACTICES OF COACHING: General prin-
ciples governing the administrative and coaching functions of planning, organizing,
and instructing athletic teams. Elective. 2 sem. hrs,
EDP 404. COACHING INTERNSHIP: Practical coaching experience working in
local schools with interscholastic teams. Elective. 7-3 sem.hrs.
EDP 40s. TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS IN PHYSICAT EDUCATIONT A direct
relationship of tests and measurements to the teaching situation.
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EDH 406. HEALTH EDUCATION WORKSHOPS: Various workshops will be con-
ducted depending upon the needs of the clientele. 7-3 sem. hrs.
EDH 407. CURRENT ISSUES IN HEALTH EDUCATION: A seminar on current
health topics with emphasis on prevention, solution, and the related roles of the
health educator, 2 sem. hrs,
EDP 4OE. PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE: Detailed study of the effects of exercise on
human functions, thus providing a basis for the study of physical fftness, motor skills,
and athletic training, Prereguisites: EDD 305-306. 2 sem. hrs,
EDP 408L. PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE LABORATORY: Course to accompany
EDP 408. One two-hour laboratory per week in which the practical applications of
exercise physiology will be stressed, 7 sem. hr,
EDP 409. KINESIOLOGY: The investigation and analysis of human motion based
on anatomical, physiological, and mechanical principles. Prerequisites: EDD 305-306.
2 sem. hrs,
EDP 409L. KINESIOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany EDP aO9. One
two-hour laboratory per week, stressing the practical application of kinesiology.
7 sem, hr,
EDH 412. COMMUNITY HEALTH AGENCIES: The functions and services of
various local health agencies. Course members select agencies to visit and/or invite
to campus. 3 sem,hrs.
EDH 413. HEALTH EDUCATION FOR THE ELEMENTARY EDUCATOR: A study
of the total school health program. Elementary education majors only. 3 sem' hrs'
EDP 414. PHYSICAT EDUCATION FOR THE ELEMENTARY EDUCATOR: A
course designed to eguip the elementary education major with basic theory, tech-
niques, and methods for conducting a physical education Program for elementary
students. Elementary education majors only.
EDH 415. HEALTH AGENCY INTERNSHIP:
with agency of his or her choice. Prerequisites:
3 sem, hrs,
Student spends 60 hours working
Junior standing, EDH 472.
2 sem. hrs.
EDP 417. 9TUDENT TEACHING (K-12 TEACHING FIELD) r Teaching under close
supervision in the specialized subiect area in both elementary and high school grades
for a minimum of twelve weeks. A seminar is held once a week. Prerequisite: Formal
admission a full semester in advance. 72 sem, hrs.
EDP 41s. STUDENT TEACHING (7-12 TEACHING FIELD): Teaching under close
supervision in the specialized subject area in the high school grades for a minimum
of twelve weeks, A seminar is held once a week. Prerequisite: Formal admission a
full semester in advance. 72 sem. hrs.
EDH 419. STUDENT TEACHING-HEALTH: Teaching under close supervision in
the specialized subject area in elementary, junior high, and high school grades for a
minimum of twelve weeks. A seminar is held once a week, Prereguisite: Formal ad-
mission a full semester in advance. 72 sem. hrs.
EDP 420. SENIOR LIFE SAVING: The American Red Cross Senior Life Saving
Course. Prerequisite: Advanced Swimming. First term, each year. Elective. 7 sem'hr.
EDP 427. WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTION: The American Red Cross Safety
Instructor's Course. Prereguisite: Senior Life Saving. Second term, each year. Elective'
2 sem, hrs.
EDH 42s. HEALTH RESEARCH AND EVALUATION: Introduction to statistical
analysis and research methodology in determining health statistics, designing and
evaluating health studies, and accessing data banks; collection, analysis, and inter-
pretation of health statistics. 3 sem. hrs.
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EDH 430. PRINCIPLES OF HEALTH EDUCATION: Establishment of the need for
health education, historical development, survey of various philosophies, and discus-
sion of specific professional standards, all aimed toward conceptualization of a
personal philosophy by the health educator. Offered on demand. 3 sem,hrs.
EDP 431. NUTRITION FOR EXERCISE AND SPORT: Investigation of current
research in the nutritional assessment of the athlete. Topics include dietary needs,
fluid replenishment, pre-game meals, and "fad" diets for the athlete. 2 sem, hrs.
EDP 435. THE EXERCISE ECG: Evaluation of exercise electrocardiograms from
healthy persons. Prerequisites: EDD 306; EDP 4os,4oEL. 2 sem.hrs,
EDP 440, INTRODUCTION TO DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY EDUCATION:
Specifics of classroom instruction in the various subject-matter ffelds. Selection of
presentation and evaluation techniques based on recognized course obiectives. First
ierm, altemate years. Elective. 3 sem. hrs.
EDP 441. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF DRIVER AND TRAF.
FIC SAFETY EDUCATION: Organizational and administrative asPects of driver and
traffic education as they relate to the total school and other specialized programs.
Prereguisite: EDP 440. Second term, alternate years' Elective. 3 sem' hrs.
EDP 446. SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES OF ATHLETIC CONDITIONING: Factors
which affect human performance in athletic competition. Methods and theories of
training, conditioning, and reconditioning. 2 sem, hrs.
EDP 447, ADMINISTRATION OF INTERSCHOLASTIC AND INTRAMURAL
ATHLETICS: Structure of interscholastic and intramural athletics and their aPPen-
dages: staffing, ffnancing, facilities, scheduling, crowd control and sports nredicine.
2 sem. hrs,
EDP 44S. SAFETY AND THE LAW IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT9:
Study of the legal aspects of physical education and athletics. Analysis of specilic
.o.,ri ."r"t, Forirulati,on of saflty policies. 2 sem.hrs.
EDD 4so. SELECTED STUDIES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH: In-
vestigating, analyzing, and reporting on a problem in physical education, recreation,
or he-alth.lermiision by chaiiperson. Elective' 7'3 sem, hrs,
EDP 470. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Principles
and procedures for curriculum construction and revision, 
_study of philosoPhies (in-
stituiional, professional, and personal) and their relationship to curriculum develop-
ment. - 3 sem'hrs'
EDP 485. SPORT9 MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP: Work experience carried out
under the auspices and supervision of the Sports Management staff. Application and
permission of director of Sports Management Program required' 72 sem' hrs'
EDP 490. EXERCISE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP-ON CAMPUS: Work experience
carried out under the auspices and supervision of the University of Dayton Wellness
Program staff. Application and permission of director of Exercise Science and Fitness
Maiagement Program reguired. 2 sem. hrs.
EDP 491. EXERCISE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP-OFF CAMPUS: Work experience
carried out under the auspices of an industrial, commercial, educational, or govern-
ment or health agency-related wellness program. Application and permission of
director of Exercisi Science and Fitness Management Program required. 6 sem. hrs.
*General education course, 9ee Chapter V.
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TEACHER EDUCATION (EDT)
The Teacher Education Department's mission is the development of compe-
tent and humane teachers. It provides students and faculty the opportunity to
serve and learn in elementary and secondary schools. It dedicates itself to the
discovery and transmission of the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values that
enable teachers to be professional leaders.
To assure the competency of its students, the Department has established a
selection and retention policy which reguires students to demonstrate before
student teaching at least a 2.5 grade-point average in professional education
courses and the subject areas for which they are being certified; ability to pass
the Pre-Professional Skills Test; competency in the use of audio-visual eguip-
ment and materials; and competency in achieving selected objectives in 300
hours of clinical and field-based experiences. At the completion of their pro-
grams, all students are reguired to pass the exit examination mandated by the
State Board of Education.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (EDE)
,The Department of Teacher Education administers the program in elementary
education (E-1), which leads to the Bachelor of Science in Education and cer-
tification to teach grades 1-8.
A student in the Elementary Education Program is reguired to have a con-
centration of 20 or more semester hours in mathematics, natural sciences, social
sciences, or humanities. See advisor for available concentrations.
Endorsement (E) and validation (V) programs are available in the following:
Typing/Keyboarding (E)
Pre-Kindergarten (V)
Reading (E)
In order to do student teaching and be recommended for certiffcation, the
elementary education major must earn a guality point average of at least 2.5
in professional education courses and in any additional endorsement or vali-
dation area.
Checksheets for each certification area are available in the Department of
Teacher Education, C-2O5, and the School of Education, C-104.
PROGRAM-EI: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (EDE)
(Leading to Ohio Provisional Elenentary Certificate: grades 1-8)
Dept. No. Course
First Year
101 Fundamentals and Materials of Art
fO1-101L General Biology I and Laboratory
109 Personal Aspects of Teaching110 The Profession of Teachingl
2
4
o
ART
BIO
EDT
EDT
Semester Hours
7st Term 2ndTerm
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ENG 101-102 College Composition I and II
HST 7O2 History of Western Civilization Since 1715
HST 251 or 252 American History
PHL 103 Introduction to Philosophy
PHY 105 Physical Science
REL Introductory religious studies (14O,t46, or 160)
Physical or health education requirement2
3
3
1
3
16
3
3
3
1
16
3
3
2
3
3
3
w
200
207
20E
296
204
104
=
3
3
3
1
3
3
G
I
3
4
3
3i
10
3
13
3
3
3
3
15
9
3
3
15
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
MTH
MUS
T
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
vv
290
320
325
326
360
3E1
T
Sophomore Year
History of Education Since 1789
Child and Adolescent in Education
Teaching and Learningl
Teaching in the Elementary School
Mathematical Concepts I
Music Literature for the Elementary Classroom
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Physical or health education requirement2
Concentration3 or electives
General education requirements4
Junior Year
Mainstreamed Handicapped Students
Reading and Language Artss
Social Studies in Elementary Schoolt
Mathematics and Science in Elementary Schoolt
Literature for Children and Adolescents
Art and Music in Elementary Schoolt
Mathematical Concepts II
Physical or health education requirement2
ConcentrationS
Senior Year
Student Teaching-Elementary6
Philosophy of Education
Concentrationl
General education reguirement4
Concentration3
EDT 413EDT 4I9
lField experiences are arranged by the University. Register also for EDT 1OO,
2Five sem. hrs, of a combination of EDH and EDP; either EDH 413 or EDP 414
is reguired.
1A concentration of 20 or more sem. hrs. in mathematics, natural science, social
sciences, or humanities.
45ee General Education Reguirements, Chapter V. Some general education require-
ments are specified in the program (e.g., BIO 101); others are to be chosen from the
listing of approved courses. Consult advisor and checksheets.
5EDT 32O, 325,326, and 38t must be taken concurrently. Field experience is reguired,
65tudents will have seminar on campus once a week,
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EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED (EHD)
The Department of Teacher Education administers the program in Education
of the Handicapped (ElO), which leads to certification to teach grades K-12 and
to the Bachelor of Science in Education.
A student in the Education of the Handicapped Program is reguired to have
one specialization totalling a minimum of 20 sem. hrs. In order to do student
teaching and be recommended for certification, the student must earn a quality
point average of at least 2.5 in the specialization,2.S in professional education
courses, and 2.5 in any additional endorsement or validation area.
Specializations are the following:
Specific Learning Disabled
Developmentally Handicapped
Multihandicapped
Endorsement (E) and validation (V) programs are available in the following:
Reading (E)
Typing/Keyboarding (E)
Pre-Kindergarten (V)
Checksheets for each specialization are available in the Department of
Teacher Education, C-2o5, and the School of Education, C-t04.
PROGRAM-EIo: EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED (EHD)
(Leading to Ohio Provisional Certificate for Education of the Handicapped: grades
K-12)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
|st Term
First Year
ART 101 Fundamentals and Materials of Art 2
BIO 101-101L General Biology I and Laboratory 4
EDT 109 Personal Aspects of Teaching O
EDT 110 The Profession of Teachingl
ENG 101-102 College Composition I and II 3
HST l.oz History of Western Civilization Since 1715 3
HST 257 or E2 American History
PHL 103 Introduction to Philosophy 3
PHY 105 Physical Science
REL Introductory religious studies (140, 746, ot 160,
Physical or health education requirement2 1
L6
Sophomore Year
EDT 200 History of Education Since 1789 3
EDT 2o7 Child and Adolescent in Education 3
EDT 2O8 Teaching and Learningl
EDT 29O Mainstreamed Handicapped Students
EDT 296 Teaching in the Elementary School
MTH 204 Mathematical Concepts I
MUS 104 Music Literature for the Elementary Classroom 2SPE 1Ol Fundamentals of Oral Communication 3
Physical or health education requirement2
General education reguirementl 3
Electives 3
L7
2ndTerm
3
3
3
4
3
ro
3
3
3
3
I
3
L6
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EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT 479
EDT 480 or 49O
EDT 48L
EDT 482or 494
EDT 4E3
EDT 484
EDT 487
EDT
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Iunior Year
Reading and Language Arts4
Social Studies in Elementary Schoola
Mathematics and Science in Elementary Schoola
Literature for Children and Adolescents
Introduction to Exceptionalitiesl
Language Development
Growth and Development and the Special-
Needs Learnerr
Counseling Parents of Handicapped Children
Behavior Management
Physical or health education requirement2
General education requirementl
Senior Year
Philosophy of Education
Introductory course for DH/MH or SLDI
Assessment of the Special-Needs Learner
Special Methods
Multihandicappedr
Advanced Behavior Management5
Career Education for Handicapped
Student Teaching (4s5,488, or 495)6
General education reguirement
Elective
t7
lField experiences are arranged by the University. Register also for EDT 100.
2Five sem. hrs, of a combination of EDH and EDP; either EDH 413 or EDP 414
is reguired,
3See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education reguire-
ments are specilied in the program (e.g., BIO 101); others are to be chosen from the
listing of approved courses. Consult advisor and checksheets.
aDH and SLD maiors must take EDT 32o, 325, and 326 concurrently. Field experi-
ence is required, MH majors take EDT 32o and 7 sem. hrs. of electives.
tMH majors only.
6students will have seminar on campus once a week.
KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY (EKP)
The Department of Teacher Education administers the program for kinder-
garten-primary education (EZ) to teach grades K-3, which leads to the Bachelor
of Science in Education.
In order to do student teaching and be recommended for certiffcation, the
student must earn a quality point average of at least 2.5 in professional educa-
tion courses and in any additional endorsement or validation area.
Endorsement of a standard Kindergarten-Primary Certificate is available for
Reading and Typing/Keyboarding; validation is available for Pre-Kindergarten.
Checksheets of course reguirements are available in the Department of
Teacher Education, C-2O5, and the School of Education, C-LO4. The suggested
four-year schedule of courses is similar to that shown for the Elementary Edu-
cation Program, El.
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2
3
3
3
3
E
320
325
326
360
390
391
392
393
t:
4
3
4
3
3
t7
3
3
3
3
2
2
10
3
3
w
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SECONDARY EDUCATTON (EDS)
The Department of Teacher Education administers the program in secondary
education (E-2), which leads to the Bachelor of Science in Education and high
school certiftcation (grade s 7 -12).
A sfudent in the Secondary Education Program is reguired to have either
(1) two teaching fields, usually with a minimum of 33 semester hours in the
principal teaching ffeld and a minimum of 3o semester hours in the second
teaching ffeld; or (2) a single comprehensive field totaling a minimum of 6o
semester hours. In order to do student teaching and be recommended for cer-
tiffcation, the student must earn a guality point average of at least 2.5 in each
teaching ffeld and 2.5 in professional education courses.
Secondary education teaching fields include the following:
Art
Biological Science
Bookkeeping and Basic Business
Chemistry
Computer Science
Drama/Theater
Earth Science
Economics
English
General Science
Health Education
History
Comprehensive fields include the following:
Business Education
Communications
Science
Endorsement of a Standard Secondary (High School) Certificate is available
for Reading Teacher and Typing/Keyboarding.
Checksheets for each field are available in the Department of Teacher Edu-
cation, C-205, and the School of Education, C-104.
rNot a state of Ohio certilication area,
Iournalism
Mathematics
Physical Education
Physics
Political Science
Psychology/Sociology
Religious Studiesr
Sales
Speech/Communication
Stenography and Typewriting/
Keyboarding
Social Studies
Vocational Business Education
PROGRAM-E2: SECONDARY EDUCATION (EDS)
Dept. No. Semester Hours
First Year
EDT 109 Personal Aspects of Teaching
EDT 110 The Profession of Teachingr
ENG 101-102 College Composition I and II
HST lO2 History of Western Civilization Since 1715
MTH LOZ Fundamentals of Mathematics
PHL 103 Introduction to Philosophy
REL 14O or 146 Introductory religious studies
Teaching ffeld
Physical or health education elective
General education reguirenrents2
7st Term
0
3
3
3
3
2nilTerm
3
3
3
3-4
I
33
16 15-16
zE3
EDT
Sophomore Year
History of Education Since 17893
Child and Adolescent in Education
Teaching and Learrringl
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Teaching Iield
Physical or health education elective
General education reguirement2
lunior Year
Human Relations in Education
School, Self, and 9ocietyl
Reading in the Content Areasl'4
Teaching lield
General education requirement2
Senior Year
Philosophy of Education
Student Teaching-Secondarys
Special methods in teaching fieldt
Teaching ffeld and/or electives
General education reguirement2
University of Dayton VIII
2-3
t2
3
1?-n
EDT 2OO
EDT 2O7
EDT 206
sPE L01
3
9
3
18
3
10
3
16
J
J
9
t
To
z
3
l2
1?
4
9
?
16
EDT
EDT
EDT
318
351
:
EDT 4I9
EDT 42O
lField experiences are arranged by the University, Register also for EDT 100,
25ee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education re-
quirements are specified in the program (e.g., PHL 103); others are to be chosen
from the listing of approved courses. Consult advisor and teaching-field checksheets,
lSome teaching fields have alternate courses; see checksheets.
45tudents with teaching fields in English and communications take 3 sem. hrs.
,Students will have seminar on campus once a week.
MUSIC EDUCATION
The Department of Teacher Education cooperates with the Music Division
of the Department of Performing and Visual Arts to offer certification K-12,
through the E-11A Program. See MUS, Chapter VL
SPECIAL K-12
The Department of Teacher Education administers the program for special
education (E6) to teach grades K-1.2, which leads to the Bachelor of Science in
Education.
A student in the Special K-12 Program is reguired to have one teaching 6eld
totalling a minimum of 45 semester hours. In order to do student teaching and
be recommended for certification, the student must earn a guality point aver-
age of at least 2.5 in the teaching field and 2.5 in professional education courses.
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Special teaching fields include the following:
Visual Art (EAR), with three concentrations available:
Commercial Design Photography Studio Art
Foreign Language (ELA), with three concentrations available:
French German Spanish
Music Education (K-12) is also available through the E-11A Program.
Endorsement of a standard Special Certificate is available for Reading and
Typing/Keyboarding.
Checksheets for each field are available in the Department of Teacher Edu-
cation, C-2o5, and the School of Education, C-'1.04. The suggested four-year
schedule of courses is similar to that shown for the Secondary Education Pro-
gtam,E2,
ENDORSEMENTS AND VALIDATIONS
Following are reguirements for endorsements and validations. For each, the
student must meet all the reguirements in addition to satisfying the require-
ments for a standard teaching certificate.
READING (ENDORSEMENT): Valid for grades specified in standard certifi-
cate.
EDT 320 Reading and Language Arts (including lield experience
at appropriate level) .
EDT 360 Literature for Children and Adolescents . . . . .
EDT 46s Diagnosis of Reading Difficulties (including field
experience at appropriate level) .
EDT 469 Reading in the Content Areas
TYPING/KEYBOARDING (ENDORSEMENT): Valid for grades specified in
standard certificate.
Six sem. hrs. (9 qtr. hrs.) of typing/keyboarding.
NOTE: Courses must be taken at another institution and a transcript provided,
PRE-KINDERGARTEN (VALIDATION)
EDT 279 Kindergarten-Primary Instruction 3
EDT 250 Introduction to Early Childhood Education 3
EDT319 InstructionalMaterialsK-3 .. ........ 3
EDT 47O Pre-Kindergarten Instruction 3
EDT477 StudentTeaching-Pre-Kindergarten..... 3
HEC 329 Child Development Practicum . . . . 3
H.EC4L7 Infant and Toddler Program 3
NOTE: This validation is available for only the following certilication lields:
Kindergarten-Primary
Elementary
Education of the Handicapped
4
3
4
3
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CERTIFICATION FOR STUDENTS IN ARTS AND SCIENCES AND
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
PROGRAM-EIIA: B.A. or B.S. WITH TEACHER CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM-EIIB: B.5. in BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION WITH
TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Students in the College of Arts and Sciences or in the School of Business
Administration may enroll in the Department of Teacher Education's Secondary
Education Program without transferring to the School of Education. For re-
quirements in professional education courses and in teaching ftelds consult the
assistant chairperson, undergraduate, of the Department of Teacher Education'
Enrollment in these programs (E11A for students matriculating in the College
of Arts and Sciences; EtlB for students matriculating in the School of Business
Administration) is subject to the same admission requirements, counseling,
maintenance of a unified system of records, screening, and other professional
provisions standard for regular students of the School of Education working
toward the B.S. in Education. These include passing the Preprofessional Skills
TesU maintaining a 2.5 average in each teaching field and 2.5 in professional
education courses; completing field-clinical and student teaching hours (300
each); taking the compiehensive National Teacher Examinations (NTE); and
being in good academic standing at the University.
Inbrdei to finish in four years, a student in the College of Arts and Sciences
or the School of Business Administration will need to Process an application
for admission to the Secondary Education Program no later than the third
semester and begin the professional education sequence. Failure to enroll on
time may necessiiate going beyond the normal four years in order to qualify for
teacher iertification and graduation. The reguirements for the College of Arts
and Sciences (Chapter Vi) or the School of Business Administration (Chapter
VII) and those of the School of Education must be completed before any degree
is granted.
Wh"r, the proper course reguirements have been completed, the student 
-uray
register for siudent teaching, provided that the application for student te-aching
is-duly processed at the b-ginning of the semester directly prior to the one
during which student teaching will take place and that the student has passed
the normal screening procedure.
When all the requirlments for teacher certiffcation are completed, the student
should make application for the standard State Teaching Certificate through
the official recommending officer of the School of Education (C-104).
FACULTY
Thomas f . Lasley, ll, Chairperson
Roberta Weaver, Assist ant Chairper son, Un der graduat e
James E. Gay, Assistant Chairperson, Graduate
Professors:-Anderson, Britt, Frye, Fuchs, Gay, Geiger, JosePh, Laslen Watras
Associate Prof essor: Shugarman
Assistant Professors: Cailsen, Egnor-Brown, Leahy, Lutz, O'Neil, Sudzina,
Weaver, R. Williams
Part-time lnstructors: Petit, Torge, S. Williams
F ield Erp erience Coor ilinator s : Coy, Hemmelgarm
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
EDT 1oo. FIELD-BASED EXPERIENCES: Planned, supervised, and evaluated activi-
ties in urban, suburban, or rural schools. 9tudents register for this course in con-
junction with appropriate courses in the professional education sequence. Objectives
are identified in the Field-Based and clinical Etperiences Hanilbook. No creilit
EDT 109. PERSONAL ASPECTS OF TEACHING: General introduction to educa-
tion and the University. Identilication of students' personal values, goals, motives,
and strengths in light of the gualities and reguirements of effective ,"".hi.iio 
"rrdi,
EDT 110. THE PROFESSION OF TEACHING: Study of the principal teacher be-
haviors that facilitate learning and those that stand in its way, Emphasis on asPects
of learning theory and their application to the teaching and learning process. Clinical
and field experiences (20 and 24 hrs.). 3 sem.hrs.
*EDT 2oo. HISTORY OF EDUCATION SINCE 1769: Study of the relationship of
schools and social changes in Europe and America from the French Revolution to the
present. Biographies of educational figures. Prereguisites: HST 102, sophomore stand-
ing, 3 sem. hrs,
EDT 2o7, CHILD AND ADOLESCENT IN EDUCATION: Study of the empirical
principles of intellectual, moral, physical, personality, and social development as re-
lated to performance in the classroom. Interpretations for appropriate generic teach-
ing behaviors and developmental causes of behavior problems. Clinical experience (20
hrs.). Prereguisite: EDT 110 or permission, 3 sem, hrs.
EDT 208. TEACHING AND LEARNING: Study of the empirical principles of learn-
ing such as reinforcement, discovery, motivation, and transfer, Interpretations for
generic teaching behaviors especially in diagnosis, prescription, and evaluation.
Clinical and field experience (10 and 2o hrs.). Prereguisite: EDT 2o7, 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 279. KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY INSTRUCTION: Planning, diagnosis, in-
structional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching children on the
kindergarten-primary levels. Clinical and field experience (L0 and 20 hrs.). Preregui-
site: EDT 295, 3 sem, hrs,
EDT 2so. INTRODUCTION TO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION: Study of the
development of children from birth through age eight, including psychology of learn-
ing; cultural, economic, governmental, and social factors that affect family and child.
Field experience (10 hrs.). Prereguisite: EDT 2o7 or permission. 3 sem. hrs,
EDT 29o. MAINSTREAMED HANDICAPPED STUDENTS: Study of special-needs
learners and the learning problems and difficulties they face in the mainstreamed
classroom; resources and curricular modifications; instructional strategies that facili-
tate learning in the regular classroom. Clinical experience (10 hrs.), Prerequisite:
EDT 2O7. 3 sem, hrs,
EDT 296. TEACHING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: Study of the role of the
teacher in the classroom including classroom management and human relations,
lesson planning, assessment, instructional methods and media, and evaluation of
teaching. Clinical experience (30 hrs.). Prereguisite: EDT 2o7, 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 318. HUMAN RELATIONS IN EDUCATION: Study and development of the
human relations skills that promote learning and democratic classroom interaction
and management regardless of race, political af{iliation, religion, age, sex, socio-
economic atatus, or exceptionality. Clinical experience (15 hrs.). Prerequisite: EDT 20S.
2 sem.hrs.
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EDT 319. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL$-K-3: Study of psychological principles
that should guide instructional material selection; examination, development, and
evaluation of materials for kindergarten-primary teaching. Clinical experience (2o
hrs.). Prereguisite: EDT 219. 3 sem, hrs.
EDT 32o. READING AND LANGUAGE ARTS: Foundations of teaching reading.
Planning, diagnosis, instructional methods, materials, and evaluation technigues for
teaching reading and language arts to students with varied needs and abilities, Clin-
ical and Iield experience (14 and 48 hrs.). Prerequisites: EDT 20S,296. Coreguisites:
EDT 32s,326,38r. 4 sem, hrs.
EDT 325. SOCIAL STUDIES IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: Planning, diagnosis, in-
structional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching social studies
to students with varied needs and abilities, Clinical and lield experience (30 and 12
hrs.). Prereguisites: EDT 2O8,296. Corequisites: EDT 320, 326,387. 3 sem, hrc.
EDT 326. MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: Planning,
diagnosis, instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching
mathematics and science to students with varied needs and abilities. Clinical and
Iield experience (2O and 36 hrs,). Prerequisites: EDT 208,296. Coreguisites: EDT
320,325,3Er. 4 sem, hrs.
EDT 331. TEACHING RELIGION: Planning, diagnosis, instructional methods, ma-
terials, and evaluation techniques for teaching religion to students with varied needs
and abilities. Prerequisites: REL courses, junior standing. 3 sem.hrs,
EDT 3s1. SCHOOL, SELF, AND 9OCIETY: Study of the relationship between in-
stitutional reform, personality development, and social change; comparison of rural,
urban, and suburban schools and social settings; study of the laws and policies
affecting the education of handicapped students. Field and clinical experience (34
and 6 hrs,). Prerequisite: EDT 20S, 3 sem.hrs.
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EDT 360. LITERATURE FOR CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS: Study of chil-
dren's books to develop critical standards for judgment. Guidance in seiection of
books for speciffc needs, interests, and reading abilities in eight genres; techniques
for use in the classroom. Preschool through senior high school livels. clinical ex-
perience (6 hrs,). Prereguisite: EDT 296 or permission, 3 sem, hrs.
EDT 381. ART AND MUSIC IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: Curriculum, planning,
diagnosis, instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching
art and music to students with varied needs and abilities. clinical eiperience (z hrs,),
Prerequisite: ART 101. Coreguisitesr EDT 320, gZS,926, 3 eem.hrs.
EDT 390. INTRODUCTION To EXCEPTIONALITIEST study of the special-needs
learner for majors in Education of the Handicapped Program. Definition, etiology,
characteristics, and educational options. Field and clinical experience (20 and ro hrs),
Prereguisite: EDT z9o. s sem, his.
EDT 391. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT: study of language developmenr in chil-
dren with implications for the special-needs learner including alternaiive communi-
c_ation 
-modes, sign language, communication boards, and augmentative devices.Clinical experience (1O hrs.), Prereguisite: EDT 390. 2 sem.hrs,
EDT 392, GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT AND THE SPECIAT-NEEDS LEARN-
ER: study of the empirical principles of growth, development, and learning as related
to special-needs learners. Field and clinical experience (zo and 10 hrs.). 3 sem,hrs.
EDT 3e3. COUNSELING PARENTS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN: Theory and
technigues to help teachers, work with parents to improve home-school relationships
and to develop parent-teacher partnerships. Prereguiiite: EDT 390. 3 sem,his.
EDT 394. BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT: Principles and methods of observing, re-
cording, measuring, and managing human behavior with emphasis for studentiwith
mental retardation, learning disabilities, and behavior disorders. prerequisite: EDT
29O or 39O. 3 sem, hrs,
EDT 404. BUSINESS EDUCATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOL: planning, diag-
nosis, instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching busi-
ness to students with varied needs and abilities. Field and clinical experience (!o and
18 hrs.). First term. Prereguisite: EDT 351. q sem. hrs.
EDT 40s. ENGLISH AND SPEECH IN sEcoNDARy scHool: planning, diagnosis,
instructional methods, materials, and evaluation technigues for teaching Elnglish
and speech to students with varied needs and abilities. fiild and clinical e-xperiince(36 and 18 hrs.). First term. Prereguisite: EDT 351. e iem. hrs.
EDT 406. socIAL sruDIEs IN SECONDARY scHool: planning, diagnosis, in-
structional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching hislory, soci-
ology, political science, psychology, and other social Jtudies to studerits with- varied
needs and abilities. Field and clinical experience (36 and 18 hrs.). First term. pre-
requisite: EDT 35L. 4 sem. hrs.
EDT 4o7. scIENcE IN SECONDARY scHool: Planning, diagnosis, instructional
methods, materials, and evaluation technigues for teaching the biological and physical
sciences to students with varied needs and abilities. Field and clinical expeiience(36 and 18 hrs.). First term. Prerequisite: EDT 351. q iem. hrs.
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EDT 4oE. FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING: Planning, diagnosis, instructional
methods, materiats, and evaluation technigues for teaching Latin and modern foreign
languages in elementary and secondary schools to students with varied needs and
abilities. Field and clinical experience (36 and 13 hrs.). First term. Prerequisite:
EDT 351. 4 sem' hrs'
EDT 409. MATHEMATICS IN SECONDARY SCHOOL: Planning, diagnosis, in-
structional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching all levels of
mathematics to students with varied needs and abilities. Field and clinical experience
(36 and 16 hrs.). First term. Prerequisite: EDT 351. 4 sem, hrs.
EDT 410. STUDENT TEACHING-KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY: Full-time super-
vised and evaluated teaching in a K-3 setting. Student is to demonstrate the knowl-
edge, skills, attitudes, and values reguired of a beginning K-P teacher. Weekly semi-
nai. Prerequisites: EDT zLg,9L9,320,325,326,3E7. 6'70 sem. hrs,
EDT 413. STUDENT TEACHING-ELEMENTARY: Full-time suPervised and evalu-
ated teaching for a full semester in an elementary school, Student is to demonstrate
the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values required of a beginning elementaly
school teachei. Weekly seminar. Prerequisites: Formal admission to student teaching
a full semester in advance; EDT 29O,32O,325,326,38L. 6-70 sem, hrs,
EDT 414. STUDENT TEACHING-OUTDOOR EDUCATION: Full-time supervised
and evaluated teaching in an outdoor education facility. Student is to demonstrate
the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values required of a beginning outdoor education
teacher. Prereguisite: Student teaching in major Program area. 3 sem.hrs.
*EDT 419. PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION: Study of normative principles including
the Marianist perspective; analysis of philosophical concepts related to education.
Interpretations for the development of a critical and humane theory of teaching.
Prereauisite: EDT 320 or 351. 3 sem' hrs'
}
e
ffi
ffiffi
ffi
ffi
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EDT 42o. STUDENT TEACHING-SECONDARY: Full-time supervised and eval-
uated teaching in content area junior or senior high school classroom. Student is to
demonstrate the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values reguired of a beginning
secondary teacher after completion of a 65-hr. on-site clinical experience. Weekly
seminar. Prerequisites: Formal admission to student teaching a full semester in ad-
vance, methods course. 70 sem, hrs.
EDT 42r. STUDENT TEACHING-ART K-rz: Full-time supervised and evaluated
teaching in art classes in elementary and secondary grades. student is to demonstrate
the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values required of a beginning teacher after
completion of a 65-hr. on-site clinical experience. Weekly seminars. Prerequisites:
Formal admission to student teaching a full semester in advance, methods course.
70 sem. hrs.
EDT 422. STUDENT TEACHING-MUSIC K-rZ: Full-time supervised and evalu-
ated teaching in music classes in elementary and secondary grades. Student is to
demonstrate the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values required of a beginning
music teacher after completion of a 65-hr. on-site clinical experience. Weekly semi-
nar. Prerequisites: Formal admission to student teaching a full semester in advance;
methods courses. 70 sem. hrs.
EDT 423. CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION: Srudy of normative prin-
ciples and analyses of concepts related to Catholic education. Interpretations for the
development of a theory of teaching compatible with Catholicism. 3 sem, hrs,
EDT 424. STUDENT TEACHING-LANGUAGES K-rz: Full-time supervised and
evaluated teaching of foreign languages in both elementary and secondary classes.
Student is to demonstrate the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values required of a
beginning foreign language teacher after completion of a 65-hr. on-site clinical ex-
perience. Weekly seminar. Prerequisites: Formal admission to student teaching a full
semester in advance, EDT 40S, I0 sem.hrs.
EDT 431. AUDIO-VISUAL INSTRUCTION: Study of supporting learning theory
and techniques of integrating audio-visual equipment and materials into cuiriculum
and teaching methods; demonstration lessons for selected content areas. 2 sem.hrs.
EDT 437. VOCATIONAL BUSINESS CONTENT AND METHODS: A gualifying
course for vocational business certilication. Study of the objectives, curriculum, stu-
dent-teacher relationship, community needs, equipment, facilities, public relations,youth groups, advisory committees, vocational reports, and PRIDE. Prereguisites:
EDT 404, comprehensive business education. 4 sem.hrs.
EDT 438. VOCATIONAL BUSINESS SUPERVISED FIELD EXPERIENCE: Applica-
tion of classroom theory concerning business and office skills in actual practice in
the community. May be repeated with permission of instructor. 7 sem.hr.
EDT 440. SPECIAL ToPIcs IN TEACHING: study of specialized areas in teaching
not normally investigated fully in professional education seguence. Topics are an-
nounced. I-J sem, hrs,
EDT 451. COMPUTERS IN EDUCATIoN: Introduction to the uses of computersin education including an examination of data manalement and applications in
3 sem. hrs.various content areas and at various levels.
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EDT 4s2. TECHNIQUES IN HOSPITAL INSTRUCTION: Planning, instructional
methods (i.e., formal classes, clinical work, on-the-job training), materials, and
evaluation techniques for providing instruction to adult learners in hospitals and
other allied health facilitie s. 2 sem' hrs'
EDT 454. HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN UNITED STATES: Study of the relation-
ship of schools and social changes in the united States from colonial times to the
preient. Interpretations of changes in educational policies and practices for the
ievelopment of a critical theory o1 education. 3 sem' hrs'
EDT 456. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Study of selected topics in teaching. student
develops an individual learning plan that includes objectives, schedule of activities,
products, and methods of evaluation. Prerequisite: Permission of chairperson or
assistant chairperson. 7-3 sem' hrs'
EDT 45S. CAREER EDUCATION_COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT: CUTTiCUIUM,
planning, instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for facilitating
."."", J*"r"ness and choices in students with varied needs and abilities; special
emphasis on use of community lesources. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 461. ADVANCED COMPUTERS tN EDUCATION: Design of instruction
using computers in the classroom. LOGO and word-processing skills presented and
devetped.'Prerequisite: EDT 45L or permission. 3 sem' hrs'
EDT 462. METHODS-COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION: Techniques in teaching
the use of microcomputers for problem solving in the classroom and in serving as a
microcomputer conzultant in schools. clinical experience (10 hrs.). Prerequisite:
EDT 461. 3 sem' hrs'
EDT 465. DISCIPLINE 9KILLS IN THE CLASSROOM: Study of selected theories
and strategies to improve student behavior for academic success. 2-3 sem. hrs,
EDT 46s. DIAGNOSIS OF READING DIFFICULTIES: Study of formal and in-
formal diagnostic tests and procedures for identifying reading strengths and weak-
nesses with applications for reading Programs. Field experience (36 hrs.). First term.
Prerequisite: ibf szo. - 4 sem' hrs'
EDT 46s. READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS: Study of reading problems and
techniques for teaching vocabulary and reading skills in various content areas.
Clinicai experience (S hrs.); plus field experience (24 hrs,) for secondary education
majors. Prerequisitei: Elementary education majors EDT 320; secondary, health, and
physical educition majors EDT J51 or permission. 7-3 sem' hrs'
EDT 4zO. PRE-KINDERGARTEN INSTRUCTION: Study of the organization and
structure of pre-kindergarten programs including working with parents, laws and
regulations, operationafstrategies, and teaching methods and materials. Field and
clirical experi-ence (5 and 10 his). Prerequisite: EDT 250. 3 sem'hrs'
EDT 47r. STUDENT TEACHING-PRE-KINDERGARTEN: Full-time supervised
and evaluated teaching in a pre-kindergarten. Student is to demonstrate the knowl-
edge, skills, attitudes, and values required of a beginning pre-kindergarten teacher.
WJeitV seminar. Prereguisites: EDT 410 or 413; 47o. 3 sem'hrs'
EDT 478. COMPARATM EDUCATION: Study of educational systems in se-
lected countries. Appropriate comparisons of systems of education in Marxist coun-
tries and those in democratic countries. Special projects. 3 sem' hts'
EDT 480. PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED:
study of identification, characteristics, learning theories, and curriculum planning
appropriate to the handicapped. Field experience (a0 hrs.). Prerequisite: EDT 390.
3 sem. hrs.
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EDT 481. ASSESSMENT OF THE SPECIAL-NEEDS LEARNER: Study of the multi-
discliplinary use of assessment devices and techniques in the diagnosis, planning, and
evaluation of the special-needs learner and the development of individual educational
plans. Clinical experience (30 hrs.). Prerequisites: EDT 391-394. 3 sem. hrs.
482. 70 sem. hrs,
EDT 486. CURRENT INNOVATIONS IN EDUCATION: Presentation, examination,
and evaluation of recent trends in curriculum and instructional strategies in elemen-
tary and secondary schools. 3 sem, hrs.
EDT 482. CURRICULUM AND METHODS-MR: Curriculum development, in-
structional materials, and evaluation technigues and individual programming for the
MR student. Clinical experience (10 hrs.). Prereguisite: EDT 4SO. 3 sem.hrs.
EDT 483. MULTIHANDICAPPED: Curriculum, planning, diagnosis, instructional
methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching the pre-school to adult
multihandicapped. Clinical experience (L0 hrs.). Prereguisites: EDT 394, 4EO,
2 sem, hrs.
EDT 484. ADVANCED BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT: Study of principles and
methods of dealing with the hard-to-manage student. Clinical experience (10 hrs.).
Prereguisite: EDT 394. 2 sem, hrs.
EDT 485. STUDENT TEACHING-DH: Full-time supervised and evaluated teach-
ing in a DH classroom. Student is to demonstrate the knowledge, skills, attitudes,
and values required of a beginning DH teacher. Weekly seminar. Prerequisite: EDT
EDT 4E7. CAREER EDUCATION FOR HANDICAPPED: Theory and technigues ofjob classiffcation, assessment, selection, placement, and activities related to work
EDT 488. sruDENT TEACHING-MH: Full-time supervised and evaluated teach-
ing in an MH classroom, student is to demonstrate the knowledge, skills, attitudes,
and values required of a beginning MH teacher. weekly seminar. Prerequisite: EDT
482, EDT 484 recommended. t0 sem. hrs,
EDT 490. EDUCATING sruDENTs wITH SLD: Study of history, identification,
characteristics, learning theories, and curriculum planning appropriaie to the educa-
tion of-students with specific learning disabilities. Field and clinical experience (10
and ZO hrs.), Prereguisite : EDT 390. 3 sem, hrs,
EDT 491. VALUES CLARIFICATION AND MORAL DEVELOPMENT: Examina-
tion and evaluation of thetheories and techniques of clarifying values and facilitating
moral development in students with varied needs and abilities. 3 sem. hri.
EDT 494' DIAGNoSTIC TEACHING IN SLD: Instructional strategies, materials,
and evaluation technigues for teaching students with learning disabilities. Field ex-
perience (20 hrs,). Prerequisite: EDT 490. 3 sem,hrs,
EDT 495. sruDENT TEACHING-SLD: Full-time supervised and evaluated teach-
ing in an SLD classroom. Student is to demonstrate the knowledge, skills, attitudes,
and values of a beginning SLD teacher. Prerequisites: EDt Zsq, $a. IOsem,hrs.
EDT 498. CREATIVE TEACHING WITH NEWSPAPERS AND OTHER MATE-
RIALS: Innovative uses of newspapers and other inexpensive or free materials to
teach mass communication media literacy and enhance ttie academic skills of students
of varied needs and abilities, Dayton newspapers cooperate in implementing this
experience from pre-school to adult. Prerequisite: EDT 480 or 490. 2 sem, hrs.
courSe, 3 sem. hrs.
*General education course. 5ee Chapter V.
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IX School of Engineetirg
Gordon A. Sargent, Dean
Patrick J. Sweeney, Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Engineering
Robert L. Mott, Associate Dean for Engineering Technology
Ruth L. Kelly, Assistant to the Dean
The School of Engineering has as its purpose the preparation of men and
women for professional careers in engineering and in lechnology in order that
they may assume responsible positions of a tbchnical or semi-iechnical nature
in business, industry, education, and govemment. of primary concern is the de-
velopment of professional competencies and philosophies within the various
engineering and technology disciplines as well as a broad outlook on the technical
and social problems that confront society. Additionally, the engineering and
technology programs provide excellent bickground for other carder areas.
The engineering program in each of the fieids of chemical, civil, electrical, and
mechanical.engineering is designed to lead to a bachelor's degree in a four-year
perigd. while students pursue curricula they themselves have-chosen acco.ding
to their fields of interest, they all take ceitain core courses in mathematics]
*gTiqrry, physics, English, computer science, and engineering fundamentals.All of the Programs Pennit additional specialization in minors and concentrations
such as 
-aerospace, engineering mechanics, digital systems, structures, andindustrial engineering in the school of Engineering and music, languages, and
political science in other divisions of the Universiiy. Although emfhaiis is on
fundamental 
.t!"o-ry, continued,,attention is paid io the soiution^of practicalproblems which the student will encounter in the practice of engineeiing. As
an educational unit of a. private university, the sch6ol of Enginee-ring strdngly
emphasizes the counseling of students in order that they iray ach'ieve th-eir
educational objectives within the engineering program. Each student is assigned
a faculty advisor. Academic counseling begiris b6fore the students begin iheir
formal course work and continues as tLey lrogress toward their objecEves.The engineering technologist is concerned with the application of Lstablished
scientific and engineering. knowledge and methods. -Therefore, engineering
technology programs consist of courses especially designed to emph-asize thE
use,of engineering knowledge. The engineering technoldgist is usuaily involved
in the design, testing, and sales of products and equipmeit; the desigir manage-
ment of manrrfacturing systems; or the supervision bf other technol"ogists. The
Engineering Technology Division of the scliool of Engineering has as itjobjective
the.collegia-te education.of young men-and women to be comlpetent engin'eering
and. scientific technologists. It is the philosophy of the Enginiering Teihnolog|
Division that this- objective is best iccomplislied by (1) providin-g specializ6il
technical courses that emphasize rational thinking ana the applicatio"n oi scientific
principle.s to the practical solution of technological probiems, (2) providing
courses in mathematics and basic science sufficient to support the'technica'i
courses and to prepare the student for future growth, and (3) froviding educationto prepare students to- communicate intelligently and to iake thei-r places in
society as responsible, humane citizens.
The broader responsibilities of the engineering profession demand that the
professional training of an engineer include a significant component of humani-
ties, ethics, and social science studies in ordei that the student will become
arvare.of the urgent problems of society and develop a deeper appreciation of
the cultural achievements of humanity. Additionallp such ituaieiprovide the
proper framework to insure that scientific discoveries and developments by en-
gineers may result in the true advancement of the human race.
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TRANSFERSTUDENTS
The engineering programs welcome transfer students from both community
and senior colleges and work closely with many schools to facilitate transfers
from pre-engineering programs. Students may complete the first two years of
study in other accredited institutions and transfer to the University of Dayt-on
with little or no loss of credit provided that they have followed programs similar
to those prescribed by the University of Dayton School of Engineering.
The School of Engineering has dual degree arrangements with Wilberforce
university and the eolege of Mount st. Joseph (ohio) as well as curriculum
ugr"emet tt with Thomas More College, Brescia College, and Sinclair Community
College.
Thi engineering technology programs welcome transfer students from associ-
ate degree programs in engineering technology who wish to pursue the Bachelor
of Sciinceln Engineering Technology, Graduates of two-year associate d-egree
programs in engineering technology should normally expect to undertake at
Ieast two additional years of work for the bachelor's degree.
OPTIONAL COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
Students majoring in chemical engineering, civil engineering,, electrical engi-
neering, mechanical engineering, chemical process technology, electronic
enginelering technology, 
-industrial 
engineering technology,_ and mechanical
engineering technology may participate in the Cooperative Education Program.
TJbe eligi6le, they must have completed three semesters and have a cumulative
grade-poi-int uve."ge of not less than 2.3. Those applying for the program will
6e accepted on the basis of grade-point average, motivation, and attitude. The
numbei of students placed depends on the availability of jobs. The Cooperativ-e
Education Program offers the-student the opportunity to placeclass-room work
into practical tr=se while still in school, resulting in early career ide-ntification and
greater motivation as well as providing a source of funds. See also Chapter X.
MINORS IN ENGINEERING
The student majoring in chemical, civil, electrical, or mechanical engineering
may choose a minor area of technical study. The minors program in the School
of Lngineering provides an opportunity to specialize in a particular technical
subu.Ja while stitl pursuing a major program of study in one of the traditional
and weli recognized engineiring disciplines. The minors program was- designed
in response to the needs of industry and government and to the educational
needs-and career obiectives of students. Election of the minor is optional; it
may require additional courses for completion.
The minor is defined as 12 semester hours of work. It can be comPosed of
anv number of 1- to 3-semester-hour courses selected from the approved list
of minor areas of study, which currently includes the following:
Aerospace Engineering
Automatic Control Systems
(Bio-Engineering)r
Chemical Processing
Digital Systems
Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical Systems
Energy Conversion
Engineering Mechanics
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Environmental Engineering
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Magnetics
Materials Engineering
Mechanics of Engineering Systems
Structures
Thermal Engineering
School of Engineering
A 1S-semester-hour concentration in aerospace engineering is also available
to mechanical engineering students. Additional minors from outside the School
of Engineering are available in many subject areas.
Students, in consultation with their faculty advisors, normally select the
minor or concentration in the second semester of the sophomore year. The
minor or concentration is designated on the student's transcript,
tAlthough the absence of a bio-engineering supporting department or departmental
specialty curriculum prevents the offering of a bio-engineering minor, the courses con-
stitute a preparation for bio-engineering graduate work, "Bio-Engineering prepara-
tion" will appear on the student's transcript.
ENGINEERING FIRST-YEAR REQUIREMENTS
Students who are recent high school graduates or who have earned fewer than
15 semester hours of collegiate credit are classified as first-year sfudents and
must meet the common engineering program reguirements as detailed below.
Such credit reguirements may be met in a number of ways, including (1.) ad-
vanced college-level course work at the university of Dayton or other collegiate
institutions; (Z) advanced placement examinations; (3) departmental examina-
tions during the first term/ or work experience eguivalent; or (4) taking the
prescribed courses as part of the first year. Each reguest for advanced standing
by credit must be initiated by the student in consultation with the engineering
faculty counselor to the office of the dean of engineering.
Engineering students admitted as undeclared will be accepted into depart-
ments of their choice on a space-available basis.
REQUIRED FIRST-YEAR PROGRAM1
Dept. No. Courses Semester Hours
ComputerProgramming for Engineering and Science ......... 3GeneralChemistry 
.....4
College Composition I, II .. . .. . ,. . . ... 6
Analytic Geometry and Calculus I, II... ....... 8ComputerGraphics12...,, ........... 1GeneralPhysicsL.... 
........3FundamentalsofOralCommunication2.... 
........... 3
General education reguirements3,4 .,,.. ......, 5,
Total lirst-yearreguirements .,... ...,,U
lAll departments have orientation sessions for first-vear students.2chemical engineering students may take cHM 124 ind postpone this requirement.lsee General Education Reguirements, chapter V. some general education re-guirements are specified in the program; others are to be chosin from the listing of
approved courses. Consult advisor.
_ 
acivil engineering and mechanical engineering students will take pHL 103 in theffrst term as a general education reguirCment.
CPS 732
CHM 7zg
ENG 101-1oz
MTH 118-119
MEE 1O4L
PHY 206
sPE r.01
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
A student enrolls in the currictrlum prescribed for the academic year in which
he or she is registered as a first-year student at the University of Dayton or
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elsewhere. If for any reason it is necessary or desirable to change to a subse-
guently established curriculum, the student must meet all of the requirements
of the new curriculum.
The degree-Bachelor of Chemical, Civil, Electrical, or Mechanical Engineer-
ing-is conferred at commencement if the following reguirements have been
fulfilled:
1. All prescribed courses outlined in the respective curricula must have been
passed with grades of D or better. Although courses may be scheduled in terms
other than as listed, all prerequisites and coreguisites must be met.
2' All students in the School of Engineering must register under Grade Option 1.
for aII courses in engineering, mathematics, and science except those offered
only under Grade Option 2.
3. The cumulative quality-point average in the student's engineering curriculum
must be at least 2.0 (C average).
4. The student must have attended the School of Engineering at the University
of Dayton during the senior year, carrying at least 30 semester hours.
The semester hours of credit reguired for graduation in each engineering
curriculum administered by the School of Engineering are as follows:
Bachelor of Chemical Engineering
Bachelor of Civil Engineering
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering ....
134
t36
734
135
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Chemical engineering applies the principles of the physical sciences, eco-
nomics, and human relations to fields that pertain to processes and process
equipment in which matter is treated to effect a change in state, energy, or
composition.
The first part of the chemical engineering curriculum provides a firm founda-
tion in mathematics, physics, and chemistry. The chemistry background is
stressed. Courses include general, organic, and physical chemistry. The second
part of the curriculum stresses chemical engineering topics such as transport
phenomena, thermodynamics, kinetics, unit operation and processes, process
control, materials of construction, and design.
The Department of Chemical and Materials Engineering offices are in the Ket-
tering Building and the laboratories in Wohlleben Hall. Three stories of the
north wing of Wohlleben Hall house the Unit Operations Laboratory. Experi-
mental eguipment includes units for the study of fluid flow, heat transfer, dis-
tillation, extraction, filtration, evaporation, and drying. The Process Control and
Transport Phenomena Laboratories are on the second floor, The Thermal Com-
bustion Laboratory is on the third floor. In addition, the department has a wood-
working shop, a pipe-fitting shop, an analytical laboratory, and a darkroom.
The curriculum in chemical engineering serves as basic training for graduate
study or for positions in diverse areas of the chemical industry.
Those interested in pursuing careers in medicine or biochemical engineering
should consult the department chairperson.
PROGRAM-ENL: BACHELOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (CME)r
Dept. No. Course Lst Term2 2nil Term
cME 203
cME 204
cHM 3r.3-314
MTH 2't8
MTH 279
MEE 1O4L
PHY zo7-2og
:T 101
cME 30s
cME 324-32s
CME 326L
cME 381
CME 4O8B
cHM 303-304
EGM 2OIELE 327
Sophomore Year
Material and Energy Balances
Experimental Methods for Chemical
Organic Chemistry
Analytic Geometry and Calculus III
Applied Differential Equations
Computer Graphics I
General Physics II, III
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
General education reguirementl
Junior Year
Thermodynamics
Transport Phenomena I, II
Seminar
Physical Chemistry
Statics
Basic Electric Theory
General education reguirements3
Transport Phenomena Laboratory
Applied Mathematics for Chemical Engineers 3-0-3
3-0-3
Engineers
3-3-4
4-O-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
w
3-0-3
1-0-0
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-O-3
3-3-4
3-0-3
0-3-1
3-0-3
3-0-3
w
3-O-3
3-0-3
0-3-r.
1-0-0
3-0-3
3-O-3
3-0-3 3-0-3
1,6 t6
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cME 406
CME 4O8B-A
cME 417-412
CME 4I3L
cME 430-43L
cME 4s2
CME 453L
CME
University of Dayton IX
3-0-3
r.-0-0
3-0-3
o-5-2
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
w
Senior Year
Kinetics
Seminar
Unit Operations I, II
Unit Operations Laboratory
Chemical Engineering Design I, II
Process Control
Process Control Laboratory
Technical elective4
General education reguirements3
1-O-1
2-O-Z
3-0-3
o-5-2
3-O-3
6-0-6
w
lAll chemical engineering courses must be taken under Grading Option 1.
2For example:3-o-3 means 3 class hrs., o lab. hrs',3 sem. hrs. credit.
SSee Geneial Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education require-
ments are specified in the program (e.g., PHY 206); others are to be chosen frorn the
listine of approved courses. Consult advisor.g s.
'rur5 ur PI/rvYru4Select from list approved by the Department of Chemical and Materials Engi-
neering.
FACULTY
Ronald A. Servais, Chairperson, Department of Chemical and Matetials
Engineering
Professors: Eylon, Servais, Snide
Associate Professors: Lee, Lu, Sandhu
Assistant Professors: Flach, Myers, T. Saliba
Adjunct Assistant Professors: Fasano, Griffin, Kessler
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CME 101.. INTRODUCTION TO CHEMICAL ENGINEERING: A seminar to intro-
duce new students to the chemical engineering faculty, facilities, and curriculum,t
a survey of career opportunities in chemical engineering. No creilit
CME 203, MATERIAL AND ENERGY BALANCES: Introduction to chemical en-
and problems on material and energy balances as applied
CME 204. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING: Intro-
duction to chemical engineering instrumentation, data analysis, experiment design,
and report writing with applications in thermofluidmechanics. Prerequisites: CME 203,
CHM 124L, CPS 132. Second term, each year. 3 sem.hrs.
CME 305. THERMODYNAMICS: Development of the fundamental principles of
thermodynamics, particularly with resPect to chemical engineering processes. Pre-
reguisites: CME 204, MTH 21s. 3 sem, hrs.
Clr/rE 924. TRANSPORT PHENOMENA I: Viscosity, shell momentum balances,
isothermal eguations of change, thermal conductivity, shell energy balances, non-
isothermal equations of change, diffusivity, concentration profiles. Prerequisites:
C}lE 2O4, MTH 219. Corequisite: CME 3S1. 3 sem.hrs.
gineering with lectures
to industrial processes.
CME 325. TRANSPORT PHENOMENA II:
less parameters, turbulence, and numerical
324,3E1, Second term, each year.
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Prerequisites: CHM 123, MTH 118. First term, each year.
3 sem, hrs,
Multidimensional transport, dimension-
solution methods. Prerequisites: CME
3 sem, hrs,
School of Engineering CME
CME 326L. TRANSPORT PHENOMENA LABORATORY: Viscosity, velocity pro-
files, temperature profiles, heat transfer coeftcients, diffusivity, compressibility fac-
tors for gases. Prerequisite: CME 324. Coreguisite: CME 325.Second term, each year.
7 sem. hr.
CME 381. ADVANCED MATHEMATICS FOR CHEMICAL ENGINEERS: Study of
mathematics to support transport phenomena and process control. Vector calculus,
solution of iartial differential eguations, and Laplace transforms. Prereguisite: MTH
2L9. First term, each year. 3 sem, hrs.
CME 406. KINETICS: Reaction kinetics, catalysis, and adsorption..Prerequisite:
CME 305. First term, each year. 3 sem.hrs.
CME 408A. SEMINAR: Presentation of lectures on contemporary chemical engi-
neering subjects by students, faculty, and engineers in active practice. Registration
reguired of all students in their last term prior to graduation. 7 sem, hr.
CME 4088. SEMINAR: Presentation of lectures on contemporary chemical engi-
neering subjects by students, faculty, and engineers in active practice. Registration
required of all junior and senior students not registered in CME 40SA. No creilit
CME 40e. INTRODUCTION TO POLYMER ENGINEERING: Introduction to poly-
mers including production, characterization, and processing. Prerequisites: CME
305; CHM 303,314. 3 sem.hrs.
CME 4r1. UNIT OPERATIONS I: Fluid mechanics, transportation of fluids, flow of
heat, evaporation, filtration, and mixing. Prereguisites: CME 305,324. First term,
each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CME 41.2. UNIT OPERATIONS II: Continuation of CME 411. Distillation, extrac-
tion, gas phase mass transfer, gas absorption, drying, and crystallization. Prerequisite:
CME 411. Second term, each year. 2 sem. hrs,
CME 413L. UNIT OPERATIONS LABORATORY: Unit operations eguipment and
its utilization, Coreguisite: CME 411, First term, each year. 2 sem. hrs,
CME 430. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN I: Study of the principles of process
development, plant design, and economics. Corequisite: CME 41.1., First term, each
year. 3 sem. hrs.
CME 431. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN II: Application of the principles of
process development, plant design, and economics. Prerequisite: CME 430. Second
term, each year. 3 sem. hrs,
CME 452. PROCESS CONTROL: Block diagrams, system transfer functions, feed-
back, transient and steady state response, root locus method, freguency response, Bode
diagrams, analog computer. Prerequisite: CME 361. First term, each year. 3 sem,hrs.
CME 4s3L. PROCESS CONTROL LABORATORY: Instrumentation and digital
control of unit operations equipment. Prerequisites: CME 4L3L,452.Second term,
each year, 2 sem. hrs.
CME 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING: Particular assign-
ments to be arranged and approved by chairperson of the department. 7-6 sem. hrs.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING (CIE)
Civil engineering is the profession in which a knowledge of the mathematical
and physical scienies gained by study, experience, and practice is applied with
judgement to develop ways to utilize the materials and forces of nature econom-
ically in improving and protecting the environment and providing structures
and facilities for community, industry, and transportation for the progressive
well-being of humanity.
Civil engineers, leading users of high technology in wide-ranging applications
in both the public and the private sectors, are essential to the continued im-
provement of society. Civil engineers can enter traditional fields such as con-
itruction, bridge and building design and analysis, highway design and traffic
control, water treatment and distribution, environmental control, hydraulics,
and geotechnics. However, their broad education also prepares them for ma-
terials engineering, engineering management, and the aerospace and automotive
industries. Civil engineering has applications in conceptual and detail design,
field operations, computers, and consulting.
Thecivil engineering curriculum prepares the graduate to function not only
within the civil and aerospace communities but also with other engineering dis-
ciplines and nontechnical components of society. The first and second years
build a sound foundation in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and basic engi-
neering science. The junior and senior years focus on technical subjects related
primarily to civil engineering, with electives available to permit either speciali-
zation or preparation for graduate study.
Members of the student chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers
have the opportunity to meet regularly with practicing engineers in the Dayton
communitv.
PROGRAM_EN2: BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING (CIE)
Dept. No. Course 7st Terml 2nd Term
Sophomore Year
9urveying
Civil Computation Laboratory
General Chemistry II
Statics
Analytic Geometry and Calculus III
General Physics II
Seminar I
Highway Geometrics
Dynamics
Strength of Materials
Applied Differential Eguations
General education requirements2
Surveying Field Practice
Junior Year
Hydraulics
Analysis of Determinate Structures
Civil Engineering Analysis
Engineering Geology
Summer
CIE 213
CIE 22OL
cHM t24
EGM 2OI
MTH 278
PHY 2O7
cIE 408
CIE 2r4
EGM 2O2
EGM 303
MTH 2I9
CIE 2L5L
2-O-2
0-3-r-
J.J-4
3-0-3
4-O-4
3-0-3
L-0-0 1-0-0
2-O-2
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
6-O-6
't7
3-0-3
w-3
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
cIE 313
cIE 316
cIE 320
GEO 218
302
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PHL 3L6
cIE 406
CIE 31OL
cIE 372
cIE 317
T 333
CIE
CIE
CIE
CIE
CIE
CIE
CIE
CIE
CIEY
Engineering Ethics
Seminar I
Civil Engineering Laboratory
Soil Mechanics
Analysis of Indeterminate Structures
Environmental Engineering I
Engineering elective3
General education reguirement2
Senior Year
Transportation Engineering
Seminar I
Design of Concrete Structures
Engineering Economics
Environmental Engineering II
General education reguirement2
Civil engineering electivesS
Design of Steel Structures
Seminar II
Civil Engineering Design
History of Civil Engineering
Engineering electivel
t6
3-0-3
1-0-0
3-0-3
r.-0-1
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-0
0-3-1
3-3-4
3-O-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
w
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-1
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
16-
403
408
4t2
420
434
4n
428
450
467
L6
lFor example, 3-0-3 means 3 class hrs., 0 lab. hrs., 3 sem. hrs, credit.
2See General Education Reguirements, Chapter V. Some general education require-
ments are specified in the program (e.g., GEO 216); others are to be chosen from the
listing of approved courses. Consult advisor.
lSelect from list approved by the Department of Civil Engineering and Engineering
Mechanics.
FACULTY
Fred K. Bogner, Chairperson,Department of CioilEngineering and
Engineering Mechanics
D istinguished S eroice Prof essor : Ryckman
Prof essors : Bogner, Thomson
Associate Professors: Payne, Phillips, j. Saliba, G. Shaw
Assistant P rof essor : Zoghi
Instructor: Al-Akkad
Adiunct Professor : Sack
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CIE 101. INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL ENGINEERING: INtrOdUCtiON tO thc CiViI
engineering faculty, facilities, and curriculum; to the career opportunities offered by
the civil engineering profession; and to the areas of specialization within civil
engineering, No credit
CIE 213. SURVEYING: Theory of measurements, computation, and instrumentation.
Boundary and construction surveys, triangulation, and level net adlustments. Co-
requisite: MTH 118. First term, each year. 2 sem. hrs.
crE 2L4. HIGHWAY GEOMETRICS: study of circular and spiral curves, vertical
curves, grade lines, earthwork and mass diagram, slope and grade stakes, and con-
tour grading. Prerequisite: CIE 213. Second term, each year. 2 sem.hrs.
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CIE 21sL. SURVEYING FIELD PRACTICE: Field work and computation in toPog-
raphy, highway surveying, triangulation, level net, celestial observations, evaluation
of 
"itorr, and preparation of 
plans. Five eight-hour days a week for three weeks.
Prerequisite: Cie zra. Summer, each year. 3 sem.hrs.
CIE 22OL. CIVIL COMPUTATION LABORATORY: Civil engineering applications
of minicomputers and microcomputers. Basic and FORTRAN programming of statics,
calculus, and physics problems. Word processing, spreadsheet, and database appli-
cations. Coreguisite, f-CU ZOf . 7 sem, ht.
cIE 310L. CIVIL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: Experiments and studies relating
the engineering properties of certain building materials to their fundamental nature
and composition. Prereguisite: EGM 303. Second term, each year. 7 sem. ht.
CIE 312. SOIL MECHANICS: Principles of soil structures, classi{ication, capillarity,
permeability, flow nets, shear strength, consolidation, stress analysis, slope stability,
lateral pressure, bearing capacity, and piles. Prerequisites: CIE 316, GEO 218. Co-
requisiti: CIE 312L.Second term, each year. 3 sem.hrs.
CIE 312L. SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY: Laboratory tests to evaluate and
identify soil properties for engineering purposes, Design problems included. Core-
guisite: CIE s1z.-second term, each year. 7 sem.hr
cIE 313. HYDRAULICS: Principles of liquid statics and fluid flow including simili-
tude, rneasuring devices, channel and pipe flow, turbines, and pumps. Corequisites:
CIE 313L, EGM2O2. First term, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 313L. HYDRAULICS LABORATORY: Laboratory experiments and problems
associated with CIE 313, Corequisite: CIE 313. First term, each year' 7 sem,ht.
CIE 31s. THEORY OF STRUCTURES: Analysis of statically determinate trusses,
beams, and frames subiected to lixed and moving loads. Prereguisite: EGM 303. Sec-
ond term, each year. 3 sem. hts.
cIE 316. ANALYSIS OF DETERMINATE STRUCTURES: Elastic analysis of stati-
cally determinate structures; deflections; moment-area theorems; conjugate-beam;
virtual work; influence lines; shear center; unsymmetric bending; stresses and strains
at a point; theories of failure. Prerequisite: EGM 303' First term, 
"^rh t"^tr rr^.hrr,
cIE sr7. ANALYSIS OF INDETERMINATE STRUCTURES: Elastic analysis of stat-
ically indeterminate structures; virtual work; Castigliano's theorems; slope deflection
and moment distribution; development of stiffness matrices for use in computer
analysis; influence lines, column analogy, limit analysis. Prerequisite: CIE sro. Sec-
ond ierm, each year. 3 sem' hrs.
CIE 3zO. CML ENGINEERING ANALYSIS: Mathematical modeling and numerical
solution of civil engineering problems: basic concepts of probability with emphasis
on applications to structures, transPortation, and hydraulics problems; application of
numerical computational methods in civil engineering problems. Prerequisites: EGM
2O2, 3O3; MTH 219. First term, each year. 3 sem. hrs,
CIE 333. ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING I: Integrated study of the principles
of water sanitation, water supply, stream pollution abatement, and waste water dis-
posal systems. Prerequisites: CIE 313, 313L. Second term, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 390. ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION CONTROL: Study of environmental pol-
lution problems relating to air, water, and land resources. Causes and effects of pol-
lution; technology for solving the problems. Legal and political considerations. Forjuniors and seniors other than civil engineering students. Credit may not be applied
toward civil engineering degree, Prerequisite: Some knowledge of chemistry'
CIE 403. TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING: Fundamentals of ,r"j;:[fl:
engineering, including design, construction, maintenance, and economics of trans-
poitation facilities. Prerequisites: CIE 310L, 313. 3 sem' hrs'
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CIE 406. INDETERMINATE STRUCTURES: Analysis of statically indeterminate
trusses, beams, and frames subjected to fixed and moving loads. Prerequisite: CIE
315. Second term, each year. 3 sem.hrs.
CIE 4os. SEMINAR I: Practice in the presentation and discussion of papers; lectures
by staff and prominent engineers. Attendance reguired of all civil engineering sopho-
mores, juniors, and nongraduating seniors. No credit
CIE 41.1. DESIGN OF STEEL STRUCTURES: Design and behavior of structural steel
connections, columns, beams, and beams subiected to tension, compression, bending,
shear, torsion, and composite action. Prerequisites: CIE 310L,317. 3 sem. hrs,
CIE 412. DESIGN OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES: Design and behavior of rein-
forced concrete slabs, beams, columns, walls, and footings subiected to tension, com-
pression, bending, shear, and torsion. Prereguisites: CIE 310L,317. 3 sem, hrs.
CIE 415. STEEL STRUCTURE DESIGN: Design and behavior of structural steel
connections, columns, beams, and plate girders subjected to tension, compression,
bending, shear, torsion, and composite action. Prerequisite: EGM 304. First term,
each year. 3 sem, hrs.
C'IE 4L7. REINFORCED CONCRETE: Design and behavior of reinforced concrete
slabs, beams, columns, walls, and footings subjected to tension, compression, bend-
ing, shear, and torsion. Prereguisites: CIE 310L, 3L5, First term, each yeat. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 41E. STRUCTURAL DESIGN PROIECTS: Continuation of CIE 47s ar.d. 4L7,
where the student applies knowledge of reinforced concrete and structural steel in
designing and studying behavior of complete structures. Prerequisites: CIE 415,417.
Corequisite: CIE 406. Second term, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 420. ENGINEERING ECONOMICS: Basic principles and techniques of economic
analysis of engineering projects. Prerequisite: MTH 119. 7 sem'hr,
CIE 42]. CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING: Organization, planning, and control of
construction projects, including a study of the use of machinery, economics of equip-
ment, methods, materials, estimates, cost controls, and fundamentals of CPM and
PERT. Departmental elective. Corequisite: CIE 403. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 428. SEMINAR II: Practice in the presentation and discussion of papers; lectures
by staff and prominent engineers. Attendance reguired of civil engineering second-
term seniors only. First and second terms, each year. 7 sem. hr.
CIE 434. ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING II: Problems of air, water, and land
pollution; development and design of public water supply and waste water disposal
systems; legal, political, ethical, and moral considerations. Prerequisites: CHM tzl,
CIE 333. First term, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 450. DESIGN PROIECTS: Group design of complete projects, drawing on the
knowledge acquired in a spectrum of civil engineering subiects. Prereguisites: CIE
3"12, 4O3, 412, 42O, 434. 3 sem. hrs,
CIE 47o. CIE COMPUTER APPLICATIONS: Applications of mainframe, mini, and
micro computers to the solution of selected civil engineering problems, including data
analysis, plotting, optimization, and simulation. Prereguisite: FORTRAN. 3 sem. hrs,
CIE 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN CIVIL ENGINEERING: Particular assignments to
be arranged and approved by chairperson of the department. Departmental elective.
7-6 sem. hrs.
In addition to courses listed above, students may select with departmental
approval civil engineering (CIE) and engineering mechanics (EGM) courses in
the 500 series listed in the Graduate Issue of the Bulletin.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (ELE)
The curriculum of the Department of Electrical Engineering is planned with
the primary objective of providing a thorough knowledge_ of the- fundamental
lawi of electricity and the application of these laws in electrical engineering.
Courses are arianged to offlr students an understanding of basic principles
and practices co**ott to the various fields of electrical engineering, so that they
are irepared to begin specialization in their chosen fields or to pursue advanced
study.
Proper attention is directed to an appreciation of the practical economic fac-
tors in the electrical world and to the cultural and social qualities necessary for a
successful career in the engineering profession.
PROGRAM-EN3: BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (ELE)
Dept. No, Course Lst Terml 2nil Term
Sophomore Year
EGM 2OI
MTH 2T8
PHY 207-208
ELE 23T-232
ELE 233
ELE 235
EGM 2O2
MTH 2L9
ELE 312-313
ELE 3I4
ELE 336L
ELE 338L
ELE 340
MTH
ELE 331
ELE 333
ELE 335L
ELE 413
ELE 43L
ELE 435L
Statics
Analytic Geometry and Calculus III
General education requirement2
General Physics II, III
Circuit Theory I, II
Field Theory I
Digital System Design
Dynamics
Applied Differential Equations
Iunior Year
Linear Systems
Field Theory II
Electrical Devices Laboratory
General education requirements2
Electronics I, II
Fundamentals of Computer Architecture
Computer Applications Laboratory
Electronic Devices LaboratorY
Probability and Discrete Systems
Mathematics electiveS
Technical electivel
Senior Year
Communication Engineering
Energy Conversion
Electronic Systems LaboratorY
Engineering thermodynamics elective3
Technical electives3
General education reguitements2
Automatic Control Systems
Communications Laboratory
Energy Conversion and Control Laboratory
Engineering management/economics electivel
3-0-3
4-O-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
t6
3-0-3
3-0-3
o-2-L
6-0-6
3-0-3
l6
3-0-3
3-0-3
o-2-7
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
1S
3-0-3
3-0-3
o-2-7
0-2-L
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
w
3-0-3
6-O-6
3-0-3
o-2-1
o-2-7
3-0-3
w
ELE 4N
ELE 436L
ELE 437L
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l For example : 3-o-3 means 3 class hrs., 0 lab. hrs., 3 sem. hrs. credit.
2See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education require-
ments are specified in the program (e.g., PHY 208); others are to be chosen from the
listing of approved courses. Consult advisor.
3Select from list approved by the Department of Electrical Engineering.
FACULTY
Donald L. Moon, Chairperson
Distinguished Seroice Prof essor: Schmidt
Professors: Moon, Rogers, Thiele
Associate Professors: Evers, Karim, Pasala, Scarpino, Williamson
Assistant Professors: Daniels, Gauder, Hoover, Penno, Westerkamp
Instructor: Kee
Adiunct Associate Prof essor : Mildrum
Adjunct Assistant Professors: Champagne, Hoeffel
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
ELE 101. INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING: INtrOdUCtiON tO
electrical engineering faculty, facilities, and curriculum, to career opportunities in
electrical engineering, and to its areas of specialization. No credil
ELE 231. CIRCUIT THEORY I: Principles of linear circuit theory. Analysis of re-
sistive circuits having constant or time varying sources. Analysis of transient and
steady state behavior of simple circuits containing R, L, and C. Coreguisite: MTH
ELE 232. CIRCUIT THEORY II: Sinusoidal analysis: sinusoidal forcing function,
phasor concept, steady-state response, resonance, average power and rms values,
magnetically coupled circuits, polyphase circuits. Prereguisite: ELE 231. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 233. FIELD THEORY I: Vector calculus, static electric fields, conductors, die-
lectric materials, boundary conditions, field mapping, steady electric currents and their
magnetic fields, motion of charged particles. Prerequisite: MTH z1S. 3 sem, hrs.
ELE 235. DIGITAL SYSTEM DESIGN: Logical functions, logic circuits, Boolean
algebra, combinational circuits, flip-flops, registers, counters, adders, memories. Pre-
requisite: ELE 231. 3 sem.hrs.
ELE 312. ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS I: A first course on the terminal behavior
of electron devices. Qualitative physical descriptions, volt ampere curves, graphical
solutions. Formulation of incremental and piecewise linear models. Analysis of simple
amplifier circuits. Prereguisite: ELE 232 or gZL. 3 sem. irs.
ELE 313. ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS II: Cascaded amplifiers, feedback ampli-
fiers, linear integrated circuits; steady state and transient response. Oscillators.
Prerequisites: ELE 312,331. 3 sem.hrs.
ELE 31.4. FUNDAMENTALS oF COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE: Representation of
data and instructions. Methods of transforming information. Memory devices and
structures. Interfacing to external devices. Applications and practical problems. pre-
1L9. 3 sem. hrs.
reguisite: ELE 235, 31.2. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 321. BAsIc ELECTRIC THEORY: Mathematical design of passive and active
electric circuits using time domain and frequency domain methods. practical areas
represented include instrumentation and power, telecommunication, and control cir-
cuits. For mechanical, civil, chemical, and advanced-standing science or engineering
students. Prereguisites: MTH 21s, PF{Y 2Oz or eguivalent. 3-sem. hri.
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ELE 331. LINEAR SYSTEMS: Mathematical framework associated with analysis of
linear systems. Signal representation by orthogonal functions, convolution, Fourier
analysis and the Laplace transform. Prereguisites: ELE 232, MTH 219. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 333, FIELD THEORY II: Magnetic fields, forces, energy storage; theory of mag-
netic materials, engineering materials, magnetic circuitsi inductance, practical in-
ductors; time varying fields; Maxwell's eguations. Prereguisite: ELE 233. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 33sL. ELECTRICAL DEVICES LABORATORY: Experimental situations stress-
ing familiarization with electrical engineering concepts, hardware, devices, instru-
mentation, and techniques. Corereguisite: ELE 232. 7 sem, hr.
ELE 336L. COMPUTER APPLICATIONS LABORATORY: Experimentation using
the computer as a tool for engineering design, simulation of circuits and systems,
experimental control, data analysis, and report generation. Corequisite: ELE 331.
7 sem. hr.
ELE 336L. ELECTRONIC DEVICES LABORATORY: Experiments dealing with
electronic devices: diodes, bipolar junction transistors, field effect transistors and op
amps. Prerequisite: ELE 312. 7 sem. hr.
ELE 340. PROBABILITY AND DISCRETE SYSTEMS: Foundations of probability
theory. Conditional probability, random variables, and distribution functions. Dis-
crete signal processing, sampling and reconstruction, digital filtering. Prerequisites:
ELE 235,33L, 3 sem, hrs.
ELE 413. COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING: Amplitude, angle, and pulse mod-
ulation systems. Generation, detection, and analysis of modulated signals. Power and
bandwidth considerations. Introduction to information theory. Prereguisite: ELE 340.
3 sem. hrs.
ELE 415. MICROWAVE ENGINEERING: Design-oriented course in microwave
engineering. Communication, radar, industrial, scientilic, and measurement applica-
tions described. Operating principles and specilications of current building-block sub-
systems investigated in sufficient depth to enable engineering design of microwave
systems. Departmental elective, Prerequisites : ELE 313, 333. 3 sem, hrs.
ELE 431. ENERCY CONVERSION: Properties and theory of magnetic circuits as ap-
plied to electro-mechanical energy conversion. Nonlinear magnetic devices. Introduc-
tion to rotating machine analysis. Field and circuit concepts of rotating machines.
Rotating fields. Direct current, synchronous, and induction machines. Prerequisites:
ELE 331, 333. 3 sem. hrs,
ELE 432. AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS: Open- and closed-loop systems,
mathematical models for control systems, representation of feedback control systems,
performance characteristics, stability analysis. Prerequisite: ELE 331. Coreguisite:
ELE 431. 3 sem, hrs.
ELE 435L. ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LABORATORY: Passive and active fflters,
automated data collection, analysis, and electronics systems design. Prerequisites:
ELE 313, 338L. 7 sem. hr.
ELE 436L. COMMUNICATIONS LABORATORY: Modulation, detection, commu-
n.ication electronics, communication systems design. Prereguisites: ELE 413, 435L
or permission of instructor. 7 sem. hr.
ELE 437L. ENERGY CONVERSION AND CONTROL LABORATORY: Experiments
dealing with operating and performance characteristics of electromechanical energy
converters, application of electronic control to power machinery, and operating and
performance characteristics of automatic control systems. Prereguisite: ELE 431 or
perurission of instructor.
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ELE 43EL. PROIECTS LABORATORY: Project-oriented laboratory applying engi-
neering skills in the design, development, and demonstration of electrical and elec-
tronic devices. Departmental elective. Prerequisite: Permission of project advisor.
1-3 sem, hrs.
ELE 440. PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS: Introduction to wave nechanics; electron
ballistics; theory of metals and semiconductors; electron emission, space charge flow;
modern electron devices. Departmental elective. Prerequisites: NlTll 2L9, PHY 20E.
3 sem. hrs.
ELE 44L, PULSE AND DIGITAL CIRCUITS: Transmission networks, differentiating
circuits, clippers, comparators, clampers, the transistor as a switch, logic circuits, mul-
tivibrators, time base generators, and pulse amplification. Emphasis on application of
modern semiconductor devices. Departmental elective. Prereouisite: ELE 3L3.
3 sem. hrs.
ELE 442. ENGINEERING ELECTROMAGNETICS: Processing Maxwell's equations
and applying the predictions to the analysis and design of engineering systems that
make use of electromagnetic energy. ELF through optical freguencies; propagation,
radiation, interactions with matter, guided waves, antenna fundamentals. Depart-
mental elective. Prerequisite: ELE 333. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 443. INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRO-OPTICS: Introductory overview of the
field, starting with Maxwell's eguations and leading to lasers, holography, and other
timely applications. Departmental elective. Prereguisite: ELE 333 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 444. ADVANCED DIGITAL DESIGN: Systems approach to digital design.
Structured top-down development process using simple and complex logic modules
from various logic families. Application of microcomputer or controller as a flexible
logic device. Practical design problems with team and individual projects. Depart-
mental elective. Prerequisites: ELE 314, 340. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 445. SIGNAL PROCESSING: Signal conditioning, digital signal processing,
and data processing. Topics include transducers, high gain amplifier design, digital
filtering, and spectrum estimation, Specialized application determined by instructor,
Prereguisite: ELE 340. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 446. MICROELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DESIGN: Basic integrated circuit design
concepts, system layout, application of design methodology, the fabrication process,
manufacturing limitations of the design process, and CAD/CAE utilization to realize
the design process. Departmental elective. Prereguisites: ELE 3L9, 340. 3 sem. hrs,
ELE 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING: PATIiCUIAT ASSigN-
ments to be arranged and approved by chairperson of department. Departmenial
elective. 7-6 sem. hrs.
MEE
MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING (MEE)
Mechanical engineering is an active, versatile, creative branch of engineering.
Mechanical engineers conceive, design, and plan a wide variety of devices,
machines, and systems and direct their manufacture, distribution, and oPera-
tion. They become involved with transportation, environmental control, and
the processing and handling of materials. They are concerned with energy-
its transformation, transmission, and utilization.
The field of mechanical engineering is so broad that several specialized
branches have grown from it. Mechanical engineers engage in all the engineering
functions-creative design, applied research, development, application and
sales, and management. No other field of engineering offers a better professional
base for interdisciplinary activities.
Mechanical engineers apply scientific and engineering principles and methods
to the solution of contemporary human problems. Of major current interest
are the application of computer technology to manufacturing automation, of
super computers to computational fluid dynamics, and of lasers to detailed
flow measurement in jet engines. Because research in association with WriSht-
Patterson Air Force Base is a major motivation for this department, a concen-
tration in aerospace engineering is an optional part of the mechanical engi-
neering degree.
The mechanical engineer's widely diversified professional curriculum gives
the graduate a broad base for further development. A mechanical engineering
background forms the basis for training in many other fields such as law,
medicine, and business management.
The curriculum of the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
includes aerospace courses as electives. Sufficient elective courses in aerospace
are available to permit an aerospace concentration as Part of the mechanical
engineering degree.
PROGRAM_EN : BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (MEE)
Dept. No. Course 7st Terml 2ndTerm
Sophomore Year
EGM 2ol Statics
MTH 278 Analytic Geometry and Calculus III
MEE 227L Computer Graphics II
General education requirements2
PHY 2o7-2O8 General Physics II, III
EGM 2Oz DYnamics
EGM 303 Strength of Materials
MTH 21.9 Applied Differential Equations
MEE 30L ThermodYnamics I
MEE 34oL Engineering Experimentation Laboratory
3-O-3
4-0-4
0-3-1
6-O-6
3-0-3
L7
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
o-4-2
t?
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Iunior YearMEE 3O2 Thermodynamics II
MEE 30E Fluid Mechanics
MEE 310L Machining LaboratoryMEE 3L2 Engineering Materials
MEE 3L6 Mechanical Engineering AnalysisMEE 4148 Seminar
3-0-3
3-0-3
0-3-1
3-3-4
3-O-3
1-0-0
3-0-3
MEE
1-0-0
3-0-3
3-0-3
2-O-2
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
w
ELE g,1
MEE 313
MEE 3T9
MEE 327
MEE 410
General education requirements2
Basic Electric Theory
Manufacturing Processes
Mechanical Vibrations
Theory of Machines
Heat Transfer
Design electiveS
Controls elective4
Technical electivest
Seminar
Mechanical engineering electives
Engineering Ethics
General education reguirement2
w
vre
MEE
PHL
Senior Year
ELE 372 Engineering Electronics IMEE 330 Engineering EconomicsMEE 423L Mechanical Engineering Laboratory
3-0-3
1-0-1
o-9-3
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-0
3-0-3
1-0-1
6-0-6
3-0-3
3-0-3
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lFor example:3-O-3 means 3 class hrs.,0lab. hrs.,3 sem. hrs. credit.
2See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education require-
ments are specified in the program (e.g., PHY 208); others are to be chosen from the
listi'ng of approved courses. Consult advisor.
3Either I|ulEE 427, Mechanical Design I, or MEE 425, Aercspace Design,
4Either MEE 435, Feedback Control Systems, or MEE 40E, Aircraft Performance and
Control.
tTechnical electives to be selected from engineering, mathematics, or science.
FACULTY
Iohn I. Schauer, Chairperson
Professors: Boehman, Brockman, Chuang, Doyle, Eimermacher, Jain, Minardi,
Ray, Sargent, Schauer, VonOhain, Wurst
Associate Professor : Harmer
Assistant Professors: Endres, Hallinan, Montgomery, Petrykowski
Adjunct Professors: Shine, Weeks
Adjunct Associate Professor : Rajendran
Adiunct Assistant Professors : Kreitzer, Wurstner
COURSES OFINSTRUCTION
MEE 101. INTRODUCTION TO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING: Weekly meeting
of first-semester first-year mechanical engineering students. Presentation of me-
chanical engineering topics and review of several basic mathem",t.ut ,".n$fX:rr;r,
MEE 104L. COMPUTER GRAPHICS I: Fundamentals of engineering graphics and
the part that graphical communication plays in engineering -I sem.hr.
414
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N|IEE zZ7L. COMPUTER GRAPHICS II: Advanced engineering graphics and gra-
phical communication in engineering; introduction to comPuter-aided design' Pre-
ieguisite: MEE 104L. 7 sem'hr'
MEE 301. THERMODYNAMICS I: Concepts, definitions, and laws of thermody-
nanics. Properties of pure substances, introduction to use of thermodynamic property
tables and equations bf state. Applications of the laws of thermodynamics to Proc-
esses, heat engines, and control uoi.,*"t. Prerequisite: MTH 218. 3 sem' hrs'
MEE 302. THERMODYNAMICS II: Gas and two-phase heating, cooling, and power
cycles. Gas mixtures and air conditioning. Chemical reactions in combustion' Chemical
eiuilibrium. Prereguisite: MEE 301. 3 sem' hrs'
MEE 308. FLUID MECHANICS: Laws and theory relative to incompressible fluids,
continuity, momentum, and energy relations in flow situations; internal and external
flow in laminar and turbulent regirnes. Prereguisites: MEE 301, MTH 219. 3 sem. hrs,
MEE 310L. MACHINING LABORATORY: Study of metal removal processes and
machine tools such as lathes, grinders, milling machines, shapers, and planers; theory
and practice of precision dimensional metrology. Three hours of laboratory. Pre-
t"!,riirit"t' CHM 123, MEE 104L, PHY 206. 7 sem' hr'
MEE 312. ENGINEERING MATERIALS: Principles of the mechanical, electronic,
magnetic, optical, and thermal behavior of metallic, ceramic, and polymeric materials.
Intioduction to fracture mechanics. Principles of corrosion. Prerequisites: PHY 208,
MEE 310L, EGM 303, or permission of instructor. Corequisite: MEE 312L. 3 sem, hrs.
MEE 312L. MATERIALS LABORATORY: Experiments illustrating the behavior of
metallic, ceramic, and polymeric materials. Strengthening mechanisms, crystallization,
metallography, corrosi,on, thermal processing' Corequisite: MEE 312. 7 sem' hr'
MEE 313. MANUFACTURING PROCESSES: Casting processes, design of castings,
and casting defects; metal working processes; metal shearing and forming; welding
pro."rr.r; po*der metallurgy; fabrication processes for plastics. Prerequisites: EGM
'sos; vrf ifit, stz. 2 sem.hrs'
MEE 316. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING ANALYSIS: PTObICM fOTMUIAIiON ANd
mathematical modeling of engineering systems and control volumes. Development of
computer skills; analysis and generalization of system responses. Introduction to vi-
bration and heat transfer theory and to the application of Fourier series and partial
differential eguations to engineering problems. Prerequisites: cPs L32, I'ITH 219,
MEE 301, PflY zoz. 3 sem' hrs'
MEE 319. MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS: Undamped and damped, free and forced
vibrations of single degree of freedom translational and rotational systems; vibration
isolation and absorption; multi-degree of freedom systems, continuous system, tran-
sient vibration, approximate and numerical solution. Prerequisites: CPS 132, ECM
2O2, ot CIE 320. Corequisite: EGM 303. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 321. THEORY OF MACHINES: Kinematic and dynamic analysis of mechan-
isms and machines; study of machine elements such as linkages, cams, flywheels,
gears, gear trains, and differentials. Prereguisite: EGM 301. 3 sem. hrs'
MEE 330. ENGINEERING ECONOMICS: Basic principles and technigues of eco-
nomic analysis of engineering projects. Prerequisite: MTH 119. L sem. hr.
3L2
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MEE 340L. ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTATION LABORATORY: Design of ex-
periments; use of instrumentation; data acguisition and processing; error and sta-
tistical analysis; comparison to theory; oral presentation; technical report writing.
Measurement of basic engineering properties including temperature, pressure, flow
rate, power, frequency, displacements, friction, stress, voltage. Prereguisites: ENG 102,
PHY 2O7. Coreouisite: MTH 219. 2 sem. hrs.
MEE 401, AERODYNAMICS: Fundamentals of steady incompressible, inviscid
aerodynamic flows over wings, Emphasis on force and moment determination for
air foil and linite wings, Prereguisite: MEE 308. 3 sem, hrs,
MEE 402. ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS: Introduction to global energy con-
cerns; fossil and nuclear fuels; energy consumption analysis; solar energy and al-
ternative energy conceptsi nuclear power plants, steam power plants, industrial gas
turbines, and total energy power plants; energy management and conservation tech-
nigues. Prereguisite: MEE 302 or CME 305 or MCT 232. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 408. AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL: Elementary development
of aircraft equations of motion; performance in level flight; climbing and descending
performance; turning performance, takeoff and landing performance; static stability
and control in all three axes. Prerequisite: MEE 401. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 409. AEROSPACE STRUCTURES: Structural properties of wing and fuselage
sections. Nonsymmetrical bending of skin-stringer wing sections. Shear stresses in
thin-walled and skin-stringer multiple-celled sections. Deflection by energy methods.
Introduction to finite element stiffness method. Prerequisite: EGM 303, 3 sem, hrs,
MEE 410. HEAT TRANSFER: Fundamentals of conduction, convection, and thermal
radiation energy transfer. Conduction of heat in steady and unsteady state. Principles
of boundary layer theory applicable to free and forced convection heat transfer for
internal and external flows. Radiation analvsis with and without convection and con-
duction. Prerequisites: MEE 30E, 316. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 413. PROPULSION: Principles of propulsive devices, aerothermodynamics,
diffuser and nozzle flow, energy transfer in turbo-machinery; turbojet, turbo-fan,
prop-fan engines; turbo-prop and turboshaft engines. RAM and SCRAM jet analysis
and a brief introduction to related materials and air frame-propulsion interaction.
Prerequisite: MEE 41E. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 4144. SEMINAR: Presentations on contemporary mechanical engineering sub-jects by students, faculty, and engineers in active practice. Registration required of all
students in their last term prior to graduation. I sem, hr,
MEE 4148. SEMINAR: Presentations on contemporary mechanical engineering sub-jects by students, faculty, and engineers in active practice. Registration required of alljunior and senior students not registered in MEE 414A. No creilit
MEE 417. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES: Combustion and energy release
processes. Applications to spark and compression ignition, thermal iet, rocket, and
gas turbine engines. Emphasis on air pollution problems caused by internal combus-
tion engines. Idealized and actual cycles studied in preparation for laboratory testing
of I. C. engines. Prereguisite: MEE 301 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 418. GAS DYNAMICS: Application of the basic thermodynamic and fuid
motion laws to the solution of engineering problems in fluid mechanics. Use of differ-
ential and integral eguations for internal and external flow of compressible fluids
with friction and heat transfer. Isentropic flow; adiabatic flow; normal and oblique
shocks; Prandtl-Meyer flow; Fanno and Rayleigh line flow. Prerequisites: MEE 3OE,
3 sem. hrs.
3L3
3L6,
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MEE 420. HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING: Theory and methods of main-
taining comfortable industrial and residential environments, Psychrometrics; effects
of solar radiation; heat transmission through solid boundaries and transparent ma-
terials; heating and cooling load calculations; sizing of equipment; energy conserva-
tion and management concepts. Coreguisite: MEE 410 or permission of instructor.
3 sem. hrs.
MEE 423L. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: Three-hour laboratory
session and three-hour out-of-class group session each week. Analysis, modeling,
testing, and oral and written presentation of studies in power generation, heat trans-
fer, and fluid dynamic systems. Prerequisites: MEE 302,30S, 340L,410. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 425. AEROSPACE DESIGN: Preliminary design of aircraft, including layout,
weight and size estimates, wing section and planform selection, determination of
conliguration aerodynamics, engine and inlet sizing, corrections to propulsion data,
refined fuel estimates, weight and balance, stability and control, and performance
determination. Prerequisites: MEE 408, 4O9, 473. 4 sem, hrs,
MEE 427. MECHANICAL DESIGN I: Stress and deflection analysis of machine
componentsi theories of failure; fatigue failure of metals; design and analysis of
mechanical components such as spur gears, shafts, springs, fasteners. Prerequisites:
EGM 303, MEE 321. Corequisite: IllEE 427L. 3 sem. hrs,
MEE 427L. MECHANICAL DESIGN LABORATORY I: Design projects applying
principles covered in MEE 427. Solution of complex problems with emphasis on
synthesis and design of mechanical systems. Coreguisite: N/EE 427. 7 sem. hr.
MEE 428. MECHANICAL DESIGN II: Advanced topics in stress and deflection
analysis; analysis and design of mechanical elements such as gears, journal and ball
bearings, belts, brakes, and clutches; principles of fracture mechanics; failure anal-
ysis; machinery construction principles, Prerequisite: MEE 427. Coreguisite: MEE
42EL, 2 sem, hrs,
MEE 428L. MECHANICAL DESIGN LABORATORY II: Projects related to prin-
ciples covered in MEE 427 and 426, encompassing all aspects of a typical design proj-
ect from development of a proposal to evaluation of the design. Corequisite: MEE 42E.
7 sem. hr.
MEE 43s. FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEMS: Analyses of automatic feedback con-
trol systems using time domain solutions, Laplace transforms, block diagrams, trans-
fer functions, characteristic functions, stability criteria, and control actions. System
performance based on Nyguist, Bode, and root-locus with system compensation. Pre-
requisite: MEE 319. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 436. VEHICLE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS: Ground, air, water, space vehi-
cles. Development of force, moment, and kinematic equations. Advanced applications
including stability, control, performance evaluations. Vehicle simulation. Analog
computation. Prereguisite: MEE 308 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs,
MEE 438. ROBOTICS AND FTEXIBLE MANUFACTURING: Overview of industrial
robots; physical configuration, operation, and programming of robots; actuators,
drive mechanisms, sensors, vision systems, controls, and control methods for robots;
economic considerations; and automated factory concept. Prerequisites: MEE 313,
327,43s. 3 sem. hrs,
MEE 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGI-
NEERING: Particular assignments to be arranged and approved by departmental
chairperson. I-6 sem. hrs.
In addition to the courses listed above, students may select as undergraduate elec-
tives mechanical or aerospace engineering (MEE/AEE) courses from the 500 series
listed in the Graduate Issue of the Bulletin.
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SERVICE (EGR, EGM, ISE)
AND INTERDISCPLINARY (ENI)
COURSES FOR ENGINEERING
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION_EGR
EGR 102. SEMINAR FOR UNDECLARED STUDENTS: A seminar to acquaint the
student with the University and the departments of the School of Engineerin1, 
rr"Ait
*EGR 20L. TECHNOLOGY AND THE ENGINEERING METHOD: Survey of rhe
Iields of engineering and their tasks and tools. Development of simplified engineering
skills with application to case problems, Review of contemporary technology, Ex-
posure to an engineering design and laboratory experience. Not for engineering
and/or technology majors, 3 sem, hrs.
EGR 320. SYSTEMS DESIGN-HONORS: Systems-design experience to emphasize
the basic problem-solving approach and philosophy of engineering for students of
varied backgrounds. By permission only. 3 sem, hrs,
EGR 399. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Development of students' self-con-
cepts as professional engineers with strong personal career directions based on in-
dividual strengths, interests, and technical abilities. 0-3 sem.hrs.
EGR 498. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion of an
independent, original research study resulting in a document prepared for submission
as a potential publication and a completed undergraduate thesis. Restricted to stu-
dents in University Honors Program. 3-6 sem. hrs,
EGR 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN ENGINEERING: particular assignments to be
arranged and approved by the dean of engineering. I-6 sem. hrs.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION-EGM
Engineering mechanics (EGM) courses are taught and administered by the
Department of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics.
EGM 20L. STATICS: The principles of mechanics; force systems, free body dia-
grams, resultants and eguilibrium, centroids and centers of gravity; application to
trusses, frames, machines, and beams; friction; moments of inertia. Coreguisite:
MTH 119. J sim. hrs.
EGM 202. DYNAMICS: Kinematics, including translation, rotation, plane motion,
and relative motion; kinetics of particles and bodies by the methods o1 force-mass-
acceleration, work-energy, and impulse-mo'rnentum. Prereguisite: EGM 201. 3 sem, hrs,
EGM 303. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS: The study of stresses, strains, and deflec-
tions in tension, compression, shear, flexure, and torsioni shear and moment diagrams;
analysis of stresses and strains at a point; Mohr's circle; analysis of columns. pre-
reguisite: EGM 201. Each term. 3 sem.hrs,
EGM 304. ADVANCED STRENGTH OF MATERIALS: Stresses and strains at apoint, shear centeri unsymmetrical bending; curved beams; flat plates; torsion of
noncircular bars; beams on elastic supporti buckling. Prereguisite: EGM 303. First
and second terms each year. 3 sem,hrs.
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EGM 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN ENGINEERING MECHANICS: PATTiCUIAT AS'
signments to be arranged and approved by chairperson of the department.
7-6 sem, hrs,
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION-ISE
Industrial and systems engineering (ISE) courses are taught and administered
by the Department of Engineering Management and Systems.
ISE 313. ENGINEERING LAW: Legal principles applied to engineering.2 sem. hrs.
ISE 369. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS FOR ENGINEERS: Conceptual develop-
ment of probability and statistics with engineering applications. Random variables,
probabili-ty distributions, Bayes theorem, central limit theorem, population and sample
moments, point and interval estimates, hypothesis testing, regression analysis. Pre-
requisite: VtH zra. 3 sem' hrs'
ISE 4OL. ENGINEERING ECONOMY: Basic principles and techniques of economic
analysis of engineering projects. Time value of money, sh-ort- and long-term invest-
menis, replacement anllysis, depreciation methods, cost allocation, and measures of
cost 
"ifeciiv"ness. 
self-piced initruction. Prerequisite: MTH 218. 7-2 sem.hrs.
ISE 402. ECONOMIC DECISION ANALYSIS FOR ENGINEERS: INtTOdUCtiON tO thE
models and methods of economic decision analysis as they relate to engineering deci-
sions. Fundamental economic concepts, cost estimates, interest and time value of
money, comparison of alternatives, before- and after-tax analysis, analysis of public
activiiies, dicision making under risk and uncertainty, break-even analysis, linear
programming models. Prerequisite: MTH 218. 3 sem' hrs'
ISE 42L. RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY: Application of Probability and
statistical theory to engineering reliability design and analysis; reliability of com-
ponents and assemblies; design of systems for reliability and maintainability. Pre-
iequisites: MTH 36S or ISE 369; CPS 792. 3 sem' hrs'
3L6
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ISE 423. QUALITY ASSURANCE: Principles of statistical quality control. Applica-
tion of attributes and variable acceptance sampling plans; control charts; design of
quality control systems and procedures. Prereguisites: MTH 366 or ISE 369; CPS L32.
3 sem, hrs.
ISE 428. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTS: Applica-
tion of statistical methods to engineering experimentation; analysis of experimental
response through statistical methods. Prereguisites: MTH 368 or ISE 369; CPS 132.
3 sem. hrs,
ISE 4st. PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY PLANNING AND CONTROL: Anal-
ysis and design of systems of personnel and machines for production processes.
Forecasting, scheduling, production and inventory control. Prerequisites: MTH 368
or ISE 369; CPS 132. 3 sem. hrs.
ISE 4s2-4s3. OPERATIONS RESEARCH I AND II: Applications and elementary
theory of selected topics such as linear programming, transportation and assignment
problems, network analysis, game theory, nonlinear programming, queueing theory,
and Markov processes. Prereguisites r MTH 36E or ISE 369; CPS 132. 3 sem. hrs. each
ISE 455. PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMS: Basic concepts of structure in dynamic sys-
tems; starting point for systems approach to dynamic systems in multidisciplinary
courses in urban, ecological, corporate, or other social systems. Prerequisites: MTH
368 or ISE 369; CPS 132. 3 sem, hrs.
ISE 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN SYSTEMS: Particular assignments to be arranged
and approved. 7-6 sem. hrs.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION_ENI
Information on engineering interdisciplinary (ENI) courses is available in the
Office of the Dean of the School of Engineering.
ENI 299. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: Special problems courses at an introductory level
relative to engineering problems and activities. To be arranged and approved by the
dean, 7-6 sem.hrs,
ENI 451. INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC POLICY PIANNING: INtrOdUCtiON tO
public policy and program planning, the role of engineering in public policy formula-
tion, systems approaches to complex decision rnaking, introduction to interpretive
structural modeling and its policy-oriented uses, 3 sem. hrs.
ENI 455. SYSTEMS MODELING I: Introduction to the modeling of social s),stems,
emphasizing feedback loops and their behavior; development of methods for under-
standing mechanisms underlying growth, stagnation, and cyclical fluctuations; form-
ulation of models for industrial, economic, social, and ecological systemsi laboratory
digital simulation. 3 sem, hrs
ENI 456. SYSTEMS MODELING II: An individual or group proiect in guided re-
search with emphasis on modeling of economic, industrial, urban, ecological, and
3 sem, hrs.
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ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
The Engineering Technology programs lead to the Bachelor of Science in
Engineering Technology in any of several technical areas. The four-year pro-
grams emphasize the application of engineering principles and are designed to
provide excellent preparation in the major field as well as sufficient breadth in
both technical and nontechnical areas so that the graduate may work effectively
with persons of varied educational backgrounds. The significant number of
technical electives permits the student to explore technical areas other than the
major and thus to become more versatile.
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BIO-ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (BET)
Typically, graduates from the Bio-Engineering Technology Program engage in
the definition, selection, and operational management of medical instrumenta-
tion systems in hospitals or industry. To prepare effectively for these careers,
the student pursues studies in biology, anatomy, physiology, medical electron-
ics, bio-mechanics, and supporting engineering sciences. A sound background
is provided in general education as well.
PROGRAM-TI.: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
BIO-ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (BET)
Dept. No. Course 7st Terml 2nd Term
First Year
CPT 125 Inorganic Chemistry 3-3-4
MCT l1ol Technical Drawing and CAD 0-6-2
EET 110,120 Electrical Circuits I, II 3-.i-4
ENG 101-102 College Composition I, II 3-O-3SET L12-ll3 Engineering Technology Mathematics I, II 4-o-4
SET 153 Technical Computation
HST 101 or 102 History of Western Civilization
General education requirement2
3-0-3
3-O-3
3-O-3
3-O-3
3-3-4
3-0-3
2-O-2
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-1
3-0-3
3-O-3
w
3-0-3
3-O-3
3-0-3
3-3-4
3-0-3
L6
3-O-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-2-4
t6
17
MCT 2rsBIO 7s1-rs2
EDD 30s-306
sET 2]o-21rEET 206,306
MCT 2L7
Sophomore Year
Statics
Concepts of Biology I, II
Human Anatomy and Physiology
Engineering Technology Mathematics III, IV
Electron Devices I, II
Dynamics
Iunior Year
Engineering Technology Mathematics V
Technical Writing
Organic Chemistry
FORTRAN
The Technological Society I, II
General education requirements2
Strength of Materials
Fluid Mechanics
Modern Technical Physics
16
sET 306
sET 334CPT 2TO
cPs 744
sET 301-302
frACf ;
MCT 23rPHY 2O3
w
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cPT 473
sET 499
sPE 101
cPT 477-472
rrr ns
University of Dayton IX
Senior Year
Biomechanics
Seminar
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Biomedical Equipment I, II
General education requirements2
Technical electives
Organization and Management
3-O-3
1-O-t
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-O-3
3-0-3
3-O-3
6-0-6
3-O-3
3-0-3
15
lFor example, 3-o-3 means 3 class hrs., o lab. hrs., and 3 sem' hrs. of credit.
25ee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
are specified in the program (e.g., PHY 203); others are to be chosen from the listing
of approved courses. Consult advisor.
16
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CHEMICAL PROCESS TECHNOLOGY (CPT)
Graduates of the Chemical Process Technology Program are suited for pro-
fessional positions in process operations. The chemical process industries pro-
duce and distribute many key materials such as pharmaceuticals, petroleum
products, paper, plastics, rubber, insecticides, fertilizers, and metals. Typical
positions involve the supervision of production, the management of guality
assurance, maintenance planning and control, or marketing and technical serv-
ice. The program includes mathematics, basic and engineering sciences, process
technology, computer programming, and general education courses. Topics in
industrial engineering technology are taken as electives.
PROGRAM-T2: BACHELOR
CHEMICAL
OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
PROCESS TECHNOLOGY (CPT)
Dept, No. Course
First YearCPT 125 Inorganic Chemistry
MCT 110L Technical Drawing and CADSET 153 Technical Computation
General education reguirement2
ENG 101-102 College Composition I, IISET !12-713 Engineering Technology Mathematics I, IICPT zLZ Quantitative AnalysisEET 2Ol Fundamentals of Electronic TechnologyHST 101 or 102 Historv of Western Civilization
Sophomore Year
21O Organic Chemistry
zLS Organization and Management
22O Statics and Dvnamics
General education reguirement2SET 2LO-21L Engineering Technology Mathematics III, IVMCT 23L Fluid Mechanics
MCT 342 ThermodynamicsPHY 2O3 Modern Technical PhvsicsSPE 101 Fundamentals of Oraf Communication
Tst Termt 2nd Term
CPT
IET
MCT
3-3-4
o-6-2
1-0-1
3-0-3
3-0-3
4-O-4
w
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-O-3
3-O-3
t6
3-0-3
3-0-3
2-5-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
16
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-2-4
3-O-3
't61,6
CPT
CPT
cP5
SET
SET
5ET
CPT
MCT
313
31.6
t44
306
301-302
334
305
2Zr
Junior Year
Topics in Physical Chemistry
Analytical Instrumentation
FORTRAN
Engineering Technology Mathematics V
The Technological Society I, II
Technical Writing
Materials Science
Strength of Materials
General education requirement2
Technical elective
3-0-3
2-O-2
3-O-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-O-3
a?
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CPT
cPT zrs
sET 499
University of Dayton IX
Senior Year
The Chemical Industry
Seminar
3-O-3
1-0-1
6-0-6
3-0-3
3-3-4
w
Technical electives
General education requirements2
CPT 401.-402 Process Operations I, IICPT 4zo Instrumentation and Control
6-O-6
3-0-3
3-3-4
3-0-3
t6
lFor example,3-o-3 means 3 class hrs.,0lab' hrs., and 3 sem. hrs. of credit.
25ee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
are specilied in the program (e.g., PHY 203); others are to be chosen from the listing
of approved courses.
FACULTY
David l. Gross, Chairperson, Department of Chemical Technology
Professor: C. Shaw
Associate Professor : Gross
Lecturer: Anduze
Part-time lnstructors: Hess, Hughes, Richardson, Smith, Woods
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
*CPT a22. GENERAT CHEMISTRY: Survey of the general principles of chemistry
including etements and their simpler compounds. Emphasis on topics of importa-nce
in industiial activities. 3 sem. hrs'
CPT r22L. GENERAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: To accompany CPT 122. Three
hours of laboratorv a week. 7 sem. hr.
CPT 125. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY: Comprehensive treatment of the fundamen-
tals of general chemistry, with application to the essential groups of elements in the
periodii table. 3 sem. hrs.
CPT 125L. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Physicochemical measure-
ments to accompany CPT 125, Three hours of laboratory a week' 7sem.hr.
CPT 210. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY: Study of aliphatic, aromatic, and heterocyclic
compounds, including reactions, properties, and applications. Prerequisite: CPT 122
or'J.25. 3 sem' hts'
CPT 21oL. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: To accompany CPT 210.
Three hours of laboratory a week. 7 sem' hr,
CPT 212. QUANTITATM ANALYSIS: Fundamental principles and techniques in-
volved in exact analysis, Theory of gravimetry, titrimetry, and colorimetry. Prereg-
uisite: CPT 722 or 125. 2 sem. hrs.
CPT zrzL. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS LABORATORY: To accomPany CPT zrz.
Four hours of laboratory a week, 2sem.hrs.
iCPT 2r4. GENERAL CHEMISTRY WITH CASE STUDIES: Survey of the principles
of chemistry including elements, their simpler compounds, and molecular phenomena.
Includes a sequence of case studies of industrial applications, their economic and
environmental effects, and their impact on personal, social and environmental values.
4 sem. hrs.
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*CPT 21.s. THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY-TECHNOLOGY AND ISSUES: Broad
survey of the chemical process industries stressing their underlying chemistry, unit
operations, and generation of by-products. Environmental concerns and key economic
factors are examined as issues bearing on individual values and the ethics of indus-
trial decisions, Prereguisite; Organic chemistry, 3 sem. hrs.
cPT 305. MATERIALS SCIENCE: Introduction to engineering materials and their
properties and behavior. Emphasis on physical metallurgy, metals, alloys. Some cov-
erage of ceramics, cements, and aggregates. 3 sem.hrs.
cPT 313. ToPIcs IN PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY: Consideration of several topics
pertinent to physical chemistry: thermodynamics, states of matter, solutions, electro-
chemistry, nuclear chemistry, absorption. Prerequisite: CPT L22 or lZS. 3 sem, hrs.
cPT 31.6. ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION: study of analytical instrumenta-
tion commonly available to research laboratories and process industries. Inctudes
underlying physical principles, equipment operations, and the interpretation of
spectra and other data. Prerequisites: CPT ZlO,2l2, ZIZL, 3 sem.hrs,
CPT 316L. ANATYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION LABORATORY: To accompany
CPT 3L6. Three hours of laboratory a week. I sem. hr.
cPT 400' SELECTED CHEMICAL ToPICS: Investigation and discussion of current
technical topics in chemical technology, May be taken more than once. Prereguisite:
Permission of department chairperson. 3 sem. hrs.
CPT 401. PROCESS OPERATIONS I: Study and application of the engineering
principles and methods which underlie chemical process operations. Matirial and
energy balances, fluid flow, heat transfer, evaporation, drying, and filtration. pre-
reguisites : MCT 23L, 342, CPT 3L3.
CPT 402. PROCESS OPERATIONS II: Continuation of CPT 401, emphasizing mass
transfer operations. Humidification, distillation, liguid-liguid extraction, gas scrub-
bing, and adsorption, Prerequisite: CPT 401. 3 sem, hrs,
cPT 40tL-402L. PROCESS OPERATIONS LABORATORY I, II: To accompany
CPT 401-402. Three hours of laboratory a week. I sem, hr. each
cPT 420. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL: Survey of devices for detecting
and signaling the state of process control variables. Principles and methods of auto-
matic process control. control modes, controllers, feedback and feed forward opera-
tions, tuning methods, and data acguisition systems. Includes tuning exercises using
computer-simulated processes. 3 sem. hri.
CPT 437. INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGy: Selected principles of
physics and engineering to include nuclear phenomena, radioactivity, reactor tfiermo-
dynamics, and heat power generation. Includes studies of reactor configurations,
materials, fuels, shielding, safety, and security. Prerequisite: MCT 342. i sem. hrs.
CPT 452. POLLUTION CONTROL I: Study of air pollution, its origins and effects,
and methods of pollution abatement. Emphasis on control mechanisms, industrial
control equipment, and operations. Prerequisite: CPT ),22. 3 sem. hrs.
CPT 453. POLLUTION CONTROL II: Study of water pollution, its occurrence,
effects, and control provisions. Examination of municipal water and wastewater
practices; case study of an industrial waste point source. Prerequisite: BIO 3SO.
3 sem. hrs.
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cPT 454. POLLUTION CONTROT III: Study of pollutants identiffed as priority
hazardous substances, solid waste control methods, and ground water pollution
abatement. Review of current regulatory provisions and Federal and state programs
iot 
-"""gi"g wastes. Prereguisitis: CPT ;75, 453. 3 sem' hrs'
cpT 4s4L. POLLUTION CONTROL LABORATORY: Field trips and laboratory ex-
ercises to assess pollutants in wastes and observe industrial and governmental waste
management p."iti."r. Trip and laboratory reports reguired. One three-hour session
each ieek; no absences permitted. Prerequisites: cPT 2I2,316. Corequisite: E-n-
iott^""t in corresponding lecture. 7 sem'ht'
cPT 462. POLYMERS: Introduction to addition, condensation, cellulosic and nat-
ural polymers, their production, processing, properties, and use. Extensive examina-
tion of jlastics manulacturing operations including casting, extrusion, and composite
methodi. Prereguisite: CPT 1,22. 3 sem' hrs'
cPT 47r. BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT I: Fundamentals of electro-mechanical eguip-
ment and systems as used in medical facilities. Studies of physiological processes on
which equipment functionality depends, electronic principles and-circuitry, and prac-
tices for uJing the equipment for measurement, life support, and therapy. Prerequi-
sites: BIo 1st, EDD -306, EET 306' 3 sem' hrs'
CPT 472. BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT II: Continuation of CPT 471, with emphasis
on systems. Studies of imaging eguipment such as X-ray and NM\ a1d of nuclear
and iadio isotope systems. Emphasis on computers for control and data handling.
Studies of safeiy aipects of equipment and system safety programs conducted- by
medical facilitie;. Prerequisite: CPT 47r' 3 sem.hrs.
CPT 479. BIOMECHANICS: Modeling of the human musculoskeletal system using
mechanical analogies, with the goal of improving the industrial workplace. Studies of
ergonomic principles, common industrial maladies, and the use of mechanics for
gulntitative prediction. Prerequisites: EDD 305,306; MCT 275,277. 3 sem,hrs.
'General education course. 5ee Chapter V.
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ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (EET)
The Department of Electronic Engineering Technology prepares students for
careers in the electronics field. The curriculum includes a stiong emphasis on
computer engineering technology while centering on applied engineering topics
in circuit analysis, electronic design, communications, digital iircuits, micro-
processors, and instrumentation. The graduate is prepared to work in industry
at a variety of tasks including analog and digital design, microprocessor hard-
ware and software- applications, plant engineering, technical management, engi-
neering sales, product design and development, and electronic communications.
The curriculu-m provides the strong foundation in basic electronics necessary to
support any future career studies or development as dictated by changing tech-
nology or career roles.
, 
This program is accredited by The Technology Accreditation Commission of
the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Teihnology.
EET 1OOSET 1s3
PROGRAM-T3: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (EET)
Dept. No. Course 7st Termt 2nd Term
First Year
First-Year Seminar
Technical Computation
General education requirement2
College Composition I, II
Engineering Technology Mathematics I, II
Electrical Circuits I, II
General Chemistry
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Sophomore Year
Electrical Circuits III
Schematics and Diagrams
Digital Computer Fundamentals
Electron Devices I, II
Electronic Engineering Technology Seminar
Engineering Technology Mathematics III, IV
Microprocessors I
Technical Writing
General education requirement2
Junior Year
Cathode Ray Oscilloscope
Microprocessors II
FORTRAN
Statics and Dynamics
Engineering Technology Mathematics V
Technical electives
Electronic Engineering Technology Seminar
Electronic Communications
Organization and Management
History of Western Civilization
Modern Technical Phvsics
16
r.-0-0
3-0-3
3-0-3
4-O-4
3-3-4
3-0-3
0-3-1
3-3-4
3-3-4
1-0-0
3-O-3
15
1-0-L
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-o
ENG 101-r.oz
sET rr2-7r3
EET t7o,120
cPT 122SPE 1O1
EET 22O
EET 223
EET 224
EET 206,306
EET 3OOSET z]o-2rl
EET 357T ,,.
EET 208EET 358
cPs 744
MCT 220
sET 306
EET 3ooEET 32EIET ZI5HST 101 or 102PHY 2O3
15
3-0-3
3-O-3
3-3-4
3-3-4
3-0-3
L7
3-3-4
1-O-0
3-0-3
3-3-4
2-O-2
3-0-3
t6
3-0-3
1-0-0
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-2-4
L7
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EET
EET 427
sET 499
EET 3OO
T
sET 301-302EET 430
University of Dayton IX
Senior Year
Pulse and Digital Circuits
Seminar
Electronic Engineering Technology Seminar
Electronic engineering technology electives
General education requirements2
Technical electives
The Technological Society I, II
Special Electronic Projects
3-3-4
1-0-1
L-0-0
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-O-3
3-0-3
w
1-0-0
3-0-3
6-O-6
3-0-3
3-0-3
1-0-1
L6
lFor example,3-0-3 means 3 class hrs,,0lab. hrs., and 3 sem. hrs. of credit.
25ee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
are specified in the program (e. g., PHY 2o3); others are to be chosen from the listing
of approved courses.
FACULTY
foseph M. Farren, Chairperson
Prolessor Emeritus : Hazen
Prof essors : Farren, Hanneman, Rooney
Associate Professors : Coures, Hovey
Assistant Prof essor : lsmail
P art-time lnstrucbors : Mclntyre, VanDonkelaar
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
EET 1oo. FIRST-YEAR SEMINAR: Introduction to the department, its faculty, its
curriculum, opportunities for graduates, and the various procedures and policies
necessary for the successful student to follow' No ctedit
EET 110. ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS I: Practical concepts of DC circuits: resistance,
resistivity, power, and magnetism. Circuit calculations using basic formulas. Corequi-
site: sET1i2. - 3 sem' hrs'
EET L1ol. ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS I LABORATORY: To accomPany EET 110.
Three hours of laboratory a week. 7 sem. hr.
EET 12o. ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS II: Practical concepts of AC circuits: capacitance,
inductance, reactance, impedance, phase, and circuit analysis, circuit calculations
utilize vectors and complex guantities. Prerequisites: EET 110 or 20\, SET 112.
3 sem. hrs.
EET 120L. ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS II LABORATORY: To accompany EET 120.
Three hours of laboratory a week. 7 sem' hr.
EET 201. FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY: Selected topics
from DC and AC circuits, measurements, and electron devices for non-electronic
technology students. Prereguisite: SET 112. 3 sem, hrs.
EET 206. ELECTRON DEVICES I: Fundamentals of transistors (bipolar and ffeld
effect), vacuum tubes, gas tubes, semi-conductor diodes, and their associated circuits.
Prereguisite: EET 120, Corequisite: SET 210. 3 sem.hts.
EET 2O6L. ELECTRON DEVICES I
hours of laboratory a week.
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LABORATORY: To accompany EET 206. Three
7 sem. hr.
Engineering Technology EET
EET 2o7. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTST Application of direct and alternating
current circuit analysis to electrical measuring methods and techniques with em-
phasis on industrial problems and considerations. Prereguisite: EET rzd. 3 sem.hrs.
EET 2o7L. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS LABORATORy: To accompany EET
207. Three hours of laboratory a week involving circuit design for electrical'meas-
urements. 7 sem. hr.
EET 208. CATHODE RAY osclltoscoPE: study of the design, operation and
application of the cathode ray oscilloscope. Prereguisite: EET 120. 7 sem. hr.
EET 220, ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS III: Topics in AC circuits including power factor
co_rrection, resonance, polyphase circuits, transformers, pulse response, and the use of
ECAP and SPICE to analyze circuits. Prerequisite: EET i2o, 3 sem.hrs.
EET 223. SCHEMATICS AND DIAGRAMS: procedures, standards, and symbols
used on electronic circuit diagrams. t sbm, hr.
EET 224. DIGITAL COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS: Fundamental theorv and tech-
nigues of electronic data processing to include binary arithmetic, switching theory(Boolean algebra), and basic circuitry (gates, adders, registers, and memoiy). pre-
reguisite: EET 120. J sbm, hrs.
EET 224L. DIGITAL COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS LABORAToRy: To accom-pany EET 224.Three hours of laboratory a week. 7 sem, hr.
EET 300. ELEcTRoNIc ENcINEERING TEcHNoLocy SEMINAR: Exchange of
ideas in electronics, to include student lectures, guest lectures, and industrial visita-
tions. Reguired of all EET students who are enrolled in or have taken EET 206.
No credit
EET 306. ELECTRON DEVICES II: Fundamentals of integrated circuits, operational
amplifiers-, transistors, photoelectric devices, silicon-contiolled rectifiers, and their
associated circuits, Prereguisite: EET 206, corequisite: sET 211. 3 sem.hrs,
EET 306L. ELECTRON DEvIcEs II LABoRAToRy: To accompany EET 3oo, Threehours of laboratory a week. I sem, hr.
EET 328. ELEcTRoNIc COMMUNICATIoNS: principles of operation of filters,
modulators, demodulators, and converters. Prerequisite: EET 306. 3 sem,hrs.
EET 328L. ELEcTRoNIc coMMUNIcATIoNs LABoRAToRy: To accompany
EET 328. Three hours of laboratory a week. t sei. hi.
EET 340L. ELEcTRoNIc INSTRUMENTATION LABoRAToRy: Three hours ofIaboratory a week to provide.a knowledge of the operation of and the interpretation
of datataken from complex electronic miasuremetriand test equipment, prerequisite:
EET 120. 7 s'em, hr.
EET 357, MIcRoPRocEssoRs I: study of microprocessor architecture, hardware,
software, and application. Prereguisite: EET 224, 3 sem. hrs,
EET 3s7L. MIcRoPRocEsSoRs I LABoRATORy: To accompany EET 3sz. Em-phasis on memory design, I/o design, and software development. ihree hours oflaboratory a week. Isem.hr.
EET 358. MICRoPRocEssoRs II: studies in microprocessor software design, mass
storage systems, and applications, Prerequisite: EET 357. 3 iem. hrs,
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EET 361.. PROGRAMMING STRUCTURES: The study of programming language
structure concepts for microcomputers. Emphasis on the c programming language
and its applicaiion to software and hardware development. Topics include C op-
erators, flow control statements, functions, pointers and arrays, I/O structures, and
library routines. Prereguisite: EET 358' 3 sem' hrs,
EET 962. CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER OPERATING 5Y5.
TEMS: Introduction to the fundamentals and applications of computer operating
systems and the interaction of hardware and software. Operating systems for large-
siale, mini-, and microcomputers introduced through case studies. Prerequisite: EET
36L. 3 sem. hrs,
EET 4oo. SELECTED ELECTRONIC TOPICS: Investigation and discussion of cur-
rent technical topics in electronic engineering technology. May be taken more than
once. Prerequisit!: Permission of department chairperson. 7-4 sem. hrs.
EET 427. PULSE AND DIGITAL CIRCUITS: Design and analysis of circuits relat-
ing to computers and communications. Topics include integrators, differentiators,
blocking oscillators, multivibrators, flip-flops, and time-base generators. Laplace
transfoim analysis utilized. Prerequisites: EET 224, SET 306. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 427L. PULSE AND DIGITAL CIRCUITS LABORATORY: To accompany EET
427.Thtee hours of laboratorv a week. 7 sem'hr,
EET 430. SPECIAL ELECTRONIC PROJECTS: Laboratory work and reading associ-
ated with a ph4se of electricity selected by the student and approved by department
chairperson. Prerequisite: EET 306. 7 sem. hr.
EET 4s0. MICROELECTRONICS: Study of the principles, design techniques, and
fabrication processes utilized in the construction of thick film, thin film, and integrated
circuits. Prerequisite: EET 206. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 4s1. ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION: Unstructured laboratory study of
modern instrumentation. Independent Projects including CRT system, integrating
DVM, acoustical equipment, and advanced standards. Prerequisite: EET 340L'
2-3 sem. hrs.
EET 452. FEEDBACK CONTROLS: Study of signal flow, circuit stability. Nyquist
criteria, Bode plots, oscillators, amplifiers, and electromechanical devices. Prerequisite:
EET 306. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 453. ANTENNAS : Study of basic antenna types and their application to arrays
and other systems. Prerequisite: EET 328. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 4s4. ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE CONTROL: Study of noise, noise measure-
ment, physiological effects of noise, federal regulations, and design criteria for noise
reduction. Prereguisite: Junior status. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 4s9. MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS DESIGN: Introduction to industrial de-
sign procedures for microprocessor-based control systems. Emphasis on the integra-
tion of microcomputer hardware and software. Prerequisite: EET 45s. 3 sem, hts.
EET 460. ADVANCED MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS: Study of advanced micro-
processor families and their applications to systems, including single and multi-
processor design, Prerequisite: EET 357. 3 sem'hts,
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EET 461. POWER DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL: Study of power distribution
systems including components, basic operation, and characteristics. Emphasis on
the generation of electric power, its transmission and control. Prerequisite: EET 120
or 201. 3 sem. hrs,
EET 462. TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY: Study of the theoretical and
practical electronic structures involved in the telecommunications industry. Appli-
cations to data transmission, satellite communications, telephony, and television.
Prerequisites : EET 328, 328L. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 463. ELECTRONIC CAD: Methods and technigues utilizing computer-aided
design in electronic design, layout, and evaluation. Prerequisites: EET 206,223,
Corequisite: EET 463L. 2 sem, hrs,
EET 463L. ELECTRONIC CAD LABORATORY: To accompany EET 463. Three
laboratory hours a week. 7 sem. hr.
EET 464. MICROCONTROLLERS AND PLC'S: Study of various microcontrollers
and their incorporation into control applications. Interfacing, bus structures, inter-
rupts, and instruction setsi operation and application of programmable logic con-
trollers. Prerequisite: EET 357. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 46s. DIGITAL DATA COMMUNICATIONS: Study of the techniques for trans-
mission of messages between digital electronic devices separated by short and long
distances. Various data formats used along with hardware, codes, and I/O devices,
Prerequisite: EET 357 3 sem, hrs.
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EVT
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERINC
TECHNOLOGY (E\rI)
Graduates of the Environmental Engineering Technology Program are Pre-
pared for responsibilities in both the private and public sectors wherein the
effects and control of pollution are of major concern. Typical professional
positions include the oversight of waste treatment operations, the_ supervision
of pollution abatement programs, and the control of regulatory implementation.
The study program includes mathematics, basic and engineering sciences, and
pollution control technology.
PROGRAM-Ta: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN ENVI-
RONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (EVT)
Dept, No. Course 7st Terml 2nil Term
First Year
CPT 725 Inorganic ChemistrYSET 153 Technical ComPutation
MCT l1ol Technical Drawing and CAD
General education requirement2
ENG 101-102 College Composition I, IlSET 772-7Lg Engineering Technology Mathematics I, II
CPT 21-2 Quantitative AnalYsisEET zo'J. Fundamentals of Electronic Technology
HST 101 or 102 History of Western Civilization
3-3-4
1-0-1
o-6-2
3-0-3
3-0-3
4-O-4
1?
3-0-3
J-J-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
2-5-4
3-O-3
3-0-3
16
3-O-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-2-4
3-0-3
!6
3-0-3
2-O-2
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-O-3
w
BIO
CPT
MCT
SET
BIO
MCT
PHY
SPE
Sophomore Year
151 Concepts of BiologY I
2ro Organic Chemistry
22O Statics and Dynamics
General education requirement2
21o-2L1 Engineering Technology Mathematics III, IV
350 Applied Microbiology
23'].. Fluid Mechanics
2o3 Modern Technical Physics
101 Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Iunior Year
CPT 3L6 Analytical InstrumentationGEO 218 Engineering Geology
MCT 342 Thermodynamics
SET 306 Engineering Technology Mathematics VSET 301-302 The Technological Society I, II
SET 334 Technical Writing
CPS 744 FORTRAN
IET zLS Organization and Management
Technical elective
General education requirement2
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L6
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
-].6
Engineering Technology
2r5
452
499
45s-454
420
Senior Year
The Chemical Industry
Pollution Control I
Seminar
Pollution Control II, III
Technical electives
General education reguirements2
Instrumentation and Control
CPT
CPT
SET
CPT
cpr
3-O-3
3-O-3
1-O-1
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-3-4
6-0-6
3-0-3
3-0-3
1616
rFor example,3-0-3 means 3 class hrs.,0 lab. hrs,, and 3 sesr. hrs. of credit.
2See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
are specified in the program (e.g., PHY 203); others are to be chosen from the listing
of approved courses.
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IET
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (IET)
The Industrial Engineering Technology Program has as its obiective provid-
ing specialized education to prepare students for management and technical
stiff positions in such areas as manufacturing, health care, banking, transPorta-
tion, food service, and government. They may be involved in the economic
selection and location of eguipment, the planning of work methods and expected
output, and the scheduling and controlling of the flow of materials. The curricu-
lum emphasizes courses in time and motion study, production planning and
control,lacilities layout, economic analysis, statistical quality control, labor and
wage administration, and mathematical decision making.
This prog."* is accredited by The Technology Accreditation Commission of
the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology.
PROGRAM-TS: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (IET)
O"pt, tl 
". 
C""rt, ltt
First Year
General Chemistry
Technical Drawing and CAD
Engineering Technology Mathematics I, II
College Composition I, II
General education requirements2
Organization and Management
Industrial Materials and Processes
Technical Computation
cPT r22
MCT 11OL
sET 712-Lt3
ENG 101-L02
3-3-4
o-6-2
4-O-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-3-4
L-0-L
L?
IET z-ts
MFG 2O4
sET -ts3
L6
Sophomore Year
cPs 't44 FORTRAN 3-0-3
IET 108 Production Methods and Control 3-0-3
MFG 1O8L Manufacturing Processes Laboratory 0-3-1
MCT 22o Statics and Dynamics 3-o-3SPE 101 Fundamentals of Oral Communication 3-0-3
SET zLo-2l1- Engineering Technology Mathematics III, IV 3-0-3
EET 2o7 Fundamentals of Electronic Technology
HST 101 or 102 History of Western Civilization
IET 225 Elements of Cost Control
IET 23O Motion and Time Study I
MFG 2o6L Dimensional Measurements 
_16
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
2-3-3
0-3-r.
16
IET 3L6
IET 3L7
IET 331
MCT 313
T 334
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Junior Year
Quantitative Methods in Industrial
Engineering Technology
Industrial Economic Analysis
Motion and Time Study II
Industrial Mechanisms
Technical Writing
Technical elective
3-0-3
3-0-3
Z-J-3
3-0-3
2-O-2
3-0-3
Engineering Technology
IET 316
IET 478
sET 301
PHY 2O3
IET 42O
IET 432
T 4ee
IET 405
IET 4Ls
sET 302
Statistical Quality Control
Cost Estimating
The Technological Society I
Modern Technical Physics
General education reguirement2
9enior Year
Industrial and Environmental Safetv
Plant Layout
Seminar
General education reguirements2
Technical electives
Labor Administration
Industrial Engineering Technology Seminar
The Technological Society II
L7
3-0-3
2-3-3
1-O-L
3-0-3
6-O-6
-].6
IET
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-2-4
3-O-3
t6-
3-O-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-O-3
3-0-3
15-
lFor example, 3-O-3 means 3 class hrs., 0 lab. hrs., and 3 sen. hrs. of credit.
2See General Education Reguirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
are specified in the program (e.g., PHY 203); others are to be chosen from the listing
of approved courses.
FACULTY
James F. Courtright, Program Director
Professor: McGraw
Associate Professors : Courtright, Simon (MFG)
Assistant Prof essor: Summers
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
IET 108. PRODUCTION METHODS AND CONTROL: Principles and technioues
of production; current practices in production planning, routing, and scheduling;
forecasting technigues, materials reguirements planning, and just-in-time systems.
3 sem. hrs.
IET 21s. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT: Study of the structure of in-
dustrial and service organizations; the responsibilities and duties of a manager or
supervisor in developing an effective production team. 3 sem. hrs.
IET 22s. ELEMENTS OF COST CONTROL: Survey of the methods of breakdown
and cost analysis of labor, material, and overhead used in manufacturing and service
organizations. Prerequisites: SET 1.12, 153. 3 sem. hrs.
IET 230. MorloN AND TIME STUDY I: Fundamentals of work simplification and
m9ti9n economy using the techniques of motion and time study for the development
of effective methods of production. Prerequisites: SET 112, 153. 2 sem. hrs.
IET 230L. MOTION AND TIME STUDY LABORATORY I: To accompany IET 230.
Three hours of laboratory a week. I sem. hr,
IET 316. QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECH-
NoLoGY: Introduction to the application of mathematics to decision making. prob-
ability, linear programming, decision analysis, queuing theory, and simulation. pre-
3 sem, hrs,
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reguisites: SET 1.13, 153.
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IET gr7. INDUSTRIAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS: Introduction to economic invest-
ment in eguipment, buildings, and projects including a study of compound interest
and depreciation. Prerequisiies: SE1153, 210' 3 sem. hrs.
IET 31E. STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL: Introduction to the techniques of
industrial process control using statistical methods. Prerequisites: SET 113, 153;
MCT 206L. - 3 sem. hrs.
IET 331. MOTION AND TIME STUDY II: Study of technigues in work measure-
ment and in setting time standards, including stop-watch time study and work
sampling. Introduction to predetermined time systems and standard data. Prerequi-
sitei IET zso. - 2 sem. hrs.
IET 331L. MOTION AND TIME STUDY LABORATORY II: To accomPany IET
331. Three hours of laboratory a week. 7 sem. hr,
IET 4OO. SELECTED INDUSTRIAL TOPICS: Investigation and discussion of current
technical topics in industrial engineering technology. May be taken more than once.
Prerequisite: Permission of program director. I-4 sem. hrs.
IET 405. LABOR ADMINISTRATION: Brief history of labor unionism and labor
legislation. Survey of collective bargaining contracts, grievances, and arbitration.
Wlge administration including iob evaluation, wage structures, wage incentives, and
"*p1oy"" 
evaluation. 3 sem' hrs,
IET 41s. INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY SEMINAR: Development
and management of the allocation of a company's resources: capacity, raw materials,
eguipment, and personnel, Previous IET coursework and computer simulation are
combined to solve product and service provision problems. Prereguisite: IET senior
status. 3 sem' hrs'
IET 4Ls. COST ESTIMATING: Study of the fundamentals involved in cost esti-
mating for manufacturing plants, the construction industry, and special Proie-cts.
Prereguisites: SET L53, 210. 3 sem, hrs.
IET 42o. INDUSTRIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY: Study of the OSHA
regulations as they apply to industry and the environment' Study and review of life
safety codes. 3 sem, hrs.
IET 421. PROIECT MANAGEMENT: Study of the structure, techniques, and appli-
cation of project management including mathematical models, decision making, styles
of management, and communications. Prerequisites: SET 113, 153; IET ,rt,:::,T1..
IET 422. HUMAN FACTORS: Study concerning the relationship U"t*""., humans
and their environment. The most efficient arrangement of machines, equipment, and
products suitable to human characteristics, Prerequisites: SET L1'3, 153; IET 215;
sPE L0L. 3 sem. hrs.
IET 423. THE IET IN SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS: A study of the industrial engi-
neering technologist's skills as related to service organizations. The application of
IET techniques for these organizations; job opportunities for IET graduates. Pre-
requisites: SET 113, 153. 3sem.hrs.
IET 432. PLANT LAYOUT: Study of the economical arrangement of stock, ma-
chines, and aisles for efficient material handling and production. Prereguisites: IET
Lo6,23Ot MCT 106L, 110L; SET 1s3. 2 sem, hrs.
IET 432L. PLANT LAYOUT LABORATORY: To accompany IET 432. Three hours
of laboratory a week.
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'1. sem, hr.
MFG
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (MFG)
The Manufacturing Engineering Technology Program prepares graduates for
technjc-al and management careers in many iypes of companies, i.rch as those
that fabricate and assemble mechanical eguipment o. .oni.r-"r'products, con-
tinuous process industries, and defense-related industries. positions in manu-
facturing engineering, plant engineering, production supervision, guality assur-
ance, methods, and tooling are appropriate for the graduate of this program.
Instruction is provided in manufacturing technology; computer-aided de-sign;
automated manufacturing and computer-integrated manuflcturing; the teih-
nical sciences; manufacturing planning and control; and applied ilathematics
including probability and statistics, caliulus, and linear programming. The pro-gram contains strong components from the humanities, social sciences, and
communications to help prepare the graduates for productive careers in industry.
PROGRAM_T6: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN MANU.
FACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (MFG)
Dept. No. Course Ist Termr 2nilTerm
CPT Lzz
MCT 11OLSET 1s3
ENG 1ot-102SET rrz-7rg
First Year
General Chemistry
Technical Drawing and CAD
Technical Computation
College Composition I, lI
Engineering Technology Mathematics I, II
General education reguirements2
Materials and Processes
Manufacturing Processes Laboratory
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
3-3-4
0-6-2
r.-0-1
3-0-3
4-0-4
3-O-3MFG 2O4
MFG 1O8L
sPE 10r
3-O-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-3-4
0-3-1
3-0-3
1?17
Sophomore Year
MFG 2O6L Dimensional Measurements O-3-1MCT 22O Statics and Dynamics 3-O-3IET 108 Production Methods and Control 3-O-3CPS ]44 FORTRAN 3_o_3HST 101 or 102 History of Western Civilization 3-o-3
9ET 210-111 Engineering Technology Mathematics III, IV 3-O-3EET 2Ol Fundamentals of Electronic TechnologyMCT 221 Strength of MaterialsMCT 231 Fluid MechanicsMFG 24O Manufacturing TechnologySET 334 Technical Writing
3-G3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
2-O-2
w16
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MFG
MFG
MCT
MCT
IET
IET
MFG
PHY
IET
MCT
funior Year
Numerical Control
Industrial Mechanisms
Fluid Power
Industrial Economic AnalYsis
Quantitative Methods in Industrial
Engineering TechnologY
Technical elective
Controls for Industrial Automation
Modern Technical PhYsics
Organization and Management
Mechanical Measurements
General education requirement2
Senior Year
Automated Manufacturing Systems and CIM 2'3-3
Seminar 1-o-1
Industrial and Environmental Safety 3-0-3
The Technological Society I, II 3-0-3
General education requirements2 3-0-3
Technical electives 3-0-3
Statistical Quality Control
University of DaYton IX
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
434
313
336
317
316
437
203
2t5
333L
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-2-4
3-0-3
0-3-1
3-0-3
tzt6
MFG 426
sET 499
IET 42O
T 301-302
IET 318
3-0-3
3-0-3
6-0-6
3-0-3
15
-L6
- tio. Jr"^ple, 3-0-3 means 3 class hours, 0 lab. hours, and 3 sern, hrs. of credit.
zSee Geneial-Education Reguirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
u." rp".ifi"d in the program (e.g., PHY 203); Lthers are to be chosen from the listing
of approved courses.
FACULTY
Robert L. Wolff, Program Director
Professor:Wolff
Asiociate Prof essor : Simon
Assistant Proiessorst Sharp, Summers (IET), Untener (MCT)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MFG 1OSL. MANUFACTURING PROCESSES LABORATORY: BASiC MCTAI TCMOVAI
processes, metal cutting theory, and production machines, such as lathes, grinde-rs,
Irrifr"g *".11""r, 
""a 
irill presses. Three hours of laboratory a week. 7 sem. hr.
MFG 204. INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS AND PROCESSES: Study of modern indus-
iri"i^"t".i"tr with emphasis on their chemical and physical properties-and methods
fY-*fri.f, tfr"V may be processed. Prerequisiter CPT L22, Corequist 
"t *rf ,?ll.tirr.
MFG 204L. INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS AND PROCESSES LABORATORY: HATd'
ness and tensile testing, heat treating, foundry Processes, welding, metal forming,
plastics, rubbers. To acJompany MfG -zol. Prerequisite: CPT 1'22' 7 sem' hr'
MFG2O6L.DIMENSIONALMEASUREMENTS:Theoryandpracticeof
dimensional metrology. Three hours of laboratory a week, Prerequisites:
MCT 110L.
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precision
sET 112,
7 sem, hr.
Engineering Technology MFG
MFG 240. MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY: Planning for the manufacture of a
product; tooling conceptsi design of lixtures, dies, jigs, and cutting tools; work
holding; work location; true position; geometric tolerancing. Prerequisites: MFG
7o8L,2o6L; MCT 110L. Corequisite: MCT 22r. 3 sem, hrs.
NIFG 424. ROBOTICS: Study of robotics including history, robot geometry, classi-
ffcations, end-effectors, sensors, safety, and programming. The application of robots
to today's manufacturing. Prerequisites: SET 113, 153; MCT 220 or 217,313,
3 sem, hrs.
N/EG 426. AUTOMATED MANUFACTT RXNG SYSTEMS AND CIM: Compre-
hensive study of automated manufacturing systems and computer-integrated manu-
facturing; how these systems are integrated in manufacturing. Prerequisites: MFG
IOSL; SET 753,2LO; EET zoL. 3 sem. hrs.
MFG 431 . CONTROLS FOR INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION: Study of pneumatic,
electrical, and electronic control devices and systems, including.programmable con-
trollers, servo devices, stepper motors, logic theory, and mic.roprocessors. Prereq-
uisites; EET 201; SET 113, 1s3; MCT 336. 3 sem. hrs.
MFG 434. NUMERICAL CONTROL: Manual and computer-assisted programming
and operation of NC machine tools, study of computer-integrated manufacturing
concepts, Prereguisites: SET L12, 153, 3 sem. hrs,
JJ/
MCT
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (MCT)
The Mechanical Engineering Technology Program emphasizes the practical
application of the principles of the mechanical field. career opportunitils are in
mechanical design, computer-aided design, product evaluationind development,
manufacturing engineering, computer-aided manufacturing, plant enginlering,
technical sales, technical service, fluid power, automation, and tupeirision. A
significant portion of the graduates are in technical management. The curric-
ulum includes a core of technical sciences; applied courseJin design, thermo-
dynamics,-fluid mechanics, and manufacturing; extensive laborat-ory experi-
ences; and mathematics from college algebra through probability, itatiitics,
calculus, and differential eguations. Courses ure requited in oral ind written
communication, with components in the humanities and social sciences to pro-
vide insight into the impact of technology on society. Concepts from bisic
education are stressed in technical courses. The curriculum is broad to prepare
graduates for employment and provide a foundation on which to base continued
study of changing technology.
, 
This program is accredited by The Technology Accreditation commission of
the Accreditation Board for Engineering and tiihnology.
PROGRAM-T7: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (MCT)
Dept, No. Course Tst Terml 2nil Term
First Year
CPT 122 General ChemistrvMFG 1O8L Manufacturing Prbcesses LaboratoryMCT 110L Technical Drawing and CADENG 101-102 College Composition I, IISET lt2-tt3 Engineering Technology Mathernatics I, II
3-3-4
0-3-1
0-6-2
3-0-3
4-O-4
3-0-3ftffC
MCT
SET
General education requirements22O4 Industrial Materials and Processes111 Computer Graphics153 Technical Computation
Sophomore Year
MCT zLS Statics
EET 2Ol Fundamentals of Electronic TechnologyCPS 744 FORTRANHST L01 or 102 History of Western CivilizationSET 334 Technical Writing
?ET 2IO-271 Engineering Technology Mathematics III, IVMFG 2O6L Dimensional MeasurementsMFG 24O Manufacturing TechnologyMCT 217 DynamicsMCT 22t Strength of MaterialsMCT 231 Fluid Mechanics
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3-0-3
3-0-3
3-G3
3-0-3
2-O-2
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-3-4
7-6-3
1-O-1
-Tz
3-0-3
s'3-1
3-O-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
t6
!7
t7
Engineering Technology
IET 275
sET 306
MCT 313
MCT 336
MCT 342
MCT 330
MCT 333L
PHY 2O3
T 10r.
MCT
Iunior Year
Organization and Management
Engineering Technology Mathematics V
Industrial Mechanisms
Fluid Power
Thermodynamics
Design of Machine Elements
Mechanical Measurements
Modern Technical Physics
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Technical elective
General education requirement2
Senior Year
Mechanical Design
Seminar
The Technological Society l, II
Mechanical engineering technology electives
Technical electives
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-3-4
3-0-3
3-0-3
0-3-1
3-2-4
3-()-3
3-G3
3-0-3
w
MCT
SET
SET
MCT
433
499
301-302
2-O-2
1-0-1
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0.3
3-0-3
-15
3-0-3
3-0-3
6-0-6
3-0-3
15
General education reguirements2
rFor example,3-o-3 means 3 class hours,0 lab. hours, and 3 sem. hrs, of credit.
2See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some general education courses
are specified in the program (e.g., PHY 203); others are to be chosen from the listing
of approved courses.
FACULTY
Philip E. Doepker, Chairperson
Prolessor Emeritus : Wilder
Professors: Doepker, Mott, Wolff (MFG)
Assistant Professors: Sharp (MFG), Untener
Adjunct Associate Professor : Wendeln
COURSESOF INSTRUCTION
MCT 110L. TECHNICAL DRAWING AND CAD: Computer-aided design, technical
sketching, conventional industrial plactices, orthographic projection, dimensioning,
and interpreting engineering drawings. Six hours of laboratory a week. 2 sem. hrs,
MCT 11L. COMPUTER GRAPHICS: Advanced computer-aided design, descriptive
geometry, geometric tolerancing, true position, Prerequisite: MCT 110L, Coreguisite:
MCT 111L. 7 sem. hr.
MCT 111L. COMPUTER GRAPHICS TABORATORY: Laboratory to accompany
MCT 111, Six hours of laboratory a week. Coreguisite: MCT 11r. 2 sem.hrs.
MCT 215. STATICS: Force systems, resultants and eguilibrium, centroids of areas
and centers of gravity of bodies, trusses, franes, beasrs, friction, and moments of
inertia of areas and bodies. Prerequisites: SET 1.12, 153. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 277. DYNAMICS : Principles of applied engineering dynamics, including kinet-
ics, kinematics, conservation of energy, conservation of momentum, and introduction
to mechanical vibrations. Prereguisites : MCT 215 or 22O; SET 153, 210. 3 sem. hrs.
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MCT 220. STATICS AND DYNAMICS: Force systems, components, resultants,
eguilibrium, center of gravity, friction, moment of inertia, kinematics and kinetics.
For non-MCT majors only. Prerequisites : SET 712, 153. Corequisite: SET 2r.0.
3 sem. hrs,
IvICT 221. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS: Analysis and design of load-carrying
members, considering stress and deflection. Direct stresses and stresses due to torsion
and bending, combined stresses, pressure vessels. Prereguisites: MCT 215 or 22O;
sET 1s3, 210, 3 sem, hrs.
MCT 231. FLUID MECHANICS: Properties of fluids, hydrostatic and buoyant
forces, Bernoulli's equation, energy eguation, flow of real fluids in pipes, friction
losses, measurement of flow. Prerequisites: SET 'J,t2, 1,53, 3 sem. hrs,
MCT 313. INDUSTRIAL MECHANISMS: Motions, displacements, velocities, accel-
erations, cams, linkages, and gears with 4pplications to selected machines or devices.
Prereguisites : MCT 1L0L, 22O or 2L7 : SET. 153. Coreguisite: SET 210, 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 330. DESIGN OF MACHINE ELEMENTS: Analytical design of springs, shafts,
couplings, bearings, gears; stress analysis, working stresses, fatigue. Original design
project reguired. Prereguisites: MCT 111, 7ILL,22t,313; SET 153. 3 sem.hrs.
MCT 333L. MECHANICAL MEASUREMENTS: Laboratory experiences in selected
physical measurements and evaluations: typical selections from pressure, temperature,
flow, power, noise, vibration, buckling, nondestructive examination, and stress and
strain due to tension, bending, and torsion. Three hours of laboratory a week. Pre-
requisites: EET 201; MFG 204, 204L; MCT 217 or 22O,22t,237. I sem, hr,
MCT 336. FLUID POWER: Study of hydraulic and pneumatic fluid power systems
and components as used in industrial, mobile, and aerospace applications, Analytical
design of circuits, components, and basic control devices, Prerequisite: MCT 231.
Coreguisite: MCT 336L. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 336L. FLUID POWER LABORATORY: Laboratory to accompany MCT 336.
Evaluation of fluid power components, circuits, and control devices accomplished from
physical measurements and visual inspections. Graphicat design and further analytical
design of circuits and systems, Three hours,of laboratory a week. 7 sem,hr,
MCT 342. THERMODYNAMICS: General laws of thermodynamics, properties of
pure substances, processes, cycles, and applications to machines. Prerequisites: SET
L53, 210. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 400. SELECTED MECHANICAL TOPICS: Investigations and discussion of cur-
rent technical topics in mechanical engineering technology, May be taken more than
once. Prerequisite: Permission of the departnrent chairperson. 7-4 sem. hrs.
MCT 423. DESTGN OF MECHANICAL SYSTEMS: Synthesis of mechanical devices
and systems. Emphasis on the integration of various machine elements into a single
unit. Original team design projects required. Prerequisite: MCT 33O. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 430. DESIGN OF FLUID POWER SYSTEMS: Design of fluid power systems
using graphical and analytical optimizing technigues. Open and closed loop circuit
studies. Original design projects. Prerequisite: MCT 336. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 432. HEAT POWER: Applications of the fundamentals of thermodynamics,
emphasizing energy transfer systems such as internal combustion engines, gas tur-
bines, steam power plants, and reversed cycle devices. Prerequisites: MCT 342, SET
rs3. 3 sem. hrs.
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MCT 433. MECHANICAL DESIGN: Bringing analytical and graphical techniques
from previous courses together to accomplish the design of complete mechanisms or
other types of mechanical devices, Prereguisite: MCT 330, 2 sem. hrs,
MCT 43E. THERMAL CONTROL: Elements of heat transfer: conduction, convec-
tion, and radiation; heat transmission through walls, applications to industry and
building construction. Prereguisites: MCT 231, SET 153. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 440. APPLIED VIBRATIONS: Vibration of single degree of freedom systems,
reciprocating machinery, and rotating machinery; balancing; vibration damping; iso-
lation; applications to noise reduction, Prerequisites: MCT 2L7; SET 153,306.
3 sem. hrs.
MCT 44s. EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS: Principles of experimental stress analy-
sis and motion measurement using strain gages, photoelasticity, brittle coatings,
accelerometers, and computerized data acguisition and analysis. Coreguisites: MCT
33O,445L. Prereguisites: EET 201, SET 153. 2 sem. hrs.
MCT 44sL. EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS LABORATORY: Laboratory to accom-
pany MCT 445. Laboratory experiments to install and calibrate strain gages, measure
strain on structures in tension and bending using strain gages, photoelasticity and
brittle coatings, vibration measurement using accelerometers and motion trans-
ducers, Coreguisite: MCT 445. 7 sem. hr,
pi&,.!:
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SET
ENCINEERING TECHNOLOGY SERVICE
couRSES (SET)
FACULTY
Professor: Strange
Associate Prof essor : Staub
Assistant Prof essor : C. Schleppi
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
SET 101. INDUSTRIAL MATHEMATICS: Review of introductory algebra and
other selected mathematical topics. 3 sem. hrs.
SET 112. ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY MATHEMATICS I: Engineering tech-
nology applications of equations, functions, linear systems, exponents, radicals,
logarithms, polynomials, triangle and analytic trigonometry, vectors, and complex
numbers. 4 sem. hrs.
SET 113. ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY MATHEMATICS II: Engineering tech-
nology applications of selected topics in ffnite mathematics such as linear systems,
matrices, sets, probability, statistics, logic, and Boolean algebra. 3 sem, hrs.
SET 153. TECHNICAL COMPUTATION: Introduction to computer programming
in BASIC, including BASIC statements, input, output, looping, branching, and arrays,
7 sem.hr,
SET 210. ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY MATHEMATICS III: Introduction to the
basic concepts of differential and integral calculus. The derivative, maxima and
minima, differentials, the antiderivative, applications. The deffnite integral, integra-
tion, areas, volumes, centroids, work. Prereguisite: SET 112, 3 sem. hrs.
SET 211. ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY MATHEMATICS IV: The derivative and
antiderivative formulas for composite functions: chain rule, exponential and logarith-
mic functions, trigonometric functions, integration technigues, Introduction of partial
derivatives and multiple integrals. Prerequisite: SET 21O. 3 sem, hrs,
*SET 301. THE TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY I: History of technology as a revolu-
tionary social force and of the interrelationships between technology, politics, and
economics. Prereguisite: HST L0t or 1O2. 3 sem. hrs.
*SET 302. THE TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY II: Continuation of SET 3o1 with
emphasis on the sociology of technologyi criticism and defense of technology as a
social force. 3 sem, hrs.
SET 306. ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY MATHEMATICS Vr Selected topics from
ordinary differential eguations with emphasis on operational methods for solving prob-
lems encountered in engineering technology. Prereguisite: 5ET 2f.L. 3 sem. hrs.
SET 334. TECHNICAL WRITING: Comprehensive treatment of the fundamentals of
writing effective technical documentation for industry, including use of technical
illustrations and tables. Prereguisite: ENG 102. 2 sem. hrs,
SET 400. SPECIAL TOPICS IN ENGINEEITING TECHNOLOGY: Investigation and
discussion of current topics in engineering technology. May be taken more than once.
Prereguisite ; Permission of instructor.
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Engineering Technology SET
SET 401. DESIGN OF SYSTEMS: An interdisciplinary course in which a team of
students solves a complex problem using a three-phased systems approach. Projects
vary from term to term, but all are concerned with societal problems, such as trans-
portation, energy, or environrnent. 3 sem. hrs.
SET 499. 9EMINAR: Selected technical and occupational topics. Reguired of all
technology students in the senior year. 7 sem. hr,
*General education course,See Chaoter V,
rqdF&'..1
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X Interdisciplinary, Experimental,
and Special Areas
CENTER FOR CHRISTIAN RENEWAL
The Center for Christian Renewal brings the resources of the University and
the Catholic and Christian community into cooperation and dialogue with
groups in the local community, the archdiocese, the nation, and the world. The
Center is a collaborative effort of the Marianist community, the faculty, staff,
and students of the University, and the Church community of the Archdiocese
of Cincinnati. Activities of the Center and its constitutive organizations are
made possible by the resources, contributed services, and ffnancial support of
the Marianist community. The following five organizations carry out the mis-
sion of the Center.
CENTER FOR RELTGTOUS TELECOMMUNTCATTONS (CRT)
Communications is an integral part of the Church's mission and an indis-
pensable tool for achieving its goals of evangelization, education, and spiritual
formation. Recent technological developments have confronted the Church with
new questions regarding the most effective means of communicating with the
modern world and the most appropriate ways of using the new communication
technologies. To assist the Church in meeting these needs, the Center for Re-
ligious Telecommunications (CRT) has as its primary purpose to monitor the
development of new communication technologies, to assess their potential for
Church use, and to design models of effective utilization to meet specific Church
needs. CRT offers consultation, courses, workshops, and seminars; designs and
coordinates audio- and video-teleconferences; and aids in the production of
religious programs for local and national distribution. Students interested in
special projects or internships with the Center are invited to see the executive
director of CRT.
MORES OFFICE FOR MINISTRY AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION SERVICES
MORES Office for Ministry and Religious Education Services provides liaison
between the University community and the surrounding community in adult
religious education, leadership, and pastoral ministry. It conducts research and
provides development and support in various ways: presentations, workshops,
institutes, consultation, program planning, and group development and facilita-
tion. Programs include MORES Ministry with Handicapped People, support for
the Student Association for Religious Education, and co-sponsorship of the
annual Religious Education Institute. Situated in the Department of Religious
Studies, MORES collaborates, freguently as a co-sponsor, with various units of
the University as well as with various agencies and other units of both the
Archdiocese of Cincinnati and the local interfaith communitv.
Special Areas
OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
The Office of Educational Services provides assistance to Catholic schools and
public school districts to enable school personnel to reach policy decisions based
on relevant knowledge and value commitments. "Relevant knowledge" includes
financial studies, needs assessments, attitude surveys, enrollment proiections,
and other information necessary for making intelligent decisions about speciffc
policies. "Value commitments" include consideration of educational aims and
ethical questions inherent in policy decisions. One of the priorities of the Office
is service to Catholic schools. Another is its effort to act as a network linking
those who share value concerns as they relate to educational policy-making.
The Office is located in, draws support from, and uses the resources of the
School of Education.
OFFICE ON AGING
The Office on Aging (OOA) serves as a witness to the University of Day-
ton's commitment to address the needs and issues of the older adult population,
especially as these relate to spiritual and social welfare. Changes in the number
and proportion of older adults in society have numerous and prodigious impli-
cations for Catholic and other religious organizations, educational institutions,
and families. OOA provides such services as consultation, program development,
education, coordination, and planning. It offers workshops and seminars, assists
in program design and implementation, and carries out needs assessments. These
services are offered directly to the Cincinnati Province of the Society of Mary(Marianists), parishes, professional and lay groups with ministries in geron-
tology, and University personnel seeking information related to the aging proc-
ess and the older adult. Students interested in experiential opportunities in the
field of gerontology should contact the director of the Office on Aging.
STRATEGIES FOR RESPONSIBLE DEVELOPMENT
Since 7974, Strategies for Responsible Development (SRD) has been en-
couraging both the campus and the community to take active roles in responsi-
ble development. Part of SRD's work consists of educational projects to make
people more aware of justice and development issues. SRD is also concerned
with finding ways the University can use its resources and capacity for research
and service to assist developing communities.
On campus, SRD sponsors the Social Justice Task Force, mini-courses on
hunger and volunteerism, and a program of neighborhood tours for undergradu-
ates. In the community, SRD focuses on the poor and the issues that affecithem.
The main form of outreach is offering technical assistance to neighborhood
organizations involved in economic and community development projects in
low-income areas of the city. SRD sponsors training sessions, conferenies, and
workshops that help to empower local people in their efforts to improve the
q_uality of life in their neighborhoods. Through these activities it has helped the
University form many productive partnerships throughout the Dayton area.
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
The center for International studies was established within the College of
Arts and Sciences to provide an institutional base for the major in international
studies, to facilitate faculty research in international affairs, and to increase
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community outreach. The Center supports the University's Model United Na-
tions and the immersion experience that is part of the minor in international
development studies, It also sponsors programs and conferences on such sub-
jects as U.S.-Latin American and U.S.-Soviet relations. Many of these are co-
sponsored by the Dayton Council on World Affairs, an autonomous organization
now housed in the Center. See also INS, Chapter VI.
CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF FAMILY DEVELOPMENT
The Center for the Study of Family Development serves as a major resource
for an interdisciplinary program of family studies within the College of Arts
and Sciences. Center functions include systematic research into family life and
the issues concerning families, an interdisciplinary minor in family studies, and
the dissemination of knowledge about the family. See also FDV, Chapter VI.
COMPUTER CENTER
In the Computer Center, the University's Office for Computing Activities
(OCA) operates several time-sharing computers and microcomputers for the
benefit of students, faculty, and staff as well as for academic support services,
the registration process, and many other administrative functions. In addition,
access to a supercomputer system is available for large projects'
Various academic departments offer courses in or involving programming and
the use of the computer, for which students regularly come to OCA's Terminal
Center to do assignments. In addition, students not enrolled in courses spe-
cifically reguiring computer use may learn about it and gain experience on a
first-come, first-served basis once they have received comPuter account numbers
(applied for at the Office for Computing Activities). More than 3OO terminals
and microcomputers are available for those who need them. The Bookstore sells
manuals produced by the staff to explain the Computer Center's equipment and
how to use the computer systems.
Student dispatchers, consultants, and programmers are hired each year to
assist the staff in providing computing service to the University community.
Students interestedin working as :rny of these are encouraged to visit the office
of the assistant director for computer operations, the assistant director for
academic computing, or the director of OCA'
CooPERATTVE EDUCATION (COP)
Cooperative education is an optional program of full-time, on-campus- study
alternating with terms of full-time, off-campus work training' Among the ex-
pected benefits to the student are on-the-job experience, career identiftcation,
financial assistance, and professional development' The work training terms
average sixteen weeks. Three full terms of work training are considered min-
imum for the program. Students are encouraged to begin their first co-op work
experience after their third semester of academic study'
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TYPICAL WORK AND STUDY SCHEDULES
Aug.-Dec.
1st Term
f an.-Apr.
2nd Term
May-Aug.
3rd Term
1st Year Group A
Group B
Group C
Study 1
Study 1
Study 1
Study 2
Study 2
Study z
Study 3
Vacation
Vacation
2nd Year Group A
Group B
Group C
WorkA
Study 3
Study s
Study I
WorkA
Study e
WorkB
Study n
Work A
3rd Year Group A
Group B
Group C
Study 5
Work B
Study s
WorkC
Study s
Work B
Study 6
WorkC
Study o
4th Year Group A
Group B
Group C
WorkD
Study 6
Work C
Study 7
WorkD
Study z
Work E
Study 7
WorkD
5th Year Group A
Group B
Group C
Study 6
Work E
Study 8 *0"
Qualifications for entering and remaining in cooperative education are (1) to be
admitted to the University as a full-time undergraduate with the intention of
graduating; (2) to be a declared major in one of the academic departments
participating in the co-op programi (3) to maintain good academic standing as
specified by the particular academic department; and (e) to engage in full-time
study and make progress toward the degree during each study term following
each full-time work training term. Placement in a job is not guaranteed since
it depends on the student's qualifications and on the availability of jobs.
Cooperative education is currently available as an option to full-time un-
dergraduate majors in the following:
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES: Chemistry (CHM), Computer Science
(CPS), Computer Information Systems (CIS), Mathematics (MTH).
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS: Accounting (ACC), Management Information Sys-
tems (MIS), Economics (ECO), Finance (FIN), Management (MGT), Marketing(MKr).
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING: Chemical Engineering (CME), Chemical Process
Technology (CPT), Civil Engineering (CIE), Electrical Engineering (ELE), Bio-
Engineering Technology (BET),Electronic Engineering Technology (EET), En-
vironmental Engineering Technology (EVT), Industrial Engineering Technology
(IET), Manufacturing Engineering Technology (MFG), Mechanical Engineering
(MEE), Mechanical Engineering Technology (MCT).
If the cooperative education option becomes available in other majors, notice
will be released through the admissions counseling staff of the University.
Incoming first-year students or transfer students interested in cooperative
education should attend a Co-op New Student Seminar during the new student
orientation week in August or attend one of the seminars held in September
and January of each year. After each Co-op New Student Seminar, such stu-
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dents may begin the process of entering the program, which includes ffling an
application and having an initial interview with one of the coordinators. Those
who start as first-year students at the University are eligible for placement after
completing three terms of full-time study on camPus. Transfer students,
whether from two-year or four-year institutions, spend one full-time study
term on campus after transferring before becoming eligible for the lirst work-
training term.
Further information on the cooperative education program may be obtained
by writing or calling the Director of Cooperative Education, University of
Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45469; telephone (5'13) 229'39L4.
DEVELOPMENTAL SKILLS (DEV)
Developmental skills courses are offered by the Learning Assistance Center.
(See Chapter II.) Their purpose is to assist students who need additional work
in reading, writing, or mathematics. Although credit is attached to these courses,
this credit is not applicable toward graduation in any academic program. It is
counted, however, in determining class status and eligibility for financial aid.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
DEV oso. DEVELOPMENTAL READING AND STUDY SKILLS: Instruction and
practice in college-level reading and studying: vocabulary development, paragraph
comprehension, textbook reading, note taking, test taking, and tirne 
-t"1t:ff1;.rr.
DEV 060. DEVELOPMENTAL MATHEMATICS: Individualized mastery review of
arithmetic and basic algebra; math anxiety reduction technigues and study 
Zl:)):.rrr.
DEV 070. DEVELOPMENTAL WRITING: Basic grammar and composition, includ-
ing sentence building, usage, punctuation, and paragraph and theme writing. Re-
guired of students whose scores do not permit placement in ENG 10L. 3 sem, hrs.
GENERAL STUDIES (GEN)
Students who find the traditional programs with departmental majors un-
suitable to their purposes, needs, or interests may follow Patterns of their own
design in choosing courses under the General Studies Program, which leads to
the degree of Bachelor of General Studies. See GEN, Chapter VI'
GRADUATE GUIDANCE CENTER
The mission of the Graduate Guidance Center is to assist undergraduate
students in determining their needs with resPect to graduate schools. The Cen-
ter has an up-to-date library of graduate school bulletins as well as information
on scholarships and fellowships. In addition, it offers help in filing applications
and seeking nationally recognized fellowships and scholarships. It can inform
students whether they may be eligible for any of these awards and assist them
in preparing applications. Any UD undergraduate interested in pursuing gradu-
ate sfudies is encouraged to visit the Center and take advantage of its services.
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HOME-STUDY COURSES
Students who wish to accrue academic credit during the summer but find it
inconvenient to be on campus for classroom courses during either session of the
third term should consult the ofiicial third-term composite of courses and con-
sult with their advisors for information about the home-study courses that
several departments offer. These are conducted by mail on a tutorial or semi-
tutorial basis for students who have proven their ability and their motivation
to work alone.
HUMAN RELATIONS
As an integral part of the Office of Personnel Services, the Human Relations
Office, in St. Mary's Hall, Room 122, provides services to all employees, in-
cluding student employees. The human relations director is the University's
compliance officer for Affirmative Action/Egual Employment Opportunity
(AA/EEO), Title IX of the Education Amendment of '1972, Sections 503 and
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of L973, Section 4o2 of the Vietnam Era Veterans
Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975.
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
All interdisciplinary and experimental studies at the University of Dayton
must involve University students and faculty, must be commensurate with
University resources or resources accessible to the University, and must further
the recognized goals and purposes of the University. When these studies in-
volve disciplines within the College of Arts and Sciences or one of the Schools,
they are administered by or through the offices of the respective deans. When
they are University-wide, i.e., inter-school, they are usually administered by the
Office of the Provost. See also Interdisciplinary Studies in Chapters VI (ASI),
vrl (BAI), VIII (EDr), IX (ENI).
UNIVERSITY-WIDE INTERDISCIPLINARY (UDI)
Courses considered suitable for the UDI designation are submitted for ap-
proval to the Committee on Minicourses (COMC), which is accountable to the
University Provost. UDI courses are administered through University Con-
tinuing Education.
The following courses have been offered at least once from the first term of
1987-88 through the second term of L988-89.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
UDI 140M. SELECTED ISSUES-ALCOHOL AND OTHER SUBSTANCES: Discus-
sion of such topics as the responsible use of alcohol, the costs and consequences of
driving while intoxicated, the social implications of illicit substances, addiction, and
.5 sem.hr,
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UDI 1s2M. BASIC SIGN LANGUAGE: Introduction to manual communication
through fingerspelling, signs, and mime. Information on deaf culture from books, a
film, and invited speakers. 7 sem, hr.
UDI 1ssM. INTRODUCTION TO CAREER DEVELOPMENT: Survey of career de-
velopment theories and the world of work. Determining career interests, decision
making, and developing a personal plan of action. Some lield experience. 7 sem.hr.
UDI 164M. INTRODUCTION TO DISASTER SERVICES: Introduction to the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary in meeting the disaster-caused needs of
individuals and families. Red Cross Disaster Relief certificate awarded. 7 sem, hr.
UDI 202M. ALTERNATIVE CAREERS THROUGH VOLUNTEER INVOLVEMENT:
Exploration of the value of volunteer service and its connections to full-time careers.
Assessment of skills in service to others; linking of alternate career choices to maiors,
7 sem.hr.
UDI 204M. AESTHETICS OF THE ORNAMENTAL ARTS: The aesthetic, historical,
and cultural development of jewelry and ornamental objects, with emphasis on their
relationship to major art forms and the philosophy of art from the Middle Ages to the
Bauhaus movement. 7 sem.hr.
UDI 2O6M, THE POWER OF MYTH: The personal meaning of myth as presented
by foseph Campbell, interviewed by Bill Moyers, in the PBS video series The Power
of Myth. 7 sem. hr.
UDI 215M. SEARCHING OUT LIFE AND FAITH PATTERNS: Through class pres-
entations and discussions, journal keeping, and weekly meetings with a facilitator,
students reflect upon where they are on their spiritual and life journeys. 2 sem. hrs.
UDI 218M. THOMAS MORE, A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS: St. Thomas More,
the world he lived in, the issues he faced, and the relevance of his thinking and wit-
ness for today. 7 sem.hr,
UDI 220M. BLACK CATHOLICS PAST AND PRESENT: Introduction to the his-
tory of black Catholics in the U.9. Attention to concerns voiced by black Catholics
today and proposals to meet these concerns. I sem,hr.
UDI 225M. RETHINKING RAPE: A speaker series covering acquaintance rape; vic-
tim-witness services and crisis intervention; legal, medical, and psychological aspects
of rape; men's rape education and changing masculine images; t"tt U"t"nt";.rr^.rr.
UDI 232M. RESPONSIBILITY IN A HUNGRY WORLD: Survey of the complexities
of world hunger. Strategies for responsible action to alleviate hunger in the U.S. and
abroad. 7 sem,hr,
UDI
UDI 2s7M. SONG FEST, SONG LEADER, AND SONG: Study of the role of the
song leader and materials for public song fests, including song literature from the
folk culture to the popular urban and topical song cultures. ,S sem.hr.
UDI 264M. AMERICA'S CML RIGHTS MOVEMENT: The civil righrs activities of
black and white Americans as depicted in the documentary film series Eyes on the
Prize.lnttoductory lectures; group discussion of the struggle for social justice.
UDI2soM. FRENCH COMPUTERESE WORKSHOP I: Underst""O,", 
".O1r"lr,l"ing the French vocabulary of the computer age, French contributions to the ffeld.
Intermediate level-French into English. I sem. hr.
UDI 290M. BRAZIL-THE OTHER HALF OF LATIN AMERICA: Survev of con-
temporary Btazil, of a people struggling to survive with an almost incomprehensible
inflation rate. Overview of the geography, history, economy, and culture. I sem,hr,
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empower women as well as men,
UDI 300M' CAREER SEARCH woRKsHoP: Assistance in learning to communi-
cate one's abilities and arouse interest in potential employers. Studente evaluate their
v-ocational and personal gualities and develop resources and technigues for marketing
these gualities to employers. I sem.hl.
UDI 307M. WOMEN AND AUTHORITY: The distinction between power and em-powermenti how religious authority can be conceptualized and structured in order to
UDI
/ sem, hr,
UDI 308M. SPANISH FoR THE HELPING PROFESSIONAL: Intensive specialized
course for non-Hispanic Americans entering or in education, social work, business,
medicine, and law. Intensive oral practice, role playing, and other activities to pre-pare for communication with clients and colleagues. Readings on Hispanic culture;
review of key patterns of grammar and sentences. 2 sem. hrc.
UDI 380M. FRENCH COMPUTERESE II: same as 280M except that advanced level
reguires translation from English into French as well. I sem. hr.
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SERVICES
The university of Dayton maintains two offices to serve the needs of inter-
national students and others whose native languages are not English. These
services are available to any member of the University community.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ADVISOR
An international student advisor provides individual counseling to all inter-
national students on immigration and financial and social needsl offering as-
sistance in such matters as.housing, meal tickets, and campus jobs. she is aliays
available in emergencies. Arrangements to see the internitional student advisor
should be made within twenty-four hours of a new student's arrival on campus.
INTERNATIONAL SERVICES COORDINATOR
The coordinator, International services, is available to assist international
students with all matters pertaining to admission, including the evaluation of
foreign credentials to determine the amount of credit translerable to the uni-
versity of Dayton. she is also available to advise and assist members of thefaculty and others of the campus community in matters pertaining to visas
and immigration law.
For American students interested in spending a semester or year abroad, she
can-provide information regarding international study at forilgn institutions
or through programs of other accredited American institutions. students con-
sidering study abroad should consult the coordinator regarding the quality ;f
various foreign programs and credits transferable to thJUnive"rsity. '
INTERNATIONAL MARIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
To facilitate and encourage Marian studies in the United states and abroad,
the International Marian Research Institute (IMRI) was founded in 19zs at the
university of Dayton in affiliation with the Roman pontifical Theological Fac-
ulty Marianum. Housed in the Marian Library, IMRI offers annual iraduate-
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level summer schools on a three-year cycle to promote the programs of Marian
Studies established by the Marianum. Through IMRI, students can work toward
a pontifical licentiate of sacred theology (S.T.L.) or doctorate of sacred theology
(S.T.D.)-each with specialization in Mariology-a certificate in Marian Stud-
ies, or a master's degree in religious studies with specialization in Mariology
from the University's Department of Religious Studies, offered in a joint pro-
gram. Course offerings include studies in Mariology, Christology, ecclesiology,
spirituality, and theological anthropology.
Recognized as one of the world's leading centers for Mariological studies, the
International Marian Research Institute also is involved in the promotion of the
arts, continued scholarly research, and the planning of workshops. The faculty
are theologians expert in scripture, Mariology, spirituality, ecclesiology, patris-
tics, and Christology. World-renowned theologians often join the faculty as
guest teachers or lecturers.
Admission is approved by the director of IMRI and an advisory council.
MARIAN LIBRARY
The Marian Library, on the seventh floor of the Roesch Library, houses the
world's largest collection of theological, artistic, and devotional literature dedi-
cated to the Virgin Mary. Scholars from many nations have been using its re-
sources, which include 7L,ooo books and pamphlets in over fifty languages
(several thousand printed before 1800), runs of 125 periodicals, a clipping file of
52,OOO items, some 200 microforms, and a large philatelic collection, as well as
medals, slides, photographs, and other pictorial materials. This assemblage of
Mariana is supplemented by national and regional bibliographies, reference tools
for studies of the Bible, and works on the history of printing, ecclesiastical and
dogmatic history, and Christian art, with special emphasis on the art of the
Eastern Churches and medieval Europe. A Ukrainian collection of Marian art
and literature was begun in 198L.
Professors can make arrangements for special class sessions at the Marian
Library on such topics as the history of printing, Christian art, and the develop-
ment of the Mariin cult. The Marian Library features exhibits of its holdings
and sponsors occasional lectures by visiting speakers.
The Library's scholarly multilingual annual, Marian Library Studies' pro-
motes the renewal and development of scientific studies in Mariology by in-
tegrating them with other spheres of research such as the critical edition of
teits, hiitorical bibliography, and comparative studies in theology, psychology,
and religious anthropology.
MINICOURSES
Minicourses are special, short-term, credited courses developed by students
and/or faculty to meet specific, sometimes highly current needs or interests not
provided for in the regular curricula. They are offered to all students through
University Continuing Education as well as by academic departments. The
typical minicourse carries one semester hour of credit, which implies fifteen
ciiss hours. Classes can be in various sequences, extending over several weeks
or concentrated within a few days. (Some minicourses take the form of work-
shops.) Occurring at various times in the year, minicourses are well publicized
ott lu-put. They can be added to students' schedules during the term. For a
sample listing of minicourses, see UDI.
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PRE-LAW
. 
At the univer-sity of Dayton, the Pre-Law program provides students with
the guidance and academic assistance necessary to-prepire them for success in
the 
-study of law. It is directed by the Pre-Law Committee, composed of fiveprofessors trained in pre-law advising.
Law schools discourage students from having a ,,pre-law,, major. At theUniversity of Dayton, therefore, such an undergiaduaie major is unavailable.
Instead, upon entering the University, students iimply declaie their interest in
pre-law and become membe-rs of the pre-law ptog."*. They may select speciffc
m-aiors either as incoming_ first-year students or, with the aid of their pie-law
advisors, later in their college careers.
In conformity with suggestions from law schools, the pre-Law Committee
recommends that students choose undergraduate majors in accord with their
interests and abilities. lvlajors that permit electives are preferred over those
with more rigid curricula.
In addition to course.s in their majors, pre-law students take courses that helpdevelop analytical skills and academic abilities necessary to success in law
school and careers in law. Law schools repeatedly emphisize the mastery of
th-ese skills alorrg with knowledg-e in specifii 
"."ut it prereguisite to legal study.while no pre-law course of study is perfect for all siudenis, particular courses
taken in co-njunction with a traditional academic major provide the pre-law
student with an excellent_ academic preparation for legal it.tdy. the pre-Law
committee recommends that students pursue u .ourre of study which empha-
sizes the following:
1.. skill in the analysis and synthesis of ideas. courses in such disciplines as
phil-osophy, literature, mathematics, history, and the sciences develop critical,
analytical thinking.
2. Proficiency in communicating ideas effectively and clearly. Courses in such
areas as composition theory and process, in exposition and argumentation, in
persuasion, and in the techniques and uses of research aid in the development
of this ability.
3. Comprehension of the basic principles of the American political and legal
system, including their origins and functions. Courses in Briiish and Americln
history, political science, and criminal justice promote an understanding of
these concepts.
4. A critical examination of the ethical issues in the law and the legal profes-
sion' Courses in philosophy and religious studies form a basis foir such an
examination.
5. A-n understanding of the basic principles of economics and accounting.
Members of the Pre-Law committee provide students with informatioi about
law school recruitment, opportunities fbr financial assistance to law school ap-
plicantq. the writing of applications and securing of recommendations, and the
Law school Admission Test (LSAT). In addition, the Committee sponsors a
simulated LSAT, given twice a year, a pre-law internship for which students
receive course credit for working at legal duties in an ittorney's office, and
intensive counselling on an individual basis.
The following professors compose the Pre-Law Committee: Roberta Alex-
ander, DgecJol (History); Jefferson Ingram (Criminal Justice); R. Alan Kim-
brough (English); Peter Nelson (Political science); Michael payne (philosophy).
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For further information concerning the Pre-Law program at UD, students
should contact the Pre-Law Program Secretary, o'Reilly Hall, university of
Dayton 45469.
RESEARCH INSTITUTE
The University includes research as one of its stated purposes. In- addition to
faculty members in academic departments, a large staff of re_search scientists,
engineers, and technicians conduct basic and applied re-search. Most of these
act'ivities are externally funded and are conducted in the laboratories of the
University of Dayton Research Institute.
Severaf hundrei students are employed on research programs in accord with
the University's emphasis on integration of research and instruction. In addi-
tion to flnancial benefits, this reiearch participation provides students with
valuable experience and an exPosure to issues at the forefront of contemporary
science and engineering.
RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)
The Department of Military Science offers the Army ROTC training Program
on cattrp.ri, leading to a commission as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army at
the time of graduation. See MIL, Chapter VI.
STUDY ABROAD
BUSINESS SUMMER STUDY ABROAD
The Business Summer Study Abroad program is open to all students withjunior class or higher standing who have completed a minimum of twelve
semester hours of business courses. The objectives of the program are to (1)
have the students understand the concepts, technigues, and problems involved
in international business, (2) raise the students' consciousness of the importance
of culture to business in foreign environments, and (S) exPose the students to
the various approaches to conducting international business through visits and
discussions with executives of U.S' and foreign international firms.
The term, of approximately one month's duration, will coincide with one of
the ISSAP sessions to allow students to participate in both Programs. The sites
visited will vary from year to year but will normally be England and two or
three other European countries. School of Business faculty will usu,ally teach
BAI 301, Practicum in International Business, and upper-division electives in
their fields of expertise.
GEOLOGY FIELD COURSE_BRITISH ISLES
The Department of Geology conducts its course in field geology (GEO 303)
on alternate years in the United Kingdom. In addition to practicing standard
techniques oi geologic mapping, students are presented with a variety of prob-
lems in structural, itratigraphic, and petrologic interpretations. Of particular
interest are visits made to classic localities, such as Hutton's unconformity in
Scotland and the Murchison-Sedgwick controversial Cambrian area of Wales,
that were significant in the development of the earth sciences. Travel in the
United Kingdom is by minibus, and lodging is at country inns.
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INTERDEPARTMENTAL SUMMER STUDIES ABROAD
.. 
The rnterdepartmental s-umme1 study Abroad program (IssAp) was estab-
Iished in 7972 to give students from ali majors the Jpportunity to study and
experience one or more fo-reign cultures. The program is open to anyone at-
tending or eligible to attend the University of Diyton. The program sites, which
vary from year to year, are major European citils. students s-pe.rd t 
"".ly orr"month at each of the sites with University of Dayton professors and 
-ay .irooseto attend at one, two, or three of the sites. various iourses are offered at each
site, and a variety of disciplines-is represented each year. A three-site participant
can complete a full semester of course work abroai
_ 
In the past, ISSAP students have studied in Athens, Dublin, Florence,
Fribourg, London, Madrid, Munich, Paris, Rome, and Vienna, where they have
taken courses in art history, business, communication, foreign languages, his-
tory-, literature, music,^philoso-phy,- photography, political"scie"."e, ieliiious
-studies, and sociology. A special study tou. of it 
" 
u.s.s.n. and poland has"also
been an option for ISSAP students.
SUMMER STUDY IN MADRID
.The.summer study in Madrid program is an intensive thirty-day programof total immersion in a spa-nish environment. students live in tire M"iquJs dela Ensenada Dormitory at th-e University of Madrid, with very close access to
many museums, theaters, palaces, castles, restaurants, and cafes. As a part of
the curriculum there are tours to such historical sites as Burgos, segovia, 'ioledo,
and El Escorial, as well as visits to El prado, Museo de ,{rtes Niod.r.rur, urrd
many other museums, art exhibitions, and theaters in Madrid. This program,in which participants are required to use,spanish at all times, is available-only
to students who have completed intermediate spanish or the eguivalent.
SUMMER STUDY IN MARBURG
, 
The summer study program in lvlarburg, west Germany, provides a month-
long experience of living and studying in a German setting. -students take two
classes, one with German professors of the Lessing KouJg a"j 
^"othe, -iththe accompanying Univers.itv 9f Qayton professorlprogr;- pi.ti;ipants liveeither in a dormitory or with families. Two excursior,r-lo.r" run-auy and onehalf-day-are planned for. the group. Because students are expectld to useGerman exclusively, completion of intermediate German or the'equivalent is
required.
SUMMER STUDY IN PARIS
The summer study in Paris Program, begun in7977, is an intensive one-
monl! experience of living in a totllly frenih environment. This program is
available only to upper-level students who can converse in French. The group
is lodged at the Institution sainte Marie-La Croix, a school in Antony, a south
suburb of Paris. Students benefit from easy rccess to downtown paris'through
the mitro and from the small-town atmosphere of Antony. ro._-oi" month
lhey,are reguired, to, speak only French utrd to take two'courses-in topicsbased on the available local culture such as French cinema, theatre, arts, and
crafts; historical Paris; and France and the French. visits to important sites
near P-aris (versailles, Fontainebleau) and trips elsewhere in France (Mont saintMichel, Nice, Lourdes) are worked into the iurriculum.
JDJ
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UNIVERSITY CONTINUING EDUCATION
University Continuing Education especially serves adults of the Dayton
community *ho ut" not Fu[-time students. It introduces to them, and facilitates
their entry into, courses and programs the Unive-rsity offers that. they may frnd
useful to uny.,r^bur of theirbwn purposes. It helps them adapt the University's[to"J t""gJ of academic offeringi to their personal schedules, interests, and
goals.
" In addition, University Continuing Education provides a variery of non-
credit courser, .nu.ty in ihe form of workshops, seminars, study tours, con-
a;;;;..1 and ieleconferences. These are planned to meet the educational and
lr"ir,irrj'"u.ds of organizations and of the community an-d-are he-!d. both on
and off"campus. Thiioffice also administers Elderhostel and Senior Fellows, for
p".rotrr sixty and over. Continuing Education Units (CEU) are awarded for
some offerings,
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROCRAM
The University Honors Program provides unique opportunities for academ-
ically gifted undergraduate studenti to develop their skills and talents in a
nurtlring educational environment. Each year a limited number of entering
ffrst-yeai students from the four undergraduate divisions-Arts and Sciences,
Business Administration, Education, unt Engineering-are selected from the
pool of applicants. Participation in the program entitles these students to num-
'"ronr bu.r"fits and privileges, including eligibility for honors scholarships. 
-
The honors curriiulum ionsists of a sequence of five honors seminars and a
thesis. In most instahces the seminars fulfill University reguirements and fit well
into each student's regular course of study. The honors thesis is l pajor research
project selected by the student in thejunior year and- completed- before gradua-
iiotr. Hoto.t research grants are available to cover the cost of living exPenses,
travel, and supplies. AII honors students are expected to maintain a 3.0 grade-
point average,
UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS PROGRAM
The university scholars Program provides curricular offerings, programming,
and benefits to undergaduateJ who have superior academic records' Students
earn the designation "University Scholar" in one of two ways. Entering first-year
students witf, outstanding credentials are automatically accepted into the Schol-
ars Program. (They are also eligible to apply for admission to the Honors Pro-
gram.) l4atriculated students who have achieved a 3.5 grade-point average at
ihe 
"nd of their first, second, or third 
years are also designated University
scholars. All scholars are expected to maintain at least a 3.0 grade-point average.
University scholars are offered a wide selection of courses each term, ranging
from speciai sections of general education courses to senior-level seminars.
Whlle enrollment in scholirs courses is not mandatory in most instances, ffrst-
year University scholars will usually be placed in English_114. In addition, the
program sponsors numerous speakers, cultural events, and at le_ast one symPo-
siuri each'year. Special housing is available for a limited number of scholars.
Upperclass studenis who have iompleted at least two scholars courses are eli-
gibie to apply for grants to support their professional and academic develop-
ment.
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WVUD-FM
wvuD-FM is a 50,000-watt commercial stereo broadcast station situated on
campus in the Kennedy Union building. while serving the Dayton metropolitan
area 24 hours a day at 99.9 mhz, the station is utilized as a student tiaining
fac-4ity. students can learn programming, announcing, production, and salel
skills while competing in a "real world" environment. Friority is given to those
majoring in communication, performing and visual arts, marketing, manage-
rlen|,-an-d electrical engineering; however, all undergraduate uD st-udents are
eligible for employment.
'i::,:':y}?;::;::E;a*am
:::.,?:::
...:"."9
::::::a.
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GOVERNING AND ADVISORY BODIES
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
James I. Gilvary, Chairperson; Stanley G. Mathews, 5.M', Vice-Chairperson; Ray-
mond L. Fitz,5.M., Secrelary; William 5. Anderson, Jerome P' Bishop, Terry D' Carder,
Victor I. Cassano, Sr., Junius E. Cromartie, Jr., JosePh M. Danis, S'M., Thomas J.
Danis, Richard H. Finan, James F. Fitz, 5.M., Ermal C. Fraze, Robert E, Frazer, Thomas
F. Giardino, 5.M., Richard F. Glennon, Stanley Z. Greenberg, Sarah E. Harris, Maurice
F. Krug, Marie-Louise McGinnis, James W. McSwiney, Dennis I. Meyer, Gerald M.
Miller, Gerald 5. Oftice, Jr., Ronald L. Overman, S.M,, Anthony J. Pistone, S.M., Pfeife
Smith, Patrick f. Tonry, Frederick 9. Wood.
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., Chairperson; Charles I. Chantell, Christopher \nJ' Conlon,
5.M,, Francis J. Conte, Rocco M. Donatelli, Richard T. Ferguson, Thornas f. Frericks,
Sam Gould, Iames L. Heft, S.M., William J. Hoben, Iames W. Hoover, Elli: A' Joseph,
Patrick M. joyce, Mary A. Neacy, George B. Noland, Bernard J' Ploeger, 5.M., Gordon
A. Sargent, William C. Schuerman, Wilfred I. Steiner, Gerald W. VonderBrink,
faculty and student members of the Executive Committee of the Academic Senate,
the president of the Student Government Association,
ACADEMIC SENATE
James L. Heft, S.M., President; Iudith P. Allik, Rex L. Berney, George A' Bohlen,
Alex I. Cameron, Charles I. Chantell, Andria I. Chiodo, Willard Clark, Francis f'
Conte, Colleen Dailey, Leroy V. Eid, Gordon Fuchs, John O. Geiger, Patrick 5' Gil-
vary, Sam Gould, Cletus Hagg, Aparna W. Higgins, Ellis A. Joseph, Mary E. Kilbane,
Donald L. Moon, Don B. Morlan, Colieen A. Murray, Chandra S' Nagaraia, George
B. Noland, Bernard I. Rice, Gordon A. Sargent, Stanley L. Saxton, John I. Schauer,
Jerry D. Strange, Dennis J. Turner, Charles E. Wells, Karen H' Wilhoit, Rebecca
M. I. Yates.
STUDENT LIFE COUNCIL
William C. Schuerman, Chairperson; Beatrice W. Bedard, Iudith B, Bockhorn, Iulie M'
Bockhorst, Christopher W. Conlon, S.M., James P. Farrelly, Donald I. Frericks, Gordon
E. Fuchs, Laura M, Leming, F.M.I., Billy R. Mayo, Harold Mushenheim, Rosemary T.
O'Boyle, Anthony R. Perfetto, S.M., Mary M. Regovich, William P. Roberts, Richard
R, Ruffolo, Joseph E. Saliba, Carroll M. Schleppi, Robert W. Schuerman, Ieff S.
Sharkey, Scott L. Szustak, Jack D. Teemer, Jr., Jan W. Volbeda, Camille L. Wilson,
Wendy L. Yarbrough.
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OFFICERS OF THE UNTVERSITY
President ..... Raymondl.Fitz,S.M.
President Emeritus Raymond A. Roesch, S.M.Provost . . James L. Heft, S.M.
Senior Vice President for Administration . Bernard f . Ploeger, S.M.
Vice President and Treasurer . . . . . Gerald W. VonderBrink
VicePresidentforStudentDevelopmentandDeanof Students . William C. Schuerman
Vice President for University Advancement . . . Patrick M. joyce
Vice President for Athletic Programs and Facilities . . . . . Thomas J. FreritksDirector, Campus Ministry Christopher W. Conlon, S.M.Director,GovernmentRelations ...... WilfredJ.Steiner
Assistant to the President . . . . . Mary A. NeacySecretarytothePresident... ..... HelenSilli
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Provost 
. . James L. Heft, S.M.
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs . Rocco M. Donatelli
Associate Provost and Dean for Graduate Studies and Research . . George B. Noland
Assistant Dean for Graduate Studies Kitayun E. Marre
Director, Center for Advanced Manufacturing Systems Robert L. Mott
Associate Provost for External Academic Affairs . . . . . . William J. Hoben
Associate Provost for Enrollment Management . . . . . Richard T. Ferguson
Director, Admission Myron Achbach
Director, Recruitment Activities . . . Ro6ert F. Durkle
Director, Financial Aid . . . . Joyce J. Wilkins
Special Assistant to the Provost Jamis W. Hoover
Assistant to the Provost Mary J. Brown
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences . . . Paul J. MormanAssistantDean. ..... RichardE.peterson
AssistantDean . ..... EllenMurphy,O.p.
Assistant Dean Gertrude D. Shay
Dean, School of Business Administration . . . . Sam Gouli
Associate Dean 
. . . John E. Rapp
Associate Dean and Director, Graduate Program . . Rebecca M. J. yaleiDirector, Center for Business and Economic ResearchUr  l ts  esearch John E. WeilerDirector,ManagementDevelopmentCenter . . . . . . JosephA.Schenks ph . SchenkDirector, Office of Special Projects . . . . . William A. Bruggeman, S.M.
lan, School of Education Ellis A. TosephDe ducation fos
Associate Dean Joseph F. RogusAssistant Dean . Donald J. FreriiksDirector, Education Placement Services Roger L. Coy
Dean, School of Engineering Gordon A. Sargent
Associate Dean for Engineering Technology Robert L. Mott
Associate Dean and Director, Graduate Studies and Research . . Gary A. Thiele
Associate Dean for Continuing Education and Special Programs . . Carbl M. Shaw
Assistant Dean Patrick I. Sweenev
Dean, School of Law . . . . . Francis |. Cont'e
Associate Dean . 
. . Patricia H. RollAssociateDean. .... KelvinH.Dickinson
_.Director,-I,aw Library Thomas L. HanleyDirector, UniversityLibraries ..... EdwardD. Garten
Director, Marian Library Thomas A. Thompson, S.M.
Registrar Daniel F. palmert
Assistant Registrar-Records . . . Gladys M. Clement
Assistant Registrar-Registration Patsy L. Martin
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Director, Career Placement Center . . . ' . . Raymond F' Martin, 5'M'pir".tot, Center for Christian Renewal. ' 'George A' Dejnlein' 5'M'
Director, Of{ice of University Continuing Education. ' ' ' ' susan I' McGough
Director, Honors Program " " "Patrick F' Palermo
Coordinator, International Services "Jean L' Huart
Arts Series " " 'Maureen Masters
Cener"l Manager, WVUD-FM "Michael McGough
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS Chairpersons
Accounting ' '.....Ronnie J. Burrows
Biology ....... .......Kenneth J. McDougall
Chemical and Materials Engineering . ' . . .Ronald A' Servais
Chemical Technology .David I' Gross
Chemistry......... .'R.GeraldKeil
Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics. .......Fred K. Bogner
Communication ..... .Don B. Morlan
Computer Science .. '..lack E. Kester
Counselor Education and Human Services ' Eugene K' Moulin
Economics and Finance .Carl R. Chen
EducationalAdministration..... ...WilliamR.Drury
Electrical Engineering ......Donald L' Moon
Electronic Engineering Technology .Joseqh M. Farren
Engineering Management and Syltems ... '...John R. Fraker
english .............. .....Iames P. Farrelly
Geology ....Charles J. Ritter
History .......Roberta 5. Alexander
Human Ecology '. . ..Julia A. Palmert
Languages ...:... ..Andria I. Chiodo
Mariagement ....Eugene G. Gomolka
Management Information Systems and Decision Sciences. . . .E. lames Dunne
Markeling ... . ...William S. Sekely
Mathematics .. '..Thomas E. Gantner
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering ......John J. Schauer
Mechanical Engineering Technology ......Philip E' Doepker
Military Science . Lt. Col. Charles R. Cassell
Performing andVisual Arts .. ... ' Patrick S. GilvaryPhilosophy .......Lawrence P. Ulrich
Physical and Health Education .Donald W. Morelield
Physics .. .I. Michael O'Hare
PoliticalScience .... GeraldE.Kerns
Psychology . Kenneth J. Kuntz
Religious Studies .Thomas M. Martin
Sociology and Anthropology .. . 'Patrick G. Donnelly
Teacher Education ..... 'Thomas f. Lasley, Il
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS Directors
AmericanStudies ..'.. FrancisJ'Henninger
Criminal Justice . . James A. Adamitis
Industrial Engineering Technology ......James F. Courtright
International Studies .....Margaret P. Karns
Manufacturing Engineering Technology ' . . . .Robert L. WoIff
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Medical Technology . . . Suzanne L. Columbus
PremedicalandPredental;ili;;.............:....... . CharlesJ.Chantell
Social Work .......Sandra K. Moore
CENTER FOR CHRISTIAN RENEWAL
Executive Director . .George A. Deinlein, S.M.
Director, Office on Aging . .........Jack P. McDonald
Director, Office of Educational Services . . . . Donald I, Frericks
Director, MORES-Office for Ministry and Religious EducationServices ....Rita V. Bowen
Director, Center for Religious Telecommunications. . Angela Ann Zukowski, M.H.S.H.
Director, Strategies for Responsible Development .... .Philip T. Aaron, S.M.
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
Director of University Libraries . . . . . .Rev. Edward D. Garten
Assistant Director for Public Services .Robert E. Montavon
Coordinatorof Information Services ......Linda Simons
Coordinator of Access Services . . Frances Wright
Assistant Director for Technical Services. .......Nicoletta C. Hary
Coordinator of Periodical Acquisitions and Building Coordinator. .David Buckley
Coordinator of Bibliographic Control .Susan Tsui
Coordinator of Preservation-Conservation Group and
University Archivist .....Cecelia Mushenheim
Directorof University Media Centers ..... ..Duane Semler
Director of the Marian Library . . . . . Rev. Thomas A. Thompson, S.M.
RESEARCH
Associate Provost and Director, Research Institute .......George B. Noland
Associate Director, Research Operations . . .Iohn C. Wurst
Supervisor, Aerospace Mechanics 
. . . . Dale H. Whitford
Supervisor, Applied Physics 
. . . Eugene H. Gerber
Supervisor, Electrical and Computer Engineering ...TBA
Supervisor, Experimental and Applied Mechanics .......George J. Roth
Supervisor, Materials Engineering .Dennis A. Gerdeman
Supervisor, Metals and Ceramics 
.John A. Detrio
Supervisor, Nonmetallic Materials ...Robert L. Conner
Supervisor, Structural Integrity .....foseph p. Gallagher
Associate Director, Special Projects 
. . . .Lloyd Huff
Associate Director, Research Servic-s 
. .Robert p. Bbehmer
Accounting Administrator 
. . .John U. Weckesser
Contracts and Grants Administrator 
.Robert p. BoehmerPersonnelAdministrator 
......Robert E. Artman
Purchasing Agent and Property Administrator 
. . . .Sigmund W. Brzezicki
Technical Editor 
.....n. Anita Cochran
Technical Information Services Supervisor 
. . . . .Iudith N. Hecht
Security and Export Control Administrator 
. . . M. Francina Lester
Faculty Liaison ......Kitayun E. Marre, Richard G. Coy
Senior Research Scientist 
. . . . Ival O. Salvei
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CAMPUS MINISTRY
Director . . . Rev. Christopher W. Conlon, 9.M.
Campus Ministers .......Sr. Nancy Bramlage, S.C.
Iohn F. R. Britt
Rev. Gerald Chinchar, S.M.
Rev. Gene Contadino, 5.M.
Rev. Robert E. Hogan,5.M,
Rev. foseph H. Lackner, 5.M.
Sr, Laura Leming, F.M.I.
Rev. Anthony Perfetto, 5.M.
Rev, Iames A. Russell,5,M,
Allen Stock
Patricia 9ills-Trausch
ADMINISTRATION
Senior Vice President for Administration . . . .Bernard J. Ploeger, S.M.
Vice President and Treasurer .. . . ..Gerald W. VonderBrinkComptroller ......Thomas I. Weckesser
Director of Budgets .Ioseph M. Garcia
Budget Analyst ..Lisa 5. Mastrobuono
Assistant Comptroller .....Davidine Rinehart
Accounts Payable ......Barbara A. McCloskey, Barbara A. AugustBookkeeping . . . . Betty M. Hill, Barbara L. Sturgeon
Payroll, Insurance .......Harvey R. Reilich
Payroll Clerk . ...,...Leona Hite
Staff Accountants . . . . . Debra M. Duncan, Kathleen P. Dolan
Investment Of{icer . 
. Patricia A. Iohnson
Director of Purchases ..Gerald E. Busch
Assistant to Director, Transportation Coordinator .....James H. Kline, S.M.Supervisor 
. . .Willie A, Tyson
Central Receiving . . . . . . Vincent P. Seifert, Henry O. Gober
Bursar, Coordinator of Pricing Policies .Nancy V, Graft
Assistant Bursar . .....F, Sue GeesenAssistantBursar. ......IulieE.Bruns
Head Teller .....Margaret A, Wolff
Clerical Supervisor 
. .Jane F. McCoy
Assistant to the Bursar .......Vincent J, Wottle, S.M,
FinancialAdministrator,PerkinsLoans . ......EdwardM,McCormick
Internal Auditor .....Wayne L. Sanford
Manager, UD Bookstore .Paul L. Braddon
Assistant Managers .Denise Doberstein, Jo Lynn Hollingshead
Manager, UD Printing and Design . . . . Eugene A. Schwieterman
Assistant Manager 
. . .Robert L. BrownPostmaster 
....Thomas E. Seifert
Assistant Postmaster 
. . .Garv L. Hollev
Facilities Manager 
. . . Robert V. Rotterman
Assistant Director for Maintenance and Operations .......Iames R. Hogue, Jr.Assistant Director for Administration .. .....Lewis R. Dillman
Custodial Services 
. . . . . .Alpha-OmegaGrounds 
.......TBA
El"tgy Management ......Russell A. potyralaPlanning and Work Control . . . . . Duane M. plessingerInteriorSpaceDesignei.,... 
...SusanO.elis
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Director of Oftice for Computing Activities. . . .Ronald L. McAdams
Assistant Director for Administrative Computing . . . . . . Robert C. Zinck
Assistant Director for Academic Computing. ......James Baccus
AssistantDirectorforTelecommunications. ..,..WilliamA.Honingford
Assistant Director for Computer Operations ......,TBA
Assistant Director for Microcomputing . . . . .Betty J. Rose
Special Assistant to the Director ..... .Albert J. Roemer
Director of Personnel Services. . . . .Charles E. Chamberlain
Assistant Director of Personnel Services, Benefits . . . . . Nancy A. Taylor
Assistant Director of Personnel Services, Employment, . . .Daniel I. Giner
Personnel Assistant . . . ..Helen L, Gross
Directorof Human Relations .......Curtis Hicks
Director of Institutional Studies ......Patricia P. Lampton
Advisor for Legal Affairs . . . . : . . , . . . . John E. Hart
Safety Officer .....Sandra F. Kulik
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
Vice President for Student Development and Dean of gtudents . . William C. Schuerman
Assistant Vice President for Student Development. . . . Rosemary T. O'Boyle
Associate Dean of Students: Human Services . John E. Riley
AssociateDeanof Students:StudentLife... .......WalterGilliard
Associate Dean of Students: Student Services. .....Clyde R. Wisch
Director, Kennedy Union and University Activities . . . . . . .Eleanor A. Kurtz
Assistant Dean of Students: Residence Life ... ....Carol Cummins-Collier
Assistant Dean of Students: Discipline and Judiciaries........Mary Sue Hufnagle
Assistant Dean of Students : Residential Properties . . Joseph A. Belle
Director, Campus Housing 
. . . . .Edwin H. MelhuishDirector,CounselingCenter. 
....StevenD.Mueller
Director, Special Programs 
. . .Louis B. Fred
Director, LearningAssistance Center . ......James I. Melko
Director, Campus Security 
.lohn J. Delamer
Director, Minority Student Affairs . .Debra p. More
Medical Director , . . .Iohn H. Dirckx, M.D.
Advisor, International and Commuter Students ......Marie Milord
Director, University Food Services . . . . . Thomas E. Madigan
Director, Quality Assurance; Administrative Dietician . . . . . .Ann p. Ellis
Director, Kennedy Union Food Service . . . . .Gary H, Schmicker
Manager, Marycrest Cafeteria and Snackbars ..... ....Robert Schlaerth
Manager, Kettering Hall Dining Service . . .James Butera
Manager, Arena Food Service 
....Eugene Bertke
Assistant Director for Food Services 
. . . Carolyn R, Craig
UNIVERSITY ADVANCEMENT
Vice President for University Advancement .... ...patrick M. JoyceDirectorof Development.... 
......,TbA
Director, Corporate Relations 
. . . Shelley Outlaw
Director, Foundation Relations 
.Rov N. parsons
Director, Law Development and Alumni Relations . . . . . . .Timothy p. stonecash
Co-Directors, Annual Support Programs ...patrick T. Haverland, Ann B. Riddle
Assistant Director, Telefund 
. .Regine Hoying
Coordinator, Special Projects 
.......eligail Birrni
Director, Advancement Records 
.Deborah-L. Stoner
Director, Alumni-Parent Relations 
. . Regis J. LekanAssistant Director 
.Irine Warren
Director, Planned Giving . 
. Cletus E. Oberst
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Director, Public Relations .... .....,.Teri J. Rizvi
Director, Periodicals .....Thomas M. Columbus
Senior Periodicals Editor . . . .Deborah McCarty Smith
PeriodicalsEditor. ......KathleenA.Cassidy
Director, Media Relations . . .. ......T8A
Public Relations Specialist ..Pamela I. Huber
ATHLETIC PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES
Vice President for Athletic Programs and Facilities; Director
of Athletics . Thomas J. FrericksAdministrativeAssistant ......FredDurkle
Head Basketball Coach . James F, X. O'Brien
Assistant Coaches .Butch Carter, Tom McConnell
Director of Special Programs and Proiects .......Eugene W, Schill
HeadFootball Coach. ....Michael Kelly
Assistant Coaches .Ricky Char.rberlain, James Smerz, David Whilding
Assistant Director, Athletics .....Kenneth I. KeckBaseballCoach. .......MarkSchlemmer
Golf Coach . .Iim Larkin
Ice Hockey Coach . . David Collins
Soccer Coach .Roy Craig
Cross Country Coach . . Pat Miller
WaterPoloCoach. .......5eanGeehan
Tennis Coach .......Iim Larkin
Wrestling Coach . . .Jim Sumpter
Men's Trainer ......Steve Foster
TeamPhysicians..... .....Arthur Bok, D.O., Tom Kramer, D.O.
Associate Director, Athletics (Women's Programs) . . . .R. Elaine Dreidame
BasketballCoach. .......SusanRamsey
Assistant Coaches. . . . . . .Julie Biermann, Tammy Stritenberger
Volleyball Coach . .......Julie Biermann
Soccei Coach ....io- Schindler
Softball Coach . ....Beckv Wolene-Dicke
Tennis Coach ......fo- Harrison
Cross Country Coach . .......Pat Miller
Women's Trainer ...Katherine Newsham
Sports InformationDirector ......Doug Hauschild
ArenaOperations-Manager..... ...JosephM. Eaglowski
FacilitiesManager .......HerbertJ.Dintaman
Manager, Athletic Business Affairs .Thomas f. Westendorf
Ticket and Promotion Manager ......George F. McCans
Box Of{ice Manager . Kimberly K. Knight
Director, Recreational Sports . ......Billy R, Mayo
Assistant Director . . .David B. Ostrander
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PROFESSORS EMERITI
Chavez, Simon I. $954), Educational Ailministration-A.8., Adams State College,
1.938; M.Ed., University of Colorado, 1947; D.Ed', L952.
Comer, Orville L. (1950), Marketing-8.S., Washington University, 794E; M.5., 1949.
Darr, John W, (L969), Management-8.S., Indiana University, t949; M.B.A.,7950;
Ph.D,, University of Alabama, 1957.
Deibel, Francis A., S.M. (7954), Library-A.B., University of Dayton, 1929; B.S.L.S.,
Western Reserve University, 1943.
Dieska, Joseph L. (1960), Philosophy-8.A., State Gymnasium, Czechoslovakia, 1931;
M.A., University of Bratisla\ta, L939 i Ph.D,, 1940.
Eveslage, Sylvester L, (1943), Chemistry-8.S., University of Notre Dame, 1944; M.S.,
19t[5; Ph.D., 1953.
Hazen, Richard R. (1953), Electronic Engineering Technology-8.E.E., University of
Dayton, 1953; M.S., University of Cincinnati, 1962. Reg, Prof. Engr,
Huth, Edward A. (1939), Sociology-A.8., Heidelberg College, rs2t; M.i., University
of Notre Dame, 1928; Ph.D., Western Reserve University, 1943.
fehn, Lawrence A. (1946), Computer Science-8.M.E., University of Dayton, 1943;
M,5., University of Michiga , L949. Reg. Prof. Engr.
King, Edwin R. (1953), History-8,5., University of Dayton, t949;M.A., Western Re-
serve University, 1950.
Koehler, Rev. Theodore A., s.M. (1969), Library-Lic. Litt., University of strasbourg,
1,934; Lic. Thl., University of Fribourg, 1942.
Kubach, Reinhold w. (195s) Electrical Engineering-8.E.E., staatliche Ingenieur-
schule, Esslingen, 1947; M.S.E., University cf Dayton, 1966.
McCarthy, Rev. Adrian I., S.M. (79s8), English-A.8., University of Dayton, 1934;
M.A., New York University, tgs3; Ph.D., Fordham University, tbot,
Mann, I,ponard A., S.M. (t9as), Physics-B.S., University of Dayton, 1932; M.S., Ohio
State University, 7945 ; Ph.D., Carnegie-Mellon University, ti54.
Maras, Raymond J. (1959), History-8.A., University of California, 1946; M.A.,
catholic University of America, 1948; ph.D., Univeisity of california, rss5.
Mathias, Frank F. (1963), History-A.8., University of Kentucky, tgSO; M.A., t96i1;
Ph.D.,7e66.
Michaelis, Carl I. (1954), Chemistry-8.A., University of Kansas, L94S; M.A.,7947;
Ph.D., University of Florida, 7953.
Murphy, Lorraine M. (1953), English-8.A., Augustana College, 1946; M.A., MiamiUniversity, 1962.
Nersoyan, H' fames (Lg6z_), Philosophy-Baccalaureate, college Champagnat desFreres Maristes,'J,939; 5.T.B., Berkeley Divinity School, rsa"g; ph.D., ColumbiaUniversity, 1966.
Pa-lumbo, suzanne D. (196s), English-8.A,, Northwestern University, r9s7; M.A.,University of Dayton, 1965.
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Patyk, Josef (t963), Political Science-Certificate, School of Public Administration,
Poland, 1935; LL,M,, Jagiellonski University, Poland, 1945; Ph.D., University of
Colorado,1965.
Purcell, Sylvia S. (1967), LibrarV-A.8., University of lllinois, 1940; M.A.L.S., Kent
State University, 1'955.
Rhodes, Rev. Edmund L., S.M. (1947), Philosophy-4.8,, University of Dayton, 1934;
S.T.L., Catholic University of America,7942.
Schmid, Merle D. (1960), Engineering-8.5,, University of Washington, 1935; M.5.,
University of Arizona, '1,936; Ph.D.,Illinois Institute of Technology, 1959.
Schroeder, Elizabeth (L950), Human Ecology-8.9., College of Mt. St. Joseph-on-the-
Ohio, 1942; M.S., Ohio State University, L958.
Strnat, Karl I. O96E), Electrical Engineering-Ing. f. Maschinenbau, Technolog.
Gewerbemuseum, Vienna, 1943; Dipl. Ing., Techn. Hochschule Wie& 1953; Dr.
Techn,, 1956.
Wilder, |esse H. ('1.953), Mechanical Engineering Technology-8.9.M,E., Duke Uni-
versity,'J.947;M.5., State University of lowa, 1949, Reg. Prof. Engr.
Wolff, Florence l. (L969), Communication-B.5., Temple University, 1941; M.Ed.,
Duquesne University, 7967; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1969.
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE PROFESSORS
Baker, Richard R. (1947), Philosophy-A,B., University of Notre Dame, 1931; M.A.,
1934; Ph.D., 1941.
Chudd, Cletus C., S.M. (L947\, Chemistry-8.S., University of Dayton, 1935; M.S.,
Western Reserve University, 79 48 ; Ph.D., 7952.
Donatelli, Rocco M. (1954), History-B.S., St. fohn's University,1949; M.A,, Rutgers
University, L952; Ph.D., Western Reserve University, 1965,
Lucier, John I., S.M. (1945\, Chemistry-8.5., University of Dayton, 1937; M.5.,
Western Reserve University, 1950, Ph.D., 1951.
Murphy, Harry C. (7950), Marketing-8.8.A., University of Minnesota,7948; 8.5,,
L949 j M.4., L95L.
Ryckman, Seymour l. $959), Ciz:il Engineering and Engineering Mechanics-8.5.,
Michigan State University, L939; M.S., University of Missouri,7942. Reg, Prof.
Engr.
Schmidt, Bernhard M. (1948), Electrical Engineering-8.E.E., University of Dayton,
1942;M.Sc., Ohio 9tate University, 1957;Ph.D., L963. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Schraut, Kenneth C, (L94O), Mathematics-A.B., University of Illinois,1936; M.A.,
University of Cincinnati, 1.938, Ph.D., 1940.
Springer, George H, (L946), Geology-A.B., Brown University, 1938; ScM., 1940.
RANKED FACULTY
Aaron, Philip T., 5.M. (1979), Stuategies for Responsible Deoelopmenf, Assistant Pro-
fessor (Administrative)-8.S., University of Dayton, 'J.954; M.5., St. Louis Uni-
versity, L964; Ph.D., Case Western Reserve University, 1973.
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Abramson, William (1970'), Medical Technology, Clinical Professor-8,A., Temple
University, 1933; M.D., Hahnemann Medical School, rggZ.
Achbach, Myron H. (L969), Director of Ailmission, Assistant Professor (Administra-
tive)-B.A., University of Dayton, 1956; M.A,, Western Reserve University, 1966.
Adamitis, Iames A. (L97O), Criminal lustice, Associate Professor-8.A., Kent State
University, 1965; M.A., L967; Ph.D., Miami University, 1981.
Agarwal, Ritu (1988), Management Information Systems and Decision Sciences,
Assistant Professor-8.A., Delhi University, 19S2; P.G,D.M., Indian Institute of
Management, Calcutta, '1,984; M.S.,Syracuse University, 19SS; Ph.D., l.9SS.
Ahern, David W. (1977), Political Science, Associate Professor-B.A., Southern Con-
necticut State College, l97O; M.A., University of Maryland, tgzT; Ph.D., t926.
Ahuja, Vicki Blakney ('1,957), Marketing, Assistant Professor-B.B.A., Mississippi
State University,1982; M.B.A., 1993, D.B.A., 19s8.
AI-Akkad, Riad 5. (L986), Cioil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics, Instructor-
B.C.E., University of Dayton, 1.9S0; M.S.C.E., 1981.
Alexander, Roberta S. (L969), History, Professor-B,A., University of California, 1964;
M.A., University of Chicago ,1966; Ph.D., L974.
Allik, Iudith P. (rgT6l,Psychology,Associate Professor-B.A.,WellesleyCollege, 1958;
M.5., University of Pittsburgh, L9z4; Ph.D., t9z'.
Amin, Julius A, (L989), History, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of Cameroon,
7979; M.4,, West Texas State University,1983; Ph.D., Texas Tech University, 198s.
Amsden, Robert T. (1,928), Management lnformation Systems and Decision Sciences,
Associate Professor-8.A., University of New Hampshire, 1960; M,S., Rutgers
University, 1964t Ph.D., L969.
Anderson, Gordon S. (1,969), Teacher Eilucation, Professor-8.A., Bethany College,
1953; M.5., State University of New York, t9S9; Ed. D., Case Westem Reserve
University, 1969.
Anderson, Rev. William P. (1968), Religious Studies, Professor-A.B., Bloomlield Col-
lege,'r.96! ; 8.D., Princeton Theological Seminary, Lg64 ) Th.D., 1968,
Anduze, Richard A. (r9zz), Chemical Technology, Lecturer-B.S., University of Day-
ton, L945. Licensed Chemist.
Arons, Peter L, (L965), English, Associate Professor-A.B,, New York Universi ty, L9S7;
M.A., Yale University, 1958;Ph.D., L964.
Artz, Theodora S. (L974), Law Library, Assistant Professor-B.Ed., University of To-
ledo, 19 62 ; M.S.L.S., 1.97 4.
August, Eugene R. (1966), English, Professor-B.A., Rutgers University, 1958; M.A.,
University of Connecticut,'t96O; Ph,D,, University of Pittsburgh, LSOS.
Back, Stanley I. 0,959), Mathematics, Associate Professor-B.S., University of Dayton,
1957 ; M.5,, Purdue University, 1959.
Bajpai, Praphulla K. (1964), Biology, Professor-B,V.Sc. and A.H., Agra University,
1958; M.V.Sc., 1960; M.sc., Ohio State University, 1963; Ph.D., 1965.
Ball, Edward L,, Master Sergeant, U.5. Army (rgBS), Military Science,Instructor.
Bannan, Alfred J. (L962\, History, Assistant Professor-B.A., Manhattan College, 1 958;
M.A., University of Notre Dame, 1961.
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Barnes, Michael H. (196s), Religious Studies, Professor-A.8,, St, Louis University,
1961; Ph.L., 1962; Ph,D,, Marquette University, 1976.
Baxter, Carol J. (1970), Performing anil Visual Arts-Masic, Assistant Professor-
B.M. and B.M.E., Wichita State University,7957; M.M., Miami University, 1970.
Beauregard, Erving E. (1947), History, Professor-A.8., University of. Chicago, 1942;
M.A., University of Massachusetts, 19a4; Ph.D., Union Graduate School, t926.
Becker, Roger I. (L988), Electro-Optics, Associate Professor-B.A., Lake Forest Col-
lege, 7967; M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 7972; Ph'D., Thomas
Jefferson University, 1976.
Bedard, Beatrice W. (lg8z), Program Deoeloper, Assistant Professor (Administrative)
-8.A., University of Dayton, 1974; M.4.,7976,
Bedard, Bernard l, (L962), English, Professor-A.8., University of Notre Dame, 1949;
M.A., University of Michigan, L950; Ph.D., 1959.
Beitel, Frank E, (1989), Computer Science, Adjunct Assistant Professor-B.5., Univer-
sity of Dayton,'L974; M.5., Wright State University,7984.
Beladi, Hamid (l9EEl, Economics and Finance, Associate Professor-8.A,, Utah State
University, 7976; M.5,, 1979, Ph,D,, L983.
Benedum, Richard P. (1973) Performing anil Visual Arts-Music, Professor-8.A.,
Concordia Teachers College, 7966; D.M.A,, University of Oregon, L972,
Benson, Paul H. (r9Es), Philosophy, Assistant Prof essor-B.A., 9t. Olaf College, L979;
Ph.D., Princeton University, 1984.
Berg, Berthold (1974), Psychology, Associate Professor-8,A., University of Michigan,
79 69 ; M,5,, Purdue University, 797 L ; Ph.D., 197 4.
Berger, Robert N. (1964), Management, Assistant Professor-B.S,, University of Day-
ton, 1960; M.A., Ohio University, 1963; 1.D., Chase School of Law, 1970,
Berney, Rex L. (197s) , Physics, Associate Professor-8.S., University of Missouri,
L971. ; M.5., r97 3, Ph.D., 197 8.
Bickford, Deborah J, (19EE), Management, Assistant Professor-B.A., State Univer-
sity of New York, Cortland, tsza; M.S,B.A., University of Massachusetts, 1976,
Ph.D., 1980.
Biers, David W. (1976'), Psychology, Associate Professor-B.A., Lafayette College,
L966 ; M.S.,Northwestern University, 1968, Ph.D., 1970.
Bilocerkowycz, Jaro M, (1-gEs), Political Science, Assistant Professor-B.A., Eastern
Illinois University, L973; M.A., University of Washington, 1975; Ph.D., 1983.
Blatt, Stephen J, G97L), Communication, Associate Professor-B.A., Morehead State
University, 7964; M.A., Ohio University, 7967; Ph.D., 1969.
Bless, 9tephen I. G9E4), Materials Engineering, Adiunct Associate Professor-S.B.,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, L965; 5.M., 1968t Sc.D., L97o,
Blodget, Elweyn C. (L982), Economics anil Finance, Assistant Professor-8.9., Purdue
University, 1966; M.B.A., University of Utah, 1972, Ph.D., r98o.
Boehman, Louis I. (L967), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Professor-B.M.E.,
University of Dayton, 1960; M.S,T.E., Illinois Institute of Technology, 1963; Ph.D,,
t967, Reg, Prof. Engr,
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Bogner, Fred K. (1969), Cioil Engineering anil Engineering Mechanics, Professor-
B.S.C.E., Case Institute of Technology, 1961; M.S.E. Mech., t964; Ph.D.,1967.
Bohlen, George A. (1980), Management Information Systems anil Decision Sciences,
Associate Professor-B.S.M.E., Clemson University, 195S; M.S,I.E,, Purdue Univer-
sity, L963i M.S.B,A., George Washington University, 1968; Ph.D., Purdue Uni-
verclty,7973,
Boulet, Richard A. (196s), Religious Stuilies, Professor-A.8., Providence College,
1954; S.T.B., Immaculate Conception College, 1956; S,T.L., S.T.Lr., 1956; S.T.D.,
University of Montreal, 1965.
Bower, Samuel M. (1966), Psychology, Associate Professor-B.A., Mexico City Col-
lege, 7957 ; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, L963.
Brady, Thomas l. (1981), Accounting, Associate Professor-8,S., New York University,
1966;M.B.A., Adelphi University, 1968; Ph.D.,5t. Louis University, 1981.
Branick, Vincent P. (1979), Religious Stuilies, Professor-B.A., Chaminade College of
Honolulu, 1963; M.A., Catholic University of America, 7964; S,T,B., University of
Fribourg, 1966;5.T.L.,1969; D.Phil., t97r;5.5.8., Pontiffcal Biblical lnstitute, tgT2;
S.S.L., 1973; S.S.D., 7975; M.B.A., University of Dayton, 1963.
Bredestege, Paul F., S.M. (19S1), Languages, Lecturer-8.A., University of Dayton,
't96O; M.4., Middlebury College, r97O; M.5., University of Dayton, 1985.
Bregenzer, Iohn M, (1965), Sociology anil Anthropology, Associate Professor-8.A.,
Carleton College, L96r.; M.A., University of Minnesota, t96Z tPh.D.,'J.gZS,
Breitwisch, Randall l. (19SS), Biology, Assistant Professor-B.9., University of Miami,
1973;M.5., 1.977;M.5., University of Michigan, t9E2;Ph.D., University of Miami,
7987.
Brenner, Susan W. (l9SS), Law, Assistant Professor-8.A., Southwestern Oklahorna
State University,1968; M.A., Kent State University,tgTL; I.D., Indiana University,
1981.
Britt, Iohn E. (t966), Teacher Eiluaation, Professor-B.A., St. Paul Seminary, 1950;
M.A., St. Louis University,-t9s4; Ph.D., t962t S.T.L., International Marian Re-
search Institute, L97E ; S.T.D., 1 9E3.
Brockman, Robert A. (198a), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, professor-
B.S.M.E., Carnegie-Mellon University, Lg73; M.M.E, University of Dayton, 7974;
Ph.D.,tezg.
Browning, Charles E. (1989), Materials Engineering, Adjunct professor-8.S,, West
Virginia University, 1966; M.5,, Wrght State University, 'L9ZO; ph.D., University
of Dayton, 1976.
Bruce, Essie L. (1966), Library, Associate Professor-B.A., Philander Srrith
19a3; B.S.L.S., University of lllinois Library School, rpls.
Bruggeman, William A., S.M. (L927), Director, Office of Special Projects,
Professor (Adrninistrative)-B,S., B.A., University of Dayton, 1959.
Buckley, David M. (196E), Library, Associate Professor-B.A., Miami Univercity,t966;
M.A.L.S., Western Michigan University, 7968; M,A., University of Dayton, 1975.
Bueche, Frederick J. Q96!1, Physics, Distinguished Professor at Large-B,S., University
of Michigan, 194a; Ph.D,, Cornell University, 1948.
College,
Assistant
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Burky, Albert I. 0973), Biology, Associate Professor-8.A., Hartwick College, L964;
Ph.D., Syracuse University, 1969.
Burns, Rev. Norbert C., S.M. (L959), Religious Studies, Professor-8.A., University of
Dayton, 1945; S.T.L., University of Fribourg, 795a; 5.7.D., The Angelicum, L955.
Burrows, Ron I. (19sL), Accounting, Associate Professor-8.5., Northern Illinois Uni-
versity, 7965 ; M.5., 1968; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 19E0.
Butler, Douglas J. (19s8), Philosophy, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of
Toronto, 1.97E; M,A,, l9E2; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1988.
Butter, Eliot I. G971), Psychology, Professor-8.A., Brooklyn College, 1965; M.A.,
19 69 ; Ph.D., University of Massachusetts,'197 L
Bylsma, Glenn W. ('t975), Medical Technology, Clinical Professor-B.A., La Sierra
College, 1950; M,D., Loma Linda University, 1954.
Cadegan, Una M. (L987), American Studies, Assistant Professor-8.A., University of
Dayton, 1962; A.M,, University of Pennsylvania, 1.983; Ph.D., 1967.
Cameron, Alex I. Q96a\, English, Associate Professor-A.8,, University of Notre
Dame, 1959; Ph.D,, 1973.
Campbell, Jane E. (19E7), Accounting, Associate Professor-8.A., University of Ten-
nessee,7976;M.8,A,, 1960,; D.B.A,, 196L; C,P,A., Ohio, 19E2.
Carlsen, Roger N. (L98L), Teacher Education, Assistant Professor-B.S. Ed., Northern
Illinois University, 1967; M.5. Ed., Chicago State University,1972; Ed.D., Western
Michigan University, L979.
Carter, James O. (L986), Communication, Lecturer-8.A., Marshall Univetsity, 1977;
M.A., Ohio University, 1984.
Casey, Anthony L. (L969), Management lnformation Systems dnil Decision Sciences,
Assistant Professor-Ph.D., University of Havana, 7955; M.Ed., Wright 9tate
University, 1973; M.5., University of Dayton, 1975.
Cassell, Charles R,, Lt. Colonel, U.5. Army (1956), Military Science, Professor-B.A,,
Marshall University, '1968; M.5., University of Dayton, 1972.
Castello-Lamas, Marisus (L964), Ldngudges, Assistant Professor-A.8., Hogar de Estu-
dios Femenino, Spain, 7956 ; M.A,, Tulane University, 1960.
Champagne, Edwin B. (L987), Electrical Engineering, Adiunct Assistant Professor-
B.S., Michigan State University,1.956; M.S.E.E., University of Southern California,
1958; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1967.
Chantell, Charles J. G965), Biology, Associate Professor-B.S., University of lllinois,
1961; M.S., University of Notre Darne, 1963; Ph.D., 1965.
Chartoff, Richard P. (L984), Materials Engineering, Professor-B.5., Case Institute of
Technology, 1961;M.5., Princeton University, L962;M.A., L965; Ph.D., 1968.
Chen, Rong-chin Carl (L977), Economics and Finance, Professor-B.A., National
Taiwan University, 1969; M.9., Auburn University, 7973; Ph.D., University of
Georgia, L977 .
Chenoweth, Richard K. (1983), Performing and Visual Arts-Music, Assistant Pro-
fessor-B.M., Manhattan School of Music, 1970; M,M., University of Cincinnati,
1984; D.M.A., 1988.
Chiodo, Andria I. $968), Languages, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of Oregon,
L966;M.4.,7968.
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Chittipeddi, Kumar (1986), Managemenf, Assistant Professor-B. Com., University
of Bombay, 1973; M.B.A,, Oklahoma State University, 7981; Ph,D., Pennsylvania
State University, 7986.
Chuang, Henry N. (1965), Mechanical Engineering, Professor-B.S., National Taiwan
University, 195E; M.5., University of Maryland, 7962; Ph,D., Carnegie Institute of
Technology, l966. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Clark, Willard C., Jr, (1963), Accounting, Associate Professor-8.5., University of
Dayton, 1959; M.B.A., Miami University, 1960; C.P.A., Ohio, 1962.
Clinch, f. Michael (rseA\, Geology, Assistant Professor-B.S., Lehigh University,
7976; 8.5., 1982, Ph.D., 1988.
Cochran, Bud T. (195s), English, Professor-8.A., College of Steubenville, 1955; M.A.,
Ohio State University, 7957 ; Ph.D., 7967.
Col6n, Carlos A. (19E4), Economics anil Finance, Assistant Professor-B.8.A., Uni-
versity of Puerto Rico, 't978; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1984.
Columbus, Suzanne L. (1989), Meilical Technology, Assistant Professor-B.S., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 7968;8.5.,7978, M.9., 1985.
Columbus, Thomas M, (1967), Uniaersity Communicatiozls, Assistant Professor (Ad-
ministrative)-A.8., College of the Holy Cross, 1966t M.A., University of Virginia,
1967.
Conard, Robert C, (1967), Languages, Professor-8.B,A,, University of Cincinnati,
7956 ; M.4., 7962 ; Ph.D., 1969.
Conlon, Rev. Christopher W., S.M. (19SE), Director of Campus Ministry, Associate
Professor (Administrative)-B,A., University of Dayton, 7952 ; 5,T,L., University of
Fribourg, L966; M.S.Rel.Ed., Loyola University of Chicago, \972,
Conte, Francis l. (1987), Ldw, Protessor-8.A., Pennsylvania State University, 1964;
f,D., University of Texas, 1969,
Cookson, Iohn E, (1977), Management, Adjanct Professor-8.5,, Workshop College,
1944; A.M.I.E.E., Rutherford College, a9a9; I.D.S., University of Lund, tgOe .
Coures, George (79E7), Electronic Engineering Technology, Associate Professor-
B.S.E.E., Illinois Institute of Engineering and Technology, 1951; M.S.Ed,, Miami
University, 1985.
Courtney, Nancy D. (1,986\, Library, Assistant Professor-B.A., Northwestern Uni-
versity, L963; M.S., University of Illinois, 1984.
Courtright, James F. (L9E4), lndustial Engineering Technology, Associate Professor-
B.T., University of Dayton, rgzs; M.B.A., 19E2; Ed.S., 19E6.
Craver, Bruce A. (7978), Physics, Associate Professor-8.5., Purdue University, L969;
M.5.,'J,97 1. t Ph.D., 1.926.
Crist, Maria P. (L9E9), Laur, Instructor-8.A., Northwestern University, l:gjs; J,D.,
University of Michigan, 198L.
Cummins-Collier, Carol D. (1984), Assistant Dean of Stuilents, Assistant Professor(Administrative)-8.A,, Indiana University, L97 6 ; M.5,, tg7 g.
Cusella, Louis P. (1985), Communication, Associate Professor-B.A., Kent State Uni-
versity, L972; M.4., Ohio State University, LgZ4; Ph.D,, Purdue University, 1976.
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D'Amico, Mary J., S.N.D. (19s7), Eilucational Ailministration, Lecturer-8,9.Ed.
Edgecliff College, L960; M.Ed., Xavier University,'t97O; Ph'D., Miami University,
r978.
Daniels, Malcolm W. (19E9), Electrical Engineering, Assistant Professor-B.Sc., Uni-
versity of Strathclyde, 1979t Ph.D., 1982.
DaPolito, Frank J. (797o), PsVchology, Professor-B.A., Bowling Green State Univer-
sity, 1.959 ; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1.966.
Daraia, James A. (7989), Philosophy,Yisiting Assistant Professor-B.A., Ohio State
University, 1979; M,4,, Bowling Green State University, 1981.
Davis-Berman, Jennifer L. (L986), Social Work, Assistant Professor-B.S., Denison
University, 7979 ; M.S.W., Ohio State University, L982; Ph,D., 1985.
De, Prabuddha (1987), Management lnformation Systems and Decision Sciences,
Standard Register-Sherman Distinguished Professor-B.Sc., University of Calcutta,
1968; M.T., 1971j Pennsylvania State University, 1975; M.5., Carnegie-Mellon
University, 'J.977t Ph.D., 1979,
Dehler, Gordon E. (L98S), Management, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of
Northern Colorado, 1974; M.A., Ohio State University, 1977; M,A.|.R., University
of Cincinnati,1986.
Deinlein, George A., S.M. (1988), Director of Center for Christian Renewal, Associate
Professor (Administrative)-B.5.Ed., University of Dayton, 7948; M,A., Ohio State
University, L957.
De Luca, Barbara M, (1975), Human Ecology, Assistant Professor-8.S., University
of Dayton, 1,971,; M.5., Miami University,IgTS; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1964,
Detrio, Iohn A. (1988), Electro-Optics, Adjunct Associate Professor-8,S., Spring Hill
College, 1959; M.5., University of Alabama, 1961.
Dias, Constance L. (1969), Performing and Visual Arts-Music, Assistant Professor
-8. Mus,, University of Dayton, 1960; M.A., Ohio State University, 1971.
Dickinson, Kelvin H. (1979), Law, Professor-8.A., Western Michigan University,
7965; LL,B,, Harvard University, 196E,
Diethorn, Bernard C., S.M. (L966), Counselor Education and Human Sensices, Pro-
fessor-B.A., University of Dayton, 1942; M.A., Western Reserve University, 1952;
D.Ed., 1966.
Doepker, Philip E. (1,984), Mechanical Engineering Technology, Professor-8,M.E.,
University of Dayton, 1967; M.S.M.E,, Ohio State University, L968. Reg. Prof, Engr,
Donnelly, Patrick G, (L979), Sociology anil Anthropology, Associate Professor-8.5.,
St. Joseph's College, 7974; M,A,, University of Delaware, 'J,977, Ph.D.,798L.
Doyle, Dennis M. (1984), Religious Studies, Assistant Professor-8.A., LaSalle Col-
lege, 7974; M.A., Ohio University, 1.978; M.A., Catholic University of America,
1980; Ph.D., 1984.
Doyle, George R., Jr. (1982), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineeing, Professor-
8.5.A.E., Purdue University, 1965; M.S.A.E ., 7967 ; Ph.D., University of Akron, 1973.
Reg. Prof. Engr,
Drees, Doris A. (1,956), Physical and Health Educdtion, Professor-8.S., University of
Dayton, 'J,954; M,A., Ohio State University, 1959; Ph.D., University of lowa, 1968.
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Dreidame, R. Elaine (1970), Athletics, Assistant Professor (Administrative)-B.5. in
Ed., University of Cincinnati,'t964;M.Ed.,7966;Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1974.
Drury, William R. (1984), Eilucational Ailministration, Associate Professor-B.S., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1958; M.5., 1962; Ed,.D., Wayne State University,lgzI.
Dunne, E. lames (1982), Management lnformation Systems and Decision Sciences,
Professor-8,5., 5t. Louis University, 1962; M,5., Air Force Institute of Technology,
1964; Ph.D., University of lllinois, 197L.
Durham, fames G. (t9Eo), Law, Professor-A.B., University of California at Berkeley,
1973; 1.D., University of California at Davis, !976,
Durham, Joyce R. (1980), English, Assistant Professor-B.S.Ed., Ohio University,
1962; M.4., Ohio State University, 1966; Ph.D., University of Maryland, t924,
Eastep, Franklin E. (1980), Aerospace Engineering, Professor-B.5., Ohio State Uni-
versity, 1958; M.5,, Air Force lnstitute of Technology, 1963; Ph.D., Stanford Uni-
versity, L966.
Ebeling, Charles E. (19SE), Engineering Management and Systems, Associate Professor
-B.S., University of Pittsburgh, ).96s; M.5., Air Force Institute of Technology,L969; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1973.
Edwards, Dorian I. (19SS), Mathematics,Instructor-B.A., Hiram College, 19SS; M.A.,
Ohio State University, L9E8.
Edwards, Elizabeth l. ('J,987), Performing and Visual Arts-Fine.Arfs, Assistant pro-
fessor-8.F.A., Tyler School of Art, Temple University, 1982; M.F,A., Indiana
University, 1987.
Eggemeier, F. Thomas (1986), Psychology, Associate Professor-B.A., University of
Dayton, 't967; M,A,, Ohio State University, t969, Ph.D.,'tg7''
Egnor-Brown, Rose M. (L983), Teacher Eilucation, Assistant Professor-B.S.Ed., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 797 5 ; M.S.Ed,., t972.
Eid, Leroy V. (1961), History, Professor-B.S. in Ed.,University of Dayton, 19s3; M.A.,
5t. John's University, t 95E; Ph.D., 1961; M.A., University of Toronto, 1968.
Eimermacher, Iohn P. (L9E6), Mechanical anil Aerospdce Engineering, professor-
P.M.E., University of Cincinnati, 1963; M.S.M.E., Lg6z; ph.D., 1923. Reg. prof.Engr,
Eley, Marion l. (L961), Accounting, Associate Professor-B.S., University of Dayton,
1959; M.B.A., Xavier University,'r-964; C.P.A., Ohio, 1966.
Eloe, Paul w. (19s0), Mathematics, Associate Professor-B.A,, Vanderbilt university,
1,97 5 ; M.5., University of Missouri,'1,977 t Ph.D., 1,9 gO.
Emmelhainz, Margaret A. (1,9E6), Marketing, Assistant Professor-B.A., Trinity
University, 1,973;M.5., Air Force Institute of Technology,L97g;ph.D., Ohio Statl
University, 1986.
Endres, Thomas E. (1987), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Assistant professor
-B.M.E., University of Dayton, 1966; M.M.E., 1969. Reg. prof. Engr.
Ensalaco, Mark (1989), Political science, Assistant professor-8.A., state University
of New York at Buffalo, 19E1; M.T., Harvard University, 1984.
Erdei, John E. (1983), Physics, Assistant Professor-B.s., cleveland state university,
1973; M.5., 1,976; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1983.
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Evans, James H. (19S1), Counselor Education, Associate Professor-8.A., Ohio
Wesleyan University, 1961; M.A., Kent State University, 1964; Ed.D., Indiana Uni-
vercity,797l.
Evers, Anthony l. (7966), Electrical Engineering, Associate Professor-B'E.E', Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1953; M.S.E.E., University of Notre Dame, 1955. Reg. Prof, Engr.
Eylon, Daniel (19s6), Chemical anil Materials Engineering, Professor-B,Sc', Tech-
nion, Israel Institute of Technology, 7966; M.Sc,, L968; D.Sc,, 1972,
Fackovec, William M,, S.M, (1960), Library, Associate Professor-B.S. in Ed,, Univer-
sity of Dayton,7949;M,S,L,S,, Western Reserve University, 1959.
Farrelly, Barbara A, (L9s5), Athletics, Assistant Professor (Administrative)-B.A.,
Good Counsel College, 1965; M.A., University of Dayton, 1969.
Farrelly, Iames P. (1967\, English, Professor-B.A., Providence College, 1964; M.4,,
University of Dayton, 7966; Ph.D., Boston Unive$ity,7974.
Farren, Joseph M. (1966), Electronic EngineeringTechnology, Professor-B.5., Bluffton
College, 1.959; B.E.E., University of Dayton, 196r.; M.S., 1966; M.B.A., 1977. Reg.
Prof. Engr.
Fasano, Iulian B. (T985), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Adjunct Assistant
Professor-B.S.C.E., University of Dayton, 1965; M.5.C.E., Lehigh University, 1970.
Fenno, Cheryl A. (r987r, English, Instructor-8.A,, Lindenwood College, 1965; M.4.,
Northeast Missouri State University, 1967; Ph.A., University of Arkansas, 1974i
Ph.D., 1e28.
Ferguson, Richard T. (L978),Enrollment Management, Assistant Professor (Adminis-
trative)-8.A., University of Dayton, 1973.
Ferratt, Thomas W. (19E6), Management lnformation Systems and Decision Sciences,
Professor-8.8.A., University of Notre Dame, 1966; M.B.A,, Ohio State University,
7977; Ph.D., L974.
Fine, Mark A. (1984), Psychology, Associate Professor-B,A., Cornell University,
1979;M.A., Ohio State University, 1981; Ph.D., 1983.
Fioriti, Andrew A. (1965), Accounting, Associate Professor-8.S., University of
Scranton, 1956; M.B.A., University of Detroit, 195E; C.P,A., New Jersey, 1964.
Fitz, Raymond L., 5.M. (1969), Engineering Management and Systems, Professor-
B.E.E., University of Dayton, 1964; M.5., Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, 1967;
Ph.D., 1ezo.
Flach, Lawrance (19E9), Chemical anil Materials Engineering, Assistant Professor-
B.Sc., University of Cape Town, 1980; M.9c., 1982; Ph.D., University of Colorado,
19EE.
Flannery, David L. (l9SE), Electto-Optics, Associate Professor-8.E.E., General
Motors Institute, 1964; M.5., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1964; Ph.D.,
t96E.
Flockerzie, Lawrence l, (1.987), History, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of
Massachusetts,lgT6; M.A,, Indiana University, L9E2, Ph.D., L987.
Fogel, Norman J, 0.971.), Political Science, Associate Professor-B.S., Millersville State
College, 1.95O; M.A., University of Delaware, 196E; Ph,D,, Ohio State University,
L975.
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Fouke, Daniel C. (19SE), Philosophy, Assistant Professor-8.A., University of lowa,
7975; M.4., University of Chicago, 1983; Ph.D., 1986.
Fox, B. Lawrence (L966), Chemistry, Professor-B.S., John Carroll University, L962;
Ph.D., Ohio State University, t966.
Fraker, Iohn R. (1975), Engineering Management and Systems, Professor-8.S., Uni-
versity of Tennessee,7956;M.9.,1965; Ph.D., Clemson University, J.971. Reg. Prof.
Engr.
Frasca, Ralph R. (L972), Economics anil Finance, Associate Professor-B.A., C.W. post
College, 7967; M.A,,Indiana University, t97t ) Ph.D., tg7S.
Fratini, Albert V. (I967), Chemistry,Protessot-B.S., University of Rhode Island, 1960;
Ph.D., Yale University, L966.
Frericks, Donald J. G978), Educational Administration, Associate Professor-B.S.,
University of Dayton, 1956; M.A,, Miami University, 1958; Ph.D., Ohio State
University, L970.
Frericks, Thomas 1,0964),vice President for Athletic Programs and Facilities, Associ-
ate Professor (Administrative)-8.S., University of Dayton, 1953.
Frick, Roy K. (1987), Engineering Management and systems, Associate professor-
B.S., Clemson University, 1950; M.S., Ohio State University, !966t Ph.D., tgZO,
Friedland, Eric L. (L968), Religious Studies, Harriet Sanders professor of ludaicStudies-B,A., Boston University, 1960; M,A., Brandeis University, tg6z; ph.D,,
L967.
Friel, J, William (L963), Mathematics, Assistant Professor-B.S., Loras College, L959;
M.A., Duguesne University, 1962.
Froes, Francis H. (7989), Materials Engineering, Adjunct Professor-B.s., university
of Liverpool, t96z; M.5., University of Sheffield, 1963; ph.D., tg6z.
Frost, Rev. William P. (1962), Religious Studies, Professor-Drs. Th., Carolus Magnus
University (Netherlands) , t96L; M.A,, Loyola Univer sity, 1966.
Frye, Helen B, (L962), Teacher Eilucation, Professor-B.A,, ohio wesleyan university,
L944; M.Ed,, Wittenberg University, 7962; Ph.D., Ohio State Univeisity, 1962.
Fuchs, Gordon E. (L967) , T eacher Education, Professor-B.s,, University of wisconsin,
1958; M.5., 1961; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1974.
Galeano, carlos E. (L96s), Languages, Assistant Professor-Licenciado, universidad
deAntioquia, 1948; Diploma, Instituto Caro y Cuervo, 1960; M.A., Ohio State
University, 1965,
Gallagher, foseph P. (7984), Materials Engineering, professor-8.S.C.E., Drexel Uni-
versity, 'J,964; M.5., University of lllinois, 1965t Ph.D.,'t968.
Ganlon, Loren 5., lr. (1975\, History, Adjunct Assistant Professor-8.S., University
of Omaha, 1963; M.A., University of Dayton, 1970,
Gantner, Thomas E. (1'966), Mathematics, Associate professor-8.s., University of
Dayton, 1,9 62 ; M.5., Purdue University, 1,9 6 4 ; Ph.D., Lg 66.
Garcia, David M. (L987), Performing and visual Arts-Music, Assistant professor-
B.Mus., B.Mus.Ed,, Bowling Green State University, 7927; M.M., tgTg; D.M.A.,
Ohio State University, 1986.
Garfen, Rev. Edward D. (19SS), Library, professor-B.S., Concord College, t96B; M,A.,
M.Div., in consortium, Pontifical college Josephinum, ohio state lJniversity, and
Methodjst Theological School in Ohio, 1972; M.L.S., Kent State University, 1974;
Ph.D., University of Toledo,L977.
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Gauder, Charles C. (1985), Electrical Engineering, Assistant Professor-B.E.E., Univer-
sity of Cincinnati, 1955; M.5., University of Dayton, 1969. Reg. Prof. Engr,
Gaumnitz, Carol B. (1983), Accounfing, Assistant Professor-8.S., Western Michigan
University, 1972; M.5., 1976; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1985; C.P.A., Wis-
consin,1979.
Gay, James E. (796s), Teacher Education, Professor-8.A., Ohio University, 1951;
M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1956; D.Ed., University of Maryland, t972.
Geary, K. Michael (7976), Accounfing, Associate Professor-8.S., Indiana University,
1969 ; M.B.A., Miami University,l974; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, l9E2; C.P.A.,
Illinois, L97 5 ; Ohio, r97 6.
Geiger, Donald R., S.M. (7964), Biology, Professor-B.S., University of Dayton, 1955;
M.S., Ohio State University,T960; Ph.D., 1963.
Geiger, John O. ('1,970), Teacher Eilucation, Professor-B.A., Marquette University,
7966; Ph.D.,1972.
Geiger, Teri E. (L9E7), Law, Instructor-8.A., Marquette University, L96E; M,4,,
University of Dayton, 1974;1.D., 1977.
George, Norman (1962), Law, Professor-8.A., Ohio State University, 195o; M.B.A.,
University of Pittsburgh, 1954; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 7962t 1,D,, Salmon
Chase College,1967.
Gerber, Eugene H. (1989), Electro-Optics,, Associate Professor (Administrative)-8.S,,
University of Paris, 1944;8.A., State University of New York at Brftalo,7947;
Ph.D., 1952; M.B.A., University of Dayton, 1975.
Gerla, Harry S, (1979r, Lato,Professor-B.A., Queens College, 't97O;M,A,, University
of Florida, 1972; 1.D,, Ohio State University, L975.
Ghere, Richard K. (1984), Political Science, Assistant Professor-B.A., Concordia Col-
lege, L966; M.A., University of Toledo, 1970; Ph.D., Wayne State University,1975.
Ghosh, Jayabrata (1,983), Management lnformation Systems anil Decision Sciences,
Assistant Professor-8.T., Indian Institute of Technology, 1977; M.9., University
of Arkansas, 1981; Ph.D,, 19E3.
Giffin, Bruce F., S.M. (1985), Biology, Assistant Professor-8.5., University of Dayton,
1969; M,5., 1981; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1985,
Gilliard, Walter (1982), Associate Dean of Students, Assistant Professor (Administra-
tive)-B.A., Kentucky State College, r95O; M"A., University of Kentucky, 1956;
Ed.S., Kent State University,lgTl, Ph.D., 1973.
Gilvary, Patrick S. (L955), Performing and Visual Arts, Professor-B.S., University of
Dayton, 1950; M.A., Xavier University, 1963; Ph.D., Ohio State University, L975.
Gomolka, Eugene G. (1986), Management, Professor-B.5., Carnegie-Mellon Univer-
sity,1967; M.B.A., University of Pittsburgh, 1966; Ph.D., State University of New
York at Brffalo,1974.
Gooch, Peter G. (7986), Performing and Visual Arts-Fine Arts, Assistant Professor-
8.S., B,F.A., Eastern Michigan University, 't97E; M.E,A,, 1984.
Good, Martha H. (19ss), Laro, Assistant Professor-8.A., Skidmore College, 1970;
M.A., Brown University, 1972; Ph.D., 1976; 1.D., University of Cincinnati, 1985,
Gorton, Robert B. (L969), Mathematics, Associate Professor-B.S., Illinois Institute of
Technology, 19 6 4 ; M.5., L9 66 ; Ph.D.,'J.97 O.
Gould, Sam ('1985), Management, Professor-8.5., Ohio University, 1965; M.B.A.,
University of Colorado, l97O; Ph.D., Michigan State University, L975,
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Gowda, Raghava G. (1983), Computer Science, Assistant Professor-B.S., Banaras
Hindu University,797li M.B.M., 1973; M.B,LS., Georgia State University, l9E!;
Ph.D., 1eE6.
Graham, Thomas P. (1964), Physics, Professor-B.S., Providence College, 1956; Ph.D.,
Iowa State University, 1967.
Griffn, Iames F. (7955), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Adjunct Assistant Pro-
fessor-B.A., Oberlin College, 1961; M.S.Ch.E., Ohio University, 1967.
Gross, David I. (19E1), Chemical Technology, Associate Professor-B. Ch. E., Georgia
Institute of Technology,79s9; M.5., Air Force Institute of Technology, 1965. Reg.
Prof. Engr.
Gustafson, Elizabeth F. (19E3), Economics and Finance, Associate Professor-B.A.,
Duke University,lgTO; Ph.D., Universify of North Carolina, 1974,
Gustafson, Steven C. (1988\, Electro-Optics, Associate Professor-B.5., University of
Minnesota, L967; M.5., Duke University, 7969; Ph,D., 1974.
Hadley, Lawrence H. (1977), Economics anil Einance, Associate Professor-8.A,,
Rutgers University, 1967; M.4., University of Connecticut, 1969; Ph,D., 7975,
Hagel, Thomas L. (L982), Laro, Associate Professor-8.S,, University of Nebraska,
797 2 ; 1.D., 197 6 ; LLM,, Temple University, 1982.
Haghighi, Bahram (1987), Criminal lustice, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of
Teheran, L975; M.A,, Midwestern State University, l97E; Ph.D., Sam Houston
State University, 1985.
Hallinan, Charles G. (1983), Law, Associate Professor-B.A., University of Dayton,
1969 ; 1.D,, University of Toledo, 7977 ; LL.M., Yale University , 1983.
Hallinan, Kevin P. (L988), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Assistant Professor
-8.S,, University of Akron, l9E2; M.5., Purdue University, 1964; Ph.D., IohnsHopkins University, 1988.
Hanley, Thomas L. (1982), Law Library, Assistant Professor-A.8., Earlham College,
1970; l.D.,Indiana University, 1973; M.S.L.9., Western Michigan University, 1925.
Hanneman, Douglas A. (1956), Electronic Engineering T echnology, Professor-8.E.E..
University of Dayton, 1956. Reg. Prof, Engr.
Harawa, Bernard A. (1977), Educational Administration, Associate Professor-Dip.
Ed., Stranmillis College, Belfast, 1961; B.S,Ed., University of Dayton, 1965; M.S.Ed.,
1967 ; Ed.D., Columbia University, 1974.
Harmer, Richard S. (L97t), Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineeing, Associate Pro-
fessor-B.S., University of Illinois, L963; M.S., 'J,967; Ph.D., tg7l,
Harwood, Philip f. (L966), Communication, Associate Professor-B.5., Butler Univer-
sity,1960; M.5,,796L; Ph.D., Ohio University, 1922.
Hary, Nicoletta C. (1964), Library, Professor-Litt.D., Istituto Universitario Orientale,
Naples, 1951; Diploma in Library Science, Vatican Library School, Rome, 1952.
Hatch, Edward L. (1972r, Languages, Lecturer-8.A,, Haverford College, 1961; M,A,,
English, University of Michigan, 1964; M.A,, German, 1966.
Hatch, Elke ('19851, Languages, Lecturer-8.A., University of Michigan, 1969; M.A.,
l97O; Ph.D.,'J,975.
Hater, Robert I. (19E1), Religious Stuilies, Professor-8.A., Athenaeum of Ohio,
7957; M.4,, 1959; Ph,D,, 5t. lohn's University, 1962.
Hebeler, Donald J., S.M. (t9zz), School of Business Ailministration, Assistant profes-
sor (Administrative)-8.5., Xavier University, !949; M.A., Catholic University of
America, L957.
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Hecht, Norman L. (7974), Materials Engineering, Adjunct Professor-B.5., Alfred
University, 1960; M.5., 1968 ; Ph.D,, 797 z.
Heffernan, Alfred I. (L988), Criminal lustice, Adjunct Assistant Professor-B.A',
Hobart College, 1954,
Heft, Rev. James L., S.M. (197s), Religious Stuilies, Professor-B.A., B.S.Ed., Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1966; M.A., University of Toronto, 7971; Ph.D.' 7977.
Heitmann, Iohn A, (198a), History, Associate Professor-B.S., Davidson College, 197o;
M.A., Clemson University, 7974; Ph.D,, Johns Hopkins University, 1983.
Henninger, Francis l. 9965r, English, Professor-8.A., St. John's University, 1956;
A.M., University of Notre Dame, 195E; M.A., University of Pennsylvania, 1962;
Ph.D., 1965.
Herbenick, Raymond M. (1963), Philosophy, Professor-8.A., Duguesne University,
1964;M.A., DePaul University, 1965; M.B.A., University of Pittsburgh, 1968; Ph.D.,
Georgetown University, 1968.
Higgins, Aparna W, (19E4), Mathematics, Assistant Professor-8.5c., University of
Bombay, 797E; M,5., University of Notre Dame, 1980i Ph.D,, 1983.
Hitchner, R. Bruce (198s), History, Assistant Professor-8.A., Pennsylvania State
University, 1973; A,M, University of Chicago, 1976;Ph.D,, University of Michigan,
1982.
Hitt, Terry K. (r97s), Performing anil Visual Arts-Fine Arfs, Assistant Professor-
8.A., Otterbein College, 1959; M,Div., United Theological Seminary,7963; B,E.A,,
University of Cincinnati, 1980; M.F.A., 1981.
Hoben, William I, 0956), Accounting, Professor-B.5., University of Dayton, 1950;
M.B.A,, Xavier University, 1960; C.P,A,, Ohio, 1960,
Hoeffel, Iames L, (1987), Electrical Engineering, Adjunct Assistant Professor-8.E,E,,
University of Dayton, 1959; M.S.E.E., Ohio State University, !965,
Hoffman, David K. (L987), Perf orming anil Visual Arts-Masic, Assistant Professor-
8.S., University of lllinois, 1981; M.M., Northwestern University, 19E6.
Hoover, James W. (L966), Special Assistant to the Prooost, Assistant Professor (Ad-
rninistrative)-B.5. in Ed,, Miami University,1.95L; M,5., University of Dayton, 1965.
Hoover, William M. (79E7), Electrical Engineering, Assistant Professor-8.5.E.E., Vir-
ginia Military Institute, 1963; M.S.E.E,, University of Texas, 'J.972; Ph,D., 1978,
Hopfengardner, Jerrold D, (1976), Educational Administration, Professor-B.S., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1959; M,Ed., Miami University, 796L; Ph.D,, Ohio State Uni-
versity, L97O.
Hovey, William I. (1953), Electronic Engineering Technology, Associate Professor-
B,E.E., University of Dayton,1952; M,9,, Ohio State University, 1967,
Howarth, Cooley R. (7976), Law, Associate Professor-B.A., Michigan State Univer-
sity,1.97l; J.D,, University of Denver,l976.
Hufnagle, Mary Sue T, (1969), Assistant Dean of Students, Assistant Professor (Ad-
ministrative)-8.A., Nazareth College,7960;M.A., Michigan State University,'t964.
Huth, Mary Io (7962), Sociology and Anthropology, Professor-8.S., University of
Dayton, 1950; M.A., Indiana University, 1951; Ph.D., St. Louis University, L955.
Ingram, !efferson L. (1978), Criminal Iustice, Associate Professor-B.5.Ed., University
of Dayton, L972; M.4., 7977 ; 1.D., 7978.
Inscho, Frederick R. (1976), Political Science, Assistant Professor-A.8., University
of Detroit, L968; M.4., State University of New York at Buffalo, 1972t Ph.D., 1976.
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Islam, Muhammad (19s5), Mathematics, Assistant Professor-8.S., University of
Dhaka, Bangladesh, 7972;M.5., Carleton University, Ottawa, 1980; Ph.D., Southern
Illinois University, 1.985.
Ismail, Amin R. (1981), Electronic Engineering Technology, Assistant Professor-B.T.,
University of Dayton, 1978 t M,C,S., 79E1,
Iain, Vinod K, (L979), Mechanical Engineering, Associate Professor-8.S.M.E., Uni-
versity of Roorkee, India, 1964; M.S.M.E., 1970; Ph.D., Iowa State University of
Science and Technology, 19 E0,
fohnson, David W. Qgsa), Chemisfry, Assistant Professor-8.5,, Illinois Institute of
Technology, 197 9 t Ph,D,, 79E3,
Iohnson, Patricia A, (L979), Philosophy, Associate Professor-B.A., Eckerd College,
1967; M,A,, Columbia University, !969; M,A., University of Toronto, 1974; Ph.D.,
7979.
Johnson, Sam F. (1985), English, Instructor-B.A., Millikin University, 1966; M.Div.,
Union Theological Seminary , 1969,
Ioseph, Ellis A. (1961), Educatioz, Professor-A,8,, University of Notre Dame, 1955;
M.A., 1956 ; Ph.D., 1962.
foyce, Patrick M. (1987), Vice Presiilent for Uniaersity Adoancement, Assistant Pro-
fessor (Administrative)-8.A., Duquesne University, 1971.
Kangarlu, Allahyar ('J.987), PhVsics, Assistant Professor-B.S., University of Missouri,
1981; M.5., l98s; Ph.D.,7987.
Karirn, Mohammad A. (L986), Electical Engineering, Associate Professor-8,5., Uni-
versity of Bangladesh, Dacca, 1976; M.5., University of Alabama, 197S; M.S.E.E.,
1979 t Ph.D., L98r.
Karns, Margarct P. (1976), Political Science, Associate Professor-B.A., Denison Uni-
versity,'1965 ; M.4., University of Michigan, 1966, Ph,D., 1,975.
Katsuyama, Ronald M. (7973r, Psychology, Associate Professor-B.S., University of
California, 1966 ; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, 1977.
Kauflin, John E. (1966), Mathematics, Assistant Professor-8.S., University of Day-
ton, 1962; M.5., Michigan State University, 1964; Ph,D., Georgetown University,
1970.
Kearns, Robert I. Q984), Biology, Assistant Professor-B.5., Washington State Uni-
versity, 1968i M.5., t975; Ph,D., 1976; Med. Tech., Children's Orthopedic Hospital,
7977.
Kee, Richard I. (1935), Electrical Engineering, Instructor-B,S., University of Tampa,
1971; M.S.E.E., Air Force Institute of Technology , 7976, Reg. Prof. Engr.
Keil, Robert G. (1969), Chemistry, Professor-B.S,, Villanova University, 1.963; Ph.D.,
Temple University, 1.967.
Keim, foseph W, (I9E2), Computer Science, Adjunct Assistant Professor-8,5., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1968.
Kelly, Michael L. (1981), Head Football Coach, Assistant Professor (Administrative)
-8.A., Manchester College,797O;M,5., Ball State University, 1974.
Kepes, loseph J, g962), Physics, Professor-B.S., Case Institute of Technology, t9S3;
Ph.D,, University of Notre Dame, 195E,
Kerns, Gerald E, ('t967), Political Science, Professor-8.A., University of Wichita,
1961; Ph.D,, Indiana University, 1969.
Kester, Iack E, (L966), Computer Science, Associate Professor-8.S., Universitv of
Dayton, 1952; M,9,, Ohio State University, 195E.
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Kimble, Charles E. (L973), Psychology, Professor-B.A., Baylor University, 7966;M.A.,
1969; Ph.D., University o( Texas, L972.
Kimbrough, R. Alan (1969), English, Professor-B.A., Carthage College, 7965; A.M.,
Brown University, 7966; Ph.D., 1974.
King, Alan L, (L972), Marketing, Associate Professor-8.5,, Ohio State University,
7967 ; M. 4.,'t 969, Ph.D., L97 2.
Kirkwood, Major lames E., U.5. Army (1988), Military Science, Assistant Professor-
8.5,, Prairie View University,7971; M.B.A., Texas 9outhern University, 1961,
Kline, Raymond A., Ir. (1.967), Markefing, Assistant Professor-B.A., Wittenberg Uni-
versity, 7957 ; M,B,A,, Indiana University, 1959,
Knachel, Howard C. (f972), Chemistry, Professor-8.S., University of Dayton, 1963;
M.5., Ohio State Universi ty, 79 69 ; Ph.D., 197 1.
Koehler, Rev. Theodore A., S.M. (1969\, Library, Professor-Lic. Litt., University of
Strasbourg, 7934; Lic. Thl,, University of Fribourg, r.942.
Kohmescher, Rev. Matthew F., S.M. (L9S-L), Religious Stuilies, Professor-A.8., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 7942; S.T,D,, University of Fribourg, 1950; M.A., Western Re-
serve University,1956.
Korte, fohn R. (1973), Psychology, Associate Professor-A.8,, University of California,
79 67 ; M.5., Purdue University, 197 O ; Ph.D., 197 3.
Kozar, Rev. Ioseph F., 5.M. (1985), Religious Stuilies, Assistant Professor-8.A., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1969; M,A.,'t973; M.Div,, University of 5t, Michael's College,
Toronto,1976.
Kreitzer, Iohn I. $985), Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineering, Adjunct Assistant
Professor.
Krieger, Michael T. (1983), Library, Assistant Professor-8.5., Central Michigan
University, I972; M.L.S.,Western Michigan University, L976.
Krugh, Ianice L. (L987), Languages, Assistant Professor-8.A., Ohio Northern Uni-
versity, 'J.974; M.A,, University of Toledo, 1979; Ph.D,, University of Pittsburgh,
1986.
Kunkel, Ioseph C. (L96a), Philosophy, Ptofessor-A.8., Loyola University, Chicago,
1958; A.M., 7962; Ph,D.,St. Bonaventure University, 196E,
Kuntz, Kenneth I. (1969), Psychology, Associate Professor-B.A., Washington Uni-
versity, L9S6; M.4., University of Cincinnati, 1963.
Kurtz, Eleanor A. (1964), Directot, Kennedy Union and Unioersity Actit:ities, Assistant
Professor (Administrative)-B.A,, University of Dayton, 1947; M.5., 1974,
Labadie, Patricia B. (1959), English, Associate Professor-B.A,, University of Wash-
ington, 7946; M,4., Miami University, T96l; Ph.D,, University of Cincin^ati, L974,
Lain, Laurence B. (1976), Communication, Associate Professor-8.5., Indiana State
University, 1969;M.4., Ball State University, L973;Ph.D., Ohio State University,
7984.
Lang, Joseph E. (1981.), Computer Science, Associate Professor-A.8., Thomas More
College, 1964; M.5., University of Illinois, 1965; Ph.D., r97O; M.5., Wright State
University, 1988,
Lapitan, Antonio E. (L969), Political Science, Professor-A,B,, University of the Philip-
pines, 1954; M.A., Lehigh University, 7957; Ph.D,, University of Oregon, 1966.
Lasley, Thomas J., II (1983), Teacher Education, Professor-B.5., Ohio State Univer-
sity, 1.969; M.4., L972t Ph.D., 197E.
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Laubach, Lloyd L. (L98O), Physical anil Health Education, Associate Professor-8.S.,
Central State University, Edmond, Oklahoma, 1961; M.5., University of Oregon,
7962; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1970.
Laufersweiler, Ioseph D. (7963), Biology, Associate Professor-B,5., University of
Notre Dame, 1952; M.Sc., Ohio State University, 1954; Ph.D,, 1960.
La Vanche, James B. (7957), Physical anil Health Eilucation, Professor-8.A., Emory
and Henry College, 794E; M,5., West Virginia University, 1952.
Leahy, Peggy E. (1986), Teacher Education, Assistant Professor-B.S., University of
Dayton, 196E; M.S., t97o;M.Ed., Wright State University,r9TE; Ph.D., Miami Uni-
versity, 1981.
Lee, C. William (7982), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Associate Professor-
8.S., National Taiwan University, '1,976; M.5., University of Akron, 1979; Ph.D,,
Ohio State University, 1982.
Lee, David R. (1982), Management, Associate Professor-B.S., U.5. Air Force Acad-
emy,7962) M.S.I.E., Purdue University, 7966; P\.D., 1972. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Lefler, Jo Ann P, (1969\, Human Ecology, Associate Professor-B.B.A., University of
Cincinnati, 1950; M.Ed., Miami University, 196E.
Leonard, Mary T. (1956), Physical and Health Eilucation, Associate Professor-A,8,,
Radcliffe College, 1948; M.S., MacMurray College, 1951; D.Ed., Boston Univer-
sity,1960.
Leonard, Thomas I. G969), Library, Associate Professor-B.A., St. John's University,
1951; M.5,, Kansas State Teachers College, 1956.
Letnanova,Elena L. E. (7987),Perlorming anilVisual Arts-Masic,Associate Professor
-B.Mus., College of Musical Arts, Bratislava, 1964; M,Mus., 1966; Ph.D., Uni-versity of J.A. Komensky, Bratislava, 1979.
Lewis, William F. (L980), Marketing, Associate Professor-B.A., Spring Arbor Col-
lege, 1967; M.B.A., Michigan State University,7969; Ph.D., University of Cincin-
nati,\976,
L'Heureux, Conrad E, (7970), Religious Studies, Professor-8.A., St. Paul's College,
1962; M.A., Catholic University of America, 1966; Ph.D,, Harvard University, 1972.
Lightman, Allan J. (1988), Electro-Optics, Associate Professor-B.A.5c,, University
of Toronto, 1963; M.A., 1965; Ph.D., Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, 1971.
Little, Gordon R. (19ss), Electro-Optics, Assistant Professor-B.5., Ohio State
University, 1966; M.5.,7970 j Ph.D.,7973.
Lokai, Clement B. (1980), Computer Science, Adjunct Associate Professor-8.S., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 7963; M,B.A., 7968,
Loomis, John 5. (79E5), Electro-Optics, Professor-B.5., Case Institute of Technology,
1966; M.5,, University of lllinois, 7968; M.5., University of Arizona, 1977; Ph.D.,
19E0.
Lu, Chris C. (7976), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Associate Professor-8.S.,
Chen-Kung University, 1960; M.S., University of Missouri, 1966; Ph.D., University
ofTexas,1972,
Lutz, Paul N. (1970), Teacher Eilucation, Assistant Professor-8.A., 8.5., University
of Washington, 1955; M.Ed., University of Oregon, 1967;Ph.D.,l97O.
Lynn, Susan (L9E9), History, Assistant Professor-B.A,, University of California,
196E; M.5,, University of Southern California, 1970; Ph,D., Stanford University,
t986.
McAdams, Ronald L. (1975), Office of Computing Actioities, Assistant Professor (Ad-
ministrative)-A,8,, Manchester College, 1.959; M,B.A,, University of Dayton, 1978.
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McCloskey, John W. (1965), Mathematics, Professor-8.S., University of Dayton,
1960; M.5., Michigan State University,7962; Ph.D., 1965.
McCormick, Roger D. (798'L\, Counselor Education, Associate Professor-8.5.Ed.,
Miami University, 1949 ; M.A., Ohio State Universi ty, 7957 ; Ph.D., 1969.
McDonald, Jack P. (7969), Director, Office on Aging, Associate Professor (Adminis-
trative)-8.S., University of Dayton, L956; M.A., Indiana University, 1958.
McDougall, Kenneth I. 0966), Biology, Professor-8.A., Northland College, 1957;
M.S., Marguette University,1.959; Ph.D,, Kansas State University, 1964.
McGough, Michael P. (1989), General Manager, WVUD-FM, Assistant Professor(Administrative)-B.S., University of Illinois, 1970,
McGough, Susan I. (7984), Director, Uniaersity Continuing Education, Associate
Professor (Administrative)-8.A., Ohio Dominican College, 1967; M,A., University
of Hawaii, 1968.
McGrath, Iohn A., S.M. (19s2), Religious Stuilies, Lecturer-8.A., University of Day-
ton,7957; M.A., Ohio State University,1962; S.T.L., University of Fribourg, 7966;
Drs.Th., University of Nijmegen, 7965; Ph.D., University of St. Michael's College,
Toronto, 1979.
McGraw, Iames L. (1952), Industrial Engineering Technology, Professor-B.S.LE,,
Lafayette College, 1951; M,B.A., Xavier University, 796O.
McKenzie, George I,, S.M. (L959), Languages, Professor-B.A., University of Dayton,
1933; M.A., Ohio 9tate University, Da|; Ph.D,, Western Reserve University, L961.
Macklin, F. Anthony (L962), English, Associate Professor-A.B., Villanova University,
1960;M.4.,L963.
Magnuson, Phillip C. (1981), Performing and Visual Arts-Music, Associate Professor
-8.A., Duke University,l97l; M.M., University of Massachusetts, T974; D.M.A.,University of Wisconsin, 1977.
Majka, Linda C. (L98'1.), Sociology and Anthropology, Associate Professor-B.A., Col-
Iege of William and Mary, 7969;M.A., University of California, 1973,Ph.D.,7978.
Majka, Theo J. (1.983), Sociology anil Anthropology, Associate Professor-8.S., Col-
lege of William and Mary, 1.969; M.A., University of California, 1972; Ph.D., '1,978.
Markon, Elaine M. (1986), Nuclear Meilicine Technology, Clinical Professor-B.5.,
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Tg66; M.5., Ohio University, 7972; Certiffcate,
N.M.T., Nuclear Medicine Institute, 1975; A.R.R.T,,1975t C,N,M.T., Nuclear Medi-
cine Technologist Certification Board, 1978.
Marotto, Robert A., Jr. (7985r, Sociology anil Anthropology, Assistant Professor-B.A.,
St. Francis College, 'J,975; M.A., University of California, 'J,979; Ph.D., 1984.
Marre, Kitayun E. (L966), English, Professor-B.A., University of Bombay, 19s8; M.A.,
1960; Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo, 1966.
Marre, Louis A, (7965), English, Associate Professor-A.8., University of Notre Dame,
196r. ; M.A., 1963 ; Ph.D., L97 2.
Martin, Herbert W. (1970), English, Professor-B.A., University of Toledo, 7964; M.A.,
State University of New York at Buffalo, 7967; M.L., Middlebury College, I9T2;
D.A., Carnegie-Mellon University, 1979.
Martin, Judith A. (l9EO), Medical Technology, Clinical Assistant Professor-B.S., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1967; M.T. (ASCP), 1967.
Martin, Iudith G., S.S.J. (19so), Religious Studies, Assistant Professor-8.A., Medaille
College, '1.969; M.A., Union Theological Seminary, L972; M.A., McMaster Univer-
sity, r97 5 ; Ph.D., 1 983.
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Martin, Raymond E., S.M. (L978), Director, Career Placement Center, Assistant Pro-
fessor (Administrative)-8,S., University of Dayton, 796E ; M,5,, 7975,
Martin, Thomas M. (1965), Religious Stuilies, Professor-B.5., 9pring Hill College,
7962; M.A., Fordham University, 1965; Ph.D., Syracuse University, 1972.
Maruyama, Robert K., 5.M. (19s4), Computer Science, Assistant Professor-B.S',
University of Notre Dame, 1961; M.5., 1968, M.S,, University of Dayton, 19811.
Mashburn, Joe D, (1981), Mathematics, Assistant Professor-8,S,, Southern Mission-
ary College, 1976; M.A., University of California, 1978; Ph.D., 198L.
Massucci, Rev. toseph D, (19s7), School of Education, Assistant Professor (Adminis-
trative)-M.A., Catholic University of America, 7977; Ed,S., University of Dayton,
19EE.
Matczynski, Thomas I, O9s7), Eilucational Administration, Professor-8.S., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1964; M.5., 196s; Ph.D., Ohio University, 7977.
Mathews, Stanley G,, S.M. (1979), Rector, Associate Professor (Administrative)-
8.A., University of Dayton, 1943; M.A., Western Reserve University, 194E; M,S'L.5.,
1952.
May, Alan M. (7975), Computer Science, Adjunct Assistant Professor-8.5., Wilming-
ton College, 196L; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1966.
Means, Michael H, (7963), English, Associate Professor-8.A., Wisconsin State Col-
lege, 1955; M.A., Ohio State University,7957t Ph.D., University of Florida, 1963.
Merenski, J. Paul (1976), Markefing, Associate Professor-B.S., Wright State Uni-
versity, l97l ; M.B.A., 7972 ; Ph,D., University of Cincinnati, 19E2.
Metzger, Iames (1970), Marketing, Adjunct Professor-B.S., Butler University, 1950;
M.B.A., Xavier University, !966.
Mildrum, Herbert (1975), Electrical Engineering, Adjunct Associate Professor-8,E.E,,
University of Dayton, 1964; M.S.E.E., 197L.
Miller, Dan E. (1978), Sociology and Anthropology, Associate Professor-B.5., Uni-
versity of low a, !97O ; M.A., 197 2 ; Ph.D., 7979,
Miller, Richard L. (196s), Management, Associate Professor-8.S., Ohio State Uni-
versity, 't947; M.B.A.,1959; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1981,
Miller, theila F. (1989), Lau, Instructor-A.8., Miami University, 1983; J.D', Uni-
versity of Cincinnati, 1987.
Miller, Van V. (1988), Management, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of Kansas,
797OiM.B.A,, University of Missouri, 1975;M.4., University of New Mexico, 1981;
Ph.D., 1984.
Minardi, Iohn E. (1,964), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Professor-8.M.E,,
University of Dayton, 1955; M.S.M.E., University of Southern California, 1957;
Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, L973.
Miner, George K. (1.976), Physics, Professor-A.8., Thomas More College, L95E;
M.5., University of Notre Dame, 1960; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1965.
Mohan, Nancy (19s7) , Economics and Finance, Assistant Professor-B.5,, Indiana
University, 'J..975; M,B.A.. Wright State University, 1.977; Ph.D,, University of
Cincinnati, 1986.
Monasterio, Xavier O. (1966), Philosophy,Ptofessor-8.A., Instituto Oriente, Mexico,
1944; M.A., Ysleta College, 1951; Ph.D., Universite de Paris, 1964.
Montavon, Robert E, (1966), Library, Associate Professor-B.A,, St. Charles College,
1955 ; M.A., Catholic University of America,'t 9 62 ; M,5.L.5., 79 65.
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Montgomery, George H. (19s0), Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineering, Assistant
Professor-B.Ch.E., Ohio State University, 1944; M.B.A., University of Dayton,
1966. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Moon, Donald L. (1974), Electrical Engineering, Professor-B.S.E.E., West Virginia In-
stitute of Technology, 1963; M.S.E.E., University of Toledo, 1966; Ph.D., Ohio
State University, 197 4.
Moore, Sandra K. (7978), SocialWork, Assistant Professor-B.A., Ohio State Univer-
sity, 797 o ; M.S.W .,'t 97 8.
Morefield, Donald W. (1969), Physical anil Health Eilucation, Assistant Professor-
B.5. in Ed., University of Dayton,7957;M.A. in Ed., Ball State University,7967i
Ed.S., University of Dayton, 19E6.
Morlan, Don B. (1977), Communication, Professor-8.S., Indiana State University,
79 62 ; M.5., 1965.; Ph.D., Purdue Univer sity, 79 69.
Morris, Ieffrey W. (L9el), Law, Professor-B.A., Providence College,
Washington and Lee Univetsity, 1977.
Morrow, Gary W, (I98E), Chemisfry, Assistant Professor-B.A., Ohio
L974; 1.D.,
State Uni-
versity, 1984; Ph.D., 1988,
Moss, L. Howard, lll (1978), Biology, Clinical Associate Professor-8.5., University of
Tennessee, 1960.; M,S., 1961. Ph.D., 7967.
Mott, Robert L. (1966), Mechanical Engineering Technology, Professor-B.M.E., Gen-
eral Motors Institute, 1963; M.S.M,E., Purdue University, 1965. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Moulin, Eugene K, (196s), Counselor Eilucation and Human Seroices, Professor-B,A.,
Mount Union College, 1956; M.E., Kent State University, 1959; Ph.D., University of
Toledo, L968.
Mueller, Steven D. (L976), Director, Counseling Center, Assistant Professor (Adminis-
trative)-8.A., University of Dayton, 7974; M,A, 1976; Ed..D., University of
Cincinnati, 19E7.
Mullins, Monalisa M. (19s9), Philosophy, Instructor-B.A., St. Leo College, 1985;
M.A., University of Dayton, 1987.
Mundell, Michael L., Captain, U.5. Army (Lgsg), Militdry Science, Assistant Pro-
fessor-B.A., Washington-Jefferson College, 1981.
Murphy, Ellen M., O.P. (L97L), College of Arts anil Sciences, Assistant Professor(Administrative)-8.A,, Barry College, 1949; M.A., Loyola University, Chicago,
1956; M.S.Ed., University of Dayton, 197L.
Murray, Sean A. (L9E8), Lato, Instructor-8.A., State University of New York at
Cortland, 1980; Ed.M.,state University of New York at Buffalo,79E5;1.D.,7986.
Mushenheim, Harold G. (1965), Mathematics, Associate Professor-B.5., University
of Dayton, 7955;M.4., University of Cincinnati, 1960, Ph.D., 1.963.
Myers, Kevin J. G986), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Assistant Professor-
B.Cm.E., University of Dayton, 1981; D.Sc., Washington University, 1986.
Nartker, Raymond H. 0962) Library, Professor-8.A., University of Dayton, 1942;
M.S.L.5., Western Reserve University, 1955.
Nelson, Peter B. (7979), Political Science, Assistant Professor-B.5., Florida State Uni-
versity, 7969; 8.5,, Florida International University, 1973; M.S.M., L975; Ph.D.,
University of Mississippi, 1962.
Neuendorf, Edward J., S.M. (L96E), Computer Science, Associate Professor-B.S., Uni-
versity of Dayton, L957; M,5., University of Pittsburg, 196L; Ph.D., 1958.
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Neufang, Gordon A., Ir. (1969\,,Languages, Associate professor-B,A., university ofMichigan, r.953; M.A., rgST t Ph.D.,tsi}.
Nile.s., Fred (r98s),_Pe-rforming andvisual Arts-Fine Arts,Assistant professor-8.s.,
Edinboro 
_s_tate college, 1964;M.A, university of Northern c.t"r"a", is?l; M.F.A.,Syracuse University, 1987.
Noland, George B. (19SS), Biology, professor_8.S., University of Detroit, 1950; M.S.,L952; Ph.D., Michigan State Universi ty, 1,gSS.
Nykolyshyn, Helen (1920), Library, Assistant professor-8.A., Kent state university,
1967 , M.5.L.5.,7969.
o'Boyle, Rosemary T, (1980), Assistant vice president for stuilent De'elopment,Assistant Professor (Administrative)-B.A., st. Bonaventure univeisity , 7972;M.5. in Ed.,1.97s.
o'Brien,.Ja1eg F, x. (Lgsg), Head Basketbail coach, Assistant professor (Adminis-trative)-8.5., 5t. loseph's university, rgz4; M.B.A., University or vu.lurra, rsar.
o'Hare, l. Michael (1966), Physics, professor-B.s., Loras college, 1960; M.s., purdueUniversity, 1962; Ph.D., State University of New york at git^to, t6OO.'
ola, Adegbemiga (198E), co mputer science, Assistant professor-B.sc., University ofIbadan, !?77; M.Sc., University of British Columbia, 1es2; ph.D.;'Ase WesternReserve University, 19EE.
O'Meara,.Maureen F. (1986), Languages, Assistant professor_8.A., Trinity College,l97l; Ph.D., Cornell University, L926.
O'Neil, Gerald W., S.M. (1985), Teacher Education, Assistant professor_8.A., Uni_versity_of Dayton, t956; M,A., St. Iohn,s University, 1963; ph.D., University ofNotre Dame, 1.975.
Oumlil, Abderrahman B. (19S3), Marketing, Associate professor_8,S,, SouthwestMissouri State University,tgT6; M.B.A., t6zz;ph.D., U"iu"iriiy of ait'".,r"r, rnrr.
Palermo,-Patrick F' (197r.),- History, professor-B.A., Fordham coilege, 1966; M.A.,State University of New york, tsoz; ph.D., ]|974,
Palmert, Da$el F. (1972), Registrar, Assistant professor (Administrative)_8,S,, Uni_versity of Dayton, 195O; M.B.A.,1,978.
Palmert, fulia Ann (L97s)., Human Ecology, Assistant professor-B.s., university ofDayton, L952;M.5., Ohio State Universitlr, 1953. R.D.
Paguin, Gary W. (t959), Social Work, Assistant professor_B.S., Northeastern Uni_versity,'L975; M.S.W,, University of Michigan, tgZZ;1.D., tg82.
Pasala, Krishna Murthy--(1985), Electrical Engineering, Associate professor_B.E.,Andhra University, 19zo; ph.D., Indian Instit'ute of siience, 1,g;i.- -----
Patr_ouch, Joseph F. (1964), English, professor-A.8., University of Cincinn ati, t9S6;M.A., 1960, Ph.D., University of Wiscons in, Lg6s.
Payne, Elmer_H_. (1961),. ciail Engineering and Engineering Mechanics, AssociateProfessor-B.s.c.E., washington univeriity, tgssi v.s., isor. nug.-p;or. rr,g..
P"ry:r Yt-r!"el- A. (1972), philosophy, Associare professor-8.A., Xavier University,L966; M,A., Boston College,'197O; ph, D,, University of Georgia, iSi; -
Pedrotti, I,eno M. (lgE7), Physics, Assistant professor-B.A., Wright State University,L98t; Ph.D., University of New Mexico, L986.
Penno, Rob-ert P' (lg17), Electricar Engineering, Assistant professor-8.s.M.E,, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, tsZt; U,i.f,E., t9B4; ph,D., University of Day_ton,'L9E7.
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perna, Richard,P, (7gE2r, Law,Professor-B.A., Villanova university, 7971:' l.D,7975.
Pestello, Fred P. (1984), Sociology and Anthropology, Instructor-B'A', John Carroll
University, 7974;M.A., University of Akron, 1981; Ph'D', 1985'
Pestello, H. Frances Geyer (1985), sociology and Anthropology, Assistant Professor-
B.A., 
'College 
of Wooster, 1973; M.A', University of Akron, 1977; Ph'D', University
of Akron-Kent State University, L983.
Peterson, Richard E. (1,g57),Mathematics,Professor-B.A., Hiram College, 1955; M.5.,
Purdue UniversitY, L957.
petit, M. Loretta, o.P. (L96E), Teacher Education, Professor-8.A., Siena Heights
Coilege, tg4?'; M.A., Catholic University of America, 1949; D.Ed,, Western Reserve
University, 1966.
petrykowski, John c. ('t9s5), Mechanical and Aer_ospace-Engine.erinS, Assistant Pro-
fessor-B.s., University of wisconsin, 7975; M.5., University of lllinois' L978;
Ph.D., 1961.
Phitlips, Ieffrey l. (79EE), Accounting, Assistant Professor-8.A., Rutgers University,
fSOg j i,LS., Air Force Institute of Technology, 7976; M.A., University of Georgia,
1983; Ph,D., 198s.
Phillips, Norman 5. (Lg74), ciail Engineering and Engineering Mechanics, Associate
proiessor-8.A.E,, Ohio State Universi ly , L955 ; M.S.E., University of Dayton, 1968;
M.S.Ed., 1983. Reg. Prof. Engr'
Pici, Joseph R. (1965), English, Professor-8.5., University of Dayton, 1962; M'A',
7964.
Ploeger, Bemard I,, s.M. (\985),,enior Vice Ptesident fot Ailministration, Assistant
pr"ofessor (Administrative)-8.S,, University of Dayton, 1971; M.5., Ohio state
University, 7973; Ph'D., 1975'
Polzella, Donald I. Gg72), Psychology, Professor-B.A., University of Rochester,
1,967;M.A,, Bucknell University, 1969; Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1974'
Quinn, John F. (7970), Philosophy, Associate,Professor-B.A., Gonzaga University,
- isoii1y.,e., 19oo; il\.t., Mouni st. Michael's College, 1966; M'A', university of
Washington, tg6E;1.D., University of Dayton, 1982.
Raiendran, A.M. (19SS), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Adiunct Associate
Professor-8.5., University of Madras, 1SOA; B.Tech., Madras Institute of Technol-
igy, tgzt; M. Tech., Indian Institute of Technology, 7973; Ph'D', University of
Washington, 1960.
Ramsey, James M. (Lg6a), Biology, Professor-8.5', Wilmington College, 1948; M'5'.
Miami University, 1951'
Rang, Jack C. (tg7g), Communication, Professor-B.5., Northwestern University,
7;4s; M.A., Aguinas College, 1965; Ph.D., Northwestern University, \972'
Rang, Mary Ruth (1984), Communication, Lecturer-B.S., Northwestern University,
1949; M.A., Eastern Illinois University, 1971'
Rapp, John E. (Lg72), Economics and Finance, Professor-8,A., University of Missouri,
1959 ; M.A., L960 t Ph.D., L964'
Ray, Alden E. (1961), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Professor-8,A,,
Southern lllinois University, 1953; Ph.D., Iowa State University, 1959'
Revere, Amie L. (198't), Counselor Education, Associate Professor-8.S., Central State
University, 1957; M.Ed., Miami University, 1970; M.s.Ed., University of Dayton,
1985; Ph.D,, Miami UniversitY, 1985.
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Rh-ee, Tong-chin (1962), History, professor-B,A., seoul National university, 1959;M.P.A., 1961; M.A,, Lehigh University,7962; ph.D., Clark University, 1967.
Rice, Bernardl, G96o),Mathematics, professor-B.s., st, Louis University, 1955; M.s.,Ohio State University, 1961.
Richards, wili.aq M. (Lg7o), philosophy, Associate professor-8.A., LeMoyne col-lege, T966; Ph,D., Georgetown Univerii ty, 1970.
Richardsory Gordon R. (1970), performing and,visual Arts-Fine Arts,Assistant pro-fessor-B.S. in Ed., University of Daylon, L964; M.F.A,, pratt Institui;, rezo.
Riley,.Iohn.E. (r9E4), Associate Dean of students, Associate professor (Administra-tive)-B.A,, University of Dayton, t9s2; M.A., Miami University, felel
Rippy, Douglas v. (19s0),_Mdnagement lnformation systems and Decision sciences,Associate Professor-8.s., clemson university, rg6i; M,s., Air Force Institute ofTechnology, 1968; Ph.D., Clemson University, tez4.
Ritter, Charles I. Gg67), Geology, professor_B.S., University of Dayton, 1959; M.S.,Massachusetts Institute of Technology , tg62; ph.D., University oiVi.t ig"rr, rezf 
.
Roberson, Mary K. (rgEs_),.Psvchology, Assistant professor-8.A., university of ren-
nessee, 7979; M.4,, Michigan State University, L984; ph.D., 19SS.
Robe1t9, carole L. (1968), physical anil Health Education, Assistant professor-8.s.in Ed., Ohio State University,tg64; M.A., 196S.
Roberts, william P. (1980L Religious stuilies, professor-8.A., Fordham university,1955 ; M.A., 19sz ; ph. L., Loyola. seminary, Ls s6 ; S.T.L., W"rr;n- S;h;;i-oi fh"otogy,1963; Ph.D., Marquette University, 1968.
Robinson, fames D, (L982), communication, Associate professor-B.A., Universityof the Pacific, L978; M.A., West Virginia iJniversity, Lgzg; ph.D,, purdue Univer_sity,7982.
Roesch, Rev. Raymond {.1.S.y._(1951), psychology, professor_A.B., University ofDayton, 1936; M,A,, Catholic University-of Amirica, 1945; ph,D., Fordham Uni_versity, 1 954.
Ro-gers, Dana B. (1982),_Electrical Engineering, professor_B.S.E.E., Arizona StateUniversity, L962; M.S,E.E, Air Force Instituti of Technology, ts:ii', ii.D., Univer_sity of Dayton, 1928.
Rogus, Joseph F' (19s1), Educationar Administration, Kuntz professor-8.s., Univer-sity of Dayton, 1960; M.Ed., Miami University,1,962; ph,D., Ohio Univeisity, reOe.
Roll,.Patricia H, (197E), Law, Assistant professor (Administrative)_B.A., MaryvilleCollege of the Sacred Heart, 1951; J.D. Universit y of Dayton, nie.
Romaguera, Enrique (1969),_Languages, Associate professor-B.A., University ofDayton, L96S ; M.A.,Ohio Univeisi ty, rcOO.
Ro-oney, Victor M. (L966), El_ectronk Engineering Technology, professor-8.E.E.,University of Dayton, 196s; M.9.E.E., Ohio State-University,ilzo. n"gl-irof. Engr.
Root,.Darrell K, (1'g87), Eilucationar Administration, Assistant professor-B.s., MiamiUniversity, 1950; M.E., Ohio State University, tgsT; ph,D., Lg7L. --
Rosenzweig, Kenn_eth Y. (19E1), Accou_nting, Associate professor-8,A., university ofTexas,re6s; M.B.A., University of Houst-on, te6E;ph.D.,Mt"hig;b;;;iJniversity,
7977; C.P.A., Ohio, 1960; C.M.A., 1eB0; C.I.A., 1es3.
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Roten, Rev. Iohann G., s.M. (1987), Director, lntetnational Marian Research Institute,
Associate Professor (Administrative)-B.Ed., Ecole Normales des Instituteurs, 5ion,
1963;8.A., College of 5t' Michel, Fribourg, 7962; 5.T.L', University of Fribourg,
1969; Lic.Phil ,,7972; S.T.D., Pontifical University of The Marianlom,7987.
Rousseau, Patricia E. (19SS), Law, Associale Professor-8.5,, Indiana university, 1969;
1.D., Washington UniversitY, 1975'
Rowe, |ohn I. Og77), Biology, Associate Professor-B.5., Colorado State University,
196e; M.5., Arizona Stati University, TST'J'; Ph'D., University of Kansas Medical
Center,1975.
Rueth, Thoma s W . (7987), Counselor Eilucation, Associate Professor-B.9., University
of Dayton, 1963; M.A., \969; Ph.D., Loyola University of Chicago' 7973'
Ruff, Lawrence A. (1960), English, Associate Professor-B'S., University of Dayton,
1958; M.A., Catholic University of America, 1959; Ph.D., Ohio State University,
796E.
sack, Laurence A. (Lg86), Ciztil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics, Adiunct
Assistant Professor-B'S'C.E., University of Dayton, 1981.
saintignon, Paula L. (L983), Mathematics, Lecturer-8.S., Bowling Green State Uni-
versity, 1978; M.9., University of Dayton, 1982.
Saliba, Joseph E. (1980), cioil Engineering anil Engineering Mechanics, Associate
Profeisor-B.5., University of Diyton, 'J'979; M.5', 19Eo; Ph'D., L983' Reg. Prof.
Engr,
saliba, Tony E. (1986), chemical and Materials Engineering, Assistant Professor-
B.Cm.E., University of Dayton, 198r.; M.S', L9E2; Ph.D., 1986.
Sanders, J. Thomas (L988), History, Assistant Professor-B.5., Memphis State Univer-
sity, 1973; M.A., University of Kansas, 197E.
Sandhu, sarwan 9. (19S0), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Associate Professor-
8.5c., Panjab University, 1961; B.Sc.C.E.,L966; M.Sc.E., University of New Bruns-
wick, lgTo; D.I.C., Imperial College, University of London, L973; Ph.D.' University
of London, L973.
Sandness, Marilyn l. (1,97 4), P erf orming dnd V isual Art s-Music, Associate Professor
-B.Mus., Easiman School of 
Music, 1958; M.Mus., New England Conservatory of
Music, 1960. Reg. Music Therapist' Music Therapist, Board Certified.
Sandy, Michael Reginald (L982), Geology, Assistant Professor-B.Sc., Queen Mary
College, University of London, L980; Ph'D., 19E4.
Saphire, Richard B. (1976), Law, Protessor-B.A', Ohio State University, 1967; l.D.'
Salmon P. Chase College of Law, I97L; LL'M., Harvard University, 1975.
Sargent, Gordon A. (19s5), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineeting, ?rofessor-B.5c.,
Imperial College of Science and Technology, University of London, 1960; Ph.D',
1964,
Saxton, Stanley L. (1977), Sociology anil Anthropology, Associate Professor-8.S.,
University of Wisconsin, 1964; M.A., University of lowa, 1969; Ph.D., L973'
Scarpino, Frank A. (L987), Electrical EngineerinS, Associate Professor-B.S.E.E', Uni-
versity of Cincinnati, 1963; M.S.E.E., 1.970; Ph.D., University of Dayton, 1'987.
Schauer, John I. (1966), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Professor-B.M.E',
University of Dayton, 1.958; M.5,, Carnegie Institute of Technology,1959; Ph.D,'
Stanford University, 1964.
Schenk, Joseph A. (7980\, Mdnagement, Associate Professor-B.B'A., University of
Kentucky, 1,97O ; M.B.A., Kent 9tate University, L972; D.B.A., 1976.
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Schieltz, Beverly A, (19S9), Medical Technology, Assistant professor_8.S., MiamiUniversity, 1,979 ; M.S.,Ohio State University,'t9at.
Schiff, F-rederick (19s6), Communication, Assistant professor_B.A., Reed College,T964; M.4,, University of California at Los Angele s, L966; ph.O., igZO,
Schleppi, ca_r191! M. (19s4), 
-Engineering Techonorogy, Assistant professor-8.s.,Chestnur Hill College, Lg6s;M.5.,Ohio State University, r9os.
sch-leppi, John R. (L968), Physical and Health Education, professor-B.s., ohio stateUniversity, 1961; M.A., t963; ph.D,,7922.
Schoen, Thomas A., s.M' (79s9), computer science, Associate professor-8.s,, uni-
versity of Dayton, t954;M.A., University of Cincinnati, 1959.
Schroer, Rev. Thomas A., S.M. (L98L), Counseling Center, Assistant professor (Ad_
ministrative)-B.A', U,iversity of Dayton, 1,96i; M,A., st. Louis university, 1972;M.Div., r97z ; Ph.D., California Schooi of profeisional pry.hol.gy,-itti.
Schuerman, william c. (19ss), vice p-resident for stud.ent Deaelopment dnd Dean ofstudents, Associate Professor (Administraiive)-B.A., university oi cincinnati,
1969 ; M.4., Michigan State Universi ty, 1,97L; ph.D., American University, 1980.
schweikart, Larry E. (r9BS), History, Associate professor-8.A., Arizonia state uni-versity, 1,972; B.A.Ed', tgEo; M.A., 1980; ph.D., University of California, SantaBarbara, 1984.
searcy, E' 
_Dale (1976), Lau, professor-8,s., General Motors Institute, L9s9; !.D.,Indiana University, t96g; LL.M., New york University, 1966,
Seefluth, Brenda H. (19S3), Mechanical Engineering Technology, Assistant professor
-B.T., University of Dayton, 1981.
sekely, w-illiam s' (1976r, Marketing, Associate professor-8.s., Allegheny Coilege,1966; M.B.A., Case Western Reserve University, t97o;D.B,A.,Kent Stlte Liniversi"ty,7975.
Selka, Lawrence L, (t96E), Performing and Visual Arts_Theatre, Assistant professor
-B.S., Bowling Green State Univeriity,tgs4; M.A., 1963.
Servais,_Ronald A. (L974), chemical and Materials Engineering, professor-8.s, inA.E., Parks College, 5t. Louis University, 1,963; M.5., ,:SSO, O.€r., Washligton Uni
versity, 1969, Reg. Prof. Engr.
shah, Tauqire H' (19s4), computer science, Assistant professor-8.s., University ofPunjab, lgzt; M.5., Wright State University, 19s3,
Sharp, D^aniel D. (tgBZ), Mechanical Engineering Technology, Assistant professor_8.S., Central Missouri State University, reeriV.S., U"iilrriiv oi-io"ii,"* Vir_sissippi, L987,
Shaughnessy, Gerald I, (1967), Mathematics, Associate professor_8.S., University ofDayton, 7968 ; M.5,, Florida State Universi ty, ),964,
sh-aya Calof M. (196s), chemical Technorogy, professor-8.s., ohio univer sity, 1963;M.S. in Ed., University of Dayton, tg6S; M.5.,7g73.
Shaw,- George_8. (1962), Cirsil Engineering and Ertgineering Mechanics, AssociateProfessor-B.c.E., universitv of Davronl i.s67; \i*s(.E.,'.';ii. ii"i.-'prof. Engr.and Surveyor.
Shaw, Lori-E. (tgg9), LarD, Instructor-8.S., University of Dayton, 1983;1.D., Uni_versity of Dayton, L987.
shay,. Gertrude-D. (r9a9), Biology, professor-B.s., Mary Manse colleg e, L945; M.s.,University of Detroit, 1948.
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shereen, Faiza w. (7988), English, Assistant Professor-B,A., University of Alexan-
-dria,7967;M.A,,'UniversityofDayton,TgTs;Ph'D',UniversityofCincinnati'1988'
Shugarman, Sherrie L' (19s3), Teacher E|ryati91t, Associate Professor_B'Ed., Uni-
- ;;;;t oi Tol"do, 1.s7'5, M'.id., 7s77; Ph.D., claremont Graduate School' r9s3'
siciliano, carol J. $964), Physical anil Health Education, Associate Professor-B'S.Ed"
--C.*fi"g Grem btate'University, 1959; M.A.Ed,, Western Reserve University, 1962'
Simon, Marvin Dwayne $saz), Mechanical Engineering,Technology' Associate Pro-
fessor-B.g.M.E., iJnivlrsity of Cincinnati, |SSO; M.B.A., University of Dayton,
1978.
simons, Linda K. (1975\, Library, Associate Professor-B.5., University of lllinois,
1969; M.5., 7972; M.B'A., University of Dayton, 1983'
ginger, Sanford S. (1972), Chemistty, Professor-B'S', Brooklyn College' 7962; M'5"
University of Michigan, L964 ; Ph.D.' 1967'
Siporin, Clifford (L989), Biology, Adjunct Associate Professor-8.S., State University
- ;i-N;* York ai New Paltz,lsT!; M.5., University of Dayton, 1973t Ph'D" L976'
skill, Thomas D. (7gE4), communication, Associate Professor-B.A., State University
of New York at Buffalo, ]1978; M.A', 1980, Ph'D', 1984'
Skudlarek, William l. (1.986), Computer Science, Adjunct Instructor-B.S', University
of Dayton, lgTl;M.B.A., Pepperdine University, 1979'
Slonaker,JoanC.(7985),HumanEcology,AssistantProfessor(Administrative)-
8.S., University of Dayton, 1968, M.S., 1981.
smith, Barbara A. (1939), Computer Science, Assistant Professor-B.A., 5t, Louis Uni-
.r"riity, Lg76; M,5., University of Missouri, 1-980; Ph.D', 1988'
Smither, Iames R. (1'9E8), History, Assistant Professor-B'A', University of Chicago,
1,982; M.A., Brown University, 1983; Ph.D., L989.
Snide, James A. (Lg74), Chemical and Materidls Engineering, Professor-8.S., Ohio
U"iu"rrity, 1959; M.S., Air Force Institute of Technology, 1965; Ph.D., Ohio State
UniversitY, 1975.
Snyder, Linda June (L969), Perf orming and Visual Arts-Mlsic, Associate Professor-
8.M., Miami University, tgTo; M,M., University of lllinois, 7972; D'M'A'' 1982'
sparks, Tammy M. (7987\, Performing and visual Arts-Fine '4rfs, Assistant Profes-
sor-B.F.A., Kansas City Art Institute, L985; M.F.A., Syracuse University, 1987'
Sriram, Ramaier (1986), Management Information Systems and Decision Sciences,
Assistant Professor-B.S., University of Ceylon, 7976 M.E,, Asian Institute of Tech-
nology,1982.
Stander, Joseph W., S.M. (1960), Mathematics, Professor-B'S., University of Dayton,
Lg49; M.5., Catholic University of America, 7957, Ph'D., 1959.
Staub, Albert E. (1956), Engineering Technology, Associate Professor-A.B', Uni-
versity of Missouri, 1951; M.A., Miami University''I'963.
Steiner, Wilfred J. Gg46), History, Professor-A.B., Loras College, 1936; M.A', Har-
vard Universi ty, L938; Ph.D., Ohio State University 
' 
7957 .
gteinlage, Ralph C, (L966), Mathematics, Professor-B.5', University of Dayton, 1962;
M.S., Ohio State University,Lg63; Ph.D., 1966.
stick, Henry H, (lg75l, Economics and Finance, Associate Professor-B.5', U'S'
Military Academy, 19a5.; M'B.A', University of Pennsylvaria, L95't', Ph.D', Ohio
State UniversitY, 7957.
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stock, Richard D. (1986), Economics and Finance, Assistant professor-B.A,, IndianaUniversity, 1977;M.A., University of Colorado, tgSO; ph.D., 1986.
Stockum, Eleanore K, (r9s7\, Engtish, Associate professor-B.A., college of st. Teresa,1950; M.A., Marguette University, 1953,
strange, Ierry D. (79ss),.Engineering Technology, professor-B.s., otterbein colege,
L958; M.S., Xavier University,'t 964.
stull, Paul A. (7974), Biology, clinical Associate professor-D.V.M., ohio stateUniversity, 1966.
Sudzina, Y._.y R. (t988), Teacher Eilucation, Assistant professor_B.S., Virginia Com_
monwealth University, L9Z0; M,A., Villanova University, EzA; ph,6., TempleUniversity, 1987,
Su_ltan, Allen (197S), Ldw,Professor-A.B., Syracuse University, tgSZ; J.D., ColumbiaUniversity, 195S; A.M., University of Chicigo, 1961; LL.M., New york University,t965.
Sumrners, Donna c. s. (r9s4), rndustriar Engineering Technology, Assistant pro-fessor-8.S.M.E., University of Cincinnati, riez; V.5.I.f., p".a.i"i-l"iuersity, r9sa.
suttmann, Patricia A. (19s9), Laro, Instructor-B.A., university of Dayton, r.921;M.C.P., Ohio State University, Lsz3; M.B.A., University of Dayion, tiel';1.D., tSgE.
Sw-anson, J_oqne E. (7969), Performing and Visual Arts_Fine z{rts, Assistant pro_fessor-B.A., Indiana Universiry, tg1s; M.A., University of Cincinnali , rs7s.
Sweeney, Patrick I. ogza), Engineering-Management and systems, professor-8.s.,University of Notre Dame, r9s7; M.s., university of Misiou ri, issz; pt .o., ur,i-
versity of Dayton, 1,977.Reg. Prof. Engr.
sre-etj R-o-bert T, (LgB7), phirosophy,Instructor-8.A., wright state university,rgT6;M.A., University of Dayton, TgT'8; ph.D., University of Lincinnati, rSS9.
Ta-ylor, Annette M. (198s), communication, Assistant professor-B,A., Michigan stateUniversity, 192 4 t M.A.,'J.qBB.
T1v-lo-r, Bluce \I. (L962), History, Associate professor-B.A., Dartmouth co\ege, tssz;M.A., Columbia University, tg62; ph.D., Fordham Uni"errity, iS;J.--- ---'
Taylor, David L. (7921), Biology, Clinical Associate professor_8.A., Wittenberg Uni_versity, 1963;M.5., West Virginia University, 1965; ph.D., 1968.
Taylor, Philip- H. (L988), Electro-optics, Adjunct Assistant professor-8.s., state uni-versity College at oneonta, 19Bo; ph.D., pennsyrvania state univers,lTj, we+.
Teemer, Jack_D., Jr, (L9SO), performing and Visual Arts_photography, AssociateProfessor-8.S., University of Maryland, L97r; 8.A., tszz ; M.E.A.,'tsis.' '
T"r11i, Halish c.-(197s), Managemenf, Associate professor-B.8.A., Delhi university,L963; M.B.A., Central Michigan Unrversity, a969; M.A., U"ilr"riily-oi dincinnati,'t974; Ph.D., 1977.
Thiele, Gary A' (1979), Ele-c-trical Engineering, professor-8.s.E.E., purdue University,1960; M.Sc., Ohio State University, 1,964; ph.D,, 1968, Reg. frof. fn!.. -- -
Thimmes, Pamela L., o.s.F- (r,91s), Retigious studies, Assistant professor_B.s.Ed.,Ohio University, r97O; M.A., Canisius-College, LsTs; M.A., Var,aJiti University,T964.
Thomp.son, Teresa L. (L98s), communication, Associate professor-B.A,, universityof wisconson, r97s: M.A., purdue Universify, r976; ph.D., Temple universrty, reeo.
Thompson, Rev. Thomas A.: s:M. ('r.987), Library, Associate professor (Administra-
li:..I-P:A., University 
_of Dayton, j.ssy; M.4., University .i-pitiri-*gf,, 1.e63;S.T.L., University of Friboury, 1,96e; ph.D., University of pittsbu rei,l;?.
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Thomson, Robert A. (L952), Cit:il Engineering anil Engineering-Me:-han.ics' Professor
_8.S. in Ed., University of Daytoi, 1950;b.M.E., 1tS4, Ph.D., Illinois Institute of
Technology, L958, Reg. Prof' Engr.
Tibbetts, Paul E., !r. (:,:s6g), Philosophy, Professor-8.A., Clark university, 1964;
M.A., Boston University, 1965; Ph'D', Purdue University, 7973; Ph'D', University
of lllinois, 1985.
Tiller, Kathleen (1933), Library, Assistant Professor-B.5., University of Wisconsin,
1981; M.L'S., 1983.
Tsui, Susan L. (7g65), Library, Associate Professor-B.A., National Taiwan university,
L961.; M.5.L.S., University of Illinois, 1'964.
Turner, Dennis J' 0,974), Law, Ptofessor-B'A', Georgetown University' t967; l'D"
7970,
Ulrich, Lawrence P. (1964), Philosophy, Professor-A.8., Catholic university of Arner-
i.ca, 19 61 ; M,A., ti oz ; U.f d., Xaviei University, L9 6 4 ; Ph'D', University of Toronto'
L972;M.5., University of Dayton, 1985.
untener, Ioseph A. (1987), Mechanical Engineering Technology, Assistant Professor-
- gl\A.f., General Motoii Institute, 1984; M.5., Furdue University, 1985. Reg. Prof.
Engr.
vallicella, william F. (Lg78), Philosophy, Associate Professor-B.A., Loyola Univer-
sity of ios Angeles, L972; M.A,, Boston College,7975; Ph'D', 1978'
Ventullo, Roy M. (L979), Biology, Associate Professor-B.5., State University of New
York at Brockport, Lg72,M.S.,Lg74;Ph.D,, University of Georgia, 1978'
Vesper, Mary Jo (:I9s2), Biology, Associatefrofessor-B'A', Thomas More College'
Prs; fvt.S., Ohio State University, 7975, Ph,D', 197E'
Vieson, Rev, Paul F.,5.M. $985), History, Assistant Professor_8.A., University of
D"yio.,, Lg6Z; B.S.E1., Lga4t 9.T.8., University of Fribourg, 1968; M.A.' University
"i br,i."g., iszz; lvty'.., St. Louis University, 
7g7a; ph.D., university of chicago,
7987.
Vines, Alice G. (1969), History, Associate Professor-8.A., B,S. in Ed" University of
Cincinnati, L960 ; M.A., 19 6L ; Ph.D., r97 5.
Vlahos, George E. (1,9781, Management lnformation gystems 
-and Decision Sciences,
Professor-B.s., university of Illinois, L964;M.5., Southern Illinois University, 1967;
Ph.D., University of Northern Colorado, 1974'
VonderBrink, Gerald w. (1961\, vice President and Treasuret, Associate Professor(Aiministrative)-8.S., Xavier University, 1950; M.B.A,, University of Dayton,
1966.
Von ohain, Hans f, P. (]rgs4],, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Associate
Professor-Ph'D., University of Goettingen, 1935.
Vorherr, Philip H, (19Eo), Accounfing, Associate Professor-B,B.A" University of cin-
cinnati, 1964 ; M.B.A., L965 ; Ph.D., 197 5'
voydanoff, Patricia G. (1981), Director, center for the study of Family Deoelopment,
./issociate professor iAdministrative)-B.A., Ohio Wesleyan, 1960; M.A., Wayne
State University, 7963 ; Ph.D., L97 4'
walker, Mary Ann (1970), Library, Associate Professor-8.5. in Ed., Kent state uni-
versity, 1966; M.L.s.,1968; M.B.A., University of Dayton, 1981'
wallace, Samuel P. (Lgs2), communication, Assistant Professor-8.A., Ohio state
University, 197s; M.A., 1979 ; Ph'D., 19E5.
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Watras, Joseph L, (1979), Teacher Education, Professor-B.A., Boston University,
1965; M.Ed., University of Hawaii, L969; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1972.
Watters, Kathleen B. (1989), Communicatiozr, Assistant Professor-B.5., University of
Minnesota, 'J.976; M.A., L979i Ph.D.,7988.
Weatherly, Michael (-1968), Communication, Assistant Professor-8.A., Stephen F,
Austin State College, 1956; M.A., Bowling Green State University, 1961; Ph.D.,
Ohio State University, 1972.
Weaver, Roberta (7969), Teacher Eilucation, Assistant Professor-B.Sc., Ohio State
University, 1960; M.Sc. Ed., University of Cincinnati, L966; Ed.D., 1982.
Weber, Louis A. (1954), Performing and Visual Arts-Fine Arts, Professor-B.5.,
University of Dayton, 'J.947; M,4,, Ohio State Ur-riversity, 1947,
Weeks, Thomas M. (L977), Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineering, Adjunct Professor
-8.5.M.E., Syracuse University, 1958; M.9.M.E.,196L; Ph.D., 1965.
Weiler, John E. (L967), Economics and Finance, Professor-B.A., University of Cin-
cinnati, 1,96O ; M. 4,, 796\, Ph.D., 197 3.
Weinberg, Melvyn (7987r, Communication, Instructor-8.F,A,, Syracuse University,
L952; M.4,, Central Michigan University, 1980.
Wells, Charles E. (1934), Management lnformation Systems and Decision Sciences,
Professor-A.B., Harvard University, 1976;M.B,A., Miami University,LSTT;Ph,D.,
University of Cincinnati, 19E2,
Wernersbach, Geraldine S. (L979), Law Library, Assistant Professor-B. Mus., Du-
guesne University,L949; M.A.L.S., Kent State University, 1959.
Westerkamp, John I. (1986) , Electrical Engineering, Assistant Professor-8.E.E., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1930; M.S.E.E., Purdue University, 1981, Ph.D., 1985.
Whitney, James M. ('1,989), Mdterials Engineering, Adjunct Associate Professor-B.A.,
Illinois College, 19s9;8.T.E., Georgia Institute of Technology,7959;M.9.T.E.,!961;
M.S., Ohio State University,1964; Ph,D., 1968.
Wilbers, Timothy A, (1983), Performing anil Visual Arts-Photography, Assistant
Professor-B. Art Ed., Ohio State University, 1,972; M.A., Bza; M.E.A.,Southern
Illinois University, L98L.
Wilhoit, Karen H, (7988), Law Library, Assistant Professor-B.A., Western Kentucky
University, 1979; M,4,, University of Kentucky, 1983; M.L.S., Indiana University,
L9E4.
Wilhoit, Stephen W, (19S8), English, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of Ken-
tucky, 1980; M.A., University of Louisville, 1983; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1988.
Wilkinson, Sean (L973), Performing and Visual Arts-Photography, Professor-B.A.,
Antioch College, 7970; M.E.A., Rhode Island School of Design, 1972.
Williams, P. Kelly (L973), Biology, Associate Professor-B.A., University of Texas,
1966 ; M.5., University of Minnesota, 7969 ; Ph,D., Indiana University, 1923.
Williams, Robert B. (L98s), Teacher Eilucation, Assistant Professor-B.S,Ed., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1968; M.E.Ed.,197L; Ph.D., University of Maryland, L979.
Williamson, Tommy L. (1931), Electrical Engineering, Associate Professor-B.S.E.E.,
Ohio University,1962; M.s.E.E., Ohio State University, Lg6S; Ph.D., Ig7S.
Winger, Bernard l. (1,966) , Economics and, Finance, Professor-8.9., Xavier University,
L959; M.4., University of Cincinnati, 1.960; C.P.A., Ohio, 1965.
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Winslow, Leon E. (198'1.), Computer Science, Professor-8.5., Marguette University,
1956; M.S., 1960; Ph.D., Duke University,L965.
Wisch, Clyde R. (1964), Associate Dean of Students, Assistant Professor (Admini-
strative)-B.A., University of Minnesota, L952, M.4., 1954.
Wohl, Laurence B. (1963), Law, Associate Professor-B.5., University of California,
1969;J.D.,L972.
Wolff, Robert L. (195S), Mechanical Engineering Technology, Professor-B.S., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1959; M.B.A., Xavier University, 1967.
Wurst, Iohn C. (1.9fi,), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Professor-B,M,E.,
University of Dayton,7957;M.S.E., 1968;Ph.D., University of lllinois, 1971, Reg.
Prof. Engr.
Wurstner, Robert P. (1985), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Adjunct Assist-
ant Professor-8.S., University of Cincinnati, L974; M.S.M.E., University of Day-
ton,7976.
Yaney, Perry P. (1965), Physics, Professor-B,5.E.E., University of Cincinnati, 1954;
M.5.,'t 9s7 ; Ph.D., 1963.
Yates, Rebecca M. I. (7980\, Markefing, Associate Professor-B.8.A., University of
Cincinnati, 1973; M.B.A.,'t975, Ph.D., L980.
Yoder, Donald D. (1.989), Communication, Associate Professor-8.S., Iowa State Uni-
versity, 1973; M.A., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, L975; Ph.D., Ohio State Uni-
versity, 1982.
Young, Saul (L983), Management lnformation Systems anil Decision Sciences, Asso-
ciate Professor-B.A., University of Texas, -t962; M.5., University of Wisconsin,
1969 ; Ph.D,, Stanford University, 1975.
Zahner, Mary A. (197I\, Performing andVisual Arts-Fine Arts, Assistant Professor-
B.F.A., Ohio University, L960; M.A., L969; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1987,
Zalewski, Bernard E., S.M, (L986), Management lnformation Systems anil Decision
Sciences, Lecturer-B.5., University of Dayton, 1958; M.A., Case-Western Reserve
University, 1971.
Zamierowski, Edward E., S.M. (1974), Strategies for Responsible Deaelopment, Assist-
ant Professor (Administrative)-B.9c,E., University of Dayton, 1955; M.Sc., Ohio
State Universi ty, 1960 ; Ph.D., University of Nairobi, 797 3.
Zech, Veryl L. (1940), Performing anil Visual Arts-Music, Associate Professor-B.
Mus., University of Dayton,'t94E;M. Mus., Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, 1951.
Zembaty,Iane S. (L975), Philosophy, Professor-B.A., State University of New York
at Buff alo, 1,97 1, ; M, A., Georgetown University, 797 5, Ph.D., 797 6.
Ziegler, Edward H. (1979), Lazo, Professor-A.B., University of Notre Dame,'t-9ZO;
I.D., University of Kentucky, 1,973; LL.M., George Washington University, 1975.
Zimmerman, George H. (1986), Performing anil Visual Arts-Music, Lecturer-8.A.,
Miami University, L947; M.A,, 1951.
Zoghi, Manoochehr (1986), Cioil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics, Assistant
Professor-B.5., University of Louisville, '1979; M.E., 1981 ; Ph.D., University of
Cincinnati, 1988.
Zukowski, Angela Ann, M.H.S.H. (1979), Religious Stuilies, Assistant Professor-
8.A., University of Dayton, L974; M.A., 1.928; D.Min., United Theological Semi-
^aty,L988,
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RESEARCH STAFF
Abfalter, Garry H. (1988), Research Engineer-8,M.E., University of Detroit,1968;
M.S., Oklahoma State University, 1972,
Anderson, David P. (L983), Research Materials Scientist-B.A., University of Con-
necticut, 1973; M.5., University of Massachusetts, L977; Ph.D., 1981.
Andrews, Robert I. (1969), Research Engineer-8.5.M.E., University of Dayton, 1973;
M.S., 19E6.
Arroyo, Cindy l. (7986), Associate Programmer-Analyst-8.S., Arizona State Univer-
sity, L974; M.5., University of Denver, 1985.
Artman, Robert E. (1973), Personnel Administrator-B,5,, University of Cincinnati,
7954.
Ashbaugh, Noel E. (1982), Senior Research Engineer-8.5., Purdue University, 1962;
M,5., 1963; Ph.D., University of California, 1971,
Askins, Donald R. (1964), Research Engineer-8.5,, University of Dayton, 1963; M.S.,
7974.
Aulds, James M. (7975), Research Engineer-8.T., University of Dayton, 1975.
Azarnia, Nazanin (L984), Research Mathematician-M.5., Miami University, 1970;
Ph,D., University of Cincin^ati, 1977.
Bai, Shih Iung (1982), Research Physicist-8.5., Fu fen University, 1968; M.S., Uni-
versity of Maine, !971; M.S.E., University of Michigan, L974; Ph.D., t929,
Baker, Kenneth N. (1987), Post-Doctoral Research Assistant-8.A., University of
Mississippi, 7979; Ph.D., 19E6.
Baker, Orville J., III (1986), Assistant Research Engineer.
Ballal, Dilip R, (1983), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., Maulana Azad College of
Technology, 7967; M.5., Cranfield Institute of Technology, 1,968; Ph.D., 7922.
Bapu, Puthamkuzhiyil T. (1978), Senior Research Analyst-M.A., University of
Madras, L959; M,5., University of Cincinnati, 1924, Ph,D., tg7s.
Becker, Roger j. (7977\, Research Physicist-B.A., Lake Forest College,7967; M.5.,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a9Z2; Ph.D., Thomas Jefferson University,
1976.
Beitel, Frank E. (L978), Research Programmer-Analyst-8.5,, University of Dayton,
'J.974; M,5., Wright gtate University, 7994.
Benner, Charles L, (1.963), Associate Research Chemist-8.5., Findlay College, 1963.
Berens, Alan P. (t969), Senior Research Stdtistician-8.S., University of Dayton,
1955; M.5., Purdue University, 1952. Ph.D., t963.
Bertke, Robert S. (1,964), Research Engineer-B.M.E.,
M.S.E., i.966.
Bertke, Robert V. (T97o), Professional Technologist.
Blanchard, Robert E. (1977), Research Engineer-8.5.,
tute, L975; M.5., Rochester Institute of Technology,
University of Dayton, 1963;
Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-
L977.
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Bless, Stephan !. (7975), Senior Research Physicist-5.8,, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1965; S.M., L968t Sc.D., L970.
Boehmer, Robert P. (7962), Associate Director, Research Seraices-8,5., University of
Dayton, !962 ; M.5., 7972.
Bohlander, Teresa (1984), Marketing Coordinator-B.A., University of Dayton, 1982.
Borgwardt, Ion I. (19E5), Administratioe Assistant, Purchasing anil Property Conttol.
Bouchard, Michael P. (19s1), Associate Research Engineer-B.S', University of Day-
ton,19E1,
Bowman, Daniel R. (1985), Associate Research Engineer-B.5., University of Dayton,
1965; M.S., 198E.
Braisted, William R. (19Es), Assistant Research Engineer-8.5., University of Day-
ton,1988.
Brar, Nahhatter S. (19s6), Associdte Research Physicist-8.5., University of the
Punjab, 1962; M.5., 7965; M.5., Trent UniversLty, 'J.977; Ph.D., University of
Western Ontario, 1979.
Brockman, Robert A, (7976), Senior Research Engineer-8,5., Carnegie-Mellon Uni-
versity, L973; M.S.M.E, University of Dayton, 1974t Ph.D.,'J.979.
Bruce, Philip D. (19s4), Associate Research Psychologist-B.A., Indiana University,
797!; M.A., Western Michigan University, L972; Ph,D,, University of New Mexico,
1976.
Brzezicki, Sigmund W. (196L), Purchasing Agent and Property Ailministrator-8,5,,
University of Dayton, L970.
Burba, David L. (1988), Resedrch Computer Programmer-$.S,, Arizona State Uni-
versity, 1964,
Burkett, Jerald L. (195E), Research Chemist-8.A., University of Dayton,7977,
Butler, John M. ('L97s), Senior Research Scientist-B.5., University of Richmond, 1937;
Ph.D., Ohio State University, 7940.
Campbell, David H. (19E1), Research Engineer-B.S., University of Southern Cali-
fornia, 7971 ; M,5,,'J.97 3 ; Ph.D., 1978,
Carrick, Patrick G. (198E), Associate Research Scientist-8.5., University of Wiscon-
sin-Madison, L978; Ph,D., Rice University, 1982.
Cerbus, Clifford A. (L984), Assistant Research Mathematician-8.5., Xavier Univer-
sity, L9E2t M.S., University of Dayton, L984.
Cervay, Russell R. (1970), Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Dayton, L967;
M.5.,7977.
Chartoff, Richard P, (L978),9enior Research Engineer-B.9., Case Institute of Tech-
nology, 1961; M.S.E., Princeton University, 't962; M.A., 1965; Ph.D.,7966,
Cheal, Mary Lou (L986), Research Psychologist-B.A., Oakland University, 1969;
Ph.D.,L973.
Chen, Grace J. G97S), Research Chemist-8.5., Chung Yuan College, t964; M,5,,
Howard Universtiy, L969.
Chen, Loomis S, (L977), Research Chemist-8.5., Chung Yuan College,7964; M.5.,
Clarkson College, L97l; Ph.D., L973,
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clayton, Kenneth l. (1978), Senior Research Engineer-8.s., Drexel university, 1953;
M.S., Ohio state University, 1963; Ph.D.,7972.
Click, William E. (1,96s), Professional Technologist.
Cochran, R. Anita (7929), Technical Eilitor-8.A., University of Dayton, t97t; M.A,,
t974.
coker, Demirkan (198s), Assistant Research Engineer-8.s,, Middle East Technical
University, 19E6.
collins, George T. (7966), Research Engineer-8.s.E.E., university of Dayton, 1966,
Conner, Robert L. (t96O), Senior Research Engineer-8,5,M.E., University of New
Mexico, L950.
cook, Robert E. (1979), Research Engineer-8.s., university of lllinois, 1951; M.s.,
Ohio State Univer sity, 797 3.
coy, Richard G. (79s4), senior Research Engineer-8.s.M.E,, university of Dayton,
'r,954.
crasto, Allan 5. (1988), Associdte Research Materials scientist-8.s., University of
Bombay, \977; M.9., Washington State University, t9B3; ph.D., 1986.
criminski, David A. (1988), Assistant Research programmer-8.s., University of
Dayton,1988.
Crompton, Karen L. (r97E), Administrdtioe Assistant, Accounting,
cross, clarence w. (19s1), Associate Research programmer-8.s., university of
Dayton,1980.
Dang, Thuy Dinh (1932), Assistant Research Chemist-8.5., Wright State University,
'J.963; M.5., L986.
Davis, Kenneth A. (19s0), senior Research chemist-B.A., southern lllinois uni-
vcsity, L955; M.S., Pennsylvania State University,],962; ph.D., Technische Hoch-
schule, Munich, i,969.
Davison, Joseph E. (1966), Research Metallurgist-8,s., st. Louis university, r.960;
M,5., Iowa State University,'t 964 ; Ph.D., 1966.
Derrwester, susan L. (L988), Assistant Research programmer-8.s,, Bowling Green
State University, 799i.
Dellinger, H. Barrett (1982), Senior Research Chemist-8.5., University of NorthCarolina, 1971,; Ph.D., Florida State University, 't97s,
Dempsey, David V. (L963), Electromechanical specialist-M,s., University of Dayton,
1963.
Dgtf_o, Iohn A. (1966), S.enior Research physicist-P.S, Spring Hill College, 1es9;
M.S., University of Alabama, \96\,
Dietenberger, Mark A. (L977), Associate Research physicist-8.s., University of wis-
consin, 1,974; M,5., University of Dayto^,'tg7B.
Dodaro, Mary Ann (.L9811, Administratiue Assistant, personnel-8.s., University ofDayton, 1981.
Do_trong, My (19s8), Associate Research chemist-8.s., Technical university of
Braunschweig,'J-97 4 ; Ph.D., I9BO.
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Drake, Michael L, (L973), Research Engineer-8.5., University of Cincinnati, 1972;
M.5.,7e73.
Dusz, Thomas A. (1968), Prof essional Technologist.
Eapen, Kalathil C. (197s), Research Chemist-8.5., 5t. lohn's College, 1956; M.5.,
1958; Ph.D,, Loyola College. Madras, 1963.
Ertel, Patrick W. (1985), Assistant Research Engineer-8.5., Wright State University,
1988.
Esterline, Ronald L. (1975), Professional Technologist-A.5., Clark Technical College,
7970.
Evans, Ronald I, 0987), Associate Research Psychologist-8.5., Purdue University,
7976; M.5., 1981; Ph.D., 19E6.
Fajardo, Mario E. (1988), Associdte Research Chemist-8.5., California Institute of
Technology, L983; Ph.D., University of California, 1988.
Fielman, John W, (L962\, Research Mathematician-B,S', University of Cincinnati,
1958.
Fike, Donald R., Jr. (19s1), Associdte Auilio-Visual Research Media Specialisf-B.5.,
Oregon State University, 'J,972; M.Ed., Boston University, 7973; B.A', Humboldt
State University, 1976; M.F.A,, Arizona State University, L978,
Fiscus, Ira B. (1964), Research Engineer-8,M.E., University of Dayton, 1963.
Flannery, David L. (7984), Senior Research Engineer-8,5., General Motors Institute
of Technology, 1964; M.S,, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 7964; Ph.D,,
796E.
Fox, feffrey A. (1974), Associate Programmer-Analyst-V.5., Wright State University,
7979.
Frank, Geoffrey f. (19EE), Assistant Research Engineer-8.5., University of Dayton,
1987; M.5,, Stanford University, 1986.
Frock, Brian G. (19s5), Research Engineer-8.A., Wilmington College, 1965; M'S.,
University of Dayton, 1968; M,5., 1981.
Fultz, George W. (196s), Chief Fluids Technologist.
Gallagher, Joseph P. (1978), Senior Research Engineer-8.5,C.E., Drexel College, 1964;
M.5., University of lllinois, L965 t Ph.D.,'J.968.
Gerber, Eugene H. (1976\, Senior Research Physicist-B.9., University of Pais, 1944;
B.A.,State University of New York at Buffalo, 1947;Ph.D.,1952;M.8.4., University
of Dayton,1975.
Gerdeman, Dennis A. (7962), Senior Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Day-
ton, 7962, M.S.E., 1970.
Geri, George A. (19s1), Research Psychologist-B.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
'1,972; M.A., University of Delaware, L975; Ph.D., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
7979.
Gibbons, Leroy E., Jr. (LgSa), Associate Research Engineer-8.5,, University of
New Hampshire, 7974.
Giessler, Joseph F, (L977\, Research Engineer-B.S., Case Institute of Technology,L9S? i
M.S., 19s8.
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Goodman, Richard C. (19761, Prof essional Technologist.
Graf, Philip A. (r9s2), Professional rechnologist-8.s., university of Dayton, 1971.
G11h1m, Iohn L. (1980), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., University of Dayton,
1960.
Grant, Dafe W. (t974), Professional Metallography Technician-8.A., University ofDayton,1984.
Grant, John T. (l978l,senior Research Engineer-8,9., university of New south wales,
1964; Ph.D., 1968.
Grant, Richard A. (1966), Scientific Glass Technologist.
Graves, George A., Jr. (196s) , senior Resedrch Ceramist-8.s,, Alfred University,
1960; M.S., University of Dayton, 1973.
Grazulis, Larry (1929), Assistant Research Engineer-B.EE., University of Dayton,
'19E4.
Greason, Paul R. (197L),Laser Specialist.
Griffen, Charles w. (t929), Associate Research Engineer-B.S., Edinboro state college,
1953; B.S., Michigan State University, tgSB; M.S., University of Massachuset-ts,
797t,
Grove, David l. (1929), Associate Research programmer-Analyst-8.s., Miami Uni-
versity, 7977; M.5, University of Dayton, 7979.
Guderley, Karl G. (1926), senior Research scientist-M.s., Institute of Technology,
Dresden, 1934; Ph.D., 193E.
Gustafson, steven C. (r976), senior Research scientist-8.s., University of Minnesota,
't 9 67 ; M. 4., Duke Univers ity, L9 69 ; ph.D., LgZ 4.
Gutman, Michael l. (1.gss), Assistant Research Electronics Engineer-8.s., university
of Dayton, 1986.
Hanchak, stephen l, (L963), Professional rechnologist-A.M.E., University of Dayton,
'J.963.
Harmer, RicharA S. O9ZO), Research Engineer-8.5,, University of lllinois, j,963; MS.,7967; Ph.D.,t97r.
Hllp:t, william H. (r91z), Assistant Research Human Factors psychologist-8.A.,University of Delaware, 1985.
Hart, Dale L. (1929), Associate Research Engineer-8.s., university of Dayton, tezz.
Hartman, George A., III (1981), Research Engineer-8.s., University of wisconsin,1979, M.5.,1.987.
Hecht, Iudith N. (1923), Technical lnformation seroices superoisor-8.s., Alfred Uni-
versity, 1958; M.A,, University of Dayton, tg77; M.5., University of Kentucky,
T97E.
Hecht, Norman L. (1963), senior Research scientist-B.s.cer.E., Alfred university,
1-960; M.S., 1,96s ; Ph.D.,'t 9zz.
Held, Thomas w. (19s1), Associate Research programmer-Analyst-8.s., MichiganState University, L977; M.S., University of Cincinn ati, .!.979; M.S., rSeO.
Heneghao tharyrr P. (L987), Research scientist-8.s., san Diego state University,
't977; Ph.D., University of Southern California, 1982.
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Hoenigman, Iames R. (7974), Research Physicist-8,s., university of Dayton, 1963;
M.5., Purdue UniversitY, 1974'
Holverstott, James C. $95$, Chief Administratioe Assistant-A.E'E.T., University of
Dayton,1955.
Hopkins, David M. (7978), Prof essionalTechnologist'
Houck, Michael R. (19E6), Associate Research Psychologist-8.9., Juanita college,
tszi; Nl.S., Bucknell University, LgTg; Ph,D', University of Delaware' 1985'
Hovey, Peter W. (]gEO), Associate Research Statistician-8,5., University of Dayton,
7gi5i M.5., University of Kentucky, 7976, Ph.D" I98o.
Howard, Celeste M. (19S6), Associate Research Psychologist-8.S., Oberlin College,
L948; M.A,, University of Michigan, 1g4g; Ph'D', Columbia University, 1952'
Hubbard, David c. (1982\, Research Psychologisf-B.s., Brigham Young university,
1972t Ph.D.,198r.
Huff, Lloyd (1.974), Associate Director for specia,l Proiects-8.-s.E E., Purdue univer-
siiy, v;ozi u.s.1-g., tso+; Ph.D., University of Southern California, 1969'
Hurley, Charles 1., lll (1962), Associate Research Specialist'
Iden, David J. $97L), senior Research Engineer-8.5., Air Force Institute of Tech-
nology, L963, M.5., 1964.
Ismail, Ismail (1984), Research chemist-8.s., cairo University, L965; M,S.' l97O;
Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1978.
|ata, Kumar V. (19SE), Research Materials Scientist-8.5., 5t. Frances DeSales Col-' Lg", Nagpur, 7g7L; M.S', Nagine University, 7973; Ph,D', University of Minne-
sota, 19E1.
Iohn, Peter I. (19SS), Associnte Research Physicist-8.9,, University of Dayton, 1962;
M.S., University of lllinois, l-9E4; Ph'D., 19E8.
Iohn, Reji (1987), Associate Research Engineer-8.5,, India Institute of Technology,
t982.
Iohnson, Paul E. (t973), Research Engineer-B.s.M.E., Tri-State College, L972; M.S,'
University of DaYton, L973.
Jones, Mary W. (1935), Assistant Research Programmer-8.5,, Morehead State Uni-
versity, 1982; M,5., University of Tennessee Space Institute' 7985'
Ioralmon, Deforest Q., Jr. (re85) , Assistant Medid Deoelopment specialist-8.s.,
Northern Arizona UniversitY, 1964.
|urick, Donald L. (1986), Assistant Research Mathematician-M.5., University of
Dayton,19E2.
Karpur, Prasanna (L989), Associate Research Engineer-8.s., University of Mysore,
7974 j 8.5.,1980; M.5., University of Alberta, 19E3; Ph.D., Drexel University,79E7,
Kauffman, Robert E. ('1,979), Associate Research Chemist-8.5., Bowling Green Uni-
versity, 7976; M.5., Ohio State University, l'978.
Keller, Michael A. (19E0), Associate Research Chemist-8.5., Wright State University,
7975; M.5., University of Notre Dame, 1977 .
Kettler, L. Keith (L964), Acoustic Specialist '
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Khobaib, Mohammad (L984), Research
nology, 1965; M.T., Indian Institute
Connecticut, 1974.
Engineer-B.5., Regional Institute of Tech-
of Technology, 1,969; Ph.D., University of
Kim, Ran y, (1974\,Senior ResearchEngineer-B.5.,seoul National Univetsity,7957;
M,5., 1960, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1971.
Kleiss, James (1986), Associate Research Psychologist-B.5., Western Michigan
University, 1974; M.A., Rice University, 7984; Ph.D., 1987.
Kluesener, Matthew F. (1980), Associate Research Engineer-B,S,M'E', University of
Cincinnati, 797 6 ; M.S.M.E., 1'97 9.
Konowalow, Daniel D. (L987), Senior Reseatch Scientist-8.5., Ohio State Univer-
sity,1953; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1961'
Korna, Medhat (Lg7g), Research Mathematician-8.5., American University, Cairo,
7973;M.5., University of Cincinnati, L976'
Krauskopf, Philip l. (79E4), Associate Research Mathematician-8,9,' Ohio State
University, 7982; M.5,, 79E4.
Krishnamurthy, Lakshminarayanan (797s), Senior Research Engineer-B'S.E.M.,
Coimbatore Institute of Technology,'l'962; M.5., Indian lnstitute of Science, 1964;
Ph.D., University of California, 7972,
Kroupa, Joseph L. (79E6), Assistant Research Engineer-8.5., University of Wisconsin,
7985; M.5.,7986.
Kuhbander, Ronald J. 0964), Chief Materials Specialist'
Kumar, Binod (Lgso), Research Engineer-8.5., Rajendra College, L962; B.Sc., Ba-
naras Hindu University, 'J.967; M.9,, Pennsylvania State University' 1973; Ph'D.'
7976.
Kumar, Satish (19s5), Associate Research Chemist-M.5., University of Roukee,
7975; Ph.D., Indian Institute of Technology, L979.
Lahey, George F, (1986), Research Psychologist-M.S., San Diego State University,
1,969; Ph.D,, University of Southern California, 19E6.
Landis, Jeffrey A. (79ss), Assistant Research Psychologist-8.S., University of Day-
ton,19E0.
Lawless, Garth W. (1967), Research Chemist-8,S., University of Dayton, 7957; M,5.,
t970.
Lawson, Maurice O. (1976), Senior Research Engineer-A.B., Indiana University,
L947.
Leese, Robert E, (1963), Professional Technologist.
Lester, M, Francina (7967), Security Superoisor,
Liang, Jim C. (19ss), Associate Research Chemist-B.5., National Taiwan Cheng
Kung University,]-968; M.5., Cleveland State University, ]-97l; Ph.D,, Texas Tech-
nical University, 1980.
Licht, Deborah M. (19s9), Assistant Research Psychologist-8.S., Wright State Uni-
versity, 1981; M.S., University of Dayton, 1988.
Lightman, Allan I. (7976), Research Physicist-B.A.Sc., University of Toronto, 1963;
M.A,,7965; Ph.D., Weizman Institute of Science, 1971.
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Linder, Marion D. (L977), Engineering Specialist.
Lindholm, Julie M. (L986), Associate Research Psychologist-B.A., University of
Redlands, 1962; M.5., University of Wisconsin, 1964, Ph.D., 1975,
Little, Gordon R. (19s5), Research Physicist-8.5., Ohio State University, 1966; M.5.,
7970t Ph.D., L973.
Loomis, John S. (1979), Research Physicist-8.S., Case Institute of Technology, 1966;
M.S., University of Illinois,1968) M.5., University of Arizona, L977, Ph.D., Uni-
versity of lllinois, 7978.
Luers, Iames K. (1964), Senior Research Mathematician-B,9,, Xavier University,7962t
M,S., 1963.
Lyon, Don R. (1973), Research Psychologist-B.5., University of Oregon, L97L; M,4,,
7973; Ph.D., L975.
McCullum, Dale D. (tgos), Ceramic Specialist,
McKiernan, tames C. (L953), Materials Specialisf-A.E.T., Valparaiso Technical
Institute, 1953.
Macy, Samuel C. ('J,97o), Electronics Specialist-A,E.T., Ohio Mechanical Institute,
1955.
Marolo, Samuel A. (198s), Materials Research Engineer-8.5., Pennsylvania State
University, 1950.
Martin, Richard W, (1976), Associate Research Engineer-8,5.E,E., Ohio University,
7970;8.5.,7972.
Martinez, Nilda I. ('J,988\, Assistant Resealch Programmer-Analyst-8,5., University
of Puerto Rico,7979,
Martino, Joseph P. (1973), Senior Research Mathematician-B.S., Miami University,
1953; M.5., Purdue University, 1955; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1961.
Maxwell, David C. (L976), Professional Technologist-8.A., University of Dayton,
10R1
Medlock, Timothy (L9E4), Associate Research Programmer-Analyst-B.5., Ball State
University, '1977.
Medrano, Iorge A. (L988), Visiting Research Scientist-Ph.D., Buenos Aires Univer-
sity, L979.
Michel, William R. (1979), Associate Research Programmer-8.5., Salisbury State
College, 197E.
Midturi, Swaminadham (7985\, Research Engineer-B.5., Government College of
Engineering, lndia, 1966; M.5., Indian Institute of Technology,'1.97L) Ph,D,, L976,
Miedlar, Peggy G. (L966), Assistant Research Engineer-8.5., University of Notre
Dame, 1980.
Mildrum, Herbert F,, Jr. (7952), Research Engineer-B.E E., University of Dayton,
L964; M.5.E.E., L97L
Miller, Daniel E. (1966), Prolessional Technologist-A.S., University of Dayton, 1964.
Miller, Raymond J. (1953), Chief Mechanical Technologisf-A.M.T., University of
Dayton,1957.
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Minardi, John E. (7958\, Senior Research Engineer-8.5., University of Dayton, L955;
M.S.M.E., University of Southern California, 1957; Ph.D,, University of Cincinnati,
7973.
Mohlman, Henry T, (796O), Research Analyst-8.S., University of Dayton, 1960.
Mudare, Shrikrishna M. (1986), Associate Research Physicist-8.5., Karnatak Univer-
sity,7970; M.5., University of Cincinnati, L974; Ph.D., L978,
Muhic, Louis A. (1966), Chief Electronic Technologist.
Murray, Paul T. (L982), Associate Research Chemist-8.5., University of Cincinnati,
7974;Ph.D., University of North Carolina, 1979.
Naughton, fames W, (1957), Prcfessional Technologlsf-A.M.E., University of Day-
ton, L957 ; A.E.E., 1959.
Newman, Ronald K. (L957), Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Dayton, 79SZ;
M.5.E.,7967.
Noland, George B. (1955), Associate Prooost and Director, Research Institute-8.S,,
University of Detroit, L950; M.S., 1952; Ph.D., Michigan State University,1955.
Olson, Nichol as l. (L97 6\, Mat eri als Sp e ci ali s t.
Orr, Carl E. (1978), Research Programmer-Analyst-8.5., Miami Univercity, t976i
M.5.,7978.
Osborne, Nora R. (1988), Associate Research Engineer-8.A., Antioch College, 1961;
8.S., Ohio State University, t985; M.S., University of Dayton, 1987.
Papp, Mary L. (L986), Associate Research Programmer-Analyst-8.5., University of
Dayton, 197 4 ; M.C.S,,'t 98r.
Pasala, Krishna M. (1980), Research Engineer-B.E, Andhra University,'t97O;Ph,D.,
Indian Institute of Science,1975.
Perchinelli, Roseann (L987), Assistant Research Auilio-Visual Specialist-V.F.A., Ari-
zona State Universty, 1986.
Pestian, Frederick I, 0,953), Superoisor, Machine Shop,
Pettus, Karen K. (1973), Administratiue Assistant,Office of the Director.
Phan, Hong T. (1988), Assistant Research Scientist-V.5., California State University,
19E7.
Piekutowski, Andrew J, G97L), Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Dayton,
1970.
Pinnell, William B. (198s), Assistant Research Engineer-V.5., University of Dayton,
1988.
Pollack, lay G. (19s7), Research Human Factors Engineer-8.5., Colorado State Uni-
versity, 7969; M.5., University of Miami, 1923, Ph.D., ),925,
Pollock, Peter B. (t984), Associate Research Engineer-V.5., Auckland University,
f976; 8.E., L976; M.5., Purdue Universit-v, 7g7g; Ph.D., 7983.
Povenmire, H. Kingsley (7987), Associate Research Psychologist-8.S., San Diego
State University, 1.960; M.S., University of Illinois, 1922.
Price, Cary E. (7965), Chief Polymer Property Technologist-A.E.T., Franklin Univer-
sity , L965.
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Price, William A. (7977), Assistant Research Engineer-8,T., University of Dayton,
798L.
Quinn, Iohn W. (1984), Associate Research Mathematician-8.5,, University of Day-
ton, L980; M.5.,7986.
Raiendran, Abunachalan M. (19s0), Research Engineer-B.5., University of Madras,
7968; M.T., Indian Institute of Technolo|.y, 797I, D.M.I.T., L97I; Ph.D,, Univer-
sity of Washington, 1980.
Ray, Alden E. (1961),, Senior Research Metallurgisf-B.A., Southern Illinois University,
1953; Ph,D., Iowa State University, 1959.
Rice, Brian Patrick (L986), Assistant Research Engineer-8.5., Ohio State University,
7986.
Robbins, C. Glen, Jr. (1931), Assistant Research Human Factors Psychologist-8.A.,
Morehead State University, 1979; M.A., 1983.
Rockway, Marty R. (798L), Senior Research Psychologist-B.S., Northwestern Uni-
versity, 1950; M.5., 1953; Ph.D,, 1953.
Rondeau, Roger A. (L982), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., Wright State Univer-
sity, L983.
Rosenkrantz, Marcy E. (1,987), Research Scientist-8.A., Marpar College, 7969; M.4.,
State University of New York at Binghamton, 1976; Ph,D.,-J.9E4,
Roth, George I, 0954), Senior Research Engineer-B.M.E,, University of Dayton,
r954.
Roy, Ajit K. (1987), Associate Research Engineer-M.5., University of Minnesota,
1983; Ph.D., 198s.
Rubey, Wayne A. (1,963), Research Engineer-8.T., University of Dayton, 1965.
Ruddell, Mark J. (197 9\, Prof essional V ibrations Sp ecialist.
Ruschau, Iohn J. (L974), Research Engineer-8.S.M.E., University of Dayton, 1973;
M.5.,7979.
Russo,Patricia (1985),Assistant Research Audio-Visual Specialist-B.5., Arizona State
University, 19E3.
Saba, Costandy S. (t976), Research Chemist-8.5., Messiah College, 1968; M.5., Ohio
State University, l97l ; Ph,D,, 197 4,
Saliba, Susan S. (1986), Associate Research Materials Engineer-8.5., Auburn Uni-
versity, 1984; M.5., University of Dayton, 1986.
Salyer, Ival O. (7978), Senior Research Chemist-B.S., University of Rochester,794!.
Sarkar, Asok K. (L988), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., University of Calcutta,
7970; M.5., Pennsylvania State University, L97L; Ph,D., 7978.
Schiavone, Rebecca C. (19S1), Associate Research Mdterials Scientist-B.5., Wright
State University, 1978; M.4., L985.
Schrnoll, Walter J. 0983), Associate Research Physicist-B.5., Miami University, 1981;
M.S.. 1983.
Schreiber, Bruce F. (L966), Prof essional T echnol.ogist.
Servaites, Jerome C. (1985), Associate Research Biologist-8.5., University of Day-
ton, L968; M.5., L972; Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1976.
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Shieh, Wen-Jang (1985), Assistant Research Plant Physiologisf-B.5., National Ching-
Hsing Universily, 1.977; M.S., Ohio State University, 1980; Ph.D., 19SS.
sims, Stephen A. (1'986), Assistant Research chemist-8.5., ohio state University,
7978.
Sinha, Shyama P. (1983), Visiting Research Scientist-8.5., University of Calcutta,
1956; M.5., Bucknell University, 1957; Ph.D,, Leeds University, Lg6g,
9ircar, Anil K. (19S5), Research Scientist-8,5. University of Dacca, 7948; M,5,, 1949;
Ph.D., University of Calcutta, L955.
Sisson, Norwood (19SS), Computer Specialist-8.S., Oregon State University, t96S;
8.5., tgzt.
Sjoblom, Peter O. (L9ES),Visiting Research Scientist-M.5., University of Linkoping,
7978t Ph.D., L9E3.
Skinn, Donald A. (1969), Associate Research Programmer-8.A., Ohio State Uni-
vercity,7975.
Smith, Hoover A. (19s9), Research Chemist-8,5., Marietta College, 1950.
Smith, Joyce A. (1980), Associate Research Programmer-B.A., University of Dayton,
\955.
Smith, 9teven R. (1976), Associate Research Physicist-8.s., Eastern Illinois Univer-
sity, 1,970; M.S., Ohio University, 1975.
Solomon, lames S. (L969), Research Engineer-B.S., University of Dayton, 1.964,
M.S., r.9E2,
Soloski, Edward I, (L959), Associate Research chemist-8.s., John carroll University,
1955.
Soltis, Eugene l. (796E), lnstrumentation Specialist,
sp-anel, claudette M. (19s5), Administratipe Assistant, contracts and crants-9,s,
University of Dayton, 1.99t; J.D., Ohio State University, 1984.
Stafford, Dennis D. (19s5), Research Engineer-8.s., wright state university, L971,;
M.5.,7976.
Stenger, Gregory I. (19s0), Research Engineer-8.s.M,E., university of cincinnati,
te79; M.S.M.E., 1.979.
stiller, Susan L, (lgEs), Assistant Research rechnical Librarian-8.s., wright stateUniversity, 1968.
Strader, Edward A, (L966), Professional Technologist,
striebich, Richard c, (7996), Associate Research Engineer-8.s,, university of Notre
Dame,7982,
Stump, william J. (19s3), Assistant Research programmer-B.s., wright state Uni-
versity,1963.
9'ri, Suresh C. Qgeq, Research Chemist-8.5., Delhi University, tgzL; M,5,, tg7g,
Ph.D., Le7e.
szmulowicz, Frank (reze), Research Physicist-8.s,, Case western Reserve Univer-
sity, L97 L ; M.s., 197 3 ; Ph.D., 797 6.
Takahashi, 
_Fumiaki (1,988), Research Engineer-8.S,, Keio University, L973; M,5,,t97s; Ph.D.,79EO.
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Taylor, Philip H. (LgEs), Associate Research Scientist-8.5., Oneonta State College,
1980; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, L984.
Taylor, Ronald F, (L977), Research Engineer-A.8.. Wilmington Coilege, 1'967; N7.5.'
Wright State University, l97o; Ph.D., University of Dayton, 1979.
Thai, Van Chanh (19s3) , Associate Research Programmer-Analyst-8.5., Wright
State University, 1983.
Thomas, Gary S. (L988), Associate Research Psychologist-B.S., University of Ari-
zona, 1969; M.5., San Diego State University, 1975; Ph.D., University of Arizona,
L979.
Tirey, Debra A, (1987\, Assistant Research Chemist-V,5., University of Dayton, 1986.
Tomich, David H. (7983\, Associate Research Physicist-8.9,, University of Akron,
1980; M.S., 1982.
Vangsness, Marlin D. (1985), Associate Research Physicist-8.5', North Dakota State
University, L985.
Vissoc, Roger L. (ts 6S), Chi ef C o atin gs T e chnolo gi st.
Von Ohain, Hans I. P. (1969), Senior Research Scientist-Ph.D', University of
Coettingen, 1935.
Walsh, David A. (L965\, Research Chemist-8.S., University of Dayton,7972.
Wang, Chyi-Shan (1985), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., Tatug Institute of
Technology, 1975; M,5,, National Tsing Hua University, 1977; Ph.D., University
of Cincinnati, 1983.
Warner, Harold D. (1977), Research Psychologist-B.5., Morehead State University,
1966; M.A., University of South Dakota, 796Et Ph.D., T97O.
Warner, Robert L. (1977), Associate Research Psychologist-B.A., University of
Dayton,1974.
Weckesser, John U. ('J,97o), Accounting Superoisor-8.S., University of Dayton, 1966;
M.B.A., r.923.
Wellik, Marvin R. (19s6), Research Manager-8.A., State University of lowa,'1964;
M.5., University of Southern California, 1984.
West, Blaine S. (L966), Senior Research Engineer-8.5., West Virginia University.
1.960 ) M.5., L962.
Wetzel, Paul A. (L9EB), Associate Research Bio-engineer-B.S., University of Illinois,
L974; M.5., L979, Ph.D., 1988.
Whitford, Dale H. ('t952\, Senior Research Engineer-8.5., University of Cincinnati,
795r.
Whitney, Thomas J. (19s8), Assiilnnt Rcsenrch Engineer-V.M.E., University of Day-
ton, 1986; M.M.E., University of Delaware, 1.988.
Wical, Thomas H. (1960), Chief Elastomers Technologist.
Wilt, Benjamin H. (1971), Research Engineer-B.M.E., Villanova University, L965.
Wittberg, Thomas N. (1976), Associate Research Physicist-8.5., University of Day-
ton,1976,
Wogoman, Lawrence A. (7962), Facilities dnil Equipment Specialist.
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Wolf, James D. (1979), Associate Research Scientist-8.5., University of Davton, 1979;
M.S., 1982.
wood, Milton E. (1986), senior Research Psychologist-8.A., University of Louisville,
1960; M.S., University of Dayton, 1968; ph.D., Arizona State University,7973,.
Wurst, John C. (1957), Associate Director, Research Institute-B.5., Universitv of
Dayton, 1957;M.5.,1958; Ph.D., Univeristy of lllinois, 1971.
zabarnick, steven s. (1988), Associate Research Chemist-8.s., state universitv of
New York at Binghamton, 1980; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1,9g4.
Ziegenhagen, Iohn A. (1.967), Associate Research chemist-8.A., universitv of wis-
consin at Oshkosh, 1963.
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INDEX
AA/EEO,349
Academic Affairs,359
Academic calendar, 2, 4,20
Academic regulations, 42
Academic Senate, 358
Academic standing, 52
Academic structure, L4
Accounting,230
Accreditation, UniversitY, 17
ACT (American College Test),26,28' 42'
a)1
Activities, UniversitY, 22
Administration, 359, 362
Admission, Application for, 26
Admission, Considerations fot, 26
Adult learners , 19, 40, 356
Advanced Placement, 29
Advanced Standing,29
Advancement , Proiect, 29
Advancement, UniversitY, 363
Advertising, 252
Advertising Design, 114
Advisory Bodies, 358
Aerospace Engineering, 296' 37o
Affirmative Action,349
Aging, Office on, 345
Air Force ROTC, 19
Alcohol Awareness, 24
Alumni Placement, 25
Ambulance service, 25
American Studies,6E
Anthropology, 70
AP (Advanced Placement), 29
Application for Admission, 26
Application for Scholarships, 36, 37
Archival Management, 125
Archives, 17
Army ROTC, 4r,'J'6O, 354
Art; see Fine Arts
Art Education,7l4,28S
Arts and Sciences, College of,14, L5,63
Arts Study Reguirement, 44, 47
Associate degree holders, 42,95' 97 
' 
296
' Athletic scholarships, 37
Athletic Training Certiffcation, 262
Athletics, 23,364
Attendance policy, 53
Audit, 3L, 51
Automatic Control SYstems, 296
Awards, 56
Ballel, 221,222
Basic Skills Requirements, 42
Biblical studies; see Religious Studies
408
Bio-Engineering PreParation, 296
Bio-Engineering TechnologY, 319
Biology, T2
Board of Trustees,35E
Board plans, 33
Breadth Requirements, Arts and Sciences,
6s, 66
British Isles, Geology field course in,354
Broadcasting, 85,357
Business Administration, School of, 14,
16,225
Business Summer Study Abroad, 354
Calendar, Academic, z, 4,20
Calendar Year, Academic, 20
Campus, Map of, inside back cover
Campus Ministry, 22, 362
Campus Security, 24
Cancellation and Refunds, 32
Career Placement Center, 25
Center for Christian Renewal, 344
Center for International Studies, 345
Center for the Study of FamilY
Development, 111
Center f or Religious Telecommunications,
344
Certification, Athletic T r aining, 27 2
Certification, Church Music, 167
Certification, Coaching, 273
Certification, Teacher, E5, LOA, 714, 125'
746, 766, 279, 256, 262, 286
CEU (Continuing Education Units); 356
Chaplains, 22,362
Chemical Engineering, 299
Chemical Process TechnologY, 321
Chemical Processing, 296
Chemical Technology, 321
Chemistry, 79
Child Development, 132
Chinese, 147
Church Music, 167
Civil Engineering,302
Classical Languages,'l'46, 15O
Classics, S4
CLEP (College Level Examination
Program), 29
Coaches, Athletic, 364
Coaching Certification, 262
College Entrance Examination, 26, 28, 29
College-Level Examination Program, 29
College of Arts and Sciences, 74,'t5,63
Combined bachelor's-ma ster's, 72
Communication, 85
Communication Management, 85
Index
Communication skills, 65, 66
Community Relations concentration, 213
Computer Center, 346
Computer Information Systems, 90
Computer Science, 89
Computer Science-Physics, 90
Computing Activities, Office for, 346
Consumer Economics, 132
Consumer Science, 132
Continuing Education, University, 79, 356
Cooperative Education, 40, 229, 296, 346
Corrections fiack, 95, 97, 99
Counseling Center, 23
CPR (Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation),
27s
Credit Cards, 34
Credits, 29,42, so
Criminal Justice, 95
Cum Laude, 53
Cumulative Grade-Point Average, 52
Curriculum Materials Center, 17
Dayton Council on World Afraks,346
Dean's List 53
Decision Sciences, 234
Degree Requirements, General, 42
Degree Requirements, Specific; see
appropriate School or College
Degrees granted, 15
Departmental Chairpersons, 360
Departments, Academic, 360
Developmental skills, 24, 34E
Dietetics, 132
Digital Systems, 296
Dining facilities, 21
Directories, 358
Dismissal, Academic, 52
Distinguished Service Professors, 366
Distribution Tables, Arts and Sciences,
65, 66
Dormitories, 21, 33
Driver Educatio, 262, 265
Drug Awareness, 24
Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical
Systems,296
Early Childhood Education, 279, 281, 282,
285
Economics, 't03, 236
Education, Elementary, 279
Education of Mentally Retarded, 28t
Education, Physical and Health, 265
Education, School of, 14,16,259
Education, Secondary, 283
Education Services, International, 351
Education, Teacher, 279
Educational Leadership Council, 3sE
Educational Placement Services, 261
Educational Services, Of{ice of, ges
ELLA, 279, 286
EtrB,256, 286
Elderhostel, 356
Electrical Engineering, 3O6
Electronic Engineering Technology, 325
Elementary Education, 279
Em Credit, 5t
Emergency ambulance servide, 25
Emergency assistance, 25
Emergency loans, 39
Emeriti, Professors, 365
Employment, Student, 25, 40
Energy Conversion,296
Engineering, Aerospace, 29 6, 3LO
Engineering, Chemical, 299
Engineering, Civil, 3O2
Engineering, Electrical, 306
Engineering, Mechanical, 310
Engineering Mechanics, 296, 375
Engineering Minors, 296
Engineering, School of, 14, 16, 295
Engineering Service Courses, 3L5
Engineering Technology, 74, 16, 378
Engineering Technology Service Courses,
342
English, r0a
English Requirement, 42, 7O4
Entrance Unit Recommendations, 27
Environmental Engineering, 296
Environmental Engineering Technology,
330
Examinations; see Tests
Exercise Science and Fitness
Management, 267
Expenses, 34
Experimental and Interdisciplinary
Studies, 344
Family and Child Development, 132
Family Development, 1L1
Fashion Merchandising, 132
Fees, 30, 31
Fees, Fine Arts, 31.
Fees, Laboratory, 31
Fees, Music, 174
Fees, Photography,'J.86
FERPA, 54
Finance, 240
Financial Aid Policy, 35
Financial Aid, Application for, 37
Financial Information, 30
Fine Arts, 112
Fitness Manageme^t, 267
Food and Nutrition, 132,133
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Food Services,2l
Food Systems, 132
Foreign language requirement, 64
Foreign languages; see Languages
Foreign students; see International
students
Foreign Study, 351, 354
France, Sunmer Study in, 355
French, 147
GED (General Education Development)
Certificate, 26
General Education Requirements, 43
General Studies, 127, 348
Geology,722
German, 149
Germany, Summer Study in, 355
Gerontology, 345
GI BiII, 40
Grades and grade-point averages,50, 52
Grading options, SO, 227, 298
Graduate and Alumni Placement, 25,261
Graduate Guidance Center, 34E
Graduate programs; see graduate issues
of Bulletin
Graduate Test Preparation Library, 24
Crants, 37
Graphic and Advertising Design, 114
Greek, tso
Guidance Testing,23
Handbook, Student, 25
Handicapped, inside front cover
Handicapped, Education of, 261
Handicapped Student Services, 24
Health Education,2To
Health lnformation Specialist, 271
Health Center, Student, 22
High school credits, 26,225
High school teaching: see Secondary
Education
High school teaching helds, 283, 285
Historical Administration and
Preservation, 125
Historical Study Requireme^t, 43, 44
History, 125
History of the University, 1.1
Home Study,349
Honors, Academic, 53
Honors courses; see department listings
Honors Program, University, 356
Housing Offrce,2-L
Human Ecology, 132
Human Relations concentration, 2L3
Human Relations Office, 349
Humanities Studies, 139
Identification cards, Student, 25
4'to
Illustration and Design, 114
Industrial and Systems Engineering, 296,
3-t 6
Industrial Engineering Technology, 332
Industrial Relations, 244
Insurance, Student, 22
Intercollegiate athletics, 23, 364
Interdepartmental Summer Study Abroad,
355
Interdisciplinary majors, 64
Interdisciplinary Studies, 19, l4O, 243,
264, 3L7, 349
Interior Design, l13, 732
International Affairs, 125, 193
International Business, 22E
International Development Studies, 142
International Education Services, 351
International Marian Research Institute,
35L
International Services, 351
International Student Advisor, 351
International Students, 26, 28, 43, 225,
351
International Studies, 743, 345
Internship, 67, ZZE, 353
Intramural Sports, 23
IsSAP, 3ss
Italian, 150
Iournalism, 85, 145
Iunior GI Bill, 41
Kennedy Memorial Union, 22
Kindergarten-Primary Education, 282
Laboratory fees, 31
Language requirement, 64
Languages, 146
Latin, 150
Law, School of,14,16
Law Enforcement track, 95,96,98
Learning Assistance Center, 24
Learning Disabled, Education of, 281
Libraries, 77,361
Library, Marian, 17, 352
Listening Skills, a3
Loans, Student,34,39
Logic; see Philosophy
LSAT, 353
Madrid, Summer Study in, 355
Magna Cum Laude,53
Magnetics, 296
Management,244
Management Information Systems, 248
Management, Sports, 268
Manuf acturing Engineering Technology,
JJJ
Map of campus, inside back cover
Index
Marburg, Summer Study in, 355
Marian Library, 77, 352
Marian Research Institute, 351
Marianists, 11
Marketing, 252
Marketing Management, 252
Materials Engineering, 296
Mathematical Skills, 43
Mathematics, 153
Mathematics, Developmental, 24, 43, 346
Meal Tickets, 21, 33
Mechanical Engineering, 310
N4echanical Engineering Technology, 338
Mechanics, Engineering, 296, 315
Mechanics of Engineering Systems, 296
Medical Technology, 156
Membership, Institutional, 1E
Military Science, 160, 354
Minicourses, 352
Ministry, Campus, 22, 362
Ministry and Religious Education
Services, 344
Model United Nations, 346
MORES Office,344
Multihandicapped, Education ot, zgt
Music, 163
Music, Church, 167
Music Composition, 164
Music Education, 166
Music fees, 174
Music Theory, L64
Music Therapy, 165
National Guard Tuition Grant, 41
New Student Orientation, 24
Noncredit courses,356
Nondiscriminatory policy, inside front
cover
Nuclear Medicine Technology, 175
Nutrition, Food and, 132,']..33
Ohio National Guard tuition grant,41
Ohio residents, Grants for, 38
Online Computer Library Center, 17
Orientation, New Student, 24
Paris, Summer Study in, 355
Parking,25
Part-time Students, 19, 32, 356
Payment Plans, 34
Pell Grants, 37
Performance, Music, 1.65
Performing and Visual Arts, L7E
Philosophy, 179
Philosophy and Religious Studies
Requirement, 44, 48
Photo Credits, 405
Photography, 183
Photography Fees, 186
Physical Activities Center, 23
Physical and Health Education,265
Physical and Life Sciences Reguirement,
43, 45
Physical 9cience, 187
Physics, 18E
Placement Service, 25, 261
Placement Tests,29, 42
Police, Campus, 24
Political Journalism, 745, 794
Political Science, 193
Practice teaching; see Student Teaching
Predentistry Studies, 197
Pre-Kindergaiten Education, 279, zEl,
282,285
Pre-Law, 353
Pre-Law for HST majors, 125
Pre-Law for POL majors, 193
Premedicine 9tudies, 197
Preservation, Historical, 125
Primary Education, 2E2
Privacy rights,54
Probation policy, 52
Professors, Distinguished Service, 366
Professors Emeriti, 365
Project Advancement, 29
Proiect Ahead, 41
Provost, 14,19, 359
Psychological services, 23
Psychology, 199
Public Administration, 193
Public Relations, 85
Purposes, Statement of, 13
Reading and Writing Skills, a2
Reading, Developmental, 24, 43, 348
Reading Teacher, 2E5
Records, Student, 54
Recreational sports, 23
Refunds, 32
Rehabilitation, Vocational, 4t
Religious Education, 2E3, 344
Religious Services,22
Religious Studies, 204
Religious Telecommunications, 344
Reports, Grade,50, 52
Research Institute, 20, 354, 36L, 393
Research Staff, 393
Residence facilities, 33
Residence Life, O6fice of , 2L
Residence reguirement (academic), 42
Retailing, 252
Retraining (post-graduate), 263
Returning sttdents, 226
Room and board, 33
477
Index
ROTC (Reserve Officers Training Corps),
L9, 41,160,354
Russian, 15L
Salesmanship, 252
SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test), 26, 28'
42,225
Scholarships, 35, 36, 37
School of Business Administration, 14,
t6,225
School of Education, 14,'l'6, 259
School of Engineering, 74,16'295
School of Law,74,16
Secondary Education, 2E3
Security, Campus,24
Semester hour unit; see Credits
Senate, Academic, 358
Senior Fellows, 40,356
Service Courses, 3't'5, 342
Skills, Basic, 42
Skills, Developmental, 24, 43, 348
Social Sciences Requirement' 44, 46
Social Work, zt0
Society of Mary, 11
Sociology, 213
Southwestern Ohio Council for Higher
Education, 17, 19
Spain, Summer Study in, 355
Spanish, 151
Speaking and Listening Skills, 43
Special Education, 284
Special students,32
Speech,2tz
Sports, 23,364
Sports Management, 268
Strategies f or Responsible Development,
345
Structures (Engineering), 296
Student Development, 21, 363
Student Handbook, zs
Student Life and Services,21
Student Life Council, 3s8
Student records, 54
Student teaching, 261
Studio Art, 113
Study Abroad, 354
Study at home,349
Study skills, 318
Summa Cum Laude,53
Summer sessions, 3, 4, 20, 37
Summer study abroad, 354
Teacher certification, 85,'l'O4, 174, \25,
146, 166, 2t9, 2.56, 262, 286
Teacher Education, 279
Teacher placement, 261
Teaching field reguirements, 2E3, 285
Technology, Engineering, 14, 16, 31E
Telecommunications, Reli giotJs, 344
Tests, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 42, 43,95, 225,
z6L,353
Theatre, 220
Theology; see Religious Studies
Therapy, Music, 165
Thermal Engineering, 296
3/ -til,Jj.e students, 32
TOEFL, 26,28,225
Training needs of organizations, 356
Transcripts, 32, 54
Transfer credit (K), 51
Transfer students, 26, 95, 97, 226, 296
Transient status,42
Trustees, Board of, 35E
Tuition, 30
Tuition reduction,3g
Tutorial Services, 24
Union, Kennedy Memorial, 2z
University Activities, 22
University Advancement, 363
University Continuing Education, 19, 356
University Honors Program, 356
University Reguirements, 42
University Scholars, 356
Urban Affairs, 193
Veterans, 28, 40
Visual Communication Design, 114
Vocational Rehabilitation, 41
Withdrawal, 32, 51
Women's Studies, 223
Work-Study,40
Write Place,24
Writing certificate, 104
Writing, Developmental, 24, 43, 348
Writing Skills, 42
WVUD-FM, 20,357
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Slewarl Streel to the Un.iversily ot Dayton.
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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC CODES
ACC Accounting
AEE AerospaceEngineering
AMS American Studies
ANT Anthropology
ART Fine Arts
ASI Interdisciplinary-ArtsandSciences
BAI Interdisciplinary-BusinessAdministration
BET Bio-EngineeringTechnology
BIO Biology
CHI Chinese
CHM ChemistryCIE Civil Engineering
CIS Computer Information Systems
CLA Classics
CLT ClinicalLaboratoryTechnology
CME ChemicalEngineering
CMT CommunicationManagement
COM Communication
COP CooperativeEducation
CPS Computer Science
CPT ChemicalProcessTechnology
CRC Corrections
CRJ CriminalJustice
CRL Law Enforcement
DEN Predentistry
DEV DevelopmentalSkills
DSC Decision Sciences
ECO Economics
EDA EducationalAdministration
EDC Counselor Education and Human Services
EDD Physical and Health Education
EDH Health Education
EDI Interdisciplinary-Education
EDP Physical Education
EDT TeacherEducation
EES Exercise Science and Fitness Management
EET ElectronicEngineeringTechnology
EGM Engineering Mechanics
EGR Engineering Service Courses
EHD Education of the Handicapped
EKP Kindergarten-PrimaryEducation
ELE ElectricalEngineering
ENG English
ENI Interdisciplinary-Engineering
ENM EngineeringManagement
EOP Electro-Optics
ESM Sports Management
EVT EnvironmentalEngineeringTechnology
FDV Family Development
FIN Finance
FRN French
GEN General Studies
GEO Geology
GER German
GRK Greek
HEC
HMS
HST
IDE
IET
IND
INS
ISE
ITA
MET
MFG
MGT
MIL
MIS
MKT Marketing
MPA PublicAdministration
MSC Management Science
MTH Mathematics
MUS Music
MUT MusicTherapv
NMT
PHL
PHO
PHY
POL
PSC
PSY
PUB
PVA
REL
RTV
RUS
SET
SOC
SPE
SPN
SWK
THR
UDI
VCD
WST
Human Ecology
Humanities Studies
History
Interior Design
Industrial Engineering Technology
International Development Sfu dies
International Studies
Engineering Service Courses
Italian
LAT
LAW
LNG
IRN Journalism
Latin
Law
Languages
MAT MaterialsEngineering
MBA Graduate Business Administration
MCH Church Music I
MCT MechanicalEngineeringTechnology 
IMED Premedicine l
MEE MechanicalEngineering
Medical Technology
Manufacturing Engineering Technologj
Management
Military Science
Management Information Systems
Nuclear Medicine Technology
Philosophy
Photography
Physics
Political Science
Physical Science
Psychology
Public Relations
Performing and Visual Arts
Religious Studies
Broadcasting
Russian
Engineering Technology Service Course
Sociology
Speech
Spanish
SocialWork
Theatre
Interdisciplinary 
- 
University
Visual Communication Design
Women's Studies
